










PREFACE 

W e are happy to announce the release of the first complete electronic issue of the seminal 1923 edi-
tion of the American Type Founders [ATF] Specimen Book. Considered by many to be the culmi-

nation of specimen printing, it is an important, and massive, volume which has been unavailable until now. 

A LITTLE HISTORY 

In 1923, 31 years after it’s formation, ATF was at it’s technological and financial height. The merger of 
many foundries into one conglomerate had effectively eliminated competition, and the resulting profits had 
been used to expand production and advertising. America was at a financial high point: everyone was 
looking to spend money, and to sell to others. 

With this in mind, ATF poured $300,000 (over $4,000,000 in today’s dollars) into the most ambitious 
advertising vehicle ever: the 1923 Specimen Book and Catalog | Dedicated to the Typographic Art. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT? 

Not only did this 1100+ page behemoth provide specimens of type, it showed designers how to use it. 
Printed in full colour throughout, it intersperses specimen pages with hundreds of design examples, using 
the full palette of type and ornaments available. 

With the arts & crafts and art deco movements in full swing, the book ended up being a snapshot of life in 
the Americas in the ‘roaring 20s’. This book is a fascinating glimpse of a bygone age including, but not 
limited to: 

It also provides a valuable record of typography in it’s golden age. The influence of such giants as Bruce 
Rogers, Fred Goudy, and even William Morris can be seen in it’s pages. Countless letterpress enthusiasts 
have been able to not only identify type, but experience the context in which ornaments and borders were 
intended to be seen. 

WHAT WAS INVOLVED THE PRODUCTION OF THIS ISSUE? 

The most difficult part of producing a new issue of the ATF Specimen Book is obtaining a copy. Due to it’s 
size, and the fact that it was often used heavily as a reference in an industrial setting, this book rarely 
survived intact. Surviving copies are quite desirable, and often sell for hundreds of dollars. 

Another difficulty is that this book was printed using a variety of papers; many pages were made of the 
newly-developed ‘pulp’ paper. We now know that, unfortunately, this paper is highly acidic, and becomes 
quite brittle over time. It also affects negatively the materials with which it is in contact. Again, this has 
contributed to the scarcity of good-condition copies. 

Having acquired a copy, we were faced with another issue: how can one justify disbinding an important 

advertising terminology & design, for a wide spectrum of businesses; 

a full essay on the etiquette of—and templates for—calling-card sizes; 

mock wedding invitations (Who would guess that, in 1923, weddings were held late in the afternoon, 
or in the evening? Or that private railway cars were booked for the convenience of guests?) 
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book? Helping our conscience along was the fact that our copy, while largely intact, was badly 
‘shaken’ (book-parlance for when the binding is becoming loose). The boards and their cloth covering were 
also badly worn. We were able to disbind it with minimal loss to the material, and this made the next 
step—scanning—much easier. 

Resolution: we scanned each page at 400 dots-per-inch. This allows for magnification for study, but also 
results in a large file size; to cope with this issue, we have split the high-resolution issue into three parts, so 
that even a modest computer will be able to view the files. 

Colour: each page is available in full colour, as per the original. As any printer knows, using multiple col-
ours in letterpress work increases the workload exponentially; as a result, there are very few specimen 
books with this feature. No version of the 1923 ATF would be complete if it were not rendered in colour, 
despite the fact that this results in a significant increase in file size. 

Accessibility: We felt strongly that an electronic issue should easily accessible. The benefits to this are 
many, including: redundancy (many copies mean the information will never be lost); ease of use (people 
will actually use, and benefit from, the book as a reference); ease of access (short download time results in 
redundancy and use, as above). So, we have also produced a lower-resolution version of the book. This 
means that tablets and other hand-held devices can be used to read it, without annoying lag times for ren-
dering each page. Additionally, we have added electronic bookmarks for all of the main sections, to allow 
for easy browsing. And, through optical character recognition, all of the text is searchable. 

Completeness: We have included every page, including blank ones. While this may seem silly to some, it is 
important to bibliographers and those who study books as artifacts. How were the sheets printed? Does my 
copy have all of it’s pages? Such questions can only be answered if there is a complete copy available for 
comparison. As this is, thus far, the only freely available electronic issue, we felt that it is important that it 
be as complete as possible. 

The sharp-eyed amongst us will note that pages nine and ten are subtly different from the others; that leaf 
was sliced from our copy long ago, and replaced with one provided by Dr. David MacMillan’s excellent 
website (circuitousroot.com). Our thanks go to him; his hard work in providing material similar to this 
should be recognized. 

There are a handful of places in our copy where someone (likely the same inconsiderate soul) also sliced 
small samples from the pages: a word here, an electrotype there. None of them are vital (in our opinion), as 
they are simply smaller-sized versions of examples in the same page. And, the slicing in itself is evidence of a 
book in use for 90 years. (Trust me, the right person gets excited about such things.) 

Format: we have chosen to release this issue in the pdf format. This format is viewable using the a wide 
variety-and freely-available-selection of software, including Adobe Acrobat. It has become the informal 
standard for graphics-intensive books. An additional advantage is that it is, at it’s root, simply a container 
for images, which means that they can be retrieved and updated to other formats in the future (remember 
redundancy?) 

In view of the foregoing, then, we hope that this release of the 1923 ATF Specimen Book makes the world a 
little brighter. It will let us benefit from the incredible skill and artistry of a bygone age. It will educate, 
entertain, and enable. For free. And what better thing could there be? 

 

Toronto, January 24, 2013 David Armstrong 
Sevanti Letterpress 
www.sevanti-letterpress.com 
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~HE WHOLE HISTORY 
-C) OF PRINTING IS MOST 

INTIMATELY CONNECTED 
WITH THE CREATION OF 
PROGRESSIVE TYPE FACES 

.. ~. @-u·· 

PRINTERS can hardly expect to 
please their customers for any 

length of time who neglect to give 
type studious consideration, and 
who lack a generous complement 
for every demand. Good selection 
oftype is the finger~post pointing 
to the big difference between the 
progressive printer and the one 
who plods along from year to year 
with a lot of antiquated materials, 
just getting a living and thinking 
himself lucky if at the end of the 
year he has made enough money 
to just about keep things moving 
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MOD ERN FLOU RISH ES VAN I TY IN I TI AL 

~· 
+mr .~ 

STERLING 
~ ~r---------------~~ 

TIME has not the 
power to mar the 

perpetual beauty of 
MajesticSilverware. 
Constant use cannot 
affect its endurance. 
Inheritance will pay 
its lasting tribute to 
those who bequeath 
it; and because of the 
memories and daily 
associations which 
ever cluster about it, 
it will become vivid 
with meaning down 
through the varying 
seasons forthe many 
generations of heirs 

~· ~ ~ 
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MAJESTIC 

~ c>----oo~ 
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THE 
SILVER SERVICE 

DE LUXE 

1 
T T 

CL ELAND ORN AMENT 

National Oldstyle 
A dec i ded acquisit ion to the modern 

composing room 

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO BE PRESENT 
AT OUR EXHIBITION OF FINE ETCHINGS AND 
DRY .. POINTS· BY RICHARD EDISON RUTLEDGE 

MARCH NINETEENTH TO APRIL SECOND 

~ 

RICARD & MEREDITH 
1860 SOUTH BAINBRIDGE STREET · SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
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THE· FOUNTAIN· OF· ACHIEVEMENT 

AN· ATTRIBUTE 
~~ ~~ 

\ PRINTING·&·ENGRAVING·AS ~ 
(!) PRODUCED· IN ·THIS · PLANT 

HAVE·THAT·SUBTLE·ELEMENT 
OF· DISTINCTION· KNOWN ·AS 

· CHARACTER · 
THOUGHT·&· INTELLIGENCE 
CARE · & ·CO.-OPERATION ·ARE 
REFLECTED· IN· EVERYTHING 

G\ OF·THE·COMME 

t. MOST· PRODUCT R PUT A TIONS ARE BASED 
t:::{~ ~ CLELAN D BORDER ON PAST ACCOMPLISH-

MENTS, BUT THEIR MAINTE-
NANCE DEPENDS ENTIRELY 

BUC KINGHAM, AN ON PERFORMANCES OF THE 
PRESENT. BUSINESSES THAT 

DESIGNERS· PRINTERS RESTON THEIR REPUTATION 

MINNEAPOLI EXPECTING THAT REPUT A-
TION TO CARRY THEM ON 
ARE IN A BAD CONDITION 

HAFTEL BORD E R 

"~~~ 
AND HEADING DIRECT FOR 

•~~ 

.. 

SET THE ]0 

NATIONA 

A GOUDY 

BIN 

. OLDSTYLE 

)ESIGN 

DISASTER. SUCCESS COMES 
BY KEEPING AT IT, AND SO 
IT IS NECESSARY FOR ANY 
BUSINESS HOUSE THAT HAS 
GAINED A REPUTATION TO 
MAKE ALL ITS EVERYDAY 
PERFORMANCES LIVE UP TO 
THE HOUSE'S REPUTATION , 
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72 Point ilA 4a 

RIM 
Bark 
60 Point ilA 4 a 

DUG 
Plight 
48 Point 4 A S a 

BURN 
Reload 
42 Point 5A 9a 

HARM 
Easterly 

Della Robbia 
36 Point 4A 9a 

DRIVE 
Myriad 
30 Point 5A lla 

PERISH 
Liquidity 
24Point 7A 12a 

NIMROD 
Rhapsodist 
Deplorable 

18 Point 9A 18a 

KNAPSACK 
Underhanded 
Hieroglyphics 

14 Point 13A 26a 

DISJUNCTION 
Prominent exhibit 
secures first prize 
at agricultural fair 

12Point 16A 33a 

UNEXPERIENCED 
Big municipal pageant 

thrilled large gathering 
of enthusiastic citizens 

10 Point 18A 36a 

MAIN CONCOURSE 
Discerning photographer 
secures wonderful views 
for suburban newspaper 

8 Point 23A 46a 

EXCELLENT PROGRAMME 
Impressive demonstration marked 

arrival of distinguished foreigners 

who have come for trade meeting 

6 Point 26A 52a 

PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION 
Manufacturing companies amalgamated 

their research departments in order that 

greater efficiency might be secured. This 

necessitated many changes in personnel 

54 Point carried in stock on ly at Foundr.v 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGHIJJ 

KLMNOPQRR.ST 

UVWXYYZQ!:J<J{&

$ I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
abcdefghijklmno 

p q r s t u v w x y z Q! ct 

fffi f1 ffi ff1 .,--'·:;! 7 
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Della Robbia 

i_j 
-ti~ti~ti~ti~ti~ti~ti 
,-------,' 

MIDNIGHT SERENADERS 
Dramatization of the Popular Novel, presented by the 

Q!JEENSBURG THESPIANS 
Benefit of the Hospital Relief Fund 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM 
Thursday Evening, OCtober Sixteenth 

TWO DOLLARS DANCING AT ELEVEN 

-ti~ti~ti 

DE L L A ROBB IA B OR DE R AN EXHIBITION OF 

~oE?oE?oE?oE?oE?oE?q:;;.oq:;;.oq:;;.oq:;;.oq:;;.oq:;;.o:\2l 

~ ~ 
~ , ~ 

f lvoryltne t 
~ -r '1 ~ ~ 1 01 etvvare ~ 
~ ~ 
~ Milady 's dressing table is a true ~ 

~ reflection of her personality. In ~ 

o daintiness, charm and good taste o 

V Ivory line Toilet Accessories are V 
~ unsurpassed. Every article from ~ 
~ mirror to jewel box may be had ~ 

NEW SPRING 

Styles 
THE CITY MAN WHOSE 

PREFERENCE IS RA THEP-. 

EXACTING IN CLOTHES 

WILL FIND OUP-. STOCK 

BOTH DISTINCTIVE AND 

COMPLETE ENOUGH TO 

SATISFY EVERY DEMAND 

OF FASHION OP-. FANCY 

{); either plain or richly decorated, {]; 

~ in a variety of colors and designs ~ 

~ AT Ql.JALITY SHOPS ~ ~ 
~ Ideal Novelty Company ~ 
},_ North Arlington o 

'W {}; 

Shirt s and Neckwear of 
Superfine Qjalit y 

~ ~ 
~ ~ Q!JIMBY & METZ 
~ ~ North Jackson Boulevard 

~ ~ Cincinnati 

~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ --- --- -

~ ~ 
~oE?oE?oE?oE?oE?oE?q:;;.oq:;;.oq:;;.oq:;;.oq:;;.oq:;;.o~ 

D E LLA ROBBIA BORDER ROTERS ILLUS T RATOR DELLA R OBBIA ORNAM ENT 
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Della Robbia Light 
36 Point 6A lOa 

Dispatched 
30 Point 7A 1-ia 

Q!aint Frock 
24 Point 9A 16a 

EXCURSIONS 
Make ReduCtion 
18 Point 13 A 26 a 

RECEIVES MUCH 
Important Document 

14 Point 18 A 36 a 

NUMBERS CHANGED 
Several Progressive Hotels 

12 Point 22 A 45 a 

BRINGING HUGE ENGINE 
Competent mechanics received 

large contract from government 

10 Point 25 A 50 a 

MANY PICTURESQUE VIEWS 
Enthusiastic tourist described beauty 

and grandeur of western landscape 

8 Point 31 A 60 a 

PUBLIC ENDORSEMENT OF METHOD 

Nationally prominent educational officials and 

business men unanimously endorsed elaborace 

system of vocational training in public schools 

6 Point 32 A 63 a 

EXERCISE IMPROVES PHYSICAL CONDITION 

Healthful recreation, exercise and reasonable habits of 

living invariably prove their importance to most persons 

as being efficient builders and preservers of good health 

Characters in Complete Fonc 

ABCDEFGH 

IJfKLMNOP 

QQl) R K S T U 

VWXYYZ&$ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

a bed e fg hi j k 
1 mnopq r s tuv 

W X y Z ff fi fl ffi fA 

QJet -- ' . . I ? 

Q]ALITY SHOES 
THE CHOICE OF DISCRIMINATING WOMEN 

r---rHE true embodiment of 

U J ~ood taste, replete with 

the freshness of fashion's 

newest dictates. DistinCtly 

feminine footwear which 

stylish women prefer and 

in which choice harmony 

of line is strengthened by 

sterling value in shoecraft 

HARTUNG COMPANY 
GARFIELD STREET NEAR CRANE· NEW YORK 

VANITY INITIAL 
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Della Robbia Light 

MUSICALE 
DUREN SEMINARY ALUMNI 

SATURDAY EVENING 

NOVEMB ER THE FOURTEENTH 
AT EIGHT O'CLOCK 

GROVENOR AUDITORIUM 
EAST SOMMERSVI LLE 

CONNECTICUT 

CLELAND ORNAME NT 

Home 
WHERE hospitality and 

faith abound and where 

comfort stands supreme 

Rankin Styles 
cleverly combine the art 

of upholstering with true 

interpretations of period 

furniture, making it more 

comfortable, modish and 

attractive as well. Rankin 

furni ture is invariably the 

choice of people of taste 

COMFORT 
WORKMANSHIP 

STYLE 

Rankin Brothers 
Philadelphia 

~ 

ROTERS ILLUSTRATOR 

THE AMERICAN TYPE FouNDERS CoMPANY 

ANNOUNCES HEREWITH AN 

ExHIBITION oF RARE AND FINELY PRINTED BooKs 

HAFTEL OR N AM!: N T 

IN THE TYPOGRAPHIC LIBRARY AND MUSEUM 

COMMUNIPAW AVENUE 

JERSEY CITY 
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lJcllu Robb ia and D el la Robbia Ligh l Della Robbia Family 

~ 

Tokens of 
Beauty 

J' 
CARY'S 

FLOWE~ SHOP 
MENDHAM ARCADE 

~»»»>-»»»>»»~ 

~ 

MoRE captivating than a 
serenade, more expressive 
than your ambitious letters 
and more poetical than a 
sonnet or ballad. Flowers 
convey your thoughts and 
feelings in a pleasant and 
refined manner. Cary has 
a most complete display of 
plants and cut flowers for 
weddings and other affairs 

~~...-t.~-~-~-~-lf-l.-tt-t-~-~-Ui.-~-~-~-M-~-~-'?t-l-Ul-~-tr--.-;')~-~-~-~-~-M-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-,-~,-~-~-~-~-~---~~ 
DELLA ROBBIA BORDER ROTERS ILLUSTRATOR 

i_j 

MORGAN & HURBANK 
HE IMMENSE VARIETY OF STOCK IN 
OUR. SHOPS IS SUCH AS WILL MEET 
WITH THE REQl)IREMENTS OF THE 

MOST FASTIDIOUS CUSTOME~ · NECKWEA~ 
AND SHIRTS OF MANY SHADES AND COLORS 
IN THE SEASON'S MOST APPROVED STYLES 
AND DESIGNS· STOCKINGS OF FINEST WOOL 
OR. SILK · ALSO A FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES 
FO~ THE DISCRIMINATING MEN OF BOSTON 

BOSTON'S VANITY SHOP FO~ MEN 

DELLA ROBBIA FESTOONS DE L LA ROBBIA INITIA L 
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Della Robbia Family Del!a Robbia and Della Robbia Light 

PROOF 
~mmmm~mm~m 

READTHIS PROOFVERY 
CAREFULLY MARKING 
ANY DESIF...ED CHANGE 
AND RETURN AT ONCE 

Be sure and always sign your 

name in order that we may be 
assured that proofs have been 
approved by the proper party 

It is a standard condition and also the 

recognized custom of the printing craft 
that author's alterations on or after the 

first proof will be charged at time rates. 

BENZE PRESS 
HURON, OHIO 

BULFJNCH BORDER DELLA ROBBIA ORNAMENT 

tJo oEj=>oEj=>oEj=>oE}=>~o~o~o~o~ 

~ ~ 
~ FINE PEARLS ~ 

0 0 

~ WITH ALL THE RARE LUSTRE ~ 
~ OF THE ORIENTAL GEM ~ 

? MYSTIC PEARLS are the only ? 
-~ acknowledged counterpart of ~ 
A the oriental gem; lustrous with A 
U the sea/soft sheen of the deep/ U 
A water pearl; animated with the A 
U kaleidoscopic tints of nature's U 
~ great original; a small fortune ~ 
~ in appearance, but only a tithe O 

\il of an Oriental Necklace as to \il 
O cost. For almost any occasion O 

\iJ pearls are a charming gift for \iJ ,b the fastidious woman ~ 

0 0 

~ KENDRICK&FOSTE~ ~ 
0 0 0 FIFTH AVENUE BUILDING 0 w HAMPTON ROADS w 
~ ~ 

0 0 

~oE}=>oE}=>oE}=>oEj=>~o~o~o~ofA. 
DELLA ROBB!A BORDER 

TENNIS TOURNAMENT 
TO BE HELD AT THE RIVERDALE COURTS · 

FIRST MATCH 

HAROLD JAMES BERINGTON 

EVERETT JOHNSON 

SECOND MATCH 

ROBERT SPENCE CUMMINGS 

CLARENCE FORHAM 

ARLINGTON COUNTRY CLUB 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER FIRST 

GAMES START AT TWO O'CLOCK ADMISSION TO GROUNDS, ONE DOLLAR 

DELLA ROBB!A BORDER VOCATIONAL CAM EO 
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36 Point 6A 9a 

BRIGADIER 
Managerial 
30 Point 6A 13 a 

Camelot Oldstyle 

The original hand-applied motifs 

exclusively employed in 

DESCENDING 
Recapitulation 

Hyancinthe 
Creations 

justify their continuous selection 
by discriminating society women 
whose clothing must necessarily 

conform with fashion's demands 24 Point 8 A 15a 

SPECTROSCOPE 
Electric Separator 

Most exclusive originations 

designed by our Paris hou se 

are exquisitely fashioned by 

our incomparable modistes 

18 Point 12 A 23 a 

NUMEROUS POEMS 
Pleasant Country Ride 

12 Point 16 A 40 a 

ENJOYING KINDERGARTEN 
Beautiful European Cathedral 

10 Point l S A 40a 

D!ST!NCJU!SHED CUSTOMER 
Magnifrcent stage costumes 

displaying appropriate taste 

brought unstinted approval 

importation of Chic Lingerie 

now being featured 

The HyancintheJhop 
North Bloomf1eld Center 

8 Point 20 A 52 a 

M ANUFACTURING UNDERWEAR 

New England mills ex pect a very 

stirring season. Numerous orders 

received during summer months 

quickly delivered to local retailer 

6 Point 25 A 50 a 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION 

Beauty and modernity apparently 

adequately co-operate rather than 

compete in this remarkable region 

w here mystic mountain peaks vie 

wi th unsurpassed turquoise lakes 

Characters in Complete Font 

A B c D E f G H I J K L M M N 0 p Q R R 

SJTUVWXYZ & $ I 2 3 4 5 6 l 8 g 0 

a a b c d e f g h h i J k l m m n 0 p q r s 

u v w x y z ff f1 n ff1 ffl a . , - , : , ' 1 
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Camelot Oldstyle 

PORTRAIT STUDIES 
OF EXQUISITE REFINEMENT AND BEAUTY 

n .Jou will be most agreeably 
'0 ,;}surprised with the result of 

Banock portraits. The softness 

of tone, with an unusual clear

ness of the smallest detail, has 

made the name of Banock on 
a photograph an assurance of 
all that is distinctively superb 

HOME PORTRAITS A SPECIALTY 

BANOCK STU 
30 Charles Street · Provi 

ANTIQ U E O R NA M ENT VANITY INITIAL 

RT EXHIBIT 
KENDILON HOUSE 

MARCH SEVENTH 

~~~~~ 

~ Kendelberry ~ 
~ Chains ~ 
» « 
{]_ Made in Gold , Silver and S 
~ Platinum, in various {l 
~ quaint designs ~ 

~ ~ ~ 
CJ. Beautiful Catalogue Sent S 
~ Upon Request {l 

BEAUTIFUL PA INTING S OF ENGLI SH AND 
FRENCH ORIGIN AND RARE MINIATURES 
BY TH E RENOWNED DUDLEY NORTHRO P ~ ~ 

FROM THE COLL ECTION S OF 

EDUARDO MORINEZ 

ADMISSION BY INVITATION ONLY 

~ Edgecomb & Handley ~ 
~ Providence, Ohio ~ 

~~~~~~~~~ 

DELLA ROBBIA INITIAL 
ROSA BORDER 
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Light Oldstyle 
48 Point 4A 6a 

Natural 
36 Point 4A 9a 

Eulogized 
30 Point 5A 10 a 

Stylish Girls 
24 Point 6A 12a 

RENOUNCED 
Dredged River 
18 Point 10 A 19 a 

BUILDING FOUR 
Great Dormitories 

14 Point 14 A 28 a 

HEROES REJOICING 
Proud Guest Honored 

12 Point 16 A 31 a 

MERCHANT EXPECTED 
Big Retailer Coming Soon 

10 Point 17 A 35 a 

EXHIBIT RACING HORSES 
Many Beautiful Ladies Ride 

8 Point 21 A 42 a 

DETECTIVE AGENCY BANKRUPT 
Business condition affects concern 

which usually received large profit 

6 Point 23 A 45 a 

BANKING CLERK BECOMES MANAGER 
Good employee supersedes many others 

forcoveted position with woolen concern 

Characters in Complete Font 

A B c D E F G 

H I J K L M N 

0 p Q R s T u v 
w X y z & $ 1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

a b c d e f g h 

k 1 m n 0 p q 

r s t u v w X y z 

! ? 

RAREST 
CHINA SILKS 

THESE wonderful creations 
invariably express a most 

exceptional style, wizardry 

of color, inimitable design 
and a guaranteed service; 
in otherwords,silkswhich 
have coveted individuality 

PUSSY WILLOW SATIN 

DRAPELLA SILKETINE 

SUPERIOR SILK COMPANY 

NEW YORK ~~ SYRACUSE 

HAFTEL ORNAMENT 
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Light Oldstyle 

Modern Sculptor 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY FOR THE NORDEN ART SOCIETY 

Beautifully Illustrated 
with many Engravings 

REFLECTING art as a great factor in 

our civilization, this new magazine 

considers art from every point of view 

and presents in a clear and extensive 

manner the artistic impulses and high 

inspirations of the present time 

50 Cents Per Copy 

$5.00 HENDER PUBLISHING COMPANY 
For One Year New Emhorft Building, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 

u__ M M M M M ~¥. ~¥~ ~¥~ ~¥. M M 
~$$$$$$~~$$$ 

Announcing 
an unusual convenience 

for our patrons 

THE BALCONY 
where you may be served with choice 

Luncheons, Salads and other 

dainty refreshments 

SPRINGER & ROBERTS 
Great Northern Boulevard 

M M M M M M M M M M M M 
$$~$$$$$$~$~ 

ROSA BORDER 

315 

~ 

BINCHER 
DECORATIONS 

The wall decorations 

and the arrangement 

of furniture as well as 

the color scheme are 

necessary for beauty 

in the home and care 

should be given while 

selecting these items. 

The Bincher Service 

will gladly advise you 

ESTIMATES UPON REQUEST 

1347 HURST BUILDING 

SOUTH NORDON. GEORGIA 

ROTERS ILLUSTRATOR 



72 Point 3A 4a 

Belt 
60 Point 3A 4a 

SHE 
Nigh 
48 Point 3A 6a 

MIND 
Rustic 
42 Point 4A 7 a 

DINES 
Empire 
36 Point 4A 7a 

HORSE 
Slighted 

Harris Roman 

Characters in Complete Font 

A B c D E F G H I 

JKLMNOPQR 

STUVWXYZ& 

$ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

abcdefghijklm 

nopqrstuvwxyz 
- ' . . ' ? . ' . ' . . 

SMALL CAPS fro m 6 to 12 Point are put up in separate fonts and 
furnished only when specially ordered 

9 and 20 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

30 Point 5A lOa 

HINGE 
Epistles 
24 Point 6 A 11 a 

INSPIRE 
Despatch 
Banquets 
18 Point 10 A 21 a 

GRANDEUR 
Photographic 
slide pictures 

14 Point 13 A 28 a 

BIOGRAPHER 
Straightforward 
young salesman 
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12 Point 17 A 35 a 

COUNT RETURNS 
PUBLIC spirited men 
welcome brave hero 
from native country 

10 Point 20 A 40 a 

PERILOUS JOURNEY 
SEVERAL old travelers 
explore wild territories 
seeking buried plunder 

8 Point 22A 43a 

ENTERTAIN SCHOLARS 
OBLIGING manager to give 
children an opportunity of 
seeing actor perform feats 

6 Point 24A 48a 

SPLENDID MUSICALE HEARD 
PERFECT articulation and good 
taste were noticeable. Lady wins 

encomiums from many listeners 

5 Point 22A 44a 

MOTORISTS ENJOY RECENT TOUR 

Beautiful highways and picturesque 

scenery delight travelers. Gathering 
tourists recall their boyhood pranks 



Harris Italic 

18 Point 10 A 20 a 

Characters in Complete Font BRIGHTENS HOME 
A B c D E F Exquisitely Decorated 
G H I J K L 14 Point 12A 26a 

M N 0 p Q R I I 
HONOR INSTRUCTORS 
Noted Educator Eulogized 

s T u v w X I I 
12 Point 16 A 34a 

y z & $ 1 2 3 I I 
SUPREME COURT DECIDING 

Judge Raised Important Question 

4 5 6 7 8 9 0 I I 10 Point 19 A 38a 

a b c d e f g GROCERY MERCHANT RETIRES 
Devoted Employees Expressed Regret 

h l J k l m n 8 Point 21 A 42a 

t I I 
HARD WORK BRINGS CONTENTMENT 

0 p q r s Earnest industry is always the living song of 

u v w X y z 
praise, the never-failing source of happiness 

6 Point 23 A 46 a 

' ' 
? EVERY PERSON SHOULD INVENT SOMETHING 

The introduction of noble inventions seems to hold by 

far· the most excellent place among all human actions 

9 and 20 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 5 Point 21 A 43 a 

FOREMOST AMONG OUR POSSESSIONS IS GOOD MEMORY 

Human memory is the cabinet of imagination, the treasury of 

reason , the registry of conscience, th e CO LLnci! room of thou.ght 

~)ITH THANKS we acknowledge receipt of 

your remittance. We bow to the man who 

pays his bills promptly. He lubricates the 

wheels of commerce and keeps industry 

humming. We appreciate your patronage and trust our 

service will merit a continuance of our cordial relations 

REMINGTON PRINTING CoMPANY 

HIGHBRIDGE, RHODE ISLAND 

Mechanics Bui!ding Te!ephone High 2863 

DUTCH INITIAL 
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Harris Roman 

~~~tJY~"9~~'9(!~"9~~ 

The Secret of All Ill~ ~ 
Decorating y _ll iBll JL~T ~ 
It . ik ~~ ~ n er1ors ({ -~\=t ~LLF;:;\ 

~OSE to whom furniture means more than merely a 
-U~thing of utility will find in our large display rooms 

an inspiration in planning the interior decorations for that 
new home, no matter how simple or elaborate their tastes 

Every object in this great collection same quality of materials as cabinet 
of beautiful cabinetry exposes that makers of years past. Here one will 
indefinable touch of the artisan who find furniture and other decorative 
works in like spirit and who uses the accessories that beautify the home 

Catalogue of Suggestions w ill be mailed on r equest 

HADIMAN FURNITURE COMPANY 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

ENGRAVERS BORDER VANITY INITIAL ROHRS ILLUS T RA TOR 

MR. TYPOGRAPHER 

Withdraw to the heart of a silent place, divert the 

mind from all distracting thoughts and concentrate 

on the blankness for that will-a-the-wisp-an IDEA. 

The game is worth the candle, for ideas often make 

deserts bloom, and will, when properly developed, 

turn printing into PROFITABLE PRINTING 
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Harris Roman and Italic 

We always have on hand 
a supply of foods that will 
keep your pets in the best 

of health and prolong life 

Send f or free booklet 

and samples 

Household Pets 
Birds and Animals 

I N PURCHASING birds or animals there 
are numerous reasons why you should 

patronize a well-known and responsible 
dealer. Our store has filled the wants of 
customers for more than seventy years 
and we guarantee to give you satisfaction 

HARRIS & MONTGOMERY 
123 MICHIGAN BOULEY ARD 

PORTSMOUTH ~ 
):,. 

2.---. 
~~~;{c)~ 

ROSA BO R DE R ROHRS ILLUSTRATOR 

C oRRESPONDENCE trains 
salesmen on the road- a salesman 
is never finished training. The older 
and experienced salesman is often as 
much in need of training as is the cub. 
Recognizing this to be a fact we have 
originated the MORRIS SALES MANUAL 
which is educating many of the most 
experienced traveling men in the fun
damental policies of selling every kind 
of merchandise. It is printed in Harris 
Roman type upon durable paper. For 
literature and further details address 

THE ROTTERDAM PRESS 

RO TER S I LLU STRATOR 

126 ABBINGTON STREET 

KANSAS CITY 
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Jones & Smith 
Stock Brokers 

~ 

12 Emerson Street ~: 
Chicago ,· 

F or eign Exch an ge 

W e issue Traveler s Checks and 

L etter s of Cr edit 

Branches 
CLEVELAND CINCINNATI 

PHILADELPHIA 

ROHRS I L LUSTRAT OR 
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48 Point 6A lOa 

i)ignifted 
36 Point 6A 12a 

Clips 'Bonds 
30 Point SA 14a 

Sixth 'J-{~mnal 
24 Point 10 A 18 a 

Industrialism 
Gave Lawful 'Date 
18 Point 14 A 28 a 

)-{ealthful Games 
FancB Skating 'DisplaB 

14 Point 21A 40 a 

masterpieces 'Bought 

Coerce OJetropo litan Author 

12 Point 22A 42 a 

'Brochure Won 'GrophB 

'national Association of Scribes 

10 Point 25A 49a 

Seventh 'Regimental 'Dance 

.Legislative OJanual for Government 

Insurance Companies 

8 Point 27 A 53 a 

Choicest Educational Literature 

'Philadelphia 'Friendl~ .Ceague Continued 

'J-{orticultural Exposition 

6Point 29A 58a 

International 'Yacht 'Racing Contests 

QuarterlB (l)eeting of Southern 'Philatelic Guild 

Eighth Financial Statement 

Freehand Series 

Characters in Complete 'Font 
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QualitB 
Service 'Printer 

I have just hung out mB 

shingle at 32 'DeB Place 
wherelshall be delighted 
to meet those who are in 

need of superior printing 
ffiai l and other modern 

advertising methods 

'Phone 564 Worth 

John StanleB )-{edgman 
Advertising 'GBpographer 

~ochester 

• 
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'BH the characteristics of the 
human face one's qualities are 
often judged .... and so it is with 
tHpe faces ~ 'Being guided bH 
this prin~iple we alwaHs trH to 

. use onlH the tHpe faces which 
are characteristic of the thing 
to be advertised ~ Good faces, 
either human or tBpe, alwaBs 
create a favorable impression 

SE.CEC'G'E~ 

- - ~---~--

is a good tHpe face 

I fL h d andhasaplace rree an inallcomposing 
rooms 

American 'GHpe Founders 
Compan9 
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F acts of value for 
evel1J man who conducts 
a printing business or 
the man who intends to 
enter the field of 
printing 

F acts vividlH pictured 
that take thenblue skH"out 
of the mHsteries of 
the game 

Facts~250 pages of 
them~presented in a wag 
that makes them 
easilH and thoroughlg 
understood 

~ 

Freehand Series 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ )-(ow ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~0 make ffioneu ~ 
~ v ~ 
~ 41 inthe ~ 
~ . . ~ 
~ rtnttng ~ 
~ m . ~ 
~ ..oustness ~ 
c{P ~ 
~ A ~ 
~ SHnopsis ~ 
~ ofthe ~ 
~ ~ook ~ 
~ f ~ 
c{P ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
c{P ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 'l1ew 'Rochelle ~ 

~ Space & Quad Compang ~ 
~ Publishen ~ 
c{P ~ ~ 
c{P ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

BROCHURE BORDER AMERICAN BORDER 

~~.5~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ A merican 'G9pe 'Faces . ~ 
~ :, · are the :Back hone of Good Printing and increase ~: ~ 
~ :: !:JOUr profits in the Printing :Business : ~ 

~ So SaM We All of Us ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~f€8~~~~ 

CLELA ND BOR DER 

T he stock used on this insert is CHEMCO ANNOUNCEMENT, kid finish. Made by 

CHEMICAL PAPER M ANUFACTURING CO., H olyoke, Mass. 
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Freehand Series 

'Ghis 
Catalogue 

With verH few exceptions the name~ 
of persons, places and things in this 
catalogue are all fictitious. We have 
modeled a world in miniature which 
exists onlH in these pages and is not 
to be found bH the most enterprising 
geographer. 13ooks which never were 
written are brought into being. 'People 
whom no one has ever seen sell their 
mHthical wares undisturbed. OJodern 
cities rise and flourish. Vast carnivals 
parade in sumptuous grandeur. Our 
fancH roams free, and it is as if we had 
~~molded the scheme of things E~ntire, 
nearer to our heart's desire." So don't 
send for a copH ofGhe Swift Growth 
of OJightH Empires orj-{ow to Cure a 
Fresh j-{am. 'Ghese books are onlH the 
fanciful creations of our compositors. 
13ut, one thing is real and true. 'Ghe 
tHpes whose shadows cover the pages 
are real tHpes, made of the best metal, 
cast in true alignment and designed to 
satisfH the va~ing tastes of printers. 

ROSA BORDE R 

American 
'G9pe Founders 

CompanB 
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Ont~AWord 

~ 
'GE.L.L me something that will be 
JoB through all the Bears to me. 
Let mB heart forever hold 
One divinest grain of gold. 
Just a simple little word 
'Yet the dearest ever heard; 
Something that will bring me rest 
When the world seems all distressed. 

As the candle in the night 
Sends abroad its cheerful light, 
So a little word maB be 
Like a lighthouse in the sea. 
When the winds and waves of life 
'Fill the breast with storm and strife, 
Just one star mB boat maB guide 
'Go the harbor, glorified. 

/C~ r'J-(~ rE~ lffi~ /C~ ro~ 
~~ ~-:.J l:_~ ~~ ~:-! ~:'..! 

Chemco 
Announcement 

('Kid l=inish) 

22x34 ... Sub.28 

1-'';\ 
l~ 

Chemco Announcement 
is made in the following 

colors: 

13lue ·Violet • 'Rose 

13uff • GreH 
~ 

'Go ffiatch: 

Chemco Announcement 
'Bristol 

in same colors, size 

and finish 

PARAGRAPH TERMINALS 



Freehand 
I A letter of medium co lor suggesting 
I 

Old English 
I 

~rawn in imitation of the strokes I 

of a broad pen, the Freel'land Series 
carries an element of the refinement 

I 

of 'Black Letter, and Bet it is verB i 
I 

I 
legible and rich looking for the pur-

I 
I 

I poses of modern print. 'Ghe capitals 
! 

have slight decorative flourishes I 
I 

which give the page an added touch 
I 

I 
ofbeautB. 'Ghe lower-case alphabet 

I is singularlB clear and strong; each I 

letter, although obviouslB based on 
Old English, has an unmistakable 
similaritB to the 'Roman fonts now 
in general use. And this is of impor-
tance, because for general printing 
the letters should be simplB formed 

TINT' CHAP · BOOK BORDER AND CHECKERBOARD RULE j 



Freehand Series 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
'Profltable 'Possibilities 

ROTERS I LLUSTRATOR 

'Ghe 

customers demand SttJle, and are willing 

to paB for it; but it must be correct and 

effective. 'Printers who most convindnglB 

displaH new ttJpe faces to their customers 

will derive the greatest proflt from them 

because printing done with popular new 

tBpe faces is worth more than that do~e 
with tBpe faces which are worn or obsolete 

'Gelephone 

.American 'GBpe Founders Co. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CLELAND BORDER MISSAL IN ITIAL 

is an Asset to 
'Business 

I 
Its cost 

is but a few cents 
dailB 

"!~ • """''"' ' ""'"' ' :>-~--- ' "'-,r ' ., ' i 
~-~ 'J{E who first reduced the labor of coptjists 

J 
3 

bB the use of movable tBpes was disbanding 
hired armies and cashiering most kings and 
senates and creating a whole new democratic 
world. J-(e had invented the Art of Printing 

CA'R£'Y£E 

6)~~ ~~~ 
i 

; .~(8 
ROSA BORDER 
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Jenson Oldstyle No. 2 
72 Point 3A 4a 

Mink 
60 Point 3A 4a 

Hailed 
48 Point 4A 9a 

Napkin 
42 Point 4A 9a 

Brigades 
36 Point 5A 9a 

SECURE 
Inquisition 
30 Point 6A lOa 

ENDURED 
Disrespectful 
24 Point 7 A 13 a 

RESOURCES 
Communicated 

I Characters in Complete Font 

A B C D E F G 
I 

HIJKLMN 

OPQRSTU 

VWXYZ&$ 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
abcdefghi 

jklmnopqr 

I stuvwxyz 

t··''-)~ • ' - + ' • • 

Character - not made for 24, 30, 36, 42, 

48, 54, 60 and 72 Point sizes 

54 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

18 Point lOA 20a 

GOVERNED 
Protesting tribe 
given privileges 

14 Point 13A 26 a 

MERCHANTS 
Improved method 
again thoroughly 
surprised retailers 

12 Point 16 A 32 a 

WINTER SCENE 
Pretty landscape sold 
particular gentleman 
from western society 
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10 Point 18 A 38 a 

FINISHED GARDEN 
Skillful arrangement of 
shrubbery and selection 
of proper flowers assure 
horticultural perfections 

8 Point 22A 42a 

SECURED PERFORMER 
The most cherished possession 
of the great instrumentalist or 
vocalist is his proficiency, and 
every endeavor is exerted that 

perfection be ever maintained 

6Point 25A 50a 

MANY HOUSE ORNAMENTS 
The difference between a house that 

resembles a square box on the ground 

and one that seemingly belongs there 

is a good foundation planting. Proper 

plants cleverly distributed create just 

the beautifying effect usually needed 



Jenson Oldstyle No.2 

::;,~ 

~ 

f 

l 
.1_ ~ ~ ~ -~~ 
C • ~ • ::;;r.'C • :;:;,(:8 

Advertising assures the 

RIGHT WAY and greatly 
enlarges the market for the 
manufacturer's product.JC.JC 

ADVERTISING PRINCIPLES 

ANT I QUE ORNAMENT ROSA BORDER 

~ II A BUSINESS CANNOT II~ STAND STILL FOR ANY 

111 

LENGTH OF TIME 

l 
~ 

A BUSINESS will either ad vance or go 

~II backward. The difference between 

growth or decline may be merely a 

J question of advertising. Many a firm 

~ meets its over head expenses and pays II~ 
higher dividends from the increased 

volume of business created by 

~~ ADVERTISING ~~ 
} ~ 
8)~.-:" .~(c: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ , ~ 

i ART- EDUCATION I 
~ ~ 

i MAGAZINE · ~ 
~ ~ ~· . ~ ~ 
~ VOLUME " r. . (. NUMBER ~ 
~ TWO 'I •• , ONE ~ 

~ ' ~ 
~ ~ 
3j Art Principles II! 
3j Graphic Expression • Manual Expression ~ 
~ ~ !II ENTERPRISE PUBLISHING COMPANY II! 
~ BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO I ~ 

!II - II! 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ANTIQUE ORNAMENT OLD ENGLISH BORDER 
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Jenson Condensed 
72 Point 3A 4a 24Point 8 A 17 a 12 Point 20A 43a 

Bough 
60 Point 3A 4a 

Spatula 
48 Point 5A 7 a 

MUSTER 
Harlequin 
42Point 5A 9a 

EXPENSE 
Refrigerate 
36 Point 5A lOa 

DECEMBER 
Investigation 
30 Point 7 A 12a 

FREQUENTED 
Jumping Horses 

EXISTENCE 
Night edition 
was expected 
18 Point 12 A 26 a 

HEMISPHERES 
Daring travelers 
discovered silver 

KITCHEN GARDENS 
Produce choice fresh 
vegetables for thrifty 
suburban commuters 

10 Point 22 A 46 a 

ROMANTIC SCENARIO 
Quixotic drama unfolds 
remarkably interesting 
story splendidly filmed 

8 Point 26 A 55 a 

ILLUSTRATED TRAVELOGS 
Prominent lecturer announces 
unique pictorial entertainment 

14 Point 16 A 39 a combining music with pictures 

GIFTED MUSICIAN 
Contemplates taking 
extended foreign tour 
with larger orchestra 

6 Point 28 A 60 a 

HONOR UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL 
Student body of important university 
tenders farewell banquet to retiring 
president and presents valuable gift 
in appreciation of his helpful service 

96, 120 and 144 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

Characters in Complete Font 

A B C D E F G 
HIJKLMN 
0 P Q R S T U 
VWXYZ&$ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
a b c d e f g h i 
jklmnopqr 
stuvwxyz 

- t + + ' ) + t + t + + 
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Jensen Bold Condensed 
18 P oint 13 A 26 a 42 P oint 5 A lO a 

BROKE PLEDGE HIS Kite Explains Reason 
14 Point 18 A 36 a 36 P oint 6 A 12a 

RESERVING SEATS GRAINER Prevents Crowding 
12 Point 20A 46a Inspected BROKERS INTERESTED 
New Company Succeeds 

30 Point 8A 14a 
10 Point 20A 46a 

MENTIONS ENCOURAGE OPTIMIST 
Brighter Future Sighted 

8 Point 28A 58a Rival Joker MADE CREDITABLE SHOWING 
Amateur actors rehearsing new 
play delighted patient instructor 24 Point 10 A 17 a 

6 Point 30 A 60a SPOKESMAN 
PROGRESSIVE MERCHANT RETIRES 
Reviews remarkable business career Gifted Soloist and advises those struggling for fame 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGHIJ 
KLMNOPQRS 
TUVWXYZ&$ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
abcdefghijk 
Imnopqrstuv 
Wxy Z , •• ') . ' - . , . . 
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144 P oint 3A 4 a 

120 P oin t 3A 4a 
-

96 P oin t 3A 4a 

72 Point 3 A 4 a 

Enable 
60 Poin t 4A 5a 

Natural 
48 Point 5 A 8 a 

Rudiment 



72 Point 3A 4a 

Nail 
60 Point 3 A 4a 

RED 
Sigh 
48 Point 4A 5 a 

MINE 
Hayti 
42 Point 4A 6 a 

DITCH 
Expert 
36 Point 4A 7a 

USHER 
Injuries 

De Vinne No.2 
30 Point 5A 9a 

HERBS 
Kindled 
24 Point 6A 11 a 

CUSTOM 
Sacrifices 
18 Point 9 A 18 a 

ENCLOSED 
Nice Marble 

14 Point 13 A 25 a 

INVESTMENT 
Municipal bond 
issued recently 

12 Point 15 A 30 a 

BAND CONCERT 
Numerous critics 
heard soloist play 
difficult selection 

10 Point 19 A 39 a 

PEACE NEGOTIATED 
Statesman considering 
terms offered declared 
outlook real promising 

8 Point 21 A 43 a 

R. EMAR.KABLE GENIUS 
Scholar show s wonderful 
knowledge of wild animal 
customs during captivity 

6 Point 22A 44a 

HISTORICAL ARCHITECTURE 
Beautiful b uilding ju s t fini s h ed 
g reatly admired ; ancient des ig n 
followed for ext erior decorating 
w a s favorably commented upon 
r ecently b y renowned architect 

5"\1:?, 7 and 54 P oint carr ied in s tock on ly at Foundry 

Characters in Complete Font 

A B c D E F G 

H I J K L M N 

0 p Q R s T u 
v w X y z & $ 

1234567890 

a b c d e f g h 

k I m n o p q r 

s t u v w X y z 

? 
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De Vinne Condensed No. 2 
12 Point 21 A 40 a 

BUILDING LIBRARY 
Contemplated outlay 
spiritedly subscribed 
when solicitors start 

10 P oint 25A 50a 

OUTING GIVEN CHILDREN 
Enjoy invigorating breezes 

rapidly wafted shoreward 

on restless foaming billow 

S Point 26 A 52 a 

MAYOR CALLING MEETINGS 
Notification officially received 
giving authority for occupying 
auditorium during convention 

6 Point 2SA 5Sa 

MAGNIFICENT BUILDING ERECTED 
Experiences gained from preparations 
and construction both pleasurable and 
educational to gentleman supervising 
recent operations. Structure certainly 
improves appearance of thoroughfare 

30 Point 6A lla 

MINUTE 
Particles 
24 Point SA 14a 

DREAMER 
Questioned 
1S Point 12 A 23 a 

NICE OUTING 
Sailing Friday 

14 Point 16A 30 a 

BAND CONCERT 
Enthused maiden 
cheers conductor 

54 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

Characters in Complete Font 

A B c D E F G 

H I J K L M N 0 

p Q R R s T u 
v w X y z & $ 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

a b c d e f g h 

k I m n 0 p q r 

s t u v w X y z 

? 
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72 Point 3A 4a 

Bigot 
60 Point 3A 5a 

HERD 
Septic 
4S Point 3A 6a 

ROUGH 
Esquire 
42 Point 4A 7a 

DETOUR 
Magnetic 

36 Point 4A Sa 

QUAKERS 
Graduated 



U n U§Uttnl Type F acce§ 
DESiGNED ESPECiALLY FOR 

HKGJHJ-CLASS BOOKS, CATALOGUES. CIRCULARS 

AND OTHER COMMERCIAL 'YORK 

Amce:rrican Ty]lJ>ce F((})undce:rrs 

c((})Jml]p>&ll y 
SELU::\'G HOUSES [N PRKNCiPAL CKTKES 

·-----------------------------------------------------------------0 

+ ~EEEE~~~ 
HAFTEL BORDER HAFTEL ORNAMENT 
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~tt1Ai i!EM3~1:~~~~~:111~~ 
j - ---, 

• 

P([])]JHUlliar Type Face§ 
DESIGNED ESIPECIALLY JFOJR 

HJGH-CLASS OFFICE ST A TJ£0-:\TERY AND 

JBUSXNESS IPJRJNT[NG 

Arrnce ric&n Ty]_))ce F CCJHlJl[Jl_ Jce Jr§ 

CC{J) rrn ]_))&Jffi y 
SELLING HOUSES IN PJRINCIP AL CrfiES 

~~SF~S~~ ~~333~ + HAFTEL BORDER HAFTE L ORNAMEN T 
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{ HEAVY COPPERPLATE GOTHIC J 
24 Point No. 30 6A 

ENDANGER 
24 Point No. 29 7A 

INSTRUCTION 
18 Point No. 30 9A 

ERASED MARKS 
18 Point No. 29 llA 

DEPTH MEASURED 
12 Point No. 28 13A 

KNOWLEDGE SOUGHT 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE 

FONT 

ABCDEFGH 

J K L M N 0 p Q 

RSTUVWXY 

Z&$123456 

7 8 9 0 .. - ' : : ! ? 

6 P oint No. 24 
L--

21 A 

DEMONSTRATION SATISFACTORY 

' MODERN LABOR-SAVING DEVICES 

6 Point No. 23 f.,-- 26A 

0 

12 Point No. 27 16 A 

FOUND HANDSOME BOOK 
COLLEGE PROFESSOR RETURNS REPORT 6 
DEPARTMENT OFFICIAL CORRECTS NOTE 

6 Point No. 22 32A 
12 Point No. 26 19 A 

SEVEN SCHOLARS FURNISHED 
JUDGE HONORED FAMOUS EUROPEAN LIBRARIAN 

NEWSPAPER PUBLCISHED BIOGRAPHY OF VISITOR 

12 Point No. 25 24A 6 Point N o. 21 37 A 

INTERNATIONAL BOATING CONTEST 
RAPID C AL C ULATING MA CHINE PROVES VERY EFFI CIENT 

SEVERAL LEADING BUSINESS MEN ENDORSED INVENTION 

OUR BIRTHDAY 

WHILE SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR THE PAST TWENTY- FIVE YEARS WE HAVE MADE A 

REPUTATION FOR OURSELVES OF WHICH WE ARE PROUD . TO-DAY WE CELEBRATE OUR 

TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY 

AND IN HONOR OF THE IMPORTANT EVENT PATRONS OF OUR STORE WILL BE GIVEN THE 

BENEFIT OF A THIRTY PER CENT REDUCTION ON ALL MERCHANDISE IN THE BUILDIN G. 

THIS WONDERFUL OFFER I S FOR TO-DAY ONLY . DO NOT FAIL TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT 

COURTESY, QUALITY AND PROMPT SERVICE 
HAVE BEEN OUR POLICY FOR THE PAST QUARTER OF A CENTURY 

BROAD DEPARTMENT STORE 

CHESTER , INDIANA 
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LIGHT COPPERPLATE GOTHIC 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE 

FONT 

ABCDEFGH 

J K L M N 0 p Q II 

RSTUVWXY l:£: ~ 2. ~ ·4, ~! ~ II 
II 

6 Point No.4 21A 

PREPARED ELEMENTARY COURSE 

SCHOOL TEACHERS DIRECT BOYS 

6 Point No. 3 26A 

INTERNATIONAL IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY 

FOREIGN BRANCH OFFICES CONSIDERED 

6 Point No.2 32A 

AMERICAN RAILROADS CHANGE TIME SCHEDULE 

COMMUTERS REJO I CED WHEN THEY HEARD NEWS 

6 Point No.1 37 A 

FURN I SHED APAR T MENT HOUSE NOW BEING REMODELED 

WORK TO BE DONE BEFORE THE COLD WEATHER ARRIVES 

LOUIS PINE JOHN LIONS 
PRESIDE N T TREASURER 

FORD 
BANK 
CAPITAL A N D SURPLUS 

$975,000 

?I 

AUDITORS' 

ANNUAL REPORT 

NORTH REVINGTON BOULEVARD 

MARIE OAKS, CHICAGO 

VERSATILE ORNAME N T 

24 Point No. 10 6A 

RENUMBER 
24 Point No.9 7A 

HARMONIOUS 
18 Point No. 10 9A 

MONTH ENDING 
18 Point No.9 llA 

EXCEPTING RULES 
12 Point No. 8 13 A 

SPECIMEN EXHIBITION 
12 Point No.7 16 A 

REPRODUCTION INSURED 

12 Point No. 6 19A 

SPECIALIZING MACHINE WORK 

12 Point No.5 24A 

FURNISHED MODERN DEPARTMENT 

RAILROAD SECURITIES ST O CKS AND BON. DS 

HANER-SMITH COMPANY 

BROKERS 

TELEPHONE 246 

EXCHANGE BUILDING 

BOSTON 

DANCING 
PRIVATE LESSONS 

TUESDAY AND 

SATURDAY 

KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES . LEARN 

ALL THE LATEST DANCES AND ADD 

TO THE ZEST OF LIVING . SPECIAL 

COURSE OFFERED TO BEGINNERS 

SPR ING SEASON 

RENO DANCING ACADEMY 

HARTLAND , IDAHO 
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LIGHT COPPERPLATE GOTHIC CONDENSED 

24 Point No. 40 SA 

KINDRED 
SERVING 
24 Point No. 39 lOA 

ECONOMIC 
RESEARCH 
18 Point No. 40 llA 

IMPROVISER 
NUMBERING 
18 Point No. 39 14A 

ENCOURAGED 
MODERN SIGN 
12 Point No. 38 18A 

HISTORIC HOUSE 
BEING REPAIRED 
12 Point No. 37 22A 

SUPERIOR PRINTING 
CHARMS CUSTOMER 

12 Point No. 36 26A 

PROGRESSIVE METHOD 

INSPIRED CONFIDENCE 

12 Point No. 35 29A 

DISTINGUISHED DIRECTOR 
PRODUCING COMIC OPERA 

6 Point No. 34 27 A 

EXTRAORDINARY PUBLICATIONS 

CREATE DESIRABLE IMPRESSION 

6 Point No. 33 31A 

GOVERNMENT DECIDEDLY OPTIMISTIC 

INTERESTING ANNUAL REPORT ISSUED 

6 Point No. 32 37A 
PRINTER DESCRIBES ARTISTIC COMPOSITION 

SOME NOTABLE CRAFTSMEN SHOW INTEREST 

6 Point No. 31 42A 

DETERMINED EDUCATORS DECIDED CRITICAL POINT 

MANY PEDAGOGUES ATTEND INSTRUCTIVE SESSION 

L__ 

THE AGATHOI DRAMATIC SOCIETY 

A SOCIETY COMPOSED OF 

MEMBERS OF THE METROPOLITAN CHURCH 

WILL PRESENT 

THE PRODIGAL SON 
A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS 

AT THE CHURCH AUDITORIUM 

MANHATTANVILLE. NEW YORK 

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS 

FEBRUARY 24TH AND 25TH 

AT 8 O'CLOCK 

THE PROCEEDS OF THESE ENTERTAINMENTS 

WILL BE USED FOR THE IMPROVEMENTS WHICH ARE BEING MADE IN 

THE CHURCH AND PARSONAGE 

THE AGATHOI DRAMATIC SOCIETY OF THE METROPOLITAN CHURCH 

PRESENTS 

THE PROD·GAL SON 
A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS 

IN THE CHURCH AUDITORIUM, MANHATTANVILLE. NEW YORK 

ON WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS 

DECEMBER 24TH AND 25TH 

ADMISSION ONE DOLLAR LIMITED TO SEATING CAPACITY 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 

OPQRSTUVWXYZ&$ 

1234567890.,-':;!? 
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L 

I 

HEAVY COPPERPLATE GOTHIC CONDENSED 

- ~-~ 

CHARACTERS IN 

I 
COMPLETE 

AMERICAN 
FONT 

INSTRUMENTS OF UNUSUAL 

EXCELLENCE A 8 c D 

ENDEMANN E F G H 

PIANOS 
I J K L 

M N 0 p 
I 

ON DISPLAY Q R s T 
AT THE MUSIC SHOW 

HARMONY HALL u v w X 
NEXT WEEK 

y z & $ 

1 234 5 

6789 0 

ENDEMANN PIANO COMPANY - ' .. ' ? . ' . '. 
422 EAST ROBERTS AVENUE 

PITTFIELD, PA . 
I 

BUSINESS HAS FINALLY RECOGNIZED THE FACT THAT 

ART IS MUCH MORE THAN " BEAUTIFUL FOOLISHNESS" 

BUSINESS STIMULATED 
AN ARTISTIC PIECE OF PRINTING USUALLY ATTRACTS 

THE EYES OF BUSINESS MEN IN NOT ONLY YOUR OWN 

BUT IN EVERY OTHER LINE. WITH OUR FACILITIES FOR 

PRODUCING ARTISTIC PRINTING YOUR BUSINESS CAN 

BE STIMULATED NO MATTER WHAT YOU MAKE OR SELL. 

WE SHALL BE GLAD TO HOLD A CONFERENCE WITHOUT 

OBLIGATION WHENEVER IT SUITS YOUR CONVENIENCE 

,~ l ---~-" 

~ '~~~.' ' 
.. 't-,'\ 

\u~ 
• ~l . ;:r' ... 

rll ?~~-
. . • t f~ 

,ll ·" .- .- )<:-\~{ 

~ 
-- ~ -~-- ~ r .. ~· .... ~~<.; _:-.. 

ARTISTIC PRINTING COMPANY 

ADVERTISING DESIGNERS AND TYPOGRAPHERS 

POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK 

FLORAL DECORATOR 
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24 Point No. 20 8A 

READING 
MOTIVES 
24 Point No. 19 lOA 

BOHEMIAN 
FINANCIER 
18 Point No. 20 llA 

MECHANICS 
PRODUCING 
18 Point No. 19 14A 

SUBMERSIBLE 
DESTRUCTION 
12 Point No. 18 lBA 

HUNTING RANCH 
INSURE PICTURE 

12 Point No. 17 21A 

BANKERS HONORED 
NEGOTIATING LOAN 

12 Point No. 16 25A 

GRADUATES REJOICING 
PEOPLE REMAIN QUIET 

12 Point No. 15 29A 

SUPERIORITY RECOGNIZED 
FINEST EXAMPLES SHOWN 

6 Point No. 14 27 A 

INTERESTING ANNOUNCEMENTS 

DELIGHTED REFINED CUSTOMER 

6 Point No. 13 31 A 

ENTERPRISING .FOREIGNERS PROSPER 

SHOW EXCEPTIONAL BUSINESS SENSE 

6 Point No. 12 37 A 

CRITICS ADVOCATING DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 

RECOGNIZE GREAT ADVANTAGES THEREFROM 

6 Point No. 11 42A 
ADVERTISING DIGNIFIED COMMERCIAL STATIONERY 

HELPS STIMULATE DES IR ABLE TRADE EVERYWHERE 



LIGHT CoPPERPLATE GoTHIC ExTENDED 

24 Point No. 70 5A 

ENSURED 
6 Point No. 64 17 A 

ENTHUSIASTIC ADVERTISER 

SHOWING ARTISTIC DESIGN 

6 Point No. 63 22A 
24 Point No. 69 6A 

RIGHTEOUS 
IMPORTANT BANQUET ARRANGED 

MANY NOTED SPEA K ERS PRESENT 

6 Point No. 62 26A 

18 Point No. 70 SA 
INTERNATIONAL RO WING C H AMPION SH I P 

MAGNIFICENT BRONZE TROPHY AWARDED 

INSTRUCTIVE 6 Point No. 61 30A 

18 Point No. 69 9A 

CONTEMPLAT E REMARKABLE DEMONSTRATION 

PRESIDENT ATTENDS IMPRESSIVE CEREMONIES 

FOREIGN BIRTH 
12 Point No. 68 llA CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE F ONT 

SMART EXECUTOR 
12 Point No. 67 13A 

PRODUCING FIGURES 

12 Point No. 66 15A 

MECHANICS PROSPERING 

ABCDEFG 

HI.JKLMNO 

PQRSTUV 

WXYZ&$12 

34567890 

12 Point No. 65 18 A ? 
HISTORIC BANKING CONCERN 

BAKER-RICHARDSON COMPANY 
IN CORPORATED 

MADISON SQUARE . SCHENECTADY. KANSAS 

OU R MR . .JACKSON WILL CALL ON YOU SEPTEMBER 24TH 

WIT H AN UNUSUAL SHOWING OF USEFUL AND ARTISTI C 

SILVERWARE 
MR . .JACKSON RANKS AMONG THE LEADING AUTHORITIES 

ON SILVERWARE. HAVING BEEN ASSOCIATED FOR Y EARS 

WI TH NOTABLE EUROPEAN DESIGNERS, AND WE BELIEVE 

YOU WI LL FIND HIS VISIT OF UNCOMMON INTEREST. 

BAKER-RICHARDSON COMPANY 

INCORPORATED 

AUGUST NINTH 
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HEAVY COPPERPLATE GOTHIC EXTENDED 

6 Point N o. 74 17 A 24 Point No. 80 5 A 

CONCERT SINGERS RETURN 

BEAUTIFUL WINTER HOMES MENDING 
6 Point No. 73 22A 

24 Point No. 79 6 A ILLUSTRATED WESTERN SCENERY 

VARIOUS KINDS OF LARGE SHOWS 

6 Point No. 72 27 A 
DISREPUTE 

NEW MACHINE BREAKS RACING RECORD 

HIGH-GRADE SHOES SOLD REASONABLY 
18 Point N o. 80 7A 

6 Point N o. 71 30A COLD WINDS 
NEW YORK CENTRAL TRAVELS ALONG HUDSON 

COUNTRY DISPLAY WINDOWS VERY ATTRACTIVE 
18 P oint N o. 79 8 A 

NUMBER FOUR 
CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 12 Point N o. 78 llA 

A B c D E F G FROZEN CHICKEN 
H I J K L ~ N 0 12 Point N o. 77 13 A 

p Q R s T u v NOTED AUTOMOBILE 

WXYZ& $ 1 2 12 Point N o. 76 15 A 

3 4 5 6 7 a 9 0 MERCHANTS CROWDING 

? 12 Point N o. 75 18A 

NU~EROUS HO~ES DESIRED 

MRS. EDNA MAE BROVVN 

TAKES GREAT PLEASURE IN INVITING YOU 

TO BE PRESENT AT HER 

THIRD VIOLIN RECITAL 
MISS LILLIAN .JOHNSON 

SOLOIST 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE FIRST 

THREE FORTY-FIVE O ' CLOCK 

~ENDLESHOW DRAWING ROO~S 
NoRTHSHORE MANOR 

FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE WAR WORKERS 

TICKETS SENT ON REQUEST 
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COPPERPLATE GOTHIC ITALIC 

24 P oint No. 60 6 A 

HUNDREDS 
24 Point No. 59 SA 

EXPOUNDING 
18 Poin t No. 60 9 A 

MAGNIFICENCE 
18 Point No. 59 llA 

RECONSTRUCTION 
12 Point N o. 58 12A 

PERMANENT SERVICE 
12 Point N o. 57 16A 

LEGENDARY HAPPENINGS 

12 Point No. 56 18A 

DASHING OFFICER PROMOTED 

12 Point N o. 55 22A 

ENTHUSIASTIC VOYAGERS RETURN 

' --
1 

CATALOGUE 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

ABCDEFGHI 

JKLMNOPQR 

STUVWXYZ 

&$1234567 

890. ,-':;! ? 

6 P oint No. 54 21A 

STRAIGHTFORWARD APPRENTICE 

NOT ABLE LEGIS LA TORS ELECTED 

6 Point No. 53 25 A 

PROF£SSIONAL ACTIVITI£S COND£MN£D 

STORES £NJOY£D PROSP£ROUS S£ASON 

6 Point No. 52 32 A 

BRIL LIANT ENT'ERTAINMENT CLOSES PAGEANTRY 

MISUNDERSTANDING CAUSES SERI OUS BLUNDER 

6 Point No. 51 37 A 

W O N DERFUL RES U LTS SEC URED B Y S I M PLIFIED PR O CESS 

ELEC TR ICIA N S DISCUSS N U M E ROUS T OPICS O F I N TERES T 

FOURTH SEASON 

RARE 

MEDIEVAL PAINTINGS 

AND STATUARY 

DRAMATIC GUILD 

I N THE HARRESO N 

COLLECTION 

I SS U ED B Y 

THE NATI ONAL ART MUSEUM 

SAN FRANCI S CO 

MCMXXV 

D£C£MB£R 

ROMEO AND JULIET 

ACAD£MY OF MUSIC 

JANUARY 

MERCHANT OF VENICE 

CITY 0P£RA HOUS£ 

F£BRUARY 

TIMON OF ATHENS 

NOBL£ TH£ATR£ 

SEA SON TI CKETS A RE NOW ON SALE 
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COPPERPLATE GOTHIC BOLD 

24 Point No. 50 6A 

CHARACTERS IN 

COMPLETE FONT EMBRACE-D 
ABCDEFG 24 Point No. 49 7A 

HIJKLMN RETRIBUTION 
OPQRSTU 18 Point No. 50 9A 

VWXYZ&$ NECROMANCER 
12345678 

18 Point No. 49 llA 

9 0.,-':;!? UNCOMPROMISING 
12 Point No. 48 13A 

6 Point No. 44 22A MYSTERIOUS SEARCH 
SUPERINTENDENT ENCOURAGED 

MECHANIC PATENTED INVENTION 12 Point No. 47 16A 

FINANCIAL ADJUSTMENTS 
6 Point No. 43 25A 

12 Point No. 46 19A PERIODICAL ILLUSTRATORS BANQUETED 

BUILDS EXTENSIVE STEEL WAREHOUSES 

DISTINGUISHED PHILOSOPHER 
6 Point No. 42 34A 

12 Point No. 45 24A 
ESTABLISHED SEVENTEEN NORTHERN BRANCHES 

HASTEN ARRANGEMENTS FOR INVITATION DANCE 

BUSINESS THOROUGHFARE QUICKLY DECORATED 
BRILLIANT INSTRUCTOR RESIGNED 

6 Point No. 41 37 A 

MANUFACTURING BUILDER SECURES FACTORY CONTRACT 

FREIGHT CONFERENCE ADJOURNS AFTER PRELIMINARIES 

ARCHITECTURAL SCHOOL POSTPONES THIRD EXHIBITION 

MR. RICHARD N. DILLINGHAM 

JOSEPH BUCHANAN JOHN SM REPRESENTING 

HUNTI N BANKING COMPANY 

PITTSBURGH 

SLOANE & BUCHANAN 

CASUALTY 

ACCIDENT 

MANAGING AGENTS AND DIRECTORS FOR THE PRINCIPAL 

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMPANIES 

INSURANCE RAILROAD 

LIABILITY 

BRANCH OFFICES ARE LOCATED IN ALL THE IMPORTANT CITIES OF THE COUNTRY 

THE FACILITIES OF OUR ORGANIZATION ALWAYS AT YOUR DISPOSAL 

9285·9289 WASHINGTON BUILDING 

PITTSBURGH INDIANAPOLIS CINCINNATI 
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COPPERPLATE GOTHICS 

TELEPHONE CONCORD 246 

CAMBRIDGE. MASS. 19 

IN ACCOUNT WI TH 

GEORGE HENDERSON COMPANY 

ORNAMENTAL HARDWARE 

TERMS : NET THIRTY DAYS NINETEEN CHESTNUT STREET 

BALANCE BROU G HT FORWARD 

EDGAR CORSON,M.D. 

OFFICE HOURS 

9 .00 TO 11.30 A.M. 

2.00 TO 5.00 P.M . 

CONSULTING SURGEON 

MARCHMONT BU I LDING 

PITTSBURGH 

SOUTHERN MINING COMPANY 
DESIRES TO ANNOUNCE THAT IT HAS LATELY 

OBTAIN ED THE SERVICES OF 

HERBERT RITCHFORD 
IN THE CAPACIT Y OF 

ASSAYING CHEMIST 

WITH OFFICES AT 

COSMOPOLITAN FIRE INSURANCE BUILDING 

NIN ETEE NTH AND SYCAMORE STREETS 

MINNEAPOLIS 
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COPPERPLATE 
GOTHICS 

A DESIRABLE ALL-ROUND TYPE FAMILY 

WHICH INCLUDES AN UNUSUAL RANGE OF FACES 

IDEALLY ADAPTED TO PRACTICALLY 

· ALL GRADES OF COMMERCIAL 

AND SOCIAL PRINTING 

Hafte l Ornament 

S HOW ING A FEW O F 

THE MAN Y USES FOR THIS 

STAN D A RD FAMILY 

AMI::::RICAN TYPE FOUNDERS 

COMPANY 

Light Copperplate Gothic and Light Copperplate Gothic Extended 



NO SHOP IS 

COMPLETE WITHOUT 

THIS FAMILY 

R ICHAR D KENSINGTON 

lE!Qlllil L'=ll !MJA~ITIE ~~V!Ql~li":!l 

PUBLIC S TENO GRAP HER 

IROQUOIS BUILDING 

ATLANTIC CITY 

Copperplate Gothic Shaded and Light Copperplate Gothic 

HORACE BOTHWICK 

TELEPHONE 

BRUCE1723 

INVESTMENTS 

KNOX BUILDING 

PINEGROVE CiTY 

H eavy Copperplate Gothic and Copperplate Gothic Italic 

ADMITTING THE BEARER AND FRIENDS TO 

AN UNUSUAL EXHIBITION OF 

RARE PRINTS 
FROM THE PRIVATE COLLECTION 

OF BARON MARKHAM 

JOSIAH RU.TGER INSTITUTE 

WEEK OF MARCH SECOND 

Heavy Copperplate Goth ic a nd Heavy Copperplate Gothic E xtended 

344 

FR ANr 

~K~~~E~@u©~ CJ~u~ 

STOCKS · BONDS · 

~Ali":!! I¥ 

MERCANTILE TRUST 

BUILDING 

Copperplate Gothic Shaded and Light Copperplate Goth ic 

MADISON DRI 

ANNOUNCES TH 

OF AMEI 

"MUDGE J-
BY HENRY 

TO BE GIVEN F< 

THE COM 

WEDNESDAY, DEC 

EMERSOI' 

Light Copperplate Gothic Extended 

COPPERPLATE 

GOTHIC FAMILY 

THIS FAMOUS TYPE FAMILY 

NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION 

TO ALERT TYPOGRAPHERS. 

ALTHOUGH DESIGNED FOR 

STATIONERY AND SOCIETY 

PRIN T ING , IT CAN BE USED 

IN PRACTICALLYALLKINDS 

OF COMM ERCIAL PRINTING 



::K BR I O GE E RWIN H ALST EAD 

COMBINES 

ATTRACTIVENESS 

WITH UTILITY 

~~~~ITIQ)~~ ~~IMJ!Pffi\INIW 
ESTMENT SECURITIES 

N~ll§l~(Q) 

BEL L TELEPHON E 

MARKET 9562 

IIATIC SOCIETY 

HIRD OF A SERIES 

AN PLAYS 

~DERSON" 
BROW M ABIE 

THE BENEFIT OF 

NITY CLUB 

v'lBER EIGHTEENTH 

...JDITORIUM 

HOTEL CHESTERFIELD 

VIRGINIA BEACH 

POCK ET CAMERAS SUP ER LEN SES 

PRESTO CAMERA COMPANY 

I NTRODUCING 

MA NU FACTUR E RS AND I M POR T ERS OF 

EQUIPMENT FOR PICTURE MAKI NG 

2 46 FAIRM O UNT A V EN UE 

N O RTH NE W BUR G H 

HARRY SE A MA N 

Heavy and L ight Copperplate Gothic Condensed 

LUNCHEON 
TENDERED TO 

MISS IRENE CAMERON 

BY HER ASSOCIA T ES IN 

THE ACCOUNTIN G DEP A RTMEN T 

O F THE 

JOHNSTON-CORNISH 

COMPANY 

HOTEL MASSACH USETTS 

TU RDA Y, OCTOBER TWENTIETH 

ONE-TH I RT Y O'C LO CK 

Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed 

FACING T H E OCEAN CAFETE RIA RESTAURANT 

Heavy Copperplate Gothic Hafte l Ornament 
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COPPERPLATE GOTHICS 

T ELEP HO NE C ENT R E• 46 3 SHOWR OOMS I N CHI CAGO 

~ 
JFlRENCI'i POTTElRY COMPANY 

MANU FACT U RER S AN D DES IG NERS OF 

POTTERY FOR DECORATIVE PURPOSES 

EUSTON1 OJE=lHO 

THE KENSINGTON PLAYERS PRESENT 

HUMORESQUE 
A PL AY I N FI V E ACT S 

NOVEMBER ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH 

IRVINGTON OPERA HOUSE 

TWO DOLLARS EIGHT O ' CLOCK 

ANNOUNCING THE APPOINTMENT OF 

THJE HOUSTON COMP_._~NY 

AS OUR EXCLUSIVE SUSSEX COUNTY 

REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE 

JOHNST ON SUPElR EIGHT 
THE SE NSAT ION O F THE FEBRUAR Y 

AUTOM O BI L E SH O W 

JOHNSTON MOTOR CAR COMPANY 

R E G E N T S Q UARE , NEW YO R K 

Light Cop perplate Goth ic a nd Cas lon Open face T itle Hafte l Or nament 

This insert is printed on PRI:IIROSE C.>.:'\ FOLD . J-\a sis 20x21)~f,Q lbs. 

l\ ladc by :\1.\RTI:'\ C.-\:\Tl:\E CO:\IP .. \:'\Y. Saugerties, ~- Y. 
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COPPERPLATE GOTHICS 

OFFICERS 

GEORGE PARSONS 

PRESIDENT 

ERIC BIRDLEIGH 

VICE - PRESIDENT 

THE CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK 
OF BRIDGEPORT 

JOHN LOWE 

DIRECTORS 

J . M . DAY 

ROBERT KLEINERT 

W. LIGHTER 

RALPH KENDALL 

BRIAN REID 

~ 

BUSINESS MEN AND CORPORATIONS HAVING ANY 

FUNDS WHICH THEY ARE NOT YET READY TO USE 

IN GREATER BUSINESS ARE INVITED TO CONSIDER 

THE ADVISABILITY OF DEPOSITING THEM WITH US 

IN AN INTEREST BEARING CHECKING ACCOUNT OR 

EXCHANGE THEM FOR CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 

WHICH WILL BEAR INTEREST AT THE HIGHER RATE 

WE ARE THEREFORE IN THE POSITION TO PRESENT 

SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE EMPLOYING OF 

FUNDS IN LONG AND SHORT TERM INVESTMENTS 

BRAIDFORD AVENUE AT MORGAN STREET 
CAPITAL 
$2,587,000 

MEMBER FEDERAL 

RESERVE SYSTEM 

BEREUX TOILET 
PREPARATIONS 

SoME PEOPLE HAVE THE 

ASTOUNDING FACULTY OF 

KEEPING COOL AND ALSO 

IMMACULATE IN SUMMER. 

WITH MANY IT IS DUE TO 

BEREUX TOILET ARTICLES 

SUCH AS PERFUMED SOAP, 

FINE FACE POWDER . RICH 

PERFUMES. FACE CREAMS , 

LOT IONS AND MANY MORE 

OF THEIR WORLD KNOWN 

DELICATE PREPARATIONS 

T H E NA ME BEREUX IS A 

G U ARA NTEE OF QUALITY 

A ND T RU E SAT I S F AC TI ON 

HUGO BEREUX COMPANY 
I MPORTERS AND MANUFA C TURERS 

NEW YORK PARIS LONDON 

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE THE UNION DEPOT 

SOUTH BRIDGEPORT, PENNSYLVANIA 
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CENTURY CLUB 
HOTEL NESTOR 

MENU .. . 
OYSTER COCKTAIL 

CONSOMME EN TASSE 

CUCUMBERS OLIVES RADISHES 

FRESH CRAB MEAT 

BROILED SPRING CHICKEN 

CURRANT JELLY 

BAKED POTATOES CORN ON COB 

ASPARAGUS TIPS 

FRUIT ICES FRENCH PASTRY 

OEM/ TASSE 
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T9~ 1(~!1])U§"'lrg_IfAL ART §OCifE"'lrY 
e>ne !P'Jfli!I!LA!ll>lE!L!P'lf!Ill~~ 

<CO!Rl.!D>!!A!LL"\Y !!N~' !I'7l'lE§ :YC>lU ~"'-NlD )~C<f!>lUmt nemt!llEP»!D>§ TC> li'BlE 

!P'mtlE§~J;:t">'Jl" ' "'-T liT§ T"'~'li~NT"lY-§lE~' lETh"':!l.'JB! 

ANNJ{~TER§ARY DI£NNER621DANC:E 

If'IA S:l~!~ !l~t!C) LB: A '[JD I1:"11"eD> H~II'[J 1"1I 

S~~':'l"tUil;zilJ)A y 11:!~~-lE::<"IT~G, ~'C':'l"Ol'BlEIR "lrlE'Il'El~T3I:"l~N"'r1Ht: 

AT !PLSI.lJAlli" All'"TlEmt lE!!Glfli'Jl" 

lEN:CEffA'L'IJ;N'Jl" :''! 'US!!'C il':>AN:C!!N~3 AT TlEN 
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Sir~f~:ll,,~Ji~~JILA iJ~ (i0 iJH ~C SIHJAIC) ~~C) 

12 Point No. 71 23A 

~J~Ii'IJ'f U!NJ1igfRl g~1iU!NJ ®J 

P~P~~s~ g~Ui'"U~~~"'lig~ 

~g!J'iJgi?U1iU!NJ@J ~J~ 'f<Ol~ 

6 Point No. 74 28A 

~~~'li~!NI~\!,U$~~~ ~~!NI!J<<:.~~ 

~~~U$~S e!\,~~m~:~!\, ~~!\,~ 

W@~ 'li~~U~ ~~@WUeU~!NJeW 

6 Point No. 73 32A 

IRI~e:lllJ'f~!RlSJ !"IRI~t"'Je:~ IJ'!'Ue:V!i.!J!Rle:S 
~!i.!JIR\Ut"'J~ V!JiJe: !Rl~e:~NV ~USIJ'!'!l..~Y 
!ii!IY fi!J!Rl@IY,IJUINJE:t"'JV e:lllJINJ INJillJU$PI~Y!R1 

12 Point No. 74 14A 

D~~JOUH'JJC~D 

~~A~JCO~OUJS 

12 Point No. 73 17 A 

~J ~SIC)~~ ~A IN OIRl 
IHJAIRH~S ~C IHJ 0 ~ IC) 

12 Point No. 72 19A 

~llJ~~~l~~llJINJ~~INJ"'F 

~INJ~C~~~90C~~~ 

e!1-IJ~~~e'li~~~ u~:~~J e@~J~!\,~'li~ W@!:'IJ'li 

A 9 C IC) ~ ~ (i IHJ ~ JJ lf{IL~J 

IJ'JJ 0 ~Q IRlSirlU'EW~YZ: 

&$~23~5!6'78~0 

'"'! ~ ~~~? 

24 Point No. 72 6A 

BAINJKS 
HEDGE 
24 Point No. 71 SA 

EMBARK 
SECOINJD 
18 Point No. 72 9A 

~JOMAD~C 
IK]~JGDOM 

18 Point No. 71 llA 

IR~ES~DENCE 
D~IR~ECTOIR~S 

TIH~ NA1r~O~JAL ACCOUINJ'TAINJ1r 
<all? NJ g W 'If COl fRHl<~ 

'li!1-IJ~ 1\,~~~IJ!:'IJGJ ~~~UOJ~Ue~!\, U!NJ U'li$ WUg!\,~ 

~INJINJOllJINJC~~ "'FH~ ~~~O~INJ"'F~J~INJ"'F OIF 

MIRl!J AIL~~AINIC)~IRl JJAC~f{SOIJ'JJ 

~~ "'FH~ ~D~"'FO~l'"'~iNJ"'CH~~IF 
WITH OFFICES AT 175 PARK LANE 

gWW~e'liUW~ 

Jl~o!l\IJI!..!J~!Rl'W WU~l$'li 
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ENGRAVERS ROMAN SHADED 

36 Point 3A 

MEND I I 

I I 

24 Point 4A I I 

CHROME II 

18 Point No. 52 7A 

REQUIRING 
UMBERED 

18 Point No. 51 9A 

INSURE HOMES / 
BINDS EDITION 

12 Point No. 55 lOA 

KINGDO~f UNITED 
SECURE DECISION 

12 Point No. 54 12A 

NOTED MUSIC STORE 
SPANISH PROVERBS 

12 Point No. 53 13A 

FOUND HISTORIC RELIC 
HANDSOME BROCHURE 

12 Point No. 52 14A 

MOUNTED POLICE SQUAD 
NOTED ENGLISH PRINTER 

12 Point No. 51 15A 

lNCRJEA§JE CLOT1f::!f PRODUCTION 

RJEQUJE§'I'JfNG DJfGNU"'JIEJD TYPJE§ 

6 Point No. 51 16A 

~1!0JDJEJRNlfZlED § 1CH3:'>L-UHXJE§ JEXHJIJBJI'II'JEJD 

COUN'II'lEIR§JIGKllXG X 'DlllER01U§ ORDER§ 
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CJHLARAC'II'JEJR§ liN CO}ilP'JLJE'II'JE JFOXT 

A B c c D E lli~ . 

G II I J K L M 

N 0 p Q R s T 

u v w X y z & 

$ 1l 2 3 4 5 8 {l 

8 9 0 0 ., 

~ ., • 0 v OJ) 
0 9 0 0 

The fo11owing overhanging cha!'acte rs are s upplied 
with each font 

A v ''T y 

THE SOCIETY 

JFOR 

~IEDICAL RESEARCH I! 
H 

RJEQUJE§'JI'§ 
:I 

'li'llilE JliONOR OJF YOUR 
p 

JPRJE§JENCJE A'JI' 

THJE FAJLJL MEETING 

OCTOBJER 'JI'WJEJLJF'JI'll:f n 
h ~ I 

ATJI'II'§ROOM§ 
n 

§TANJ11IOJPJE BUJIJLJDJING 

BY ORJDJER O:iJ;~ 'II' f~lE ¥1 

JPRJE§JIJDJEN'II' 



ENGRAVERS BOLD 

CHARACTERS IN CO~IPLE'l'.E FONT 

A 

H 

0 

v 
1 

B c D E F 

I J K L M 

p Q R s T 

"" X y z & 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
r ? . 

The following overhanging characters are s upplied 
with each font except 6 Point Nos. 1 and 2 

... ~ l" p '.l' Y 'v '\.~ 

l~l~""L\._DINGS 

FRO::\I 

DICKENS 
BY ALICE-="'· REID 

EJ.OC t ~TIO:"\JST 

2\llSS REID HAS DEE:'\ 

DELIGHTING LARGE 

A l.:D IENCES FOR THE 

PAST FOUR SEASONS 

A:'\D THE PEOPLE OF 

2\I ERIDEN ARE VERY 

FORTr:'\ATE I:-1 THIS 

1 ' :'\GAGE~IENT 

'WED~ESDAY EYJ<;~I~G 

Jr~E T.ENTH 

lliRG.E-="' A UDI'.l'ORIL"~I 
SOCTH BVRLING STREET 

::\I.ERIDE~ 

G 

N 

u 
$ 

0 
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36 Point 3 A 

SUM 
30 Point 4A 

KING 
24 Point 5A 

~IRTH 
18 Point No.2 7A 

ESTATES 
18 Point No.1 8A 

DISHONOR 
12 Point No. 3 lOA 

BOLD :M:INER 

12 Point No.2 12A 

IDEAL Fl~IENDS 
MODERN PRICE 

12 Point No.1 17 A 

PROMINE~~.r DRIVER 

MODERN PURCHASE 

6 Point No. 5 16A 

DISTI-="'G UISIIJ<:D PAI~'.l'ER 

K~IGHT PROCURES HO~I[E 

6 Point No.4 20A 

. \.RCHITEC TCRAL SCPJ·:RVISORS 

REPRODUCED FA~IOUS lVIASTER 

6 Point No.3 27 A 

AMERICAN C O :'\THACTORS ll"STRl.:CTED 

HE~IAHI..;:ABLE SPECI:\IEN COLLEC TIONS 

6 Point No.2 30A 

~~A~~· Dl?.IGHTPRJL"TJ·:n.S ~IOYI~G ~ORTI-l'\ .. AUD 

J:-;STRCC TORS PRESE:-;T YEXATIOt;S PRORT~E:'IIS 

6 Point No.1 34A 

EN'l'ER'I'AINEU:S DE~L-\..XUED IXS l"R .\.~CE I •ll OTEC'l'IOX 

S0~1 E RO:\.IANTIC ES C.\PAD F.S H:ECEX'l'LY nrSC LOSEU 



Invitation Series 

24 Point SA 16a 

MASQUERADING 
Exquisite Harmong 
18 Point 12 A 22 a 

IMPROVE BROCHURE 
Finish Original Specimen 

14 Point 16 A 32 a 

MERITORIOUS CHARACTER 
Recognizing Distinctive Qualities 

12 Point 18 A 36 a 

UNIQUE CREATION PRODUCED 
Elicits Several Favorable Comments 

10 Point 20A 40a 

LIBRARY TRUSTEES HEAR REPORT 
Card Holders Receiving Splendid Service 

8 Point 23A 44a 

BANKERS REMAIN HIGHLYOPTIMISTIC 
Monthly Statement Shows General Prosperity 

6 Point 24A 47 a 

NUMEROUS SCHOOL CHILDREN ENTERTAINED 
Com1nercial Teocher Served Luncheon on. the Compus 

Charoders in Con'lplete Font 

A B C D E F 
GHIJKL 

MNOPQR 

STUVWX 

YZ&$123 

4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

ahcdefgh 

ijklmnop 

qrstuvwx 

-g z ff fi fl ffi ffi 
~ ' . . ' ? . ' . ' . . 

Phonel406 

NIISS ELINOR SNIITH 
Nionicuring 

26 T e mple Courl: Boston, Nioss. 

N ofahle Embroider-g Exhibition 
Annuol Disploy of Domestic Needlework 

from the showrooms of the 

Swiss Manufacturing Compang 
Commercial Auditorium, Southern Boulevard 

Middletown, Connecticut 

During the week beginning Mondag, June Sixth 

An excellent opportunity to view a fine ossorlment of 
Renoissonce Loces 
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- -

Cable Address 
1\[orston, N.Y. 

Invitation Series 

Telephone Intervale 641 

EDWARD SIMPSON MORTON 

c--

Importer and Collector of Antiques 

Statuary ~M~ 
Rugs ~~W 

Jewelry 

Vases 

385 Westchester Avenue 

NEW YORK CITY 

Phelps & Regno! 
Cut Flowers . Plants . Trees · Shrubs 

1349 Wadsworth Avenue East 

Sacramento 

Announce 

A new organization now operating 

greenhouses and nurseries for the 

production of choice flowers, trees, 

shrubs and bushes. The manager 

will strive to give a most complete 

service for all occasions from their 

branches and from the showroom 

N[r. Phelps for the past fifteen years 

has been general manager for 

Harlington & Company 

~ 

Bertrand Houghton 
Dramatic Artist 

Higby 
Buildina Rochester 
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VOCATIONAL CAM EO 

VIRKOTYP E COMBINATION MONOGRAM 
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~ 
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lbm.vill~nrlliCCDll~ Shrucdl~dl 
PATENTED MAY 9. 1916 REGISTERED NO. 655 . 64 2 

~~ ~~~~~ 

ELITE 
l~KNll§ Ir-iiiU~' <G § CC Ir-ii ((])((]) lL 

A1n Oll'~I[I[ll'2 Il:ZI[I[ll'ii.oll12 of 

a.rrll~[JI§((JII[lrll c~ccllllerr"llce 

wli-nii.ch TI1l~<Cl8ll'§ CVC11'~ 

dlcn~I[I[l!12cdl oiF pi[I[frll'onn§ 

~vho cdlc§nll:'<e rr11.oll•hiirr~I£J 

lbMll' ll'll12c llJ>c§ll'. JE.v<ell:'~ 

ll'<ei[I[Cll'2<eJl' ii.§ I[[ llci[I[I[ll<Cll' 

ii.Jn hii§ <C§[D<C<:Ciii[I[llftiiclldl 

Ch.ruMll~C~ M., lBrurJU§ 
PRINCIPAL 

29 lEI[I[§ll' ll33o;rrrll<evi[I[Jl'd 

<Colhrrn12lbM§ 

~~~ $~ 

I 
~ 

24 Point 6A lOa 

BUR I HI G 
Inspired 

0 

Inger 
18 Point 9A 18a 

SPIRING MODELS 
Encl~onrn:lli:trng DfiiDI1scl 

14 Point 13 A 25a 

IBLAN]])§OME LliJBRARY 
QMicelk!-g linnpr~§§~cdl Lrucdli~§ 

12 Point 15A 30a 

DANCKNG KN§"]fiR1UCW'lfOIRS 
Le§§CDil'R§ Given E([[ch MCDnd([[g 

10 Point 16A 32a 

§ OCC JIJE.TY MAIUD lEN § JEIL((J) PlED 

Pl!rrJrelg U ll"2§ophi't§il:'ii.ccull:•cd <GI[I[ll~lbol 

Chi[I[ll'<Oicfl'ell'§ iirr~ CCon-npllcll'<e IF'orrd 

CH I C DECORATORS A lB3 CC D lE IF CG lHI JI JT 1[{ IL M 

NOJPQJR§TUV~VXY 

Z&$11234587§90 
I[I[lbc<dlcil.rifjJhijklnun"20[J>G[ 

ll' § Jl' '[[ V 'W'" X g :Z jfjf 1-[ Jffi ffi ffi 0
9C 

Montgoincrg 6 9 0 0 v ~ 
0 9 0 "9" 0 

'V"lholcc§I[I[[<C CC({])n"2itec Character ClJ?C made only in s izes from 10 to 18 Point 

ID>esi1re Jl'CO> n((J)ll:if'g Jl'heii1r C[[§Jl'CO>It1l1l.e1l"§ ([[nd Jl'he Jl'Ir([[de in 9eneir([[l 

th([[}l< it•heg h([[ve ([[pjp>CO>infredl 

Mr0 I--lurhcrt Brgcc 
'Gccrr"2lB!l:'I[I[ll §l[lrll<e§ :&1II[I[J1"21[I[ifjJ<Cll:' 

The Irep[!J:t([[Jl'iCO>n CO>f' M1r., R1rgce ([[§ ([[n expe1rll' in his .!line is §0 

~v-eRR e§ft'([![Jblli§hedl ft•h([![Jl' ~~ve feel hli§ §ellec}l<iiCO>n ~v-iillll 

Il1l"2eell' ft•he ([[jp>RJ>IrCO>V([[ll CO>f ([[lift O[!J:Ir p([[Jl'IrCO>ns 
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lin'"2 viiJl<cmi!i([)) 1m § h Gdl~dl. 

1E<Diil:'li §<OilllldLrin.ll~] llll<Dill1lll If-li:[])ll'cll 

Invitation Matinee Dansant 
Given foll" 1I'lhe lbeneifii1l' of frlhe 

Mount Pleusunt Dispe:rrQ.surg 

SGibunndlo:~ 9 Ocir([))lb~ll" Eight~~n'"2th 

l\1Iemndl(([ll"iirn RemRlill"([))(())illl'"2 

Tw-i[]) D({])ll<Oir§ ']f'hrcc Jl':[J) §ii.x <olcll:[])ck 

HAFTEL ORNAMENT 

Tlhe Officell"s corull Dill"ecfroll"s of 

The Sunto Burburu N utionul Bunl~ 
ll"equesil' il'lhe lhonoll" of goull" pll"esence ail' 

il'lhe openiin.~g of ifrs ne~v 

Fireproof Sufetg Deposit Vaults 

§uil'ull"dl<mg 9 frlhe Jl•hnll"dl dlor!Jf of JJ ul!Jf 

fll"oilll~ one=i·hiill"il'!JT il'o foull"=i'lhnll"il'g o 9c!oclk 

Kn.iiclkell"hoclkell" IP!u~or 
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~<1!J~!~I!llt~.e ~ell1l!~Plllij J~<1itl J''f laq 

~ttc Xu11J ltt]<1illtl;!~ttpr~<il ~<1!Jrt\e~l!l!Xtdt ~t\el!ll!jll1i<1TXJr <1i~l!ll'J 

~t\ttlli !4n~ut31!~<1i~ U~ Xtt:l!ll Jl!ll ~UI!ll!Jll1iit!t3T!XI!ll <1i'J l5Ttt\!f.U<1!~<1!Xd: 

XUI!ll ~tt<1!Htt l!llf ~~U<1f!j\J ~Utt 

J]<1i~Xtt\Ldlltt t1rf ~<1T~U,ilJ~<1! ~! ttcltl'!Jll1iJ!Lll!;tt! ]tll!~XI!i!Jr J~l!ilttt ~ 
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31lJ!lll!;.t:Jr'g~-j!;JO!lJ.'&~Jr~~ Jf!XJO!tj,e~1~ 

~JrlHIOl~tJJr~ 
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""!f!•n~x!£ 5u~u.rntt<'jJ} tt<'gttttt.t:<'JttJZ "fttttttttttJt 

"-'~!.i.tJ:{'-'ttt&f <"ilttph;r:d F"H.t" .t:t.tpt~"tl 

nov Vf71 

pt;UU.,tt!;8~llfJ'~ Etlllf~ .t\\irt,t<t;~'1Til1! 't,.-:: 

Ut8t£11l1!Xl6t 8t'tfll1!.§' "<'>1rlti:lill'U!1!iir' >cf•Hie••hrH•<f;r,.,;,l 

uvf: vn 
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u n~ vn +U!Od 61 
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Jnlnnb ~!llpp!tirplnb~ 

~~~;rn.ders in 1{1,::4ilm}V!d£ J'jont 

J\ l8 ~ ~ ~ Jvl' ({!i ~ J 

jl~l[~~~®l~~~R 

~~2J!~~~!~& 

~ l 2 , 4 5 16 7 8 9 Jl1 

n llt JC ~ lt f g ny i j [~ l 

~n n !ll p q 1r .tn 11m ful\tll 

X \lf Z !ll7
t ~ 5I 

""' 

~If£ ~lit£@}luh 

~,;d~nbs h.1l uanars~lf 

~nub f~mH!! ~u ha~11it~Hll1lu 

tll1l Uy~ur ~nuua~! 

"? 

~eafre J arl!! 
tll1l1bl1liha~ss t~Je t'll1lllUU~!! 

((((~ 101h101llr!!)))) 

J1]1riba!!, ~~ny UyJe JelJei'lJe~atny 

~~ll1l!!~! ®p~r~ ~ll1lAase 

~~W!ll1ldt 

IJ:"i d t£ i .l! rll'~rer lll £il f:o r nuta.ht>rs 
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36 Point 3A 7a 

-ullipl~ 

~ig4tJtt~a( 
30 Point 4A 8a 

elig~lful 

~olel j$l!!les 
24 Point 5A 9a 

~intplicif! 

~seful J\rticl£ 
18 Point 6A 16a 

~~ ft! 101 !101 ~t:~1}! at ~r 
(lir~l~lfu! ~tulir~ttls 

14 Point 9A 26a 

~!lluadir! 2lltJe.tni~Jenate 

lSJe~uUful Jlii htlbtr ~Je.tn!llrht 

12 Point 10 A 30 a 

~~rdy~nds ~~ra11sp~rJe~ 

Jrr~us~~ ~ll1lndruhanHa11g ~~Uor 

![ff~du~~ er~Je~hnm 

10 Point 11 A 35a 

JJian:-:ei gn J\did JillLdc.omdll 

~xiyihHd~ 21Rt aaiin·a~ah!t :QfoUtdion 

~omp!tb~ ~aH:edt.s 

8 Point l3A 38 a 

~£11ll~ i., a;s ~l'1rdi 11 n ~rnilreu~ 

~;mu ~:ori£1 U :fh~ v-pl£ ;\H £nll-dl l{l,::tHurrt 

~huln ~:O lll.plim.r n idl 

/ 



48 ·Point 4A 10 a 

~tnportant 
42 Point 4A lla 

{@ui£±Jarkz 
36 Point 4A 13 a 

~£r~ ~ri£4±1~ 
30 Point 5A 15a 

~tulp±or ~elpd~ 
24 Point No.1 6A 18 a 

~ppr£tia±iou 

~ is±iut±ib£ Jlor±rai± 

24 Point No.2 7 A 19a 

~£1 iahl£ 2ffit£±qonz 

~o±£n Jfiafn~£r ttti£t±£b 

18 Point No.1 9A 30a 

.Jroposro Ifiihrnr~ 

1flnlunhlr ~£torus ~n±nd 

18 Point No. 2 10 A 30 a 

Jffiffiu,g c:!ffil£mnrial 

lfrr£tiiu,g ~£auiiful ~iaiu£s 

14 Point 13 A 40a 

~£t£tb£ ~nique ~£Zt£1t 

'<ITalenteu ~ernratnrs ~ratifi£u 

~euuin_s '<IText 

12Point 12A 45a 10 Point 15 A 50 a 

(@uaint JlaintinzV:3 

tcrttt4usiastir J\rt illritir 

cffiagnifin~nt 

Qioroial 2R.c.cep±ion 

cffios± ~rar:.cful ~anr:.cr 

Ifnt.criainm.cnt 

8Point 16A 54a 6Point 18A 60a 

J\funrbeb ~rl?olnrsllips 

;ffiloloing ~mpressifll: @eremnnl.l 

#ltnbe ~nleoidnrinn 

~istinguisl1ei) 1fl.ersottalit!_;! 

<llongenial ;IRepresentati&e jS\erurei:l 

~nspiring <llonfii:':rcn.ce 

(!JJ1nrnders in @nmplete ~nut 

J\ l@ ([ ~ tcr JJf ® ~ ~ 

~ 31 t& 11I c!3lt ~ ® Jl (@ 

~ ~ '(iJ ~ ~ ;mtT .?E ! ~ 

& $ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 n 

ahro£f£4 i i k lm 

n o p q r s t u u fu x 1l ~ 

t_!g @ o'c ~ tlr • , - ' : ; ! ? 
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' Character 0 C made only in sizes from 6 to 18 Point 

c!ffilm£. jfiutill£ 
cxt£nbs a most rorbial inuitation to 

1;!0U to insp£d a romp!£±£ 

assorim£nt of 

ti£au±iful ®ofuns 
o£St£1t£D h1;! popular 

mobist£s 

'<ITu£sbatl, ®t±nh£r tfri,g~±~ 

l&£nilfuor±IT Jlarkfua1;! 

~a1;!£rfiiH£ 



~lhuuilt£ 'illcx± 

c:ffir .ano c:ffirz. ~£_ginalo ~arrizon L-.~/ · 

annnun.cc ±4c ntarria_gc nf ±4cir uau_s4±cr 

~ft£l~n ~u±q 
in 

c:ffir.®£or_g£~qanl£~ 
nn ±4c af±crnnnn nf 'illuczua~, ±4c zix±4 nf 2Jtlla~ 

at fnur-±4irt~ n'dn.ck 

<!Icn±ra11Urczh~tcrian <!14ur.c4 

<!Ila~tnn, ® 4in 

J\f~onte 
after 3June ±~ e fifh~en±~ V 

'<ITfre pleasure of ~our rompau~ is requesteo at a 

®rauuafinn ~innrr 

in frouor of 

cfo[izz ~ara4 ~rlrn ~ntl1rnhrr£ 

on tfre e&euiu_g of ~ll1houesaa~, iqe teutfr of Jfehruar~ 

at I: aH after six o'dork 

:Jalm ® araeu, ~otelcffiltar±iuique 
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~Je~~iu_s mJext ~qZlrflrJC~ 
PATENTED APRIL 9, 1918 REGISTERED NO. 66 0, 445 

36 Point 4A lOa 

~ihh~ tubt! 
30 Point 5 A 12a 

~fu~:arf ~Elh~si_gu 
24 Point No. 1 6A 14a 

Jrtiit¥ ~ttoratiou 

24 Point No.2 7 A 16a 

~;efu J;exiooital 

ttfxquisit;e ~ Jetlklat;es 

18 Point N o.1 9A 26a 

Jtfht£:si ~tatinn£rU 

~atr£b @Iont£ri mnba~ 

18 Point No.2 lO A 28a 

~~mJLYtinl 21J!nhJeih~!lr 

~~mn an!lr ;ff§nn_g ~JebtJefu 

14 Point 12A 34 a 

m fuJeuii£iq ~uuih£:rsar~ 

~l£m£nia:r~ ~Jtqool m£aJCq£r5 

12 Point 13 A 39 a 

J1Hmto ano ®rgan ~e.cital 

2Jlllllinter 'IDfreatre Jbrtie:s ~njo~JB!t 

10 Point 15A 43 a 

~oarb of ,!Biudondo ~£s;i_gn: 

~otar~ QHub ~olbing ~udal :!§Jan:u 

8 Point 17 A 48 a 

{!f;ignnti.c Jlf nmdr ®nmu ~hmms~ip 

)!:Hit!! @orporathm to ~ed<tre ~~!illt()enbs 

Qlhm:nders iu OO:omplete Jlf ont 

J\~ill~i[~~~~ 

Wl&1U481RI~®J~~ 

;ff§ij121J!2113fjl§l§[Xl!1!& 

~ 1 z 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 0 

a b 1t !lr 1e f _g Jtr i j k I nt 

n v p q r s t u fJr fu x ~ 7! dJC 
- J ~ ~ v ? 

~ J ~ J ~ ~ 

Character OC: made onl y in s izes from 8 to 18 P oint 

~x. ~;eux~ J;euol;etou 
Jlformed!! of~rofun & lEJenole±on 

tak£s p1£asu:re in 

auuouudu_s to ifr£ j£fudr~ ira~£ 

±qat q£qas 
:reJCeutl~ aJCJCepi£~ a position 

as Jtuana_s£r of tqe 
'!ttastern 3J)efud:r\! (!lo:rporation 

~astern ~oule.&ar!I 

2lli[uiouiofuu 

- 1111: 1111111 1111 Ill llllllll-"lliiJIJ : .. It.IIIIIIJI--IIillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllliHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIHtlll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 'lllllllllllll;: 
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2W£!lr!lring 'ID£xt ~lprllr£llr 

2BlAir 4 anh 4ffi8Ir:sr~ ttthgar w ~ ~arrington 
r£qu£~i tly£ lyonnr of ~our pr£~£nJC£ 

~t tly£ fu£!lrbing hr£~kf~~t of tly£ir b~u_glyi£r 

4ffi8Iargar~t~oui:sr~ 
~n!lr 

4ffi8Ir~~~rh~rt~tu~b~:srant 
on tly£ mornin_g of 'IDu£~llr~~1 tly£ tfu£n1li£tly of Jjlun£ 

~t fv~H ~ft£r £1£h£n ddoJCk 

J]four fvun!lrr£h ~nb ~ix 1fiinJColn J\fl£nu£ 

2lt\ih_g£fi£1b Jlmrk 

~r ~ ~nibr Jiffr~~ ~£rh£ri ~tu~br£!Ei~nt 

fuiH hr at lfnm£ 

;Hldm£sba~, ±ir£ tfurnt~-£igir±4 nf Jhm£ 

from four tn six .ddnd~ 

~rnabdiff 2ffilnunhzin (l.lottag£ 

~idpnnub 
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~lraw ~txt 

4SPoint 4A Sa 

Jltpubiattb 
(!J:~antctcrs in ar:omplcfc J)innt 

Of) -1 
~ QL ~ ~ 311 

j1 ] 1.-lli 1![ Jmt ~ 
36 Point 4A lla 

~tti~ts Jnsitinn 

A 
1l1t 
(@ J ~ Jlt ~ ~ llt N 

IJ X l! Z & $ 1 2 

30 Point 5A 14a 

~nlhrtning <!Lrtthl'hs 
24 Point 5A 16a 

3 4 5 

a h c :b 

! k 1 m 

s t u u 

. ' , 

6 

t 

tt 

1tt 

7 8 9 0 

f g lr 1 

.ll :p q r 

X Jl :; n'c 

• • t ? . , . . ®rn!Jrapqit ~tu~11 
Jrattital1Jlrttrlnplnrnt 

Cha ract er ,0'! mad e on ly in s izes from 8 t o 18 P oint 

1S Point S A 25a 

J\rbcnt ~uppnrt 
!8cgi1ts ~ cttt JOO{ctqnb 

14 Point 13 A 3S a 

Jr.o:buct jl1int J:dnfing 

®htaining ~ltsirahlt Jlttsulfs 

12 Point 15 A 45 a 

lflnssrsscb ®dgimdifJJ 
~diahle ~usincsn lflnlides 

J\disth: ~esigning 

S Point No.1 !SA 54 a 

lFtscll }.p-p-ropriate 'Q!:)Jpc Jfar:cs 
~·atisficll Q!:nstomcr Jtcpcats ®rllcr 

~xtraorllinar!l l\lcrfonnanrc 

10 Point 16 A 50 a 

~xdttm.ent ~uhsi~ing 

~dibtrt~ jlinutfnl1![tduu 

Ql)enernus Jletuar~s 

S Point No.2 22A 65a 

Qhrat Jllnnnnsfratinns P:t,.· rutu l)crc 

jtlan~ <!:rlchralr~ 11Jcnplc .-\rrit,ing )llail~ 

~ntcrtain ;IDistingnisl)c~ ®nest 

Jcrmit us tn rxtenb tire :persnnal serbiccs anb .tnndesJJ nf 

JOO{iss 1Elsic JOO\atr !8nstttnrtq 
~:p-tdal ~tsigntr nf 

~lrt 11fa:'hits~p:partl ~tpa:rtmtnt 
tulrn will assist JJtllt anb affnrb Jltllt rtrcr!l .tnnsiberatinn 

in tire seledinn nf Jltlltt' h,ats anb gntuns 

Jtn:bman <!!nmp&Utf 

lil!casc present t~is cadt 
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Specimens of Business and 
Socief-g Printing 

Invitations and cards composed in 

Invitation Series • ShawText • WeddingText 

Card Bodoni • Engravers Old :J;:nglish 

Engravers Old English Open 

These faces are among the most popular designs 

used on this class of printing 

American Tgpe Founders 

Com pang 

At home to all printers and others interested in 

visiting the central plant at 

Three Hundred Communipaw Avenue 

Jerseg-Citg 

Creator of 
Distinctive 
Type Designs 

Set in Invitat ion Serie s 

367 



Set In W edding Text 

#[r. nub: #[rs. ~ tlttb:qam ~ ingslanb: 

r£tJU£st t4£ 4llltllr of ~our pr£s£ttt£ at ±4£ 

marria_g£ of ±4.eir b:au.s4t£r 

~lizahctq 
to 

#[r.~alpfr ~ainfurigqt 

ott t4£ afhrnoon of 'ill4ursb:a~, ±4£ tfu.ettti£±4 of J\prU 

at four oHo.ck 

at t4.e ~.e.coub: tiaptizt <ll4ur.c4 

~.efuhur_s, ~.ela:fuar.e 

c:!fl[iss ~.el~n Jfjairrqilh 

~Wftt~~R :[E~itdt 

mur~U lbi 

@l~nmrt~ Rirf ~~%rm~ 
~1):1ltUJm@ JL 

~MfrnKn~llifp ~~ 

~t lltr~Rf~ 

~tw. Jl!lllljrlm Etdit, Jal\litl!llr 

Set In Wedding Text 
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1Ilf1m~1m@ ~tlfUJritt 

mftill1rm' 

Vmt ftijr ~mr~mr~r[~~ft 
Nm'mm1'm1rlk 

:wrtlmftlli! = 1mi1mft~ 

mrm1Hm1tlk 

X!r4t )ltfrn:pnlitan Q!luh 
nf J'qiht~elv4ia 

ittttif~S Jl.O:U fn h~ }l~~it~ttf af fq~ 

~pring )OOtusital C!tarnittal 
in qnnn~ nf tq~ 1rrttt~lftq J\,nnitt~~sa~ 

nf tq~ fnun~ing nf tq~ Qtluh 

nn ~atu~~a!J't tq~ htt~ttfJl'"'S~it~ntq nf ft\ta~t4 

at dgqt idntk 

]atksnn ~qua:r~J\,u~itn:rium 

~igqlan~ !'nul~tta~~ 

Jmlr. Jltid}ctrb: ~untingtnn 

l!tnittersifJ? (!J:luh 

Set in Engravers Old English Open 
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Set in Shaw Text 

Set in Shaw Text 



THE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS DESIRE TO ANNOUNCE THE 

REMOVAL OF THE BANKING OFFICES OF THE 

BERKSHIRE COUNTY NATIONAL BANI( 
TO THEIR NEW BUILDING LOCATED AT 

NORTH CLINTON AND SEVENTH STREETS 

MANCHESTER 

MARCH SIXTEENTH 
JEROME S. BURBANK 

SECRETARY 

Set In Card Bodonl 

tlliugtnu irijarb ~nutijgatt 
C!Inunnrlnr 3Jn All ~uttrrn wqut Jrrtutn wn GJqr imm 

qia tqt britftst nfbrtrfs ~tpnnrtq 
tqat tqt nut 1ftlltllingtnn i!Urqnr~ 

8Jniitqgatt1 fnrmrrly mitq i\utq & Dlilla 
nf tqis rity1 mqnsr prnrtirt rnnsistr~ nf 
many rnmplirntrlllrgnl prnbltms1 hntq 
rinil nn~ rriminat is nnw rngngrll1 prr
snnnlly1 in tqt prnrtitr nn~ pursuit nf tqr 
lnw1 witq nffirrs in tqr ~rnlry iluillling1 
wqere qe will be plrasrll tn wrlrnmr qis 
rlirnts null frirn~s nf mqirq qt trusts tqe 
nne is synnnymnus tuitq tqe ntqrr an tqe 
nrrnninn arinrtq nrnrrrn.stty ~rmnu~rtq 
&nutq ~nuntatn Aurnur C!.tnrnrr iRrynnlbn l!ltgqmay 
ilruby iiuil!ltug· Dllrnt aJnnprrtnruu llirtgl}tn 

Set In Engravers Old English MISSAL INITIALS 

This insert is printed on SOCIETY WEDDING, ANTIQUE FINISH. Basis 22x34-56 !bs. 

Made by CROCKER-MCELWAIN COMPANY, Holyoke, Mass. 370 
Made only in White. Also furnished in Plate and Linen Finishes. Sub. 24 and 28 
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BRANDON SERIES 

CHARACTERS IN CO~fPLETE FONT 

A B C D E F G 

HIJKL MN 

OPQR STU 

y z v w X & 

$ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 0 . . - ': :! ? 
No figures made for 6 Point No. 0 

COPPERPLATE ROMAN 

12 Point No. 555 17 A 

FOREIG-N NIUSIGIJL~S 
EXPLOITING EUROPE 

12 Point No. 554 16A 

NEPONSIT COUNTRY CI.-UB 

STOCK EXCHANGE CLOSED 

6 Point No. 551 24 A 

MAI~E NATIONAL GUARD REGT.MENTS 

INTRODUCING NOVEL OFFICE SYSTE:U 

6 Point No. 552 28A 

COUNSEL DE~IAKJHXG THOROUGH RESEA.RCH 

PRESIDENT NA.::\IED .TA.PANESE AMBASSADOR 

6 Point No. 553 31A 

E:\II:;>;TE:;>;TT SC"C"J:.PTOR CO:\LPLETES :\IE~IORIAL STATU],; 

SOUTHERN A:\IGSE:\JENT COLOSIES ATTRACT CR01\-DS 

CHARACTERS I="J CO:\IPLETE PO="JT 

~ B C D E F G H I 
~JKJ.JVINOPQR 

S T U V vV X Y Z & 

$123456 7890 
9 ~ ? T 
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24 Point 6A 

HUNTER 
18 Point No.2 SA 

DECOROUS 
18 Point No.1 9A 

INQUISITION 
PROSPEC T U S 

12 Point No.4 12A 

REMINISCENCE 
E N T ERPRISING 

12 Point No.3 14A 

HUGE MONUMENT 
RETURNED PRIZE 

12 Point No.2 18A 

NOTED MUSIC SOCIETY 

BRITISH OCEAN LINER 

12 Point No.1 21A 

MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS 

TYPE DESIGNS IMPROVED 

6 Point No.3 18A 

H O NORED MARINE REGIMENTS 

P R AISE INGENIOUS MECHANIC 

6 Point No.2 22A 

EASTERN COLLEGE HEADS CONVENE 

IN T ERESTING SUBJECTS DISCUSSED 

6 Point No.I 26A 

LARGE FRENCH CRUISER ENTERED HARBOR 

DEVISED CREDIT SYSTEM FOR MERCHANTS 

6 Point No.O 36 A 

l\JA~Y SENATORS AT'l.'E~D l\JE:\fORIAL DAY EXERCISES 

HUMOROUS COl\JEUlA~S DELIGHT 1\IIRTHFUL CHILDREN 



24 P oint No.2 5A 

NICHE 
24 Point No.1 6A 

URBAN 
18 P oint No.2 8A 

SQUIRM 
18 Point No.1 9A 

REPENTS 
12 Point No.4 llA 

MORTGAGE 
BIG SIPHON 

12 Point No.3 14A 

INSPIRED HIM 

HIDES CHECK 

12 Point No.2 16A 

PRINTING TRUE 

MOSAIC DESIGN 

12 Point No.1 18A 

RAMBLING NOMAD 

HELPED CAPTIVES 

6 Point No.4 16A 

MODERN ORCHESTRA 

SHIP FOLDERS QUICK 

6 Point No.3 19A 

EXPERIENCED WORKERS 

BUILD SUBURBAN SHOP 

6 Point No.2 23A 

PRUDENT ADVERTISERS SAVE 

RARE DRAWING GIVEN WRITER 

QUAINT FURNITURE EXHIBITS 

6 Point No.1 29A 

NEAT TYPOG RAPHI C SPECIMEN BOO K 

CANADIAN CRAFTSMEN BANQUETING 

IDAHO SENAT OR DELIVERED ORAT ION 

BLAIR SERIES 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

A B c D E F G 

H I J K L M N 0 

p Q R s T u v 
w X y z & $ 1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

- ' ? 

6 Point No. 0 car ried in stock only at Foundry 

CONDENSED BLAIR 

24 Point No.2 9A 

ENDING 
24 Point No.1 11 A 

MORTISE 
18 Point N o.2 14 A 

BRUSHED 
18 Point No. 1 16A 

HYSTERICS 

6 Point No.4 30 A 

EXCLUSIVE AMERICAN TYPES 

SOUVENIR BOOKLET BOUGHT 

6 Point N o. 3 34 A 

INTERESTING SPECIMEN SHOWN 

DAN IS H UNIV ERS ITY DESTROYED 

6PointNo.2 40A 

INTRODUCED HA RMONIOUS OVERTURE 

ORIGINAL PA IN TINGS ON EXHIBITION 

6 Point No.1 48A 

K I NDERGARTEN CHILDREN ENJOYED PICNICS 

CALIF ORNIA PUBLISHER SECURED CO NTR ACT 

12 Point No. 4 19A CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE F ONT 

PRONOUNCED A B c D E 

12 Point No.3 22A F G H I J K 
GRECIAN PRINCE 

L M N 0 p 
12 Point No.2 27 A 

0 R s T u 
HISTORIC VOLUMES 

STEAMSHIP FRANCE v w X y z 
12 Point No.1 33A & $ 1 2 3 4 
INDIAN GUIDE SECURED 

5 6 7 8 

9~ GRAPHIC ARTS SOCIETY 

! ? 
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MERCANTILE SERIES 

FOURTH ANNUAL 

SURPRISE DANCE 
OF THE 

ROXBURY CLUB 

ON WEDNESDAY EVENING 

APRIL SIXTII 

METROPOLIS THEATRE AND CASINO 
NOUTH LOl\IBARD STUEET 

CARD MERCANTILE 
12 Point No.7 lOA 

R_IO=a= S_ALES~_AN 
6 Point No.3 17 A 

BARONIAL CLUB 

TIME HANDICAP 

HEROIC MARINE 

6 Point No. 12 22 A 

SERIOUS QUESTIONS 

PERPETUAL SPRING 

UNIFORlVI DOC':L'RINE 

6 Point No.ll 30 A 

NEIGHBORING COMMUNITY 

PRACTIC AL BUSINESS IDEA 

HAD RIDICULOUS OPINIONS 

12 Point No.6 13A 

BLUNDER 
EULOGIZE 

12 Point No.5 16 A 

UNDERBRUSH 

MANIFESrriNG 

6 Point No.4 16A 

DIGNIFIED MIEN 

SIMPLE PROCESS 

HISTORIC PLACE 

18, 24 and 30 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

A B 

I J 

Q R 

YZ 

7 8 

C D 

K L 

s 1_-, 

& $ 1 

9 0 

E 

M 

u 
2 

F 

N 

v 
3 

G 

0 

w 
4 5 

H 

p 

X 

6 

p 
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18 Point No. 29 10 A 

RECONDITE 
18 Point No. 28 13 A 

BLUSTERING 
12 Point No. 27 12 A 

HENCEFORTH 
12 Point No. 26 15A 

MINOR OFFICER 

12PointNo.25 18A 

BOROUGHS UNITED 
DIRECrt-, SELECTION 

12 Point No. 24 18 A 

PROMINENT AUTHORITY 

EXTRAORDINARY RUT--o~ES 

6 Point No. 23 21 A 

:NE'V ELECTRICAL ::\iAGAZINE 

INCREASED CUSTOM BUDGET 

6 Point No. 22 26A 

DELEGATION INSTRUCTS CHAIH.MAN 

SELECT FINANCIAL ADJUINISTH.ATOR 

6 Point No. 21 35A 
RAILROADS AND STEAl\IDOATS HANDLE 'l 'HRONGS 

PEOPLE ]''LOCKING TO :MOUNTAIN AND SEASHORE 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE 

FONT 

ABCDEF 

GHIJKL 

MNOPQR 

STUVvVX 

YZ&$123 

4567890 
') 



TYPO GOTHIC 
24 Point No.2 7A 

FISHERMEN 
24 Point No.1 7A 

REMARKABLE 
18 Point No. 2 9A 

HUNT RESUMED 
18 Point No.1 12A 

CHARACTERS IN COMP LE T E 

FONT 

A BCD EF GH 

IJ K LMN OP 

QRS TU VW 

XYZ& $1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
' ' ' I ? 

PRINTING EXHIBITS 
12 Point No. 3 15A 

6 Point No.4 20 A 

D I ST I N C T I VE TYPE FACE S SHOWN 

FO UNDERS PROD UCE SP E CIMENS 

NEWBURGH EXCURSION 
6 Point No. 3 23A 

12 Point No 2% 18A 
H IGH ES T S TAN D A RD WORK S E CURA B LE 

D E M ANDE D SC I ENTI FIC CON S TRUCTION 

BEAUTIFYING AND CHARMING 
6 Point No.2 29A 

12 Point No.2 21A 

MATHEMATICIANS AMALGAMATE 
CALIFORNIA IDEAL PARADISE FOR VACATIONISTS 

I MMENSE FREIGHT HINDERS RAILROAD TRAFFIC 

12 Point N o.1 23A 
6 Point No.1 34A 

ENTERTAINING FOREIGN DIPLOMATS 
AMERICAN PRINT I NG MA C H I NER Y PR O DU C ES QUA L ITY 

EXPORT COMPAN Y REPORTS FORE I GN TRADE I NCREASE 

ROSEDALE BOTANICAL GARDEN 

GALA EXHIBIT 

A VERY CORDIAL INV IT A T ION I S EXTENDED T O YOURS ELF 

AND YO U R F RIENDS T O VI S IT T HE BEAUT I FU L 

MODERNGREENHOUSEAND T HE 

BOTAN IC AL GARDEN 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON , MAY FOUR 
FROM TWO T I LL HALF-PAST FOUR 

BEAUTIFUL P L ANTS E X QUISITE F LO WE RS 

T HIS FAIRYLAND OF FLOWERS I S THE WORK OF C.S . WH I TTLE,PROFESSOR OF BOTANY 

AT THE ROSEDALE INSTITUTE. MANY OF THE EXHIBITS WERE COLLECTED B Y HIM ON HIS 

RECENT TOUR THROUGH THE ORIENT 
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CARD BODONI BOLD 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

ABC D _ E F G HI J I{ 

LMNOPQRSTUV 

WXYZ&$12345 

6 7 8 9 0 ~ ~ ? 
The following overhanging characters are supplied with 

font s Nos . 18 , 19, 20 , 21, 22, 23 and 24 

AFLPTVWY 

CARD BODONI 
6PointNo.4 25A 

MERCANTILE EXPORTS 

INTERIOR DECORATOR 

6 Point No.3 29 A 

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE 

ENJOYFRATERNALOUTING 

6 Point No.2 34 A 

DARING FIREMAN SAVED CHILD 

GRAND DISPLAY OF FIREWORKS 

6 Point No.1 38A 
UHGENTDEMAND FO R SERIOUS MEN 

NEWSPR I NT SHIPMENTS DECREASED 

FOGGYWEATHEH DELAYS ST EAMEHS 

CHARACTERS IN 

COMPLETE FONT 

A B C D E F 

GHIJKL 

MNOPQR 

STUVWX 

y z & $ l 2 3 

4567890 

-~'·;!? 

The follow ing overhanging 

characters are supplied with fonts 

Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10, 11 and 12 

AFLPTVWY 

24 Point No. 12 SA 

MARSH 
24 Point No. 11 9A 

ENJOINS 
18 Point No. 10 llA 

BENCHER 
18 Point No.9 13A 

NORTHERN 
12 Point No.8 15A 

DETERMINED 

12 Point No.7 19A 

SOUTHERN TIME 
HOTEL CLINTON 

12 Point No.6 22A 

BEAUTIFUL SCENES 
FACTORY ERECTED 

12 Point No.5 27 A 

INDIAN BOWLING CLUB 

CONVINCE THE BUYERS 
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24 Point No. 24 7A 

SEARCH 
24 Point No. 23 9A 

EARNING 
18 Point No. 22 llA 

NEIGHBOR 
18 Point No. 21 13A 

DESI( CLOCI( 
12 Point No. 20 15A 

HOSTILE MOVE 
BEST PRINTING 

12 Point No. 19 19A 

UNIVERSAL RULES 
MODISH COSTUME 

12 P oint No. 18 22A 

EXPERIENCED SAILOR 
BEAUTIFUL PORTRAIT 

12 Point No. 17 27 A 

FIVE BUILDINGS ERECTED 

INCREASED REVENUE TAX 

6 P oint No. 16 25 A 

MODERNIZED BOARD FACTORY 

REPRINTS EDUCATIONAL BOOK 

6 P oint No. 15 29A 

BOARD OF CENSORS REVOKE LICENSE 

PERIODICAL MANAGERS ORGANIZING 

LOFT BUILDINGS REPAIRED QUICKLY 

6 Point No. 14 34A 
HOTEL ADVERTI SING CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED 

INDUSTRIAL SITUATION BECOMING SERIOUS 

EXHIBIT RARE SPECIMENS OF TYPOGRAPHY 

6 Point No. 13 38A 

MANUFACTURERS HAVE VERY PROSPEROUS TIMES 

PRECIOUS STONES AND JEWELRY HEAVILY TAXED 

NE'V C L UBHOUSE FOR CONDUCTOR S AND FI REMEN 



iEll1l!]r~mrtr!n OORrrn iEll1l!]Rhn~ 00WJtll1l 

18 Point 8A 22a @LJqmrrmdnili tlllt @i:IDlml)ll[tftt JliDJud 

'lr~rumjlftfM[ OOwrrmt ~ &11tt!11 ~ 'll @1 m iE ]IK 

~~llll [r &11mtillllftiD~~ftKtg @g) 1¥ j 4JJJ l~ ~ 

14 Point 10 A 33 a • N 00 ' ' ~ ~ll1lll1lllTIMll1lttmtll1l1tl$ ~ m Jl JJ • ~ l~ftlrtl1tllif •trrnrrnftlrtl@ 1ll1lmrft1t~1tft!lTill1ll$ 

' l ~ $ ! 2 3 
'flfl$11TIJm&d ~1t~1tft!lTIJmtlfllif 4 5 lffi 7 .&1! IDl lOf 

12 Point 13 A 37 a ~ Jlli t IDl t f @ 
@L~mrrrt~ 'mrlbrHdft~ 

~ ft ~ lk R m 1m 
Jll81J?fmr[ fmrrr Jfrrmr@rr~ml81 ~niDJi!R]llJ?nlUIJ81 

1lTI WI l11J 1f !TI 1t M 
~1UI@@!PJ8l~J81 mJ?iffilmlPmlfttft 

mr w ~ lQ1 llif ~ ~ 
10 Point 14 A 44 a 

Iat mrr mr ' IDl m m Jf[Jt>~!l~lltg\ ~lltiDI w~~r~[)t)t'f~!lft~Jr 
9 66 

0 0 1 ? 1Jl lltiDI~!llPIIPllt!l~lldr for ~or~~[ WtJljpl!01J!!\f~lPI~~ 0 9 = 0 9 <> 9 

9 

ljin[iiDI~@ ~rrlt'Hllt!!!\ @!~riDI!l Character lDJ If made o nl y in s izes fro m 8 to l SI' oint 

8 Point 16 A 48 a 

001~ Elllt@U.alq Jlmn.a; l>.l)lll)llta[ ftiDl ;jj(Um~y 

1\rrfth>Ur EJ!iftdili fiDlrr ilu.anumill1taHll1tiJ.ll @i:Urllltfttlit 

@i: IDlUt@t ~ff&tLKhll1l&tLUIDlll1t JrriDl@ff&tLmili 

-----------------
An i:~~ilbrifthJJtt mrf Jf~inftitt@J8llbr~ Jf rrJ?ttJt~ Arrftil8lft l81 

fDllliH lbrJP ~JP[iDJ bl( ft~JP Wmrnft~mtJ?nR~[ i!R]llmrJ81JPJUrm mrlf Arrft 

illlmrrr~n@ ft~JP mmrnft~ mrlf itttmlbrJ?rr ~nilll ~mrmr ~rrt ®trr~ 

tmrrrillli~U~ imt®~ftJ?iDJ ftmr ~UJ?mtiDl ~n~ ~nJ?rrnmrmrn JP~Jtt1}d 

Jf rr~iDJ~~ lbrtlifDlllJPJ?mt ft~JP ~mrmrrrl81 mrlf mrnJP-ft~~d~ ~niDJ Jlt®t 

Jni!itllltft wlq~!!li @imrKh mft iiiDliDl ff 
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~ubor :J13lack 1Ro. 2 

ubatactets in aomplete jfont 

R:J13~lDJElf(l;1bJll11 

3 1k '1L m 1R ~ II) Gl m 
S~'UllD'Wl~WZ&$ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 0 

abc be f g bit k 

I m no p q r stu 

v w r p 3 fffitlfftffl 

""' , • • ' ? t ;;>" • • • • 

42, 48 and 72 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

Rnni"ersar)? 
(.toncert 

• 
\Stace ubutcb Qluartette 

troar-g 'fltorb, Soprano 

:!Dorotb-g J5astialle, (.!ontralto 

Stan le-g Migbton, 'ttenor 

jfranll'lroloo~, :f6ass 

1Ra)1mon~ 1osaw at tbe 11'rgan 

1Rew ~ollegtate ~burcb 
September Uwentietb 

VERSAT!LE ORNAMENT 
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36 Point 4A 7a 

Bmetb~st 

JEacbiDa~ 
30 Point 4A lOa 

San~abriel 

(.tboral jfete 
24 Point 5A 13a 

lPolben 1egenb 
Jliarmon)2 ltlub 
18 Point 7 A 18a 

<!boirs 1Rebearsing 
lErpressi\?e music 
12 Point 10 A 30 a 

Jllelms memorial ~burcb 
11 nternational lDramatist 

10 Point 10 A 36 a 

\terse ~riental ~bilosopb}l 

fiD}lsticai 1Religious :JEeliefs 

~bilantbropic :association 

8 Point 14 A 40 a 

1Tn\'aluable Rutbentic manuscript 
~ersian \llllisl1om 1Long 1Recogni3el1 
momentous \tbeological ~roblems 

6 Point 16 A 50 a 

1ltnowle~ge Require~ :f6ecomes ~uite !Profitable 
Mature J5.rperience JPro\'le~ J5.rceptionall'Q Q';oo~ 
(.!omprebensi\'le 'IRea~ing mas tens :E\~\'lancement 
'Ulni\'lersit)1 'ttraine~ J5.recuti\'les 1J~ow JPreferre~ 



1£ugraurrs ®1~ 1£uglis~ I 72 Point 3 A 5 a 24 Point 5 A 12 a 12 Pomt '\ 13 A 37 a 

itblr 
60 P oint 3A 5a 

Jirkr~ 
48 P oint 3A 7a 

Explain 
IDrarf1 

42 P oint 4A 7a 

14nabntar 
~prak 

36 Point 4A Sa 

Jh1aubtrraft 
1!\rfunal 

30 P oint 5A 11 a 

Jnrntrrijuirs 
Qlijnristtr 

Abunratr 
1£utrrtatur~ 
~aukrr 

~uarbiauaqip 

Wmrlur ~n~intrn 
1ltllnu~rrful 

10 Point 14 A 44 a 

rKarrr rKrwarilril • 
lJ!'iu_r i.Eutrrtatumrut 

18 Point 8 A 22 a - J 

3Jurautatinu 
i!;nli~ay ~nrial 

Nrurtiaun 

fulrttilr IDalr 

8 Point 16 A 48 a 

1.Elabnrate 1Rerepttnn 

®ne lliun,llrell IDqnuaanll 

IDent~ J ellagngue 

14 Point 10 A 33 a 

1J1tuts~r~ :mausr 
Jlrasaut iar.rrpttnu 

:ma~rmntsrllr 

6 Point 16 A 50 a 

3Jmltressiue l\lrrsentatiatt 

i!l uilllers 1!\ewuunettll Artar 

ID elliratiatt ffirremanial 

iRl'ltllrts 1lanttlltt!J 

I 

I 

<Eqarattera tn <Enmpltte 1lf nnt 

1\ ~ Qt m 1£ 111 ~ 

){ 1A1 .- 1J 31 !.1( 1£ :m 
N ~® J <@ m ~ m 
11t ]I m x 1 l & $

1 

1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 8 g 0 

a b .r ~ r f g ~ t ·j k 1 

mttnpqrstuumx 

y y ! 5 1f fi t1 ffi ftl rl n'r 
, u • • r ? 

• f - • ., • • 

' 
Character n r made only in sizes from 6 to 18 Point 
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HS~O NH300~ 

~ !i!iJU!iUOJJqfi!}jl 

JOUU~ 

JqJ !iQJUntUJ 
1 !iQUJq J! uJqnt unqt 

JUJ!JUUJq JJOW 
!i.tnJddn 

JJUJU qJUOO JO 
.tJmnyJqm 

-~ 

fit 

fiundmnro fiupJUUfft n1qd 

JutO.l OJ l1! JUqJ l1l1J.l.lttl1 JqJ.tO 
aaqn!m QOOfi dJJQ .tnn fiU!Q 
-UO.l .lttOfi QUU l1.lOUUJ Jl1Ud .tO 
a.ta.tU!l1 Jl10ut .tnn amn l1!4J JU 
an JO q.tna OJ a.tnanaJd n l1! J[ 
a.tnafi aqJ qfinn.tqJ un QJ!J.tn 

1 

J 

~ 

1 

11' aq ilnut QJQJ!ttq annq nnfi q.t 
JU4J •a.tnail tnnd aqJ JO q.t.tnut 
J}q!nnnd JQnut anq q.t!qm un 
JO fiU!qJJutOl1 q.tJU.l finut q.t!q 

! 

! 

6L8 

.IJflJlit'li]l!iJI!llf Utrl!]l!l!llf 'Jlll!il1lit 

.llfl! 'Ull!iJUlll! .),W UlJllJE 'JUJQtlJlll!J.tlitt<€¥ aPl!i!l! 

·m·!it!it .. m·m ·uMnJW tt!JlJllnJJIE :dolJn!fit IUJQ!nam 

+ uaapq~ JUUfEJO lfJJJll 

U!UUUJUl1UUJj •mnq.tJJJ!Jt 

qJ.tnqro 
JlldOl9'!d) J!i!QOqJJJJ 

maqJJUIJ JU!n~ 

liJID!41i) 
JqJ JO UO!JU1JUJ!iU[ 

J.lltJUJ JqJ .lOJ JfiQJJd .lJJUJ.ltt OU JO lUOUlJ JmJI l~ll!NI IHNNI:JNI:J 

·JuJutJUJ!q.ln JO UO!JUJ:!}UJ.tq.l!.l aqJ ttnilqnm mHOS ONVl3l:J 

a.tnqa am JU4J finn OJ unqJ d!qa.tJQUJJ .tnnfi OJ 
JJttq!.lJ.tJqfi!q OU JO lUOUlJ 3'mJI1) U.lUl1.lJU!UU\; 
qJJ!JJHfE .tnoil JO JUJutU!UJJU aqJ nofi qnm lf.lUut t ~ OJ Q<Ununq fillQOJ aJn '1pnm .mnfi U! nnfi 4nm ~ ~ 
unnnpnaan JO afiannpd aqJ Qnq annq nqm ·3} ~ 

-~ 

~~~~~~~ 

auoj9'J]!DJ il.tUJUJli) JJUEt aqJ JV 

QUJ!.t 1f£ ~1@ fnni n.m 
~~~~~~~ 

4!i!JUU3f Ql@ !i.tJnn.tfiU31: 

.tJ::JUPJlt 

ai}:J.tOJ Jnaq ai}J ;n 

fiundmnro 
!i .. lJQUUOllf JdOffi 

Ulll!JJW'i 
fiq J:JU9 .tOJ QUU J:QUJF 

UU!JUP!t 
ipJUlJ:[j) QUll UJJPU~ 

JQUJU-qfi!q JUJ 

JUUJJUJJJJJXJ uv 



ifugrau~rs ®lb ifuglisq 1Enlb 
72 Point 3A 4a 24 Point 4 A 12 a 12Point 11 A 31 a 

mail 
60 P oint 3A 5a 

mrlll 
48 Point 3A 6a 

~agir 
Nntr 

42 Point 3A 6a 

itapiita 
lt1irst 

36 Point 3A 6a 

Jlasquin 
§nrial 

30 Point 4A 9a 

iEmplnyrb 
O!nurirr 

maurer 
mailrnall 

<trnurt 
18 Point 7 A 20 a 

!Uisrqicf 
§uhsrribcr 

~uilils 

14 Point 9A 28a 

Jtrnuib~ur~ 

W:ypngrapqiral 
Bnunr~b 

m~sfameufs 

1fufir~ s;nri~fy 

il~mnrraf 

10 Point 12 A 36 a 

Jl r:es:entntinn 
<&r:ent:est <!!nun.til 

:manqu:et:el:l 

8 Point 14 A 41 a 

lllah.erlla.al1.eri.e.a 

<!rqri.atiau illit.eratur.e 

i\rrqit.edural 

6 Point 16 A 47 a 

ilramatir ~nridi.es 

1R.egr.ets :tftrnr rastinatinn 

:tllll.etr npnlitan ilaily 

<lrnugr.essman 

I! <!rqararler.a in <!rnmplde lJinut 

II A 1E <tr m 1e 111 

II Oi B 1hf II I 3J 

I 

~1E:!UN®Jl 

(@ it ~ w: lit )11 

• * w z & $ 

II 1234567890 

II 
a b r b ~ f 9 4 i 

'' 
jklmunpq 

II rstuuwxy~ 

II - ' • • t ~ . ' .. ' . . 
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03WV3 lVNOIH:JOA 

u.xoqun 

Jafi a.xn JUiJJ 

-i· 

· asoiJJ JO fiJ!.lJJsod aiJJ 

OJ SJuasa.xd sn 

umoQ QJ.lannaQ aq 

OJ. QU!lfUUm 

OJ sannat sn1uafi 

JUiJJ 5J!3nfiaJ aiJJ a.xn 

188 

Jnns aiJJ utn.tJ finmn 
saqsnm 3!SUDt 

l' 
I -~-=--=-·=~ L 

~ I 

I j r 1 aq J! J3J n~ ·sJJn.tli) q:un liJ.t\; 
j aiJJ fiunmn Jli3!JiJfi!ut sn aaiJJ afiq:aJmnulpn 
11 nJ q:aq:nus.tad aq finm uam nn JUiJJ q:ua aiJJ nJ 'amnJ fiiJJ 
1 aJ'unnq:n ssaUJUJdtaiJ q:un annt fit.taiJJn.tqu! q:un'saJ'ntd 

I 
Jtll U! Q:UU li3ut!J Jtll JU fiJ!UU!Q: fiiJJ Q:JniJdu am finm 
.taiJJn.t Juq !aaiJJ undu .tnuniJS!Q: fiu!.tq 'lJ.tnm!q:unq .tun 
Jn fiun .tn 's.tun Jn q:aaq: .tn q:.tnm nu finl!l!1·sun!JUJ'nn .tun 
q:un sann.tun undu au!iJs JiJfin fiiJJ Jam·aaiJJ Q:3!J!.tntfi 
annq Jsnd samu "! nqm uamsJJn.tJ' aiJJ nn Jn q:un aaiJJ 
Jn fiqpnm 'uamsJJn.tJ' fiiJJ 'su alJnm 'afin nJ a fin mn.tJ 
3Jdnad Jtll nJ JU3utU~JiJU!JU3 fi.t.tUJ' nJ li! Un!lili!Ul AI\ 
asnqm 'fi.taJSfil!l!1 q:un J.l\f JUJ3!JJUJfi noiJm \lJ./ 
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((loister jilack 
72 Point 3A 5a 24Poin t 5 A 14 a 12 Point 12 A 36 a 

rief 
60 Point 3 A 6 a 

Jlebut 
48 Poin t 4A 7a 

~acbting 
<fbucational 
~ncbor 

18 Point 8 A 22 a 

~rabuation 

~tstamentarp 

~tatutes 

14 P oint 10 A 32 a 

~orticulturist 

~asteb ~rogram 

Jjribesmaib 

(fxceptionablp 
~erbing JL.uncl)eon 

m:ournament 

10 P oint 14 A 42 a 

<!Electeb ~ecrdarp 
~fficiating ~onbuctor 

<teongreggfonal 

8 P oint 16 A 52 a 

1!Beligbtful <!l:onfcctions' 

Qlcknowlcl:lgmcnt JL\cgi~:~tere l:l 

Wnitel:l <!l:ongregation 

6 P oint 17 A 55 a 

I!!:I:Jeological <!&rgani;ation 

]Insurance C!Companp q[ourageous 

~eptember l!!:estimonial 

.:lfirst <exposition 

42Point 4A g, I~ -'~~~ 
JMusicale I ~ ;·ratt~in€o;·'·ff: jf II 

Jknigbts 
J!ettar 

~m '~t:tt I ~ ~ 11 3f 1{ 1L 
~tu ~ ~ ft ~ ~ ~ ~ 

36Point 4 A 9 a ~ m: m1 '\) lJ D 

Respirator I w x !J ~ & $ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

(!Counsel I ll b C b C f !J fJ i j 

. klmnopqrt'i 
30 Pomt 5 A ll a 1 D 

JJnbex JLeageb , t u u w x r ? tt u 

~anbtcap l L _ ___.____. ~ · : ; ' 7 1 
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(!Cloister jjlack 

~~~~~~~~~ 

~~ riN. ~ i ube~torp~ 
~ ot IDtutam ~ 
~ m ~ 
~ anb~acy~ 
~~~~~~~~~ 

IDrttten inlf talian in tbe 
pear 1422, tran~lateb into 
jfrencb bp Raoul ~eorge~ 
a pear later,anb noW bone in 
~ngli~b bp Jf obn Wltat~on 
anb Jlarp ~rober~inclair 

,m<tC,mXX3Jl' 

~ubltsber'sj}ote 
(Jf \lrbis bolume, altbougb in 

no sense a facsimile of tbe 
stple of tbe original work, 
is besigneb to embobp tbe 
cbief cbaraderistics of tbe 
bookmaking of tbatperiob. 
~uarto in si?e, anb printeb 
on an importeb banb=mabe 
paper in black letter, witb 
rubrications as in original. 

(Jf3Jts illustrations comprise 
engrabings rebrawn from 
tbewoobcutstbatappeareb 
in tbe original ebition anb 
tbese effectuallp break up 
tbe uniformitp oftberatber 
so lib pages of text matter. 

0 3Jt is bounb entirelp uncut 
in cober~ of barkisb green 
paper boarbs witb a rougb 
linen back anb paper label. 
m:bree bunbreb copies will 
be printeb, after wbicb tbe 
plates are to be bestropeb. 

$15.00 
a COP!' 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ Q rol)peritp. J)ealtb anb J)appin£1)1) noW ~ 
~ anb altuaps . tbt JLobt of jfrienbs anb e£ 
~ tbe fulfilment of pourmoi)t cberii)btb bti)ir£1) ~ 
~ mbat more coulb 3J tuii)b pou on tbi1) pour ~ 

G rsirtbbap ~nnibersarp? ~nb 3l glablp bo so ~ 
~ ~irbarb ft{itrbell · 'l!rbe J&)ermitage · ~orreliter ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

MISSAL INITIALS CLELAND BORDERS CHAP-BOOK GUIDONS 
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Was~ington 0~xt 
96 Point 3 A 4 a 36 Point 3A 9a 14 Point 10 A 28 a 

+ 

t 
84 Point 3A 4a 

aLe, 
72 Point 3A 4a 

l.?~nt 
60 Point 3A 4a 

Qjran~ 
Usual 
48 Point 3A 6a 

Quaint 
(.t~rtifr 
30 Point 4 A 10 a 

mi~g~ls 
O,pe.ratic 
24 Point 5A 12a 

)\~gulator 

'-!~aritabl~ 

18 Point 7 A 21a 

Su,p~rnatural 

Organ music 
)toctambulist 

~~autiful (.to up l~ 
Or~~rs S~ipm~nt 
s~pt~mb~r 0~nt~ 

12 Point 12 A 32 a 

)\~.pairs a::at~~~ral 

~~st Saf~ty mate~ 

Qu~s tions 'J{~roism 

10 Point 14 A 38 a 

0~.stlmon\al Y.,anqud 

Strang~ )\~port <.tar~ 

)1~\g~bor\ng "'lfamld.s 

8 Point 16 A 48 a 

Qu~.stlonmarat~on )\unn~r.s 

zs~~ologlcal s~mlnary \!:lo.s~~ 

Ol~ )tavlgatodihv~.s~anqud 

~ount~ou.s \!:~ri.stma.s (!;tvlng 

6Point 18A 50a 

)tort~~m (!:llmat~ mah~s ':l\obust 

Smart Wrltu llirasps Opportunity 

mat~ematlclan 'Astonl.s~~s ~oys 

Yuletl~« Splrlt ailaMens (!:~ll~ren 

-1 

\!:~aradu.s in a=ompld~ -:font 

A~ (!:JI)-£JFw 

11{ 11 JJ 1K -it m Jt 

OlJQ)1.S0lC 

V W X Y Z ~ $ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

abc~~ f g ~ i! k ~~n~fit 1 t m n o p q r s t 
u " 

mortal Lw X r ~· .. ? 
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,!. .• 

~~ 

Was~ington 'G~xt 

1,.; -, 
\ ... ' ~ ' J \ \ ... • . ' ! \ ~\:.} . \ ... ''·· , 1 '· \ .... 

\'':~-..... ~ ) .. It \~ , ;( -)-...c-~J(' \ T~-\'i,};~(' )'-' ~ ( 1.'. \t,...,...__,( 
1

\: ~,;' ~1 
·: \: ·. ,"'r \l 

/; f":J!~.._,f' \ ./I~ ~\_- ;'!'j ,_)l._"j"\ • J: .._ :..' "\'~,' \ ) ~- ,_-. . i )_\A~_\ I./'~--~' '~ ~ I _'f -

.• f"t.'"t ..j'\ "" -),I ~- IV -.6 
1
' ~-f 1.-·• \i/' '~' 1 .... \'o.: \1_;'' ;;,· \ 

,-:\_ "~~rp I' •.' 

4~ ~ w ,.-~ .. 
<t!':.J( ... , .[i-Jt.·" 

',, .. ,., \z:; 
i \\'~~ h ( l 
l!r"~· ~··,'t'd! 

'\; ~ .,... ~I 

;t_"'"-ri;~\.;; ur u· ,,, 
./""(/'i}i': 
('-. '"· }\ \!\,...,/( )~£';, 

~~:'\~jlr\ 
.......... -<"'"'·.,
n.t !'7 '1\~ nr ·;,;., rn 

.. .J~~,:;~',t... -

,:'(~~;;,i'. \t:V 
~,:~r~ .. t~' 1~ it 
'"'-'~/~!:'. 
f'l r... i \\t• 
41.1 l' ··~. 
/-~·- ... !£/;'~-

~\.~_-/ J,:'\t..:·,. 

., 

0~i:print~rSlJow~r 
~----------~----------~ 

~~n~ralll' sp~aking~printlng ~as not 
~ com~ into its own. lit is young y~t. an~ it is 
~~mocratlc.lJt ~as y~t to mak~ its gr~at r~cor~. 
sw~~ping into its grasp all t~~ skill oft~~ artist. 
t~~p~otograp~~r. t~~ ~~sign~r. t~~ ~ngrav~r. t~~ 

pap~r-mak~r. an~ t~~ bookbin~~r. an~ laying its 
tribut~ on all t~~ various ot~~r arts. it is ~ir~ctly 
influ~ntlalin mol~ing t~~ t~oug~t of all p~opl~s 

)t; ..... 

OLD ENGLISH BORDER MODERN FLOURISH 

', ····t· 

Quaint JFurnitur~ 
----~~~~----

~ 

0 ~~ 11•(inton <rompanl' ~xt~n~s to t~~ 
,public a cor~iat invitation to caU an~ vi~w a 

s~owing of import~~ furnitur~. consisting of 
rar~ articl~s oft~~ <t~i,p,p~n~al~. '3acob~an. 
w~orgian an~ 'A~am ,p~rio~s. w~ic~ ar~ now 

on ~x~ibition in t~~ir s~owrooms 

• • e ••••• •• • ~ • • ••• •~ • ••• •• • •• •• •••••••• • ••• •~ •• • •• • • •• •••• •• • ••• •• • ••• • • • • • • •• • • • •• •••• • •• • ••• •• ••• • •••••• ••• • • • • ••• •• ••• • ••· ~~ ·• • •••• • •• •• • •••• • ••• • •• •• • • ••• • •• •• • ••••••• • •••• •• • • ·• 

MODERN DASH 
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IDrxts tu Qtombtuattnu 
-- --

•w11111 

m BERNADINE SCHOOL OF D E SIGN 

~;~~ '.•' G AYLORD AVENUE AT HUDSON STR EE T 

C OL U MB U S, OHIO 

*_,,'g, lou arr ror~tally tuuttr~ by tqr 

111 arulty of ?Brrtta~tttr ~rqool of 1Drntgu 

-~J '. to br prrnrut at ttn 

i\uuual :!1 t~wtutrr ifutrrtatuuwut 
llllf/11111 

to br qr 1~ at tqr 
'...: 

lltllatuwrtgqt i\u~ttortum 

== ~ IDqurn~ay rurutug. 3Jauuary ntxtrrutq 
.M:CM XXIV 

at quartrr aftrr rtgqt 

PLEASE PRESENT THIS CARD AT THE DOOR 
-- --- -

LIT HOTONE ORNA M ENT SET IN EN GRAVE R S OLD ENGLIS H AN D GARAMOND 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
' r-o~ooom=o~o=omom~ooooooooo=ooooomoommomooooo~o=o~ooo=oo=ooomooooooooo=ooo~o~ooool ~ 

~ 
§ FORMAL ANNOUNCEMENT § ~ 
§ TO THE PUBLIC IN GENERAL AND TO THE § 

' § CRITICAL BUYER IN PARTICULAR § 

~ i lfutumn ~ Rfint~r mtot~~s I ) 
_j ~ WE ARE NOW SHOWING AN INTERESTING VARIETY OF ~ ~-ll 8 READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS FOR 8 ~ 

~ I iiSusin~ss · ~port · !l: r~ss I ~ _Jo at 
/l ~ BusiNESS CLOTHES follow closely the exclusive Benjamen design of previous ~ 'l) 

~ 
§ years. Sport suits include a. new group of plaids and solid colors. Dinner and dress § ~ 
8 clothes are shown in several models for men of all ages . Lightweight fall topcoats § 
0 0 

§ in new tweeds and herringbones are also ready § 

t I zs~~ ~~njam~n-st~wart a::tot~ing a::ompany I ~ 
~ ioooooooo=-o=o=o=oooom=ooooooo~oooo=ooooo~ooooooo-o=oooooooo=oo-=oo-=ooo=o=ol ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

C LELAND BO R DER AMERI C AN BORDER CINCINNATI INITIAL S SET I 'N WASHINGTON TEXT AND GAR AMON D 
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Q!~xts in <!!nmbinatinn 
OFFERI :\'G A D VERT I SE R S A COMPLETE SERVICE- PLAI\ S ·COPY · DE SI G!\ I NG · ENGRA \' 1 NG ·ELECTROTY PI NG 

li il, 
)OHXVi' lLLJ A~·J SOr> ,President ,, ;~~- HAR OLD FlSHER,Secreltll)' 

ITI.......-:::;;',.,_,_~ 

A:-<DRE\\' s, tlTH, Vice-President ~·r:_ . GEORGE E. MULDOON, Treasurer 
,, ..... 
L~ ""-.,_ .;:---

\ll::lJt D illiamson ~rinting ~ompanp 
Printers & 13inders 

426 KE NTWORTH P LACE , NE AR BROADWAY 

TELEPHONE I14) 

SET IN CLOISTER BLACK AND 

CASLON OLDSTYLE NO. 471 AND ITALIC jiuffalo 
VOCATIONAL CA M EO 

+ + 

Assets exceed liabilities by over half a million dollars 

~cfnrc §ailing 
Deposit your securi, 
ties with us and we 
will collect income 
due and remit draft 

i? 

Barbnr ~ark <!!rust 
<!!nmpany 

The value of life deepens with the joys of travel 

- ., 

. 

~nunb tqc Bnrlb 
BY SPECIALLY chartered 
steamship QuEEN BEss 
of the Regal Line. Fastest 
liner afloat. Sails] une 4th 

Qtrntral a!raurl ~urrau 
1Krnilwnrt4 i'Guililing 

Norfolk 

SET IN ENGRAVERS OLD ENGLISH BOLD AND GOUDY OLDSTYLE AND ITALIC VOCATIONAL CAM EO S 

+ + 

:\1ARG A RET COLLINS, PR ESIDENT • GRACE HE!\'DERSO N, SECRETARY 

0~~ 0~xtil~ ~.-~~-·~ <ror,poration x. 
I mporters aJJd Wlz o!esa!e D ealers ill 

GENUINE IRISH LINENS and LACES 

SET IN WASHINGTON TEXT AND 

CASLON OLOSTYLE NO, 471 AND ITALI C 

VOCATIONAL CAMEO 

6r PENNSYLVANIA Bo uLEVA R D 

TelephoJJe 82 Braijend 

Sout~ '.norwalk 
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8teel anb Woob 
jfumtture for 

~rtnter~ 
1Jnclubing ((ut=((ost (fquipments 

;!fflabe llp tbe ~amilton ;!fflanufacturing C!Companp 

·~ ?;- '-( _:~\)\, t' ( -> .· ~· .. ·. ' 

· ''.·/ ~-. ,~ ', ··:.~~~. ~ .. ,:~{i ( .. 1 t{//.:~:._A·.v/": ·.·' .~~<;{,~&· [ .J ? '-4 X. \ ,, \ '' l ">. - l) \.' ~r), t > '• I \ 

.. 
:{.;/· .. \: ,, ;.--.· .. ·.-·· "· r .... , ~.~A .. \-~~ :;;;r t),1

) 
~~.JY )· VJ r ''·~· "-4-1

-... A!:'.! l\1 r 'Vl!.! 1 

.,/ /. "~ ~~·( P•r . ..._,.' ,•\ · ....._,,J/! 
·<.:". -: ... · ''f'j}' . r ~ ..... ~, ~"!_ ..... (%· .' :.rlir''·,f .> .. \.,.....'L .•, ';. ,.. /:'j' l(. '-". ) ,_. ·-~.·~·.Jt.,.. \• ·-c~- /· ' ·~·- ~ ~~ •. · -, ,·.,~, ·,:y . IIJ:./ \. ,,.~.J· "".-::>. ' 

•.• , ........ ::-- ·'-' ~·.·v ry ''.::=:::·--::-"'__. -..:d" ~l J ---;_-
~ _.-:: 

Q 

ctearritb in ~tock at all our ~tiling ~ousts for t)rompt ~trbict 

american 
~!'Pt jfounbcrs 

C!Companp 
SET IN CLOISTER BLACK CLOISTER ORNAMENT 
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Correct Society PriJIJltiJIJlg for 
Letterpre§§ PriJIJlter§ 

,'..\o):..~,'..\0):,.INCE the American Type 
8gc 8f)G Founders Company first 

~':1. ~~ §n ~':1. ~~ ~~~;;;te~;:::~~i:~~~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~orrectinstyleandequal-

mg the softness and the 
excellence of copperplate 

,'..\oJ.:,.~,'..\oJ.:,. printing,manyofitscus
Sis~v ~ """-SiS~ tamers ha~e successfully 
•l J .L/ ~ '-->•l J • entered this uncrowded 
field in competition with copperplate printers. Espe
cially is this true with printers located in the smaller 
cities and towns throughout the United States, there 
being a constant and increasing demand made upon 
them for wedding invitations, wedding announce
ments, at-home cards, etc. 

Few letterpress printers realize that millions of 
dollars are expended annually among copperplate 
printers for Society Printing. Take the i tern of visiting 
cards. Are there not more than two million persons 
carrying these cards, each representing an ex
penditure of atleast one dollar? Add to this the 
higher priced engraved stationery and the total 
is truly enormous. The dry goods stores and 
stationers and canvassers assist the copperplate 
printers to gather this profitable harvest. 

The quality ofletterpress work should equal 
that of the copperplate printer, first in the 
correctness of the form, cards and paper, and 
secondly in the clearness of the impression. 
None but perfect types should be used. The 

or twenty cents per letter. There is so great a difference 
in favor of the cost of types that the letterpress printer 
may easily save the first cost of the types, plus com
position, on each order, and still be much below the 
engraver's charge. In a font of eighteen point script, 
so much used in Society Printing, the price per letter 
(A to Z caps and lower-case, not including figures or 
points) is approximately one cent per letter. If this 
were doubled as a basis for charging for the use of the 
types, the letterpress printer would still be far below 
the engraver's charge per letter. 

CARD STOCK-This should always be pasted stock, 
because it does not curl. The size is 2lx 33 inches, of 
which ahalfinch salvage iswaste.Itissoldin packages 
containing one hundred sheets, or may be bought cut 
to order. For calling cards, two-sheet sixty pound is 
used; for invitation and announcement cards, three
sheet sixty pound is used. Extreme fashion calls for 
four-sheet sixty pound paneled cards for invitations 
and announcements. Cards of the correct size may be 

cffillr. ~arulo ~urling 

use of worn type is inexcusable in printing of 
so personal a character, reflecting unfavorably 
upon the social status of the user. 

A correct size (C) for men. Sizes Band D (see diagram, p. 396) are also correct, D being 
preferred when address is added. 

In fact, no printer should attempt 
Society Printing until he is familiar 
with the fashions governing it, and 
he will do well to keep in touch 
with the changes which are dic-
tated by fashion from time to time. 

Copperplate engravers charge 
by the letter; the letterpress printer 
can do the same. He should have a 
price for the stock, a price for the 
presswork, and a charge for each 
letter. He should ascertain the price 
charged by engravers for lettering, 
which often runs as high as fifteen 

®ffic~;Mours: 

Sfolla.m. 

5fo7p.m. 

:!Br- ~ubut Jaditt_g±on 

~in£±~ QII1urdy ;5\tr2et 

A correct size (E) for professional men. The size may vary according to lettering req uired. SizeD is pre
ferred by many. 
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bought from the manufacturers or their agents, cut to 
size and correctly paneled. Paneling is effected by ap
plying a hot blank of the required size to the card on a 
die press, thus creating a panel, the unpressed edges 
forming a raised border, generally half inch wide. En
velopes are carried in stock or made to order to match 
all correct sizes of women's cards. Beveled or gilded 
edges should never be used for Society Printing. 

A correct size (F) for a very young miss. 

PAPER STOCK FOR ANNOUNCEMENTs-A special 
kind of paper is made for Society Printing. The 
size is 21 x 3 3 inches and the preferred weights 
are seventy pound for the announcements and 
the inner envelopes and sixty pound for the 
outer envelopes. It is sold in packages of 240 
sheets or in" wedding cabinets" containing 
fifty to one hundred folded sheets of various 
cut sizes, with inner or outer envelopes, each 
in a separate box. The size of paneled stock 
(folded) is5Vsx7%inches,with three-quarters 
inch border. If the announcement is not pan
eled a correct size (folded) is 4%Gx6% inches. 

about one-sixteenth inch each six months thereafter. 
On a widower's card one-quarter inch (No.3) is the 
widest, diminishing gradually from time to time. For 
other relatives, the band may vary from the thickness 
9fNo.3 to that of"Italian." No.5 band is now con
sidered excessive, but among the Latin races is held 
to be moderate, and if preferred, is entirely correct. 
Envelopes are made to match, when required. 

A correct size (G) for youn g wom en. 

CoRRESPONDENCE PAPER- Correspondence 
paper to be correct must be plain, without rul
ing, preferably white, ranging from pure white 
to pearl gray, orin soft tones of color, with en
velopes to match. There is a wide range of sizes, 
but the printer should select a few 
approved sizes and colors to carry in 

A correct size (I-J) for women. 

stock. Correct sizes are 5 Vsx4 %, 5% 
x41%6 and 61%6x5% inches. The 
small size is correctly used for short 
notes of acceptances or regrets, al-
though correspondence cards, size 
5%Gx3% inches, have largely super-
seded the small note sheet. The mid-
dle size of correspondence paper is 
used for short letters and the largest 
size for general correspondence for 
both men and, women. Envelopes 
must match the paper. 

MouRNING CARDS - The width of 
black band varies (see page 396 for 
examples) according to relationship. 
For a widow's card a band of about 
one-third inch (No. 5) during the 
first yearofwidow hood, diminishing 

c:ffifTrz;_ Q.Hrarlcz; ~nfuaro ~m~t~ 

c:ffifTiz;z; 1fiudlic ~m~tJr 

A correct size (K) for woman and daughter. 
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DELIVERY- Copperplate printers deliver Society 
Printing in neat, stylish boxes. They are compelled 
to slip-sheet the work with tissue paper, an expense 
the letterpress printer may avoid, if careful. Boxes, 
covered with enameled paper for cards and all kinds 
of Society Printing, are on sale to carry the correct 
sizes. No matter how excellent your work and quality 
may be, women who know the correct practice will 
not be satisfied unless the packages are as neat as those 

sent out by the copperplate printers. This detail is 
important. 

,foi{n;. 2flarol~ '3Ja~ ~m~tq 

tJiigl]tcen ~ortq J&tred 

The address may be omitted, but it is generally 
printed. Spell out the street number and numbered 
streets when practicable. Sizes H, j. 

cfrlffrs.2flarol~ '3Ja-g ~m~tq 

cfrlffiss ~tl1el ~m~tq 

Jifrii:>u\!" tJiisl!teen ~ortl1 ~ired 

On first entering society a young lady does not use 
a calling card of her own. Her name is printed below 
that of her mother with or without the " at-home " 
day. If she calls alone a pencil line is run through the 
mother's name. Sizes j, K. 

'(!]:fr.e cfrlffisses ~m~tfr 

For calling together. Sizes H, ] . 

cfrlffr.2fl.erh.ert ~m~tlr 

:Jinrl< J\tl!letir (liJub 

For bachelor whose address is at his club. Sizes 
13,C,D. 

~ear J\~miral '3los.epfr ~m~tlr 

;llolniteb.;Stutes~uu\! 

For general oflicer. Sizes B, C, D. 

ADVERTISING-The letterpress printer, following 
the practice of copperplate printers, may enlist the co
operation of stationers, dry goods stores, and others, 
to take orders for him. Agent should be supplied with 
the diagram of correct card sizes and samples of cor
rect correspondence papers in frames, together with 
the formula for making prices. 

cfrlffrs. 2flarolh '31n~ ~m~tlr 

Jifribzt\!5 tJiigqleen ~orlq ~lreet 

At home between 3.00 and 6.00 o'clock to receive 
calls, mea ning Friday of every week; or it may be 
limited to "First Friday" (of the month), "Fridays 
until April," "First and Third Fridays," etc. Sizes H,j. 

cfo1rs. 2flarolb '31 a~ ~m~tf! 
W:fr.e cfrlffiss.es ~m~tlr 

2Jiisl1tcen ~ortl1 ~tree! 

V\!hen two daughters enter society in the same sea
son this form is used. Even after the daughters have 
calling cards of their own, this or form at left is used 
for calling together or for days at home. Sizes j , K. 

cfrlffr. anb cfrlffrs. 2flarolo ~m~tfr 

tJiigqlecu ~ortl1 ~Ired 

For sending with wedding gifts, for joint regrets, 
and returning first ca lls after marriage. Use of sep
arate cards is better form. Sizes j, K. 

cfrlffr. '3lustic.e J\nor.efu ~m~tfr 

For a judge of a supreme court, or "Mr. justice 
Smyth." Sizes B, C, D. 

Qiolonel '3Jofrn ~olr.ert ~m~tfr 

~intq Qiuunlr\!, ~nile<> ~lutes J\rmu 

For regimental oflicer. Sizes B, C, D. 

cfrlffiss~m~tl! 

An elder or an only daughter does not print her 
Christian name and, while residing with her mother, 
omits her address. Size G. 

cfrlffiss ®race ~mtltlr 

The younger daughters use their full names. Size G. 

cfrlffr.~arolo '3Ja~ ~m~tfr 

It is not usual to put the home ad dress on a mar
ried gentleman's card or that of a gentleman living 
with his parents. Sizes B, C, D. 

cfrlffr. ~.erh.ert ~m~tlr 

lfiieuteuztnl, ~intq ,:l)nfnnlr\! 
;llolniteb J&tates J\rmu 

For military or naval officer below rank of captain. 
Instead of designating the regiment, "United States 
Army" is eq ually correct. Sizes B, C, D. 

1JJ:afur.enc.e ~m~tlr, 2JliL ;¥!-
~llun: 9-11 a_m_ 

B-10 p.m. 90 :Jiur!t ~!Jiuce 

Physician's professional card; or '"Dr. Lawrence 
Smyth." Size E. 

ADDREssEs oN CoRRESPONDENCE PAPER 

Should be in the form printed bel~w, and in plain types, in black ink. There is no good reason why the printer 
should not develop a demand for printed stationery by advertising, and secure the liberal profits derived from 
the sale of the paper and envelopes. Spell house numbers in full. 

Jlf orty-tfuo ®xforb %Jou!euurb 
Ol>ranbuiefu :Jindt 

OCEAN COTTAGE 
SEACREST 

FORTY·TWO OXFORD BOULEVARD 

GRANDVIEW PARK 

FoRTY-TWO OXFORD BouLEVARJl 

GRANDVIEW PARK 
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FoRMS oF INviTATION AND ANNOUNCEMENT 

The following forms and arrangements of lines are correct, and under the forms correct sizes are given. 
Sizes may vary according to lettering. 

All cards should have envelopes matching in size, but not any outer envelopes. Cards are required, as a 
general rule, for all daylight functions and paper for evening occasions. 

When paper is used both inner and outer envelopes are required. 
Sizes oflines should be uniform, with the exception of disconnected address lines and the designation of 

entertainment, which should be smaller. The rule is to avoid capitals wherever possible. Lines for writing 
on are not used, except on admission cards. 

[PUNCH HOLES HERE) 

~ardt fq£ tfudfllt 
®ne fltousanb nine qunbreb anb fltirliJ 

~ittetcP.u ~axh.sibeJ\ftenue 
~illshoro 

Announcementofbirth.Large card, size K; small card,2xl Ys inches. The cards 
are punched, and the smaller attached with a white satin bow. 

~r.nnh ~rs. @qnrws 2!ifnfunrh j5\ml;!tq 
r~qu~st tqe pwnsur~ n£ !;!= rnmpttnl;! 

at tq~ rqrist~ning n£ t~~ir j5\nn 
nn WueSOilJ;! mt~rnnnn, tq~ tqiro n£ J\pril 

nt fnur n'dnch 

~inefeen JlarltsibeJ\ftenue 

For a christening, to be printed on either card or paper. A correct size of card 
isM. If in the evening, this form should be printed on paper, a correct size for 
which (folded) is 6%ox5Ys inches. 

~iss ~onnnno ~nsbr ~aJJmnn.h j5\m)Jtq 
ljnp~ tn qn6~ tqe pleasur~ nf 

[NAME HERE) 

companl;! nn ~uDal;! nfbrltnnn, tqe tljir.h n£ ~Ill;! 
nt fi6~ n'dnch 

~indeen Jlarltsib£J\uenue 

For ajuvenile party. The card being addressed to the parents, the child's name 
is written on invitation. A correct size of card is 4. Vsx3 inches, or, if paneled, 
4.~x3%s inches; Yz inch panel. · 

~rs. Oiqarws 2!ifnfunr.h j5\ml;!t~ 
an~ ~iss ~lllJ;!fq 

fuill h~ at fi= 
nn ;m!Jeon~shtt)J, tlj~ s~cnn.h n£ J}nnuttrl;! 

frnm fnur until six n' dnd~ 
at j5\i.xtl;! ®ak ~lace 

At-home card, sometimes called tea card, because tea is served. For this form 
4 Vs x3 inches is a correct size, or, if paneled, 4~ x3o/t6 inches; Yz inch panel. 
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~n:s. QTlptrl~s 2!ifnfunr~ j5\mJJtfi 
w~~ ~isses j5\ml;!i~ 

'mftursba~JS 
J\pril fqirb aitb tenfq 

~ribge 

Another form of at-home card. The name of entertainment (if any} will vary. 
A correct size is 4Vsx3 inches,or,ifpaneled, 4.~x3~ 6 inches; Yz inch panel. 

Wnm~d 

~r. J}ustir~ nun ~rs. j5\mJJtiT 
~r.nno ~rs. Oiqnrws ~nfuar.h j5\m)Jt~ 
nqu~st tq~ pl~nsur~ nf )JOUr rnmp<tn)J ' 

nn ~nnhal;!, tq~ first nf J.lune 
frnm fnur untilse6~n n' dncl~ 

At-home card. For this form a correct size is 5%x3% inches, or, if pane1ed, 
5~l6x4Ys inches;% inch panel. 

~r.nno ~s. @qnrws 2!ifnfunr.h j5\m1;1tq 
r~qu~st t~~ pl~asur~ nf 

(BLANK LINE) 

cnmpaltl;ltt± n ~usicnle 
nn tlj~ ~.6~ning nf ~nn.htttZ, tq~ tqiro nfJ}un~ 

at qnlf mterninc n'dnck 

~indun JlarltsibeJ\ue>tue 

Musicale reception at residence; or to avoid writing the name,"request the 
pleasure of your company I at a musicale," etc. For this form a correct size of 
paper (folded) is 7%6x5%s inches; ~ inch panel. 

~rs. @qarles 2!ifnfunr.h j5\ml;!tl1 
fuill h~ at qnm~ 

nn ;mtl~on~s~mll, tq~ si.xt~~ntq nf J\ugust 
frnm four until s~u~n o'dock 

Garden party card; or "Mr.and Mrs. Charles Howard Smyth," or "Mrs. Charles 
Howard Smyth and the Misses Smyth," or the name of hostess with a house 
guest or other friend. Acorrectsizeforthis form is 5 %x3% inches,or,if paneled, 
5o/tsx4.Ys inches;% inch panel. 

For garden parties out of town, train cards are enclosed with the invitations, 
in the same form and size as printed on page 394. 
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cflli£r.an~ cflli£rs. <!!Irarles ~oftmr~ ~m~tlr 
nquut tfre pleasure .of 

(BLANK Ll N E) 

rompatt)J on 'Q!!yur5!laJJ, fly£ fifi££nily of :Jlul)J 
from f.our until l:le&en o' d.ock 

®urb~ttlflart!Z ®c.euucrl'st 

Another form of card for garden party. A correct size is s}§x3}§ inches, or, 
if paneled, So/1Gx4Ys inches; % inch panel. 

~l{r. anb- 2ffi{rl:l. (!Jlp:rlel:l ~oftmr~ ~m~tly 
2ffi{il:ll:l ~ntJ;lf!y 

2ffi{il:ll:l ~race ~ntJ;l±!r 
reqmst tfre pleal:lure .of J;lOUr c.ompanJ;l 

1111: tire euening .of ~ehnel:l!l'a\;, t!ye fifteentfr .of J\pril 
atbno'dock 

Cl!utillon ~htd>!>!n lflarlt,.il>~JI.6~nu~ 

For a dancing party or "cotillion," which is the English form of the French 
word "cotillon." Correct size of paper (folded) is 6%x5% inches, or, if paneled, 
iV16x5o/Jo inches;% inch panel. 

2ffi{r.anh 2ffi{rl:l. @lrarlel:l ~oftmr~ ~m\;tl! 
an~ t!ye 2ffi{isses ~ntJ;lifr 

requel:lt tfre pleal:lure of ~our companJ;l 
on tire e&ening .of Jlfriha\;, tfre tentfr .of J\ngust 

at fralf after eiglyt .o'clock 
at;!Elnlan'l:l 

~ancing 

41 ~ancerhilt :J!ace 

2fitiui:>l!Z""ui:>r>!pl!Zto 
~iud>!enl1Jark"w"JI.6mue 

Reception in public hall; or "R. s. v. p. Nineteen Parkside Avenue." For this 
form correct size of paper (folded) is 6%xs% inches, or, if paneled, 7%ox5o/lo 
inches;% inch panel. 

cflli£r.anc cflli£rs. (!Jfrarlel:l ~oftmrh ~m~tfr 
reqnel:lt tfre pleal:lnre .of 

.on 
at 

(BLANK LINE] 

c.ompan!;l at !lhtner 

o'd.ock 
~in~teen lflarksii:>eJI.Oenue 

For dinners, names and dates to be written in. A correct size of card is s%x3% 
inches,or,ifpaneled,So/lox4Ys inches;% inch panel. 

'Q!.omed 
2ffi{r. :Unl:ltice anh 2ffi{rs. ~nt\;ifr 

2ffilr.anc 2ffi{rs. @qarlel:l ~.oftraro ~m~ifr 
re'luest tire pleasure .of 

[BLANK LINE] 

c.ompan\; at Oinner 
.on tfre euening .of 2ffi{.onoa\;, ifre fin~t .of Wu!\; 

at eiglft .o'd.ock 
~ineie>!n lflarlt,.ii:>>!JI.o"uue 

For a formal dinner, with or without names of guests in whose honor the 
dinner may be given. A correct size of paper (folded) is 7%ox5o/lo inches; 
%inch panel. 

'Q!{re jlihrgen!lale J\sl:lembi~ ;!Elances 
~eas.on .of 1929-30 

;!Elec.emher tire tfriro anc fentfr 
:Uammr~ tlye l:leuently anh Jlfehruar~ tire eleuentfr 

fr.om nine until tftr.o o'clock 
taert.onceiii 's 
~a.tron~s.ses: 

(HERE FOLLOWS LI ST IN TWO COLUMNS IN SMAL LER LETTERS] 

j:Ouhseriplion $15. 00, pauahle bdore ~o6~utb>!r 15tq to 
~u.;Baltu ~"!Zllt"ub J;mgtq, '<Iirwsuur, Jlji&~ ~uffidi:> Jl.oenue 

For subscription dances. A correct size of paper (folded) is 7Vsx6 inches. 
When the list of patronesses is very long, it may be printed on the third page. 
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'O:rire pleal:lure .of 

(NAME HERE] 

com pan~ is requel:lfeh 
at tlr.e Jlfoudeentfr ~egim.ent ~all 

at 2ffi{ilitm~ ~all 
tnt tfre eu.enin£1 of 'Q!uel:lllaJ;l, t!ye Hrir(ll,f 2ffilnrrlr 

afhn.o'dock 

~R.s.v.p. 

:J]osepl] %1rofune,JI.l>jutant 
'Qil]ej\rmor!Z, ~ai"ti.sonJeltred 

For a ball. Correct sizes of paper (folded) are 6%xs% and 7 Y,Jxs% inches. 

'Qlfre pleal:lure of 
[BLANK LINE] 

c.ompant! il:l requel:lteo 
at a binnert.o he giuen in Ir.on.or .of 

(!J!ynr!el:l ~ftmro ~m~flr 
~il:lfrid J\ffortte\; .of ~urttdt @.nunt~ 

.on fq.e e&ening .of ~nfur!la~, tfre eig!yt!y of Wmumr~ 
®ne fq.oul:lano nine frunbreh ann tfrirt~ 

at fral£ after l:le&en.o'd.ock 
at ~iehler'£> 

Jl!'r.ei::tericlt ~arsons 
JJ usti.:>! ;Brig~t,.ou 

~o6erenl> J)olptl1Jolk 
Cl!olnml~arl<JI.l>ams 

[AND OTHER NAMES OF COMMITTEE] 

~!L ... fr.p. 
;Herbert ~afuling,., j:Oeerdarg 
lcliig~tg-fi6e ~eptune l1Jlaee 

For large public banquet, usually made imposing in appearance with large 
lettering. Correct sizes of paper (folded) are 10 Ysx7Vs and 9%x7~ inches. 

Jl.i:>mit 

~innertenoereb t.o 
@qarlel:l tJif.oftraro ~m~ifr 

.on ~aturoa~, tqe eigqtq .of Wanuar~ 
®ne ifr.ou5ano nine fruncre~ au~ tqirt~ 

at ~iehler's 

Cards to admit to large banquet. A correct size is 4"%x3 inches. (L) 

2ffi{r. Wantes ~m~tq 
requel:lfs tlfe pleasure .of 

(BLANK LINE) 

c.ompan~ .on tfre e&ening .of JlfriOaJ;l, tfre first .of cflli£a~ 
at eigfrt .o'd.ork 

~u,.ic 

at tqe ~ebforc J\l:ll:lemh!~ ~.o.oms 
tfligfrt\; 'Jlnrk :flare 

For bachelor's reception. Correct sizes of paper (folded) are 6%6xli% and 
7~xs% inches. 

0 
t
C\1 

} 
s t§ 
t 

< 
0 

Jl.i:>mit~r. 270 

J\nniuerMr~ ~anqud 

'Q!Ire (!J:Iuh of:JrinfinBJ\rf @raffl:lmen 

~.oclyanrleau'5 Jlfrencfr @afe 

~nturba~,tfre eigfrieentfr .of :Unmmr\; 

at eigfrt .o'd.ock 

:Jlre,.ent tljis eurb at boor of~>tULJUet ~out 

Admission ticket to club dinner. A correct si ze of card is 6x3Yz inches. 
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'Won an rornittllJ;r htbibn to tire 
OHruritJ;r tJiull 

to Ire zjiflen at ~ertonr.elli's 
on ~liJeimesbttJ;r, tire sebenteentlr of ~ehruur~ 

®ne tlrousunn nine quul:treu uno tlrirt~ 
nt qalf after eiBirt o'dork 

J"roreebs to he zjifreu to tqe ®rpqun ~ome 
fFJutrons atti) ~atronesses 

cf~Rr .nnl:>cflRrs. ]lllne,.ffihnl;!tf) cf~Rr.s. 'illqomn.s :!l'lt!mp.sel;! 
cf~Rr. ]us tire ~cnfnortf)l;! J\l:>mirul ~id]>trl:> 2Jilurns 

~\illl:>l~;! .senl:> rt!pl)l on or before 
Jlfehrunrl;! tl1e .seeonl:> 

to cf~Rr. ~ohert <llirisfnolb 

,;Sixil! ®an 1Jlun" 

cfB.lti.ss <!Ilura 2Jiiolme.s 
cflRr.;IDauib QJ:arr 

Olonnnitte.c 

For subscription ball. Lettering usually larger than for private invitations. If 
the li st of patrons and patronesses is very long it may be printed on third page. 
A correct size of paper (folded) is 8yzx6 3JJ inches. 

'QJ:lj".e Qlluh of J"rinthtzj ~rt @ruftsmen 

of tqe @it~ of ~efu 'Work 
rorbiullu inbi.tes!JOU to .be present 

uta tJiattijud 
in lronor .of tqe ®ne qunl:tren ann sefrenteentlr 

J\.tmibersar~ of tqe ffi;\.ocietg 
on ffi;\ahtrbng, tqe eizjq±eentlr of :Yauuar~ 
®ne tqousanll' uine qunbrell' ann tlrirt);l 

~Rorqumleuu's ~remlr @afe 
tJiroabfuutl anb ~ortg-secvnn ffi;\treet 

nt eiBirt o' dodt 
:!-1{-s.f>.p. 

i!foqn2Jilaqr 
,;Secreiartl 

cflRiltott,;Sperrl! 
W"resii)eut 

For a club dinner. A correct size of paper (folded) is 8yzx6% inches. 

WEDDING STATIONERY 

Each invitation printed on paper has its own envelope, matching in size and stock. The whole set is 
enclosed in an outer envelope of the same stock. When a single invitation or announcement is sent out, 
printed on paper, both inner and outer envelopes are required. 

cfJlfk null' cfllRrs. ~afri(l Wu!;l ffi;\mJ;ltfr 
requ~st tire lr.onor of );lOUr presenn> ut Hre 

marriage of tqeir l:tttuzjfrter 

Iflucille 
to 

2ffik ~runk ~out 
on tire <tftentoon of Wqursl:ttt!J, tire first of :Uune 

ut four o'dodt 

ut tire Jlfirst J"reshuteriun @lrurdr 
J"l.easuut ?flulleu 

For church ceren1ony "request the honor" is used, while for ceremony at resi
dence "request the pleasure" is the correct form, as printed below. Other correct 
forms are also shown. Correct sizes (folded) are 6'1/tox5 Ys inches, or 6%x53 4 
inches,or,if paneled, 7'1/tox.So/lo inches; ~i inch panel. The two larger sizes are 
preferred for invitations. 

2ffitr. unu 2ffitrs. ~auin Wut! j&mutfr 
request tire pleasure of 

[BLANK LINE] 

presence at tire marriage nf ±Ireir i'l<rugfrter 
Ifludlle 

to 
2ffitr _ Jlf runk ~out 

on tlre eueninB of Wuesnuu, ±Ire first of cfJllfuu 
at four o' dork 

at tJliBfrt J"rusped ~ueuue 
2ffitorgunuale 

Another corre~t and fashionable form of invitation to a wedding ceremony. 

J1}f{r. unh 2ffitrs. @lrurl.es ~ofuarb ffi;\mut!T 

request tire pleasure of 

[BLANK LINE HERE] 

romputt~ onJ!fril:tuJ,:l,tqesixtq of~pril 

at qui£ after four o' dock 

at ffi;\ix tJllnt Ifluue 

A preferred form of reception card after church ceremony, to be enclosed with 
the invitation. A correct size for this form is 4Yzx3 3s inches. Another correct 
form of reception ca rd is shown on the next prtge. 
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WIT~ p Ieasure of uour romp au~ is requ~sh>l:t 

at tfre umrrittzje of 

2ffi{iss Iflillimt ~rabsl1aftt 

to 

2ffi{r. Wolfn %Ingle 

on tire aftemoou of J!friuuu, tire first of:Uulu 

at a quurler after four n'dock 

ut tqe restbeure of 

Jllfr. uni:t 2ffi{rs_ Wumes ffi;\mutfr 

~indt,! tJllm lEI lure 

®akfuoob 

For wedding ceremony in residence of friends of the bride. 

~sped&! rur fuilll.eaue 
J"eutts);llfrania ffi;\tatiott for lJilergeuhal.e 

at3ASp-~-
~eturninzj, leafres tJierBe bul.e ut 8_18 p.m. 

· J"l.ease present tqis ru
1 

nat tqe train 

Wruin l.euhesl~eunsJ;rlfruniu ffi;\tutiott 
for tJierBennul.e at 3_20 p-m. 
~ehtruing, leafres tJierzjettbule 

for @umben ut 7 30 p-m. 

For train cards, to be enclosed with the invitation. A correct size for these 
two forms is 4 Yzx2 ~i inches. Lines are centered. Train cards may require 
very full d irections, and size will vary accordingly, up to 5%x3% inches. In 
cases where a special car is provided, the name of guest is sometimes written 
on card , after the directions, and followed by the words, "will please present this 
card at the station door and to the conductors." Another form ends, "Please 
present this card instead of a ticket to the gatemen and conductors." The phrase 
"carriages will convey the guests to the house and return them to the train" is 
sometimes added after the train information. 

@eremoltU ut 11ulf after six o' dark 

For card for wedding at residence, to accompany the invitation to reception. 
part of the gue,:ts only being invited to the ceremony; or "marriage ceremo ny 
at.'' etc., in which case use two lines. "rvtarriage" being the first. A correa size 
is 4!)~~2x2% inches. 

) 
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~eception 
from dgl:yt until ten o'clock 

Nt tlye ~lturel tlll lunm 
® a kcmle 

For receptio n card after church ceremony, to be enclosed with the in vitatio n. 
A correct size is 5x3 inches. 

Jllea£1£ pre!lent tlyi£1 carh 
at tlye 2Jfir£lt Jlre!lhlJterian Qllyurcly 

on '(!]:lyur!!ba!J, tl12 sebenteentl1 of~eptemher 

For admission c ard, to be enclosed with c hurch in vitation . A correct size for 
this form is a Yzx l !-8 inches. A nother form is "Please present this card at the 
Church," in o ne line, a correa size for which is 43/\ nx2h inches. A n ex treme 
fo rm has th e guests' name wri tten at top of ca rd, foll owed by "will please pre
sent this ca rd I at the Fi rst Presbyterian Church I Bergendale I o n Thursday, 
the seventeenth ofScptember." For suc h a card a correasize is 4. ~gx2 ~ 4 inches. 

~Till he at lyome 
'(!]:uesha!J , tire t eutlr of J\ugust 

at ~eueu±JJ-Seucu c!il1tetropulitau tlll nulei1m·h 
~ergeuhn:Ie 

For at·hom e card , to he enclosed with the invitation ; or"on the afternoon s 
of Tuesdays I th e tenth and seventeenth of April I at," etc. Correct sizes are 
5 \-:j x2 }.4 and s }§x3 ~8 inc hes. 

Jlikauh c!il1tr£1 . ~auib WaJJ~llllJtlr 
reque£1± ±11£ plca!lttre of uour presence 

n:t tl1e fuebi'li1tg reception uf tl1eir bn:uglTter 
~ucille 

una 

Jllk 2lfrn:uk ;M'ol;lt 
Olt tire cuenhtg of '(!]:ITttl'l3ClU!J, tlye fir£1± of Wuuc 

at l3ebeu o 'dodt 

at tJliglrt Jlrosped J\ilenuc 
#r{urgnuh'n:le 

For reception after weddi ng at residence. Correct sizes of paper (folded) a re 
6'/1G X.5 ~§or 6%xs .J4 inches, or, if paneled, 7% Gx5o/1G i n c h es ; ~ .. inch panel. 

c!ll1tr _ 2lfrn:uh ;M'out 
a nn 

c!il1tiss ~uciUe ~lltlJtlT 
lrn:ue tl1c frouor 

uf amtotmciug tqdr marriage 
on '(!]:lyurshtt!J , tqe fir£1± of Wmte 

® 11e tlyousn:un nine Ipmi'lrci'l auh tlrirtu-ortc 

For a weddin g announcement; private ceremony, when the bride has no near 
relati ves; the name of the ch urch may be added. A correa size of paper(folded ) 
is 6o/J.ox5Ys inches. 

c!ll1tr. Jlf rank 2FJout 
c!Hitil3s lfiudlle~mutiT 

Jl.tarrien ' 
nn '(!]:lyursi'ln:!J, ±lye fir£1± of Wuue 

®nc tl1ousn:nb nine lTmtorea n:nh tlTir±~J-OUe 
at tlye 2lfirst ~apti!!t Qlfrurcly 

in ~ergeuhale 

Anoth er correEl: form of announcement; na me of church may be omitted. 
A correa size of paper (folded ) is 6o/J. ox5Ys inches. 
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c!il1tr _ mth Jlflrs. ~auii'l Wau ~mutiT 
l1nf:te tlye fronor of announcing 
Hre marringe nf tfreir hmtgl1tcr 

~uciUe 
tu 

c!ll1tr- Jifrnuk 2FJout 
on W:lyursi'lnu, tire firl3t nf Wune 

®rrc tl1ousaua nine lTuttbrcb nub tlyirtu-one 
ll± tlye 2lfirst ~n:ptist QllyurdT 

in ~ergeubale 

For announcement of wedd ing; if at residence, substi tute th e add ress for name 
of church ; or either may he omitted properl y. A nother correa form has th e 
name written in, and read s"have the honor of announcing to [h ere write nam e I 
the m arri age" etc., as above. CorreEl: sizes of paper (folded ) are 6o/l.nx5 Ys, or 
6%x5 ~:4 inc hes, or, if pa neled, 7~1ux5%n inches; ~4 inch panel. 

For the marriage of a sister, above form is correEl: , bu t the name of th e bride 
\vill be in full , th us: rvri ss D oroth y May Haw th orne. 

vVhen th e in vitatio n is sent ou t by a clergyman th e form is: The Reverend and 
Mrs.j oh n .James Brown I request the honor of I [blank line for guest's name] 
I presence at the marriage of their da ughter I , etc., as above. 

W hen the bridegroom is a mil itary offi cer of the rank of capta in or higher, his 
rank is printed thus: Ca ptain Thomas j o nes I United States Army I (or Navy) ; 
but if hi s rank is below th at of capta in, hi s rank is printed thus: i'vl r. Thomas 
j ones I Lieutenant, United States Army I (or Navy). 

c!il1tr. nub c!ll1trs. 2lfrauk 2flout 
)Jiilillbcut!)omc 

uficr fi r st nf :1) u (ll 

tJiiglJt!!-fi6c :j,l:larh .;l5\tuct 
~crgenl>alc 

For at-h ome card , to be e nclosed w ith weddi ng anno uncement. A correa 
size is 5 3 s x3 ·i s inches. 

®fuing to ti1e l'leatl1 of ~'11frs.~m!JH1'l3 sister 
c!ll1tr.n:ni'IJ:lffrs . ~auih Wau~m!JH! hegtorecall 
tl1e cari'l£1 tl3suea for tlye fuebhiug reuptiuu of 
tlreir bn:uglyter lfiuciUe 

For recall of in vita tions. A correa size of black-bordered ca rd is 4?-i; x3~/g 
inches. 

1gz3-1g33 

c!ll1tr. anb c!ll1tr£l . Wol!tt~llllJHT 
rl'l]Uest tile plemmre of uour compmtl,l 

attqe 
tentl1 mmiucrsaru of tlyeir marriage 

Olt tlye eucuing of J~rii'lau, tire fifhently of Wullc 
frnm l1n:lf ~tf±er eigl!t until cle.uen o' dock 

at 2!lig1Ttl;l-one Jlark ~nne 
Qllprlotteuille 

For a wedd ing an ni versa ry. Correa sizes of paper (folded) a re 6~) 6 X5 !/s 
inches, or 6%x5 ~4 inches, or, if pa neled , 7%Bx5'h o inches;% inch panel. 

1g23 J. s. 
[ MON OG RAM OR INITIAL S HE RE] 

c!>'lltr. mth c!ll1trl3. Wolru ~mJJiiT 
fnill he nt lrome 

1g33 

l1lt tl1e eilening uf 2lfribn:JJ, Hre fifteetttll of Wune 
from l1alf after ei.glyt rmtil deb en o' doch 

at '!!liglrtu-nm Jln:rh 1fiaue 
Qllyur lottcuille 

For a wedding anniversary. Correa sizes o f paper (folded) are 6%Gx5 Ys 
inches, or 6%x5}.4 inches, or, if paneled, 7%6x5'!16 inches;% inch panel. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF DEATH AND AcKNOWLEDGMENTS OF CoNDOLENCES-These forms are much used, as 
relieving the bereaved from the painful task of writing individual acknowledgments. 

The cards and envelopes must have mourning borders, the width and the usage in regard to which are 
printed below. 

'illlp: famiiJJ of tlp! late 

@frarles ~ofuaru ~m!J±fr 

gratefuli!J admofuleuge !JOUr hinh tfrougfrt 

attu expression of S!Jmpa±fr!J 

For acknowledgment of condolences; the address may be added in the right
hand lower corner, but usually is not. A correct size of card is 4 ?/gx3 Ys inches, 
with ~ inch (No.3) black border, and envelopes to match. 

2llffr. (!Ilraries ~ofua:ru ~mgtq 

atti:tfamilJJ 

admofulehge fuitfr grateful appreciation 

!JOUr hinu .expression: of S!Jntpatfrt! 

Another form of acknowledgment of condolences. A correct size of card is 
4?/gx3Ys inches, with~" inch (No.3) black border, and envelopes to match. 

~tis fuitfr great sorrofu 

±frat fue an:n:oun:ce tfre u.eatfr of 

2llffr.:1}ames~mgtfr 

:Jr.esiutmt of tfris nnn:pattl;! 

ful1icl1 orcurr.eu at ~arrington, ~ehrasha 

on:~un:ua!J, tfreifriru ofJ\ugust 

®n:.e tfrousan:u nine fruuureu a:nu ±lTiri!J 

'f!lltirilJ ;1)1lronb~tred 

j;\m\ltlr<•onOlompnn\l, 1fitb. 

~oherl ~"\l~nt\l!fr 
j;\eere!ar\l 

Announcement of demise. A correa size ofpaper(folded) is 6§/sxs% inches, 
with o/s2 inch (No. 2) black border and envelopes to match . 

ExAMPLES OF MouRNING BANDS 

Italian 
No.1 

No.3 No.4 

F G ~ J 

------------------------------------------- ---- --

-------- -------------------------------- - ---- ---

D 

B 
c 

A 
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No.2 

K 0 

---
N 

L 

'Diagram 
CORRECT SIZES OF 

CARDS 

A Young Master 
B Man,without 

address 
C Man, with ad-

dress 
D Man, with ad-

dress 
E Man,profes-

sional 
E F Young Miss 

G Miss 
H Mrs. or Miss 

J Mr. and Mrs. 
K Mrs. and Miss 
L Reception fol-

lowing church 
ceremony 

MAt-home 
N Reception 
0 Invitation or 

Announcement 

This insert is printed on BLUE CHESTERFIELD PAPETER!E 

Basis 21 Yz x 33 -76lbs. 

Made by the AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO. 
Holyoke, Mass. 
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Scripl~pe . 

e 
:A:e nzanulacfure olscripf t'fpe laces 

is still a very important part of our 

6usiness. :Jizere are various kinds of 

highly prolita6le printing to which 

script faces a/~e 6etter adapted than 

anr other types, hence the constant 

denzand. :Jize 6eautilu! script laces 

shown in this catalogue meet every 

relJuirement for all kinds of p/~inting 

where the use of script type 

is desira6le 

American ~Fe Younders 

eom.?any 

SET IN ROUNDHANO SERIES 
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9w!l~'lO!l(tiQla'\L~ ~t'IIiiLCtiLIL/[~6' 

14 Point 12A 40a 

Wmuftc~tjaaf&nc~cfajlCJia..v ffim~f.t 

qLn'Ttqjaa.dlli-cc,di; fPftall:o~~~:ayftc~t~ &xancitak&! 

fRcm<CliZ~agf.v illcmonAikatiandl 



f!<oundfzand SePies 

60 Point 3A 5a 

&ng!ish 
48 Point 4A 9a 

!Republic 
36 Point 4A lla 

IlJeftglztfu!fy 
30 Point 5A 13a 

&xlzi6i!ed 

.9reaf C'3oara!Je 

24 Point 5A 18a 

Jlznive/~sary 

J\lationaf f:eague 

18 Point 7 A 25a 

f!<e/Tlarka6!e 

Va!eJiclor¥ 6ralion 

14 Point 9A 32a 

~o!!ege £lJip/omas 

$eaulifu!!lf ($ngPaveJ 

12 Point lOA 38a 

SnsplPlng ~ecepllon 

Soclel!l JfonoPs JoPelgneP 

10 Point 11 A 43 a 

Gxquisite f:ette,.ing 

Pleases 7fandw,.ifing GxpePt 

r2haPactePS in eo.nzp{ete :font 

_/{ !13 (3 £l) & :7 

JfJ5:X I: ....At 

(5 p Q m s J 

v w ~ y z &-

12345678 9 

a 

i 

p 

6 c d J e f g 

I k I m ll 0 I' 

s t u v w X lf 

, - : ; I ? 

Pearls 
JI.,Aiecklace of' genuine PeaPls 

is one of' the .nzost cha,..nzing 

gif'ts that one can give 

to wo.nzankinJ 

i? 

Gif'ts of' .,AiatuPe 

:7-la!eideo Pearls 

.,AiewYo,.k 
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EXAMPLES 
O F 

Announcements~ Snvitations 

Society and $usiness 

For 

C orrectly WordcJ 

F orrrns and Pro!Jl'er S izes 

of S toclk. see 

Pages 389- 396 

"Correct 

Societ y P rinting 

for L eHer!Jl'ress 

P r iltllt ers" 

Printing 

SET KN §CJRKPT AND OTHER FACES KN A 
VARKETY OF P L EASKNG COMIBKNAT KO N S 

SELECTED FOR THE GUWANCE OF THE 

L ETTERPRESS PR IN T E R 

2S 

./lnzerican Jype Younders 
~onzpan'l 

THE LEAmNG TYPE FOUNDER 

OF THE WORLD 

SET IN ROUNDH A ND A N D CA S LO N OPEN FA CE T ITLE 

T his insert is printed on 

DO RRINGTON P APETERIE WHITE W EDDING, plate fini sh 

Made by the AMERICA N vV R ITING PAPER CO. 

H olyo ke, Mass. 



d !/jwciat ~vda£io~ ;{(y kcr»ne; ~w 

~,Jt~ 
¥~tit(!/ 

Jld~tahl/ceou~ctlub 
[!IJ.f/n£lUVJe:i~ ~U)/JC/ 

~71/ ~acancdance/ MPdk ~the/ ~Owi1 ~actio~n/ ~oJl 

!Jk, ~~,of Cfl()/lfle~ 
~iY Amce&zl~ ~exiwded ~h 

Jfkv!!!. ~athunJt 
THIS INVITATION IS ONE OF A LIMITED NUMBER ISSUED '1'0 BEPRESENTATIVE 

MEN IN BUSINESS AND IN THE PROFESSIONS. IT IS EARNESTLY DESIRED THAT 

THE RESTRICTED ROSTEH OF LIFE MEMBEHS BE COMPLETED WITHOUT ISSUING 

FUHTHER INVITATIONS. AN EABLYRESPONSE IS THEHEFORE MOST ESSENTIAL 

JVota/ f?teme~ 
!fJe, 1na-Jne:V -oj' Me- 4eleoted 

ff0wndm(/ !£~ ulfmn~e!JC:i1 

,of' ,1:/'1.,(3' 

v/teboj~ <?f'oun~' <?f'/u,? 

~ b k jz,e?<judtuded ,o?'v ,a; /i,n e-

11£~ !X;t,let; b he' ftlaced .in' 

/he- ulfaM'V C@ub /!Juddinff" fi ,h 

~<~<e- ffie<:juated Lhaf; ,(J/7'(/ £1w, 
,accefilance- -oj' /hid; .in'lftitation' £o' 

;m,e~'1t<ih-rjv Auck ;m,e}nkeY~ ;tei/t 

jz,kt?-dtcf' ,w'}<(,te hid~ ;na;Jrw hefow, 

J"u,if; ,a:v he ,wiaheJ; ;t"{; ffiejlffioduc-ed 

JlebojuLdron/Cf!~flf!lu& 
<?f'lfa/Jrkv !?2wi?k~ !Jii-Jcr.nin?k,nv 

f!AeJ«ten£ 

f?ltaif'-Jnond f!lkc7e- vlfonta?ue-
j~t; "ffce-f!Ae4t"d(3}'/.,f; 

~()'}{?& gcUoaiJld if/kteAowJ& 
!/econct "ffce-Y''J<e6taent 

:Y~~t §;a/J'tk/w ~wow 
!/eore~f a-Jtd !:J,;eCUu'J<eYI 

SET IN TYPO S CR I PT EXTENDED AND COPPERPLATE ROMAN 
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~~~ -r.o~~@ 
/-tu;>:PJ!»f/0 /9/r '/-v<>.-rr 

030VHS JIHlO!> 31V1d"3ddOJ ONV 3d01S OdAl Nll3S 

NOSNIH10ff'J.S3N~3j 

/~r P~Jli'<>T,_~,h(!i) 

pvvtm~f57VV_:g> 

~NUJLNB~d AJL:3Jll:)OJS) :31Nll~ 

/J:uvr/un:;}/h~uv:?o/~/£/:v~~uJb 

/UPVV'!lrfE~nnrbLJ?o/JC 

;rr;r;(Y~-:;;y£?'1Y 

rzyb?iYr7;£~(YQ4~ 

3d01S OdAl Nl 135 
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~)fu~r»f!i} 
~lh~~;;~f/3/fV 

~ (1/J?iWf ;p 
~ IIY PI !d1fi~_!Of ;/~ !3Yf MflY 

/f&trr& ~g;~#.Y/011 
,Of 

~M~~:; 
J>I/Jjr~ ~ r ~1>(/)(/lYIUI !d1fl ;p ;JYU~ 

~r~!d1fl~ 
poom~~{}f/J~~1f 
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TET~T,PHONE DESEUT 2165 

PlJou~, Snti/~ ?ifMrtjtm!Mj 
EQUI'TABLE INSURANCE BUILDING 

~tt ~a/w Cf5itzJ 

HOMER BRO"VN 
SET IN 
BOND s r.:RIP T AND 

I_>,l'l.ESIDENT 

~e !!lJl$eetfJ/J~J o/ tlte 

:Y'aiAtjUdJfatwnaf!/Jomlt 

SET IN BOND SCR IPT 

ufnn/()/tuwe tk 

(i)jzMtlmf o/ tk~frn!JJ~nch 
g~ and ~ffkee/4 

g~(!)hw 

and invite 'Yo~ inJjtedion 

1/ledruadmy a~o()/Jl} :f ejdemi(Y}t thudieth 

tetween vkh~o/()/Jle and~ 

f!71ti,; fhze .;hactwx-e wdllk de1HPted ewti%el'lj to tlte 

inte~e&t.; o/ '()/tl'K jwt~,; and e~~ ,;e;J(Iltice ,willie ol/exed 
con~i,;teltt witlt oowrtd ~awlthtff ~actice 

__ I 



liiDIHdn OdAl Nl l3S 

~rw;y ~r~lY<)· r(YtJr flY()' iF '""=>Jc£3 
/),/()}}~IF (}f:r-""r '"}fr ~Kvyuro11(9 r()J./OJ()'r 1'"~;)()1,1 '"}}' rr\)TtUV r\)();nn:Jrdu 

rEwnvfb ~~ /UWI,F(£3 ·~ rm:r; ~~~ rpvnr.(£3 

ifJo?KQ1 ~~llC9 1~mr~JQ 'rvn~x ~~ IW}~ 
~_£ 1~m~ry~ rR"{Jvo11(9 ·J5 /JilWYUI'g,~ ~~Jd ~.£ •J5 

lli<Yg"'}f_£"ll(9 ~£ r'W0~""'11(9 "Q £n@ "'FJf{) "'rZQ 
f'UJ./O~~r~ ~r~ ~ /l(Vl)}J'Dum /Ji<nU=Jffi.lC9 Ak~~x 

T?lli"Cb/l.I'O}'lmf£3 /11~15 £/lU'D~Q1 ~;rrrl/DWWf£3 

~()~ ~()'UI'()(£3 rRvwd3 ~~zg 5-u-oUJ~~ ""'P-11(9 

: (Yi}w.unud 

1J<>U~O' ~:r~~'}fl-x~· r 
l()~l-E:ru()~r rp1.¥1Y rp<nrp1.¥»1 l()'trrw ~p1.VIY9~ I()U Q 
~fer ifPT~r l()w~~~~ rmr 

k~~ '(Wi'1(9 
l()'}fr 30' t€u~'l.f().Jur I(}W fer !lYD'?VDY.nY I()Zfr tUO' 

~p1~ tp'UD' f'9()~91Y /9\)?IU~nr ~1 



lH~IHdn OdAl Nl l3S 

030VHS OdAl Nl 135 

~fip~-}f~-X?V' 11Y ~p~:ru()~t J~ur0(_Ynl(9 ~~'<Y ~Rnyvnrog 

~([3 1\}~T cB trPJ:G !()}fr tfD' ~wolO'ITOffi 0 ~R1<~'0J:G jn· 
~ ~ !U()I"~g !()~-!Of JtYUu~y !()zrr JlYJ ~(YUY -mJ 

$ ~-1}'Ylntf' £uv ~ ~()~ 1nvn;pu-~ 
: J<~g _J-1.:>()(13 

_.,()~()Zf~<B ~~m !X'i}\)\)~ 

_f()J.m\)U()~ 5~W0([3 £1<WJ5 

~~m?J'~}l(J lf1'b!) /Y.!Uf mwruJ£ 
m~;J' muJ !Vp1'():m'(B 

r~O' mura!V 1T!Jl' 

~ f£J>' ~J~11~~Jt1l'Df ~-~~~~-;hup~ 

mu~1.~d T1'J£ htWD1J>}JJ 1Juffi' 
m}~l ~cr !fJ~}I/ ~~w I'D~' 

MD?J»P~f':Y!~~JV~t; 
f~ ~~!1.c~-m11p· ~ll1l1l1 

JJ»f[J rh:n~»~J»~ 



SPENCER PUBLICITY JBUREAU 

~i41&X~I 
GRAPHIC ARTS BUILDING 

w~\1 

SET IN T YPO UPRIGHT BOLD AND CAS LON OPEN FACE TITLE 

STATIONERS INITIAL llUILDYOUR IIOl\'11'; Al\fONG THE PINES 

tf~~nt~fR~~t?an~Fn!r 
EXCLUSIVE SUBURBAN HOMES 

725 e.Lt, £tw~t, 9Jtayfdon' 

RODERICK FOSTER 

SET IN TYPO UPRIGHT BOLD AND ENGRAVE RS BOLD 

"'\-\ToLvERINE STA~rJ~ AGENCY 

rfft@Ceia/ Jl~~ ceomftany/ 
CEDAR RAPIDS 

HENRY BOND 
SALES MANAGER 

SET IN TYPO SCRIPT AND ENGRAVERS BOLD 

6J:Phzt(0 
!:lJorrzizJton ~ddzizJ 

JPLA TE FINISH 

c_f{tlze C!!orrecL t9af'n.? to use /o,-.? ~cze~ 
anJ $usznej? flJ.zntzizy 

SET IN STATIONERS SEMISCRIPT AND CASLON OPEN FACE 
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~~TTX 
~~r~(IJL6S 

~~3£ rJot) I()U/}£ 

A;utnhuuJ~ff) 

9U 

'PJF'}J~l ~~ 

,;n-u -'VLI~@ mh "'P."?'»h= mun>~ 

~M!!VD' 

'----~~~~~~~~~~~----,--~__j ~·<nf.Y 1(}1/lY + ~ 
~tF~JJ 

1Y'VW' ;()~r ~vr 'JTh}{hln-~r1()1~-'JJ:l'¥ ~1~ 

e'DU~'~l)' 1UV01 ~(\'~llll)1( ~{-



cu~c~irt 0e~ieo, 
PATENTED MA Y 9.1916 REGISTERED N0.655,641 

48 Point 4A lla 

CJ)ett~ 
~ndefwndent 
36 Point 4A 13a 

ffiloot4ihi~UJ 
Jcl?wa£ ffii{Jarna 

24 Point 6A 19a 

J3eru4~&~ 
~ineht !£ace 0mg~ 

18 P oint 9A 28a 

fRdia6£e _eUhianw~~ 

&x~ctiru; 'U~ (()~4Jindihj 
0oiicitiru; (J3ttatUJ~t ~ 

12 Point 11 A 44 a 

cp~I'<UM-1letaie ~ 

cp~~~~8~&~ 

&~/!;~ 

'-

~c.e .. 9itinkr 

5cuJ?uan 
&x~ 

Jixt/{ 

an ,except.io.nai ALMa~<i:nwnt 
~~-fiG-/{ -ffawnil- ,i.rnfw..ted 

-&a~< 1/{iO- ,occao,ian 

9Jainhj 
'Pa~~ian~ 

ff-ldktttwn J3~ 
'Jnarddait<, /1da/{o, 

cu~~irt 
Here is a series that appears to be a script, yet it 
is not exactly a script, for the letters ar e cast in 
regular straight body and there are no kerns or 
overhanging characters; the letters do not join as 
in script type, and there a r e no hair-lines. Adscript 
is cast point set and the capitals and lower case 
of various sizes can be used together, something 
not practicable when using the regular script f aces 

amet<ican 3 ~f.l-e 5auru£e,.6- 1/;amfa-UI'!Af 

1/;bactet<li in 1/;ampiete, Sant 

a8,e9J&5&~J3~~~~(()'P2~ 

0 5 'l1 cv 'J1r SlQ cy 3 q; $ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

a g c d e c ff ~ i f li e m n a r Cff ~ ~ ~ t u (9-

W-X'cfZ / ., : . , ? ' . . 
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C(f!~fF~ 

1S Point 6A 19a 60 Point 3A 5a 

#nAoduced 
~uwfteaw 9J)iftkn~ rifYih/t~ 
14 Point SA 23a 

4S Point 3A 5a dltududed !Redwt~ 
ri~taduatiny ~~~ ~xewi.Je<Y f}Janfv 
12 Point SA 32a 

36 Point 3A lOa ~8~ainnwn~ 

q)f'~,/T~@~~ 

Cfl~t~ J4udi«niunv 

Characters in Complete Font 

.yff/JC(i9))8f¥Cf} 

:Ye .t7 $ .Yr P .At Jlt 

@[pf!lf!Jl/T/Yott 

YqJf'f!IOJ/~WI 

--/234567890 

aiede/?he" 

(/~ l'»t no fi ~It 

~ J euv wxy:J 

~ 

9})~ [/Jc/wot 
30 Point 4A lOa 

d~~ 

/ / • ~ ..1 ; = "' .. / ~ . -' .. 

24Point 

~ndeftendent 

~~~ 

:!lkJit~$~C(J~ 
@avf!/J~~oUOy 

~e;eedaiw~~ ,i~~,an;,a~w,ofl 

~ OJf/echmol,kwevev,htde~~~jta!t~Mv 

4ae¥r? dte/t~~, ,of! ,ouv ,vau"owY ,c,U"enti; kt ,{)~ 

dteiv~in,yfvwVenz~~'~J,and,eniUnafe,;eo=ofte~tal«»v 

4A 14a 

$anua!tJf .<Teeond uft~ fl/nUtft:, f!/Jwuaent: 
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P/danAY QJ£W# 

48 Point 3A 5a 

~~ 
36 Point 3 A 7a 

~ 
24 Point 4A lla 

g~~/ 

C(fi~a/UI~ 

18 Point 6A 14a 

PAo/r~~ect/J ~eom~~en/ 

(P/J&/f?~u/1 f!fi~CVM~zanoe/ 

14 Point 6A 25a 

~e~ C@n,?~teeilm?' fl)J;~t 

Cf&ony~le:V Jf;;/a£/e/ Odi:tckif/la~m? 

Cf&//ailaefe'1':V ·t;,t/Cf&~/e£t:y f?AznP 

dP/JCf&(P/j(j$[}7 

r:!} gp J5 / g{ q 

uK~@f!fi!{JJP/l 

g f?7 02/ 02) ~ gr 

w:z~~-~,$)J 

--7 3 6" 7 cf g c 

a /dec?e/?:/1/ 

/• /1 / n~ n o oy ~ 

~~trJ/uvw~y:z 

y •• y" / ? / / / -• • y y -

(!)fe/ ~~announce/ /M ~enm?/ ·o/ 
~ P/dujp~ ~anc# o/ ~ 

r7~._#d~ P/Jank 
o/ OJan/ /l)J;anedu:o/ 

d/!IJ OU~ eud~eih,j/ UPe/ e~a/;;/ mv~/~ 

fez/ 1/Jtd#tf ddi/ ~&' ~tf any/ /mnfJ/ 

~c//~a& YJ£W6r{?e; ~eti·tdenP 
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VJondf/~ 

rff~ o/7/lodt 

§Jrmd fY~de Ycfwol 
.!Y(odte.;~ 

rfdy g~ to !Yenth 
P7en to 5oa~t-=tlu~t-tlj 

ui diOfdWlJ o/ Phe /Je.;t uto~t-k ta~t-ned 

owt dwdn1 the la4t ~m 

~a a/lle -cm~.diailzJ inV-Vted 

to atknd the 0-~~t-'IYice 

fl'imen in 

~C(j~ 
9andtu1,ultar 1!7~ 

to -crde~ate -t'he 

Yeventietlt ~l~J 

o/ itO- o~t-f'aniJwtwl'l 

f/jwcial @~?an ~die 

.!Y(ev. !Y'aal :Yt/yman 

!lCe-cto~t-

419 

48 Point 3A 7a 

'Jic 
36 Point 4A lOa 

:fjdu J+atve 
6A 18a 24 Point 

1itzM~UJ/acto1Mf 
~~~ !!l)~Jl4 

18 Point 7 A 20a 

dtdidWlj !!J 0Alt()/}ni11W 

Cfi~rffn~ 

12 Point 8A 30a 

..A0W4ftafte~t- @uMte~t- d't'ono~t-d 

!fee1na~t-kable Joa~t-naiiO-tlc 0Jzte~t-ft~t-iae 

C(i;fta//la-cte~t-0- in C'fimnjtlete 5mzt 

J gJ crt Pi) rff g -!} 

Jt S rf :Yt Pull JY 

@ !!J !?2 §t g g rzt 

VJ/I!l:Y%89 ~ 

;//.2ii4&6J8!!)0 

at£de/?hijlt 

/mnoft9~4tav. 

wz'YJ·,= :;!? 



(62tmP&i~u, @}~ 
30 Point 4A 12 a 

GJf{a~t«:ukthnz 

dJ~c;$afrd6 
24 Point 5A 15a 

r;:;g~~ 
citaaan ©//t~~~on 
18 Point 7 A 21a 

~C:?J~ijJ 

c@o~ ~uildm~ dJutieated 

14 Point SA 24a 

cpwj~ ;joim6 ciTaeu/ty 

@)op-~ c@h~ed ciTw.1knen 

ct!JiuzuwleM in ct!1nzplde ciTo-nt 

©i Cl ~ c(!} d) cS &~ 

~ c# ;I Sf C/: 871{ @/(r 

~cp~~gC:?Jg(OU 

@cJf%~CJ~dt5 

m !!a OJift cfb ~ f ; 

f 2 & ~ & 6 7 J f 0 

ab-ode/?hijk 
lntnofrt6tuv 
""' ,.... u "' _ ' . . I 'J> .C/L"",I{/tf -"'V• J • J., 

@en~i- r2nnual ~~ju&JUX3 
oftlw 

Cf6~ 0nr~? @)~ 
to k kit:! o-n 

cJfedn~ ~ and cSvenm1 
C:?J~nkt g~-foad 

~p-£e fo dJi6eM~n: 

!%e ~upul d)~ o/~~lie cS?Zf~ 
dJt. ~ @)maluM, r;;teac/a 
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~~;}M 

dv /Vrv~m?' 4uy~ 
~,d&~kW 

~tmv:lfaOk~ 
/£UO-aC:t:v ~ /o/y~~ 

~u/+:Y?J'~ 
~wr~ 

:ft/e~Y~ 
@_,~ ~ f§"'an-af 

[/'an-/~~ 

~w~<MV 

At~ :#'~6(1/YJ~ 

.9JUzn_o/ fn4-.0<ud~ 

1---

48PoiiH 3A 6a 

PZJ~ 
36Point 4A lla 

~0~ 
30 Point No. 551 4A 12a 

~ f!llr/cu:eot 
30 Point No. 552 4A 12a 

!!JJeau¥b~ 
24 Point No. 551 6A 18a 

SV'~~!?ZJe<XM~ 

24 Point No. 552 6A 18a 

A:~/ ~~£eo/ ~~~ 

18 Point No. 551 7 A 21 a 

~~£dt!cMn~ 
Jdd'~t-~&§de~ .9~~ 

12 Point No. 551 9A 36a 

!!LJUJ-U-n?u~ f§~dw~ 

~~,ffn-k.<h~f!ZJ~at/ 

Clf~te~ ,Mv Clfewn-~t'.v ~n-t/ 

d~~g@!#'~~§/~qJ{~g[J'Jg 

Y2 q ~ot£ r~ ffW z- cP 11 g o1 4 s 6 7 a .9 o 

a 6 e d e /? h £. / h / ~ -n o ~ f -1t 6 / a V-

aft a; :Y :l / . .J -' .. / / .P 
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:fiieYe~L/e ~~;ji?-
30 Point No. 551 4A 12a 

+auLJc!J7~ 

c4trr~ Cc{kk/ 

24 Point No. 551 6A 18a 

~dj~C?~c!Yl#/ 

~£~~AJaL;r7'+ 
24 Point No. 552 6A 18a 

Jfa£~~/ :;t~~-,y~~c/e-PZ-c~/ 

35u/L<n~~e=L~/~~~ 

12 Point No. 550 SA 32a 

{S-tfcvd'o-t-cde- <rtfoa/Z:t--,-;-n-c.-t- a-PZ-c/ YccPZ-c <-y 

~--4C/e-"~~// Y/.i'c,_-f~e -t.c a-PZ- ~o.-c/u:-o-ha-P?.J, 

~/-Md' d~z:M-)7 ~l-o-?"jl"ha-vu! 

<rtfd'a--lc?cZ'.:::za- £~4 Y!"a->-n;b-/kz'e ~~;! 

Ji/35~21(!;§;§ 

Jt/5:;f X;fvlf 
Jf (!) c!Y !!2 eX y 3 

U! 1/ ~% J1 X 1- ;/ 

/2645678.90 

~ -f o -c/ -e /? ~ -~-/- /// 
~v-/?~a:-/u-v- ~""' 

? 0 . / - .· / .P -" / 

Characters / / not mad e for 12 Point s ize 

3~Y~£~A~Jite.,/7 
35 a-vvt-a? ---~ 2fa-ecJfYA-.k/ 

a/Me 

'r!!a~Zt;;r~ y~/ ,cma:; y rv' Y0:~=7/ 
'UL£ t!/d'e 4~ 0-'74 

~£z~a:-cf;?" (!)~L1/L~_/L1-c~ 
dr -i4U-o- o-> od,_oL 

d-Le .Jo ~-h·o-PZ- -z:'o. mo-l-e cue -Z:he- c/ii-Z:c~/.-f-/z:o-~Lo/-z!..tf'w C0-~0-l-C&--h"o-= ~c/ 0-Z:he-t

-J'-n.-CPZ::Z:e-t.d- o/b'-HV/-0-'U!c?PZ-ce -2-t<~k ,tf!t_O--b??:d'-z:'-? rl- CO-P?d.-i-c/e.t-d/a-PZ. 

cvZ -Z:/t'e -J'-n.-ee-Z:in-)7 
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/~t-&-Q../;<>-r~4u.;;;-.n7 y-~7'-"'Jr 7</,0"" 
17

~"'7~r r£t-OHd•'.fJ2. tr -r;{;J 

/gn~Cf) ~m;;z: ·pr /2-UV • r 

p/_:7~ 

I 
~ U~c9U~r ;7/ H~ PUc97~;/ 

a a 1-ar 7/-'-au-aY: f-~t-wf7?#·"'777vl 

"':~7fi ph/?N7V>''Vc>J'r/l)-o 

/"/Uf9~/p-f·m-at-z.·{7/·l.f'_l>? '/ 
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The fo1lowing special characters are suppli e d with 12 and 
14 Point fonts. They are so ld in s eparate fonts 
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54 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 
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60 Point 3A 4a 

48 Point 3A 4a 

42 Point 3A 4a 

36 Point 3 A 4a 
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Font 
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24 Point 4A 8a 
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Post Oldstyle Roman No.2 

72 Point 3A 4a 18 Point 7 A 12 a 10 Point 11 A 18 a 

Set 
60 Point 3A 4a 

Ibis 
48 Point 3A 4a 

Hide 
42 Point 3A 4a 

Night 
36 Point 3A 4a 

MUSH. 
Dough 
30 Point 4A 6a 

SMOKE 
Expand 
24 Point 5A 8a 

BORDER 
Humorist 

MOUNDS 
Handicap 
loses race 

ESCUTCHEON 
Quaint designs 

long treasured 

indicated ranh 

14 Point 9A 14a 8 Point 13 A 20 a 

ENRICHED 
Searchlight 
direds ship 

GARDEN SHRUBS 
F~agrant ramblers 
bloom abundantly 
creating charming 
harmonious result 

12 Point lOA 17a 6Point 13 A 22 a 

BOISTEROUS 
Campers have 
joyous month 

MYSTERIOUS MUSIC 
Strange and beauti£ul 

dances £aith£ully and 

artistically expressed 

fittingly preceded the 

near Hillcrest more cormal exercises 

! 

54 Point car ried in stock only at Foundry 
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
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qrstuv-wx 

y z ff fi f1 ffi ffl 

! ? 
The following Special Characters ar.e supplied with all fonts from 
6 to 14 Point inclusive. They arc sold in separate fonts from 18 to 72 

Point inclusive, and furnished only when specially ordered 
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Post Condensed 

Arts~ Crafts 
ShoWing 

Candlesticks 

Chests · Baskets · Clocks 

Rustic Furniture 

Novelties ... 
Take elevator to the 

fif'th floor 

CHAMBERLIN BROTHERS 
19 Dunlap Street 

SET IN POST CONDENSED AND POST 0 L DSTY L E ROMAN N 0 . 2 

.._ 

42, 54, 60 and 72 Point carried in stock on ly at Foundry 

Characters in Complete Font 
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}{ I m n 0 p q r s t 

u v w X y z ff fi fl 

ffi 111 
, 
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The following Special Characters are put up with all fonts from 
6 to 14 Point inclusive. They are sold in separate 

fonts f1·om 18 to 72 Point inclusive 

a u f fi n 
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48 Point 4A 7a 

Brigade 
36 Point 5A Sa 

Girl Sailed 
30 Point 5A lOa 

Bright Maids 
24 Point 6A 12a 

DISCOUNTING 
Banker Pleased 
18 Point lOA 20a 

CHOICE GARDENS 
Especially Inviting 
14 Point 13A 26a 

GRANGE MENTIONED 
Husbandman Manager 

12 Point 15A 31 a 

RECEIVING AMBASSADOR 
Plenipotentiary Residence 

10 Point 16A 35a 

OUESTION HUMANE RULING 
Stricter interpretation would 
delight pessimistic moderator 

8 Point 18A 38a 

MODERN CONSTRUCTIONS SOUGHT 
Several inadequate buildings razed 
in congested districts of large cities 

6 Point 19A 42 a 

MARVELOUS NEW PAINTINGS EXHIBITED 
Clever art collectors pronounce collection 
recently shown grandest in many respects 



24 Point 7 A 16a 

HISTRIONIC 
UY\derstaY\diY\g 
18 Point llA 23a 

NEWSMONGER 
ExpeY\s\ve Rega\\a 

14 Point 17 A 34a 

SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
· StudeY\t is awarded prize 

for the fir\ est haY\dwritiYlg 

12 Point 19A 38 a 

POWERFUL MONARCH 
Merchant celebrated {orty 

years as business manager 

10 Point 

Perl Prirlt 

10 Point 21 A 44 a 

SEVERAL COURSES NOW OFFERED TO STUDENTS 
Ever':\ man rece"1ves two educations: one is given to him, and 

the other he gives to himself. Of the two, the latter is far more 
valuable,for it brings out whatever merit there ma':l be in him 

8 Point 24A 49a 

1\PPROPRIJ\TE SELECTIONS 
Many rare des.1gns used today are 

derived {rom Latin inscriptions on 

anc.1ent monuments and buildings 

6 Point 28A 58a 

KNOWLEDGE IMPROVES THE MIND 
Helpful books ge necally make people think 

the most.The hardest way of learning is by 

easy reading, but a great book from a great 

thinker should always be found interesting 

30, 36, 48 and 60 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

r-- ---
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Pen Print Bo\d 

21A 44a 24 Point 7 A 16a 

EDITORIAL COMMENT DISPLEASED SUBSCRIBERS 
Censure and criticism never hurt an'jone. I{ {a\se,the'j cannot 

hurt 'jOU un\ess ljOU want in man\iness; and if true, the'j show 

a man his weak l>oints, and forewarn him a\so a~ainst troub\e 

HYPERBOLE 
Merchandising 

6 Point 28A 58a 

POSITIVE INFORMATION DESIRED 

Usua\\'j a fashion is the i ssue of exclusive 

e~otism and vain ostentaf,on ; it is trif\inS 

and fantastical, tied to no ru\e, and bou.nd 

to conform to a\\ the whims of the moment 

8 Point 24A 49a 

BEWILDERING SCHEDULES 
Real earnestness is an im~ortant 

factor in the cultivation of a ~ood 

st~le whether s~eakin~ or writin~ 

30, 36, 48 and 60 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 
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18 Point llA 23a 

RELINQUISHED 
Nautical Prophec~ 

14 Point 17 A 34a 

ABSOLUTE DOMAIN 

E\aborate banquet doses 

c\ot\1in~ trade convention 

12 Point 19A 38a 

B/\RB/\RIC COSTUMES 

Summer dress fabrics w\\\ 

soon be d\sp\a'jed pub\\c\'j 
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Souvenir Series 
36 Point 6A lOa 

MENDER 
Straighten 
30 Point 7 A 12a 

BRIGHTER 
Neckerchief 
24 Point 9A 17a 

REBUILDING 
Machine Shop 
18 Point 13 A 25a 

GUIDES REGAIN 
Distinguished Men 

14 Point 18 A 34a 

SHREWD INVESTOR 
County Disbursements 

12 Point 21 A 40a 

IMPROVES FURNISHING 
Inspect College Auditorium 

10 Point 23 A 46a 

HANDSOME SHIP DESIGNS 
Foreign Manufacturers Pleased 

8 Point 26A 52a 

REQUIRE BUSINESS TECHNIQUE 
Superintendent Prevented Deficiency 

6 Point 29A 58a 

MAGNIFICENT GOLDEN SUNSET HOURS 

Beautiful Shadows Delight Outdoor Enthusiast 
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MUSIC 

• 
Gebring- Smithe 
now commands 
attention from the 
most conservative 
as well as the more 
fastidious lover of 
music. The shelves 
are piled high. Miss 
Mayson entertains 

Your selections 
played 

GEBRING-SMITHE 
BLOOMINGTON 

... -.-................ . 
V E RSA T ILE ORNAMENT 
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Souvenir Series 

Recital of 

Romantic Italian Music 
Given by 

MR. JOHN M. LIVERMORE 
Under the auspices and direction of the Sophomore 

Class of Bellwood University 
November twenty-seventh at eight-thirty 

Music Hall 
This is the first of a series of six recitals to be given by Mr. Livermore d uring the winter 

ANTIQUE ORNAMENT 

r r 
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I I 

r~ [fr I · 

I. I : 

. . . . . . . ••••••:++••·················· .................................... :··~ . - . : : 

I EFFECTIVE I 
! ADVERTISING . 
I PRINTING 
i Is the necessary hand-
! maiden of any 
i educational selling 
! propaganda or, in fact, 
i of every sales 
i campaign regardless ! · of its nature 
: . 

·~:········~ ················································:····· 
ANTIQUE ORNAMENT AMERICAN BORDER 
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48 Point 5A lOa 

MINES 
Refusal 
36 Point 6A lla 

BRUISED 
Expiration 
30 Point 7 A 13a 

MARINERS 
New Cottage 
24 Point 8A 17a 

DISCERNIBLE 
Question Guest 

Motto Series 
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18 Point 12A 25a 

ECONOMICS 
Magni~cently 

14 Point 18 A 36 a 

NICE BARGAIN 
Generous Knight 

12 P oint 21 A 42 a 

BEAR SURPRISED 
Represented Soldier 

- - ' ? . ' . . 

10 Point 24A 47 a 

HOLDING RECORD 
Splendid competition 
during amateur trials 

8 Point 27 A 52 a 

MYSTERIOUS BRAIDS 
Institution exhibiting fine 
display found by surveyor 

6 Point 30A 60a 

HOUSE BUILDERS ACTIVE 
Sales constantly recorded from 
dealers offering lots. Improved 
property along river selling fast 
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A WONDERFUL THING 
ENTHUSIASM is the dynamics of personality. Without it 
all abilities you may have lie dormant. You may possess 
the soundest judgment, knowledge and good reasoning 
faculties, but no one will know it until you discover how 

to put your heart into thought and action 

I 
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AMERICAN 
TYPE FOUNDERS 

COMPANY 
DUTCH INITIAL ROSA BORDER 

Motto Series 

Your Good Will 
~~~~~~ 

0 our Old Friends, Loyal and 
True, to Valued New Friends, 
and to those whose Friend
ship We Strive to Serve, Do 
We Most Heartily Wish Un
measured Success and Good 
Fortune throughout this Year 
and the Many Years to Come 
With Grateful Appreciation 
for all the Favors Received by 
Us from Them, and for that 
Priceless though Intangible 
Asset, Your Good Will, which 
We Esteem Beyond Measure 

SELECTED 

~~~~~~~~ 

~ 

~ ~OUNT FOR EACH LINE A KINDLY WISH, 

~ , YOU'LL FIND HERE ONLY FOUR-

BUT IF YOU'LL READ BETWEEN THE LINES 

YOU'LL FIND A THOUSAND MORE 

~ 

~ ~ 
CINC I NNATI INITIAL 
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Motto Series 

The Achievement of Success by 
the Kelly Press Route 

~~~ 

R. JONES, we'll call him, a 
Maryland printer, operat
ing a shop with a platen 
press or two, decided that 
he would install another 

machine. He called at our 
selling house in his locality 

and met our enterprising salesman, 
who suggested that Jones purchase 
a Little Kelly. Jones knew nothing 
about the money-making qualities of 
the Little Kelly, and when the cost was 
mentioned it seemed to be entirely out 
of the question for him to put so much 
money into one press. However, our 
enterprising salesman knew what he 
was talking about and induced Jones 
to place the order. On arriving home 
that evening Jones reluctantly men
tioned the purchase to his wife, who 
accused him of being insaneforhaving 
agreed to put so much money into one 
press. She scolded hubby something 
awful and prophesied that it would be 
but a short time until the type founder 
would be at his shop to take away 
everything he had. After a sleepless 
night Jones decided to call on our en
terprising salesman and insist upon 
the contract being voided. He called. 
But when our enterprising salesman 
knows he's right, he is very convinc-

ing. The result was a Little Kelly was 
installed and Jones was personally in
structed how to operate it. He mas
tered the machine very quickly. The 
results obtained astonished him and 
he found himself at once enabled to 
give his customers quicker service and 
also in the position to take on more 
work and actually making real money. 
His prosperity began at the moment 
the Little Kelly was installed. A few 
months later Jones again called on our 
enterprising salesman and profusely 
thanked him for having induced him 
to purchase the Little Kelly. He also 
placed an order for a second machine 
and said that before he put in a Kelly 
he always had to stop his platen press 
every time a customer came into his 
office or whenever the telephone rang 
or when he wanted to light his pipe or 
go ;nto the back room. This took a 
great deal of his time. He now lets 
the Little Kelly run while he attends 
to these matters, and it hums along 
smoothly, making money every day. 
He says that the Little Kelly needs so 
little attention that he has time to do 
many other things, such as looking 
after books, cutting stock, estimating, 
etc. Jones is now a happy man, ,and 
the wife is riding in a new automobile 

What Kelly Presses have done for others 

they can surely do for you 

AMERICAN TYPE FouNDERS CoMPANY 

VOCAT IO N AL CAM EO AN TI QUE ORNAMENT JAQUISH DASH 
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lGOTHICS 
Gothic Type Faces 

shown in a variety -of 

styles and sizes 

suitable for 

that particular class of 

printing and 

advertising which 

requires 

strong and effective 

display 

AMERICAN 
TYPE FOUNDERS 

COMPANY 





Gothic Types 
FOR COMMERCIAL 

PRINTING AND ADVERTISING 
COMPOSITION 

EvERY composing room, whether 

equipped for commercial work or 

newspaper composition, needs a 

wide variety of good Gothic faces. 

They are always in style. We show 

in this catalogue a very extensive 

assortment of those Gothic types 

most generally used. These faces 

may always be obtained promptly 

at any of our Selling Houses 

.. 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS 
COMPANY 

SET IN FRANKLIN GOTHIC AND FRANKLIN GOTHIC EXTRA CONDENSED 
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Alternate Gothic No. 1 
72 Point 3A 5a 30 Point 9A 16a 12 Point 25 A 50 a 

Symbol 
60 Point 3A 6a 

BINDERS 
Quietude 
48 Point 6A l Oa 

ENCOMIUM 
Multiplicity 
42 Point 7 A 10"' 

Recapitulate . 
36 Point 7 A 13a 

KINDERGARTEN 
Bright Scholars 

DISCOMPOSE 
Spendthrifts 

SECURITIES INVESTIGATED 
Many stockholders rejoice · 
on completion of inventory 
which proved encouraging 

24 Point 11 A 22 a 10 Point 30A 60a 

MODERN GUIDE 
Gifted Violinist 
18 Point 16 A 34 a 

HONEST MEMBERS 
Registers Approval 

REMARKABLE OPPORTUNITIES 
New schools install necessary 
equipment and capable teacher 
gives instruction for operating 

8Point 32A 63a 

IMPORTANT SUGGESTION PUBLISHED 
Discontinuance of extravagant method 

and the practicing of strictest economy 

wherever practicable pleased taxpayer 

14 Point 24 A 48 a 6 Point 35 A 70 a 

DOMESTIC ENTERPRISE 
Establishments opened 
long before completion 

PICTURESUUEJOURNEY PLEASING PROFESSORS 

There are many beautiful residences along the 

well-kept mountain highways. How refreshing 

the atmosphere and pleasing the early sunset 

after tiresome labors in crowded metropolis 
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Alternate Gothic No.2 
12 Point 24 A 48 a 30 Point 8 A 13 a 72 Point 3 A 4a 

ENTERPRISING CITIZEN 
Introduces novel system 
for finding true valuation 
after many futile efforts 

HUNDREDS M th. 
Graduating Y I C 

10 Point 26 A 52 a 24 Point 9A 18 a 

WONDERFUL GYMNASTICS 
Great athletes exhibit skill 
and daring to amuse people 
who gaze on in amazement 

MANIFESTED 
Re·monstrate 

8 Point 29 A 58 a 18 Point 15 A 30 a 

PRACTICABILITY DEMONSTRATED 
Business men manifesting unusual 

interest in novel heating apparatus 
which promises great saving of fuel 

DEMAND RIGHTS 
Judges Expected 

6 Point 33 A 65 a 14 Point 20 A 41 a 

INDEPENDENCE BRINGS US CONFIDENCE 

Contradictory as they seem, two things go 

together always : manly self-reliance and 

manly independence. They are inseparable 

attributes to personal courage and dignity 

NEAREST BUILDING 
Overhauled recently 
for big athletic club 
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Encircle 

Influential 

Gesticulate 
36 Point 6A 12 a 

DISTINGUISH 
Chamberlains 



Alternate Gothic No. 3 
72 Point 3A 4a 30 Point 7 A 12a 12 Point 20A 40a 

Maple 

Dignify 

l~-
Splendor 
42 Point 

Gymnasts 
36 Point 6A 9a 

REMAINDER 
Disintegrate 

SHARPEN EXCELLENT REPORTS 
Promising young man 

Captivate gets highest average 
in recent history test 

24 Point SA 15a 10 Point 23A 46a 

RIGHTEOUS PROPOSE CONFERENCE 
Many nationally famous 

Headstrong railroad magnates have 
been invited to meeting 

18 Point 12A 25a 8 Point 27 A 54 a 

DISORGANIZED MEN SHOULD USE DISCRETION 
We believe there are many more 

Restores Order 
good traits in the mind of man, 
but few so useful as discretion 

14 Point 18A 35a 6 Point 30A 60a 

STRANGE CUSTOM 
Unusual practices 
discontinued here 

FUTURE IS REPETITION OF THE PAST 

History often repeats itself, making 

only such changes of programme as 

growths of nations and time require 

and should direct man in the future 
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Shelbey Electric 
Corporation 

Refunding Mortgage Five Per Cent 
Sinking Fund Bonds 

First preferred stock of a large 
company whose earnings during 
the adverse business conditions 
of the past two years amounted 
to about four times the dividend 
on the stock under our direction 

Circular sent upon request 

HERBSON & GARDINER 
Investment Brokers 

PORTLAND BOSTON RICHMOND 

DAN CHESTER 
HORSE SHOW 

PROMOTED BY THE SANDIFORD 
COUNTY EQUESTRIAN SOCIETY 

l( 
I ~ l ' ~ 

Suitable Prizes will be given 
to best entries of each class 

August Sixth to Ninth 

HENDOIR FAIR GROUNDS 
Reddington, Kentucky 

VERSATILE ORNAMENT 

Alternate Gothics Alternate Gothic Nos. 1. 2 and 3 

463 

leasing 
Results-

Printers who have handled 
jobs that demanded strong 
display as well as pleasing 
appearance knowthevalue 
ofatypefacethathasbeen 
designed with this in mind 

ALTERNATE 
GOTHICS 

possess the necessary qualifications 
for this sort of work. The clear, strong 
characters are easily deciphered and 
produce a well-balanced effect which 
with their unusual versatility enables 
the printer to create strong, readable 
advertising matter that will demand 
attention everywhere, accomplishing 
results of a more profitable nature for 
both the printers and their customers 

Distinctive Gothic faces that spell success 

for the progressive typographers of today 

are shown here in pleasing combinations 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS 
COMPANY 



Franklin Gothic 
96 Point 3A 4a 

S4 Point 3A 4a 

II 

I 
72 Point 3A 4a 

Elks 
60 Point 3A 4a 

Baby 
4S Point 3A 6a 

Rejoin 
42 Point 4A 6a 

Nuptial 
36 Point 4A 7a 

Haughty 

30 Point 5A Sa 

MAIDS 
Repeat 

24 Point 5A 11 a 

QUARTZ 
Borough 
1S Point SA 17a 

NITROGEN 
Hymnology 

14 Point 12 A 24 a 

EQUESTRIAN 
Popular Story 

12 Point 14 A 29 a 

QUICK SERVICE 
Important Notes 

10 Point 16 A 32 a 

NIGHTINGALES 
Bird sanctuaries 
become popular 
for nature study 

S Point 19A 3Sa 

SUBMERGE BRIDGE 
Detour necessitated 
selecting altogether 
new homeward route 

6Point 21A 44a 

BRIGHTEST SUNSHADE 
Summer costumes show 
most amazing display of 
decidedly new colors and 

enliven drab city streets 

5 Point 22 A 46 a 

SCREEN PLAY FASCINATING 

Fancy runs riot unde r the s p e ll 

of motion pictures, for by f airy 

e nchantment shackles of t ime 

and s pace fall away a nd we l ive 

and move amid mystic scenes 

4Point 20A 4Sa 

QUAINT COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE 

I nteresting old-fashioned v illagers 

that overflow with shre wd ,vineg ary 

humor inhabit these historic towns 

but once ~ heir confidence is g a i n e d 

y ou disc over their ste rl in g qualities 
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Franklin Gothic Italic (Non-Kerning) 

10 P oint 15 A 30 a 

WINTER HOMES 
New departments 
showing valuable 
household design 

8 Point 1S A 36 a 

CONSIDER PROBLEM 
Many opportunities for 

business boys seeking 

more happy prospects 

6 P oint 19 A 39 a 

SPEAKERS APPLAUDED 
Prominent editorial writer 
will deliver daily discourse 
to former collegians. Some 
diagrams shown explained 

5 Point 19 A 3S a 

HOME. OR OFFICE. E.FFICIE.NCY 
Frequently this phrase is used in 

connection with more production 
but the business man will handle 

thewordwith intelligence. There 

a re d i fferent phases of efficiency 

1S P oint SA 14a 

SPLENDOR 
Entertained 
their guests 

14 Point 11 A 21 a 

HOME GUARD 
Enlisted guide 
gave watchers 
valuable paper 

12 Point 14 A 27 a 

PICTURE FOUND 
Enchanting scene 
recently restored 
interested critics 
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72 Point 3A 4a 

Gift 
60 Point 3 A 4a 

Sale 
4S Point 4A 5a 

Night 
42 Point 4A 6a 

Myths 
36 Point 5A 7a 

BROKE 
Cymbal-
30 Point 5A Sa 

QUENCH 
Replaced 
24 Point 6A 9a 

DREAMER 
Hydropical 



Franklin Gothic Condensed 
72 Point 3A 4 a 24 Point 7 A 14 a 12 Point 17 A 34 a 

Dyke 
60 Point 3A 5 a 

Slight 
48 Point 4A 7 a 

Months 

NOSTRUM 
Junior help 
impetuous 

18 Point 11 A 20 a 

EXTRACTION 
Old countries 
partly helped 
intrepid sons 

14 Point 15 A 30 a 

KINDERGARTEN 

BRONZE FIGURE-' 
Generous citizen 
donates splendid 
memorial college 

10 Point 19 A 38 a 

MOUNTAIN TRACK 

Great geographers 
explore unfamiliar 
mountainous trails 

8 Point 22 A 45 a 

ENCHANTED PARADISE 
Startling adventures in 

remote islands recently 

discovered make movie 

picture very interesting 

6 Point 24A 46 a 

42 Point 5A sa Healthy children PRETTY ORIENTAL VASES 

Newest imported novelties 

suitable to personal usage 

or holiday gifts are found in 

greater variety in this store 

than ever thought possible BROKEN 
Register 
36 Point 5A 9a 

HUMIDOR 
Exploiting 
30 Point 6A 10 a 

NOURISHED 
Indigo Gown 

enjoy embryonic 
educational year 
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Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed 
14 Point 18 A 36 a 42 Point 5A 9a 120 Point 3A 4a 

POWERFUL ENGINE 
Displays Character Magnet 
12 Point 21 A 44 a 36 Point 5A lla 

ENDURANCE CONTEST 
Awakened enthusiasm 
among local amateurs 

10 Point 25 A 48 a 

RESTORED CONFIDENCE 
Great printing concerns 

. Respited 
30 Point 7 A 14a 

High Grade 
installed neW machinery 24 Point 9 A 18 a 

8 Point 28A 55 a 

FIRST DEGREE ADMINISTERED 
Newly elected members enjoy 

banquet after being initiated 

6 Point 30A 60a 

INCREASES SUBURBAN BUSINESS 

Merchants insist that advertising 
gives business an added stimulus 

DISCOVERED 
Stylish Guest 
18 Point 14 A 29 a 

NOTED FARMER 
Invested Capital 
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Cinge1 
60 Point 3A 6a 

Defects 
48 Point 4A Sa 
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Gothic No. 578 
72 P oint 3 A 4 a 

Rail 
60 Point 3A 4a 

Bird 
4S Point 3A 4a 

MIEN 
Ignite 

42 Point 3A 5a 

EIDER 
~ nited 

36 Point 4A 6a 

BOUGH 
Knights 
30 Point 4A Sa 

NOMADS 
Exporting 

24 Point 5 A l Oa 

BONUS 
Distinct 
lS Point SA 16a 

REIGNED 
Magnifies 

14 Point 12 A 23 a 

IMPROVING 
State House 

12 Point 15 A 27 a 

HONORARIUM 
English lawyer 
found evidence 

10 P oint 16 A 30 a 

MARINE GUARD 
Nava I destroyers 
anchor in harbor 
to guard interests 

S Point 20 A 3S a 

EMINENT POLITICIAN 

Great crowds welcome 

soldiers on return from 

battlefields of Flanders 

6 Point 24A 44a 

LARGE OFFICE BUILDINGS 

Happy bank clerks take g r eat 

delight in the coziness of t heir 

new quarters. Beautifu l view 

of river may be had from roof 

5 Point 21 A 3S a 

DELIGHTFUL SUMMER OUTINGS 

Numerous excursionists line deck 

of palatial steamboat about t o s t art 

up t he Hudson River. A syncopated 

j azz band will furnish dance music 

9 a nd 54 P oint car ried in stock only at Foundry 
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TITLE GOTHIC No. 9 
8 P oint N o. 91 20 A 

EXTENDING MASK 
BROKEN ENGINES 
DEMANDED HORN 

8 Point No. 92 24 A 

REFRESHING DRINKS 

BANKER MAINTAINED 

SURPRISING HUNTER 

6 Point No. 91 25 A 

CHARGE MODERATE PRICE 

WONDERFUL AUDITORIUM 

SIGNIFICANT DISCLOSURE 

6 Point No. 92 26 A 

MAGNIFICENT DECORATION 

PUBL I SHERS ENTERTAINED 

MODERN PR I NTING EXPERT 

6 Point No. 93 28 A 

FAM OUS S PO R TI NG ORGAN I ZER 

BRI NG REMARKABLE BENEFI TS 

EUROPEAN R ULING FORBIDDEN 

6 Point No. 94 32 A 

CHARM I NG SUMMER SUGGESTION S 

SPECIAL AUTOMOBILE EXCURSI ON 

QUIET SU RROUNDINGS BEAUT IFU L 

20 P oint 9A 

EXOTIC 
DREAM 
16 Point lOA 

HEADING 
RINKERS 

12 Point 14A 

UNADVISED 
RECOGNIZE 

10 Point 17 A 

MAGNIFICENT 
HUNTED RING 
UNDERSTAND 

10 Point No. 92 18 A 

INCORPORATES 
DANCE RECORD 
READERS HOPE 

9 and 54 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 
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72 Point 3A 30Point 9A 12 Point 23A 

60Point 3A 

BROKE 
48 Point 5A 

DICTION 
SUNDER 
42 Point 5A 

HEROISM 
CAMBRIC 
36 Point 6A 

UN RACKED 
DESIGNING 

MEANING 
BROKERS 
24 Point 13A 

DIMENSION 
ENCUMBER 
20 Point 16A 

HIDE BRANCH 
CONDUCTORS 
MARKED SIZE 
16 Point 20A 

RIGHT GOVERNOR 
SPREADING BUSH 
COMBS REMOVED 

DIRECTING CHOIR 
CHANGE OBJECTS 
REHEARSE OFTEN 

10 Point 27 A 

MOST ENTHUSIASTIC 
INTRODUCED BRIDES 
BEGINS CONVENTION 

8 Point No. 112 32 A 

HONOR INTREPID HUNTER 

DELEGATE INVESTIGATING 

HONOR CLUB EXECUTIVES 

8 Point No. 111 37 A 

REQUIRED DISTINCTIVE SUITE 

GIVE MAGNIFICENT SOUVENIR 

HUMOROUS CRITICISM HEARD 

6 Point No.113 37 A 

FOREIGN SCIENTIST PRAISED WORK 

DISTINGUISHED SURGEON REMAINS 

YOUNG MECHANIC DECIPHERS CODE 

6 Point No. 111 45 A 

MERCHANT REPLENISHED ENTIRE STOCKS 

INGENIOUS MECHANIC EARNS PROMOTION 

SOME PHILANTHROPIC GENTLEMEN DINED 

EXPENSIVE PRODUCTIONS BROUGHT HERE 

9 and 54 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 
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Gothic Condensed No. 529 
12 Point 28 A 55 a 30 Point 9A 17a 72Point 3A 5a 

HOLD MOTORCYCLE RAGES 
Scores of motorcyclists have 
now signified their intention 
of riding in endurance races 

COLUMBIAN 
Rich Authors 

10 Point 31 A 65 a 24 Point 12 A 25a 

OCEAN LINER CAPACITY TAXED · 
large demands for reservation 
on passenger steamer. Tourists 
booking ahead for autumn rush 

REQUIREMENTS 
Expects Payment 

8 Point 35 A 70 a 18 Point 17 A 36 a 

EXHIBITS FINER PORTRAIT PAINTING 
Magnificent display of these famous 
paintings, also steel etchings, which 
are products of the foreign masters 

NOMINATE SOLDIER 
Country Enthusiastic 

6 Point 35 A 70 a 14 Point 22 A 46a 

CROWD AT SEASHORE LARGEST KNOWN 
Extraordinarily warm weather resulted in 
the greatest gatherings at the seashore 
hostelries and resorts ever encountered 

CHANGING lARGE MAP 
Baffling Manufacturers 
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Objected 
60 Point 3A 5a 

DISGUISE 
Multiplier 
48 Point 6A lOa 

EXCURSION 
High Country 
42 Point 6 A 11 a 

REMODELING 
Notable Firms 
36 Point 6 A 12 a 

UNDISCOVERED 
Spring Mountain 



News Gothic 
12 Point 3 A 4 a 18 Point 11 A 22 a 10 P oint 21A 42a 

Right 
60 Point 3A 5a 

Equity 
48 Point 4A Sa 

Intrepid 
42 Point 5A 9a 

Klondike 

MENAGERIE 
Big elephant 
securely tied 

14 Point 15 A 29 a 

ENTERPRISING 
Cloth merchant 
pleasing buyers 

12 Point 17 A 34 a 

RECEIVED NICELY 
Brilliant statesman 
gladly returns after 
prolonged absence 

OBEY INSTRUCTION 
Commanding officer 
teaches recruits how 
hospital tents should 
be folded when down 

8 Point 23 A 45 a 

MAKING REAL FRIENDS 

Good nature is positively 
more agreeable than wit. 

It gives to the face an air 
more benign than beauty 

6Point 25A 50a 

ROAD TO EMINENCE HARD 

Many say greatness is really 

an eminence, the ascent to 

which is steep and lofty, and 

superior men always display 

unusual boldness and vigor 



News Gothic Condensed 
10 P oint 26 A 51 a 18 Point 15 A 30 a 72 Point 3 A 4a 

WORDS BETRAY WISDOM 
Consider silently whatever 
folks say, because speech 
either conceals or reveals 
the speaker's inmost soul 

INSURED SALES 
Advertising idea 
helped business 

8 Point 28 A 55 a 14 Point 21 A 40 a 

GOOD BOOKS ARE INSPIRING 
Remember that chiefly through 
books we have intercourse with 
master minds, and good books 
are now within the reaeh of all 

6Point 30 A 60a 

DUTIES FAITHFULLYPERFORMED 

We requ ire from buildings, as from 

men, two kinds of goodness: doing 

their practical dut ies well, and that 

they be pleasing while doing them, 

which is itself another form of duty 

REASON EXPECTED 
Our education must 
depend upon brains 

12 Point 25 A 48 a 

RESTORE CONFIDENCE 
Wonderful strides made 
toward business revival 
encouraging merchants 
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Myriad 
60 Point 4A 6a 

Register 
48 Point 5 A Sa 

Symbolize 
42 Point 5A 9a 

Eulogistical 
36 Point 6A 9a 

NOURISHING 
Gain Strength 
30 Point 7 A 14a 

PERSEVERANCE 
Capable Scholar 
24 Point 10 A 18 a 

HANDSOME COVER 
Beautiful Designing 
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News Gothic Extra Condensed 
72 P oint 4 A 6 a 18 P oint 19 A 38 a 10 Poin t 31 A 63 a 

Relinquis~ 
60 Point 4A 6a 

Enjoyed Ride 
48 Point 6A lla 

Hunting Season 
42 Point 6A 13a 

Mysterious Words 
36 Point 6A 13a 

ENCOURAGES ORDER 

General Reorganizing 
30 Point 9A 17a 

INVINCIBLE CHARACTERS 

. Display Indomitable Spirit 
24 P oint 12A 23a 

GOlDEN HARVESTING BEGINS 

Everybody Enjoying Prosperity 

OIGNIFIEO ILLUSTRATION 

Catalogue shows various 
designs simply arranged 

14 P oint 25 A 49a 

GREATLY PLEASE INSTRUCTOR 

Children studying the histories 
of many celebrated statesmen 

12 Point 28 A 56 a 

QUESTIONS OF GREAT IMPORTANCE 

Shrewd advertisers usually require 
publications to give facts regarding 
circulation and territory they cover 

JOURNALISM OF BENEFIT TO MANKIND 
Newspapers are servants of the human 
intellect, and their ministry is for good 
or for evil, according to the standing or 
character of the folks who direct them 

8 P oint 35 A 70 a 

OUR MINDS INCLINE TO DIFFERENT OBJECTS 
Many ideas grow better if transplanted into 

another mind. That which was a weed in one 
mind soon becomes a flower in the other, and 
flowers change to weeds in the same manner 

6 P oint 34 A 68a 

HEALTHFUL RECREATI ON STIMULATES WORKERS 

Relaxation is a physical and moral necessity. The 

toilworn artisan , stooping and straining over his 

task which taxes eye and brain and limb, ought to 

have opportunity and means for an hour or two of 

healthful relaxation when that task is concluded 
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THE BARRINGTON 

RANCHER OUTFITS EXPEDITION TO 
SEARCH FOR HIDDEN TREASURE 

South American Gold and Jewels Worth Tremendous Sum Are 
Buried on Small Canadian lsland1 According to legend 

FORTUNES WASTED IN OTHER QUESTS 

Supposed Treasure Worth Fifty Million Dollars 
Was Cached Many Years Ago by Mariners 
NEW YORK, June 13.- A modern expedition 

was quietly outfitted at New Jersey recently 
for the recovery of supposed buried treasure 
with a traditional value of $50,000,000 and the 
ship sailed from New York harbor last week. 

The undertaking is enshrouded in mystery 
but what details have leaked out touch on t h e 
romantic and recall to mind some of the more 
thrilling stories of our boyhood days. 

A casual observer loitering at the pier while 
a gang of men hurried to load rusty iron tubes 
and machinery aboard the steamer obtained 
some particulars of the enterprise. 

It appears that a retired Montana rancher 
is the directing head and financial backer of 
the expedition. A Californian who possesses 
the secret of the treasure and who is said to 
hold a lease from the Canadian Government 
on the island where the treasure is supposed 
to be hidden is another partner in the quest. 
Several local business men are interested in 

the venture and accompanied the party. The 
result of the search is awaited with interest. 

The story of how the treasure came to be 
buried is a very romantic one and goes back to 
a legend that during one of t he frequent wars 
between two South American countries many 
years ago the government of one det ermined 
to save the national treasure from capture by 
putting it aboard a ship. The vessel escaped 
the enemy and reached a small island off the 
coast of Canada, where the gold is buried. 

Another version of the story was that the 
crew of the treasure ship mutinied and stole 
the treasure and buried it on the island. 

TO HONOR AMERICAN POET 
Many Prominent Writers Attend Memorial Service Held 

Around-the Tree Planted for Hero last Year 

Memorial exercises were held yesterday in 
honor of a promising American poet who was 
killed while serving in t h e Foreign Legion of 
France. The service was held about the tree 
planted in his memory last year. Many people 
engaged in the literary field were presen t . A 
movement is on foot to erect a statue to him. 

NOW OEM 
MAR RIA 

Start Campaign Fo 
Many Changes 

Uniformity of Marriage la 
Placed Under Federal 

CHAUTAUQUA, Jun e 
of two million women 
assembled at the conv 
Federation of Women 
a drive for the reform 
marriage and divorce 

The convention lea 
repeal of all purely St 
the passage of Federa 
general in their appli 

This movement wa 
futile efforts to indue 
uniform laws relating 

A prominent writer 
head of t he movemen 
backing of some of th 
conferred with Mrs. J 
before the convention 

The bill which they 
Congress for action is 
girl under 18 years of 
marry without the co 
announcing the in ten 
be published two wee 
mental and physical fi 
to the marriage must 
the license can be obt 

Divorces are to be a 
ph ysical or mental cr 
period of one year an 
interlocutory decrees 
after the lapse of one 

Mi~summer Bargains in Sporting Goo~s 11 1 ROYAl FAMI 
GOLF SUITS- Two-piece models, in latest $32 95 
styles, made from selected English fabrics. 
A smart suit for outdoor wear. During sale • 

ACCESSORIES FOR CAMPING, FISHING, GOlFING AND TENNIS 
WALL TENT-A roomy $5 95 SLEEPING COT-Made $2 39 khaki sleeping tent. Just to withstand hard usage. 
right for week-end trips • Only a limited number at • 

We Have Reduced our Entire Line of Golf Bags, Clubs, Balls, Suits and Shoes 

THE HERBERT WADSWORTH COMPANY 
WASHINGTON AND CONGRESS STREETS OPPOSITE THE PENNSYLVANIA DEPOT 

TE XT SE T IN C EN T U RY EXPANDE D GO LF I LLU ST RA TOR 
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WElCOME 
King and Queen Enthusia 

and Escorted Through 

COPENHAGEN, June 
and the Queen arrive 
state visit of three da 
wearing the gay unif 
when they alighted fr 
affectionatelywelcom 
drove through the str 
large crowds of peopl 
Hussars, the bodygua 
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STRANGE 
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NEIGHBORS 
36 Point lO A 

STRONG HOUSE 
30 Point 15 A 

BEAUTifUL DESIGN 
24 Point 21 A 

PROMOTION DESERVED 
18 Point 30A 

USING PERSUASIVE METHODS 
14 Point 35 A 

CONDENSED PUBLICATION HEADING 

12 Point . 40 A 

MUCH PRINTED LITERATURE DISTRIBUTED 

10 Point 46A 

PROMINENT CLERGYMEN ATTEND CONVENTION 

8 Point 49A 

IMPORTANT MANUFACTURING CORPORATION PROSPERS 

6 Point 49A 
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EXTRAORDINARY ENGAGEMENT OF THE FAMOUS 

RIGA STOCK COMPANY 
. 

WONDERFUl SHAKESPEAREAN TRAGEDY 

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE 
WITH MARGUERITE CAINSBOROUCH, EUGENE DAWES 

AND OTHER DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS 

Q._Jt() 

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA DIRECTED BY JAMES RICARDO 

. 

ACADEMY OF MUSIC, SOUTH BIRMINGHAM 

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY, MARCH SIXTH 
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~ ... ~~ .......................... ~ ................. ~ 

~ LARGER CIRCULATION THAN ANY OTHER ~ 
j MORNING NEWSPAPER IN THE COUNTY ~ 
L ................................ ~ .. ~ ....... TTT'YT~ t!rbeJMor 

VOL. XXVII. No. 8142 WEEHAWKEN, N.J., MONDAY, JUNE 

RICH CROP EXPECTED EX:J~1~J 
GENERAL BUYING OF WHEAT RESPONSIBLE FOR TREMENDOUS RISE WONDERFUL SCORE 

RECENTLY PREDICTED FOR STOCK MARKET VALUES IN CHAMPIONS 

EXPORTERS OFFERING UNUSUAL PRICES FOR DOMESTIC WHEAT CONSIGNED TO LOCAL MARKET 

MILWAUKEE, June I.-Encouraging reports from wheat growers 
are considered responsible for the activity among the larger buyers 
in all parts of the country. These buyers found the market heavily 
oversold, a condition which brought about the present shortage. 

There seems to be little doubt that winter 
wheat crops will prove satisfactory owing to 
the lovely weather prevailing, and many of 
the western buyers show a tendency to hold 
their orders until the market becomes more 
settled.. In. some quarters there is a marked 
impression that the wheat market will soon 
become better, but until there is an increase 
in the buying no sustained change is looked 
for, and prices will remain as they are. 

The bulk of the business is being done by 
local merchants who are constantly in touch 

with conditions of the market, which fact is 
responsible for their present activity. 

Chicago operators recently sold more than 
150,000 bushels to mills and a large quantity 
to exporters, although many large operators 
declare the demand was generally slow, and 
call attention to the fact that June was just 
one cent lower than July. 

Coarse grains are reported to be in need of 
rain badly in many sections of theW est, and 
the outlook for oats is not so very promising 

Continued 'on Page Three 

R. EWARn HEROES Polo TOURNAMENT ATTRAcTs lARGE cRowos U The polo tournament held annually at the 
Houdsori CountryClub continues to interest 

LOCAL FIREMEN RECEIVE GOLD MEDALS 

FOR BRAVERY AND EFFICI ENCY 

MAYOR LAUDS ENTIRE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT 

Seven men received medals for valor from 
Mayor Hart at the ceremonies attending the 
unveiling of the Firemen's Monument in the 
city park yesterday. He congratulated them 
and the entire department on the excellent 
service they have rendered. The Mayor also 
took this occasion to compliment the Chief 
and his staff for the splendid appearance of 
the men, and the efficient manner in which 
TEXT SET IN CENTURY EXP A NDED A MERICAN BORDER 

the summer colonists, who attend the games 
daily and display great enthusiasm 

Four more teams will compete to-morrow 
for the opportunity to play in the finals for 
a loving cup offered by the club. 

r..uu••••+uuo+u.++++++++++•• • •u...u. ..... ..............-

l A MOST INTERESTING STORY I 
~ IN FOUR INSTALLMENTS f 
~ Everyone should read THE BRIDE, ~ 
~ a story of love by Jerome Hanifin, ~ 

~ which will appear daily, beginning ~ 

L~:=~~::::~~::Ti~~~:~TTT~~ 
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NEW YORK, June 
junior championships 
new links of the Win 
at Mineola. There wa 
round on the first da 
final round were play 

The conditions dem 
qualifying test the af 
second rounds taking 
Several new traps an 
added, this big handi 
courses in the countr 

Continued on Pa 

ORDERS BIG 
RAilROADS PlACE ORO 

COSTING SEVERAl 

CONTEMPLATED ACTION GREET 

STOCKHOLDERS, WHO SEEK 

VOTE TO EMPOWER TH 

The directors of se 
railroad are consideri 
renewing the big rail 
rolling stock. 

It is proposed to is 
the purpose. Thousan 
interest at these rate 
will be convertible in 
common stock and te 
preferred stock, with 
on the common stock 
with debentures, and 
price of 115 per cent 

Those who contem 
the improved earnin 
and proves that many 
whoever makes plain 
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ENTERPRISING fARMER 
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FAKE INTERVIEW REPUDIATED 
PERMANENT CAPITAl CHOSEN 
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RIVAL UNIVERSITIES PLANNING DEBATE 
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HERALD EXTRA CONDENSED 

OVER 15,000 CIRCULATION 
AND GROWING EVERY WEEK 

VOL. XVII. No . 39 

The Norfi 
NORFIELD, TUE 

MAROONED FOR YEAR IN THE MOHECHEH 

IGE MOUNTAINS OF ANTARGTIGmc~~!oMAN 
ENGLISH EXPLORERS RETURN AFTER PERILOUS WINTER IN HUT ON RAINIER COAST NEW DEVICES ARRANG 

SPEED AND ACCU 

CLAIMS MADE THAT PENGUINS 4TH OF JULY CELEBRATION 
The apparatus of 

trol of these ticker 

MIRROR HUMAN LIFE EVEN York's Stock Exch 

AND ATHLETIC MEET 
vice on the bond t i 
gave entire satisfa 

AS TO COURTSHIPS thoritative and exi 
which the quotatio 

Athletic Contest starts at one o'clock noticeably and nor 

OUT TO CHART WENDEL SEA BUT THE GLACIERS 
Gold and Silver Medals Awarded various minor defe 

Scout E x ercises Fireworks Display away with the Exc 

BARRED WAY AND MEN AWAITED LEAD ER'S Games f or the Children 
hopetoincreaseth 
from 15 to 18 cents 

TRIP TO MONTEVID EO FOR VESSEL 
-- a few months. 

BALL GAME- NORFIELDS VS. BEACH MORES This new system 
Game starts at three-thirty includes the stock-

LONDON, June 19.-Two young men, keyboard could be 
T. Bagley of Cambridge University and -- floor of the Ex chan 
M. C. Lester, an officer in the Mercan- By all means don ' t neglect to be placed. 
tile Marine, landed yesterday at Dover attend this big annual event The machines wo 
after being marooned for many months R. Cartier, a promi 
on the Ant~rctic.Continent and passing RECREATION BAll PARK-NORFIELD engineer. Many ot 
a dreary wmter m a hut made from the have worked more 
wreckage of a vessel. method, with large 

diJ~~ ~r\~E~.;ro~e~ii~~ 1~!~~~~~lr~tf~ NEW M A 0 E VOlE R S lhu~\~~~~:Jro~ ~~! chart the western shores of theW en del sales on the ticker, 
Sea, the vast ice stronghold where the - to the senior to tha 

~~; ~~u~g~~~~~~s~:.:;~~~~~:;;1i:~ ARE TO G E LEB RATE ~::c~in~nf~~rs~~~~ work. The party undertaking this great reporter to the key 
task, involving as it did, even if every- trolled its systemat 
thing went well, a march of almost 1000 telegraph. 
miles in the absolutely unknown coun-

Continued on Page Four 

ALIEN AND NATIVE ALIKE INVITED TO BIG I fiNO STUDE 
ONGE RIGH TO FAGE 

GET-TOGETHER RECEPTION 
COLUMBIAN PROFESSO 

A GHAR ITY ASYLUM Jjl~ ~~~~b~~~i~~J~r~~~ot~t"{;l~u;{~~: While the stu den safe, sane and ap ropnate, the League Hopkins Universit 
of Foreign-Born titizens is arranging a discovered reports 
reception to be tendered to the foreign- type of vitamine, it 

RATED AS MILLIONAIRE TWO YEARS AGO I born and nativ~-bor!1 alike. who shall be of rickets at colur:n voters for the first time this year. The new method IS 
TEX T SE T IN HARRI S ROM A N 
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American Extra Condensed 
72 Point 5A Sa 36 Point 6A 13a 18 Point 16A 33a 

BAROUCHE 
MEMORANDUM WESTERN ROMANCE 

Honest young sailor 

New Periodical given bronze plaque 
for unusual bravery 

Hi~~lan~Br 
30 Point 9A 18a 

UNKNOWN YOUTH 14 Point 20A 45a 

ENORMOUS BUILDINGS 

Baronial propert~ Many merchants lease 
space in big downtown 

60 Point 6A 9a sold to statesman warehouse and factory 

REPUBLICAN 24 Point 12 A 21 a 12 Point 23A 48a 

REMARKABLE ACTOR 
CORPORATION PROSPERED 
Prominent financier buys 

Ois~la~ Si~n 
Interesting portraits country estates. Planning 

and paintings shown 
improvements that should 
certainly prove beneficial 

54 Point car ried in stock only at Foundry 

48 Point 6A lOa 
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VOL. XXIV. No. 279 NEW BEDFORD, THU 

GRAY VARSITY CREW BEATS DAR 
Rowing Like Machines Gra~s ~uickl~ Assume Lea~ BOARD TO 

an~ finish Three Lengths Ahea~ of Darien VAGANT 
DARIEN TEAMS WERE MORE SUCCESSFUL IN OTHER AQUATIC EVENTS POSTA 
GRAY varsity crew scored another victory over Darien in their 

annual four-mile race yesterday afternoon. After one of the most 
brilliantly rowed races in the history of this colorful regatta, the sons 
of Gray drove the nose of their slender cedar shell across the finish 
line three lengths ahead of their exhausted but still fighting Darien 
opponents, amid the thundering plaudits of thousands of spectators. 

Gray covered the distance in 21 :53, a 
figure that was 1 minute and 51 seconds 
behind the course record made in 1916. 

The victory atoned for two previous 
defeats doled out to the Gray camp in 
the morning when their very promising 
freshmen were swamped a quarter of a 
mile from the finish line, after giving 
the Scarlets a splendid battle up to the 
point where the shell began to take in 
water from a freak puff of wind. 

Last night the ancient site of the most 
picturesque boat races in the world was 
filled with madly excited Gray students 
whose cup of joy was filled to the brim. 

Continued on Sporting Page 

OAESS GONTAOVEASY 
MANY CENTURIES OlO 

Egyptologist Produces Extraordinary Evidence 
That Shows It Raged in Pharaohs' Time 

PARIS, June 5. - Those who favor the 
short skirt need not be discouraged by 
TEXT SET IN HARRIS RO M AN PANEL BOR DE R 

BARQUE HALTS BIG LINER 
TO MAIL THREE LETTERS 

Portuguese Skipper Makes Surprising Request 
That Delays Vessel Twenty·four Minutes 

AMERICAN CAPTAIN RENDERED SPEECHLESS 

There are no barnacles on American 
high seas courtesy as might reasonably 
be supposed in these days of rushing 
efficiency of transatlantic sailing. The 
captain of one of the largest steamships 
of the United States Lines reported that 
on his last eastbound trip while in mid
ocean he sighted a Portuguese barque 
flying code signals expressing a desire 
to talk with him. When abeam of the 
tiny vessel the engines of his ship were 
stopped and a dory quickly put off. 

Presently the buoyant little craft was 
alongside the liner and one of its crew 
said he had three letters that he would 
like the liner to take to Europe. Words 
fail to convey any idea of the surprise 
occasioned, but the letters were passed 
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Civil Service Board 
Examination For 

Postmastersh 

SECOND CLASS EXA 
WASHINGTON, Ju 

will be held by the 
on Monday, July 1 
postmasterships at 
second class office 
$2500 annually, an 
candidates for pos 
Vacancies now exi 
of these post office 
terms having expi 

Those candidate 
will not be require 
foran examination 
will be rated accor 
and business train 
general fitness for 

Applicants must 
high standing with 

FAVORS PENSION 
Congressman Advocat 

Instead of lnstituti 

ATLANTIC CITY, J 
pension laws were 
President of about 
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Depths 
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Nautical 

30 Point 5A Sa 

BORN 
Might 
24 Point 5A lla 

SURGE 
Evicted 
18 Point 7 A 14a 

HUMORS 
Magician 
helps girl 

14 Point 11 A 20 a 

REQUIRING 
Honest boys 
aided baker 

12 Point 13A 25 a 

DESCENDING 
Noted general 
rescues friend 
from reservoir 

10 Point 14A 28a 

HERBIVOROUS 
Required seven 
acres of alfalfa 
for ninety cows 

8Point 17A 32a 

BRANDING HORSE 
Cowboy left young 
mare with carefu I 
old blacksmith on 
night of departure 
for southern coast 

6 Point 18A 36a 

SHREWD MANEUVERS 

Brave artillery officer 

helped 'fe llow soldiers 

when large aeroplane 

bombed their position 

near the railroad yard 

54 Point car ried in stock only at Foundry 

482 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABODEFGHIJ 

KLMNOPQRS 

TUVWXYZ&$ 
1 2 3 4 56 7 "8 9 0 

abcdefghijk 

lmnopqrstuv 

wxyzfffiflffiffl 
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RAILROAD GOTHIC 
14 Point 19A 

INTERESTING 
BIOGRAPHERS 
12 Point 20A 

HIGHLANDERS 
MASTERPIECE 
10 Point No. 2 24A 

FOREIGN SINGER 
BLIND MUSICIAN 

10 Point No.1 30A 

RECOVERED FRIEND 
PUBLIC RESOURCES 

8 Point No.2 26A 

UNAUTHORIZED FORCE 
IMPORTANT PAINTING 

8 Point No.1 30 A 

EXHIBITED CLEAN LEDGER 
INDIAN MAIDS CAMPING 

6 Point No.5 36A 

DISTRICT CHAIRMAN APPOINTED 
UNCOMPROMISING COMMANDER 

6 Point No. 4 42A 

REMODELING SUBURBAN FARMHOUSE 
SOUTHERN CONVENTION ADJOURNED 

6 Point No.3 48 A 
GOVERNMENT SECURING PLENIPOTENTIARIES 

CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION SUCCESSFUL 

ENCOURAGED RESERVATIONS CONFIRMATION 

6 Point No.2 54 A 

BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RESIDENC ES COMPLETED 

ORGANIZATION IMPROVED DISTRIBUTING CHARGE 

SEVERAL BOUNTIFUL GENTLEMEN CONTRIBUTING 

42 Point 5A 

BRING 
IDEAS 

36 Point 6A 

MOUTH 
REGAIN 
30 Point SA 

EXPOSED 
COINAGE 
24 Point llA 

PROVISION 
MACHINES 
18 Point 15A 

NECKERCHIEF 
UNDESIRABLE 

54 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

ABCDEFGHIJKL 

MNOPORSTUVW 

XYZ&$123456 

7890.,·':;! p 

483 

120 Point 3A 

96 Point 3A 

84 Point 3A 

72 Point 3A 

60 Point 3A 

BRAIN 
48 Point 4A 

ENGINE 



36 Point 4A 6a 

BUNGS 
Haughty 
30 Point 5A Sa 

RESUME 
Qualifying 
24 Point 6A lOa 

DECISIONS 
·Metropolitan 

9 and 54 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

lS Point SA 17a 

HUNTING 
Bought girl 

nifty tackle 

14 Point llA 22 a 

NEIGHBOR 
Companions 
encountered 
former mate 

12 Point 13A 26a 

RESOURCES 
Maintain some 
mode of saving 
for unusual use 

484 

10 Point 15A 30a 

NEW METHOD 
Company claims 
greatly improved 
facilities caused 
more production 

S Point lSA 36 a 

RAILROAD BRIDGES 

Engineer arranging the 

many necessary details 

and superintending the 

preliminary regulations 

for immediate building 

6 Point lSA 36a 

BANKING EQUIPMENT 
Model conveniences that 

enhance the satisfaction 

and accommodations for 

many depositors are now 

installed. The gentlemen 

directing are industrious 



GOTHIC CONDENSED No. 521 
20 Point 20 A 72 Point 3A 

CHARACTERS 

IN COMPLETE FONT 
SIGNED NOTE 
BARS REPORT 

A B C D E 

F G H I J 

K l M N 0 

P 0 R S T 

U V W X Y 

Z&$123 

4567890 

24A 

PROCuRE ORDER . •A 

DESIGN SCENERY B'o R o E R 12 Point 29A 

MANAGERS GATHER 
CLEVER INVENTORS 
10 Point 35A 

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED 48 Point 6A 

SHOE MANUFACTURERS sEC u Rl N G 
8 Point 48 A 

EXTRAORDINARY PHOTOGRAPHER 

MERCHANT DEMANDED BUILDING 

• ' I I ' 7 
I ' I ' I I 

6 Point 44 A 

DISTINGUISHED WRITER RETURNED 42 Point 8 A 

~-9 a-nd 5-4 P-oin-t ca-rrie-d in-st-ock_~::_:·::_::_:::_:l-INST-RUM------,ENT 0 I M FIG u R E 

HARDWARE 
MATERIALS FOR CONTRACTORS AND MECHANICS 

FARMING AND FACTORY 
SUPPLIES 

TRACTOR AND AUTOMOBILE 

SERVICE STATION 

STEPHENER & BUSHSTEIN 
OFFICE AND DELIVERY YARD 

RUNSDEN GENTER, MAINE 

36 Point 8 A 

HEROES DINE 
30 Point lOA 

GIRLS RECOVER 
MARINES HUNT 
24 Point 15A 

NOTED EXPLORER 
REFINERS MARCH 

485 



GoTHIC Nos. 520 TO 526 
48 Point No. 520 3A 

USE 
42 Point No. 520 5A 

NICK 
36 Point No. 520 5A 

ROAD 
30 Point No. 520 6A 

BENCH 
24 Point No. 520 SA 

MISGIVE 
18 Point No. 520 lOA 

INDENTED 
REPOSING 
12 Point No. 520 15A 

EACH NUMBER 
NOTICE FROCK 

10 Point No. 520 18A 

BARGE RETURNING 

DISTINCTIVE HOME 

8 Point No. 526 20A 

HIRE CLEVER MECHANIC 

UNIQUE MACHINE GIVEN 

8 Point No. 525 23A 

GET PRODUCTION REPORTS 

FURNISH CHARMING MUSIC 

6 Point No. 524 23 A 

BEAUTIFUL BUILDING 

MADE HONOR GUARD 

HISTORIC MANSIONS 

6 Point No. 523 30 A 

ENTERTAINS GOVERNOR 

HANDLING HUGE CROWD 

SPECTACULAR RESULTS 

6 Point No. 522 33 A 

PURCHASED FINE CALENDAR 

EXHIBIT NUMEROUS STYLES 

REMARKABLE SCHOLAR WON 

6 Point No. 521 37 A 

RETURN FROM EUROPEAN CLIME 

OVERHAUL SEVEN AUTOMOBILES 

JUDGE URGES INSPECTION TOUR 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE 

FONT 

A B c D E 

F G H I J K 

L M N 0 p 

Q R S T u 
v w X v z 
&.$1234 

5 6 7 8 9 0 

' .. I ? . . ' . ' .. 

54 and 60 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

Gothic Condensed No. 524 

24 Point 10 A 19 a 

EXPORTED 
Huge Stock 
18 Point 12A 24a 

DEMANDING 
Kept Enough 
14 Point 19A 38 a 

MODERN USAGE 
Began Production 

12 Point 22A 45a 

MEMBERS RESIGN 
Organize Sport Club 

10 Point 25A 54a 

HANDSOME BORDERS 

Bought Choice Material 

8 Point 32 A 65 a 

DESIGNS INTEREST PUBLIC 

Spanish Masterpiece Displayed 

6 Point 31 A 63 a 

GIVE COMICAL PERFORMANCE 

Prominent vaudeville actors make 

extensive plans for entertainment 

30. 36. 48 , 60 and 72 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

Characters in Complete Font 

A B C D 

M N 0 P 
y z & $ 

a b c d 
n o p q 
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e 

E F G H I J K L 
Q R STUVWX 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
f g h i j k I m 

s t U V W X y z 

? 



Gothic Condensed No. 523 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFG HI J 

KLMNOPQRS 

T U V W X Y Z & $ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

abcdefgh ii k 

mno pqrstuv 

wxyz '··r? 
I ' - • I I • 

20, 42, 48, 60 and 72 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

Condensed Gothic No. 57 4 

6 Point 31A 63a 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITS 
Modern Equipment Sought 

5 Point 28 A 55 a 

GORGEOUS MORNING EFFECT 
Several motonsts traveled early 
viewingthebeauti es ofdaybreak 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFG 

H IJKLM N 

OPQRSTU 

VWXYZ&$ 

1234567890 

abcdefghi 

jklmnopqr 

stuvwxyz 

' - ' ' ! ? 
9, 30, 36, 42 and 48 P oint 
carried in stock only at 

Foundry 

24 Point 9A 17a 

Mighty SUN 
18 Point 14A 27a 

BANKS Replied 
14 Point 20 A 34 a 

GUIDE CENSURED 
Notorious Hunters 

12 Point 23 A 45 a 

HEROINES RETURNING 
Enthusiastic Spectator 

10 Point 25 A 50 a 

INTERESTING ORCHARD 
Beautiful Evening Scene 

8 Point 29A 58 a 

CHARMED SOUTHERN PEOPLE 
Many Pleasant Country Houses 

487 

36 Point 5A 9a 

HUGE MINE 
Brighter Site 
30 Point 7 A 16 a 

MODERN FIRM 
Guides Explained 
24 Point 8A 18a 

DIRECTOR HOME 
Enjoyed Associates 
18 Point 13A 28a 

ENTERPRISES BEGUN 
Remarkable Constructor 

14 Point 17 A 35a 

SHORE RESORTS THRIVE 
Hostelries Renew Contract 

12 Point 19A 38a 

INDI~NANT CITIZEN SIGNED 
Dispersed Nightly Gatherings 

10 Point 22A 44a 

MERCHANT RENDERED DECISION 
Constant advertising increases sales 
and discourages much unfair rivalry 

8 Point 26A 50a 

BROKERAGE HOUSE CONFIRMS REPORT 
Several manufacturers are conducting their 
business more profitably by honest dealings 

6Point 26A 52 a 

COLOR COMBINATIONS DEMAND MUCH STUDY 
Desirable results may be obtained by using colors 

which add that lively touch to high-grade printing 



Gothic No. 544 
36 Point 4A 7a 

NIMBUS 
Eclipsing 
30 Point 5A 9a 

MIXTURE 
Distinction 
24 Point 6A 12a 

HUMOROUS 
Congratulated 
18 Point 9A 19a 

NICE UNIFORM 
Excellent Soldier 

14 Point 12A 25a 

GYPSIES CAMPED 
Build Splendid Huts 

12 Point 14A 28a 

FRESH ENCOUNTER 
Rivals Contested Game 

10 Point 17 A 36a 

DANGEROUS MECHANISM 
Accidents Fortunately Averted 

8 Point 18A 38a 

ENCHANTING SURROUNDINGS 

Grotesquely Painted Establishment 

6 Point 18A 40 a 

DELIGHTS INTERESTED AU 01 ENCE 

Noted Actor Scored Wonderful Success 

I Characters in Complete Font 

I A 8 c D E F G 

I HIJKLMNO 

p Q R S T u v 
WXYZ&$12 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

l abcdefgh 

j k I m n o p q 

rstuvwxyz 

- J I • I ? 
• J I J • • 

42, 48, 54 and 60 Point carried in s tock only at Foundry 

PAGEANT 

488 

Commemorating the Opening of the 

Home for Aged Actors 

Kenilworth Auditorium 

Newark, Kansas 

WEEK OF JUNE FIRST 

Under auspices of the 

ACTORS' WELFARE LEAGUE 
of Hudson County 

VOCA TIONAL CAMEO 



EXTRA CONDENSED TITlE GOTHIC No. 12 

CHARACTERS IN COMPlETE FONT 

A B C 0 [ f C H I 

J K L M N 0 P ~ R S 

72 Point 4 A 

T U V W X Y Z & ~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 0 
- ' I I I ? 

I ' I ' I I 

54 Point m<iOO in ' tookonly at Foundey N A R ~ ~T I ~ 
:~~~~~~0s"~~~~u:i! UPNDfRMINfO ~H~~KIN~ 

60 Point 

PRODUCTIV[ MHHOD CONDUClORS 48 P oint 8A 

16Point 

26

A ~~M~~~~~~ft OVERWHELMING DEMANDS 30 Point llA 

UNUSUAL DEMONSTRATION [NCUMH[RIN(l 
NOTEWORTHY APPEARANCE u MARK(' "Al[ 
l2Point WA R[PAIRS ROAD 11 U [ 
MANUFACTURER PROGRESSING 
INTELliGENT SUPERINTENDENT 

HIRED INDUSTRIOUS WORKERS 

10 Point 37 A 

SCHOlARS ENCOURAGED INSTRUCTOR 

TEACHER SUBMITS SPlENOID REPORT 

ENTIRE ClASS A TTENOEO RECEPTION 

24 Point 17 A 42 Point 8 A 

GRAND W[LCOM[ O"M[QJiflAJ[ 
BEAUTIFUL GIFTS U [ll lJ [ 
SUP[RIOR MUSIC ~~~NTJ R~AO 

489 



36 Point 6A 9a 

Hypothesis 
30 Point 6A 12a 

Military Band 
24 Point 8A 14a 

EXPENDITURE 
Rival Champion 
18 Point llA 22a 

FOREIGN DICTUM 
Independent Official 
14 Point 17 A 32a 

SOCIAL CONFERENCE 
. Bibliographic Discussion 

12 Point 19A 39a 

UNINTERESTING STORIES 
Entertain Rich Philanthropist 

10 Point 22A 43a 

POPULAR DRAMAS RECALLED 
Many famous plays scheduled for 
presentation starting next season 

8 Point 24A 47a 

NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS CONVENE 
Editors and proprietors have agreed upon 
program for their semi-annual conference 

6 Point No.4 26A 52a 

IMPORTANT MATTERS AWAIT SETTLEMENT 
Discussion of advertising and circulation among 

the numerous topics scheduled for presentation 

6 Point No.3 31 A 61 a 

PAPER MANUFACTURERS DESCRIBED CONDITIONS 

Give lengthy explanation for increasing contract prices of 

newsprint desp ite objections from the weekly newspapers 

Lightline Gothic 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGH I J 

K L M N 0 p Q R s 
T UVWXYZ & $ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
a bed e f g hi j k I 
m no p q rst u vw 

X y Z . - . . . I 7 

LIGHTLINE TITLE GOTHIC 

12 Point No.8 17 A 

RECOGNIZES 
DISPOSITION 

12 Point No.7 21 A 

BURGOMASTER 
EN CYC LOPED lA 

12 Point No.6 24A 

HONEST PERSON 
UNION SERVICES 

12 Point No.5 29A 

PICTURESQUE GUIDE 
Fl NANCIAL CREDITOR 

6 Point No.4 26 A 

MECHANICAL TRICK 

PREVIOUS REPLIES 

COMPULSORY PLAN 

6 Point No.3 31 A 

BEWILDERING ACTIONS 

NATIONAL PARLIAMENT 

ILLUSTRATED FEATURE 

6 Point No.2 40 A 

FRANK OUTSPOKEN YOUTH 

OUTSTANDING SECURITIES 

MEMBERS PRAISE OFFICER 

NEW TURBINES INSTALLED 

6 Point No. 1 46 A 
CAPITALIST PURCHASED ESTATE 

INTERNATI ONAL MAGNATE WED S 

RELATIVES GREATLY SURPR ISE D 

TE LEPHONE CONGRATULATIONS 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 
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ABCDEFGHIJK 

LM N OPQ RSTU 

V W X Y Z & $ 1 2 3 
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Monotone Gothic 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGHIJ 

KLMNOPQRS 

TUVWXYZ&$ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

a bcdefgh ij k 

mnopqrstuv 

W X y Z . , • ' • • I ? . ' . . 

30, 36, 42 and 48 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

MONOTONE TITLE 

12 Point No.8 16 A 

RECEIVED HORSE 
12 Point No.7 20A 

HIRES MECHANICIAN 
12 Point No.6 22A 

ENERGETIC REPORTERS 
12 Point No.5 26A 

HUNGARIAN NECROMANCER 

6 Point No. 4 20 A 

MODEST CRUSADER RETURNING 

6 Point No. 3 27 A 

DELIGHTED ENTHUSIASTIC AUDIENCE 

6 Point No.2 32A 

NOMADICTRIBESMAN INVENTED MACHINES 

6 Point No.1 31A 
SHREWD MANAGER ORGANIZED SPLENDID TEAM 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

ABCDE FGH IJ K LM 

N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

& $ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

; ! ? 
1--

F=== 
18, 24,30 and 36 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 491 

24 Point 7 A 13a 

MENAGERIE 
Disciplinarian 
18 Point 9A 19a 

REPRODUCING 
Engraved Initials 

14 Point 13A 26a 

STRONG BRIGADE 
Magnificent present 
graciously accepted 

12 Point 16 A 31 a 

HEARD BIOGRAPHER 

Demonstrating engines 
bought after inspection 

10 Point 17 A 34 a 

REIMBURSING MINERS 

Grateful managers praise 

men who rescued women 

8 Point 20 A 42 a 

STORE OWNERS EMBARKING 

Hundreds departing for seaside 

tents where gentle breezes blow 

6 Point 22A 44 a 

MUSICIANS BROUGHT DULCIMER 

Entertain great assemblage of music 

lovers before leaving the continent for 

that wonderful southern ocean resort 

6 Point No. 3 24 A 47 a 

BOUGHT USEFUL MONOTONE GOTHICS 

Wise printers made certain that cases were 

always full of every size of this readable and 

forceful letter. Every office needs this face 



CARD GOTHICS 

VVEDDI NG GOTHIC 

12 Point No.7 lOA 

KENTUCKIAN 
IMPROVISING 
10 Point No.6 13 A 

BROWN HOUSE 
RING SECURED 
8 Point No. 5 13 A 

MOUNT MAJESTIC 
HISTORIC BRIDGE 

8 Point No.4 16A 

NOTED COMPOSITOR 

EXHIBITS BROCHURE 

6 Point No.3 17 A 

IMPROV ED CREDIT S Y STEMS 

CIV I L SER V ICE COMMISSION 

6 Point No.2 25A 

BE A UT I FUL MO NU M ENT COM PLETE D 

Q UEBE C RAILROAD ADM I NI STRA TION 

6 Point No.1 31A 

REOR GANIZ I NG MANY GO V E R N M E N T BUR E AU S 

N O RW E G I AN ARC H IT E CTUR E HIG HL Y P RAIS E D 

CONDENSED TITLE STAR GOTHIC 

6 Point No.4 36A 

HUMOROUS CIRCUS CLOWNS DELIGHT MANY CHILDREN 

DISTRIBUTING CENTERS REPORT INCREASED BUSINESS 

6 Point No. 3 44A 

RECENT CHEMICAL DISCOVERY REVOLUTIONIZED PHOTOGRAPHY 

MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS HOLD ANNUAL CONVENTION IN MICHIGAN 

6 Point No.2 45 A 

SC HO LAR S HIP S AWARDED W O RTHY ST U DENT S AT COR NEll CO L LEGE 

HAN DSO ME SOU VENIR S DI ST RI BUTED AT CE NTE NN I AL CE LEB RA TI O N 

6 Point No.1 54 A 

TITLE GOTHIC 

6 Point No. 71 24A 

DISTINGUISHED GENERALS HONORED 

PICTURESQUE FRENCH CHARACTERS 

6 Point No. 72 28 A 

NEW ENGLAND MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

DELIGHTFUL SUBURBAN RESIDENCE ACQUIRED 

6 Point No. 73 35A 

LARGE TELESCOPE COMPLETED AT WESTERN UN IVERS ITY 

NUMEROUS DESCRIPTIVE NUMBERS REHEARSED BY BAND 

6 Point No. 74 45 A 
RETIRI NG M ANAGER PRESENTED W ITH HANDSOM ELY ENGRAV ED CHARM 

MERGER O F LEA DING F I NANCI AL I NSTITUT IONS REPORT ED FAVO RABLY 

TEL.EPHONE BL.AKE 826 

.JOHN HOPKINS, M.D. 

64 HIGH STREET 

NORWICH, CONN . 

HORTON PHARMACY 
382 Kl NGSTO N ROA D 

HART F ORD 

M __________ _ 

E 

DANIEL J. JOHNSTON, M.D. 

208 C O L UM B IA A V ENUE 

H OURS DAI L Y 

2 T 04 P .M. 

T E LEPHO N E 

6594 

H OUR S SU ND AY 

9T010A.M. 

VVESTERN ARTISTS GUILD 

DES MOINES 

ARTHUR N OSTRAND 

SECRETARY 

492 Larg er sizes of W edding Gothic , Con densed Title Star Gothic 
and Title Gothic carried in s tock only at )foundry 



CARD GOTHICS 

LIGHT LITHO GOTHiC 

6 Poi nt N o. 11 19 A 38 a 

RECEIVED VVONDERFUL PRESENTS 
Linen Shower Surprises Prospective Bride 

6 Point No. 12 25 A 48 a 

GIVES SOCIETY PRINTING ENGRAVED EFFECT 

Beautifu l Character for Delicate and Ref i ned Stationery 

6 Point Titl e No. 2 29 A 

EXC L USIVE SEASIDE RESORTS BEING RENOVATED 

MOST DES I RAB LE SUITES BE IN G EAGERLY SOUGHT 

6 P oint Title No . 1 34 A 

EXQU I SITE GOT HI C CHARACTERS P L EASED NOTED PRINTER 

DELICATE F"ACE ADM IR ED BY DISCR I MINATING CUSTOMERS 

AT HOME 

AFTER JANUARY TWENTY - EIGHTH 

MR . AND MRS . JOHN SMITH 

58 HARLEIGH COURT 

PLAINFIELD 

GRAND MUSICALE 

GIVEN BY 

NIAGARA MUSIC SOCIETY 

BAL MASQU E BOSPHORUS 

PIANO : MISS BEATRIC E SIN GL ET ON 

GYPSY QUEEN CiPRIANO 

SOPRANO: MIS S JANE WESTON 

SOUTHERN ROSES STRAUS 

VIOLIN : MASTER ELBERT STANNAR D 

JERSEY BELLE MEUSE 

PIANO: MIS S HORTENSE LO GAN 

THE NOMADS • BAYARD TAYLOR 

HARP : MI SS JA QUELINE LINDSTROHM 

Larger sizes of Light Li t ho Gothic, Mercanti le Goth ic 
and Mitchell carried in s tock only at Foundry 493 

MERCANTILE GOTHIC 

6 Point No.4 15A 

MERITORIOUS RECORD 

DIGNIFIED SPECIMENS 

6 Point No.3 lSA 

NUMEROUS CHANGES MADE 

CLERK SOLICITS DONATIONS 

6 Point No.2 19A 

EMINENT VVESTERN POLITICIAN 

GREAT BANKING FIRMS MERGED 

6 Point No.1 22 A 
DOCT OR G I VES RELIABLE. INFORMATI ON 

EXPECTIN G DISTIN GUISHED GENERALS 

MITCHELL 

6 Point No.1 17 A 

MAKING BEAUTIFUL DESIGN 

CONSIDERING NEW METHOD 

6 Point No.2 19A 

DISTRIBUTED RARE SOUVENIRS 

HOLDING ANNUAL CONVENTION 

6 Point No.3 24A 

INGENIOUS MECHANIC GIVEN BONUS 

EXTRAORDINARY MATERIAL PRAISED 

6 Point No.4 28A 
REMARKABLE PICTURE INTERESTS ARTIST 

SOCIETY UNVEILED ANTIQUE MASTERPIECE 

6 Point No.5 .37 A 

LINING GOTHIC 

6 Point No. 529 26A 

FOREIGN GENTLEMAN SECURING DESIGN 

DISCOVERED PICTURESQUE LANDMARKS 

6 Point No. 528 33A 

MEMB ERSHIP CAM PAIGN GIVEN DESIRED PUBLICITY 

C HARMING ACTORS BEGIN ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE 

6 Point No. 527 43A 

NOTEWORTHY IMPROV EMENT NOTICED BY PROSPEROUS MEMBER 

CO NSC IENT IOUS EFFO RTS GA IN ED REC OGNITI O N FOR STUDENTS 

BRANDON GOTHIC 

6 Point No.2 20A 

EXECUTIVE BOARD SUSTAINED CHARGES 

FRENCH MUSICIANS ENTERTAINED DUKE 

6 Point No.1 24A 

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF' NATURAL HISTORY 

INSURANCE COMPANY ISSUED NEW YEARBOOK 



Gothic No.6 
24 Point 6A lO a 

BROKEN Match I I 
Characters in Complete Font 

A B C D E F G 
18 Point 12 A 20 a 

II 
HIJKLMNO 

Entertained GUARDIANS p Q R s T u v 
14 Point 13 A 26 a WXYZ&$12 

MERCHANDISE Dispatched 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

12 Point 17 A 32 a 
a b c d e f g h 

DANGEROUS ANIMALS ESCAPE i j k I m n 0 p 
Negligent Keepers Given Admonition q r s t u V W X 

y z .. - ' : : ! ? 10 Point 20 A 36a I I 

SHOWING MANY PLEASING DESIGNS 
Regular Exhibitions Making Better Record 16 and 20 P oint car r ied in st ock only at Foundry 

8 Point 20A 40a 

HEARD PROMINENT SPEAKER 

Numerous delegates return in time 

to vote on most important question 

6 Point 22A 46a 

BANKERS ORGANIZING CLUB 
Several reputable financiers make 

elaborate preparation s for sojourn 

abroad to be tter business relat ion s 

COMBINATION GOTHIC 

24 Point No. 510 SA 

BROKERS 
18 Point No. 510 lO A 

HUMANKIND 
18 Poin t No. 509 12A 

DESCRIBE BEAR 

6 Point N o. 504 23 A 

REACHED PERFECTION 

ENTERPRISING BANKS 
BURNED PHOTOGRAPH 

6 Point No. 502 33A 

BOUGHT H I STORICAL BUILDING 

ENTHUSIASTIC PR I NTERS GAIN 

PRISON BUNGALOWS GUARDED 

5 P oint 24A 46a 
REPORT IN G S IGNIFICANT DISCO V ERIES 

Emin ent sc ientist made se vera l im po rt an t 

d i scl osures wh il e exp lori ng in polar reg ion 

and p rocured many exce ll ent spec i mens for 

ge ographi c museum m ainta ined by college 

6 P oint N o. 503 30 A 

PRODUCE FINE SPECIMEN 

BUYS INSTRUCTION BOOK 

REMARKABLE MECHANICS 

6 P oint No. 501 37 A 
FAMOUS MASTERPIECE EXHIBITED 

ESTABLISHED DESI G NIN G BRAN C H 

PROMINENT PUBLISHER SPEAKIN G 

FINISH MA G N I FI C ENT S TRUCTURES 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

12 Point N o. 508 15A 

MARKS POSITION 
12 Point N o. 507 16A 

ENLIGHTENED PUPILS 

12 Poin t N o. 506 17 A 

FRIEND MADE SEARCH 
GETS BEAUTIFUL FURS 

12 Point N o. 505 21 A 

HOLDING LIVE CONVENTION 

CLERK RECOGNIZED SINGER 

494 

A 8 C D E F G 
H I J K L M N 

0 P Q R 5 T U 
VWXYZ&$ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 0 . ' - ' . . I ? . ' . . 



Litho Antique 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGHIJ 

KLMNOPQRS 

TUVWXYZ&$ 
1234567890 

abcdefghijkl 

mnopqrstuvw 

X y Z • , . . ' ? . ' . . 

42, 48 and 60 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

Highland 
Cottage 
APPEALS TO A CLIENTELE 

widely traveled and wisely 

discriminating-to persons 

who make a fine art of daily 

living. Situated high above 

sea level, the invigorating 

mountain atmosphere and 

the splendid cuisine afford 

an ideal summer or winter 

stopping place for tourists 

Descriptive booklet 
sent on request 

MILDRED HARDEN 
Proprietor 

Attleboro, Vermont 

495 

36 Point 3A 7a 

HINGE 
Nightly 
30 Point 4A 9a 

SCHISM 
Replaced 
24 Point 5A 11 a 

BRUSHES 
Grindstone 
18 Point 9A 16a 

MODERNIZE 
Quadruplicate 

14 Point 12A 22a 

BOYS DANCING 
Students Brighter 

12 Point 15 A 28 a 

READING QUERIES 
Many Smart Children 

10 Point 16 A 30 a 

HONORS PUBLISHER 
City Subscriber Pleased 

8 Point 19A 37a 

NEIGHBORS PLAN OUTINGS 
Committee recommended tramp 

through beautiful woodland dell 

6 Point 21 A 40 a 

SUMMER ACADEMY REOPENED 
Healthful mountain boarding schools 

invigorate the minds of frail children 
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RECORDING MINUTES 
Maine senators display 
ingenuity in fine debate 

8 P oint 23A 48a 

HONORS SWEDISH PREMIER 
Leading southern university to 
confer honorary degree. Great 
reception given foreign envoy 
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Celebrated detective 
makes investigation 
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Noted physical culturist 
delivers interesting talk 
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PROCURED fiNE PICTURE 
Clever connoisseur bought 
famous painting for home 

8 Point 28 A 58 a 

MERCHANTS ORGANIZING CLUB 
Several progressive retail dealers 
have inaugurated a campaign for 
creating a much better local trade 

6 Point 30 A 63 a 

HIGH OFFICIALS COMPLIMENTED MEN 
Department managers received liberal 
praise together with substantial bonus 
in recognition of long, faithful service 
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Refulgent 
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Husky Doctors 
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Proved· proficient 
transport adviser 
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Lone Desert 
42 Point 7 A lla 

NICE CLIMATE 
fishing Boats 

TELEPHONIC 
Mail Service 

tUVA UD TRAINS COLLIDtD 
Safety device avoids many 
accidents, saving thousands 
of lives yearly in the cities 
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AUTOMOBIL~S 
Beautiful road 
through valley 
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ENTERTAINMENTS 
Gorgeous scenery 
drawn artistically 
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Boats sailing through 
terrible autumn gales 

MERCHANDISING DEPARTMENT 
Superintendent desires closest 
investigations regarding every 
employee about general ability 
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AMERICAN THEATRICAL SfNSATIONS 
Considerable interest now provoked 
regarding the great tragedians who 
delight enthusiastic audiences daily 
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Producers expend fabulous fortunes making 
wonderful scenic effects. Modern accessories 
enhance dramas almost to point of perfection 
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CONDUCTING SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS 
Advertising weaknesses originate through neglect of 
primary art principles. Successful printers enforcing 
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are popular 
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GOVERNING 
Maine justice 
instructs jury 
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Sideboards 
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ENHANCED 
Hunters find 
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Consider their 
yearly income 
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Inventors raise 
enough capital 
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GUARD SAILING 

Prodigy receives 
handsome watch 
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BUILDERS PLEASED 

Iron contractors hear 
interstate reportorial 
staff submit statistics 
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Several former townsmen 
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HUMOROUS DEFINITION 
Clever performer sGorcs 
big SUGGCSS With playlet 

12 Point 26 A 52 a 

RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITIES 
Municipality begins work on 
park boulevard for motorists 

10 Point 26 A 53 a 

fiRST ADVERTISING MAGAZINE 
R~tired journalist starts bright 
publication to increase interest 
in newer ideas of salesmanship 

8 Point 33 A 63a 

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION EXPANDED 
Large importing firm reports steadily 
increasing volume of business. Quite 
a few unfilled orders arc still on hand 

6 Point 34A 68a 

HEROIC OffiCER SECURING PROMOTION 
Courageous youth honored for remarkable 
example of bravery carried out under very 
dim cult circumstances. Presented with a 

. silver plaque in recognition of his exploit 
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DISTINGUISHED GATHERING 24Point 20A BROTHER 
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CURIOUS ENTERPRISES THRIVED 
FOUND IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS 
PRAISED EXPERIENCED SCHOlAR 
REVIEWED CHARMING SPECIMEN 

6 Point 50 A 

YOUNGSTER RECEIVED SPECIAL MENTION 

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE STUDIED MUSIC 

PROMINENT CITIZENS DEMANDED RIGHTS 

BETTER RESULTS ACHIEVED BY fOREMAN 

FOREIGNERS CAIN MENAGERIE 
18 Point 26A 

POPULAR IMPLEMENTS 
ENTERTAINING PEOPLE 
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THE WEATHER 
Today, probably fair with 

rising temperature 

VOL. XVI. No. 265 

NEBRASKA CHILDREN 
GIVE MUSICAL TREAT 

BIG CROWD ATTENDS BAND CONCERT 
AND PARK COMMUNITY SINGING 

SCHOOLS OBSERVE NATIONAL MUSIC WEEK 
The glad chiming of church bells and 

school children's voices uplifted in song 
ushered in Music Week, and every day 
there will be a series of lectures, recitals 
and concerts, professional and amateur, 
in which not only musicians and musical 
clubs will take part, but colleges, clubs, 
lodges, moving picture theatres, schools 
and welfare bodies such as the Salvation 
Army andY. M. C. A., as well. 

Several thousand children and adults 
gathered near the band stand in Garfield 
Park yesterday afternoon and sang the 
fine old hymns and patriotic songs with 
much vim. The Municipal Band played 
the accompaniments and Secretary Jay 
Henry Sexton of the Central Y.M.C.A. 

Continued on Pa_qe Two 

RETURN Of PROSPERITY IS 
PREDICTED BY CREDIT MEN 

PITY FOOLISH PESSIMISTS WHO ARE BEMOANING 
HARD TIMES AND DO NOTHING CONSTRUCTIVE 

Speaking last night at the Steel Club 
banquet, Willard M. Stanley said that in 
the iron and steel business the volume of 
T EXT SET I N CENTURY EXPANDED 

RICHM 
RICHMOND, NE 

LIVELY BEE CAUSES AUTO MISHAP FAMEDW 
A busy bee buzzed into a jitney bus 

ENCOUR 
recently and cost the owner thereof 
many dollars. The driver alleged he 
became confused and lost control of 
the wheel when the cute little insect 

WASIII approached him and the bus crashed 
into a telephone pole. Several of the 
passengers were injured, one of them 
severely. This woman was awarded - -

$3000 damages by a jury, yesterday. BRITISH STATESM 
---

MAY DINE IN LONDON ADMINISTRATION MAKE 
PROPER PREPARATI 

AND SLEEP IN PARIS 
- -

The Premier's sp 
he reviewed the G 

STARLIGHT AIR SERVICE PROVING VERY POPULAR 
not changed in any 
the United States t 
situation in Russia 

Special Cable from our London Cornspondent minister's able add 
The night flying route between Paris impressive vote of 

and London is now in daily operation and by the present Gov 
marks a further step in the progress of little disposition on 
aviation. The service has been fittingly the administration 
named the Starlight Air Route and uses notice. In a nutshe 
the most powerful type of machine. It review of what too 
now becomes possible to dine in the best his eloquent descri 
part of London and then get a midnight appalling condition 
supper on the hill of Mantemortre in the belief in the necess 
cheery French capital before retiring. the powers to some 

I DEPARTMENT STORE SALn 
Department store sales during the past m 

recorded. They show a considerable advancE 
may be somewhat accounted for by the latei 
satisfactory showing when everything is tal 
men's and women's clothing were substanti: y 
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MUNICIPAL COUNCIL VOTES TO TABLE RESOLUTIONS SUBMITTED BY THE 
CITIZENS CALLING FOR RIGID INVESTIGA liON Of OIL GRAFT CASE 

TO SEARCH FOR LOST TREASURE 

M ILLIONS of dollars in gold will be 
recovered from the secret depths 

of the great South Sea if the elaborate 
plans of Captain Manuel Anicosta and 
his daring crew prove successful. They 
are all veteran deep-sea divers besides 
being expert seamen and adventurers. 

EIGHT HUGE BALLOONS 
CONTINUE IN BIG RACE 

Some Reported Driftino over Lake Mi~hioan 
Others Headed Straight for Texas 

SIX ARE FORCED TO DESCEND NEAR START 

One, After Reaching Southern Part of Ontario from 
Milwaukee, Is Driven Back to Indiana 

SouTH BEND, September 20- Fourteen 
huge balloons started from here Monday 
afternoon in a race to decide who shall be 
America's representative at the next big 
balloon race in Paris. Only eight of them 
are still aloft and at last reports they were 
headed in eight different directions. 

Captain Ronald Simons started out well 
and was being carried rapidly toward the 
southern part of Ontario, when the strong 
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Moroan Warns His Politi~al Collcaoucs That 
Hasty A~tion Will Brino Trouble 

ALDERMAN COSTELLO REMAINS UNMOVED 

Indignant Citizens Plan Monster Meeting of Protest 
Against Arrogant Misuse of Authority 

The Municipal Council, by a vote of 21 
to 10, today tabled the citizens' resolution 
calling for a rigid investigation of the oil 
graft case. The excuse given was that the 
evidence thus far submitted was entirely 
too slim to warrant any further action on 
their par t. Mayor Morgan made an effort 
during the morning session to break the 
ranks of the majority, but to no avail. His 
powerful deep-toned voice could be heard 
distinctly in every nook and corner of the 
big densely crowded council chamber. He 
pleaded with them and warned them that 
their records would have to stand a close 
inspection by the voters at the next great 
city election. But the wonderful influence 
of this great man could not stir Alderman 
Costello, municipal leader, or his political 
henchmen from their position. So great is 
the political power wielded by Alderman 
Costello that his every word is law. 

Next Thursday evening Mayor Morgan 
has promised to address a meeting of the 
new Citizens' Party, formed to oppose the 
old Municipal Party now in power. Mayor 
Morgan and many prominent men at one 
time members of the old party have been 
loudly praised for the courageous manner 
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Relighted 
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Bright Method 
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HONORS BOY SCOUT 
Charitable Institution 
18 Point 15A 31 a 

SPLENDID ACHIEVEMENTS 
Educated Reporters Promoted 

12 Point 21 A 42a 

SCENERY CHARMS MANY TOURISTS 
Mountainous Country Inspired Artist 

10 Point 23A 46a 

DISTINGUISHED INVENTORS RECEIVED 
Builders Gathered During Demonstration 
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Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGHIJ 

KLMNOPQRS 

TUVWXYZ&$ 

1234567890 

abcdefghijk 

lmnopqrstuv 

wxy z fffi fl ffi ffl 

? 
' . ' . . 

51h, 7, 9 and 42 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

Antique No. 524 

12 Point 14 A 29a 

RETIRED TEACHER 
Given Happy Surprise 

10 Point 16 A 35 a 

INDUSTRIES PROGRESS 
Dealers Indorse Movement 

8 Point 18 A 38 a 

PLEASING DESIGNS SHOWN 

Sculptor Publicly Complimented 

6 Point 20A 44a 

PURCHASED NORTHERN HOMES 

Officials Acquired Beautiful Residence 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 

NOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

&$1234567890 

abcdefghijklmnop 

q r stu v w x y z., -':;!? 

5-on-6, 18, 20 and 24 Point carried in stock 
only at Foundry 

1---

1---
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36 Point 3A 6a 

BIRDS 
Epistle 
30 Point 4A 8a 

SINGER 
Republic 
24 Point 6A 12a 

KINGDOMS 
Native Child 
18 Point 8A 17a 

HEMISPHERE 
Mighty Scholar 

12 Point 14A 30a 

SECURED CHARTER 
Many organized miners 
travelled to convention 

10 Point 16A 35a 

PICTURESQUE SCENERY 
Beautifully 1netamorphosed 
countryside attracts tourist 

8 Point 18A 38 a 

HONORS ACCORDED SINGER 
Distinguished gathering pleased 
by foreign vocalist seeking fame 

6 Point 20A 40 a 

PROFESSOR STUDIED CONDITIONS 
Several international problems solved 
by many pro min en t college instructors 
concerning political economies abroad 

~ 



36 Point 5 A 9a 

REGIME 
Objection 
30 Point 5 A lOa 

ENDURES 
Superiority 
24 Point 7 A 13 a 

IMPORTING 
Country Maid 
18 P oin t 10 A 20 a 

NOTED RIDERS 
Grand Exhibition 

14 Point 14 A 28 a 

REQUIRE SERVICE 
Demand Better Light 

12 P oin t 16 A 32 a 

INFORMED REPORTER 
Sinister Methods Exposed 

10 P oint 18 A 38 a 

PROTECTED DEPOSITORS 
Dependable Banking System 

8 Point 22 A 44a 

BUSINESS CONDITIONS IMPROVE 
Unusually Large Dividends Expected 

6 P oint 24 A 48 a 

WONDERFUL STEAMBOAT EXCURSION 

Childr en Enjoyed Delightful Ocean Breezes 

Cushing Antique 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGHIJ 

K L M N 0 p Q R s 
T U V W X y z & $ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

a b c d e f g h i j k 

lmnopqrstuv 

w X y z ff fi fl ffi fH 

? . 
' 

. 
' 

. 

42, 48, 60 and 72 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

I II I ********* 7 " : ' , ********* 
Inspiration 

B EETHOVEN sought his inspiration in 
the woods; Whistler in the mystic dark-
ness of night; Whitman absorbed from 
the poor the ideas that made him great 
To such men-the musician, to look favorably upon their 

the painter, the poet-do we products. As the success of 

look for inspiration to guide a poem often depends on its 
us toward success. The poet power to inspire the people 

may go to the stars for a id, who read it, just so does the 

or the sales manager to his success of some commercial 

advertiser, the thing which products depend upon their 

they seek is the same-ideas power to inspire those who 

which will induce the world can be expected to buy them 

BuRD PRINTING HousE 
HARRISON, MICHIGAN 

AMERICAN BO R D ER ORPH I C SPO T 
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A 

K 

T 

1 

a 

w 

Post Monoto~ 

Characters in Complete Font 

B c D E F G H I 

L M N 0 p Q R 

u v w X y z ®.. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

b c d e f g h i j 

m n 0 p q r s t u 

X y z .:. : ; 

The foll ow ing Special Characters 
are put up with all fo nts from 5 t o 14 Point in c lusive.They are sold in 

separate fonts from 18 to 36 Point inclusive 

-erne o/ a h m. n o u E. ) 

Ionic No. 522 
18 Point 9 A 16a 

HARMONIZING 
Reported Method 
12 Point 14 A 28 a 

MODERN COMEDIANS 
Display Rare Judgment 
10 Point 16 A 34 a 

BRINGS CHILDREN HOME 
Noted Explorer Brought Zebra 

8 Point 18A 39a 

HELPED STUDIOUS COMPOSITOR 
Editor Developing Educational System 

6 Point 18 A 42 a 

SERMON INTERESTED CHURCHMEN 
Unfortunate Incident Spoiling Big Carnival 

5 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

Characters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGHIJKLlVI 

N 0 P Q R S T U V W X 

y z & $ 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 .0 

abcdefghijklmnop 

q rstuvwxyzfffiflffiffi 

• • T ? . ' . ' . . 

J 
s 
$ 

0 

K 

v 

? 
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36 Point 3A 6a 

Magnet 
30 Point 4A 7a 

Hepatica 
24 Point 5A 9a 

SPENDING 
Reportorial 
18 Point 7 A 15a 

NIGHTMARE 
GardenS-wing 
14 Point 9A 19a 

PRIZED METHOD 
Establishing Sales 

12 Point 11 A 25 a 

BRIGHT MERCHANT 
Demonstrated Chairs 

10 Point 12 A 25 a 

LADIES RECOGNIZED 
Organizations Grateful 

8 Point 12 A 29 a 

CHOIR SINGERS RETIRING 
Appreciative vestrymen pay 

old artists substantial reward 

6 Point 12 A 29 a 

QUAINT MONMOUTH BEACH 

Enthusiastic eastern vacationist 

praised complete arrangements 

5-on-6 Point 14 A 32 a 

EXHIBITED SUPERIOR METHODS 

Conscientious printer demonstrated 

wonderful results obtained recently 



24 Point No. 552 6A 

MIXER 
BRACE 
24 Point No. 553 9A 

STRONG 
CHECKS 
18 Point No. 552 9A 

KINDRED 
REMINDS 
12 Point No. 551 12 A 

ENCLOSURE 
SURVEYING 

12 Point No. 552 16A 

DISTRIBUTION 
GREAT PRIZES 

12 Point No. 553 19A 

CONTINUED RUSH 
WORK COMPLETED 

12 Point No. 554 24A 

BEAUTIFUL BUILDING 

ANTIQUE FURNITURE 

6 Point No. 551 20A 

STOCKHOLDERS DELIGHTED 

PROMINENT CORPORATION 

6 Point No. 552 22A 

ENJOYS MIDNIGHT SERENADE 

VENETIAN LANTERN GLOWING 

6 Point No. 553 29A 

CONVENTION REPORTED PROGRESS 

FOREIGN DELEGATIONS PONDERING 

6 Point No. 554 30A 
R EPRODUCING IMPORTANT MANUSCRIPT 

COLLEGE REWARDS INGENIOUS PENMAN 

I NTERNATIONAL MECHANIC CONVINCED 

VICTORIA ITALIC 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

A B CDEFGH I 

JKLMNOPQR 

STUVWX y z & 

$1234567890 

T ? 

Law Italic JYo. 520 

14 Point 13 A 26 a 

BAJYKER DECEIVED 
Relates Fincuncial Crisis 

12 Point 16 A 32 a 

SENSATION .iLL DANCER 
Instructors .flpprovecl Steps 

10 Point 17 A 40a 

JlfERCH.ilJYDISE RECOVERED 

Irnporting vVholesalers Delighted 

8 Point 20A 40 a 

REJVIARKABLE PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWN 

Hundreds Attended Despite Snowstorms 

Chal'acters in Complete Font 

ABCDEFGHIJI(LM 

JY 0 P Q R S 1' U V vV .X Y Z 

g· $' 1 2 9 u 4 5 6 'I' 8 [) 0 

abcdefghijk l 111 n o p 

r; r s t z~ v w ~~ y z If fi fl ffi ffl 

: ; I () 
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Classified Advertising Faces 

FREE - The Book of Complete Information About Pianos-This 
remarkable book, bound in cloth, conta ins 256 pages, inclu ding 24 
handsome full-page color plates of p ianos and p layers, shown so 
life lik e that you can almost picture the actual instruments before 
you. Period and a rt designs in fine m ahogany, walnu t and oak. It 
describes and illustrates every detail of construction, design and 
material , enab ling you to judge values before you buy. A leading 
railroad president says,everuone should have this book . Write today 
for yom· copy of this valuable and interesting book of piano facts. 
CHRISTOPHER G. HENOERSON, P. 0. Box 28, Silverton, N. Y. 

LUMINOUS PAINT-Make Your W atches , Clocks, Keyholes, 
E t c. , Visible by Night - The latest d iscovery in the scientific 
world. Hitherto practically unobta inable except at prices 
beyond reason , we h ave at last succeeded in producing thi s 
remarkable Luminous Paint, which applied to the surface 
of any article emits rays of clear white light, rendering it 
perfectly visible in the dark. T he darker the night, the more 
brilliantly it shines. Quite simple to use. Anyone- You can 
do it. Send for it today . Price 25c. Larger sizes, 50c a nd $1. 
BYRON M. CARLSON & CO., 29 Bellev ille Street , Chicago 

EAUI'I AT LEAST $50 A "\'VEEI\:. AS A NURSE 
Lear n nurs in g in spare time at hom e t hroug h th e famous Bailey 
s.vstem. J-lu ndJ·ecls of our .... ·ucces .... ·.fulgrculuales are e nj oy in g good 
week ly salaries in this co n ge ni al and hi gh ly r espected profess ion 
\Vh e n Nf"arl,,· En~ •·y Stu d ~ ut Earns lUou ey \\'hil e Lea1·uing there 
is no fu rth e r exc use for you r s lav in g av{a,y in some dingy office at 
less t han hal f t h e sa la r y of a trained nurse. Th e lesson s h ee ts and 
books a rc wr itte n so that anyone ma_,. understand them. lt will 
pa y you to S(' nd for our hookl<'t dcsc r ihi n g th e easy pa,vment plan 
BAILEY SCHOOL OF NUR SI NG, Box :!1. North Cit-'· 

MAKE MONEY RAISING BELGIAN HARES ! 
Th is interestin g book te ll s a ll abou t how to se lec t. hreed and 
n1anage Be lg ian Hares for profit. In fa ct. eve ry known d e tail of 
this remunerative occupation is exp l ainerl . Price $1 postpaid . 
Look Over Our List of Practical and Instructive H a ndbooks 
The Practica l Gard e ner .. $ 1.30 I Ho w to Raise Chickens .. $1.25 
E lectric ity and Po,ver.. 0 1.40 Con1plcte Radio Gui d e . . 1.35 
Scientific Catt le Raising. 1.65 1.\'Iac h inist's Hand y Book. 1.40 
Experimental P hysics . .. 1. 80 Hunt ing a nd Tra pping .. o 1.65 
DENMAN PUBLISHING CO., 14 Hoyt St., D allas 

HERE IT IS! The Vibrator Problem Solved. You kn ow that 
vibration means new life , health and beauty. You k now it is a lso 
Nature's way to banish pain and to give you ne,,· energy and vitality. 
You may know all o f this, but clo you kn ow that the big problem 
of science has been to devise a hand vibrator that would be satis
facto ry in every way ?That problem h as vanished. 'Ve have solved 
it. This wonderful New Electric Pulsator is Guaranteed to effect all 
the benefits made possible by this method of treatment. The first 
trial rle111onstra1es that it is n ot an experiment but a proven success . 
Hundrerls of doctors and trained nurses use it in daily practice to 
inject new strength into worn-out and tired persons. Tt is a won
derful instru111 e nt. The Electric Pulsator requ ires no co nnection wit h 
electric wires, it furnish es its own power. lt is simple, co mpact, 
effective and cannot get out o[ orrler. S end for our ln).,r rrrtrrlogue. 
GORDON ELECTRIC CO. , 2406 Hanson Street, Chicago 

BECOME AN ARTIST! Simple Rules of Drawing Very 
Easily Learned at Home- If _you ha 1·e e1·er wished to be 
an art ist h e re is t h e big opportuni ty that you have b een 
waiting for. We have brought th e principl es of drawing 
right do11·n to f undamenta l s. Throu gh our ~~~onderfull .'· 
s imple Home Study Course in Art countless m e n and 
women have becom e high-salari e d artists. And you can 
too. A few hours a week of your leisure time is all that is 

~~f,t~~:::(ett~ds,uif,~~f~~~~~·~te~\~sl:~c\'.e~~~~~~'j~: !f;~~~~~ 
-it is actnall.v fascinating! In a short time you should 
be drawing pictures you can sell. Man y of our stud ents 
h;t~·e gotten as high as $75 for a drawing before the~· had 
finished the course. Get into t his fie l d of opportunities. 
DICKSON ART SCHOOL, Carr Building, Dayton, Ohio 

REAL SALARIES FOR PRODUCTION MANAGERS 

l~~':t~;'is~it~r?fJc~:-nti:,'gi{~~~!u~~r~'f~r":n~~/:/;h~t'::! h!va{~ 
pick th e most efficient workers for the job, how to train them , how to 
organize f or production so that the work will proceed smooth ly and 
swiftly to completion, Methods in the more progressive shops have 
been vast ly improved within t he las t few years. The old -time rule
of-thumb foreman is no longer sure of his job. A science of modern 
foremanship has been developed, bcised on the proved experience 
of the most practical production men in the country. Great strides 
have been taken in the scientific selection of men and in the effec
tive cooperation of management and labor. A science of personnel 

P:r~~~~r;)le~;eh:,~a~;~i~~~~~lotft~~~~~1· ~~d~~id~a~~~~~ ~:r~tif:{~~· ~; 
special tas k s, supervis ing th e training, organizing and condu cting 
employee organizations, and in general seeing to it that a smooth
working system is in active operation. For full information write 
GARDNER INSTITUTE, Dept. 52-M, St. Paul, Mass . 

4 Pt. Franklin Got hic 20 A 48 a 

EVERY PROGRESSIVE EXECUTIVE SHOULD ADVERTISE IN HIS TRADE PAPER 
Advertising Display Must Be Carefully Prepared If It Would Command Attention 

4 Pt. Century Expanded 21 A 42 a 

MODERN PRINTER BOUGHT HOUSES 
Efficient Mechanic Bu ilds Strong Chateau 

5 Pt. Clearface Bold 

4 Pt. Century Expanded Italic 22 A 44 a 

S HR EWD COMPOSITOR HONORED 
Began Ca.ree-r Delivering Country Paper 

23 A 47 a 

NEW IDEAS ARE MORE PRECIOUS THAN THE COSTLIEST DIAMONDS 
Space Buyers Demand Distinctive Typogra phy Witho ut Sacrifice Of Readability 

5 Pt. Century Expanded 23 A 45 a 

HONEST CRAFTSMEN RETURN 
Bought Magnificent Seashore Hotel 

5 Pt. Bo ldface No. 520 loA 36 a 

MORTGAGED NE' V HOuSE 
Son Den1ands Certifie d Checl<: 

5 Pt. Roman No. 524 22 A 44 a 

HET t.:Hii'S FROM DANGEHOUS SECTOR 
Shrewd Correspondent Gi,·en Reception 

5 Pt. Ionic No . 522 17 A 40 a 

DESIGN OUTLINE BORDER 
Bus Owner Started Homeward 

5 Point Caslon Lightface 

5 Pt. Century Expanded Italic 22 A 44 a 

REPORTER DISCOVERS CLUE 
Circumstantial E vidence R eviewed 

5 Pt. Condensed Titl e No. 523 24 A 48 a 

IIIRI.\G COM PETENT ~I ECIIAN I C LI NS 

lnteJona ti oual U<.H'e Bt•g·in s Next ~Iouth 

5 Pt. Italic No. 524 22 A 44 a 

BEAR CA CG HT XEA R.JUXC'l'ION 
D elightful E.L·cursion A round I :sfctnds 

5 Pt. Antique No. 526 22 A 42 a 

UNIVERSITY CREW BANQUETED 
Continental Trip Delayed President 

22 A 43 a 

SEr\ ME N EMBARKING FO R SOUTH ERN SHORE TOM ORROW MORN ING 
Expect 1.\'Ian y Big S torn1s But Detern1ination To Reac h Goa l Ren1ains Unsha k e n 

5 Pt. Goth ic No. 578 21 A 38 a 

EXTRAORDINARY MECHANICS PRODUCED SATISFACTORY RESULTS 
Prominent Manufacturer Complimented Inventor of Elaborate Contrivance 

5 Pt. Condensed Gothic No. 10 28 A 55 a 

DISTINGUISHED CONNOISSEUR PROCURED REMARKABLE REPRODUCTION OF FAMOUS PAINTING 
Beauliful Masterpiece ol Celebrated landscape Artist Recently Discovered Creates Much lnleresl 

5 Pt. Oldstyle No. 523 22 A 44 a 5 Pt. Oldstyle Italic No. 523 22 A 44 a 

~IYSTERIOUS MEN QUESTIOJ\ED / i\'!Tir!IE HCJIORO US 11/FJlfBER 
Xovel Contrivances Receh·ing Approval Recent J)e7. 'e/ojJJnents hnpart Courrr).[e 

5 Pt. Frankl in Gothic 22 A 46 a 

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORS ENDORSED NEW TRAINING METHODS 
Clever Superintendent Inaugurated Highly Productive Study System 

5 Pt. Franklin Gothic Italic 19 A 38a 

JUVENILE AUDIENCE REQUESTING ACROBATIC PERFORMANCE 
Most Interesting Program Being Arranged To Amuse Little Children 

5 Pt. Roman No . 527 20 A 40a 

MAGNIFICENT STRCCTUHES 
Se,·era l Ne11· Huildings Compl e t ed 

5 Pt. Century Oldstyle Bold 

5 Pt. Italic No. 527 20 A 40 a 

E-VCOURAGIXG REPORT HEARD 
Rertl Estate Companies Macle Pr-ofit 

20 A 40 a 

DESIGNER WITH PRACTICAL IDEAS CAN BECOME EXECUTIVE 
Gradual Advancement Offered Compositor Desiring Better Situ ation 

5 Pt. Centur y Oldstyle Bold Italic 19 A 38 a 

H UNDREDS ATTENDING TECHN ICAL SCHOOLS OF PRINTING 
Knowle dge Brings Confidence And Satisfaction To Brig ht Students 

4'" Pt. Century Expanded 19 A 38 a 4'" Pt. Century Expanded Italic 19 A 38 a 

REWARDED INDUSTRJO US HELPERS EXECUTIVE BOARD GIVEN PRIZE 
Dil igent Mechanics Securing Recogn ition Humm·ous Schola·r Prom.ptly Eliminated 
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AMERICAN 

TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 
is the largest manufacturer in the world of Type, 

Borders, Ornaments, Brass Rule, Brass Type, etc., 

as well as the most important dealer in 

The above list comprises a few of the many 

products sold by this Company to printers throughout the 

world. The variety and extent of its manufactures 

is not equaled by any other type foundry 

and none can give better service 

Q/t() 

AMERICAN TYPE THE BEST IN ANY CASE. 

SET IN POST MONOTONE 
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Popular 

YPEWRITER 

FACES 
with Examples 

of Imitation 

Typewriter 

Printing 

American 
TJpe Founders 
Company 



This insert is printed on BLUE BISCAY WEDDING, plate finish 

Basis 21 Y2x33-76lbs. 

Made by the AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO. 

Holyoke, Mass. 



Dear Sir: 

American Type Founders Company 

Jljpe Youncfers 

Selling Houses are Located in Many 

Principal Cities 

Practically every printing office is oblige d to 
have in its composing room a variety of typewriter 
faces to meet the demand of its customers for circu
lars and typewriter letters. Many buyers of printing 
believe that for certain kinds of advertising, noth
ing can be more effective than the use of a type
writer face, whether printed through a ribbon to 
match a certain make of machine or pr inted directly 
from the type. 

To enable the printer to make a selection that 
will meet practically every demand made upon him, we 
show in this section of the catalogue a wide variety 
of typewriter faces made in appropriate sizes. Some 
of the faces have been made to match the types used 
on the modern typewriting machines, and, when printed 
through ribbon or similar material, closely imitate 
the original. 

The constantly increasing demand for typewriter 
letters and circulars, in both large and small quan
tities, leads us to believe that the printer will 
appreciate our effort to provi de him with a variety 
of styles of typewriter faces that will meet his 
every requirement. 

Very truly yours, 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY. 

Letter set in 12 Point Smith -Pre mier Typewrite r No . 2 Showing on page 530 

Heading s et in Garamond and Hound hand 
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PoPULAR TYPEWRITER FAcEs 

12 Point New Model Remington Typewriter 20 A 100 a 

The safety movement, to be effective, must be kept 
continually before us, as is the case with advertis
ing. You cannot place one advertisement and forever 
keep the merits of the product before the public. 
Neither will one "Safety Rule" forever keep us free 
from accident. The need for intelligent cooperative 
safety work is greater today than ever. Ten per cent 

Characters in Complete Font-1/to Inch Set 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&$1234567890abcdefg 
hijklmnopqrstuvwxyz. ,-' '":; !?( )-*@r//%# 

F . f d 1131357 df "hd 1 ractwns are onte 4248888 an urms e separate y 

12 Point Silk Remington Typewriter 20 A 100 a 

Every intelligent traveler who travels with a purpose 
outlines his route, selects the places of interest 
which he desires to visit, and carefully apportions 
his time. If one is to traverse a certain area of 
territory in a given period, his movements should be 
guarded by forethought and method. Reading is mental 
traveling through regions far more various and with 

Characters in Complete Font -l/to Inch Set 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&$1234567890abcdef 
ghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz. ,-'":; !?()-*@~/%# 

F . f d 1131357 df "hd I ractwns are onte 4248888 an urms e separate y 

Special high period, comma, colon, semi-colon and apostrophe furnished to order 

12 Point Silk Remington Underscored Typewriter (for use with Silk Remington) 10 A 32 a 

In order i2 ~§i~i§i~ QQ1Q~ Q§~~Q~Y~ §~~ ~ii11 ~~i§i~ 
~~§~!Y-ih~Q~ghQ~i~ ih~ §~~~~ii~~~~~i ~~~i ~~ ~1§~~~~~ 
1h~ QQ£Y §~~ i11~~i~§ii2~~ §~~ i2 ~~ Q~~§i~~==~Qi 
~i~~1Y ~§~~ i2 §~Y ~i~~~ ~~i i2 fii § gi~~~ ~~§Q~~ 
This WQ~~i~g ~1§~ i~ ~Q~~~ iQ ~i~~1ifY §~~ ~~~~Q~ to 
§-~I§~~§~~ §11 ~2~~ ih§i ~§Y Q§11 f2~ ~~~~~§1 §~~ 
g~iQ~ ~~~Q~ii2~~ QQ~~i~~~ ih~ ~i~Q~ ~~i§i1~ §i ~~~~y 

Characters in Complete Font-J,1o Inch Set 

~~Q~~~Qlil~~~M~Q~~B§1~Y~~y~~~1g~1Q§1§2Q§~Q 
~~fghij~1~~Q~g~~i~~~~Y~~~=~~~~l1_ 

Justifiers for all typewriter faces are put up in 1-pound and 5-pound fonts and furnished only when specially ordered 

NOTE.-The matrices for the Typewriter Faces shown on this page were cut to match closely the characters used on the 
typewriting machines represented. In order to get satisfactory results in matching, these types should be printed 

through sil k or ribbon with ink made for the purpose. (See examples on pages 525, 526, 527 and 528.) 
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PoPULAR TYPEWRITER FAcEs 

12 Point New Model Remington Typewriter No.3 20 A 100 a 

The choo sing of a l ine of busines s whi ch shall off er 
t he great est opportuniti es, and be of t he most intere st 
to you , l i es with yoursel f. No othe r person can tell 
what you love t o do. Some help t here i s , f rom t hose 
who can read character and fitnes s; but your own love 
i s an outreaching toward accompl i shment in the direc 
tion your Maker intended . Fo l low the i nner lead and do 
that whi ch come s to hand, as you lean toward your one 

Characters in Complete Font-7 Point Set 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&$1234567890abcdef 
ghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz .,-' ":;! ? ( )- ¢/ro# 

10 Point New Model E lite Remington Typewriter 20A 100a 

Can you imagi ne a wor l d without print ing--a wor l d withou t boo ks , 
newspape r s , magazines , or l iterature of any sort ? Such a wo r ld 
would be well - nigh uninhabitable , fo r there would be no civiliza
tion as we know i t. Without printing , the human race woul d very 
qu ic kl y go ba ck to the days of clubs and sk in s . Has it occurr ed to 
you that pri nt ing is the sun of the human i nt ellec tual universe , 
and the newspapers are giant reflectors which collect and diffus e 
information to eve r y quarte r of the habitable globe . But it is 
the advertisement that transmutes this information into coin of 

Characters in Complete Font-5% Point Set 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&$1234567890abcdefgh 
ijklmnopqrstuvwxyz . ,-' '":; !? () - *©¢/%# 

Fractions are fonted iiiii~i and furnished separately 

12 Point New Model Underwood Typewriter 20 A 100 a 

One of th e ~leasures tha t has come t o Eur o~e and t o 
Ame ri ca in the ~ast is the revelation of the enormous 
int e rest to o e found in Persian ar t and literatur e . 
Th e influ e n c e of t his is seen in th e thea t re , wi t h 
its scenery , dances and colo r scheme s ; in interio r 
decoration , dress , illustrat i ons ; and in textile 
designs . Our collec t or s hav e y ielded to th e charms o f 
Pe rs ian desi g n in f a ience, texti l es, r ugs, woodwork. 

Characters in Complete Font-l1io Inch Set 

ABCDEF GHIJKLMNOPQRS TUVWXYZ&$12345678 90aocdef 
g hi j k l mn o :p q_ r stu vwxy z . , - ' ' " : ; ! ? ( ) - o *@ ¢ j %# 

Fractions are fonted ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? and furnished separately 

Justifiers for all typewriter faces are put up in 1-pound and 5-pound fonts and f urnished only when specially ordered 

NOTE.- The matrices for the Typewriter Faces shown on this page were cut to match closely the characters used on the 
typewriting machines represented. In order to get satisfactory results in matching, these types should be printed 

through silk or ribbon with ink made for the purpose. (See examples on pages 525, 526, 527 and 528. ) 
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PoPU LAR TYPEWRITER FA cEs 

12 Point New Model Smith-Premier Typewriter 20 A 100 a 

Industries are ing rained wi th the characters of their 
f ounders a n d di re ctors . Products must part ake of t h e 
characters in k ind , qual ity and d esign, of the men 
resp onsible for them. Even the empl oyees of o r gani
z a ti ons reflect the ambiti ons, ide a ls a n d method s of 
t ho se who direct them. Because public informati on 
c oncerning the cha racter a nd ac ti v ities of a business 
incre a ses a n d enl a rges its success, a powerful in
stitution dev o tes its vast res ources t o distribute 

Characters in Complete Font-71.4 Point Set 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP QRSTUVWXYZ&$1234567 8 90abcdef 
gh i jklmn opqrstuvwxyz. ,-' '':; !?() @/~# 

12 Point New Model Smith-Premier Typewriter No.3 16A 80a 

The secrets of the soul are published by every 
f ace . No one can deceive time l and no one can 
pre vent time f rom d i splaying character . Progress 
requires this safeguard . The meeting of crisesl 
the an swers to advers i ty l the acc ep tance of 
victor ie s l the appra isement of the presentl the 
judgment of the past l and preparation for the 
f uture --all these enter i nto the s tructure of 
character . The habit of action based on nume~ou s 
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12 Point Victoria Underwood Typewriter 20 A 100 a 

A great many of our present - day commercial travelers 
can learn valuable lessons from successful business 
scouts of past decades. Many of these old-timers 
know what hard times really are. They had to make 
business where none existed. They knew how to sell 
goods to a merchant who did not want to buy. The 
writer is fortunate in having one of these veterans 
as a business associate and he is an old- timer in 
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CfmvUccm~?~~~ 
TYPE JFOUNDERS 

s~~x~~£ocafut 

Messrs. Avery Wiseman & Co., 
Prosperville, North America. 

Gentlemen: 
Imitation typewritten letters have come to occupy 

an important place in the industrial world of today, 
and every printer with business instinct should be 
prepared to take orders for this class of work. Many 
Offices have found the production Of imitation type
written letters very profitable and have developed 
what has proved an almost independent business along 
this line. The accurately designed typewriter faces 
offered by the American Type Founders Company, in 
such wide variety, afford every printer the oppor
tunity of engaging in the printing of imitati on 
typewritten letters to whatever extent he chooses. 

The type here shown, 12 Point New Model Smith
Premier, is designed to be printed through silk, 
crepe chiffon or regular ribbon cloth. By varying 
the quality and amount of cloth used an impression of 
any weight and character may be obtained. The ribbon 
cloth is heaviest, and gives most weight to the type 
face; crepe chiffon is lightest. 

If addresses are to be filled in on the type
writer, have the stenographer of the firm for who~ 
the work is to be done write a sample letter. Use 
this as a color sheet and have the pressman work on 
it, for the depth of color and the weight of the 
impression may easily be controlled on the press, 
while it· is impossible to do this on the typewriter. 

Very truly yours, 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY. 

Letter set in 12 Point New Model Smith-Premier Typewriter Showing on page 524 

Heading set in Typo Uprig ht and Caslon Openface Title 

Printed through Silk 
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American Type Founders Company 

Printing Macbiner:lj of Ever:lj 
Description 

Selling Houses Located in Most L a rge Cities 

Mr. Live Printer and BinderP 
Wht~:re1.rer I~Gcateds United. State:3~ 

])ear Sir: 
The Boston Wire Stitchers are gaining in popu

laritv PVPrv da~ be~guae th~v dalivPr the aoods in an 
. (. ' •· • J 0.·-' ~ .P ~ J ~. ·~.J ; ,.. ~ ( .( . J.~) ...__=-. ... .:."f!.l., ... ~-~~::.:;::_-...,..._..~~~:::.:.._ --~·~"~ ... ~, o_ ... , .. ,, ... ..:._!::... ,_:, 

e:ffi. c~i ent manner o A printer or binder who takes time 
to investigate the merits of the Boston Wire Stitcher 
will not hesitate in deciding that this is the one 
~· ':I "'h-i . -· ·'·}··· ·- t ~' .• 1 "! "'h - <:'! + •::; ~ t' .. ·i .j 1 • ~1 1 !... •• •• --. ' '.f:t····-· .. ·h-;-~-·-
;}~~:.~~:......=~l~ ~~-~;~....: if!.}:..::-:::.~:. .:~!?.:::..:: !:!}_~~_:.: 1:?:.:::. .. !:.::2 9.::....:.::: ~.:::~~. -~-~.::. .. :..9.:.~_;.:!;_!,:g 
rg_9.~.!I.:.~;:~~~.!l.t.§.~ Thf:~re j B a1)B01l.l.tely nothing compli.cated 
a.1)out tb.ts econorni.caJ. stitcher~ 

The Boston Wire Stitchers are so simple and easy 
to operate and to change from one ~ire to another 
that the young womEtn opera. tor can attend. to these de-
tails wJ. thout the a.Ld of a machird st c f.~i!:'Q1LliE~iiY ft.:~9: 
~!~2.!1:~~:~?:.~ ... £~3:~~ 1~~r!~.s::t :I . .s:rr !?J!:§ .t..l'l~ 2.~.~ .:fJ:2Q~gh1 .tJ1~.l ib:5~. 
inventor of these machines kenL in mind . Every little 
d:e-Iaii-~was-··wor1(.ed ·ol:it--·v-e-r:y:: cri;::eft1I1y:~-.. 8~nd was r1roved 
to the minutest particular before it was adopted. The 
result has been the production of perfection in wire 
stitching machines. The Bostona are in the satisfying 
class of maehinery li a:nd when, once us eel will alvvays 
be requ.i :t"ed., 

The Boston Wire Stitchers are the favorite 
ma.chint~s with o:perato:rs ev-erywhere o 1~ll~~1 .tfl:J:. .. ~. 1£ 
true I]lf~:i be substa11tiated bv· tnvest:igating the kind 
;·:?-·-~j\:;'1 'i:e ,. ·:rr t ~:.::11(~1;~~·-..... i-:- Q e.d -·~rn: a:;;v~-lar;e-····:tTi1 d erv---··-·-T t -wiY 1 
..:!-,::!:... 2~..:..:. ......... "~' !:.?.---~-~:~~,.,<::._ ... :..: .. ~. !::.. ~!"~ ...... ~-.: .~ ... ~;.. -·-·~--11..- .:...:. ___ ~,Q._:". -.~.:::..-..:: _ _......:.~.~!.... . ..!.. ....... -
be found that the Boston has been adopted in prefer-
ence to any other make of stitching machineryo 

Our ne~rest Selling House will be pleased to send 
"'.o:mpJ.ete i:n.forrm.:-1 .. ti on a.nd prices qt!. request, 

Yours for larger profits 1 

AMERICAn 'rYP:Bi FOUliD:F.iHS COMPANY, 

Letter set in 12 Point Silk Remington and Silk Remington Underscored Typewriter Showing on page 522 

Heading set in Colwell Handletter and Colwell Handletter Italic 

Printed through Silk 
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AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 

M•nur'~i":~(}(j ll J Press 
SELLING HOUSES IN MOST PRINCI PAL CITIES 

~ 

The Ewell IL Gaynor Gow:pany,. 
Velvet 8treet. Speedwell~ 

Gentlemen~ 
'rhe Ke11y Automa.tj_o Job :Prer.::ls with the l!~xten.s~Lon 

~Deltvery J.e the grea,tet'3t mone,:~r< ··maker of them alle It 
is absolutely automatic, gives perfect register and 
u:n.e:-c(~eJ.led . qu.::.tl.ity~ at a e1)eed of ~3600 an hour, 1Pb€:; 
Ke11.~l i.s a half f!u:_per-royu.l 1J1us ancl 1El desj_gned tu 
print everything ordinarily printed on any half 
SUlJer-royal platen pres~;t and does it more tb.a:.n three 
times as fast, at less wage coati in less floor 
Erpace }- and of l1ett er q_uali.ty., 

1rhe Ke1ly Automatic J?eed comes elos er i~ o infal1t ~, 
b:LL1ty than a:ny other a.utomatie :f'eed o An operator 
nee cl not b e t 1 e cl to i t ., It i ~1 co mr) 1 e t c 1 y aut o mat 1 c 11 

a:nd ma.y ·be changed in a m:tnute tu hand~~ feed without 
changing the guides . 

The Kelly Automatic Feed takes a more varied 
range of oto.~;k than any other au.tomatie feede:r· ., It 
takes onionskin folios fla.t~-1y5.ng gum pa.J)BI'B~. flimsy 
:par)ers>l ant5 .. q_ue,.~finit5h and (;ameo··· finish papers~ 
~-l~nc~ J'~lJ~·r· ~ rncl r•qr·dbr)al·rl ·t-l~ 0 t· w··..L·,-,. ~roy ~rri,,n~ ·t~1e 6--::J,:n:JI.: Jc .• tj .. (> d. .. _t .• ~:". · :; . , ... J.J.,t.'.l ... ..r... •• _ \' 1·-0·Jl .;;. ..... ~~A .. \: ... ;l, 

c:v·11 ncier 11 a.s we 11 as a1J. the :.t~egul~j.r gra.cles" 1. 1~ l G 
i-~4kl,llrJ' r .. 1 ·,·t-01..1·t c,-l-:·-~c~ 1 '. ·:~r··l-=1 .} .. ; .llffJ. -~.-~ i") 1:,c .. t' t:.~·;i ""''"" · ·o ... l1'c.'r· l,.....: .. 
. .>1~-'--- O \.. .. \..,.; .~ · k)l.U .i\. Ch ~~. t .. r.L -· .. .J . .£. u.G v~ d.ll .. J.:C~..tJ~;.; •. " .l 

takes the bottom sheet of a lift as readily as the 
top sheet~ It does not automatioally feed envelopes, 
but takes them by hand-feed( It does not rub or 
Emrutch when feeding :p.rirrted. t.d.de ·u.:p(> It is sim111e and 
.-,. "' ,,. -::. ,_, r t ~ , b l 1'jl r; '"''11ffi ,., p C• '}'1 , re.· .. , Cl .,:, 1'" .- r>l"'' . l E... ·wl· _e c•l' 
0 . .L ,; L u D. J . 1. 0 Q ) • e 0 .... u u '- .L \.{ .. o _-· c- . v . : .. ~-'. n.. J.Ja '-' . ,~, l ~ ; , . l J.. ,. 1 

on 1ong and. short runs mo:re tha.n :f'1.Ll.s the ,.f1 e1cL 
l.L.i thertc~ occupj_ed. by hal.f CUiler--x·o~ra1 ,job .P ·resses~ 
vv j_ t h m o ;:· e t. han t reb 1 e the o u tp u t a.n d.. b e t t e r (.;rua 1 i t y e1 

Yours for q_un1:LL:yr~ 

..Alvtf~G I C.AN 1l1YFE~ .POlJNDJ~HS C 0Ml\4NY., 

Letter set in 12 Point New Model Underwood Typewriter Showing on page 523 

Heading set in Garamond and Garamond Italic Vanity Ini tial Modern Dash 

Printed through Silk 
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AMERICAN CUT-COST EQUIPMENTS FOR COMPOSING ROOM, PRESSROOM AND BINDERY 

America ]]_ TyJP><e Fom]]_der§ ComJP>&]]_y 

Type · <J3order s · Ornaments 

SEL LING HOUSES CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 

~ 

Mr. Prophett C. Kerr, 
Pleasant Avenue, Banksfield. 

Dear Sir: 
Two things are essential for reducing costs of composition 

to a minimum, namely, efficient equipment and effective routing 
of the work. A perfect layout of ineffective equipment does not 
benefit much--a perfect layout of a pressroom filled with 
obsolete slow presses will give a comparatively small gain in 
production. Printers have learned this lesson in their pressroom 
experience. They are now learning the same lesson in the com
posing rooms, for the larger part of the equipments in use in 
composing rooms are ineffective; they retard the work and are 
wasteful of space and of wage time. This also applies to most of 
the equipments offered for sale for use in composing rooms. 

The first step toward greater economies in composing rooms 
is to avail oneself of the services of a production engineer 
of the American Type Founders Company, who will cooperate with 
you in increasing the productivity of your plant without in
creasing the wage costs. We have expert engineers whose sole 
work is to advise with our customers and make layouts of new 
plants and rearrange old plants or plants about to be moved into 
other premises. Hundreds of customers have been benefited by 
the work of our production engineers, yet no charge was made. 

We maintain an Efficiency Department with its staff of 
production engineers for mutual benefit. We are interested in 
the profits of printers. Our prosperity depends upon theirs. 

All that is necessary, if you are seriously interested in 
reducing the cost of production, and are ready to undertake the 
comparatively small expendituras which are usually necessary in 
effecting a'ny sort of an improverr.ent, is to apply to the nearest 
Selling House of the American Type Founders Company, the manager 
of which will arrange to give you the services or advice of one 
of our production engineers, who will furnish a layout where 
necessary or advise with your architect on the construction of a 
new building or the remodeling of an old one. 

Yours for greater economies, 

Letter set in 10 Point Elite Oliver Typewriter Showing on page 529 

Heading set in Caslon Openface, Cas]on Oldsty]e No. 471 and I talic 

Modern Flourish Modern Dash 

Printed through Silk 
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PoPuLAR TYPEWRITER FAcEs 

12 Point Oliver Printype 20A 100 a 

The house-organ as a business institution is likely 
to receive a considerable impetus if newspaper pub
lishers consistently follow their present tendency to 
check the flow of free publicity matter into their 
columns. As the newspaper tolerance of this nuisance 
diminishes--for an evil it has been declared to be 
by not only the publishers in their various associa
tions but also by the American Association of Adver
tising Agencies- -mo re and more of this mat ter will 
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12 Point Oliver Typewriter 9A 32a 

Even a little leak , when allowed to increase itself, 
soon grows into a surprising total , and the printing 
business has its share of insidious, though tiny, 
leaks. For example, every time the job compositor 
stops to alter the measure of his stick , when finish
ing one job and taking up a fresh one , he comes to a 
complete halt as a producer. It seems trifling, but 
it is not the ten seconds necessary to change his 

Characters in Complete Font-71,4 P l int Set 
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10 Point Elite Oliver Typewriter 9A 42a 

Among the illustrious dynasties of master printers we place the 
Didot Family thir,d in greatnes s , following only the Aldines 
and the Estiennes~ The Didots at the present time are among the 
wealthier printers and publishers of France. During the two 
hundred years of the existence of their house the Didots have 
been progressively prosperous. Today their headquarters in Paris 
occupies the same spot on which in 1705 the first Didot learned 
the profession of printer . Their principal works are at Mesnil, 
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through silk or ribbon with ink made for the purpose. (See examples on pages 525, 526, 527 and 528.) 
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PoPULAR TYPEWRITER FAcEs 

12 Point Smith-Premier Typewriter No.2 20A 100a 

Many of us think of salesmen as people who are trav
eling around with sample kits. Instead, we are all 
salesmen every day of our lives, selling our own 
ideas, plans, energies and enthusiasm to those with 
whom we come in contact. Naturally we all admire in 
business the live and successful salesman--one who 
gets the business. A good salesman, beyond the fact 
that he must be intelligent, should be properly 
groomed, neatly dressed, clear spoken and polite in 

Characters in Complete Font-71,4 Point Set 
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12 Point Underwood Typewriter SA 34a 

Every single dollar spent for advertising by the man 
or organization who really knows what he or they are 
after will create increased traffic and reduce over
head sufficiently to more than repay the cost, and 
perhaps spell lower prices to the consumer. Greed, 
selfishness, ignorance and lack of courage are the 
principal stumbling blocks in the business careers of 
most of those who really have a meritorious article, 
fairly priced, and for which an enormous demand can 
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10 Point Elite Underwood Typewriter 9A 42a 

Much thought and much writing have been devoted to the layout 
man in the sales departments of printing establishments. His 
work of preparing dummies, etc., is principally an aid to sales; 
but rarely has the same thought been given to a system that 
would insure the production of the idea which is contained in 
the dummy and which has become fixed in the customer's mind. 
The office layout man is a necessity, but I offer a brief for a 
similar man in the composing room. It is too frequently assumed 
that one man can fill both positions from an office desk. It 
does not seem practicable to me, except in a rare instance where 
one combines artistic skill with typographic knowledge gained 
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PoPULAR TYPEWRITER FAcEs 

12 Point Remington Typewriter No. 2 20 A 100 a 

Undoubtedly a good many of the ordinary troubles of the 
proofreader may be overcome by common sense. It is 
equally true that many of them arise through failure of 
the same quality on the part of the employers. Employ
ers and employees are alike in their lapses from plain 
and simple reasonableness. And in this they are like 
all other human beings. A fair and just employer will 
not be too arbitrary in matters that are properly open 
to argument, and his employee certainly should exchange 
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12 Point Ribbon-Face Typewriter (Cast on Orig inal Line) 15 A 60 a 

Time was , and not so long ago, when the printer was 
not regarded seriously by business men generally. Or 
to modify this statement slightly, let us say that 
the commercial pr er was not so reg~rded . And all 
the time this very same commercial printer was the 
logical man to develop one of the most valuable and 
efficient forms of advertising--the s~lling of goods 
direct by mail . In spite of the fact that he had a 
heavy investment in ~achiriery and supplies , the com-
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12 Point Standard Typewriter (Cast on Orig ina l Line) 20 A 100 a 

Every advertiser has at his command at least five of 
the different elements to help him tell his story in 
a most progressive and effective manner. They are 
above all--words, illustrations, color, type, border. 
These five elements are almost universally effective 
and generally available. Whether in Patagonia or 
Iceland, in India or Africa, wherever paper and type 
are to be found, these are the tools with which the 
advertiser must develop his markets and direct the 
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PoPuLAR TYPEWRITER FAcEs 

6 Point American Typewriter 28 A 85a 

It is a wise printer who keeps right on advertising his business, whether his printing ~hop is 
dull or busy. As one of the great advertising concerns declares, keeping everlastingly at it 
brings success . Printers in general may learn much about the science of building business by 
studying the selling methods of the nationally known printing firms. Note that these firms are 
continually sending out first-class advertising literature to both their customers and to their 
prospective customers and are receiving many inquiries which otherwise might never have been 
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10 Point American Typewriter (Cast on Original Line) 20 A 100 a 

The value of the first impression is well known to all. Your 
desire to have your business presented to your customers in its 
true light is reflected in the selection of your office build
ing, your office furniture--in many ways--but no way so surely 
as an attractive entrance to your place of business. Many times 

Characters in Comple t e Font- 6 Point Set 
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6 Point Reproducing Typewriter 20 A 78a 

Reading is mental traveling through regions far more various and att r active than any 
which the longest routes of terrestrial journeyings affo rd . The tourist annihilates 
space , the reader destroys both space and time. The world of thought and action is 
spread out before him, and his greatest difficulty is apt to be that he does not know 
how to traverse it. He wastes his time in short and unprofitable excursions when he 
might be taking account of the Antipodes. Many people expend in desultory rea ding 
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8 Point Reproducing Typewriter 18 A 65 a 

There are very few really good all-round printers. One printer is clever at 
brass rule work; another is fast on straight work; another is a good stone
hand; another is not so good at these lines, but has cleaner proofs than any 
of the others--and yet not one of them knows anything about presswork. Then, 
among pressmen--one is good on job presses; another is good on cylinder cut 
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10 Point Reproducing Typewriter 15 A 52 a 

Bankers, economists and industrial leaders seem to agree that 
sane, normal and healthy prosperity is ahead. The necessity for 
justifying the vast difference between what the farmer receives 
for his crops and what he has to pay for supplies is the main 
problem of the agricultural districts; but a general feeling is 
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This insert is printed on BLUE BISCAY WEDDING, plate finish 

Basis 21 Yzx33-76 lbs. 

Made by the AMERICI\NWR!TING PAPER CO. 
Holyoke, Mass. 
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A NNOUNCEMENT 

=t 
J N THIS SECTION of this book is shown a wide 

variety of the Oldstyle Romans and the MtJdern 

Romans, for many years design~.ted by the type 
founders and printers as body type. The selec

tion represents the recognized standard faces 

that should be used in newsparer, magazine, 

catalogue and schoolbook composition, when 
first-class work is desired. It is not possible to 

obtain equally good results in printing where 

any other method of composition is used, a fact 
admitted by most printers and publishers and 
buyers of good printing. There are also shown 

in this book many other type faces of weight 
and design suitable for catalogues, booklets, etc. 

Many of these have been produced recently and 

are generally made in complete series, usually 
in sizes from six point to seventy-two point, and 

therefore designated as job type. In most cases 
the characters in fonts of both the body type 

and job type series are shown in the job 
type section of the book 

l/1 American Type Founders Company ~ ~~ 

~~ ~~ 

J AQUISH ORNAMENT C LE L AND BORDER SE T IN BODONJ BOOK A N D IT A LI C 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY CATALOGUE 

SIX POINT CENTURY CATALOGUE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through 'printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing 
art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time
saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited in-

stinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing 
and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimit· 
ably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their 
pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from 
age to age. Every book is an evolution from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he 
may add a little to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cultural power, has become the most 
influential force in commerce; the best means of bringing sellers and buyers together. Beginning with Columbus, who found the 
philosophical theory of a round world printed in a book and became immortal by proving the theory to be a fact, a newer and greater 
world was discovered, chiefly through incentive found in printed books. The literature of overseas exploration begins with thenar
rative of Columbus, quickly printed in several countries, stirring men and rulers of men to similar adventures. With discovery came 
trade. With the introduction of power-driven factories came the necessity for wider markets, too extensive to control by word of 
mouth. Printing was gradually found to be the most economical and effective sales agency, and the printer thus became premier in 
the cabinet of King Commerce. Manufacturers greatly flourish who rarely come in contact with a user of their wares, which have been 
introduced to the buyers by the work of the printers. As the right hand of commerce printing has an illimitable field of usefulness. 
Not every printer realizes the potency of p1·inting as an educative force, culturally or commercially. Neither does every printer 
appreciate the remarkable labor-saving qualities of such printed utilities as tickets, blankfonns, and the like. Advertising power 

EIGHT POINT CENTURY CATALOGUE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant 
of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of 
preceding ages and learn a ll the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and in
vest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of th e printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time
saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was ad-

vanced from a limited instinctive intell igence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena 
of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civil ization in every generation wherever 
the art of inscribing was free ly employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power 
of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to 
assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books 
from age to age. Every book is an evolution from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books 
he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition 
to its cultural power, has become the most influential force in commerce; the best means of bringing sellers 
and buyers together. Beginning with Columbus, who found the philosophical theory of a round world printed 
in a book and becmne immortal by proving the theory to be a fact, a newer and greater world was discovered, 
chiefly through incentive found in printed books. The literature of overseas exploration begins with the 

TEN POINT CENTURY CATALOGUE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is 
the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occu-

pation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. 
There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important 
invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, 
inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and 
invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of 
inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educa
tive power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to 
teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. 
The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evolution from 
preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may 
Partly opened with two point leads For complete showinos see page 210 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY CATALOGUE 

TWELVE POINT CENTURY CATALOGUE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that)s divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is 
sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 

printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most im
portant invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited 
instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless 

FOURTEEN POINT CENTURY CATALOGUE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. 
In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all 

the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless books before the invention 
of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time
saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important inven-

EIGHTEEN POINT CENTURY CATALOGUE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant 
of all thatisdivineinman. Ifwewould,wemaythrough 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of pre-

ceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and in
vest his occupation with a sacred charaEler. The most 
Par tly opene d w ith two p oin t lead s 
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Sample Catalogue Page Set in Century Catalogue and Italic 

A M ER I C A N CUT -COST SYST EM O F P R INTING PLANT E QUIP MENT 

CUT-COST 
PLATEN PRESSROOM CABINET 

No. 530 (steel) and No. 9100 (wood) 
Sold with I ron or Marble 

Imposing Surface 

CAPACITY: 30 Rollers, length 31 V2 in. (length of Kelly Press roller 
stocks) and all shorter lengths, in adjustable racks; ample assort

ment of Opened Inks on adjustable shelves; an Imposing Surface, 
2614x2734 in. (iron) or 2234x26 in. (marble); a large removable Ink 
MixingTray,protected from dust; a Drawer and two Racks for Press
man'sTools; Bin for Mallets, Planers, Brushes, etc.; Shelf for Oil Cans 
and Cleansers; and two fireproof Bins for Clean and Semi-Clean Rags. 
This 100 per cent efficient, compact Cut-Cost Platen Pressroom Cabi
net occupies a floor area of only 28x35 in. It opens on one side and one 
end only, and may be placed in a corner or at an end of a stock table used 
in connection with platen press or with the Kelly Press. It brings all 
appliances and materials close to the pressmen, holding everything re
quired by platen or Kelly pressmen, except make-ready paper and job 
tickets, items which could not with safety be kept in a cabinet holding 
inks and oils. It provides an imposing table on which changes may be 
made in forms, and for leveling and correcting them. 

A merican Cut-Cost Equipments certainly do increase the productiv ity 
of each platen in the pressroom 

KEE P YOUR PRINTING PLANT YOUNG - WE ISSUE A PAMP HLET TELLING YOU HOW TO DO IT 
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Century Catalogue and Italic 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Spring Semester 

JUDITH GORDON 
SEMINARY 

do my best. Printing is the 
poor man's art and the door 
ofhertempleisopened wide 
to even the humblest. From 
her shrines come marvelous 
messengers that take men's 
desires and hopes and dress 

~ 
\WI 

HELEN BuRsON BROWNE 

Principal 

Under the super 

Board of Higher E 
State of V erm 

ANTIQUE O R NAMENT 

Century 
Catalogue 
Augmenting a 
Popular Family 

An extremely legible 
face designed for fine 
catalogue and booklet 
printing. Its unifonn 
tone and fine contour 
make it a useful letter 
for v arious other jobs 

AMERICAN 

TYPE FouNDERs 

CoMPANY 

them with the glorious 
raiment of victory 

ACORN PRESS 
NEWPORT 

' 
JUDITH GORDON SEMINARY 

Decorative Art Course 
Advanced Classes in Applied D esign 

BEGINNING with blackboard drawing 
the course embraces black and white 
work, simple color work and patterns 
for applied design. Then follows color 
work from nature, charcoal and pastel 
outlines from life and the antique, pen 
and ink sketches. Advanced classes in 
applied design for metals and fabrics 
will be available for qualified students. 
A study of the history of art is featured 
with special reference to preparation 
for European travel. Modern lantern 
slides and motion pictures are used to 
illustrate the subject and students are 

Page eleven 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY 0 LDSTYLE 

SIX POINT CENTURY 0LDSTYLE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is 
divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all 
the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compre
hended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most 
influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless· books before the invention of printing, but let it be 
remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that · . 

invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the 
boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever 
the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. 
Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas 
and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evo
lution from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to the 
world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cultural power, has become the most influential force 
in commerce; the best means of bringing sellers and buyers together. Beginning with Columbus, who found the philosoph
ical theory of a round world printed in a book and became immortal by proving the theory to be a fact, a newer and greater 
world was discovered, chiefly through incentive fo und in printed books. The literature of overseas exploration begins with 
the narrative of Columbus, quickly printed in several countries, stirring men and rulers of men to similar adventures. Wlth 
discovery came trade. With the introduction of power-driven factor ies came the necessity for wider markets, too extensive 
to control by word of mouth . Printing was gradually found to be the most economical and effective sales agency, and the 
printer thus became premier in the cabinet of King Commerce. Manufacturers greatly flourish who rarely come in contact 
with a user of their wares, which have been introduced to the buyers by the work of the printers. As the right hand of commerce 
printing has an illimitable field of usefulness. Not every printer realizes the Potency of Printing as an educative force, culturally 

EIGHT POINT CENTURY 0LDSTYLE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice 
spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This 
is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound 
sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing 
art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 

typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of bar
barism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civili
zation in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing 
illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. 
Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed 
books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evolution from preceding 
books. Every author is a creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to the world's 
treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cultural power, has become the most influenti'al 
force in commerce; the best means of bringing sellers and buyers together. Beginning with Columbus, who 
found the philosophical theory of a round world printed in a book and became immortal by proving the theory to 
be a fact, a newer and greater world was discovered, chiefly through incentive found in printed books. The litera-

NINE POINT CENTURY 0LDSTYLE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it 
is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This-is a marvelous truth. Fully com
prehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There 
were countless books before the invention of printing_, but let it be remembered that typog
raphy is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. 

By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inade
quate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and · 
invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of in
scribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative 
power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to 
teach tl}eir pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed 
books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evolution 
from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may 
add a little to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cultural 
Partly opened with two point leads 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY OLDSTYLE 

Carlton Mining Company 

THE PROPERTY 

H IGH up among the mountains outside 
Bennett City is situated the huge gold 

mine of the Carlton Mining Company. It is 
reached by a long winding road running out 
from the city. The railroad is about twenty 
miles north of the mine on this same road. 
There is plenty of timber, and enough water 
for all mining and milling purposes; climate 
is extremely mild, and work can be carried 
on throughout the year. This section of the 
State is well known as being one of the very 
best mining districts in this great country. 
In spite of the fact that billions in gold has 
been mined during the last sixty years from 
the gold fields of the "forty-niners," not one 
single dollar of promotion money was ever 
used. Another noted peculiarity is the fact 
that these same fields, the surface of which 
gave over two billion dollars' worth of gold 
from 1849 to 1878, are now keeping this big 

.. State second in the production of gold. Still 
another odd peculiarity is the fact that the 

E igh t p oint opened·with three p oint leads 

7 

The Garden's Message 

Within my garden, hedged around 
With many a fragrant flower, is found 
When summer spreads her azure skies 
A host of brilliant butterflies. 

I know not how each rover brings 
So much of beauty on his wings; 
I only know the dark cocoon 
Once hid this joyousness of june. 

Such wondrous grace is there, it seems 
More like the witchery of dreams; 
My eyes behold, yet I am slow 
To sense the transcendental glow. 

But since these things I see are true, 
May not some realm I journey to 
Be my all-beauteous life, while this 
Is but the cruder chrysalis? 

- NIXON W AT E RMAN 

MAGAZINE 29 

The People of the Great Desert 

CJfi 
BY HENRY RUTHERFORD 

OUTHFUL dreams and the desert sky pierced by myriads 
of stars, like the shining points of sheiks' swords. My young 
iend and I, driving from the city miles and miles, suddenly . 

came upon a Bedouin camp. It had not been there the day before; 
it would probably not be there a week later. The black bulk of the 
tents rose from the sand like deep shadows. In the foreground was 
a glowing fire, about which sat huddled figures. But it was by a tent 
to the right that our gaze was caught and held. It must have been 
the women's tent. Within, close to the doorway, we could see dim 
shapes. Outside, an Arab who played a sort of lute, was singing love 
ballads. His voice, the usual Arab voice, was hardly musical; but we 
forgot the fact in the melody of his songs and the bewitching beauty 
of the night. Which one of those listening women, I wondered, knew 
that the songs were for her? This was not only my first glimpse of
the magic, the beauty and the mystery of the desert, but also of the 

VAN IT Y INITIAL Ten point opened with t hree poin t leads 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY 0LDSTYLE 

TEN POINT CENTUR Y 0LDSTYLE N o.2 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it 
is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully com
prehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment , and invest his occupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books.Therewere 

countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography 
is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift 
it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, re
newing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was 
freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Peda
gogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimi-

TEN POINT CENTURY 0LDSTYLE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher in
fi!J_ep~_e it i~ th~ s:hj~f ~ery~Dt _qf ~H th~t ~§ cHv~I}~ ~D !D~D· n w~ W()~~~. w~ g]._~y 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of 

profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most 
influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before 
the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time
saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that in
vention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate 
to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and 
invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the 
art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased 
the educative powerof books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their 

ELEVEN POINT CENT URY 0LDSTYLE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is 
sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compi"ehended it may open to a 

printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most 
important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited 
instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the bound
less arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing 
civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. 
The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Peda-
Partly opened with two point leads 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY 0LDSTYLE 

TWE LVE POINT CENTURY 0LDSTYLE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, 
we may through printing typesconferwithall thechoicespiritsofpreceding 
ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civiliza-

tion. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it 
mayopen toaprinteravistaofprofoundsentiment,andinvesthisoccupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is 
books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let 
it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that 
writing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was 
advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of bar-

F OURTEEN POIN T CENTURY 0 LDSTYLE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of print
ing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is 
divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types con
fer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This 
is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended 
it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and in
vest his occupation with sacred character. The most influential 
product of the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is 

EIGHTEEN POINT CENTURY 0 L DSTYLE 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, 
we may through printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civi
lization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest hisoccupa-
Partly opened with two point leads F or complete showings see pages 192 and 193 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

Cast on Original Line CASLON 0LDSTYLE No. 471 

SIX POINT CASLON 0LDSTYLE No. 471 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. 
In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired 
by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a 
marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista 
of profound sentiment,and invest his occupation with a sacred char-

acter. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There 
were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be 
remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and 
that writing is man's most important invention. By that invention 
humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, in
adequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of pro
gressive knowledge and inven tion, renewing and advancing civili
zation in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freel y 
employed. The inven tion of printing illimitably increased the edu
cative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by 
printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate 
facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The print
ers'art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evo
lution from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the booRs 
he has read,fortunate if he may add a little to the world's treasure of 

NINE POINT CASLON 0LDSTYLE No. 471 

MATCH LESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we 
may through printing types confer with all the choice 
spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This 

is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully com
prehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound 
sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
character. The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless books before 
the invention of printing, but let it be remembered 
that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, 
and that writing is man's most important invention. 
By that invention humanity was advanced from a 
limited instincti'Ve intelligence, inadequate to lift it 
out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progres-

EIGHT POINT CAS LON 0LDSTYLE N 0. 471 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of print
ing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is 
divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all 
the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. 

This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compre
hended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, 
and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most 
influential product of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be 
remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, 
and that writing is man's most important invention. By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive 
intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the 
boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, re
ne'lving and ad<Vancing ci<Vilization in e<Very generation where
e<Ver the art of inscribing was freely employed. Tlze in<Vention of 

TEN POINT CASLON 0LDSTYLE No. 471 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we 
may through printing types confer with all the choice 
spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. 
This is sobertruth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 

comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of 
profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with 
a sacred character. The most influential product of 
the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing, but let it be remem
bered that typography is merely time-saving inscrib
iJtg, a;zd that writitzg is malt's most importa;zt iJz
ventioJt. By that iJzvmtioJt httmatzity was advaJJCed 

ELEVEN POINT CASLON 0LDSTYLE No. 471 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is 
the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types con
fer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men 
from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compre
hended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with 
a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were count-

less books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely 
time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that invention 
humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of bar
barism,into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advanc
ing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The 
invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every 
degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and 
ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. 
Every book is an evolution from preceding books. Every author is the creature if the books he has read. 
Partly opened with one point leads For complet,e showings see pages 130 and 191 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CASLON 0LDSTYLE No. 471 Cast on Original Line 

TWELVE POINT CASLON 0LDSTYLE No. 471 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a 

vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The 
most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely 
time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to 
lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, 

FOURTEEN POINT CASLON 0LDSTYLE No. 471 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we 
would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits 
of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men fron1 the 

dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. T'his is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentitnent, and 
invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product 
of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the inven
tion of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time
saving inscribing, and that writing is Jnan' s most important invention. By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intellz"gence, ina de-

EIGHTEEN POINT CASLON 0LDSTYLE No. 471 

MATCHLEss in power among the arts of men is our art of print

ing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is 

divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 

all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civili
zation. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound 
sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. 
The most influential product of the printing art is books. There 
were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be 
Partly opened w ith one point leads 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CASLON N 0. 540 

Six POINT CASLON No. 540 

M A T C H LESS in power among the a rts of men is our a rt of printing. I n its 

highe r influence it is the chie f servant of all that is divine in man. If we 
would. we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits 

of precedin g ages and lea rn all the knowledge acquired by men from the 

dawn of civil ization. This is sobe r truth. This is a marvelous truth . Full y 

comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and 

invest his occupation with a sacred cha racte r. The mos t influential product 

o f the printing a rt is books. There were countl ess books before the inve n
ti on of printin g, but Jet it be remembered that typography is merely time
savin g inscribin g, and that w riting is man's most important invention. By 
that invention humanity was advanced from a limited instin ctive intelli
gence, inadequate to lift it out of ba rbarism, into the boundless a rena of 
progressive knowledge and inventio n, renewin g and advancin g civili z ation 
in eve ry generation w hereve r the a rt of inscribing was freely employed. 
Th e inve ntion of printing ill imitabl y increased the educative power of 
books. Peda go.~ ues of eve ry degree a re tau ght by printing. Thei r real task 
is to t each th e ir pupil s how to assimilate facts and idea s and in spiration 
treasured in printed books. T he pr inte rs' art pe rpetuates the books from 
age to age. Eve ry book is an evolution from preceding books. Eve ry au
thor is the creature o f the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a 
little to the world 's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing , in addition to 
its cultural power, has become th e most influential fo rce in commerce; the best 

EIGHT POINT CAS LON N 0. 540 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief ser
vant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits 
of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired 

by m en from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended 
it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, 
and invest hi s occupation with a sacred character. The 
most influential product of the printing art is books. 
There were countless books before the invention of 
printing, but let it be remembered that typography 
is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is 
man' s most important invention. By that invention 
humanity was advanced from a limited in stinctive in
telligence, inadequate to lift it out of ba rba rism, into the 
boundless arena ofprogressicue knoCUJledge and incuen-

TEN POINT CASLON No. 540 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the 
chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with 
all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knO\vledge acquired by men from the dawn 
of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to 
a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The 
most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the inven-

tion of printing, but let it be remembered that typog-raphy is merely time-saving inscribing, and that 
vvritingis man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited 
instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive 
knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the 
art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative 
power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their 
pupils how to assimilate facts and idem and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art perpet
uates the books from age to age. E very book is an e·volution from preceding books. E very author is a creature 

ELEVEN POINT CASLON No. 540 

MATCHLEss in power a1nong the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that is divine in rnan. If we would, we 1nay through printing 
types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by n1en from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and 

invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing 
art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be 
re1nembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's 
most important invention. By that invention hun1anity was advanced from a limited in
stinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarisn1, into the boundless arena of 
progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every 
generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The inv ention of print
ing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every d egree are 
taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and 
inspiration treasured in p rinted books. T he p rinters 'art p erp etuates the books fi~om age to age. 
Par t ly op ene d with two point leads For co'mplete shon•ings see pages 138 and 139 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CASLON No. 540 

TWELVE POINT CASLON No. 540 

MATCHLESS in po\ver among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we 
\vould, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits 
of preceding ages and learn all the knovvledge acquired by men from the 

da\vn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and 
invest his occupation with a sacred charad:er. The most influential product 
of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the inven
tion of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time
saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that in
vention humanity was ad--uancedfrom a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate 

FOURTEEN POINT CASLON No. 540 

MATCHLEss in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. 
In its higher inBuence it is the chief servant of all that is divine 
in man. If -vve would, we may through printing types confer with 

all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowl
edge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
open to a printer a vista of profound sen tim en t, and in vest his oc
cupation with a sacred character. The most inBuential product 
of the printing art is books. There were countless books before 
the invention of prznting, but let it be re1nembered that typography is 
merely tz1ne-savzng znscribzng, and thatwrzting is Jnan 's Jnos t zmpor-

EIGHTEEN POINT CASLON No. 540 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, 

we may through printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civi
lization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a 
vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 
Partly opened with two point leads For complete showings see pages198 and 189 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

Formerly Recut Caston No . 586 R ECUT CASLON 

SIX POINT RECUT CASLON 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of print
ing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is 
divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civili
zation. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 

comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound 
sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. 
The most influential product of the printing art is books. There 
were countless books before the invention of printing, but let 
it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving in
scribing, and that writing is man's most important invention . 
By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited in
stinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, 
into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and inven
tion, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation 
wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The in
vention of printing illimitably increased the educative power 
of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. 
Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts 
and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The 
printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every 
book is a11 evolution/rom preceding books. Every author is th e 
creature of the books he has read, fo rtunate if he may add a 

TEN POINT RECUT CASLON 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of 
men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that 
is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the knowledge acquired by men from 
the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest 

his occupation with a sacred character. 
The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless 
books before the invention of printing, 
but let it be remembered that typography 
is merely time-saving inscribing, and that 
writing is man's most important inven
tion. By that invention humanity was ad
vanced from a limited instinctive intelli
gence, inadequate to lift it out of barbar
ism, into the boundless arena of progres
sive knowledge and invention, renewing 
and advancing civilization in every gen
eration wherever the art of inscribing was 
freely employed. The invention of print
ing illimitably increased the educative 
power of books. Pedagogues of every de
gree are taught by printing. Their real 
task is to teach their pupils how to assimi
late facts and ideas and inspiration treas
ured in printed books. The printers' art 
perpetuates the books/rom age to age. Every 
book is an evolution /rom preceding books. 
Partly opened with two point leads 
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EIGHT POINT RECUT CASLON 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is d ivine in man. If we would, we 
maythroughprinting types conferwithall the choice 
spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 

acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. 
This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of 
profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with 
a sacred character. The most influential product of 
the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing, but let it be re
membered that typography is merely time-saving 
inscribing, and that writing is man's most important 
invention. By that invention humanity was advanced 
from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate 
to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of 
progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and 

TORY ORNAMENT TORY INITIAL 

WORK OF JOSEPH MORDINE 

DELIGHTS THE CRITICS 

HE recent exhibit of 
<} ~ the work of Joseph 

Mordine at the City 
~ Galleries in Dayton 
' brought forth much 

~ ~ _ _ __ , favorable comment 
from noted critics. His canvases have 
been exhibited in nearly every great 
art gallery in this country. While his 
production of fine paintings was not 
large, America is fortunate in having 
as much as it has from his brush. We 
have had no artist who excelled him 
in seeming to catch in his pictures the 
true spirit of his subject. Mordine had 
very little to do with the story-telling 
in his best pictures; his concern was to 
convey to others the noble emotions 
their creation stirred within himself. 
Throughout the years of his greatest 
accomplishments he adhered rigidly 
to the fine technique acquired in his 
youth. During his whole busy career 
he was interested in studying natural 
history and this accounts for some of 

For co·rnplete showings see pages 162 and 163 



OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

RECUT CASLON Formerl y Recut Caslon No . 586 

TWELVE POINT RECUT CASLON 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we 
would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits 
of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the 

dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, 
and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential 
product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the 
invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely 
time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. 
By that invention humanity was advanced /rom a limited instinctive intelligence, 
inadequate to fzft it out a/barbarism, into the boundless arena o/ progressive know!-

FOU RT EEN POINT RECUT CASLON 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. 
In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all 
the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 

acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless books before the invention 
of printing, but let it be ren~embered that typography is n~erely ti1ne
saving inscribing, and that writing is n~an 's 1nost important inven-

EIGHTEEN P OIN T RECUT C ASLON 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, 
we may through printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civ
ilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occu-
Pa rtly ope ned w ith two po int leads For complete showings see pages 162 and 163 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

RONALDSON OLD STYLE N 0. 551 

SIX POINT RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE No. 551 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of 
all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preced
ing ages and learn all the knowledge acq uired by men 

from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth . This is 
a marvelous truth. Fully cmnprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, a nd invest his occu
pation with a sacred character. The most influential prod
uct of the printing art is books. There were countless 
books before the invention of printing, but let it be re
membered that t ypography is merely time-saving inscrib
ing, and that writing is man 's most impo1·tant invention . 
By that inveution humanity was advancedfrom a limited 
instinctive intelligeuce, inadequate to lift it out of barbar-

EIGHT POINT RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE No. 551 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is 
our art of printing. In its higher influence it is 
the chief servant of all that .is divine in man. If 
we would, we may through printing types confer 

with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by m e n from 
the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This 
is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, 
and invest his occupation with a sacred c/zaracter. 
The most influential prod1tct of the printing art 

SEVEN POINT RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE No. 551 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we 
may through printing types con fer with all the choice 

spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This 
is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully com
prehended it may open to a printer a vista of pro
found sentiment, and invest his occupation with a 
sacred character. The most infiuen tial product of the 
printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing, but let it be rem.em
bered that ~vpograplty is mere~J' tinze-saving inscrib-

NINE POINT RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE No. 551 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men 
is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that :is divine in 
man. If we would, we n~ay through printing 

types confer with all the choice spirits of pre
ceding ages and learn all the knovvledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civilization. 
This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. 
Fully comprehended it 1nay open to a printer a 
vista qf prqfound sentinzeut, and invest his occu-

TEN POINT RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE No. 551 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing 
types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. 

Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his 
occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is 
books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remem
bered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most 
inzportant invention. By that invention humanity was advanced .from a limited instinctive intel
lig-ence, inadequate to lift it out o.f barbarism, into tlze boundless arena o.f prog-ressive knowledg-e 

ELEVEN POINT RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE No. 551 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we tnay 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is 

sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fullycmnprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. 
The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless 
books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography 
is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important inven
tion. By that invention hzunanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelli
gence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive 
Partly opened with two point leads 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE N 0. 551 

TWELVE POINT RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE NO. 551 

l\IATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in n1an. If we would, ,,~e n1ay 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the kno-vvledge acquired by n1en from the dawn of civilization. This is 

sober truth. This is a n1arvelous truth. Fully comprehended it n1ay open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentin1ent, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
character. The n1ost influential product of the printing art is books. There 
were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be ren1en1-
bered that typography is n1erely ti1ne-saving inscribing, and that ''Titing is 
1nan 's nzost z"nzportant z·nventzon . By tfzat z·nventzon kzonanz"t)l was aduanced 
froJJz a hmz.ted z"nstz.nctz.ve z"ntt>l!zi;-ence , z·nadequate to !zft z"t out of barbansm, z"nto 

FOURTEEN POINT RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE No. 551 

MATCHLESS in po1~1er among the arts of n1en is our art of print
ing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is 
divine in n1an. If -vve \VOuld, \Ve n1ay through printing types 

confer \vith all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the kno,vledge acquired by n1en fron1 the dawn ofciviliza
tion. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fullv com
prehended it may open to a printer a vista of profoundv senti
ment, and invest his occupation \vith a sacred character. The 
most influential product of the printing art is books. There 
\Yere countless books before the invention of printing, but let 
it be ren1embered that typography is n1erely time-saving in-

EIGHTEEN POINT RONALDSON 0LDSTYLE No. 551 

11atcl1less i11 power a1nong the arts of n1en is otlr art 
of printing-. In its higher influence it is the cl1ief ser
vant of all that is divine in man. If we wottld, vve n1ay 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits 

of preceding- ages and learn all the knowledg-e acquired 
bv n1en fron1 the dawn of civilization. This is sober 

..; 

trttth. This is a 1narvelous trttth. Fullycomprel1ended 
it 1nay open to a printer a vista of profound sentin1ent, 
and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The 
Partly opened with two point leads No ItaUc made for 1.~ and 18 poh·tt 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

OLD STYLE N 0. 583 

SIX POINT 0LDSTYLE No. 583 

i\1ATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all 
that is divine in man. If we would, we may through print
ing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages 
and learn all th e knowledge acquired by men from the da\\·n 
of civilization. This is sobe r truth. This is a marvelous truth. 

Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of pro
found sentiment, and in vest his occupation w ith a sacred 
character. The most influential product of the printing art 
is books. There were countless books before the invention 
of printin g, but let it be rem embered that typo graphy is 
merely time-saving inscribing, and that wt·iting is man's 
most important invention. By that invention humanity was 
advanced from a limited in s tinctive intelligence , inade
quate to lift it out of barbari s m, into the boundless arena 
of progressive knowledge and in ve ntion , renewin g and ad
v ancing civilization in every gen e ration wherever the art 
of in scribing was h-eely employed. The in vention of print
ing illimitably increased the educative power of books. 
Ped agogues of every de g ree are taught by printing. Their 
1·eal task is to teach their pupils liow to assimilate facts and 
ideas and insPira t io11 treasured in printed books. Til e printers' 

EIGHT PoiNT 0LDSTYLE No . 583 

l\1.'\.TCHLESS in power among the arts of men is 
our art of printing. In its higher influence it is 
the chief se rvant of all that is divine in man. If 
we would, we may through printing types confer 
\\·i th all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 

learn all the know ledge acquired by men from the 
dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a 
man·elous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment , 
and invest his occupation with a sacred char
acter. The most influential product of the printing 
art is books. There were countless books before 
the invention of printing, but let it be remem
bered that typography is merely time-saving 
inscribing. and that writing is man's most im
porta1!t i1lZJeJttion. By that i1wention humanity 
was advaHced from a ti11lited iu sti11ctive i1tie! ti-

TEN POINT 0LDSTYLE N 0. 583 

l\L\TCHLESS in pO\\'er among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If ,,-e would, we may through printing 
types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages, and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civil ization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 

truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and 
invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing 
art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing·, but let it be 
remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's 
most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited 
instinctive intellig·ence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena 
of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every 
generation wherever the art of inscribing· \vas freely employed. The invention of printing· 
illimitably increased the educative power of books. Peclag·ogues of every degree are 
tauglzt by printing. Tlteir real task is to teaclt tlteirpupi!s flo w to assimilate facts and ideas 
and inspiration treasured in printed books. Tlte printers' art perpetuates tlte books fronz age to 

ELEVEN POINT 0LDSTYLE NO. 583 

.MATCHLESS in po\Yer among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief sen·ant of all that is diYine in man. If we would , we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a man,elous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a 
vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. 

The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless 
books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that t ypography 
is merely time-saving inscribing, and that \\Titing is man's most important inyen
tion. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelli
gence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism. into the boundless arena of progressive 
knowledge and inYention, rene\Ying and ach·ancing ci,·ilization in every genera
tion zvlzereve7" tlt e art of inscrz.bz.ng was freely employed. Tlze z'nventz'on of printing 
zllimitably increased tiL e educatz've pozC'er of books. Pedagog-ues of every degree are 
Partly opened with two point leads 
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OLDSTYLE ROMAN BODY TYPE 

0LDSTYLE No. 550 

SIX POINT 0LDSTYLE N o. 550 

:i\1.-\TCHLE SS in power amo n g th e arts of m e n is o ur a rt of 
prin ting. ln its hig h e r influe nce it is the chief servant of 
all that is d iv ine in man. lf w e would , we may through 
printing t y pes confe r with all the choice s pirits of preced
ing ages a nd learn a ll the knowledge acquired b y men 

fron'l the d awn of civilization . This is sober truth . This is 
a marve lo us truth . Fully comprehended it may open to 
a printe r a v ista of p rofound sentiment, and invest his 
occupa tion w ith a sacred cha ract e r. The m ost influe ntial 
p roduct of the printing art is books . The re w e re count
less book s befor e the inv ention of print ing, but le t it be 
remembe re d that t ypography is merely time-sav ing 
inscribing, and tha t writing is man·s m ost impo rta nt in-
1'1'1ltion . By that invention /i u m auitywas ad v anudfrom a 
li111i!l'd inst inctive in te!ligenu, iuadl.'qu ate to lift it ou t of 

E I GHT POINT 0LDSTYLE No. 550 

l\L-\TCHLE SS in power among the arts of m en is 
ou r art of printing . In its higher influence it is 
t he chi ef servant of all that is divine in man. If 
w e would, we may throug h printing types confer 
with all the choice spirits of preceding a ges and 

learn all the knowledge acquired by men from 
the dawn of civilization. This is sobertruth.This 
is a marvelous truth. Fullycomprehendeditmay 
open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, 
and inz,est his occupation zvith a sacred character. 
Tile 11lost influential product of the printing art is 

TEN POINT 0LDSTYLE No. 550 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of 
m en is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that 
is divine in man. If we would, we may 

throug h printing types confer with all 
the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men 
f rom the dawn of civilization. This is 
sober truth. Ti'lis is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprel! endeditnzayopen to aprinteravista 

SEVEN POINT 0LDS TYLE No. 550: 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in m a n. If we would , we 
may through printing types conferwith all the choice 

spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This 
is sober truth . This is a marvelous truth. Fully com
prehendeditmayopen to a printer a vista of profound 
sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
character. The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless books before 
fiLe invention of printing, but let it be remembered 
t!tat typography is uzerely time-sav ing inscribing , 

NINE POINT 0LDSTYLE No . 550 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men 
is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through printing 

types confer with all the choice spirits of pre
ceding ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civilization. 
This is sober truth . This is a marvelous truth . 
Fully cOJnprehended it may open to a printer a 
vista o.f prqfound sentiment, and ill vest lzis occu-

ELEVEN POINT 0LDSTYLE No. 550 

MATCHLESS in power mnong the arts 

of men is our art of printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant 
of all that is divine in man. If we would, 

we may through printing types confer 
with all the choice spirits of preceding 
ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civiliza
tion. This is sober trutlz. This is a marvel-

TWELVE POINT 0LDSTYLE No. 550 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In 
its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. 
If,vewould, we may through printing types confer with all the choice 

spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men 
from the da\vn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully con1prehended it may open to a printer a vista of pro
found sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. 
The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the z'nventzon of prz'ntz'ng, but let z't be renzen1-bered that 
~vpograplzy zs mere{v tz'nze-sazn'ng z'nscrz'bz'ng, and tlzat wrz'tz'ng zs man's nzost 
Par t ly opene d w ith two point leads 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY EXPANDED 

FOUR POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is om· art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would. we 
may through printing types confer with a ll the choice spirits of preceding ages 
and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. 
This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment. and invest hi s occupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is 
books. There were countless books before the invention of printing. but let 
it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing. and that 

writing is man's most important invention. By that inve ntion humanity was 
advanced from a limited instinctive intel ligence, inadequate to lift it out of 
barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, 
renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of 

~h~e~i~~~~t%~s ~~~!~ eofP~g~k~.' Tt:J~;g~~~s11 gf ~~~1~~n~~~!-~~t~~~Y ~~~~1tsg~ 
p~·inting. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and 
ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art pf'rpetuates 

~vee~~~~~~~·~~ ~ffee ~~e~1~~.!~f~h:b~~J~ ~~ ~;~~~~~e ~~~?t~n~1~;11~~~~~oakdd 
a little to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition 

t~~ts ~~~~~·~Ifpbtfne;inhga~~~T~~sm:n~hb~~~~ ir~;:th~~~ ~~~fn~i:;~~ilhr8~i ut~~ 
bus, who found the philosophical theory of a round world printed in a book 
and became immortal by proving the theory to hP a fact, a newer and greater 
world was discovered, ch iefly through in centive found in printed books. The 
literature of overseas explorati on begins with the narrative of Columbus. 
qu ickly pr-inted in several countries, stirring m en and rulers of men to s imilar 
adventures. With discovery came trade. With the introduction of power
dr·iven factories came the necessity for wider 1na·rkets, too extensive to con
t ·rol bu word of m.outh. Printin{J was g1·ad1tallu found to be the most econom-

FOUR AND ONE-HALF POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCHLESS in power among the a r ts of men is our art of printing-. In its higher 

influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we 
may through prin t ing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages 

and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization . 

This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open 

to a printer a v ista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a 

sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. 

There were countless books before th e invention of printing, but let it be re

membered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing 

is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced 
fro m a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, 
into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing 
and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing 

~a~Tvf:~~l~:l~~10?oeot"s~hpeid:~~i~;s ~ffp~~~;;~~~!.~~t:~~~!~c;he~b~ ;;i~t~~~~ 
Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and 
inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers ' art perpetuates the books 
from age to age. Every book is an evolution from preceding books. Every 
author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a 
little to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to 
its cultural power, has become the m ost influential force in commerce; the 
best moan s of bringing sellers and buyPr~ tngP.thP.r. Beginning with Colum 
bus, who found the philosophical theory of a round world printed in a book and 
became immortal by proving the t heory to be a fact, a newer and greater world 
was discovered, chiefly through incentive found in printed books. The litera
ture of overseas exploration beg·in.r;; with the nan·ative of Cohonbus. quickly 
printed in several countries, stirn:ng men and rulers of men to similar adven-

CENTURY EXPAND ED 
A TYPE WITHOUT HAIRLINES 

Unsurpassed for use in textbooks, directories, catalogues 

and commercial work in general 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY, Maker 

FIVE POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. 
In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all 
the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential product of the print-

ing art is books. There were countless books before the invention 
of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is m erely 
time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important 
invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a lim
ited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, 
into the boundless arena of r.rogressive knowledge and invention, 
renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever 
the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of print
ing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues 

~~e1;~rJPTI~g~~! ~~ea~~~ff~t~Yff~~~~~~·J~~~i~~dl~~~~:a~~o~ t~~~~~ 
ured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from 
age to age. Every book is an evolution from preceding books. Every 
author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may 
add a little to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, 
in addition to its cultural power, has become the most influential 
force in commerce; the best means of bringing sellers and buyers 
together. Beginning with Columbus, who found the philosophical 
theory of a round world printed in a book and became immortal 
by proving the theory to be a fact, a newer and g1·eater world was 
discove1·ed, chiefly through incentive fonnd in printed books. The 

Partly opened with two point le3.d.:o 
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FIVE AND ONE-HALF POINT CENTURY EXPAl\DED 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our al"t of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all 
that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing 
types conferwith all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of 
civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. 
Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of pro-

found sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
character. The most influential product of the printing art 
is books. There were countless books before the invention of 
printing, but let it be remembered that typography is mere
ly time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most 
important invention. By that invention humanity was ad
vanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to 
lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progres
sive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing 
civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscrib
ing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimit
ably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues 
of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to 
teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and in 
spiration treasured in printed books. The printers· art per
petuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evolu
tion from preceding books. Every author is the creature of 
the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to the 
wo1·ld' s tTeasu?·e of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addi
tion to its cultural poweT, has become the rnost infl7wntia/ 

For complete showings see pages 201; and 205 



MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY EXPANDED 

SIX POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCH LESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that 
is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compre
hended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most 
influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be re
membered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man 's most important invention. By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the 

boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever 
the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Peda
gogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and 
inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evolution 
from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to the world's 
treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cultural power, has become the most influential force in com
merce; the best means of bringing sellers and buyers together. Beginning with Columbus, who found the philosophical theory 
of a round world printed in a book and became immortal by proving the theory to be a fact, a newer and greater world was 
discovered, chiefly through incentive found in printed books. The literature of overseas exploration begins with the narrative 
of Columbus, quickly printed in several countries, stirring men and rulers of men to similar adventures. With discovery came 
trade. With the introduction of power-driven factories came the necessity for wider markets, too extensive to control by word 
of mouth. Printing was gradually found to be the most economical and effective sales agency, and the printer thus became 
prernier in the cabinet of King Cornrnerce. Manufacturers greatly flouri sh who rarely carne in contact with a user of their 
wa? ·es, 1chich ha1!e been introdttced to the buyers by the work of the printers. As the right hand of cornrnerce p1·inting has an 

r= A TYPE WITHOUT HAIRLINES 

CENTURY EXPANDED 

. An attractive design that instantly commends itself for 

its clearness, symmetry and dignity 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY, Maker 

SEVEN POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant 
of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of pre
ceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This 
is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his 
occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless 
books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, 
and that writing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited in-

stinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and 
invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely em
ployed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree 
are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration 
treasured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evolution 
from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to 
the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Priating, in addition to its cultural power, has become the most in
fluential force in commerce; the best means of bringing sellers and buyers together. Beginning with Columbus, 
who found the philosophical theory of a round world printed in a book and became immortal by proving the theory 
to be a fact, a newer and greater world was discovered, chiefly through incentive found in printed books. The litera
ture of overseas exploration begins with the narrative of Columbus, quickly printed in several countries, stirring 
men and rulers of men to similar adventures. With discovery came trade. With the introduction of power-driven 
factories came the necessity for wider markets, too extensive to control by word of mouth. Printing was gradually 
found to be the most economical and effective sales agency, and the printer thus became premier in the cabinet of 
King Commerce. Manufacturers greatly flourish who rarely come in contact with a ·user of their wares, which have 
Partly opened wi th two point leads For complete showings see pages 204 and £05 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY EXPANDED 

EIGHT POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civi
lization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a 
vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential 
product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but 

let it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most 
important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelli
gence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and 
invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was 
freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Peda
gogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate 
facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books 
from age to age. Every book is an evolution from preceding books. Every author is the creature of 
the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. 
Printing, in addition to its cultural power, has become the most influential force in commerce; the 

CENTURY EXPANDED 
A TYPE WITHOUT HAIRLINES 

The favorite face for newspapers and periodicals where 

a legible and easily set type is desirable 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY, Maker 

NINE POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is 
the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully com
prehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were 

countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography 
is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift 
it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, re
newing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was 
freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. 
Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils 
how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' 
art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evolution from preceding books. 
Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to 
the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cultural power, 
Partly opened with two point leads For co'tnplete showings see pages 204 and 205 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY E XPANDED 

THE WEATHER 
Today, probably snow with 
rather higher temperat ure mq~matl 

VOL. XLV. No.4 WEDN ESDAY, JANUARY 

AMBASSADOR ASSERTS THAT 
COUNTRY HAS MODEST AIMS 

Envoy Tells University That American 
Views Rarely Differ From Theirs 

NEW YORK, January 5.- The actions of one 
of the leading European nations with respect 
to reparations, its army, and its participation 
in the conference, were defended by its envoy 
at the banquet of the Travel Club, last night. 

The speaker denied most vehemently that 
his country was militaristic, and declared they 
had been more lenient with their adversaries 
than the latter had been with them when the 
s ituation was reversed, and asserted that the 
ambitions of his compatriots in the conference 
were modest and aimed only at regaining the 
position held previously to the late conflict. 

The subject of trade was also touched upon 
and assurances were given that this country 
had little to fear from them in that direction 
because their products are not so very cheap 
and they do not generally compete with ours. 
Each country conformed to its own bent and 
obeying its own interest followed somewhat 
different lines which seldom conflicted. 

Taking up the much discussed question of 
r eparations, he said that some people believe 
that as victors their demands were too heavy 
and asked if they could not show more mercy. 
His country wished she could but somebody 
must pay for the reconstruction of all ruined 
areas and naturally it must be done by those 
responsible for them. 

He said the nation was not a militaristic one 
and is not maintaining an enormous army. In 

APPLE GROWERS PROSPER 
Canadian Packing Houses Constructed to 

Care for Increased Fruit Production 
Apple growers in parts of British Columbia 

a re experiencing high prosperity. Increased 
production from several thousand commercial 
orchards has resulted in the construction of a 
large number of packing houses adequately 

fact, he asserted, year oy year It IS steadily 
decreasing in size. Military service has been 
reduced to e ighteen months and will soon be 
one year, if no untoward event interferes. 

As the country is normally a thrifty one, it 
spends considerably less for its defense than 

Continued on Page Four 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
) ( 

~ GOOD MORNING! ~ 
) . . ( 
) Good Mormng, Brother Sunsh~ne; ( 
~ Good Morning, Sister Song; ~ 
) I beg your humble pardon ( 
~ If you've waited very long. ~ 
) I thought I heard you rapping; ( 
~ To shut you out were sin; ~ 
) My heart is standing open- ( 
~ Won't you walk right in? ~ 

~ Good Morning, Brother Gladness ; ~ 
) Good Morning, Sister Smi le; ( 
~ They told me you w er e coming, ~ 
~ So I waited for awhile. ( 
) I'm lonesome here without you; ~ 
) A weary while it's been; ( 
~ My heart is standing open- ~ 
) Won't you walk right in? ( 
) ( 
~ Good Morning, Brother Kindness; ~ 
) Good Morning, Sister Cheer; ( 
~ I heard you were out calling, ~ 
) So I waited for you here. ( 
~ Some way I keep forgetting ~ 
) I have to toil and spin ( 
~ When you are my companions- ~ 
) Won't ym£ walk r ight in? ( 

~ J.W. FOLE Y, N ew Y ork Sun ~ 
) ( 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

RISE OF THE HUMBLE CORNCOB 
According to recent reports, chemists have 

practically solved t h e problem of turning t h e 
most useless American product in to t he most 
rapidly disappearing American product. That 
is, they have made corncobs into a motor fuel 
and have named t h is unique product furfural. 
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BUSINES~ 
STRON 

CHICAGO, January 5 
unless all the indicati 
conditions are to rece 
reviving by a further 
corn. With the larges 
raised in the United S 
of the market has bee 
of late, sentiment has 
side, and some of them 
been larger buyers th 
connected with some 
hogs selling at over $ 
cents per bushel in co 
the West in recoverin 

The statementofth 
leading mail order ho 
shortly is sure to brin 
business than was sho 
improvements in volu 
wit h last year's prices 
lines of various comm 
and some other impor 
grade, with prospects 
ment. Building opera 
a fairly large scale an 
thing that prevents a 
inability to find suffici 
the place of men who 
total of all commoditi 

ENCOURAGI 
FROM RE 

Statistical Departm 
Company Gives C 

The span of human 
United States is stead 
lengthening notwiths 
threescore years and 
reported by the statis 
of perhaps the larges 
corporations that t he 
increase of two and th 
in t h e life span in the 
and that the duration 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY EXPANDED 

TEN POINT CENTURY EXPANDED No.2 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it 
is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully com
prehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 

with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography 
is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention . By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift 
it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, re
newing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was 
freely employed. The invention ofprintingillimitablyincreased the educative powerofbooks. 
Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils 

TEN POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of 
profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most 

influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before 
the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time
saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that in
vention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate 
to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and 
invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art 
of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the 

ELEVEN POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is 
sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 

character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most 
important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited 
instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless 
arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civili
zation in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. 
The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. 
Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach 
their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in 
Partly opened with two point leads 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY EXPANDED 

TWELVE POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In 
its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. 
If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice 
spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men 

from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound 
sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most 
influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless 
books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's 
most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced 

FOURTEEN POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

Matchless in power among the arts of men is our art of print
ing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is 
divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civiliza-

1 tion. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully com
prehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound senti
ment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The 
most injlue1~tial product of the printing art is books. There 
were countless books before the invention of printing, but let 

EIGHTEEN POINT CENTURY EXPANDED 

Matchless in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, 
we maythroughprintingtypesconferwithall the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of 
civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvel
ous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest 
his occupation with a sacred character. The most 
P artl y opened \vi t h two p oint le ad s 559 FoT complete shou ·ings see pages 204 and 205 



MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

SCOTCH ROMAN 

SIX POINT SCOTCH ROMAN 

7\IATC J-JLE SS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
pri nting. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of 
a ll that is divine in man. If we would, we may through 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preced
ing ages and learn all the knowled ge acquired by men from 
the dawn of civilization. This is sobe r truth. This is a mar
ve lous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 

with a sacred character. The most influential product of 
the printing art is books. There were countless books be
fore the invention of printing, but let it be remembered 
that typogTaphy is m erely time-saving inscribing, and that 
writing is man'smost important invention . By that inven
tion humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive 
intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism , into 
the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and inven
tion. renewing andadvancingcivilization in every genera
tion wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. 
The invention of printing illimita bly increased the edu
cative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are 
ta ught by printing. Their rea l t ask is to teach their pupils 
IW'tc to assimilate facts ancl icleas ancl insp inttion treas
w·ecl in printecl books. The p1·inters' art pe1petnates the 

EIGHT POINT SCOTCH ROMAN 

MxrcHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would .we 
may through printing types confer with all th e 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civi-

lization. This is sober truth. This is a ma rvelous 
truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occu
pation with a sacred character. The most influential 
product of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of printing, 
butlet it be remembered that typography is merely 
time-saving inscribing , and that \\Titing is man's 
most important invention. By that invention hu
manity was advanced from a limited instinctive in
telligence, inadeq~tate to lift it out of ba1·bw·ism, into 
the boundless arena of progressi'Ve knowled.qe and in-

TEN POINT SCOTCH ROMAN 

MATCHLEss in power among the arts of Inen is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the 
chief sen-ant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer 
with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from 
the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it 
may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books 

before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving 
inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention . By that invention humanity was 
adYanced from a limited insti.nctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the 
boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization 
in eYer~~ generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of print
ing· illimitabl~, increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught 
hy priuting. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration 
I reasured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the booksji·om age to age . Every book is an evo-

ELEVEN POINT SCOTCH ROMAN 

.:\L\TCHLESS in pm,·er among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it 

is the chief sen~ant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 

confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 

men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 

comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occu

pation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. 

There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important in
Yention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, 
inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge 
a nd i1wention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation 'vherever the art of 
inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the edu
cative power of books. Pedagogues of every degTee are taught by printing. TheiT Teal task is 
to teach their pupils how to assinzilatefacts and ideas and inspindion tTeasund in pTinted books. 
Partl y opened with two point leads 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

SCOTCH ROMAN 

TWELVE POINT SCOTCH ROMAN 

l\lATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its high
er influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. lfwe would, we 
n1aythrough printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages 
and learn all the knowledge acquired by men fron1 the dawn of civilization. 
This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 

open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with 
a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. 
There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be re-
1nen1bered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing 
is man's n1ost important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced 
frmn a linlited instinctive intelligence, inadeq~tate to lift it o~d of barbarism, into 
the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and ad-

FOURTEEN POINT SCOTCH ROMAN 

Matchless in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. 
In its higher influence it is the chief servant of .all that is divine 
in man. If we would, we rna y through printing types confer with 
all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 

truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his 
occupation with a sacred character. The most influential prod
uct of the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing) but let it be remembered that 

EIGHTEEN POINT SCOTCH ROMAN 

Matchless in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
!servant of all that is divine in man. If we 'vould, 
we may through printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of 
civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvel
ous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound seTltiment, and in vest 
Pa r t ly opene d w ith two point leads 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

HARRIS ROMAN 

FIVE POINT HARRIS ROMAN 

:l!atchless in power among the arts of men is our a rt of printing. 
In its higher influence it is the chief servant of a ll that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all 
the choice spiri t s of preceding ages and learn a ll the knowledge 
acquired by m en from th e dawn of civilization . This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth . Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 
with a sacred character .The most influential product of the print-

ing a rt is books. There were countless books before the invention 
of printing, but le t it b e r ememb ered that typography is merely 
time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important 
invention. By that invention hum an ity was advanced from a lim
ited instinctive inte lli gen ce, ina d e quate to lift it out of b arbarism, 
into the boundless a r ena of progressive knowl edge and inven
tion, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation 
wherever the art of inscribing was freely e mployed. The inven
tion of printing illimitably increased the edu cative power of 
books. Pedagogues of e v ery degree are taught by printing. Their 
real task is to teach th eir pupils how to assimilate facts and id eas 
and in spiration treasured in printed books. Th e printfer s ' ~rt p<er
petuates the books from age to age. Every boo!< is an evolution 
from preceding books. Every author is th e creature of the books 
he has read, fortunate if h e may add a little to the world's treas
u re of knowledge and id eas . Printin g, in addition to its cultura l 
power, has become the most infl.u eHtia l. fo•·ce irt comm.er·ce; the 
best means o}' bl'i11ging se l.lers and buyers togethe1·. Begirtlling 

EIGHT POINT HARRIS ROMA N 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is 
our art of printing. In its higher influence it is 
the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If 
we would, we may through printing types con
fer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages 
and learn all the knowledge acquired by men 

from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compre
hended it may open to a printer a vista of pro
found sentiment, and invest his occupation with 
a sacred character. The most influential prod
uct of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of print
ing, but let it be remembered that typography 
is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writ
ing is man's most important invention. By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited 
instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of 

SIX POINT HARRIS ROM AN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of 
all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of pre
ceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by m en 
from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is 
a m arvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to 

a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his 
occupation with a sacred character. The most influential 
product of th e printing art is books. There were count
less books before the invention of printing, but let it be 
remembered that typography is merely time-saving in
scribing, and that writing is man's most important inven
tion . By that invention humanity was advanced from a 
limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out 
of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive 
knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civ
ilization in every generation wherever the art of inscrib
ing was freely employed. The invention of printing illim
itably increased the educative power of books. Peda
gogLtes of every degree are taLtght by printing. Their real 
task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts a nd 

NINE POINT HARRIS ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men 
is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through printing 
types confer with all the choice spirits of pre-

ceding ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired hymen from the dawn of civilization. 
This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. 
Fully comprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his 
occupation with a sacred character. The most 
influential product of the printing art is 
books. There were countless books before 
the invention of printing, but let it be re
membered that typography is merely time
saving inscribing, and that writing is man's 

TEN POINT HARRIS ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing 
types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and 

invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it 
be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is 
man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a 
limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless 
arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in 
every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of 
printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every de
gree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate 
facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. Every book is an evolution 
from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate 
Partly open ed with two po int leads 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

HARRIS ROMAN 

TWELVE POI NT HARR IS RO MA N 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we 
may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding 
ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civili
zation. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it 

may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupa
tion with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art 
is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let 
it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that 
writing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was 
advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of bar-

FOURTEEN POINT H AR RIS ROMA N 

Matchless in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. 
In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine 
in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with 
all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowl-
edge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open 
to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupa
tion with a sacred character. The most influential product of the 
printing art is books. There were countless books before the 
invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typogra-

E IGHTEEN POI N T H ARRIS RO MAN 

Matchless in power among the arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief ser
vant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spir-
its of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is 
sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compre
hended it may open to a printer a vista of pro found 
sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
Partly opened with two point leads 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

BODONIBOOK 

SIX POINT BODONI BOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among th e arts of m e n is our art of printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man . If we 
would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits 
of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from 
the dawn of civilization. This is so b e r truth. This is a marvelous truth. 
Fully compreh ended it may open to a printer a vis ta of profound sen ti· 
ment,and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influ· 

en tia ! product of the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typogra
phy is n1erely time-saving in scribing, and that writing is man's most 
important invention. By that inve ntion humanity was advanced from a 
limited instinctive intellige nce, inad equate to lift it out of barbaris m , 
into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, re· 
n ewing and advanc1ng civi1ization in every generation wherever the art 
of inscribing was freely employed.The inven tion of printing illimitably 
increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree 
are taught by printing. Their r eal task is to teach their pupils how to 
assimi late facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. 
The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is 
a n evolution from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the 
books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to the world's treas
ure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cultural power, 

EIGHT POINT BODONI BooK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief ser
vant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types conferwith all the choice spirits 
of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired 

by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended 
it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, 
and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The 
most influential product of the printing art is books. 
There were countless books before the invention of 
printing, but let it be remembered that typography is 
merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is 
man's most important invention. By that invention 
humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive in
telligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into 
the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and 

TEN POINT BODONI BOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the 
chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with 
all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the 
dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred char-

acter. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving 
inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was 
advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the 
boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization 
in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of print
ing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught 
by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspira
tion treasured in printed books. Every book is an evolution from preceding books. Every author is 
the creature of the books he has read,fortunate if he may add a little to the world's treasure of 

TWELVE POINT BODONI BOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher in
fluence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is 
a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound 

sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential 
product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the invention 
of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, 
and that writing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanitywas 
advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, 
into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and ad
vancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely em
ployed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. 
Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils 
Partly opened with one point lead s 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

BODONIBOOK 

FOURTEEN POINT BODONI BooK 

lVIATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of Printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in n1an. If we 
would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of 
preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn 
of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compre-

hended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his 
occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, 
but let it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, 
and that writing is man's most important invention. By that invention hu
Inanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to 
lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge 
and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wher
ever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing 
illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree 
are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate 

EIGHTEEN POINT BODONI BOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of n1en is our art of print
ing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is 
divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civili-

zation. This is sober truth. This is a n1arvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound 
sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. 
The most influential product of the printing art is books. There 
were countless books before the invention of printing, but let 
it be re1nembered that typography is merely time-saving in
scribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. 
By that inv~ntion humanity was advanced from a limited in
stinctive 'intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, 
into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and inven
tion, renewin[j· and advancing civilization in every generation 
Pa rtly opened with one point leads 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

BASKERVILLE ROMAN 

Srx POINT BASKERVILLE ROMAN 

l\l AT CH LESS in power a mong the arts of m en is our art o f printing. In its h igher 

in fl uence it is t he ch ief servant of all that is d ivine in man. I f we would , we may 

through printin g types con fe r w ith all t he choice spi rits o f preced in g ages a nd 

learn all t he kn owledge acq uired by m en from the dawn of ci vilization . This 

1s sober truth. This is a marvelo us truth. Fully comprehended it ma y open to a 

printer a vista of profoun d sentim ent, and invest his occupation w ith a sacred 

character. The most influential prod uct of the printin g art is books. There were 

countless books before th e in vention of printing, but let it be remem bered that 
typography is m erely tim e-saving inscribing, a nd that writin g is m an1s m ost 
importa nt inventio n. By that in vention h um a nity was advanced from a limited 
in stmcti ve intell igence, inadequate to lift it out of ba rbari sm , into the boundless 
arena o f progressi ve knowledge and invention , rcnevvin g and advan cin g civili
zation in every generati on w herever the art o f in sc ri bin g was freely employed . 
The in ventio n of print ing ill imitably increased the ed ucati ve power of books . 
Pedagognes of every degree arc ta ught by printi ng. T heir real ta sk is to teach 
their pupil s how to assim ilate facts a nd ideas a nd inspiratio n treasured in 
primed books. T he printers' a rt perpetuates th e b8oks fro m age to age. Everv 
book is an evo lution frmn preced in g books. Every a uthor is th e crea tu re of the 
books he has read, fortunate if he m ay add a li ttle to th e world's treasure of 
knowledge and ideas. Print in g, in addition to its r 11ltura 1 power, has become 
the most influential force in commerce; the best mea ns of bringing sellers and 
buyers togeth er. Beginning with Columbus, w ho f ound the philosoph ica l th eory 

TEN POINT BASKERVILLE ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 

art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 

servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, 

we may through printing types confer with all the 

choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 

knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civ
ilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully compreh ended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occu
pation with a sacred character. The most influential 
product of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of printing, 
but let it be remembered that typography is m erely 
time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man 's most 
important invention. By that invention humanity was 

EIGHT POINT BASKERVILLE ROMAK 

:1\IL'ITCHLESS in po\1·er among the arts of men is our art of 

printing. In its higher influence it is the chief sen an t of all 

that is diYine in man. If we \I"Ould, \\·e may th ro ugh print

ing types confer ,,·ith all the choice spirits of preceding ages 

and learn all the knO\rledge acquired by men fro m the da\l·n 

of cidization. This is sober truth . This is a marYelous 

truth . Fully comprehended it may open to a pri nter a ,·ista 
of profound sentiment, and im·est hi s occupation " ·ith a 
sacred character. The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless books before the in
,·ention ofprinting, but let it be remembered that typograph y 
is merely time-sm·ing inscribing, and that m·i ting is man's 
most important i1wention. By that im·ention humanity ,,·as 
ad\'anced from a limited instincti\"C intelligence, inadequate 
to l ift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of pro
gressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing 
civ ilization in every generation w !w-ever the art of i 11 scribing 

TWELVE POINT BASKERVILLE ROMAK 

.l\1ATCHLESS jn power among the arts of 
men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it js the chief servant of all that 

is divine jn man. If we would, v.re may 

through printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn 
all the knowledge acquired by men from 
the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest 
his occupation with a sacred character. The 
nwst influential product of the printing art is 

FOURTEEN POINT BASKERVILLE ROMAN 

MATCHLEss in power atnong the arts of 1nen is our art of printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 1nan. If 've 
'vould, we may through printing types confer '"'ith all the choice spirits 
of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 1nen fron1 the 

dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a 1narvelous truth. Fully 
con1prehended it 1nay open to a printer a vista of profound senti1nent, and 
invest his occupation with a sacred character. The 1nost influential product 
of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the in,'ention 
of printing, but let it be re1ne1nbered that typography is n1erely time-saving 
inscribing, and that writing is Jnan's most important invention. By that invention 
humanity was advanced jrOJn a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift 
Pa rtl y o pe ne d w ith tw o poin t lead s 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

BASKERVILLE ROMAN 

EIGHTEEN POINT BASKERVILLE ROMAN No.1 

MATCHLESS in povver among the arts of men is our art of printing. 

In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine 

in man. If we would, vve may through printing types confer with 

all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the kno,vl

edge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is 

sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it 
may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest 
his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential 
product of the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-savinginscribing,andthatwritingisman's 
most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced 

Furnis hed t o or der on 16 point bod y 

EIGHTEEN POINT BASKERVILLE ROMAN No.2 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief ser
vant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spir
its of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge ac-

quired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is 
sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compre
hended it may open to a printer a vista of profound 
sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
character. The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless books before 
the invention of printing, but let it be remembered 
that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and 
that writing is man's most important invention. By that 
invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinc
tive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into 
Par tly opened w it h two poin t lea ds F or complete showings ::lee page 296 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK 

SIX POINT CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that 
is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully 
comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. 
The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, 
but let it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important in
vention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of bar-

barism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every 
generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative 
power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate 
facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every 
book is an evolution from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may add 
a little to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cultural power, has become the most in
fluentialforce in commerce; the best means of bringing sellers and buyers together. Beginning with Columbus, who found 
the philosophical theory of a round world printed in a book and became immortal by proving the theory to be a fact, a 
newer and greater world was discovered, chiefly through incentive found in printed books. The literature of overseas 
exploration begins with the narrative of Columbus, quickly printed in several countries, stirring men and rulers of men 
to similar adventureR. With discovery came trade. With the introduction of power-driven factories cnme the necessity 
for wider markets, too extensive to control by word of mouth. Printing was gradually found to be the most economical 
and effective sales agency, and the printer thus became premier in the cabinet of King Commerce. Manufacturers greatly 
flourish who rarely come in contact with a user of their wares, which have been introduced to the buyers by the work of the 
printers. As the right hand of commerce printing has an illimitable field of usefulness. Not every printer realizes the potency 

EIGHT POINT CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the 
chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with 
all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the 
dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred char
acter. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before 

the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscrib
ing, and that writing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced 
from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless 
arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every gen
eration wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably 
increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their 
real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in 
printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evolu
tion from preceding books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he 
may add a little to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cul
tural power, has become the most influential force in commerce; the best means of bringing sellers 
and buyers together. Beginning with Columbus, who found the philosophical theory of a round 

TEN POINT CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher in
fluence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a 

vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. 
The most influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless 
books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is 
merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. 
By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, 
inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive 
knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every genera
tion wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing 
illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree 
are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate 
facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art per-
Partly open e d wit h t wo point leads For complete showings see page 202 
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Century Schoolbook 

74 

THE STORY OF CHANTICLEER 

GEOFFREY CHAUCER 

GEOFFREY CHAUCER, "the father of English poetry," stands in the 

front rank of those who have told stories in verse. He was born in 

London about the year 1340. The language in which men wrote five 

hundred years ago is very different from that in use to-day; many 

5 of Chaucer's poems, however, have been modernized. The Canterbury 

Tales, from which this selection is taken, is his greatest work. 

In a tiny cottage, near a strip of woodland, there once 

lived a poor old woman and her two daughters. Small 

indeed were her possessions, but she was by nature both 

10 thrifty and patient, and she was content with her simple 

life. Her daily fare was brown bread and milk, with an 

occasional feast when she allowed herself a slice of bacon 

and an egg or two. 

15 

20 

A yard she had, enclosed all about 

With sticks and staves, and a dry ditch without, 

In which she kept a cock called Chanticleer, 

In all the land of crowing without peer. 

His comb was redder than the coral fine, 

And toothed like castle turret's topmost line; 

His beak was black and as bright jet it shone; 

His legs and toes were of a bluish tone ; 

Like lilies were his nails, so white and cold; 

In color he resembled burnished gold. 

A specimen page of The Blodgett Fourth Reader, reset in Century Schoolbook, 

showing the type in caps, small caps, lower-case and italic, widely spaced between words . 

The Blodgett Fourth Reader is published by Ginn and Company, Boston, Mass., 

and the page is reprinted here by permission. 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK 

TWELVE POINT CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we 
would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits 
of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from 

the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. 
Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound senti
ment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most 
influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless 
books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's 
most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced 

F OURTEEN POINT CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of 
all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preced
ing ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from 
the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a mar
velous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential product of 
the printing art is books. There were countless books before 
the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that typog-

EIGHTEEN POINT CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is 
our art of printing. In its higher influence it is 
the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If 
we would, we may through printing types confer 
with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from 
the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This 
is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, 
Par tly opened with two point leads 
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Century Schoolbook 

87 

t:· . 'A RIDE IN THE CARS 

~elyn .cars 
two--aboard 

ride one these ticket 
New York all Donald 

Characters. MAY, GRACE, EvELYN, GEORGE, DoNALD, 

JACK, WILL, FRANK, TICKET MAN 

(Arrange chairs for a train of cars, and have one chair with 
a table or a desk for a ticket office. Let the children make 

tickets for busy work) 

DoNALD. Do you wish to ride in my 
cars? 

_......._ 

EVELYN. Yes, thank you. I wish to 
ride in your cars. 

___ _/ 

A specimen page of Cyr's New Primer, reset in Century Schoolbook, 

showing the type in caps, small caps, lower-case and italic, widely spaced between words. 

Cyr's New Primer is published by Ginn and Company, Boston, Mass., 

and the page is reprinted here by permission. 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

VENETIAN SERIES 

SIX POINT VENETIAN 

MATCHLESS in power among t he arts of men is our art of print
ing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is 
divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types con
fer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization . This 

is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended 
it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and in
vest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influen
tial product of the printing art is books. There were countless 
books before the invention of printing, but let it be r emem
bered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and 
that writing is man's most important invention. By that inven
tion humanity was advanced {rom a limited instinctive intelli
gence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless 

TEN POINT VENETIAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men 
is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through printing 

types confer with all the choice spirits of 
preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civiliza
tion. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 

EIGHT POINT VENETIAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief ser
vant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may 
through printing types conferwith all the choice spirits 

of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired 
by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended 
it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, 
and invest hi s occupation with a sacred character. The 
most influential product of the printing art is books. 
There were countless books before the invention of print-

TWELVE POINT VENETIAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts 
of men is our art of printing. In its 
higher influence it is the chief servant 

of all that is divine in man. If we would, 
we may through printing types confer 
with all the choice spirits of preceding 
ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civili-

FOURTEEN POINT VENETIAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. 
In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in 
man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the 

choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer 
a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 

EIGHTEEN POINT VENETIAN , 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant 
of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through 

printing types confer with all the choice spirits of pre
ceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. 
This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may 
Partly opened with two point leads For complete showings see pages 286 and 287 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

NORWOOD ROMAN 

SIX POINT NORWOOD ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of all 
that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing 
types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and 
learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of 
civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. 
Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of pro-

found sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred 
character. The most influential product of the printing art 
is books. There were countless books before the invention 
of printing, but let it be remembered that typography is 
merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's 
most important invention. By that invention humanity was 
advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate 
to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of pro
gressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing 
civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscrib
ing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimit
ably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues 
of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to 
teach their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and 
inspiration treast~red in printed books. The printers' art 

EIGHT POINT NORWOOD ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the chief 
servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we 
may through printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 

knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civili
zation. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. 
Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista 
of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 
with a sacred character. The most influential prod
uct of the printing art is books. There were count
less books before the invention of printing, but let it 
be remembered that typography is merely time
saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most 
important invention. By that invention humanity 
was advanced from a limited instinctive intelli
gence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into 

TEN POINT NORWOOD ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing 
types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge 
acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 
truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and 
invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the print-

ing art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it 
be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is 
man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a 
limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless 
arena of progressive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in 
every generation wherever the art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of 
printing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Pedagogues of every 
degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimilate 

TWELVE POINT NORWOOD ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its high
er influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, 
we may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding 
ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civili
zation. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it 
may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupa-

tion with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art 
is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let 
it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that 
writing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was 
advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of 
barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and inven
tion, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation ~vherever 
Partly opened with two point leads 
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MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

ROMAN N 0. 510 

SIX POINT ROMAN No. 510 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief sen·ant of all 
that is divine in man. If wewould,\1·e may through printing 
types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages 
and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the 
dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous 

truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista 
of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a 
sacred character. The most influential product of the print
ing art is books. There were countless books before the in
vention of printing, but let it be remembered that typogra
phy is merely time-saving inscribing, and that 'uiting is 
man 's most important invention . By that invention hu
manity was advanced from a limited instincti1·e intelli
gence , inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the 
boundless arena of progressiYe kn01dedge and inYention, 
renewing and advancing civilization in every generation 
wherever the art of inscribing 11·as freely employed. The 
invention of printing illimitably increased the educative 
power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by 
printing. Theinwrlla.<k i.s to teac/1 tll ei1·puJJil-" !lou• to a.s.,imilale 
Jactsandidea8etncl in8pimtion t'l'easu·recl in JJI'intecl books. The 

EIGHT POINT ROMAN N 0. 510 

l\1.\TCIILESS in pmYer among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the 
chief senant of all that is divine in m.an. If we 
would, lYe may through printing types confen\'ith 
all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all 

the knowledge acquired by men from the da1Yn of 
civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvel
ous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound f"entin'lent, and invest 
his occupation with a sacred character. The most 
influential product of the printing art is books. 
There were countless books before the invention of 
printing, but let it be rem.embered that typogra
phy is merely time-saving inscribing, and that 
writing is man's most important invention. By 
that in·rentionh:umanity~ms ctdmncedfTom a limited 
instinct ire 'intelligence, inaclequctte to l~ft it out of bar-

NINE POINT ROMAN No. 510 

MATCHI"Ess in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the 
chief sen·ant of all that is diYine in man. If 1\'e ,,·ould, \\·e may through printing types confer with 
all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knmdedge acquired by men from the dmrn 
of ciYilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprebended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, and im·est his occupation with a sacred character. The most 

influenti'al product of tbe printing art is books. There were countless books before the inYention of 
printing, but let it be remembered that typography is m.erely time-saYing inscribing, and that writ
ing is man's most important inYention. By that inYention humanity IYas aclYanced from a limited 
instinctiYe intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressiYe 
knowledge and inYention, renel\·ing and adYancing ciYilization in eYery generation whereYer the art 
of inscribing I\· as freely employed. The inYention of printingillimitablyincreased the educative power 
of books. Pedagogues of eYery degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils 
how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The printers' art per
petuates the books from age to age. EYery book is an evolution from preceding books. EYery author 
is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to the world's treasure of 
lcnowlecl,r;e and idects. Printing, in c~cldition to its cultw·al power, has become the most ilzfluential force in 
comrne1·ce)· the best means of ln·inging sellen and buyers together. B eginning 'With Colwnbus, 'Who found 

TEN POINT ROMAN No. 510 

MNrcHLESS in povver among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it 
is the chief servant of all that is divine in man . If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sobertruth.This is a marvelous truth. Fully com
prehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation 

with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. There 
were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that t:ypog
raphyis merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important invention. 
B:ythat invention humanity was advanced from alimitedinstinctive intelligence,inadequate 
to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, 
renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art of inscribing was 
freel.)' employed. The invention of printi1~g illimitably increased the educative power of 
books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach their 
pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The 
printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an evoltdionj?-mn preceding books. 
Every atdhor is the c1'eature of the books he has read, fort'LLnate if he rnay add a little to the world's 
Partly opened with two point leads 574 



MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

RoMAN No. 510 

ELEVEN POINT ROMAN No. 510 

:MATCHLESS in pmYer an1ong the arts of 111en is our art of printing. In its higher influ
ence it is the chief seryant of all that is divine in 111an. If ·we would, 1ve 111ay through 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by 111en frmn the dawn of ciYilization. This is sober truth. This 
is a 1narvelous truth. Fully comprehended it 111ay open to a printer a vista of profound 

sentim_ent, and inYest his occupation with a sacred character. 'rhe n1ost influential 
product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the invention 
of printing, but let it be rem.en1bered that typography is 111erely tim.e-saving inscribing, 
and that writing is n1an's 111ost in1portant invention. By that invention hun1anity 
was adyanced frmn a lin1ited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of bar
ba?·ism, into the boundless aTena ofp?·ogTessit•e knowledge and invention, ?'enewing and 
adtt:ancing civilization in et'eTy generat,ion tuherett'er th e aTt of inscTibing 1.uas f?·eely em-

TWELVE POINT ROMAN No. 510 

MATCHLESS in power an1ong the arts of n1en is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in n1an. If \Ye would, we 
may through printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding 
ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men fron1 the dawn of civili-

zation. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully con1prehended 
it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occu
pation with a sacred character. The n1ost influential product of th@ printing 
art is books. There were countless books before the invention of printing, but 
let it be remen1bered that typography is 1nerely time-saving inscribing, and 
that writing is man's n1ost i1nportantinvention. By that invention hun1anity 
was advanced fron~ a lin~ited instinctive intelligence, inacleq1LCite to lift it mit of 
ba?'·barisn~, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge and invention, rene?.D-

ROMAN Nos. 524 AND 527 

FIVE POINT ROMAN NO. 524 

1\IATCHLESS in power arnong the arts of men is our art of printing. In its 

high er influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we 

would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice spi rits of 

preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn 

of civil ization. This is sober truth. This is a manelous truth. Fully compre

hended it may open to a printer a vista of profound se ntiment and inves t 

his occ upation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the 

printing art is books. There were countless books before the invention of 
printing, but let it he remember ed that typography is merely t ime-saving 
inscribing, and that writing is man's m ost importa nt invention. By that 
invention humanity was ad,·anced from a limited instincth e intelligence, 
inadequate to lift it out of barharism, into the boundless arena of progres
sive knowledge a nd invention, renewing and ad,·ancingcivilization in e,·ery 
generation w here,·er the art of inscribing was f reely employed. The inven
tion of prin t ing illimitably increased the educative power of books. Peda
gogues of every degree are taught by printing. Th eir real task is to teach 
their pupils how to assimilate facts and id eas and inspiration treasured in 
printed books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. 
Every book is an evolution from preceding books. Every an thor is a c reature 
of the books he has read, fortunate if h e may add a littl e to the world"s 
treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing, in addition to its cultural power . 
has become the most influ ential force in commerce: th e best means of bring
ing sellers and buyers together. Beginning with Columbus, who found the 
philosoph ical theory of a round world printed in a hook and beca m e im
mortal by prod ng the theory to be a fact, a newer and greater world was 
discovered. chiefly through incen tive found in printed books. The litera
ture of overseas explorati on begins with the narratiYe of Columbus, quickly 
11rinted t"n seceral ('Otuttries, stirring ·men anclrulers of 1nen to similwv 
aclventuJ·es. 1Vith cliscOt'eJ'Y came trade. 1Vith the introduction of1JOu,:er-
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FIVE POINT ROMAN N 0. 527 

MATCHLESS in po1Yer among the arts of men is our art of print
ing. In its higher influe nce it is the chief servant of all that is 
divine in man. If lYe "·ould, we may through printing types con
fer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the 
knowledge acquired by men from the dawn of civilization. This 
is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it 
may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and in ,-est 

his occupation "·ith a sacred character. The most influential 
product of the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the im·ention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is 
man's most important invention. By that invention humanity 
was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate 
to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progres
si\·e knO\dedge and invention, renewing and advancing civili
zation in e1·ery generation wherever the art of inscribing \Yas 
freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased 
the edncath-e power of books. Pedagogues of e 1·ery degree are 
taught b;• printing. Thei r real task is to teach their pupils hO\Y to 
assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed 
books. The printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. 
E1·ery book is an evolution from preceding books. Every author 
is the c reature of the books he has read, fortunate if h e may add 
a littl e to the world's treasure of knowledge and ideas. Printing. 
in addition to its cultural power, has become the most influential 
force in commer0e; the best means of bringing sellers and buy
ers together. B eginning 11·ith Columbus. \Yho found the philo
sophical theo1•y of a round wo1·ld printed in a book and became im
mortal by proving the theory to be a fact , a newe1· and greater world 



MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE 

ROMAN No. 599 

SIX POINT ROMAN No. 599 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In 
its higher influence it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. 
If we would, we may through printing types confer with all the choice 
spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a 
marvelou s truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a 
vista of profound sentiment, and invest hi s occupation with a sacred 

character. The most influential produ ct of the printing art is books. 
There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let 
it be remembered that typography is merely tim e-saving in scribing, 
and that writing is man' s most important invention. By that inven
tion humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, 
inadequate to lift it out of barbari sm, into the boundless arena of 
progressive knowledge and invention , renewing and advancing 
civilization in every generation wherever the art of in scribing was 
freely employed . The invention of printing illimitably increased the 
ed ucative power of books . Pedagogues of every degree are taught 
by printing. Their real task is to teach their pupils how to assimi
late fa.cts and ideas and in spiration treasured in printed books. The 
printers' art perpetuates the books from age to age. Every book is an 
evolution {Tom p1·eceding books. Eve1·y authoT is the creatuTe of the 
books he has 1'ead, f01·tunate if he rnay add a tittle lo the woT!d's 

EIGHT POINT ROMAN No. 599 

lVIATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of 
all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of pre
ceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men 
from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This 

is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open 
to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his 
occupation with a sacred character. The most influ
ential product of the printing art is books. There were 
countless books before the invention of printing, but let 
it be remembered that typographyismerelytime-saving 
inscribing, and that writing is man's most important 
invention. By that invention humanity was advanced 
from a limited instinctive intelligence, inadequate to 
lilt it out ol bar·barism, into the boundless arena ol 
prog1·essive knowledge and invention, renewing and 

TEN POINT ROMAN No. 599 

MATCHLEss in .power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence it is the 
chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing types confer with 
all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men from the dawn 
of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to 

a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occupation with a sacred character. The most 
influential product of the printing art is books. There were countless books before the invention of 
printing, but let it be remembered that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writ
ing is man's most important invention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited 
instinctive intelligence, inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progres
sive knowledge and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the 
art of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the educative 
power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their real task is to teach 
their pupils how to assimilate facts and ideas and inspiration treasured in printed books. The 
printers' art perpetuates the books from, age to age. Every book is an evolution from preceding 
books. Every author is the creature of the books he has read, fortunate if he may add a little to 

TWELVE POINT ROMAN No. 599 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of printing. In its higher influence 
it is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through printing 
types confer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages and learn all the knowledge ac
quired by men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a marvelous truth. 
Fully comprehended it may open to a printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his 
occupation with a sacred character. The most influential product of the printing art is books. 

There were countless books before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered that 
typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that writing is man's most important in
vention. By that invention humanity was advanced from a limited instinctive intelligence, 
inadequate to lift it out of barbarism, into the boundless arena of progressive knowledge 
and invention, renewing and advancing civilization in every generation wherever the art 
of inscribing was freely employed. The invention of printing illimitably increased the 
educative power of books. Pedagogues of every degree are taught by printing. Their 
Partly opened with two point leads 
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Roman No. 599 

(j)ANY years previous to a settlement in this hilly region 
a lone hunter brought from thence what was considered by 
many a vague report of a strange vision seen. This man 
was all by himself and what part imagination had to do 
with what he testified to be true, we can judge as we like. 

O
NE night, this 
huntermade C)rn: lorroflegend, theyoicr 
his camp far of tradition and the record of 

u~ among the White history ha r~ giYrn the "\Vhite 
Hills. He had settled "'I t · th · . · l 
b ·d th fu 1\ oun ams rn magic ure. esi e e camp ·e . 
which presently died llt IN olden times, from far 
down and a dreamy ~ andnearcamethe brave 
restlessness mocked and fair red children of forest 
a desire for slumber. and wilderness, to reverently 

nE gazed on the offer, in wild, shadowy glens, 
background of their sacrifices of veneration 

de~p blue sky out of and love to the invisible One. 
which the lofty tops . 
of craggy mountains 0 IME and ~gam th~se 
weirdly silhouetted. mountai~ foot~Ills 
~HE mountains' echoed With VOices 
\...)northern slope of youth and maid 
was hid by a sombre uplifted in song that mingled 
shadow, but silvery with the sound of tumbling 
moonbea~s shed an waterfall and roaring wind of 
etl~ereallight on the tempest cloud on the snow
pomted rock and. all crowned rock where it was 
around hung a thiCk . 
veil of ghostly mist. fery~ntly ~eheved .the. Great 

B
BOVE the low Spmtrecmved thmrt~Ibutes. 
musical purr lftHEN the first white man 
of waterfalls \JJ essayed to climb the top 

rose a strange sound of one of these mountains an 
indistinc.tly; but, the old Indian, standing proudly 
man, bemg of. stout erect, shook his head, saying 
heart, heeded I~ not, the Great Spirit dwelt there 
save as the ommous . 
hootofanowl or the andno mtruderwouldreturn. 
lonehowlofahungry cAuT the explorer's thirst 
wolf, giving zest to a ~for adventure overruled 
hopeless search for a these superstitious fears and 
~eal.a~d k~eping up he succeeded in reaching the 
1118 spmts with a rude top and came back in safety. 
serenade for the un-
welcome moonlight. 

U
NQUESTIONABLY, the hunter's nerves were like 
steel, but a fanciful influence changed the mist 
to a great stone church, and within this there 
was an altar, where from the sparkling censer 

rose a curling wreath of incense-smoke, and all around it 
lights dispersed a mellow glow, by which in groups before 
the altar appeared a tribe of savages kneeling in silence. 

Q RESENTLY, there came a change in the wind; a song 
loud and long rose as a voice-offering to the Great 

Spirit; then glittering church-spire, church and altar all 
vanished, and down the steep mountain side grimly trailed 
a long procession of strange-looking men in solemn silence. 

eEFORE all, as if borne by some airy sprite, sported a 
large glittering image of silver, of strange design 
and unfamiliar workmanship, which in the dense 

shadows was seen to transform into fairy shape, and with 
sparkling wings suddenly disappeared into the rent rocks. 
t=J LTHOUGH the hunter's mysterious experience may be 
~_l said to be the product of an overwrought brain, it is 
significant to note that this man was so impressed by his 
vision that nothing would induce him to return to the spot. 

;{)ouBTLESS the profound veneration and respect which 
prevailed among the various Indian tribes of the northern 
wilderness for the White Mountains originated primarily 
from the terrible visitations of avalanches and storms that 
at intervals shook the very foundation of this wild region. 

O
EARLY all authentic 

records agree that 
the aboriginal reel
man had a marked 

superstitious veneration for 
the hoary White Mountains. 

nE CONSIDERED that they 
were the holy sanctuary 

of the invisible One, who by 
a simple motion of his hand 
could raise a storm or still a 
tempest; thus it was deemed 
a pardonless sacrilege to try 
to unfold their awful secrets. 

t#:)EMOTE tradition teaches 
~that few of them were 
courageous enough to press 
theirmoccasinedfeetinto the 
moss that grows above the 
regions of scrub vegetation. 

llt DARING individuals who 
~made the attempt have 
been doomed to wander for
ever invisibly among the wild 
canyons and dreary caverns. 

8
VEN to this clay one 
can find those who 
credulously believe 
that the mournful 

weird noises frequently heard 
among the lonely cliffs come 
from the wretched lost souls 
destined to wander there in 
hopeless,perpetual torment. 

~HE vivid gleam 
\...) of lightning as 
it flew from cliff to 
cliff and the voice of 
the thunder coming 
out of the black and 
angry-looking cloud 
spoke of the invisible 
One and his might. 

B
ROMthe dark 
storm clouds 
had dropped 

for the Indian hunter 
the fire that shivered 
the tall pine trees of 
the shadowy valleys. 
cAY THIS strange 
~ fire the hunter 
had learned to cook 
his moose-meat and 
warm his tired limbs. 
~0 FROlli the gift 
~ of fire grew up 
with the tribes of the 
Amonoosuc valley a 
reverence expressed 
by their fire-dances. 

B
STUDYof 
their lore 
reveals a 
profound 

belief in the wisdom 
and mystic power of 
the Great Spirit who 
ruled their destinies. 
{"'\ UITE typical is 
~the legend that 
tells how once upon a 
time theGreatSpirit 
sent a high wind, in a 
thick mist, and took 

up to the top of Agiochook a single sanop and his squaw 
that the wilderness and all the mountains except this one 
might be covered for two suns with water, and that they 
would then return as the only mortals who had come back. 
)"-fEGENDARY tales apparently endure generation after 
...I--\ generation, as there are folks living in the shadow of 
these mountains who seem to believe that every fall, on a 
certain night, a supernatural brightness glows upon a high 
crag, and the giant ghost of an Indian brave appears there. 

:B
:ANCIFULL Y arrayed in a deep black bearskin war 
robe and carrying a bloody stone tomahawk and a 
broken hornbeam bow, this grim warrior may be 

observed each year, toward midnight, dancing in the wind, 
by the unearthly light, to the measure of a self-sung dirge. 
(ilouNTAIN regions are usually very rich in legends but 
~there is no locality in this country around which have 
been interwoven so many strange and interesting stories 
as the White Mountains, as they not only represent such a 
wonderful page inN ature's book but are closely associated 
with the eventful pioneer period and the trials and daring 
exploits of the intrepid hunters and dauntless adventurers. 
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TRADE-MARK 

SIX POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN . EIGHT POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of 
all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of pre-

ceding ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men 
from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is a 
marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 
printer a vista of profound sentiment, and invest his occu
pation with a sacred character. The most influential prod
uct of the printing art is books. There were countless books 
before the invention of printing, but let it be remembered 
that typography is merely time-saving inscribing, and that 
writing is man's most important invention. By that inven-

TEN POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of 
men is our art of printing. In its higher 
influence it is the chief servant of all 
that is divine in man. If we would, we 

may through printing types confer with 
all the choice spirits of preceding ages 
and learn all the know ledge acquired 
by men from the dawn of civilization. 
This is sober truth. This is a marvel-

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is 
our art of printing. In its higher influence it 
is the chief servant of all that is divine in man. 

If we would, we may through printing types 
confer with all the choice spirits of preceding 
ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by 
men from the dawn of civilization. This is sober 
truth. This is a marvelous truth. Fully compre
hended it may open to a printer a vista of pro
found sentiment, and invest his occupation with 

TWELVE POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the 
arts of men is our art of printing. 
Initshigherinftuenceitis the chief 

servant of all that is divine inman. 
If we would, we may through 
printing types confer with all the 
choice spirits of preceding ages 
and learn all the knowledge ac-

FOURTEEN POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is our art of 
printing. In its higher influence it is the chief servant of 
all that is divine in man. If we would, we may through 
printing types confer with all the choice spirits of preced
ing ages and learn all the knowledge acquired by men 
from the dawn of civilization. This is sober truth. This is 
a marvelous truth. Fully comprehended it may open to a 

EIGHTEEN POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN 

MATCHLESS in power among the arts of men is 
our art of printing. In its higher influence it is 
the chief servant of all that is divine in man. If 
we would, we may through printing types con
fer with all the choice spirits of preceding ages 
and learn all the knowledge acquired by men 
from the dawn of civilization. This is sobertruth 

Only four sets (or widths) for entire alphabet of caps, small caps, lower-case, figures and points. This type can be set. justified and 
corrected faster than any type heretofore designed. Regular spaces and quads are used. Buy a font and try it . 
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Quick-Set Romans 
TRADE-MARK 

EXPLANATORY 

The following Table of Sets of the various sizes of 

QUICK-SET 
TRADE-MARK 

ROMAN, ITALIC and BOLD 

illustrates how this type may be set, justified and corrected more rapidly 
than any letter heretofore designed. The Roman, Italic and Bold carry 
the same set in each size, an advantage that will be readily appre
ciated by printers doing newspaper, magazine, catalogue and price-list 
printing. Regular spaces and quads are used. 

TABLE OF SETS 

FOR SIX POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN, ITALIC AND BOLD 

2 Point Set. i ~:~~~{ c~~s:- ~!I 
3 1 / p · S J ceo r s z fi fl J? 

! 2 omt et . l SMALLCAPS:FJLPSTZ 

4 P . S j abdghknpquvxyffFLPSTZ1234567890S£ 
omt et. t SMALL CAPS: ABC DE G H K M N 0 Q R U V IV X Y & . .E CE 

5% Point Set . A B C D E G H K M N 0 Q R U V W X Y & .IE CE m w ce ce ffi ffi 

FOR EIGHT POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN, ITALIC AND BOLD 

3 P
. s jfijlt,;:.-'!I 

omt et · · I SMALL CAPS: I J 

4 P . tS t 5 ceorszfiflJ?l234567890$£ 
0111 e · · I SMALL CAPS: F L P S T Z 

. J abdghknpquvxyffFLPSTZ 
5 Pomt Set · · I SMALL CAPS: A B C D E G H K M N 0 Q R U V W X Y & ,E CE 

6lh Point Set . . A B C D E G H K M N 0 Q R U V W X Y & .tE ill m w re ce ffi ffi 

FOR TEN POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN, ITALIC AND BOLD 

3 v, P . s t { f i j I t , ; : . - ' ! I 
2 omt e . . SMALL CAPS: I J 

5 Point Set .. { C e 0 r S Z fi fl J? 12 3 4 56 7 8 9 Q $ £ 
SMALL CAPS : F L P S T Z 

. s {abdghknpquvxyffFLPSTZ 
6 

Pomt et . . SMALL CAPS: A B C D E G H K M N 0 Q R U V W X Y & JE CE 

8 Point Set . . A B c D E G H K M N 0 Q R u v w X y & JE CE m w ce ce ffi ffi 

FOR TWELVE POINT QUICK-SET ROMAN, ITALIC AND BOLD 

4 Point Set . . SMALL CAPS: I J {
fijlt,;:.-'!1 

6 Point Set . . { C 8 0 r 8 Z fi fl J ? 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 0 $ £ 
SMALL CAPS: F L P S T Z 

{
abdghknpquvxyffFLPSTZ 

7 
Point Set . . SMALL CAPS: A B C D E G H K M N 0 Q R U V W X Y & ..E CE 

9 Point Set. . A B c D E G H K M N 0 Q R u v w X y & JE CE m w ce CB ffi ffi 

The sets of the Roman, Italic and Bold are the same in each size 
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Quick-Set Family 
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QUICK-SET ITALIC 
TRADE-MARK 

18 Point 12 A 21 a 

PRINTING ADVENT 
Matchless for dignity 
among the arts of men 
14 Point 17 A 32 a 

PRINTING ART TEACHES 
Matchless in dignity among 
the arts of men is our art of 
12 Point 20 A 39a 

PRINTING INFLUENCE GREAT 
Matchless for dignity among the 
arts of men is our excellent art of 

10 Point 23 A 45 a 

PRINTING POWERFUL INCENTIVE 
Matchless in power among the arts of 
men is our art of printing. In its higher 

8 Point 26A 50a 

PI?-INTING EXPRESSING MAN'S PROGRESS 
Matchless in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the 

6 Point 30A 57 a 

PRINTING OVERCOMES COMMERCIAL PROBLEMS 
Matchless in power among the many arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its high influence it is the great servant of all 

QUICK-SET BOLD 
TRADE - MARK 

18 Point 12 A 21 a 

PRINTING ADVENT 
Matchless for dignity 
among the arts of men 
14 Point 16 A 31 a 

PRINTING ART TEACHES 
Matchless in dignity among 
the arts of men is our art of 
12 Point 20A 38a 

PRINTING INFLUENCE GREAT 
Matchless for dignity among the 
arts of men is our excellent art of 

10 Point 23A 45 a 

PRINTING POWERFUL INCENTIVE 
Matchless in power among the arts of 
men is our art of printing. In its higher 

8 Point 26A 49 a 

PRINTING EXPRESSING MAN'S PROGRESS 
Matchless in power among the arts of men is our 
art of printing. In its higher influence it is the 

6 Point 29A 58 a 

PRINTING OVERCOMES COMMERCIAL PROBLEMS 
Matchless in power among the many arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its high influence it is the great servant of all 

QUICK-SET ROMAN 
TRADE-MARK 

18 Point 12 A 22 a 10 Point 22A 45 a 

PRINTING FORCE 
Matchless in power 

PRINTING ART GREAT MASTER 
Matchless in power among the arts 
of men is our art of printing. In its 

14 Point 16 A 32 a 8 Point 26A 50a 

PRINTING EXPRESSED 
Matchless in power is our 
12 Point 19 A 38 a 

PRINTING OFFERS REWARD 
Matchless in power is our art 

PRINTING ENCOURAGED YOUNG MEN 
Matchless in power among the arts of men is 
our art of printing. In its higher influence it 

6 Point 30 A 58 a 

PRINTING EMPLOYED lN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Matchless in power among the arts of men is our art 
of printing. In its higher influence it is the principal 

SMALL CAPS from 6 to 18 Point inclusive are fonted and sold separately 
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PUBLISHED WEEKLY IN THE INTEREST OF THE RESIDENTS OF THE BOROUGH OF GRES 

l.?~~ (tolumbia 
VOLUME FOUR GRESHAM MANOR, CON 

Gresham Manor-The Popular Suburb JGREA 

OHE thrifty,and those with a 
vision of the future, believe 
Gresham Manor property to 

be very valuable and with possibili
ties for greater developments. Many 
noteworthy projects and plans have 
been undertaken and 
brought to a splendid 
fulfilment. The Board 
of Trade will shortly 
open a new campaign 
of publicity in metro
politan publications, 
setting forth many of 
the natural and civic 
advantages that this 
borough presents, in 
ordertointerestthose 
thinking of buying or 
renting ideal country 
places, where the health-producing 
benefits to be derived by a delightful 
intercourse with nature may be en
joyed continuously the year round. 

STEARN & HODGSON 
Real Estate and Investments 

Rooms 112 and 114, Post Office Building 
GRESHAM MANOR, CONNECTICUT 

HEA DI NG I N WASHI N GTON TE XT MIS S AL INI TI AL 

Gresham Manor invites inspection 
and comparison of its paved streets, 
public library, fine churches, large 
modern school system, sound banks, 
public market, convenient park and 
adequate police and fire protection. 

The village government is ably and 
most economically administered by 
men of influence and experience who 
through civic pride willingly give of 
their time that Gresham Manor may 
be properly governed. Fraternal or
ganizations are well represented, so 
that no one need feel at all lonesome 
for want of sociability and friends. 

Important Notice 

THE Board of Trade will hold its first 
regular meeting on Monday evening, 

September third, at which time matters 
of great importance will be brought up. 

Mills Building-eight o'clock 

FRED HAMILTON, Secretary 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

How to Buy Type Advantageously 

By ORDERING type in regular fonts 
(or regular parcels of weight fonts) 

buyers will get quick delivery and the 
lowest prices. Orders for less than fonts 
(or regular parcels of fonts) and for type 
to be put up to irregular schemes or 
assortn1ents are classified as Sort Orders, 
and are usually cast to order, involving 
delay and sometin1es necessitating bill
ing at higher prices. 

The lowest prices for Job Type are ob
tained by buying in Weight Fonts in con
forn1ity with sizes of Minimum Weight 
Fonts at the top of page 583. The lowest 
prices for additions to Body Type Fonts 
are obtained by buying the regular sec
tions of fonts in conformity with Weight 
Schemes for Body Type on page 583. 

In ordering additions to fonts to match 
type in use it is necessary to send a cap H 
and lower-case m (selecting letters that 
are least worn), in addition to stating 
(where possible) the correct name and 
size of face and the name of the manu
facturer of the type ordered. Failure to 
forward specimens of type may make it 
necessary to hold order while request for 
samples is sent to customer. 

It is important in ordering to use the 
exact name of type as printed in speci-

men books, giving name and date of 
specimen book and page on which the 
type is shown. So simple a change as 
ordering "Condensed Gothic" when the 
printed name is "Gothic Condensed," or 
the omission of the correct number, may 
involve uncertainty and delay. 

If any part of an order is required more 
urgently than the balance of the order, 
that fact should be stated, for sometimes 
an unimportant item, which may have to 
be made to order, may delay delivery of 
the items urgently needed. 

Customers are usually in a better posi
tion to select the manner and route of 
shipping their orders, and can frequently 
effect economies of time and expense 
by adding shipping directions to their 
orders. Small quantities shipped by 
freight frequently cost as much or more 
than if shipped by express, are liable to 
delay, and are frequently lost. 

Estimates of the cost of con1plete and 
efficient printing plants of any size are 
furnished in detail upon request, but it is 
not possible to make an intelligent esti
mate unless an approximate idea of the 
amount the inquirer wishes to invest 
in his enterprise is stated, and also the 
nature of the work to be produced. 

--------+-1~ 

Old Metals Taken in Exchange 

OLD TYPE made by the regular type
founders; printers' old brass; elec

tros, stereos, leads anq slugs; metal fur
niture; linotype slugs and Lanston type, 
if packed separately, unmixed with other 
metals (particularly zinc), in their origi
nal manufactured condition (not melted 
down), and shipped prepaid or delivered 
to nearest selling house or foundry, will 
be accepted at current prices in exchange 
for new type and other printing materials 
at our regular discounts as advertised 
by this Company fron1 time to time. 

As old metal cannot be easily identi
fied when several shipments arrive at 

about the same time, it is necessary to 
put shipper's name on each package, and 
advise us promptly of shipment, sending 
us a copy of freight receipt showing the 
number of boxes or other packages, the 
gross weight thereof and memorandum 
giving exact weights of each class of 
metal. Close observance of these sugges
tions will save time and annoyance and 
will expedite matters all around. 

Stereotype plates and bases made by 
The American Press Association, News
paper Unions, or similar manufacturers, 
being the property of these concerns, are 
not accepted. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

SIZES OF MINIMUM WEIGHT FONTS 

Weight Fonts of caps, lower case, figures and 
points, with small caps, if made, of one body, 
face and line, ordered at one time,cast to regular 
scheme 

5 lbs. and multiples, 3 to 4~ Point inclusive. 
10 lbs. and multiples, 5 and 5~ Point. 
20 lbs. and multiples, 6 to 18 Point inclusive. 
25 lbs. and multiples, 20 to 36 Point inclusive. 
50 lbs. and multiples, 42 to 72 Point inclusive. 
75 lbs. and multiples, 84 and 96 Point. 

100 lbs. and multiples, 120 and 144 Point. 

Weight Fonts of Title Line faces, caps, figures and 
points, of one body, face and line, ordered at one 
time, cast to regular scheme 

5 lbs. and multiples, 4 to 5~ Point inclusive. 
10 lbs. and multiples, 6 to 18 Point inclusive. 
15 lbs. and multiples, 20 to 36 Point inclusive. 
20 lbs. and multiples, 42 and 48 Point. 
25 lbs. and multiples, 54 to 72 Point inclusive. 
40 lbs. and multiples, 84 and 96 Point. 
50 lbs. and multiples, 120 and 144 Point. 

SCHEME FOR 80-LB. FONT BODY TYPE 

LB OZ LB OZ LB OZ LB OZ 

a 4 6 A 8¥2 A 2% 1 8 
b 1 B 5 B 1% 2 6¥2 
c 1 14 c 7% c 2 3 5lf2 
d 3 D 61/z D 2 4 5 
e 6 8 E 10 E 3V2 5 6% 
f 1 1 F 5 F 1V2 6 5 
g 1 4 G 5¥2 G 1¥2 7 5 
h 3 8 H 6V2 H 2 8 5 
i 2 12 I 6 I 1% 9 5 
j 5 J 4V2 J P4 0 10 
k 8 K 4 K 11,4 $ 2 
I 1 8 L 6 L 2 £ ¥2 
m 2 10 M 7¥2 M 21,4 
n 4 6 N 7¥2 N 2V2 
0 4 4 0 7¥2 I 0 2V2 
p 1 6 p 6 p 1% 
q 5 Q 2V2 Q % 
r 3 5 R 8 R 21,4 I 8 
s 3 6 s 8 s 21,4 ; 3 
t 3 12 T 9 T 2V2 : 2 
u 2 2 U 5 u 1V2 1 
v 14 v 3¥2 v 1 9 
w 1 10 w 7 w 2 4 
X 5 X 2 X%! 2 
y 1 4 y 4¥2 y 11,4 ? 2 
z 4 z 2 z 1f2 3 
ce 1 .tE % .tE 14 ( 2 
re 1 CE % m 1,4 [ 1 
fi 5 & 3V2 & 1 
ff 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........ . £ _j_ :~~ · · · ··· ··· · ·· ·· · · ·· · ··· · 

58 12 10 0 3 0 4 4 

TOTALS 
LB LB 

Lower Case . . . .. ... .. . . . 58% Caps ........... . . . ...... 10 
Points . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41,4 Small Caps . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Figures ............ . . ... 4 .................... . 
- ~ 

- ----------
QUADS 

LB OZ LB 

en set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 em set. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 10 
3-em set. . . . . . . . . . . . 6 2-em set. . . . . . . . . . 4 2 
4-em set. . . . . . . . . . . 1 3-em set. . . . . . 4 4 
5-em set . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 ........... . 
hair..... .. ....... 2 

10 0 l_Q___Q 
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SCHEME OF SUNDRIES FOR 100 LBS. ROMAN 

FRACTIONS I DASHES AND I REFERENCES I COMMERCIAL , LEADERS 

BRACES ---- MARK S ~------
oz 

1,4 6 ,. lf2 * 
oz LB oz I LB 

2 fa! 6 en set 4 
ljz 3 -"- % t 1 <W 3 em set 12 
% 2 % t % Th 3 2-em set 2 
¥s lf2 -.A.- 1% II % % 2 3-em set 2 
% lf2 --.A..-- 2 § % ' Ph .............. . 
Vs 1 2 ~ % ¢ lf2 ··· ······· ····· 

1 3 1% 
¥2 1 0 5 0 

o/s Gr 
5fs 1 3 ~ 

Leaders ............. 5lb. 
% % 3 
1;6 14 · ·· ····· · ··· References .......... 8 oz. ···· ·· ·· · · ·· Braces and Dashes . . lib. · ········ ··· ----1 1----~Fractions . ....... ... lib. 

0 8 Commercial Marks.llb. 1 0 1 0 

TABLE OF POINT SET SPACES AND QUADS 

SPACES 
HAIR AND TH I NNER 

THAN 5 EMS 

FOR I FOR I FOR I QUADS 

E

5

M E~ E

3

M N-QD:M.QD I2-EM I 3 · EM 

5 Point 1 11,4 1¥2 2 2%

1 

5 j 1o 15 
5% Point 1 114 1% 2 2% 5¥2 11 16% 
6 Point 1 114 lV2 2 3 6 1 12 18 
7 Point P4 1% 1% 2Vz 3112 7 14 21 
8 Point 114 llh 2 3 4 8 16 24 
9 Point 1% 1% 214 3 4% 9 18 27 

10 Point 1% 2 2V213lfz 5 110 20 30 
11 Point 1% 214 2% 3V2 5%

1

11 22 33 
12 Point 1% 2¥2 3 4 6 12 24 36 

i~ ~~ig~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ i~ ~~ I 

18 Point 2 3 4 6 9 18 1 36 
20 Point 2 3 4 5 7 10 20 40 
24 Point 2 3 4 1 6 8 12 24 48 
30 Point 3 4 6 8 10 15 30 
36 Point 3 4 6 9 12 18 36 
42 Point 4 6 9 11 14 21 42 
48 Point 4 6 9 12 16 24 48 
54 Point 4 6 9 12 18 27 54 
60 Point 5 6 8 12 15 20 30 60 
72 Point 5 6 9 12 18 24 36 72 I 
84 Point 6 9 12 16 21 28 42 84 

1~8 ~~ig~ 6 ~ 1~ i~ ~~ §6 ~5 ~~ I~o I 

WEIGHT SCHEMES FOR BODY TYPE 

Body Type in sizes 6 to 18 Pt. is put up in packages 
of the following approximate weights. This table 
applies only to faces shown on pages 536-578 

FONT 

20 lbs. 
40 lbs. 
80 lbs. 

CAPS 1 SMALL 
CAPS 

LOWER 
CASE 

rn N m N m N rn N m 

_ -' ~~-""' ~ _:::'_ _o 

1 

.. ..:::'.... o -' 

2 8 o ! 12 1 1 1 I o 14 
5 0 1 8 2 2 2 0 29 
10 0 3 0 4 4 4 0 I 58 

8 

11 
6 

12 

Where the face does not show SMALL CAPS, the 
weight of the Cap package is increased. 

Weight fonts of other faces are put up to 
count schemes and the weight of the separate 
packages of caps, lower case, figures and points 
vary with each face. 

Body Type Italic is put up in small fonts of 
the following approximate weights: 5~ Point and 
smaller inclusive, 2~ pounds and multiples; 6 to 
18 Point inclusive, 5 pounds and multiples. 

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

~ ACCENTED LETTERS ~ 
0 A table of all the accents regularly made for 0 
(i body and job type, with their designated 0 2 numbers, is shown on page 586 2 
~~Q~QOQ~Q~QOQOQ~QOQ~Q~Q~Q~Q~Q~QOQOQ~Q~Q~~ 

TEAGUE BORDER 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

LENGTHS OF ALPHABET 
THE following Table showing the lengths of the alphabet in points of popular series of job type is 

given for the purpose of making comparison of the various faces and furnishing a basis 
for computing the amount of type which can be set in a given space 

NAME OFTYPE - Si::__l ~ 8 -~ ~ 1~ ~~~~~ 24 ~~~~ ~ ~~0 I 7_}._ 
A . C I I I Caps I 113 138 167 1 218 1 256 1 308 1 391 504 1 608 751 911 I 

mencan ason _··_· ·_·· ·~2 L.Case ~~~ ~ 165 ~~4 -~~ 486 579 ~ 

. Caps 115 155 184 207 229 295 373 456 541 628 713 889 1065 
Bod om · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · { L. CAAe ~I ~ _12!)1 144 _161 ~ 265 I _325_ 386 447 511 634 7~ 
B d · J Caps 1 119 159 189 212 258 304 394 483 1 573 666 1 765 936 1128 0 om Bold ·· · · ·· · ·· · ···· · 11 L.Case_ ~~ 116 137 156 ~ 224 ~ ~ ~0 ~ ~ ~8 ~25 _ 

B k Old I I j Caps 132 160 I 194 i 237 1 279 353 544 1 587 748 1 924 1151 1366 
oo man stye··· · · · · · · 1 L. Case 96 107 ~ ~ 183 240 ~61 ~ ~ ~4 ~ 936 

Caslon Oldstyle No. 4 71.. · · · 1 L. Case 81 86 1 106 142 159 195 265 317 408 502 563 793 942 
J Caps 124 145 175 236 252 300 442 475 584 742 880 1190 1459 

C I N 540 I J Ca~ - lll 162 198 244 2851 410 m 5841 742 1 880 1023 1264 11487 
as on °· ·· · · · · · · · · · · 1 L. Case 74 , 101 1~ ~ ~ 230 ~7 ~8 502 ~ 6~ 791 937 

Caps 144 175 216 248 300 384 488 609 736 871 954 1304 1578 
Caslon Bold · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 11 L. Case 102 1 124 154 177 215 269 348 1 431 523 614 719 930 1118 

1 Caps 124 ! 
) L.Case 92 

ljca;--1131 
Cheltenham Oldstyle .. . . . . . 1 L. Case 75 

Century Bold .... 

j Caps 1341 
Cheltenham Italic .. .. . . · · · · · 1 L. Case 78 

162 195 299 
118 ~~~ 
1~~ I i~~ i~~ 

273 338 

194 1 242 
265 335 
152 190 

154 194 227 275 1 342 
92 112 131 160 198 

--- , __ 
438 538 1 641 760 860 1081 1321 
310 376 457 541 616 776 950 

422 1 5o9 (;14 1 n9183611036 11235 
241 291 348 412 1 465 583 703 

I 
j Caps 134 159 202 225 

Cheltenham Bold .... . . ...... 1 L.Case ~ 112 ~~~7 278 1 340 
190 233 

426 ~ 623 738 834 l062 11277 
252 300 I 359 421 482 l 600 724 

423 .1 516 629 74"5 847 1o73 13o4 
3o5 365 449

1 

53o 612 77o I 924 

- J~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m 
Cheltenham Bold Condensed 1 L. Case 75 89 113 126 20812551 

154 188 234 284 347 400 488 590 710 
32614011 476 5Sl 6431 810 975 

452 5461674- 804 91911146 11374 
310 379 456 534 621 780 946 . I j Caps 140 I Cheltenham Bold ltahc · · · · · 2_ L. Case ~ 

J Caps I 166 Cheltenham Bold Extended .· 1 L. Case 127 

jCa;--llli 
Cheltenham Wide . · · · · · · · 1 L . Case 89 

Cheltenham Medium ... J Caps 127 
1 L.Case 93 

Cloister Oldstyle .. .. . . . I Ca;--1 130 
-1 L.Case 79 

j Caps 136 
Cloister Bold ..... . ··· ·· ······ ) L. Case 86 

- J Caps -~ l39 
Franklin Gothic .. . ··········· 1 L. Case 109 [ 

I -

Garamond .. . 

Garamond Italic .. .. 

Goudy Oldstyle . . . .. . . 

Goudy Italic .. . 

Goudy Catalogue .... 

j Caps [ 130 
I L. Case 87 

j Caps 
1 

123 
I L.Case 80 

J Caps I 125 
I L.Case 83 

J Caps 
I L . Case 

124 
77 

J Caps 132 
I L . Case 89 

. j Caps 
Goudy Catalogue ltahc · · 1 L. Case 

132 
85 

Goudy Bold .. J Caps 137 
I L. Case 93 

Goudy Bold Italic .. J Caps 11:34 1 
1L.Cas~~ 

National Oldstyle .. J Caps 131 j 

I L. Case 83 

161 214 236 1 277 357 
113 1~~ 194 245 

195 241 281 338 424 
149 191 ~1 256 318 

i~~ I i~g i~~ i~~ ~~~ 

537 l 652

1

794

1 

940 I 1081 l 1364 1651 
405 493 601 713 816 1031 11244 
---- - ----- ----

422 509 614 729 836 1036 1235 
281 339 413 485 556 694 830 

- - --------

153 191 213 256 317 1 402 483 590 694 800 1012 11223 
105 131 146 175 215 271 328 399 472 542 684 825 

1w-l-18z12o3 1228 292 37s 463 55l 636 ~ 726 902 1083 
93 110 I 122 137 175 226 277 328 379 431 537 645 

- - ------------ ~ 

162 1 189 212 237 304 391 480 571 661 750 936 1124 
105 122 136 154 195 252 309 368 427 481 601 720 

164 2 11 233 2821 352 453 1 544 654 1 7Sl 874 1100 1329 
129 163 183 2~ _:7o ~ 420 : ~4 585 1 677 855 11032_ 

156 I 180 204 228 1 296 385 472 561 I 739 910 1090 
103 118 134 149 193 249 306 364 480 594 711 

147 1 170 193 216 
92 105 119 132 

155 11891216 1 261 
106 128 145 175 

1~! I i~~ i~~ i~~ 

279 
171 

326 
218 

320 
196 

163 197 227 273 ' 343 
110 133 153 184 228 

163 196 227 1 271 339 
104 125 148 172 214 

~~~ ~~~ I ~ii ~~~ 
412 5011608 1 718 829 
274 333 404 477 549 

406 4 92 16011 -
247 300 364 
-·~-·-- --

1047 112"70 
694 840 

435 : 530 647 764 881 1 1118 1351 
289 351 428 504 582 737 893 
--- -- - ~- -

429 520 634 747 862 1093 1323 
270 326 398 467 1 538 681 822 _, __ __ - -

169 206 236 286 358 1 454 553 676 798 921 1168 1415 
114 , 139 159 ~ __!91 240 . 302 366 I 448 527 610 • 773 1 938 

168 l2o412341 281

1

352. 440 I 542 659 m\ 897 1135 1373 
110 134 153 184 230 290 352 427 502 582 734 I 886 

154 187 ----zi5 260 325' 4101 499 607 828 
98 119 137 163 205 259 315 394 522 

Packard . I Caps 
'1 L.Case 

135 I 152 I 188 
81 90 112 

210 
124 2521315 l398 I 4831 586 l 697 803 

148 185 234 283 343 405 467 1 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

LENGTHS OF ALPHABET 
THE following Table showing the lengths of the alphabet in points of popular series of body type is 

given for the purpose of making comparison of the various faces and furnishing a basis 
for computing the amount of type which can be set in a given space 

NAME OFTYPE Size 

Baskerville Roman ........... .. . j Caps 
I L. Case 

Bodoni Book ...... .... . I Caps 
·1 L. Case 

Bodoni Book Italic ....... . j Caps 
1 L. Case 

Caslon Oldstyle No.471. .. .... . j Caps 
I L. Case 

Caslon Oldstyle No. 471 Italic .. J Caps 
1 L .Case 

Cas! on No. 540 ................ . l Caps 
1 L. Case 

. 1 j Caps Caslon No. 540 ltahc .. · · · · · · · · · l L. Case 

Century Expanded .... . ........ . J Caps 
1 L.Case 

Century Expanded Italic .. l Caps 
1 L . Case 

j Caps 
Century Catalogue .. · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 L. Case 

I
~-

. Caps 
Century Catalogue Itahc · · · · · · · i L . Case 

k I JCaps Century School boo · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 L. Case 

Century Schoolbook Italic .... ·1 l Caps 
I L. Case 

J Caps Century Oldstyle . .... ..... . ... · 1 l L. Case 

l Caps Century Oldstyle Italic ........ . 1 L. Case 

. I I Caps Cloister Itahc ....... · · · · ·~ ~-Case 

Harris Roman 

New Caslon . .. . 

Norwood Roman 

Oldstyle No. 550 .. 

Oldstyle No. 551 . 

Oldstyle No. 581 . 

Oldstyle No. 583 .. 

Quick-Set Roman .. 

Recut Caslon .. 

Roman No.5 1 0 .. 

Roman No. 599 .. 

Scotch Roman ... 

Venetian. 

I Caps 
· ~I I L.Case 

I Caps 
·1 L.Case 

I 

J Caps 
· ·· ·· · 1 L. Case 

I Caps 
I L. Case 

J Caps 
1 L . Case 

I Caps 
·I L. Case 

I Caps 
I L.Case 

I Caps 
I L. Case 

j Caps 
I L. Case 

j Caps 
I L . Case 

I Caps 
·I L. Case 

I Caps 
·I L. Case 

J Caps 
I L.Case 

5 5Yz 6 
105 

68 

109 
75 

107 
73 

124 
81 

130 
79 

111 
74 

108 
70 

7 8 

152 
91 

143 
100 

146 
99 

9 

145 170 
86 103 

152 151 
87 105 

162 
101 

145 
101 

10 

166 
106 

169 
118 

11 12 14 

200 I 237 
133 155 

18 

336 
221 

190 212 273 
132 146 186 

171 194 1 217 274 
115 129 146 I 186 

175 208 1 ;,, 252 1300-
106 ~1~ ~'~ 
183 200 223 258 315 
106 112 131 146 181 

244 1 285 366 
155 183 230 

247 293 372 

198 1 222 
118 134 

190 211 
107 124 143 171 214 

114 I 132 I 132 140 
80 93 93 100 

120 1136 136 147 

166 176 195 205 227 
116 126 140 145 160 

170 jl85 2051215 235 

268 
191 

338 
242 

81 ' 91 91 97 113 125 ' 131 141 153 
289 
186 

361 
231 

108 
83 

113 
74 

111 
80 

128 
86 

134 
90 

130 
93 

138 
93 

129 
94 

132 
85 

119 
70 

128 
96 

138 
88 

125 
91 

139 
96 

132 
96 

139 
96 

147 
93 

128 
94 

135 
87 

156 
103 

162 I 
107 

161 
115 

171 
114 

151 1 

109 

154 
99 

143 I 
84 

157 
116 

169 
108 

144 
105 

15sl 167 
105 115 

148 
105 

161 
112 

187 
121 

199 
129 

198 1 
140 

216 
144 

228 1 145 

228 
161 

207 l I 238 
139 157 

176 119412031 216 
127 138 145 153 

180 I 201 208 
114 ~~I 

165 I 
98 I 

172 186 
121 133 

223 

144 1 
183 
109 I 
219 
156 

261 322 
173 213 

274 340 

~I 205_ 

273 345 
195 243 

284 356 
189 238 

259 324 
184 232 

267 1 334 
175 219 

208 1 267 
222 155 

267 I 323 
184 225 
-~ -~ 

221 260 310 397 
252 140 164 196 

-~ls8 208 ! 
134 1 148 

178 196 211 248 
124 132 140 1 170 

175 1931207 230 
122 130 138 150 

285 
187 

334 
217 

152 
107 

164 178 194 I 2o9 244 
115 ~~~~ 173 

177 
111 

153 
112 

165 
106 

183 203 I 214 
116 130 140 

189 
141 

209 
132 

214 261 
165 1 200 

342 
256 

237 286 360 
155 177 229 

126 160 168 182 199 224 
95 111 116 126 136 153 

112 123 150 157 I 173 \189 1 

80 89 97 109 117 126 

128 
94 

1~~ I 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

ACCENTED LETTERS 

A GREAT variety of accented letters are made by the American Type Founders Company. It is imprac
ticable to attempt to list the individual characters in this catalogue. Such a list would necessarily be 
incomplete within a very short time, because important additions are being made almost daily. The list 
printed herewith is therefore limited to the type faces shown in this specimen book for which accented 
le tters are made. Information regarding additional accents will be supplied upon request. 

----~~------

ACCENTED LETTERS USED IN VARIOUS MODERN LANGUAGES 

Bohemian 

A:Ef6uuYE c f> :N R stz 
aei6uu:Yecdiirstz 

Polish 
6AECLNSZZ 
oq,~cliiszz 

French 

Hungarian 
A:Efouotrou 

aeiouoiioii 

Italian 
A:EfouA:Erou!c 

aeiouaeiouio 

Portuguese 
A.Ef6utr:EOQAo:N 

aei6uiieoc;aon 

Spanish 

A:Ef6utr:N aeiouun 

.EA.:E'tou.A:E'totrA:EtOOQ 
eaeiouaelouaeiouc; 

Norwegian and Danish 
.£ 38 0 ~ 

Swedish 
.A6A aoa 

German 
.Aotr aou 

TABLE OF NUMBERS DESIGNATING ACCENTED LETTERS 

EACH accented letter is designated by an invariable number irrespective of face or size, as shown in the 
table below. In ordering it is only necessary to state the number of the accented letter and the name and 
size of the face. 

NUMBER ACC ENT NUMBER ACCENT NUMBER ACCENT NUMBER ACCEN T NUMB ER ACCENT N~I ACCENT NUMBER ACCENT NUMBER ACCE NT NUMBER IACCENT 

---- 1- ----

1 a 101 A 201 A. 18 118 218 51 0 151 0 251 0 
2 e 102 E 202 E 19 a 119 A 219 A. 52 <; 152 Q 252 Q 
3 1 103 i 203 f 20 e 120 E 220 :E 54 0 154 6 254 6 
4 6 104 6 204 6 21 i 121 i 221 i 55 ii 155 u 255 u 
5 u 105 -o 205 (J 22 0 122 6 222 () 58 q 158 A 258 1\ 
6 y 106 y 206 y 23 tl 123 t) 223 u 59 ~ 159 Ei 259 ~ 
7 a. 107 A 207 A 37 c 137 c 237 c 60 c 160 c 260 c 
8 e 108 :E 208 :E 38 cf 138 D 238 D 61 l 161 L 261 L 
9 i 109 l 209 l 39 e 139 E 239 E 62 :n 162 :N 262 :N 

10 0 110 0 210 0 41 :n 141 :N 241 :N 63 s 163 s 263 s 
11 u 111 u 211 u 42 f 142 :R 242 R 64 z 164 z 264 z 
13 a 113 A 213 .A 43 s 143 s 243 s 65 i 165 z 265 z 
14 e 114 E 214 E 44 t 144 T 244 T 70 a 170 A 270 A 
15 1 115 I 215 J. 45 u 145 -o 245 u 73 0 173 0 273 6 
16 0 116 6 216 0 47 z 147 z 247 z 79 fi 179 N 279 :N 
17 ti 117 -o 217 u 50 re 150 JE 250 .£ 80 a 180 A 280 A. 

! 

All accents for capitals, small capitals, and lower case shown in the above table are made for the 
following type faces in the sizes noted : 

Century Bold-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 
24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Century Expanded-Caps, Lower Case and Small Caps: 
6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 18 Point. 

Century Expanded Italic-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 
10, 12, 14 and 18 Point. 

Century Oldstyle-Caps, Lower Case and Small Caps: 
6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 18 Point. 
Caps and Lower Case: 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Century Oldstyle Bold-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 
12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36 and 48 Point. 

Century Oldstyle Italic-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 
12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Cheltenham Bold-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 
18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Cheltenham Bold Condensed-Caps and Lower Case: 
6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Cheltenham Bold Extended-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 
8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed-Caps and Lower 
Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Cheltenham Oldstyle-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 
12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Cheltenham Wide-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 
14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Complete list of Piece Accents for job and body type faces will be found on page 595 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

ACCENTED LETTERS FOR MODERN LANGUAGES 

Type Faces for which Accented Letters are made 

IN ADDITION to the list given on preceding page, the American Type Founders Company 
makes an exceptionally liberal number of Accented Letters for its extensive 

line of popular type faces, as is shown by schedule below 

------~------

American Extra Condensed-Caps and Lower Case: 12, 
14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60 and 72 Point. 

Blair-Caps: 6 and 12 Point. 

Bodoni-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 
36 and 48 Point. 

Bodoni Book-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 
18 Point. 

Bodoni Book Italic-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10 and 
12 Point. 

Bookman Oldstyle-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 9, 10, 
12, 14, 18, 20, 24, 30. 36, 48, 60 and 72 Point. 

Caslon No. 540-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12 and 
14 Point. 

Caslon Oldstyle No. 471-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 
9, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 18 Point. 

Caslon Oldstyle Italic No.4 71-Caps and Lower Case: 
6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 18 Point. 

Cheltenham Medium Italic-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 
10, 12, 14, 18 and 24 Point. 

Clearface Bold-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 
18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Cloister Italic-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 
and 18 Point. 

Cloister Oldstyle-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 
16 and 18 Point. 

Compact-Caps and ~ower Case: 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 
30, 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 Point. 

Curtis-Post-Caps and Lower Case: 12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 
42 and 48 Point. 

Della Robbia-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
and 18 Point. 

DeVinne No. 2-Caps and Lower Case: 5V2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 
18, 24, 30, 36, 48, 54, 60 and 72 Point. 

DeVinne Condensed No. 2- Caps and Lower Case: 6, 
8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Drew-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 18 
Point. 

Engravers Old English-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 
12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 Point. 

Garamond-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 18 
Point. 

Garamond Italic- Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
and 18 Point. 

Gothic No. 544-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 
18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Gothic No. 545-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 
14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 Point. 

Gothic Condensed No. 523-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 
8, 10, 12, 18, 30 and 36 Point. 

Gothic Condensed No. 529-Caps and Lower Case: 12, 
14, 18, 24, 30, 60 and 72 Point. 

Heavy Caslon -Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
and 18 Point. 

Heavy Copperplate Gothic-Caps: 6, 12 and 18 Point. 

Ionic No. 522-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10 and 12 
Point. 

New Caslon-Caps and Lower Case: 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
and 18 Point. 

New Caslon Italic-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 
14 and 18 Point. 

New Model Remington Typewriter-Caps and Lower 
Case: 12 Point. 

New Model Smith-Premier Typewriter-Caps and Lower 
Case: 12 Point. 

Oldstyle No. 523-Caps, Lower Case and Small Caps: 
5 Point. 

Oldstyle Italic No. 523-Caps and Lower Case: 5 Point. 

Oldstyle No. 550-Caps, Lower Case and Small Caps: 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 Point. 

Oldstyle Italic No. 550-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10 and 12 Point. 

Oliver Typewriter-Caps and Lower Case: 12 Point. 

Post Condensed-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 
14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Post Monotone-Caps and Lower Case : 5 on 6, 6, 8, 10, 
12, 14, 18, 24, 30 and 36 Point. 

Post Oldstyle Roman No. 2-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 
8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point. 

Recut Caslon-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
and 18 Point. 

Recut Caslon Italic-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 12, 
14 and 18 Point. 

Ribbonface Typewriter-Caps and Lower Case: 12 Point. 

Roman No. 510-Caps, Lower Case and Small Caps: 
6, 8, 10, 11 and 12 Point. 

Roman No. 524-Caps and Lower Case: 5 Point. 

Roman No. 527-Caps and Lower Case: 5 Point. 

Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551-Caps, Lower Case and 
Small Caps: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 14 Point. 

Ronaldson Oldstyle Italic No. 551-Caps and Lower 
Case: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 Point. 

Scotch Roman-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 11, 12 
and 14 Point. 

Scotch Roman Italic-Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8, 10, 
12 and 14 Point. 

Title Shaded Litho-Caps: 6, 12 and 24 Point. 

Typo Script-Caps and Lower Case: 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 48 
and 60 Point. 

Typo Script Extended-Caps and Lower Case: 12, 14, 18, 
24, 30, 36, 48 and 60 Point. 

Typo Slope-Caps and Lower Case: 12, 14, 18, 24, 30,36 
and 48 Point. 

Typo Text-Caps and Lower Case: 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 and 
24 Point. 

Complete list of Piece Accents for Job and body type faces will be found on page 595 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

ARBITRARY S IGNS AND MISCELLANEOUS A UXILIARIES 

BELOW is shown a comprehensive line of Arbitrary Signs and Miscellaneous Auxiliaries. 
For the convenience of customers we have printed a booklet giving complet e details as to the 
various characters, sizes, and manner in which they are fonted. We will send t his booklet to 
any one interested. 

MATHEMATICAL 

1 + Plus 
2- Minus 
3 X Multiplied by 
4 -7- Divided by 
5 = Equal to 
6 : Ratio 
7 :: Proportion 
8 T;- Geometrical proportion 
9 ± Plus or minus 

10 < Less than 
11 > Greater than 
12 <t: Not less than 
13 ::1> Not greater than 
14 =:;= Equivalent to 
15 rf. Not equal to 
16 =Nearly equal to 
17 (\) Difference 
18 =::::: Difference between 
19 a: Variation 
20 ~ Radical 
21 -'{ Cube root 
22 o Degree 
23 ' Minute 
24 11 Second 
25 0 Circle 
26 D Square 
27 CJ Rectangle 
28 !_ Angle 
29 6. Triangle 

30 J Integration 

31 rt; Integrati~n of a 
':f quaternwn 

32 =r Minus or plus 
33 :. Hence, therefore 
34 ·: Because 
35 J Integral of 
36 oo Infinity 
37 L Right angle 
38 j_ Perpendicular to 
39 = Identical with 
40 == Approaches 
41 c- Greater than 
42 -::J Less than 
43 -: Difference, excess 

44 ~Radical (two line) 

ARITHMETICAL 

1 + Plus 
2- Minus 
3 X Multiplied by 
4 -7- Divided by 
5 =Equal to 

NAUTICAL 

1 e- Sun's center 
2 o Sun's upper limb 
3 Q Sun's lower ·limb 
4 <E Moon's upper limb 
5 ~ Moon 's lower limb 

MEDICAL 

1 5 Ounce 
2 S Dram, drachm 
3 B Scruple 
4 I~ Recipe · 

ASTRONOMICAL 

SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC 

1 'l' Aries 
2 'tf Taurus 
3 ):(Gemini 
4@ Cancer 
5 Q Leo 
61WVirgo 
7 =:::::Libra 
8 nt Scorpio 
9 J?l Sagittarius 

10 /f5 Capricornus 
11 "" Aquarius 
12 X Pisces 

MOON'S PH ASES 

13 • New moon 
14 ) First quarter 
15 0 Full moon 
16 «! Last quarter 
17 0 New moon 
18 :d) First quarter 
19 ® Full moon 
20 CC Last quarter 
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SUN AND PLANETS 

21 0 Sun 
22 8 Moon 
23 tl Mercury 
24 <¥ Venus 
25 EEl Earth 
26 Q'1 Mars 
27 ~Jupiter 
28 b Saturn 
29 o Uranus 
30 W Neptune 

SIGNS OF POSITION 

31 o Conjunction 
32 cP Opposition 
33 6. Trine 
34 D Quadrature 

35 * Sextile 
36 a: Variation 
37 Q Dragon 's head 
38 'CJ Dragon 's tail 
39 ~ Station mark 
40 Ji[ Uranus 
41 (:) Sun 
42 ¥ Ceres 
43 Q Pallas 
44 Q Juno 
45 ! Vesta 

COMMERCIAL 

1 W Per 
2 @ At, to 
3Th Pound 
4 o/o Per cent 
5 a;c Account 
6 ¢ Cent 

MISCELLANEOUS 

1 +Maltese cross 
2 ~Number 
3 I Shilling mark 
4 ---7 Direction arrow 
5o Male 
6 --. Direction arrow 
7 V Versicle 
8 ~Response 
9 t Sign of the cross 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

A MERICAN L INE LEADERS 

American Line Leaders are put up in three and five pound fonts and multiples thereof 

SERIES 541- 0ne Dot to the Em SERIES 542- Two Dots to t he Em SERIES 543- Three Dots to the Em 

5 Point 

51;2 Point 

6 Point 

7 Point 

8 Point 

9 Point 

10 Point 

11 Point 

12 Point 

14 Point 

18 Point 

5 Point 

5ii; ":P~i~t . 
6-:P~int 

7":P~i~t 

8 Point 

9 Point 

10 Point 

11 Point 

12 Point 

14 Point 

18 Point 

5 Point 

5ih Point 

6 Point 

7 Point 

8 Point 

9 Point 

10 Point 

11 Point 

12 Point 

14 Point 

18 Point 

SERIES 544-Fine Hyphen Face 

6 Point 

SERIES 545- Hyphen Face 

5 Pornt 

SERIES 546-Four Dots to the Em 

5 Point 

5:\6 Point 
7 Point 

51;2 Point 

6 Point 6 Point 
8 Point 7 Point 7 :P~i~t 

9 Point 8 Point 8 Point 

9 Point 
10 Point 

9 Point 

10 Point 10 Point 
11 Point 

11 Point 11 Point 

12 Point 
12 Point 12 Point 

14 Point 14 Point 14 Point 

18 Point 18 Point 18 Point 

EXAMPLES SHOWING How AMERICAN LINE LEADERS PRINT 

Specimen of 12 Point No. 541 used with 12 Point Caslon Italic No. 540 

King Cotton 

Mandalay . 

Sousa 

Thomas 

Specimen of 10 Point No. 543 used with 10 Point Chelte nham Olclstyle 

Southern Airs . . .... . .. .. . .... . .. . Nora Risinge 

Mazurka in B Minor . . .... . . ... . . . . Saint-Sa ens 

Specimen of 10 Point No. 545 used with 10 Point Clcarface 

The Miracle __ ___ ____ _ Beth Marsch 
Halloween Pranks ____ ___ Joel Scott 
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Specimen of 12 Point No. 542 used with 12 Point Century Oldstyle Italic 

Night Hymns ......... Thomas 
Allegro . ............ Mansfield 

Specimen of 8 Point No . 544 used w ith 8 Point Della Robbia 

The Salesman . 

Wolverine . 

Birmingham 

. Sousa 

Specimen of 8 Point No. 546 used with 8 Point Century Expanded 

In Tropical Climes ...... .. .... .... ...... .. ...... ........ King 

Tales of India ... ..... .... ...... ......... .... ..... Brentwood 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

CENTURY 0LDSTYLE REFERENCES 

En Set except Fists 

18 Point Put up in 1!2 lb. fonts 

*tt§ll~~~ 
14 Point Put up in % lb. fonts 

-·~ ~.~ t t §II~~~ 
12 Point Put up in% lb. fonts 

~:< t t § II ~ ~~ 
10 Point Put up in % lb. fonts 

* t t § II ~ ~ ~ 
8 Point Put up in 1!2 lb. fonts 
~:-: t i § II ~ ~ ~ 

6 Point Put up in lJ2 lb. fonts 

t? ~~l 

CENTURY 0LDSTYLE COMMERCIAL 

MARKS 

Em Set except Cent Mark 

18 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

~ @ tb o/o o/c ¢ 
14 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

~ @ Th % o/c ¢ 
12 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

~ @ tb % o/c ¢ 
10 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

7W @ Th o/o o/c ¢ 
8 Point Put up in l ib. fonts 

~ @ tb o/o o/c ¢ 

6 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

1J? @ tb o/o o/c rt 

CENTURY 0LDSTYLE FRACTIONS 

En Set 

18 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 6 
14 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 6 
12 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 6 
10 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 
1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 6 

8 Point Put up in lib. fonts 
1 1 3 1 2 1 ~ Q 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 6 6 

6 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

! ~ ! ~ 2 i ~ ~ ~ i ~ 3 

CENTURY 0LDSTYLE FRACTIONS 

Em Set 

All fonts contain same number of characters 

18 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

1;4 1/2 3;4 1j3 2j3 1/s 3jg 
14 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

1;4 1f2 3;4 1/3 2!3 1/s 3fs 5fs 
12 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

14 V2 34 lj3 2/3 Vs 3/s 5/s fs 
10 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

1,4 ljz 3,4 lj3 2/3 lJs 3/s 5/s 'Vs 1!6 
8 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

14 % % % % ljg 3Js%% % % 
6 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

Vt ljz % % 2f3 1fs 3fs 5jg % lfs % 

CENTURY 0LDSTYLE BRACES AND DASHES 

All fonts contain same number of characters 

18 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 10 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

(_A_~ ~ 
~ ~ I 

..A. 

' 14 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

--- 8 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

~ ~ r..J\...~ 
12 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

~ ~ (.A\ 

---
..A... 

6 Point Put up in lib. fonts 
~ ~ r ~ - ~ ~ ,- _A_ 

' 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

REFERENCES No.1 COMMERCIAL MARKS No. 1 
En Set except Fists Em Set except Cent Mark 

18 Point Put up in lh lb. fonts 18 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

*t t§ II ~~ ~ ~ @ Th o/o o/c ¢ 
14 Point Put up in 1h lb. fonts 14 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

* t t § II ~ ~ ~ w @ Th o/o o/c ¢ 

12 Point Put up in 1h lb. fonts 12 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

* t t § II ~ ~ ~ ~ @ Th o/o o/c ¢ 

10 Point Put up in 1h lb. fonts 10 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

* t t § II ~ ~ ~ ~ @ Th o/o o/c ¢ 

8 Point Put up in lh lb. fonts 8 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

* t t § II ,-r ~ ~ ~ @ Th o/o o/c ¢ 

6 Point Put up in lh lb. fonts 6 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

Gr ~ ~ @ Th o/o o/c 

7. 9 and 11 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 7, 9 and 11 Point carrie d in stock only at Found ry 

BRACES AND DASHES N 0. 1 

18 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 14 Point 

,-- __/\._ ~ ~ 

~ ~ 

12 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

10 Point 

,--A--.... ~ ,.--- ...A_ 
~ 
~ ~ 

8 Point Put up in lib. fonts 6 Point 

- - -- --- ~__......._ ~ ,-- _.A_ ~ 

4 Point 

11' @ 11> 

Per font $1 50 

~ 

'it 

r- ~'- ........., 

5~ . 7 , 9 an d 11 Point carri ed in stock only at Foundry 

CENTURY EXPANDED SIDE SORTS 

4Y~ Point 

it @ Ill 
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P er font $1 75 

~ 

% 

_...._ - .... 

5 Point 

11' @ 

Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

,.-- _;.._ ~ 

Put up in lib. fonts 

,..-- __)._ ---, 

Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

,. J_ ....... 

P er font $2 00 

0?" 

tb 

,.--"·--_ _/.._ --., 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

FRACTIONS No.1 
Em Set 

18 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

XYz%~%Ys% 
%Ys7t 

14 Point Put up in llb. fonts 

X72%Ys%Ys%%Ys!i 
12 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

XY2%V3%Ys%%Ysn 
10 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

~ Y2 % 7j % Ys % % Ys 7i3 
8 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

7.4 Y2 % ~ % Ys % % Ys 7B 
6 Point Put up in lib. fonts 
)1 % % Yi % Ys % % Ys 76 

7, 9 and 11 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

FRACTIONS N 0. 2 
Em Set 

18 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

Y4Y2%~%Ys% 
% Ys Y6 

14 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

~~%YJ31Ys%%Ysn 
12 Point Put up in llb. fonts 

~~%Y3?3Ys~%Ys~ 
10 Point 

~ Yz 
8 Point 

~ Yz 
6 Point 
~'i 1,2 

% 

% 

3 ' / 4 

!1 

Y3 

\1 

Put up in lib. fonts 

~ Ys % % Ys ~ 
Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

~] Ys % % % 1 / 
' 6 

Put up in lib. fonts 

?3 ~8 ~8 % Vs li 

7, 9 andll Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

FRACTIONS No.4 
Em Set 

12 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

1;4, Yz % 11:3 % Ys % % 18 
10 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

14: V2 ~ Vs 7:3 1h ~;§ % % 
8 Point Put up in llb. fonts 

~4 Y2 3;:; / 4 
1 / 
; 3 

? ' ~8 ~8 ~8 ?s 73 

6 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

74 Y2 % 78 7~ ~8 % % ~B 
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FRACTIONS N 0. 5 
En Set 

18 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 ti 
14 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

1 1 .a 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 

12 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

.1 1 3 i 2 1 3 5 7 1 
4 2 4 3" H H H H tr 

10 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 
_1 l t ] 2 l 3 % ~ l 
4 2 3 3 8 "8 8 6 

8 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

i l .3. l .2. i % ~ t l 
4 3 3 6 

6 Point Put up in llb. fonts 

% ~ t 
7, 9 and 11 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

FRACTIONS No.8 
En Set 

12 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

1 l a 1 2 1 ~ Q l 1 ~ Q ± 1 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 5 5 5 5 6 

10 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 
11li.1.2.1.Q.J:i ~ 1 2 3 4 1 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 5 5 5 5 6 

8 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

i 1 3 l 2. ~ ~ li t 1 ;,)_ .3. "" 
],_ 

2 4 3 3 8 5 5 5 5 6 

6 Point Put up in lib. fonts 

~ ~ ! ~- t ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ " ~ i 8 5 

FRACTIONS No.9 
En Set 

12 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 

16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 

10 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 

16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 

8 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 
1 3 j;_ 7 9 11 13 15 
l6 l6 16 l6 l6 l6 l6 l6 

6 Point Put up in 1 lb. fonts 

~ fs 5 7 & 11 13 
ffi [6 [6 [6 

Caslon No. 540 Figures Shown with Fractions No. 2 
and Cent and Per Cent Marks 

$8.95 

33~3 

99 o/o 

47¢ 

10¢ 

$2.96 

78¢ 

$3.98 

35 o/o 
12¢ 

$1.58 

1604 

66~ 

25% 

22Yz 

50o/c 



3 Point 

312 315 318 

342 348 

TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

321 

THREE POINT NEW M ETAL BRACES 

Per dozen of .any one size $0 85 

324 327 330 333 

351 354 360 

336 

Per font $1 80 

339 

366 

~9 ~2 378 384 

3M 390 396 

Made in 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 48, 51, 54, 60, 66, 69, 72, 78, 84, 87, 90 and 96 Point lengths 
The last two figures of each number indicate the length of brace in points 

FOUR POINT NEW METAL BRACES 

4 Point Per dozen of any one size $0 85 Per font $1 80 

412 416 420 424 428 432 436 440 444 448 
,--A-., _...-A-.. ,...-'"-, ,---"--, ~ ~ ,.-----A-----., ~ ~~ 

452 
~ 

456 ,---_ 
472 

460 
,.-A---, 

480 

464 
----"-

484 

468 

488 496 

Made in 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 80, 84, 88 and 96 Point lengths 
The las t two figures of each number indicate the length of brace in points 

SIX POINT NEW METAL BRACES 

6 Point 

612 618 624 
,--A-., ~ ,---"--, 

660 
~ 

684 

Per dozen of any one size $0 70 

630 636 642 
~ ~ ,.---A------, 

~6 M2 

690 

648 
~ 

696 

Per font $1 45 

654 
~ 

678 

Made in 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, 66, 72, 78, 84, 90 and 96 Point lengths 
The last two figures of each number indicate the length of brace in points 

SIX POINT METAL BRACES 

6 Point Per dozen of any one size $0 60 

2 
,-/~ 

3 
~ 

4 
~ 

5 
~ 

Per font $1 45 

6 
~ 

Font contains six of each. The number also indicates the length of each brace in 12 Point ems 

6 Point SIX POINT BRACES AND DASHES No.2 Per font $1 80 

11 
~ 

6 8 10 
,..- ...../\.._ ----- ~ ~ 

12 9 
~ ,..- ----

F ont contains eight each Nos. 1 to 7, four each Nos. 8 to 12 
Nos. 1 to 7 are for piecing. Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 are complete and are 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 ems respectively 

COPPER ALLOY IMPRINTS 

Cast in one piece; CD any of the faces here shown at the following prices: 
Cost of Matrix :-10 characters or less $3.00; each additional character 25c. Count each letter, figure or point as 

one character. EXAMPLE: 
JOHN SMITH & CO. 525-527 MAIN ST., PROVIDENCE, R, 1. = 44 CharacterS, total $11.50 

PRICE FOR CASTING IMPRINTS 
These prices in addition to cost of matrices. Type cas t from Imprint 

Matrices on 6 Point or smaller body. 
50 

72 Point set or less ........ .. ..... . . .... $3 50 
73 Point set to 108 Point set. . . . . . . . . 5 00 

109 Point set to 144 Point set. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 50 
145 Point set to 180 Point set .... . .... . . 8 80 
181 Point set to 216 Point set.... . ... . .. 9 50 
217 Point set to 240 Point set.. . .. . ... . . . . 11 00 

100 
$6 00 
8 75 

11 60 
14 50 
17 50 
20 50 

200 OR MORE 
PER 100 
$5 50 
8 25 

10 80 
13 75 
16 75 
19 75 

Double or triple line imprints are charged as if each line were a sepa
rate imprint. 

(!)Max imum length :-6 Point body, 240 points; 4 or 5 Point body, 96 points 
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STYLE OF IMPRINTS 

Style 10-ARTS PRINTING CO .. TROY 
Style 11-WYNDHAM PRESS . UTICA 
Style 12- EAGLERS PUBLISHING CO. 
Style 13-HENRY STILMAN, PRINTER 

Style 14- THE HARTSMAN PRESS 
Style 15-STANDARD PRINTING COMPANY 

Style 16-BRO NX PR INT SHOP 
Style 17- HOWES PRINTING CO .. N.Y . 

o Style18- PRESS OF W. H. SMITH 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR LETTERS 

AND FIGURES 

The font prices quoted below at·e for single fonts of either Supe
rior Letters, Infe r1or Letters, Superior Figures or Inferior Figures 

12 Point No.150 Per font $1 75 
abcdefghijklmnopqrst 

abcdefghijklmnopqrst 
1234567890 

1234567890 

10 Point No. 150 Per font $2 10 

abcdefghijk lmnopqrstu v abcdefg h ijklmnopq r stuv 

1234567890 1234567890 

8 Point No.150 Per font $2 40 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy abcdefghijklmuopqrstuvwxy 

1234567890 1234567890 

6 Point No.150 Per font $3 05 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy 

1234567890 1234567890 

5!.{;, 7, 9 and 11 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

PIECE FRACTIONS 

12 Point No.120 Per font $2 90 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
T~345o7ti9o 

2 
5 

3 
TO 

10 Point No.120 
1 2 

5 
so 

3 4 5 

1 3 
o-g-

6 7 

9 
TOo 

3 3 
Too 

Per font $3 85 
8 9 0 

1234"067890 

t 3 
20 

8 Point No.120 
123456 

j_ 2 3 
4 1> T'i' 

6 Point No.120 

4 
68 

7 9 24 45 
90 To 160 200 

Per font $4 95 
8 9 0 1 2 3 4 1>67890 

4
6
:;- H 1h -1!1,. -lio 

Per font $6 65 
IZ345li'TSGO 

3 7 4 6 8 23 6 24 93 32 
-.., '9. 4 7 '3"8" 4""5 74 rcru r-s-cr 2 !115 T2~4 

7, 9 and 11 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR FRACTIONS 

12 Point Per font $1 75 8 Point Per font $2 40 

2514
/ 25 

1234567890 I 3628/ 57 3519/ 47 1234567890 1234567890 I 4621/46 1234567890 

10 Point Per font $2 10 
6 Point Per font $3 05 

3850
/ 85 

1234567890 1234567890 I 2019 /2s 1435/61 1234567890 I 3558/64 1234ii67890 

7, 9 and 11 Point carried in stock only at Foundry 

SELF-SPACING PIECE FRACTIONS 

These fonts are supplied with spaces and can be used with any type 

12 Point Self-Spacing Oldstyle No. 26 Per font $3 50 

1211J32 1234567890 ;7~4;~~~~~~ 1~'34~~¥8~b 1234567890 49~16 
11 Point Self-Spacing Oldstyle No. 25 Per font $3 50 

241y32 1234567890 ~7~~~~~~~~ 3J1 % ~~~4s~¥8M> 1234567890 l8V16 
10 Point Self-Spacing Oldstyle No. 24 Per font $3 50 

901%2 1234567890 ~7~~~~~~~~ o/to y3 ~~~4s~7'8~o 1234567890 94%6 

9 Point Self-Spacing Oldstyle No. 28 

731o/82 1234567890 ~7~~~~~~~~ Ys%%% %o 1_~~~'5~~B~~ 

Per font $3 50 

1234567890 37%6 

Per font $3 50 8 Point Self-Spacing Oldstyle No. 22 

241%5 1284567890 1;7~4;1}{}~~~~ ~ y2 % % o/s % % %o s_~~~tt189o 1284567890 56716 

6 Point Self-Spacing Oldstyle No. 27 Per font $3 50 

421:y3 2 1234.567890 ~~~'?~!}~~~~ Vs % 14 1/z %, Vs o/s % % %5 ~~~{j,5~7~~'0 1284.567890 331116 

12 Point Self-Spacing Roman No. 8Jl/2 

602o/32 1234567890 ;~;~!}~~~~~ 1~'34t~7~~b 
11 Point Self-Spacing Roman No. 21% 

451~2 1234567890 ;~~~~~~~~~ 1~'34f5~7~~b 
10 Point Self-Spacing Roman No. 17% 

721o/32 1234567890 ~~;~~~~~~~ o/9 4/s 12~4s~7'8~o 
9 Point Self-Spacing Roman No. 32% 

321%2 1234567890 ~7~~')~~~~~ % o/J.o 1.2~~sfJ1BfJ~ 
8 Point Self-Spacing Roman No. 18% 

Per font $3 50 

1234567890 149!16 

Per font $3 50 

1234567890 21 o/16 

Per fon t $3 50 

1234567890 36'1'16 

Per font $3 50 

123450 78 90 23%6 
Per font $3 50 

191%2 1284567890 ~~~4;1}{}~1'}~~ Vs % % % %o %o 1%o 12~~tt18~o 1234567890 84%6 
7 Point Self-Spacing Roman No. 23% Per font $3 50 

3911,1_ 6 1234567890 ~7~-;'}'}~t)~~ ~~ % % % % % % %o 1 % 1 1%6 ~2~~5~7~\J'O 1284.567890 9371.6 

6 Point Self-Spacing Roman No. 20V2 Per font $3 50 

202o/s8 1284.5678\lO ~W/}E}~~~~ % % 1/t %, % % 6h % % %o 1o/u 1 :Y12 1 8/s 2 1~'3~5678\J'O 1234567890 401,1e 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

JOB FACE PER CENT MARKS 

SERIES No.1, THIN 
Font A 

Containing 16 characters of each size Per font $1 10 
5 Pt. 6Pt. 8 Pt. 10 Pt. 12Pt. 14 Pt. 18Pt. 

% % % % % % 
Font B 

Containing 5 characters of each size Per font $1 10 
48 Pt. 42 Pt. 36 Pt . 30 Pt. 24Pt. 

%%% % % 
Font c 

Containing 3 characters of each size PP.r font $0 70 % "" 
PER CENT AND CENT MARKS 

Font containing 10 characters of each size 
18 Pt. 12 Pt. 10 Pt. 8 Pt. o/o o/o o/o o/o 

Font containing 20 characters of each size 
6 Pt. 8 Pt. 10 Pt. 12 Pt. 

¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ 
No.918 No . 929 No. 930 No.931 No. 932 
4 for25c 4 for 25c 8 for 25c 8for 25c 12 for 25c 

¢ % ¢ o/o ~ 

$0 70 
6 Pt . 

o/o 

$0 70 
18Pt. 

¢ 
No. 933 

12 for25c 

% 

Font containing 4 characters of each size $0 70 
48 Point 36 Point 24 Point 

% % % 
Font containing 2 characters of each size $0 70 

72 Point 60 Point 

% % 

SERIES No.2, THICK 
FontD 

Containing 8 characters of each size 
5Pt. 

% 
6 Pt. 8 Pt. 10 Pt. 12 Pt. 

% % % % 
FontE 

Containing 3 characters of each size 
48 Pt. 42 Pt. 36 Pt. 

Per font $1 10 
14 Pt. 18Pt. 

% % 
Per font $1 10 
30 Pt. 24 Pt. 

%% %%% 
FontF 

Containing 2 characters of each size Per font $0 70 
60 Pt. 

% 
PIECE AccENTs 

12 Point No.6 Per font $1 80 

P~f7"\A~o8oo 
12 Point Per font $1 80 

''''""""-~ .. 12 Point No. 2 Per font $1 45 

/ ' A /1 • • -
10 Point No. 2 Per font $1 45 

/ ' A /f 
9 Point Per font $1 60 , 
' 
, 
' A ,At/1 - ~ 0 v • 

8 Point No.2 Per font $1 45 

I ' A /1 
6 Point Per font $1 45 

~ ' 
, 

' 
, 

" _, - .. .. . 0 • 
6 Point No.2 

I ' A /1 
4112 Point No. 2 

' 
4 Point set (12 Point body) , 

' 
, ' ,, " 

2 Point set (6 Point body) 

Per font $1 45 

Per font $1 45 

Per font $1 00 ,_,_..._, .. 
0 

Per font $0 70 

PARENTHESESAND BRACK ETS 

6 TO 18 POINT 
BODONI 

Per font $0 70 
BODONI BOOK 

Per font $0 70 

6Pt. 8Pt. 10 Pt. 12Pt. 14 Pt. 18 Pt. 6Pt. 8Pt. 10 Pt. 12 Pt. 14 Pt. 18 Pt. 

() [] () [] () [] () [] () [] () [] () [] () [] () [] () [] () [] () [] 
BODONI ITALIC 

Perfont $0 70 BODONI BOOK ITALIC Per font $O 70 

6 Pt. 8 Pt. 10 Pt. 12 Pt. 14 Pt. 18 Pt. 6Pt. 8Pt. 10 Pt. 12Pt. 14 Pt. 18Pt. 

()[] () [] () [] () [] () [] ()[] ()[} ()[] ()[] () [ } ()[} ()[} 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

BODONI QUOTATION MARKS 

6 Pt. 8 Pt. 

18 Point 
~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

36 Point 

10 Pt. 

24 Point 

12 Pt. 
~ ' ~~ " 

14 Pt. 

~ ' ~~ " 
30 Point 

~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ' ~~ '' 
42 Point 

~' ~~ '' ~' ~~ '' 
48 Point 60 Point 

~' ~~ '' ~'~~'' 
72 Point 

~' ~~ '' 

HEAVYFACE QUOTATION MARKS 
SERIES No.2 

6 Pt. 8 Pt. 10 Pt. 12 Pt. 14 Pt. 
~ ' ~~ " f ' f~ " ~ ' ~~ " 

18 Point 24 Point 30 Point 

~ ' ~~ " ~' ~~ " ~ ' ~~ '' 
36 Point 48 Point 

~ ' ~~ '' ~' ~~ '' 60 Point 

~' ~~ '' 72 Point 

~' ~~'' Fonts of both Heavyface and Bodoni Quotation Marks contain the following number of each (right and left) of 
the different characters, the first figure representing the single quotes and the second figure representing the 
double quotes: 6 pt., 17-55; 8 pt., 15- 45; 10 Pt., 13-41; 12 pt., 10-32; 14 pt., 8-25; 18 pt., 5- 16; 24 pt., 4-13; 30 pt., 5-16; 
36 pt., 3-12; 48 pt., 2-6; 60 pt., 2- 4; 72 pt., 1-3. 

Put up in separate fonts of each body. Sizes 6 Point to 24 Point inclusive, 40 cents per font; 30 Point to 72 Point, 
70 cents per font. 

AUXILIARIES FOR NEW CASLON 
48 Point Per font $1 10 

* t§ ~ [] ()%% 
The above characters are also to be had in fonts in the following sizes: 

14 Point .... ... ...... Per font $0 70 30 Point ... ....... .. . Per fon t $0 70 42 Point .... ...... ... Per font $110 
24 Point .. ... ........ Per font 70 36 Point . . .... . ...... Per font 1 10 

18 Point Per font $0 70 

* t § II ~ ~ [] () % % 
The above characters are a lso to be had in fonts in the following sizes: 

6 Point .. ... ....... . ...... ..... ........ Per font $0 70 10 Point .. . ............ .. ................ Per font $0 70 
8 Point .. . ... .. ..... .. .. ............ . . .. Per font 70 12 Point ................................. Per font 70 

JOB COMMERCIAL SIGNS 

12 Point Per font $0 70 

fi) % tb ¢ cw 
16 

18 Point Per font $0 70 

@ % tb ¢ ~ 
1 2 4 8 3 

30 Point Per font $0 70 

@ % lb 
1 2 

36 Point Per font $0 70 

@ % lb 
596 

HEAVY MATHEMATICAL SIGNS 

18 Point 
1 

Per font $0 70 
4 

+ 
6 

0 
7 

' 

X 
8 

" =II= 
The above characters are also to be had in fonts in 

the following sizes: 
12 Point . . Per font $0 70 24 Point .. Per font $110 
14 Point .. Per font 70 36 Point .. Per font 110 

ARROWS 

For Advertising Purposes. Per font $1 45 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

f{)(\(\ 
8 

• ,)jj,:i'j p )lo 
2 
~ ~~ 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

RECIPE MARKS 

1E 2E 4E 8E 9E 10E 7E 6E 5E 3E 
12 for 25c 12 for 25c 12 for 25c 4 for 25c 3 for 25c 2 for 30c 4 for 25c 12 f or 25c 12 for 25c 12 for 25c 

8 ~ ~ 

~ ~ 1) ~ 8 :& :& 
llE 12E 

8 for 25c 8 for25c 14E 13E 

R 8 15E 12 for 25c 12 for 25c 
12 for 25c 

R 9 9 

2420F 2412F 2410F 1999A 12D 2415F 1991A 
4 for 25c 4 for 25c 2 for 30c 2 for 30c 2 for 30c 2 for 30c 4 for 25c 

'lt $ ~ 1!/fo t • ~ ~ 

ELECTION TICKET SIGNS 

0 ® D D [8] D 0 
12055 18055 18509 20502 30022 42502 42503 

No. 12055, 12 Point body. . 12 for 25c No. 30022,30 Point body .. . 2 for 30c 
No. 18055, 18 Point body . 4 for 25c No. 42502, 42 Point body .. . each 25c 
No. 18509, 18 Point body . 4 for 25c No. 42503, 42 Point body . . . each 25c 
No. 20502, 20 Point body . 4 for 25c 

No. 18517, 18 Point body No. 24519,24 Point body J L 
4 for 25c 

_j L 4 for 25c 

No. 20518, 20 Point body No. 36520,36 Point body 
4 for 25c 2 for 30c 

18517 20518 24519 36520 

A circular showing Special Election Emblems used by various States will be furnished on request 

CAST INDEX CUT S 

~ ~ 
Per font, one of each, 50c 

~ ~ cu ~ 
24 Point No. 524 18 Poin t No. 522 12 Point No. 520 12 Point No. 521 18 Point No. 523 24 Point No. 525 

2 for 30c 3 for 35c 6 for 30c 6 for 30c 3 for 35c 2 for 30c 

~ l:T' l:r "'U ~ ~ 
10 Point No . 518 8 Point No. 516 6 Point No. 514 6 Point No . 515 8PointNo.517 10 Point No . 519 

8 for 25c 8 for 25c 12 for 25c 12 f or 25c 8 for 25c 8 fo r 25c 

FONTED INDEX CUTS 

Per font, one of each, 65c 

~-- r.- .,. ...._ ~ 
No. 4011F 3 for 35c No. 4010F 3 for 35c No. 4008F 3 for 30c No. 4007F 3 for 30c No. 4009F 3 for 35c No. 4012F 3 for 35c .,... ;.- ~ ~ 

..,. -.. 
No . 4006F 6 for 30c No. 4003F 6 for 30c No. 4001F 8 for 25c No. 4002F 8 for 25c No. 4004F 6 for 30c No. 4005F 6 for 30c 

CAST INDEX CUTS 

No. 1078E 30c No. 1074E 30c No. 1075E 30c No. 1079E 30c .,.. 
No . 4014F 2 for 30c No. 4013F 2 for 30c 

No. 4018F 35c No. 4017F 35c 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

16 Point 
1 

t;M 
;~:~ 

~ 

13 

-~ ~~ 0""J~ 

2 

Jl 
3 

~ 
15 

~~ ~~ 
,, '"~ 

~ 
16 
p~ 
~////,;$, 

5 • 17 

II ~/.<'h/ /// 

CHESSMEN 

6 

i 
18 

~~~ ~ ~ ~L~ 

7 

I 
19 
~ ,,~ 

~ ~ 
~L ~ 

20 
~7/-7,\11 

"' ~ 
~ 

~ •/ ~ 

8 

It) 
21 
~r~ 

~ ~ 

9 

!t 
25 • 

10 

~ 
22 

.
~ 

!\; ~ 
:Q'/./:~ 

Per font $4 75 
11 12 

* ~ 
24 

II 
2?. 

~a 
16 Point Chessmen makes board 11 2-3 ems square 

24 Point Chessmen (board 17 ems square ) Per font $6 45 20 Point Chessmen (board 14 1-3 ems sq uare) Per font $6 45 
(Prices include One Set of Brass Rules foi- Border) 

CHECKERS 

24 Point Per font $4 75 20 Point Per font $4 75 
26 27 25 29 28 26 27 23 29 28 

• - ~ ~ ~ • • ~ ~ - 20 Point Checkers makes board 14 1-3 ems square 
24 Point Checkers makes board 17 ems square 

11 Point 
1 

© 
3 
0 

5 • 4 

• 
Per font $3 00 

2 

@ 

16 Point 
26 

• 
27 

e 
25 - Per font $4 75 

29 28 

~ I] 
11 Poi n t Checkers makes board 8 1-3 ems square 16 Point Ch eckers makes board 11 2-3 e ms square 

(Prices in clu d e One Set of Br ass Rules for Border) 

CARD PIPS, SERIES No.2 

36 Point body, 24 Point set Per font 52 pieces $6 65 Sing le character 3 for 30c 

UJc:JG ITJGG ~~ 1-:l ~ l!l f0l r:+1 
WLJUWEJU 

Uu++ 
+ + 
+ + m <> 

<> 

CARD INDICATORS 
SERIES No.1 

No. 82% No. 83% No. 84% No. 85% 
2 for 30c 2 for 30c 2 for 30c 2 for 30c 

•••• Set of four 50c 

No. 918E 
25c 

No. 919E 
25c 

No. 920E 
25c 

No. 921E 
25c 

• Set of four 75c 

SERIES No.2 
24 Point Per font $3 65 

A4J•Q• 
K+l2345 

SERIES No.3 

10 Pt. Per font $1 95 
12 Pt. Per font $1 95 

Q+K•J• 
2345678 

Cast to order on 10 Point or 
12 Point body 
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~ m\?\? 

\? \? 
\? 

\? \? l1 + 
+ 

SERIES No.4 

3• A. I 4. ... 4 
60 J 0 K O A O 
70 90 --

20 Q O 
'\)9 '\)10 ---- 50 100 
... 2 ... A 

... 3 ... 7 
'\)2 ... J ... K ... Q 
'\)3 '\)6 '\)4 '\JA 

2. ...5 '\)5 

5 • ... 6 K. 
7. so 

6. ... 9 s• 40 g. 
to• 

I 10. 
3<) 

'\)Q '\JK J • •s 
'\)7 '\)8 o• '\) J 

6 Point No.4 Per font $3 50 
Complete for two hands with rules, leads and spaces 

WHIST MARKERS 

18Point ~ 
Per lb. $0 90 + ~ \ 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

BASEBALL BLANKS BASEBALL FIGURES 
18 Point Baseball Blanks Per font $1 10 18 Point Baseball Figures Per font $2 20 

Contains 72 type-all 18 Point set 12 3 4 56 7 8 9 

•••• mmmmmom~o-• 
Dll~llom~mm-ID 

Also made in 12 Point Per font $0 70 

Contains 90 type- all 12 Point set 

Font contains 56 figure 1, 20 figure 2, 16 figure 3, 14 figure 4, 12 
figure 5, 10 each figures 6, 7, 8, 9, and 120 figure 0, 6 character x, 
and 12 en blanks- all 9 Point set. 

In order to save t ime in printing editions 
where forms are stereotyped, total runs may 
be stamped in the blanks by reversed d ies. 

Also made in 12 Point Per fo nt $1 45 
Font contains 66 figure 1, 24 figure 2, 20 figure 3, 18 figure 4, 16 
figure 5, 10 each figures 6. 7, 8, 9, and 154 figure 0, 8 character x, 
and 16 en blanks- all 6 Point set. 

FIVE-POINTED BLACK STARS 

202F 203F 205F 208F 209F 211F 213F 215F 214F 212F 210F 

5 ~t. 5}7Pt.7~t * * * * * * . 10 Pt. 12 Pt. 14 Pt . 

24 Pt. 24 Pt . * * 12 Pt. 
18 Pt. 

30 Pt. 

Each body from 5 Point to 12 Point is put up in font containing 50 type . ...... .. . 
No. 211F (14 Pt.) and No. 212F (18 Pt.) are put up in fonts each containing 30 type . . . . . 
Nos. 213F and 214F (24 Pt.) and No. 215F (30 Pt.) are put up in fonts each containing 15 type . 

Also made in 36, 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes 

FIVE-POINTED OUTLINE STARS 

230F 231F 233F 235F 234F 232F 230F 

207F 

* 9 Pt. 

206F 204F 

* * 8 Pt. 6 Pt. 

. Per font 70c each 
. . Per font 70c each 
. . Per font 70c each 

-{;:{ 

* 'CI** u -{;:{ Each body from 8 to 18 Point is put up in font 

8 Pt. 8 Pt . 
containing 50 type. Per font 70c each 

12 Pt. 

36 Pt. 30 Pt. 

18 Pt. 
Nos.233F(24Pt.) ,234F (30Pt.) and235F(36Pt.) 
are put up in fonts each conta ining 10 type. 
Font 70c each. Also made in 42, 48 and 60 Point. 

PARENTHESES AND BRACKETS FOR JOB FACES 

[) [) [) [) [) 
60 Point Extra Bold 60 Point Bold 60 Point Medium 60 Point Light 60 Point Itali c 

This series of Parentheses and Brackets is made in four weights in the roman and one weight in the italic, 
as indicated above. Each weigh t is put up in fonts. When ordering, g ive the series number. 

Extra Bold- Series No. 44, contains only 54,60 and 72 point right and left characters . ... 
Extra Bold-Series No. 43, contains only 36, 42 and 48 point right and left ch a racters .. . . ... .. . 
E x tra Bold-Series No. 42, contains only 14, 18, 24 and 30 point right and left characters . . 
E x tra Bold-Series No. 41, contains only 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 point right and left characters. 
Bold-Series No. 34, contains only 54, 60 and 72 point r ight and left characters ... . . .. . 
Bold- Series No. 33, contains only 36, 42 and 48 point right and left characters . 
Bold- Series No. 32, contains only 14, 18, 24 and 30 point right and left characters. 
Bold- Series No. 31, contains only 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 point right and left characters . . ... . 
Medium- Series No. 24, contains only 54, 60 and 72 point righ t and left characters. 
Medium- Series No. 23, contains only 36, 42 and 48 point right and left characters ... .. 
Medium- Series No. 22, contains only 14, 18, 24 and 30 point right and left characters . 
Medium- Series No. 21, contains on ly 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 point right and left characters .. 
Light- Series No.14, contains only 54, 60 and 72 point right and left characters. 
Light- Series No.13, contains only 36, 42 and 48 point right and left characters . . 
Light- Series No. 12, contains only 14, 18, 24 and 30 point right and left characters .. 
Light- Series No. 11, contains only 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 point right and left character s .. 
Italic- Series No. 53, contains on ly 36, 48 and 60 point right and left characters. 
Italic- Series No. 52, contains only 14, 18, 24 and 30 point right and left characters. 
Italic- Series No. 51, contains on ly 6, 8, 10 a nd 12 point right and left characters. 
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.$1 80 
130 
110 

70 
1 80 
1 30 

. .. 110 
w 
1~ 

. . . 100 
110 

w 
1~ 

100 
110 
w 

1W 
115 

w 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

TIME-TABLE FIGURES 

5 Point No. 31 
Lightface Both en set 

5 Point No. 32 
Heavyface 

10 10 0 Lv ....... KANSAS CITY . . .... . Ar 760 5 45 
754 5 25 
749 5 09 
742 4 56 
735 4 37 
726 4 20 
717 3 53 
714 3 47 
700 3 27 

10 30 6 . . ... Kansas City June .. 
10 45 11 ... Leeds .... 
11 00 18 . . . . . . Dodson 
11 19 25 . .. .. .. .. Martin City ... 
11 42 34 .. . .. .. .. .. Stillwell .. 
11 59 43 . .. ........ Chiles .... 
12 08 45 ...... . .. . . Wagstaff .. 
12 23 51 ... Cedar Springs . 

6 Point No. 31 
Lightface Both en set 

6 Point No. 32 
Heavyface 

8 07 
8 27 
8 39 
900 

'9' 06[ 
9 13 
9 20 
9 311 
9 52 

10 00 
10 12 

0 Lv .... LOUISVILLE .... Ar r' 

6
1 
•••••• New Albany .. .. . . 

12 .. .. .. Edwardsville ... . . . 
21 . . .. . . . . Crandall ...... . 
22 ... . ... .. . Mott ... ...... . 
23 ... Corydon Junction . . 
26 .. .... Ramseys ....... . 
31 . . ... . De Pau w ... ..... 

1 

33 . ... .. Milltown ....... . 
42 ....... Temple . .. ..... . 
45 ....... English . . . . . . . . 
48 . . .. ... Lamar . . . ..... . 

273 5 42 
267 5 22 
261 5 07 
252 4 47 
251 ..... 
249 4 43 
246 4 28 

~~~ ~ ~ ~8 
238 4 32 

~r~ 1 ~ ~~ 

8 Point No. 31 
Lightface Both en set 

8 Point No. 32 
Heavyface 

3 45 Lv ..... ST. LOUIS ...... Ar 11 48 
3 10 ............ Alton . ............ 12 15 
2 45 ...... Texas Junction .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 
1 15 .. ....... . Clarksville......... . 2 12 

12 55 ......... . Louisiana. ......... 2 32 
12 12 Ar ....... Hannibal. ...... Lv 3 15 
10 49 Lv ....... Hannibal. ...... Ar 3 55 
10 12 ..... ....... Palmyra. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 42 
9 49 .... . ......... Ely ..... .. ........ 4 59 
9 12 ........... Lakenan .. .... .. .. . 5 35 , 
8 46 ........... Shelbina .. .. .. . .. .. 5 46 
8 22 .. .. ......... Macon.... ... ....... 6 31 

Both series also furnished in 5)2 point and 
7 point to order 

6 P oint Ionic No. 522 
Figures, 5 Point set 

Can be cast on four-fifth body if desired 
199 Lv. P'ER'U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 05pm 
134 Lv. Portland . . ............. 10 OOpm 
125 Lv. North Manchester ... 12 30pm 
205 Lv. Auburn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 06pm 
413 Lv. Butler ...... .. .. . .. . .. 1 08pm 
239 Lv. Montpelier ... . . . . . . . 1 09pm 
399 Lv. Adrian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 46pm 
397 Lv. DETROIT . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 28pm 
666 Lv. Windsor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 54pm 
644 Ly. Chatham .. .. _ . . _._........ 9 55pm 
Can also be furnished in 5 point with 4 point set figures 

6 Point Antique No. 525 
Figures, 5 Point set 

Can be cast on four-fifth body if desired 
10 OOpm Ar .. . .. . Gevena .... . Lv 4 OOam 
10 12pmAr ...... DeKalb ..... Lv 4 05am 
10 22pm Ar ...... Dixon ...... Lv 4 lOam 

2 45pm Ar ...... Boone ...... Lv 4 21am 
2 55om Ar .. . . . Jefferson .... Lv 4 50am 
2 58pm Ar. Cedar Rapids .. Lv 4 55am 
3 OOpmAr .. .. Columbus .... Lv 5 45am 
3 04pm Ar .. Grand Island .. Lv 5 59am 
3 1 Opm Ar .. . Des Moines .. . Lv 10 22am 
~4pm Ar. Missouri Junct.Lv 10 55am 

Can also be furnished in 5~ point with 
4 point set figures 

6 Point Century Expanded. Figures en set 
6 Point Clarendon Time-Table Figures, en set 
AM PM LV AR PM AM 
8 40 6 30 BURLINGTON ... .... .. 10 45 8 15 
8 58 .. ... Latty ............... . .... .. ...... . 
9 15 7 01 Mediapolis ... ... ...... .. 10 14 7 40 
9 31 7 15 MORNING SUN ... . . . . . 9 55 7 25 
9 48 7 30 Wadello...... ...... ..... 9 40 7 15 

10 15 7 51 COLUMBUS JUNC.. 9 15 6 52 
lQ__Q() 8 20 NICHOLS .. _ . . _ .. _........ 9 46 6 25 

TIME-TABLE LOGOTYPES 

These logotypes are sold in quantities of one pound or more per character 
Can be cast on any wider set 

5 Point 

5 Point set AM PM A.M P.M LV AR 
6 7 8 9 120 121 

6 Point set A.M P.M A.M P.M 
11 12 13 14 

6)2 Point set am pm 
15 16 

7 Point set AM PM AR Lv am pm 
17 18 19 20 98 99 

7!1, Point set am pm Lv Ar 
122 123 124 125 

10 Point set AM PM Lv Ar 
126 127 128 129 

TIME-TABLE REFERENCES 

2}2 Point set 

5 Point set 
10 

Can be cast on 51;2 Point or 6 Point 
body or any wid.e'r set 

51;2 Point 
5>2 Point set A.M P.M 

26 27 

TIME-TABLE REFERENCES 

2% Point set t :t § II 
21 22 23 24 25 

6 Point 
6 Point set A.\1 PM am pm Lv Ar n't n'n 

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 

7)2 Point set 

1~1 /:1 :: ~ AJJI PM 

WO 1M W2 W3 W4 1~ 

am 
45 

pm 
46 

8 Point set AR LV am pm a.m pm 
106 107 108 109 110 111 

9 Point set A.M . P.M. AM PM 
47 48 112 113 

11 Point set AM PM 
49 50 

12 Point set am pm n'n n't 
51 52 53 54 

AM PM 
67 68 

18 Point set A. M. P. M. 1 Mile 
55 56 130 

36 Point set AM PM 
69 70 

53 Point set Stations. 
131 

TIME-TABLE REFERENCES 

3 Point Set *tt§ ll ~~ 
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 

5 Point set 
" 35 36 

8 Point 

4 Point set a c. IU 

114 115 

8 Point set Ar Lv AM PM 
116 117 118 119 

12 Point set AM PM 
57 58 

18 Point set A.M. P.M. 
59 60 

48 Point set STATIONS. 

18 Point 

32 Point set DAILY 
EXCEPT 
SUNDAY 

65 

600 

71 

DAILY 
EXCEPT 
MONDAY 

66 

SPECIAL LOGOTYPES 

5% Point 

3 Point set 

8 Point set 

6 Point 

6 Point set 

12 Point set 

18 Point set 

8 Point 

3 Point set 

4 Point set 

8 Point set 

10 Point set 

12 Point set 

14 Point set 

15 Point set 

21 Point set 

26 Point set 

12 Point 

3 Point set 

12 Point set 

32 Point set 

78 
AM 
76 

79 
.PM 

77 

AM PM A!. Lv. 
80 81 82 83 

am pm A.M P.M 
84 85 86 87 

A . M . P . M . A.M. P.M. 
88 89 90 91 

134 148 
p A 
M M 
92 93 

LV. Ar. 
94 95 

A.M. P.M. A.M. P.K. 

135 136 137 138 

A..M. P.M. 
96 97 

M. 

139 

A.M. P.M. 

140 141 

A.M. P.M. 
142 143 

M. A.M. P.M. 
144 145 146 

A 
M 

M. 
147 

148 

Lv 
132 

Ex. Sun. 
74 

DAILY 

61 

p 
M 

149 

Ar 
133 

Daily. 
75 

SUNDAY 
ONLY 

62 
DAILY DAILY 

EX. SUN. EX. MON. 
63 64 

36 Point set lr:::lll.,...~(l::-r.:tJ::.r-,:IJ'C":ll ~ 
72 73 

CANCELED FIGURES 

11 Point No. 40 Per font $1 45 

J ~ p ~ p % ' ~ ~ ~ 

10 Point No. 40 Per font $1 45 

J~p~p~;f~~p 

9 Point No. 40 Per font $1 45 

J 7 $ ~ p % 1 ~ ~ ~ 

8 Point No. 40 Per font $1 45 

X 7 $ ~ P ~ 1 ~ ~ 0 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

PRIORY PARAGRAPH MARKS 

Font No.ll 
(Containing 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24 and 30 Point sizes) $1 50 

Font No.12 
(Containing 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes) $1 50 

(L~~~ 
PRIORY OPEN PARAGRAPH MARKS 

FontNo.13 
(Containing 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24 and 30 Point sizes) $1 50 

Font No.14 
(Containing 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes) $1 50 

<Il <II. <1I. C[ ClL C[ 
CASLON TEXT PARAGRAPH MARKS 

Font No. 21 
(Containing 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24 and 30 Pt. sizes) $1 50 

Font No.22 
(Containing 36, 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes) $1 50 

DORSEY PARAGRAPH MARKS 

Font No. 31 
(Containing 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24 and 30 Pt. sizes) $1 50 

Font No. 32 
(Containing 36, 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes) $1 50 

~ 
«11 err f!J err fiT q fiT fiT fiT 

CHELTENHAM PARAGRAPH MARKS 

Font No.4 
(Containing 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24 and 30 Pt. sizes) $1 50 

Font No.5 
(Containing 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes) $150 

f]J C]f f]J 
'I CJ q f] g fj[ t]f f] C]J 

DELLA ROBBIA PARAGRAPH MARKS 

Font No.9 

(Containing 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24 and 30 Pt. sizes) $1 50 

Font No.10 
(Containing 36, 42, 48, 54, 60 and 72 Point sizes) $1 50 

q q (]{ 

CI( CI[q 
~qqCI(CI(CI(Q 

« 
BEWICK PARAGRAPH MARKS 

Font No.6 
(Containing 6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 24 and 30 Point sizes) $1 50 

Font No.7 
(Containing 36, 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes) $1 50 

«~~~ ~.~~~,: 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

MINIATURE PERPETUAL CALENDAR LOGOTYPES 

~
;;::(~fl~~;;::(~~fl~~ 

1927 CALENDAR 1927 
JANUARY MAY I JULY SEPTEMBER , ~'-~'~: :~;-::: :T~,-~~; ~ -~,-~:;; ~ 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9 10 11 12 1314 1S 1S 16 17 18 19 20 21 10 1112 13 14 1S 16 1112 1314 1S 16 17 

~ 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 22 23 24 2S 26 27 28 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 18 19 20 21 22 23 24l 
23242S26272829 293031-- -- -- -- 242S2627282930 2S2627282930 --
3031 -- - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 31 -- - - -- - - - - -- -- -- -- -- - - -- --

FEBRUARY OCTOBER 
SMTWTFS SMTWTFS 
-- -- I 2 3 4 S cA: • -- -- -- ---- -- I 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 

(., 13141Sl6171819 merzcan 910111213141S 
1 
..... 

~ 
20 2122 23 24 2S 26 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 v .. 
2728-- -- -- -- -- ~ 23242S26272829 

-- --M-~~~~- - -- ·1 ype 3~3~~~~-~~~-
SMTWTFS SMTWTFS 

6 7 ~ ~ ~~ ti ~~ Best in Any Case 6 7 ~ ~ ~~ ti 1s2 ~ 
UMU~U~B UMU~U~B 

~ 
~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ l 

APRIL JUNE AUGUST DECEMBER 
SMTWTFSSMTWTFSSMTWTFSSMTWTFS 
-- -- -- - - -- I 2 -- -- - - I 2 3 4 -- I 2 3 4 S 6 -- -- -- •• I 2 3 
3 4 s 6 7 8 9 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 12 U 14 IS 16 U 18 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 . 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 19 20 21 22 23 24 2S 21 22 23 24 2S 26 27 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 c. 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 26 27 28 29 30 -- -- 28 29 30 31 -- -- -- 2S 26 27 28 29 30 31 

t;(~J~ ~~t;(~eJ~~ 
C LE LAND BORDER 

l[reoooeoetoooooooooeol·ol' 
~ 0 

~ MINIATURE o l 

~~ PERPETUAL - o'
1

. 

,o: CALENDARS~ 
1o 1 1o 1 

~~2- Easy to Make Up ~[ 
o 1929 1o: 
~ ~ 
I JANUARY JULY ~I 
osMTWTFS SMTWTFShl 

I
~~~ -- -- 1 2 3 4 S -- 1 2 3 4 S 6 ~I 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 I 
0 13 14 1S 16 17 18 19 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 ~I 

~~ ~g~ ~~ ~i ==~ ==~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~i ==~ ==~ :: ~ 
l llr FEBRUARY AUGUST ~~ 

loSMTWTFS SMTWTFSol 

10 -- -- -- -- -- 1 2 -- ·- •• •• I 2 3 10 
3456789 4S6789100 11 1 ~ 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 12 13 14 1S 16 17 01 

111? ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ :~ ==~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~i 10: t MARCH SEPTEMBER ~ 
I ll~ 5 M T W T F S S M T W T F S 1~1 

!03'4567~~ ~LL'i1~1;1~1o 
111:.0 10 11 12 13 14 1S 16 1S -16 17 18 19 20 21 lo ,. 
I ll~ 11 1s 19 20 21 22 23 22 23 24 2s 26 21 2s 0 
q ~i ==~ ==~ :: ==~ :~ ~? ~: ~? :: :: :: :: :: lo ; 

APRIL OCTOBER ~~ 

' --' ____ I_ 
o ~g~ ~~ :~ :~ :~ :: ~~ ~g~ ~~ ~i :~ :~ 11 

SMTWTFS SMTWTFS 1 
--t234S6 ----1234s

0
1 

7 s 9 10 11 12 13 6 7 s 9 10 11 12 I 

1415 1617 18 19 20 13 1415 1617 18 191°1 

~·ct\}{l·-·ct\}{1·-·ct\}{l·-· ·-·ct\}{1·-·ct\}{l·-· ct\}{1·~ 

~ II~ 
1925 CALENDAR i925 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

SMTWT FS SMTWT FS SMTWT FS 
-- - - -- 1 2 3 4 -- - - -- -- -- I 2 -- I 2 3 4 5 6 
s 6 7 8 9 10 11 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1213141SI61718 10 111213141S16 141S1617 181920 
19 20 21 22 23 24 2S 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 21 22 23 24 2S 26 27 
2627282930-- -- 242S2627282930 282930-- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 31 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER 
s M T w T F SIS M T w T F s s M T w T F s 

- - -- -- I 2 3 4 -- -- -- -- -- -- I -- -- I 2 3 4 5 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
19 20 21 22 23 24 2S 16 17 IS 19 20 21 22 20 21 22 23 24 2S 26 
262728293031-- 23242S26272829 27282930-- -- --
- - -- -- - - -- -- -- 3031 -- -- -- ·-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER 
SMTWTFSSMTWTFSSMTWTFS 
-· -- -- -- I 2 . 3 11 2 3 4 S 6 7 -- -- 1 2 3 4 s 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 13 14 1S 16 17 18 19 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 22 23 24 2S 26 27 28 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
2S 26 27 28 29 30 31 29 30 -- -- -- -- -- 27 28 29 30 31 -- --

Miniature Perpetual Calendar Logotypes 
in combination with Cheltenham 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 
~ I Perpetual CalendarNo.23 

1 

~ 

!1·~·-·~·-·~·-· ·-·~·-·~·-·~·~ 
BROCHURE BORDER 

MINIATURE 

PERPETUAL CALENDAR 

LOGOTYPES 

are shown complete 
on page609.Theywill 
work in combination 
with brass rule, bor
ders and decorative 

material 

2 MAY NOVEMBER 21 
I SMTWTFS SMTWTFS 

II< -; 6 7 ~ ~ I~ ti 3 '4 5 6 7 ~ ~ I 
l,fl( 12 1314 1S 16 17 18 10 111213 14 1S 16 21 
lit ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~i ==~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 21 
0 JUNE DECEMBER ijl 
losMTWTFS SMTWTFS~O~ 
l
u -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 1 2 3 4 s 6 1 0 
·
0 

~ I~ ti 1~ I; 1~ 1~ t
8
s 1

9
6 i~ i~ i~ ~~ ~i 

0 11 ~r~o 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 0 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 29 30 31 -- -- -- --
30 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - -- -- -- -- -- 0 

I I~ A . lo 

1,1! mertcan ~ 
~~ Type Founders 1: 1 

~~~ ~ Company ~ 
ll~~ooooooooooooooooooo~l 

TEAGUE BORDER 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 

(jives Printers the 
Correct ._Material to Work With 

~l$!11!1!1!111!111!1111!11!11!1!111111!11111!1!111!11!!11111,~ 

§I 1926 CALENDAR 1926 il§ 
~ ~ 

::il JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH I APRIL !~ 
~~ S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S ~~ 
4--0 •• -- -- -- -- 1 2 -- 1 2 3 4 5 6 -- 1 2 3 4 5 6 •• • • •• •• 1 2 3 E~ 

E! ~~ ~ 152 1; ~~ t
8
s ~~ ~~ t8s ~~ 1~ l~ 1~ ~~ ~~ t8s ~~ l~ l~ }~ ~~ ti ~~ 1; ~~ t8s t

9
G 1~ ~~ 

•-H 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 18 19 20 2122 23 24 H-+ 

E! ~i :~ :~ :? :~ :: ~? :~ :: :: :: :: :: :: :~ :~ ~~ ~: :: :: :: :~ :? :: :~ :: ~? :: iE 
::il MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST I!~ 
El ~- ~ ~-:: :_ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ; ; ~ ~ ~- ~ ~-:: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ liS 
::il 2 3 4 5 6 1 s 6 1 s 9 to 11 12 4 5 6 1 s 9 10 s 9 10 11 12 13 14 I!~ 
o--<3 9 10 11 12 13 14 1S 13 141S 16 17 18 19 1112 13 14 1S 16 17 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 le ;-. 
<-\j 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 20 21 22 23 24 2S 26 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 !t-" 
;:j3 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 21 28 29 30 -- -- -- 2s 26 21 28 29 30 31 29 30 31 -- -- -- -- e4 
o--<3 30 31 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- le;-. 
;:jj SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER ~~~ 
~~ S M T ;.,v T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S ~~~ 
!j3 -- -· -- 1 2 3 4 - - - - - - -- -- 1 2 -- 1 2 3 4 5 6 -- -- -- 1 2 3 4 E[! +-d 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ~~~ 
+-<3 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 10 11 12 13 14 lS 16 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 12 13 14 15 16 17 lS I!,_. 
;:jj 19 20 21 22 23 24 2s 11 ts 19 20 21 22 23 21 22 23 24 2s 26 21 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 e~ 
o--<3 2627282930-- -- 242S2627282930 282930-------- 262728293031-- e;-. 
~~ •••••.•••••••• 31 •• •••••.•...•••••.•••••• -- -- -- -- -~ -- -- -- ~~ 

,;p:'fTTT'l'TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT'l'TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT'l'TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT~ 
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~ ~ ~ ;n " ;n ~ .v; = .v; ~.v; .v; ~ ...... Yi .v; >-:= >:Y ~ ......, =" 'fi ~ t 
~.., :-: :-: :-: :-: :-:l ~ :-: :-: •• I:': ~ :-: :-: 
(6~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i:i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ?: 
~ ""'"' "1' ~ ~ "1' ~ ~ '_l '_l '_l '_l ~I}_~ "1' "1' "1' "i "i""' ( 

~~ ~~ ~ 
(( 

~~ -~-~-.--... =~..,...... ·~ 

:~ CHELTENHAM ~ :~: 
~ PERPETUAL -~ 
~== ~ :c: I 

:! CALENDARS : : 
~== ·~Jc40'f~l~· :<:: 

~== · MADE in nine sizes, six to sixty point, in Cheltenham Bold and Cheltenham Bold Condensed. 

1 

F ants include brass ru les for one month, one each of the date logotypes, seven blanks, one each 
~:::.-: of the day logotypes, a n d sufficient type, figu res and spaces for every month in the year for 

twenty years. Perpetual Calendars carry the dou b le d ate logotypes 
~:::.-: in all except the six and eight point sizes 



Cheltenham Rrpetual Calendars 
12 Point Cheltenham 

Perpetual Calendar No. 22 
Price complete $2 00 

1937 AUGUST 1937 

~~[Th]~[Th][fr]~ 
uizJrnrnrnffiJrn 
[£J[[][WJ[ll][l2][13JMJ 
~[W][ll]~~~~ 
~~~~[2§][21]~ 
~~llilDDDD 

10 Point 
Cheltenham Perpetual 

Calendar No. 21 
Price complete $1 75 

1936 NOVEMBER 1936l 

~~~~[!@[fr_]~ 
rnrnwwrnrni :z 
[IJ[[]MJ[ll][12][ll][H 
[IIDllm[TI]~[lm~[21] 
[22]~~~[2]][21]~ 
~ooDDDDD 

12 Point Cheltenham 
Perpetual Calendar No. 12 

Price complete $2 00 

1930 DECEMBER 1930 
~~[M]~l!ffi][Bill[M!] 

D ITIIJ[IJ[IJ[[][[] 
[l][]J[]][!QJ[li]~~ 
MJ[l~I1~[11II~~~ 
~~~~~~~ 
~~[3Q]ruJDDD 

~~~ 
~ Prices and Sizes of Cheltenham ~ 

8 Point 
Cheltenham Perpetual 

Calendar No. 20 
Price complete $1 50 

8 Point 
Cheltenham Perpetual 

Calendar No. 10 

! Perpetual Calendars 
~ 
~ 
\~ ' 
~ 
~ 
(1 
I 

I 

~~ 
I 

6PointNo. 9,complete .. ...... $125 
6 Point No.19, complete. ....... 1 25 
8 Point No.10, complete . .... :.. 150 
8 PointNo. 20,complete ........ 150 

10 Point No.ll, complete . . .. 175 
10 Point No. 21, complete . . . . 1 75 
12 Point No. 12, comp Jete. . . . . . . . 2 00 
12 Point No.22, complete. ... . . 2 00 
18 Point No.13, complete.. ... 2 75 
18 Point No.23, complete . . . . . . .. 2 75 
24 Point No. 14, comp Jete . . . . . . . . 3 25 
24 PointNo.24, complete ..... . .. 3 00 
36 Point No.15, complete . .. .. ... 5 75 
36 Point No.25. complete. .... . .. 5 00 
48 Point No.16, complete ..... ... 9 50 
48 Point No. 26, complete ........ 7 50 
60 Point No.17, complete ..... . .. 12 00 
60 Point No. 27, complete .... .. .. 10 50 

Made for Yearly Calendars in the following 
sizes and sold without the Brass Rule 

Border and Extra Characters 

6 Point No.109, complete . .... . . $4 00 
6 Point No.119, complete ..... .. 3 00 
8 Point No.llO, complete .... ... 4 50 
8 Point No.120, complete . . ..... 4 00 

10 Point No.111, complete .... .. . 6 25 
10 Point No.121, complete ....... 5 50 
12 Point No.112, complete ....... 8 00 

1:~i~-~~~~ 
AMERICAN BORDER 

Yearly Calendar Fonts include only the 
logotypes from I to 3 I with blanks and 
the logotypes for days of the week. Any 
suitable decorative material at hand may 

be used with the Calendar Figures 

1932 JUNE 1932 I 

~~[Th]~[Th]lli]~ 
OOOWC2J[]JW rnrnrnoooo!IID[ll] 
~[ll]~[li][J]][TI][!ID 
[IID@[2l][22]~~~ 
~[21]~~~00 
000 0000 

10 Point 
Cheltenham Perpetual 

Calendar No.ll 
Price complete $175 

1932 OCTOBER 1932 

~~~~[iill[fl[][M!l 

DDDDDDITJ 
[2][[]~[[][]][1][[] 
[[][IQ]DJII~[IID[H]~ 
[N][ll][J]][N]~~~ 
~~~~~~~ 

6 Point 
Cheltenham 

Perpetual 
Calendar No.9 

Price complete $125 
1 

1931 APRIL 1931 
~~ITi!l~ftEJ[!!]~ 
DDDOJWWIIJ 

[IJ[ID[]]INJ[ll] 
IHJI!Ql[J]]ITIJ[lli] 

INI~~~I2Jl~~ 
~~~~MIDD 
DDDDDDD 

Price complete $150 

[1928 MARC!f}m] 
~~[Th]~IT@[fr]~ 
DDDDITJWW 
[i][[][[][l][[][[][!Q] 
[ll][l2]~[H][§][N][il] 
[llilf!m~[2!]~~~ 
~[2§][21]~~~~ 
DDDDDDD 

6 Point 
Cheltenham 
Perpetual 

Calendar No. 19 
Price 

complete $125 
1
1929 MAY 1929I

1 

~~IT!l!W!JiThl[£_;]~ 
DDDriJWI1J[!] 
[[][!][l][ID[]]IWJ!lll 
[i2]1llJ~[S]II§]IllJ~ 
lUI~@!]~~~~ 
~lnl~~OOllilD 
DODD ODD 

Cheltenham Perpetual 
Calendars carry the 
double date logotypes 
in all excepting the six 
and eight point sizes. 
Write to us forfurther 
information. Carried in 
stock and for sale at all 
of our Selling Houses 

American 
Type Founders Co. 







Miniature Perpetual Calendar Logotypes 

Per font $4 70 

Font consists of figure logo
t y pes (Example 1) for 28-
day, 29-day, 30-day and 31-
day months sufficient to set 
any two consecutive years. 
These logotypes are of two 
sizes, 20x42 points having 
five lines of figures, and 
24x42 points hav ing six 
lines of figures. A supply of 
dotted spacer lines (Exam
ple 2) is included to justify 
to a uniform size of 24x42 
points wherever necessary. 
Font also includes day -of
week logotypes (Example 3) 
12x42 points, combination 
month and day-of -week 
logotypes (Example 4) 12x42 
points, month logotypes 
(Example 5) 6x10 points and 
six sets of figures (Example 
6) 2% point set, to use for 
years in one of the styles 
where theyearissetnex t to 
the day-of-week logotypes. 

Quar ter Case No . 3075 has 
the proper arrangem en t of 
boxes to hold thi s font. 

• • .. I 2 3 4 S zntlllf-6 7 8 9 10 II 12 ::'! O::::>I.JJia:<( 
13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 UJ~f-3:f-"-Ul 
20 21 22 23 24 2S 26 (Example3) 27 28 29 30 31 .... 

(Example 1) 
JUNE 

-- -- -- ---- ---- SMTWTFS 

(Example2) (Example4) 

JAN to DEC 1 to 0 
(Example5) (Example6) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ The Hampden Press t 
~ 341 Arlington Square ~ 

~ 1929 CALENDAR 1929 ~ 
~ J A N U A R Y FEBRUARY M AR C H A PR IL ~ 

SMTW T F S SM TW TF SSMTW T FS S MT W T FS 

~ 6 7 ~ ~ It tt I~ 3 4 ~ 6 7 ~ . ~ 3 4 ~ 6 7 ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 1
3
0 tt I~ I~ ~ 

~ 
13141S 1617 18 19 10 1112 13141S 16 10 111213141S 16 14 I S 1617 1819 20 ~ 

~ wnnnN3aum~wnnnum~wnnnnnnN3mn ~ 
27 28 29 30 31 .... 24 2S 26 27 28 .• • . 24 2S 26 27 28 29 30 28 29 30 .... .. .. 

~ .. .. -~~ ~- .... ·· .. ~-u·~~ .. .. 3 1 . . ~-~~~ .. .... ~~~~-~~- .. ~ 

~ ~~:r.~~~:~- ~ :r. ~ ~ :. ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~- ~:r. ~~~~ ~ 
'Zf' S 6 7 8 9 10 II 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 'Zf' 

~ 
12 13 14 I S 1617 18 9 10 II 12 13 14 1S 14 1S 16 17 18 19 20 II 12 13 14 1S 16 17 ~ 

L 19 20 21 22 23 24 2S 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2 1 22 23 24 2S 26 27 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 L 
26 27 28 29 30 31 .. 23 24 2S 26 27 28 29 28 29 30 31 ...... 25 26 27 28 29 3 0 31 

~ -~~-;~ ~-~~~~- 30 ~~~;~·E; .. ··N·;~~~-~ ~~ - .. D.~~~~-~~-R.. ~ 

~ 
SMT WT FSSMTW T FSSM T W T F S SM TWT FS ~ 

~ 1234567 .... 12345 · · ........ 1 21234567 ~ 

891011UGM67891011U3456789 891011UGM 

~ IS16171819202113 141516171819 101112 8141516151617181920 21 ~ 
L nnM3mn3annnM3m u m~wnnnnnM3mn3 L 
~ 2930 . . .. .. .. . . 2 7 2829303 1 .... 24252627 282930 293031 ... , .. . . ~ 

~ ;~~~RY F E!:~:~N~~R~H A~~~~Q ~ 
~ ~~~ILt~ ~~::~~! ~~::~~! ~~ir1~~~ c%P 
~ 12131415 1617 18 9 10 II 12 131415 9 10 11 1213 14 IS 131415 16 17 18 19 ~ 

L 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 I.. 

~ :~:::::~?~~ :: :~:~~~u:~~:~ :: ~~~i~~~~~:~:~ :::::~~:~~: :: ~ 
A SMTWTFSSMTWT F SSMT W TFSSM T W T FS A '1r' ........ 1231234567 .... 12345·· ······ .. 12 '1r' 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
~ 11121314151617151617181920211314151617181910111213141516 ~ 'Zt' 18 19 20 21 22 23,24 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 'Zt' 
~ :~~~p~~~::~~~ :~~~~~~:E:~ :: :~::~~:~~~~: ~iD::~;~:1:::o ~ 
A SMTWTFSISMTW T FSSMTWTFSSMTW T FS ~ 'Zt' .. 123456·· .... 1234·· ........ .. 1 .. 123456 'Zt' 

~ 
7 8 9 10 II 12 13 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 ~ 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 L 
21 22 23 24 2S 26 27 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

~ :~::~? :: :: :: :: :~:::~:~~?~~ :: ~~:~:~:~:::~:~ :~:~~?~~ :: :: :: ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
BROCH U R E BO RDER 

Miniature Perpetual 
Calendar Logotypes 

RO MAN B OR D ER 

(Other e xamples s hown on page 602 ) 

The increasing demand for small calendars 
in general advertising has prompted the 
introduction of these Miniature Perpetual 
Calendar Logotypes . These little time
savers are as easy to handle as ordinary 
quads. Nothing could be simpler. Each 
month of the year is cast 
complete in one logotype; 
headings also are cast in 
one logotype. 

. . . . .... .. .. 1 
2345678 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 2S 26 27 28 29 
30 .. .. .. .. .. .. 

American Typ e Found ers 
Company 

Selling Houses Everywhere 
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fin 
Gxample 

of the striking 

effect which ·may be 

obtained with 

Cheltenham 
'Perpetual 
Calendars 

when used in com

bination with 

suitable 1Jecorative 

S«aterial 

PARAMOUNT BORDER B ROCHURE BORDERS ADAM ORNAM E NTS 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

1925 MAY 1925 Sun l 1234567 Mon J 
Sun I Monl Tnel wool Thul Fri I Sat (fd MAY 8m 
••••• D D SECTIONAL CALENDAR No. s 

BD 5 mfl 8 
Price$545 

Ill I lriW · Sectional Calendar Figures are frequently used for baseball 
~ scores, and are sold separately a t pound prices 

IIDlDtl[l]liJ[I 
[fUGJlm!DWIJ 1926 JANUARY 1926 
m fil !am mJ fmJ Sun I Mon I Tue I Wed I Thu I Fri I Sat 

m SECTIONAL?ALENDAR No.5 ••••• D llilll 
PriCe$350 ~ 

....-------· DIIDIIDIIIJ 
, 1~27 --~~a_~: tmmwwmwm 
~l!Q!Jl'!'_iiliJI wEn 1~ l1il np l"ri11i'fi1A'1 ri!i'J m DD[[]rnJO WIWJI.W~Wir£1B!J., '"o 

16Jl7JrnJ[] ][! mm~m~m~Blil .. 
@LGJ[Th][!~I! m 1111 SECTIONA~:~~~=DAR No.6 

[gQ][gl]~~~~l ~~~~~ 

~1I~~Ji ao J[IDJD:JJ - --0 -PERPETUAL CALENDAR LoGOTYPEs No.3 -D OCTOBER 1928 I 
Pec ,.t $4 20 ~~~~~~~ 

lnAl CA~::~~~r~GO- 1-1 DITJ[~[]][JJ[]][]] 
~ T;:E~'~5o;51 L_j [JJ[[]ffi][ill[il][lg][lm 
123 4 ,~LPEC [H]lillU]]f1JMJITm~ 

PE~~~~~~~;:tr~~AR 12 3 4 liD]~~~~~~ 
P emt $4 85 ~~~ruJDDD 

lmJ D ~4 APR PERPETUALCALENDARLOGOTYPESN0 . 4 
~ ~ Perset$3 50 

Lar ger s iz e of Series No.4 

611 

Each set of P erpetua l Calendar Logotypes in cludes fifty-two logot ypes , r ul es 
a n d fon t s fo r m on t h a nd year ; ca n be used for a n y m on th in any year 

l 



12 Point No.5, 5 lb. fonts 
16 Point No.5, 5 lb. fonts 
20 Point No.5, 5 lb. fonts 
24 Point No.5, 5 lb. fonts 
30 Point No.5, 5 lb. fonts 

.~. l 8 24 Pt. 

TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

ADVERTISING FIGURES 

SERIES No.5 

3 4 8 7 
36 P t . 42 Pt . 60 Pt. 54 Pt . 

8 
30 P t. 

Each Font of Series No. 5 contains the following characters : 

36 Point No. 5, 5 lb. fonts 
42 Point No. 5, 5 lb . fon ts 
54 Point No. 5, 5 lb. fonts 
60 Point No.5, 5 lb. fonts 

2 9 7 
20 Pt. 16 P t. 12 Pt . 

1234567890$c • 
12 Point No.6, 5 lb. fonts SERIES No. 6 36 Point N o. 6, 5 lb. f <mts 
16 Poin t No.6, 5 lb. fonts 42 Point No.6, 5 lb . fonts 
20 Poin t No. 6, 5 lb. fonts 

8 
54 Point No.6, 5 lb. fonts 

24 Poin t N o. 6, 5 lb . fonts 

7 
60 Point No. 6, 5 lb. fonts 

30 Point No. 6, 5 lb . fonts 

4 0 $ 8 3 8 2 9 7 
12 Pt . 16 P t. 24 P t. 36 Pt. 42 Pt. 60 Pt. 54 Pt. 30 Pt. 20 Pt. 16 Pt . 12 Pt . 

Each Font of Series No.6 contains t he fo llowing characters: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 $ c • 

12 Point No. 1, 5 lb. fonts 
16 Point No.1, 5 lb . fonts 
20 Point No.1, 5 lb. fonts 
24 Point No.1, 5 lb. fonts 
30 Point No.1, 5 lb. fonts 

0 $ 8 
12 Pt . 16 Pt . 24 Pt. 

SERIES No. 1 36 Point No. 1, 5 lb . fonts 
42 Point No. 1, 5 lb. fonts 

8 
48 Point No. 1, 5 lb . fonts 

3 4 -7 8 ::2~~ ~~:~~ 
36 P t . 48 Pt . 60 P t. 54 P t . 42 Pt. 30 P t. 20 Pt. 12 Pt. 

Each Font of Series No. 1 contains the following characters: 

1234567890$ c • 

12 Point No.2, 5 lb. fonts SERIES No.2 36 Point No.2, 5 lb. fon t s 
16 Point No.2, 5 lb. fonts 42 Point No.2, 5 lb. fonts 
20 Point No.2, 5 lb. fonts 

8 
48 Point No.2, 5 lb. fon ts 

24 Point No.2, 5 lb. fonts 

7 
54 Point No. 2, 5 lb. fonts 

30 Point No.2, 5 lb. fonts 

4 
60 Point No. 2, 5 lb. fonts 

0 $ 8 3 8 2 9 7 
12 Pt . 16 Pt . 24 Pt. 36 Pt. 48 Pt. 60 Pt . 54 Pt . 42 Pt . 30 Pt. 20 P t. 16 Pt . 

Each Font of Series No.2 contains the following characters : 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 $ c • 
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12 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 
16 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 
18 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 
20 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 
24 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 
30 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 

0 $ 8 
12 Pt. 18 P t . 24 Pt. 

TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

ADVERTISING FIGURES 

SERIES N 0. 60 

a487s 
36 Pt . 48 Pt . 60 Pt. 54 Pt . 42 Pt. 

Each Font of Series No. 60 contains the following characters: 

36 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 
42 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 
48 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 
54 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 
60 Point No. 60, 5 lb. fonts 

2 9 7 
30 Pt . 20 Pt . 16 Pt. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 $ c • 

12 Point No. 52, 5 lb. fonts SERIES N 0. 52 30 Point No. 52, 5 lb. fonts 
16 Point No. 52, 5 lb. fonts 36 Point No. 52, 5lb. fonts 
18 Point No. 52, 5 lb. fonts 

8 
48 Point No. 52, 5 lb. fonts 

20 Point No. 52, 5 lb. fonts 

7 
60 Point No. 52, 5 lb. fonts 

24 Point No. 52, 5 lb. fonts 

0 $ 8 3 4 8 2 9 7 
12 Pt . 16 Pt. 20 Pt . 24 Pt . 36 Pt . 60 Pt. 48 Pt . 30 Pt. 24 Pt. 18 Pt. 12 Pt . 

Each Font of Series No. 52 contains the following characters: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 $ c • 

12 Point No. 71, 5 lb. fonts 
16 Point No. 71, 5 lb. fonts 
20 Point No. 71, 5 lb. fonts 
24 Point No. 71, 5 lb. fonts 
30 Point No. 71, 5 lb. fonts 

0 $ 8 
12 Pt. 16 P t. 24 Pt. 

SERIES No. 71 

34 8 7 8 
36 Pt. 42 Pt . 60 Pt . 54 Pt. 30 Pt. 

Each Font of Series No. 71 contains the following characters: 

36 Point No. 71, 5 lb. fonts 
42 Point No. 71, 5 lb. fonts 
54 Point No. 71, 5 lb. fonts 
60 Point No. 71, 5 lb. fonts 

2 9 7 
20 Pt. 16 Pt. 12 Pt . 

1234567890$c • 
12 Point No. 61, 5 lb. fonts 
18 Point No. 61, 5 lb. fonts 
24 Point No. 61, 5 lb. fonts 
30 Point No. 61, 5 lb. fonts 
36 Point No. 61, 5 lb. fonts 

0 $ 8 
12 Pt. 18 P t . 24 Pt. 

J 
30 Pt. 

SERIES N 0. 61 42 Point No. 61, 5 lb. fonts 
48 Point No. 61, 5 lb. fonts 

8 
54 Point No. 61, 5 lb. fonts 4 7 8 WP2 o 6l~b. f:" 

42 Pt. 60 Pt . 54 Pt. 48 Pt . 36 Pt. 18 Pt . 12 Pt . 

Each Font of Series No. 61 contains the following characters: 

l234567890$c • 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

ADVERTISING FIGURES 

SERIEs No. 69 12 Point No. 69, 5 lb. fonts 
16 Point No. 69, 5 lb. fonts 
18 Point No. 69, 5 lb. fonts 
24 Point No. 69, 5 lb. fonts 
30 Point No. 69, 5 lb. fonts 

4 os83 

36 Point No. 69, 5 lb. f onts 
42 Point No. 69, 5 lb. f onts 
54 Point No. 69, 5 lb . f onts 
60 Point No. 69, 5 lb . fonts 

7 
72 Point No. 69, 10 lb. fonts 

8297 
12 Pt . 16 Pt. 24 Pt . 36 P t . 54 P t . 72 Pt . 60 P t. 42 Pt . 30 P t. 18 P t . 16 Pt. 

Each Font of Series No. 69 contains the following characters: 

1234567890$c • 
SERIES N 0 . 67 12 Point No. 67, 5 lb. fonts 

16 Point No. 67, 5 lb. fonts 
18 Point No. 67, 5 lb. fonts 
24 Point No. 67, 5 lb. fonts 

:oin:o~ f~ ~ 

36 Point No. 67, 5 lb . f onts 
42 Point No. 67, 5 lb. f ont s 
54 Point No. 67, 5 lb. fonts 
60 Point No. 67, 5 lb. f onts r::i=j"J 72 Point No. 67, 10 lb. font.< 

il ®~®!! 
12 Pt . 16 Pt . 24 Pt . 36 Pt. 54 Pt . 72 Pt. 60 Pt. 42 P t. 30 Pt . 18 Pt . 16 Pt. 

Each Font of Series No. 67 contains the following characters: 

1L ~ ~~ ~ ®Ll® ® (Q) ~ ((; [] 
12 Point No. 53, 5 lb. fonts 
16 Point No. 53, 5 lb. fonts 
18 Point No. 53, 5 lb. fonts 
20 Point No. 53, 5 lb. fonts 
24 Point No. 53, 5 lb. fonts 

0 $ 8 
12 Pt. 16 P t. 20 P t. 

SERIES No. 53 

3 4878 
24 P t. 36 Pt. 60 Pt . 48 Pt. 42 P t . 

Each Font of Series No. 53 contains the following characters: 

00 Point No. 53, 5 lb. fonts 
36 Point No. 53, 5 lb. f onts 
42 Point No. 53, 5 lb. fonts 
48 Point No. 53, 5 lb. fonts 
60 Point No. 53, 5 lb. f onts 

2 9 7 
30 P t . 18 P t. 12 Pt. 

1234567890$c • 
12 Point No. 54, 5 lb. fonts 
16 Point No. 54, 5 lb. fonts 
18 Point No. 54, 5 lb. fonts 
20 Point No. 54, 5 lb. fonts 
24 Point No. 54, 5 lb. fonts 

0 $ 8 
12 Pt . 16 Pt . 20 P t . 

SERIES N 0 . 54 

3 4 8 7 8 
24 Pt. 36 Pt . 60 P t. 48 Pt . 42 Pt. 

Each Font of Series No. 54 contains the following characters: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 $ 
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30 Point No. 54, 5 lb . f on ts 
36 Point No. 54, 5 lb. fonts 
42 Point No. 54, 5 lb . f onts 
48 Point No. 54, 5 lb. fonts 
60 Point No. 54, 5 lb . f on t s 

2 9 7 
30 P t. 18 P t. 12 Pt . 

c • 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

NEW CASLON FRACTIONS No.2 

5 Point, per font $0 75 14 Point, per font $0 95 24 Point, per font $0 95 
6 Point, p er font 85 18 Point, per font 95 30 Point, per font 1 15 
8 Point, p er font 85 36 Point, per font 1 45 

10 Point, per font 85 42 Point, p er font 1 60 
12 Point, p e r font 95 3 / 48 Point, p er font 1 80 

~~/4~Ys Ys 
30 42 48 36 24 18 

Ys Ya % y. ~ ~ 
12 8 5 6 10 14 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ ~ % X % Ys Ys Ys Ys ~ 

CHELTENHAM FRACTIONS 

6 Point, per font $0 85 10 Point, per font $0 85 14 Point, per font $0 95 
8 Point, per font 85 12 Point, per font 95 18 Point, per font 95 

'.4 Y2 3A 1/s 3Ja 5Js 
10 12 18 14 

Characters in Complete Font 

1A V2 3A V3 2h Vs 3/s 5/s 1's % ¢ 

DEVINNE FRACTIONS 

6 Point, per font $0 85 10 Point, per font $0 85 14 Point, p er font $0 95 
7 Point, per f ont 85 12 Point, per font 95 18 Point, per font 95 
8 Point, per font 85 24 Point, p er font 95 

~ ~ 
3/ 

~ ~ /8 98 78 Y.J 
10 14 18 24 12 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ ~ ~ Y3 13 ~ 98 §8 78 o/o ¢ 

DEVINNE CONDENSED FRACTIONS 

6 Point, per font $0 85 14 Point, per font $0 95 
8 Point, per font 85 

3 
18 Point, per font 95 

10 Point, per font 85 24 Point, p e r font 95 
12 Point, per font 95 1 30 Point, per font 1 15 

5 36 Point, per font 1 45 

3 8 8 7 1. 4 8 1f .L 2 
2 3 3 
12 18 30 36 24 14 10 

Characters in Complete Font 

1. 1. ..2. 1. 2 1 t t t 4 2 4 3 3 8 

BOLDFACE FRACTIONS 

5;, Point, per font $0 75 9 Point, per font $0 85 12 Point, p er font $0 95 
6 Point, per font 85 10 Point, per font 85 18 Point, p er font 95 
7 Point, per font 85 11 Point, per font 90 24 Point, p er font 95 
8 Point, per font 85 30 Point, per font 1 15 

% ~ ~ % Ys ~ :k 8 ~ % ~ Yz 
51-f! 10 12 24 30 18 11 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ ~ % ~ % Ys % % !s 

NEW CASLON F RACTIONS No.1 

5 Point, per font $0 75 
6 Point, per font 85 
8 Point, per font 85 

10 Point, per font 85 
12 Point, per font 95 

3 1 
t J. 8 8 4 

5 

1 
4 

8 12 

1 
2 

18 

3 
4 

30 

14 Point, per font $0 95 24 Point, per font $0 95 
18 Point , p e r font 95 30 Point, per fon t 1 15 

36 Point, per font 1 45 
42 Point, per font 1 60 
48 Point, per font 1 80 

7 5 1 ---
8 8 3 
36 48 42 

Characters in Complete Font 

1 
3 

2 
3 

1 
8 

3 
8 

2 
3 
24 

5 
8 

1 
6 
14 

7 
8 

~ 
4 

10 6 

_l 
6 

GLOBE GOTHIC FRACT IONS 

6 Point, per font $0 85 12 Point, per font $0 95 18 Point, per font $0 95 
8 Point, per font 85 14 Point, per font 95 24 Point, per font 95 

10 Point, per font 85 30 Point, per font 1 15 

.,. 1f2 3/4 1fs 3/s s;~··;/~:;~ ·~ 
12 18 30 36 24 14 10 

Characters in Complete Font 

1/4 1f2 3/4 1JJ 213 1fs 3/s 5/s 7/s OJo ¢ 

LATIN ANTIQUE FRACTIONS 

12 Point, per font $0 95 
18 Point, per font 

I 
4 

I 
2 

.Q 
4 

95 3 1 
I 2 4 1 

4 8 
12 24 36 18 

Characters in Complete Font 

1 
3 

2 
3 

..1 
8 

24 Point, per font $0 95 
36 Point, per font 1 45 

.2 
8 

5 
8 

7 
8 

0LDSTYLE FRACTIONS 

18 Point, per font $0 95 % 
' 20 Point, per font 95 

~ ~ 4 
18 30 42 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ Yz 

24 Point, per font $0 95 
30 Point, per font 1 15 
42 Point, per font 1 60 

)i )i 
24 20 

~ 

GOTHIC FRACTIONS No.8 

8 Point, per font $0 85 12 Point, p er font $0 95 18 Point, per font $0 95 
9 Point, per font 85 14 Point , pe r font 95 24 Point, per font 95 

10 Point, per font 85 30 Point, per font 1 15 
36 Point, per font 1 45 

v.~~~ ~~~~v. 
10 14 30 36 24 18 12 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ Y2 % Ya 
Figures under characters indicate point sizes of type 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

CLOISTER 0LDSTYLE FRACTIONS 

6 Point Per font $0 85 

% 'lz * VJ ~ J,i % ~ 78 % ¢ 

8 Point Per font $0 85 

~ '12 * ';3 ~ Ys % % f's % ¢ 

10 Point Per font $0 85 

Y<t Yz * YJ ~ % % % f's % ¢ 

12 Point Per font $0 95 

~ Yz * Y3 ~ % % % ~ % ¢ 

14 Point Per font $0 95 

~ Yz * lf3 ~ Ys .Ys .Ys rs %¢ 

18 Point Per font $0 95 

~Yz%Y3~Ys¥sYs18%¢ 

BODONI FRACTIONS 

6 Point Per font $0 85 

lj4 lf2 34 113 % % ~8 !}g 'VB 

8 Point Per font $0 85 

14 lj2 %, lj3 2j3 ljg 3fs 5fs % 

10 Point Per font $0 85 

%, % %, lj3 2j3 ljg 3Js 5Js % 

12 Point Per font $0 95 

14 lj2 %, 1j3 2j3 1/s 3Js s;s Y's 

14 Point Per font $0 95 

14 lj2 34 lfs 2Js 1Ja 3Ja s;a ~8 

18 Point Per font $0 95 

14 1;2 34 1;3 2;3 1;8 3;8 s;8 7Js 

BODONI BoOK FRACTIONS 

6 Point One pound fonts 

lf4 lf2 34 lf3 % % 3jg % 'Vs 

8 Point One pound fonts 

lj4 lj2 %, ljg 2j3 ljg 3fs 5jg Y's 

10 Point One pound fonts 

lj4 liz %, lf3 2j3 lJs 3Js 5Js % 

12 Point One pound fonts 

14 112 34 lj3 2j3 lJs 3j8 5j8 Y's 
14 Point One pound fonts 

lit 112 34 lJs 2Js ljg 3jg 5jg Y's 
18 Point One pound fonts 

14 1;2 3iJ, 1;3 2;3 1;8 3;8 s;8 7j8 

616 

VENETIAN FRACTIONS 

6 Point One pound fonts 
;J: ]. i ~ ~ .l i ~ 7. .l .:;_ 

2 8 8 6 6 

8 Point One pound fonts 
1 _1_ 3 l 2 k 3 5 7 1 ~ 4 2 4 3 8 8 8 6 

9 Point One pound fonts 
1 1 3 .1. 2 t Q 0 ~ 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 6 6 

10 Point One pound fonts 
1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 6 

11 Point One pound fonts 
1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 6 

12 Point One pound fonts 
1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 6 

14 Point One pound fonts 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 6 

18 Point One pound fonts 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 1 5 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 6 6 

TYPEWRITER FRACTIONS 

American Typewriter Fractions 

6 Point Per font $0 85 

i t i i % i i 

Reproducing Typewriter Fractions 

6 Point Per font $0 85 
14 1z 34 13 23 1e 38 58 78 

New Model Elite Remington Typewriter Fractions 

10 Point Per font $0 85 
l ]_ 3 ]_ 3 s 7 
4 2 4 8 8 8 8 

New Model Underwood Typewriter Fractions 

12 Point Per font $0 95 
l l 3 l 3 5 '7 
4 2 4 8 8 8 8 

Standard Typewriter Fractions 

12 Point Per font $0 95 

~ ~ % % % ?§ % % % 
New Model Remington Fractions 

12 Point Per font $0 95 
l l 3 l 3 5 7 

4 2 4 8 8 8 8 

Silk Remington Typewriter Fractions 

12 Point 
1 1 
4 2 

12 Point 
l l 
4 2 

Per font $0 95 
3 1 3 5 7 
4 8 8 8 8 

Oliver Typewriter Fractions 

Per font $0 95 
3 l 3 5 7 
4 8 8 8 8 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

CUT-COST FRACTIONS N 0. 1 
PATENTED APRIL 19, 1921 

6 Point, per font . . . $3 20 
8 Point, per font ... 3 80 · 

Cut-Cost Fractions No. 1 are so made that two en
set fractions can be placed together to make fractions 
in 16ths, 32ds and 64ths. 

Thus: i and~ placed together make H 
The following commonly used characters are fur

nished: i ~ ! i ~ i i ~ i t ~ 
Special characters used for 16ths, 32ds and 64ths are: 
Numerators: ..l... ...a. .JL _:z__ _J1.. 

Denominators: 16 a2 64 

Making rs -fs fs is !e -b. -!2 f2 iz b -€4 h sO,. i4 /4 
The following characters on en set are used together 

to make 16ths, 32ds and 64ths when numerator is 11 or 
larger: 
For 16th s: 

Combine t with t ~ ~ for U H H 
For 32ds: 

Combine! with~ ~ ~ ~ ~to make H H H H H 
Combineiwith-2 ~ ~ ~ ~tomakeH H -H H H 
Combine~ with~ to make H 

For 64ths: 
Combinetwitht i i :t £tomakeH HUH U 
Combine i with t i ~ :t ! to make H U U H U 
Combine~withi i ~ :t £ tomake!i R U H U 
Combine~ ~ and ~ with i i i ;f £ to make the rest 

of the "odd" 64ths: H to H-H to ~£ -H and ~i 

The complete list of fractions that can be 
made with a font of Cut-Cost Fractions No.1 
are t i i ~ and complete 8ths, 16ths, 32ds and 
64ths, as follows: 

i4 1 3 __L 5 3 7 i 32 64 16 64 32 64 

-14 :&- ~l _1!._ 13 _:]_ .1..§. .1. 
16 64 32 64 4 

1....1. -12- 19 fs n B 23 3 
64 64 64 64 8 

~~ B 27 _:]_ ~ .1..§. 31 ~ 64 16 64 32 64 

1!..,1 H .QQ. ..3!... n u 39 ~ 64 64 16 64 32 64 

41 21 43 11 45 2 3 47 i 64 32 64 I6 64 32 64 

49 H 51 .11!. 53 27 55 7 
64 64 16 64 32 64 8 

.§.7.. 29 59 15 Q.l. .Q..1. ~i 64 32 64 I6 64 32 

CUT-COST FRACTIONS No.2 
PATENTED APRIL 19. 1921 

6 Point, per font . . . $3 20 
8 Point, per font . .. 3 80 

Cut-Cost Fractions No.2 are so made that two en
set fractions can be placed t ogether to make fractions 
in 12ths, 16ths, 24ths and 48ths. 

Thus: i and k placed together make H 
The following commonly used characters are fur

nished : t ~ ! k it ~ t ! i t ~ 
Special characters used for 12ths, 16ths, 24ths and 

48ths are: 
Numerators: ..l... 1l... .JL _:z__ _J1.. 

Denominators: 12 16 24 48 

M~~h h~rs-fsfsis&~A~~A~ 
The following characters on en set are used together 

to make 12ths. 16ths, 24ths and 48ths when numerator 
is 11 or larger: 
For 12ths: 

Combine t with ~ for H 
For 16ths : 

Combine t with t ~~to make H H H 
For 24ths : 
Combine~ with i i :t £to make H H H H 
Combine~ with ! to make H 

For 48ths: 
Combine with t ~ t ~to make H H H U 
Combine with it i * to make U U U 
Combine with k ~ t to make U!! H 
Combine with tit t to make U U H 

The complete list of fractions that can be 
made with a font of Cut-Cost Fractions No. 2 
are complete 12ths, 16ths, 24ths and 48ths, 
as follows: 

__L 1 1 1 __Q_ 1 
48 24 16 I2 48 8 

is i _1!._ 14 11 1 
16 4 8 4 

13 -14 __Q_ 1 17 .Q. 
48 16 3 48 8 

u 5 is .1..1. 2 3 1 
48 I2 24 48 2 
_g_§. 1 3 ..3!... 7 29 ~ 48 2 4 16 I2 48 

.Q..1. 2 .1..1. 1....1. 35 i 4 8 3 16 24 48 
37 u 13 i 4 1 7 
48 24 I6 48 8 
43 .1..1. 15 23 47 
48 12 I6 24 48 

CuT-CosT SMALL CAP CASE 

Cut-Cost Small Cap Case No. 9001D, 1/a size, with 42 compartments; three fit in blank case 

The Cut-Cost Small Cap Case will hold both Fonts 
Nos.l and 2 containing characters for complete 64ths 
and 48ths. In laying the case 

Every printshop has constant use for the fraction 
eighths, quarters, halves, and frequently has use f or 

for 64ths only, the compart
ments used for the denomina
tors 12 24 and 48 and charac
ters ~~! and ~ will be empty, 
as these characters are used 
only for 48ths and are not in
cluded in Font No.1 (64ths). 
There will be eleven empty 
compartments in the layout 
for 48ths only as the denomi
nators az and a4 and charac
ters ~ ! ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ and ~ are 
used only for64ths and are not 
included in Font No.2 (48ths). 

12 
__L 

16 
_1!._ 

.1. 
8 

3 
8 

.1. 
6 

.Q. 
6 

1 
4 

i 

1 
T 

1 
3 

1 
2 

3 
2 

--·--·--·--·--·--1--
__Q_ 

24 

32 
_:]_ 

5 
8 

L 
8 

5 
6 

2 
6 

i 
7 
4 

2 
3 

3 
3 

5 
2 

L 
2 

--------------

9 9 4 9 Em R 
48 - 8 6 4 Quad 2 
----------------

64 ~p~~ Q~~d * ! ! ! 

617 

six teenths and six ty-fourths. 

Note to the Compositor: 

When the numerator is 11 
or larger (for instance, U) 
read the copy up and down 
and pick out i and !. After a 
little practice it will be natu
ral to consider the fraction as 
two en-set type placed to
gether. Fractions with a nu
merator 9 and smaller and a 
denominator 12 or larger (for 
instance, J:\) are easily com
posed by selecting the proper 
numerator and denominator. 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

C HELTENHAM BOLD FRACTIONS 

36 P oint Per font $1 45 6 Point Per font $0 85 

~ ~ % ~ % ~ ¥s % % % I 

8 Point Per font $0 85 

lk%%%%Vs%%%%1 ~ ¥2 3;4 
10 Point Per font $0 85 

48 Point Per f ont $1 80 

litY2 3M 
~ V2 3/t V3 2h Ys o/s % % % ¢ 

12 Point Per font $0 95 

~ ¥2 3;4 ¥3 2h 1/s o/s o/s 'Vs % 

14 Point Per font $0 95 
60 Point Per font $2 30 

~ lf2 
1;4 1f2 3,4 V3 2h Vs 3/s o/s 
18 Point Per font $0 95 

~ V2 3M V3 2h Vs :Ys 
24 Point Per font $0 95 

l0t :Y2 3M :Y3 2h 
72 Point Per font $2 90 

30 Point Per font $115 

Vtt Y2 3A ¥3 
Each font of above Cheltenham Bold Fractions contains the following characters: 

~ V2 314 1/3 2h Vs :Ys 5/s 'Vs % ¢ 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK C HECK FIGURES 

Per fon t (two of each char acter , 1 to 0) $4 60 Sing le character 40c 

These figures are designed to meet the requirements of Federal Bank Check Printing 
They are cast in t ype molds and sold in fonts or singly 

(Cast on 120 Point Body) -
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

DIAGONAL FRACTION MARKS 

Font containing three sizes $110 
12 Point 9 Point 6 Point 

IIIII IIIII /IIIII 

EXAMPLES sv 831 271 241 
V2 vs y/ 8 1100 

3 41 15 231 18 
1 11 12 311 14 

151 
1100 

51/ / 2 87/ / 8 4 2 / / 3 
5 3/ 73/ 150/ 

/ 4 / 4 / 1000 

DIAGONAL FRACTION MARKS 

No. 1, containing four sizes Per font $0 70 

12 Point 10 Point 8 Point 6 Point 

IIIII IIII I IIIII 1/1// 

No.2, containing three sizes Per font $0 70 
24 Point 18 Point 14 Point 

IIIII IIIII IIIII 
No.3, containing three sizes Per font $0 70 

42 Point 36 Point 30 Point 

Ill Ill /Ill 
No.4, containing two sizes 

60 Point 
Per font $110 

48 Point 

Ill Ill 
EXAMPLES 

3112 6 17
132 241100 2 / 3 

51/4 2 51s 9 116 

3ls 741s 
COPYRIGHT SIGNS 

4 Point 5 Point 6 Point 

© © © © © 
401 501 502 601 602 

8 Point 10 Point 12 Point 

© © © ©© 
801 802 1001 1202 1203 

619 

I 

CHELTENHAM BOL D 

COMBINAT ION FRACT IONS 
Patent Applied For 

6 Point Per font $2 00 

lf.l Y2 3f.t % % Ys :Ys % 'Vs 
2 3 4 5 6 2 4 6 

8 Point Per font $2 65 

V4 V2 % V3 % Vs % % Ys 
2 3 4 5 6 2 4 6 

10 Point Per font $3 15 

1)t lf2 3Jt V3 2!J Ys 3/s o/s Ys 
2 3 4 5 6 2 4 6 

12 Point Per font $3 35 

Vt:t ¥2 34 ¥3 2h Vs 3ls 5ls Ys 
1 2 3 4 5 6 2 4 6 

14 Point Per font $3 40 

~ V2 3)t V3 2h 1/s o/s o/s 'Vs 
1 2 3 4 5 6 2 4 6 

18 Point Per font $3 50 

Y<t V2 3/tl V3 % Y.s o/s 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

2 4 6 
24 Point Per font $3 65 

~ ¥2 34 V3 2h Vs 
1 2 3 4 5 6 2 4 6 

Each font, from 6 to 24 Point inclusive, contains 
the following characters: 

~ V2 3M V3 2h Vs :Ys % 
'Vs 1/t o/t 5/t 'Vt o/t 3/3 5/3 

V3 9/3 Vs 3/s 5/6 1'6 o/s 
1 2 3 4 5 6 2 4 6 

With the above characters all the fraction twelfths, 
sixteenths, thirty-seconds and sixty-fourths can be 
made by the combination of two or three characters. 
The fraction halves, quarters, thirds and eighths are 
made with one character. 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

1 with o/t and 6 makes 1 o/t 6 

2 with y6 and 4 makes 2y
64 
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TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

NEW GOTHIC FRACTIONS 

6 Point No. 601 Per font $0 85 6 Point No. 602 Per font $0 85 6 Point No. 603 Per font $0 85 

~ ~ ~ ~ % Ya rs % Ya % ¢ ~ ~ ~ ~ % Ya % % Ya % ¢ ~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ % % Ya % ¢ 
8 Po int No. 801 Per font $0 85 8 Point No. 802 Per font $0 85 8 Point No. 803 Per font $0 85 

~~%~53~%%Ja% ¢ ~ ~%~53~%%Ja%¢ ~~%~%Ys%%Ys%¢ 
10 Point No. 1001 Per font $0 85 10 Point No. 1002 Per font $0 85 10 Point No. 1003 Per font $0 85 

~~ % ~~Ya%%Ja% ~~%~~Yara%Ya% ~~%~~Ysra%Ya% 
12 P oint No. 1201 Per f ont $0 95 12 Point No. 1202 Per font $0 95 12 P oint No. 1203 Per font $0 95 

~~%~53Ya%%Ys ~~%~~Ys%%Ya ~~%~~~%%Ya 
14 Point No. 1401 Per font $0 95 14 Point No. 1402 Per font $0 95 14 Point No. 1403 Per font $0 95 

~~%~%Ys%38 ~'2%~33Ys%% ~~%~33Ys%% 
18 Point No. 1801 Per font $0 95 18 Point No. 1802 Per f ont $0 95 18 Point No. 1803 Per font $0 95 

~~%~53Ys% ~~%~%~% ~32%~3338% 
24 Point N o. 2401 Per font $0 95 24 Point No. 2402 Per fo nt $0 95 24 Point No. 2403 Per font $0 95 

~~%~53 ~~~~53 %32~33% 
30 Point No. 3001 Per font $1 15 30 Point N o. 3002 Per font $1 15 30 Point No . 3003 Per fo nt $1 15 

~~%~ ~~%~ ~~%~ 
36 Po int No. 3601 Per font $1 45 36 Point No. 3602 Per font $1 45 36 Point No. 3603 Per font $1 45 

~~~~ ~~%~ ~~%~ 
NEW GOTHIC CONDENSED FRACTIONS 

6 Po in t No. 604 Per font $0 85 

t t ! t t !tt~ra¢ 
8 Point No . 804 Per font $0 85 

i t ! t t i i ~ i ~ ¢ 
10 Point No. 1004 Per font $0 85 

t t ! t i ! i i i ~ ¢ 
12 Po int No. 1204 Per font $0 95 

1131213570)¢ 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 m 
14 Point No. 1404 Per font $0 95 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 w ¢ 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 ro 
18 Point No. 1804 Per font $0 95 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 w ¢ 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 ro 
24 Point No. 2404 Per font $0 95 

11312135 
42433888 

30 Point No. 3004 Per font $1 15 

1131213 ·-------
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 
36 Point No. 3604 Per font $1 45 

1 1 3 1 2 1 ·------
4 2 4 3 3 8 

6 Point No. 605 Per font $0 85 

i tt tti t ii ~ ¢ 

8 P oint No. 805 Per font $0 85 

! t t t t i i i i % ¢ 
10 Point No. 1005 Per font $0 85 

i t i t i i i i i ~ ¢ 
12 Point No. 1205 Per font $0 95 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 w ¢ 
424338888fo 
14 Point No. 1405 Per font $0 95 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 w ¢ 
42433ssssro 
18 Point No. 1805 Per font $0 95 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 w 
424338888(0 

24 Point No. 2405 Per font $0 95 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 
42433888 

30 P oint No. 3005 Per font $1 15 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 -------
4243388 
36 Point No. 3605 Per fon t $1 45 

1 1 3 1 2 1 ------
424338 

620 

6 Point No. 606 Per font $0 85 
l. .!. :J tft i if % ¢ 4 2 4 

8 Point No. 806 Per font $0 85 

! t ! t t i i i i % ¢ 
10 Point No. 1006 Per font $0 85 

i t i ! ~ i i i i ~ ¢ 
12 Point No. 1206 Per font $0 95 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 w ¢ 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 ro 
14 Point No. 1406 Per font $0 95 

1131213570} 
4 2 4 3 3 8 8 8 8 ro 
18 Point No . 1806 Per font $0 95 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 7 
424338888 
24 Point No. 2406 Per fo nt $0 95 

1 1 3 1 2 1 3 
4243388 
30 Point No. 3006 Per fo nt $1 15 

1 1 3 1 2 1 ------424338 
36 Point No . 3605 Per font $ 1 45 

1 1 3 1 2 -----
4 2 4 3 3 



TYPOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES 

AD CUTS 
T RADE-MARKS, Devices, and many special designs suitable for Adcuts, when not too intricate, may be success
fully reproduced by our Adcut process. Adcuts are cast in type molds, type high, on point bodies, and when 
possible to point sets. Ad cuts may be made for printing in one or more colors and when desired can be cast with 
mortises. Copy of designs to be reproduced should be clear and distinct and contain exactly what is to be repro
duced. Information regarding sizes and quantities, as well as prices of Adcuts, will be quoted on request. 

THE PULLMAN 'COMPANY 3662 

~ming_ton 
REG. U. 5. PAT. OFF. 

4836 

u~· -- 1939 

T H E L A D I E S 

HOME JOURNAL 
4379 

4755 

3305 

® 841 
2044 

fw\ 
~ 

4299 

PARIS GARTERS 
2386 

tt~j:t:~1'iK2;1:1t·\i'tiij~t}, 
4600 

PRE:SS 
CAMBillOGt 

• 

~NI;;~~ETTY ~ 
2440 

CCO~(Q)~A 
7he Per.ronal Writinf!'Xachine ®~ 4716 

2914 2863 2021 

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY 
4220 

THE RUDDER WRsiRrn .fL~[(ff~D Company. 

3000 

3061 

ll/lziz IDQt Ntw lnrk <!rinttn 
4181 2302 

. !®!;!i!!!!i !:l:tt f 'lflil;i:l!ll 

4296 
578 • 

~..,_\.E7")' 

~
'Sl 

~ 10"' E 
1;~Wy0~.;, 

690 

2250 

Jf)AyTO Tl:l~ 
)Go RDER OF 

3333 

A D 1841 
5039 

~~~SCJ\§jJ~~{}::1Joa,a, 
@@~[Q) 

4630 

EvansWinterHebb 
comp!etefJ~;:,:::ngs~rvice 

2834 
3031 

THE S.llTURD.IlY EVENING POST 
413 

i BOOKS WITH J 
PURPOSE v 

3731 3210 4861 656 
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C0'HE c9lMERICAN C0'YPE 9'ouNDERS BoMPANY 

is the largest man~facturer in the world of C(9 ype) fBorders) C9rnaments) 

fBrass f!lule) fBrass CC9ype) etc. The variety of its manufactures is not 

equaled by any other type foundry,and none can give better service 

~ v. 

CCihis 2ifl 
J, 

Job and Body Type 

Borders and Ornaments 

comprises a few of Spaces and Quads 
the many produCts sold Cast Cuts 

by this Company Cast Initials 
to printers through-

Brass Rule 
out the world 

~ 
Brass Corners 

Brass Leads 

Brass Slugs 

Brass Galleys 

Galvanized Galleys 

Zinc Galleys 

Special Galleys 

Leads and Slugs 

Copper Thin Spaces 

cY{merican Electric Welded Chases 

CJype Bright Steel Chases 

the Radio Iron Surfaces 

fBefl in Steel Furniture 

SZlny Base 'l' Iron Furniture 

~ _.,-~, 

Set in Cloister Cursive and Cloister Oldstyle 

622 
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This insert is printed on BLUE BJSCAY WEDDING, plate finish 

Basis 21lhx33-76 lbs. 

Made by the AMERICAN \1\TRITING PAPER Co. 

Holyoke, Mass. 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RosA BoRDERS 
18 Point N o. 3 48 inche s $3.00 

?Sc_~x "'~,\~x "'~,\~Y"x ~,\~ x ~,~ 
'5J' Chacaot'"' in Complete Font t{ii;\~-.d 
111 db C~/'x~, ~ II\ 

.~c');X: ~c'T' :x=:-cx')"'.)C4~ j'(,/cJl0 
?£~_/'x"'~'~\~x"'~,(~x~~,~~ 

18 Point N o.5 48 inches $3.00 

~~~ 
Characters in Complete Font 

--.._ ,..-

\~/ ~ )"):-, 
• /""> 

18 P oint No.8 48 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ' 2 
0 

Cha<aot'"a in Complete Font 

0 

s 
~ X ~~~ ~ ) 
s~~~~~~~~~~~~a 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

18 Point No.7 48 inches $3.00 

~~9:<9:<9:<9:<9:<9:<9:<9:<~c 
tY Characters in Complete Font ~ 
~ \.~~~ ~~ A). 
~ 7.~ ~ ~ 

~>~9:<9:<9:<9:<9:<9:<9:<10 
J0--;~¥¥¥¥¥¥¥~G 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RosA BoRDERS 
18PointNo.1 48inches$3.00 

~.,'&;{., W r) ~·~ {., W r) ~·~ {., W r) ~·~ {., W r )C:,.'~ 
~~~~~~~~~-~ 

~ Jt Cha"'WFont ~ ~ 
~~~~~)~) 
~~)(~~~~ 

18 Point No.2 48 inches $3.00 

~~~~uw~~~~~~~ 
~ . ~ 
~ ~ Ch"'ac~Font ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
18 Point No.-6 48 inches $3.00 

(\(" ·-·Nr~ ~,Y~"' ~Y~"' ~Y~"' ~Y~ ~Y~ ~Y~"' -~Yr~ ~Yr"' ~Yr~ ~Y~ ~Y~~ 10 
~~~~$~~$~~~~$~~ 

::;?~ Charnote" in Complete Font ~+ 
;~~ ~ ~D Jl-Jc 
(;1 $ 01 ~2 

~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ OL ~~~_,.!~~ •• ,_, .. 'fit~~~~_,.!~~ ........ ill~_,.!~~---~~_,.!~~---~'-<-~ ........ ~~ ........ ~~ ..J\). 

18 Point No.4 48 inches $3.00 

~\'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~p ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(1! · 'T' 'T' 'T' 4f' 'T' 4f' 4f' 'T' 'T' 'T' 'T' 'T 'T' 4r' 4f' 4f' W 

->~ Characters in Complete Font ~\· 
->~t ~ ~ ~{ 
~ y w ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~b~~~1~ ~ .... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.!\~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RosA BoRDERs 
12 Point N o. 1 60 inches $3.00 

-.t..:tJ{.' W .r) ""·~...., {.' W r) ~ ... ·r-. {.' W r ){.' W f) """'""' {.' W r) """'""' {.' W .r )<t.'~ 
;§~J.<.,~J.'<.,~J~J.<.,~J.'<.,~J~ 

~ Characters in Complete Font ~ 

~ X ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

12 Point No.8 60 inches $3.00 

~rf:1!r~~vxe:Jr~~vxe:r~~vxrf:1!r~~vxe:Jr~~~ 

~ ~ Ch.,a~~teFont ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 Point No.5 60 inches $3.00 

~s~Yr~Yr~Yr~Yr~tF 
Characters in Complete Font 

Yr ~ tF 

;'~~~~~~~~~~~~~' 
12 Point N o. 3 60 inches $3.00 

~c:~x~,~\~x~'~\~x~'~\~x~'~\~x~,~ 

~ Ch.,aote" In Complete Font ~ 
~ ~ c~J.C~ ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RosA BoRDERS 
12 Point No.2 60 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ Ch"'~""'lnCnmpleteFnnt ~ 
~ J1l:, ~ ~ ~ 

SS88998999SSS 
12 Point No.7 60 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(! 

~ )8 J/ Characters in Complete Font \[> 

~ ~ ~~ ~c (C 

~ )8 
0/~0/~0/~0/~0/~0/~}0/~JJ~~JJ~J/~0/~0/~}0/~ 
~ /C0\ /C0\ /C0\ (C0\ (Q0\_ (C~J\ (C~J\ /[}0\ /[}0\ (l10\_ /[}0\ /[}0\ (C~ 

12 Point No. 6 60 inches $3.00 
Q...r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~,... ~ M M ~,... ~ M ~ ~,... M M -:JO 
??'&~~~~~$~~$$~$~$$$~ 

~ ~ 
~ ~ q . ~ 

~ 
Characters m Complete Font ~ 

~ M M ~ .,,. K+ 
~ ~~ ~ 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~c n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n ~I) 

12 Point No.4 60 inches $3.00 6 Point No.5 60 inches $2.50 

~:¥:¥:¥:¥:¥:¥:¥:¥:¥:¥~ 
-??t 1H+ 
1?{r 1H+ 
-}?{r Characters in Complete Font 1]i\-
-??{r - :-Y-: -:- :-Y-: - _(r'~ 1i\· 
·r?t ~ ~~~~ ~ \1H\· 
1?{r 1H+ 
1?{r 1i+ 
~**********~ 

~~~~~~~ 

» « G Characters in Complete Font ~ 

s "{;~11: ~ 

~ ~ 
~~c:;s~~Qc:;s{fJ:}IS!!S 
Cf2ct2\f2cf2~~12Cf::d~ct272 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RosA BoRDERs 
24 Point No.lO 42 inches $3.50 

~~~~~~ 
18 Point No. 10 48 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~ i ~~~~~ ~ 
ji ~ Cha<~tm in Complete Font ~ ~ 
~ ~ C~aote~me~deei~n ~ ' 

~ 
~ all sizes of this border ~ ~ 

~ AMERICAN ~ 
~ TYPE FOUNDERS ~ ft COMPANY :1: 

~ ~~~~~~ ~ 
~~~~~~ 

~ 
~~~~~~ 
12 Point No.9 60 inches $3.00 

~~ ~ ::><:' ~ ~~ ~ ::><:' ~ :>~ 

~ ~ 
~. r 6~oin:::.9 ! ""-'"' ! ~<" ' """" '60::,$2,50 "~ ·~ 

J ~ Ch.,~te" in Complete Font f. 
.) J. \.!..; ~ ! :> ~ f0 . (+ + 

...., - -~ 

~ ~ 
8)~~ ; \:;>~~(8 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

3-on-6 Point 
No.48 

60 inches $2.25 

r1 
6 5 ..,. ~ 

- ' 7 

NEwsPAPER BoRDERs 

Characters in Complete Fonts 

12 Point No. 231 
54 inches $2.25 

¥ -4 3 

Ill I. 2 1., 
6 5 

6 Point No. 254 
60 inches $2.25 

. -
r-

6 

¥ , 
2 

d ~ 
12 Point No.1 54 inches $2.25 ~~ 

TRIPLE LINE BoRDERs 

Characters in Complete Font 

~~~~ ~ -~~~;JIJ 
' 5 1 s 4 2 7 JJT 
~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~'~ 

6 Point No.3 60 inches $2.25 

12 Point No.2 54 inches $2.25 

TRIPLE LINE B oRDERs 

Characters in Complete Font 

ll - - ~ 

6 Point No.4 60 inches $2.25 
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18 Point No.2 

18 Point No.3 

18 Point No.5 

I
'"·' 
. 

. 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

O v aLo BoRDERs 

12 Point No.2 54 inches $2.25 

Ma de a lso in t he f ollowing sizes: 
8 Point No.3 54 in ches $1.95 

nrr.JIIll.JmUIIl"UIII\/ .JIII\i1IIII.JJI1Ir:,· 

12 Point No.5 54 inches $2.25 

Made also in the follow ing sizes: 
8 Point No.5 54 inches $1.95 

10 Point No.5 54 in ch es $2.10 

f"Yfltflfltflfltflfltflfltflfltflfltflfltnfltnfl 
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~~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

36 inches $1.85 

~~ 
i ~ 
~ . ~ 
~~· 6PomtNo.2 ~ 
t::J 60 inches $2.25 ~ 
~ e 

~ 

~ 

I~ 
lr:J 

6 Point No.3 
60 inches $2.25 

6 Point No.5 
60 inches $2.25 

36 inches $1.85 

36 inch es $1. 85 



c~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~9~ 

~} ~~ 

~ ::~:= ~ .h~ ~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ 
~F ~~ ~~ ~~ {~ ' f.i ~ ~ j v4_NNOUNCING i: ~ ~ 
~~ ~ '?]2 AN O R!G!NALANDBEAUTIFUL SERIES ~f-' ~ A 
-v-e~._.. {~5 OF DECORATIVE MAT ERIAL ~f.J ~~._.. 

~ : (~~ TEAGUE ~f:} : ~ 
~ ;l ;~~ BORDERS ~f:; ~ ~~~ 

~~ :.~5 E AcH borde r of this series is comple te in itsel f . ~f..: ~ ~~ 
fA •..... an d m ay be used separately w h en d esired. . .... • 

:-;..~ When a larger or m ore elabora te embell ish - ~..::·. 
:~ men t is wanted two or more of th ese borders ~: ~~~ ~ ;~~~~ ::::,7:,~~:;~,;:;~ ~,:~~~'~:: :~~:::~~:,:::. ~~(:. ~ ~~~ 

fA ~::'€ borders and bands .The combinat ion s ~.: li\ 
[:~ possible are al~ost unlimited ~i? 

·::'€ ?:.!+~ ~· I :~~~ -~~-- ~~: I 
~~~ ~2 ~f A 

I : ~~] . TY~~!i~RS ~~: ~: 1f 
~5 7~5 ~~ ~5 
~} ~ €r:~~~~~~·~~-~ ~ 4.} 

~ ~~'.~i'.~i'.~i'·~·"·~i'.~i'.~i~~ ~ ~ ~ . * ··-::::_·· ~··:·~-~ ··~·· ~·:·~-~ ··~·· ~·:·~-·~ ··~·· ~\ ' ~ .~ '. -!~ 
~ $1 1l~t'!~1~~ ~ ~ 

~ ~& 

~ . ~ 
~} ' ~} 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

T EA GUE BoRDERs 

12 Point No. 1201 60 in ches $3.00 

71~~~~~~1~ 
~)/ Cha r acters in Complete Font ~~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
L~~~~d 
12 Point No. 1202 60 inches $3.00 

·!i~Y~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 
ke.. :; Chara~ters in ~omple~~ Font:; .... 1 
{;.~ ~~0~~ ~~·····.. t~ 
··~ ;~: : : ~: 
~:::: .. : ::::~ 

(~1t~jt~jt~j~;.:.j(~l 

12 Point No. 1203 60 inches $3.00 

:~· .. ·~·- .·~-... ~-... ~·.:~·· 
~~s~ :: Chara~ters in ~omp le~e Font" :~::/ 
: . ..:.._-.;:;::.. .·····. .. 
:. f~\ ,-~~·~ : 

{~;\~i'.~i\~!~J'J.i.) 
12 Point No. 1210 60 inches $3.00 

{·~:··\/··:· ·...,(··:··\/··:· ·..., (··:··..., /··:;· : 
•••. ... Characters in Complete Font ....• •• 
... •···· ~ . / .. ······.. ···· .... 
: • t;···:··. ... . . : •: ~ • : 
;:::::: -~-) \ .. : .. / .... ..: :::::::. 

~ ... :: .. ..-' \ .. : .. /\ .. : .. ..-'\ .. : .. ..-'\ .. : .. /\ .. :: . ..: 

12 Point No. 1205 60 inches $3.00 

~&&&&&&&&&&~ 
~ ~ 
~ Char acters in Complete Font ~ 

~ & ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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12 P oin t No. 1206 (interlocking) 60 inches $3.50 
~~-~ 'Y -~··:ut?!'i"7?~(,~ 'Y ~~~ 
t::!f'J"::;d('/J;7'\'~ + ~'J"::;«'h:7'\'~ 

~ Cha r ac ter s in Com p le t e Font ~ 
l~ ~1 
,r~ ~'Y~ "'f.)' 

~ " v ~ r~• •f, 

-~ ~~ ~ {;!_ 
~ l\.?:'i" ~ ~~~~ ~ 7?~(, ~ 
~~'/J;7'~'/J~~~+~~"::;d(~"::;d(~~ 

12 Point No. 1207 60 inches $3.00 

~~Jp.~;:~JP~JP-~ 

~ Character s in Comp le te Fon t ~ ,., . ,., 

~ ~'*~~ ~ 
~~~~,=~~~~~ 

12 Point No. 1208 60 inches $3.00 

}~tttttttttttttttttttt}l 
~·· ·•> 
~·· ·•> ~·· Cha r acter s in Com p le te Font ••> 
~·· ·•> 
~:: tttttt t .~l ::~ 
~·· ·•> 
~·· ·•> 
1;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~ 

12 Point No. 1209 60 inches $3.00 

~ .. : ... ·~t· .. : ... ·jt ... : ... ·jt ... : ... ·j~ ... : .. ~ 
/ Char acter s in Com plete F ont \ ... •:::--- ---.:::• .. . 

. ... \ ~. / ~-·"···. T .. . 
• : ~···=······) . . : •: : : • 
::::~ .~ .. 1 ~-.. : ... ·~ .... ~ ?::~: 

!i··:····~~····:····~~····:····~~····:····~~····:··~ 

12 Point No. 1204 60 inches $3.00 

~=,===~ 
~~~mf} 
~~~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

TEAGUE BoRDERs 

12 Point No. 1211 60 inches $3.00 

~${;)~${;)~${;) 

~ Chacaotm in Complete Font ~ 
@ ${;) ~ ~ 
c:iff''W~'W~'W 

12 Poi nt No. 1212 60 inches $3.00 

~~~~~-~_}~ 

~ Chacacte" in Complete Font ~ 
~ - ~~#.If~ 
tW~~tW~~ 

12 Point No. 1213 60 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

** ** ;~ Characters in Complete Font ~! '' ,, ~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~~ 
~~ ~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

12 Point No. 1214 60 inches $3.00 

~~iliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliili~~ 
~3 ~~ 
~3 ~4 }

3 
Characters in Complete Font c< 

+-t ,;-+ 
~3 + + + + ~% C4 }3 ....................... "" ......... ~~ ~{ +-t ..................... ....... 1\ ,;-+ 

~3 ~~ 

~~TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT~~ 

12 Point No. 1215 60 inches $3.00 

».'1 \_Zi)\_Zi)\_Zi)\_Zi)\_Zi) \_Zi) \_Zi)\_Zi)\_Zi)\.ZiJf« 
~~w w w w w w w w w w-~ 
~~ E@ 
~~ Characters in Complete Font E@ 
~~ ~~~ ~ f~ E@ 
~~ E-£: 
~c?l~c?l~c?l~c?l~c?l~c?l~c?l~c?l~ c?l~ c?l~~ 

9 Point No. 920 60 inches $3.00 

~-,-'+''+''+''+''+''+'---~ 
( ) It Characters in Complete Font ~C 
,f '+' ~ -.._ ,- ~ ~c 
l ) 
71'---+-+-+-+-++..~~, 

6 Point No. 616 60 inches $2.50 6 Point No. 617 60 inches $2.50 

r~~~~ r~~~~ 

~ C~Comple~nt ~ ~ ~ec,~Fo~ ~ 

~~~~~ ~~~~~ 

6 Point No. 618 60 inches $2.50 

{······ .... ······· .... ······· ... ······· .... ········ .. ······· ... 
\ Characters in Complete Font :' 

.········.. ..······) 
- .· 
· ........ ··· ........ ··· ....... ··· ........ ··· ....... · ........ · 
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6 Point No. 619 60 inches $2.50 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0 0 
~ 9 0 Characters in Complete Font 0 
0 ~~~~ ~ ~ 0 
~ 9 

0 0 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

------------



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

:r~:~~~~~~:~:~~~:~~~:95~ 
= •... :.~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~.~ .. / 

. ~~~O~O~&~O~O~~J 
~ ~a rOQOQOQOQOQOQOQ000QOQOQOQ~QOQOQOQOQOQOQOQOQOQOQOQOQ! ()~ } 

~ .··))o ~ o~~ ~ : <> ~-- ~"'' <> \b. 

(~ ~\ ! ' I# \__ ~ ' ! ~. ~ :··.i 

~~~ ~~~~ ··~~··· ~~ T~ l~ »•}~{·• ~~~ ~~ 
"e~ t'~ T ~" c~J * ~~{5 ~F 
..... -··5 ~a ~ """'~'"" ~ t~ ~····· ... 
~. .... ~ ~ 0~ • } 

••••. : o --o- <> \t=>. . ..•• ·~ ,) !ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo•ooooooooooooooooo! ~)) ~ 
~~5 ~~~e~e~~~e~e~~~ ~~~ 
~2 ~~~~~~~~~ ~~ 

(·~·5 ~ ·~ ..... ············ ...... ~ ..... ············· ..... *· ~ ~·~\ 
·. ~ ;()_~ t;·~=······ ······::"'J ~0, ~ : 
··.... ~~·) = .. •ij%\ ..... · 

~ ~..... • .... ~ ~ 

(~· ~ •• : • ./ TEAGUE BORDERS \ .•• : •• ~ ·~·\ 
\ .... 2 ~~.~ .. ) WILL COMBINE IN AN ALMOST UNLIMITED : ••... ~.~ ~ .... / 
~3 "e·····.. NUMBER OF WAYS, YET EACH BORDER •• ·····F tJ:.r-
(· ~······... IS COMPLETE IN ITSELF /·····hi .. ) 

·-... ~ ~·tW·~·····: (·~·~~ ~····· 
~ . . ~ -.... r..::·····. ······=· .. .:. ~ \ 

~ "i ~ . \ .. ········.. ........................ ..···"··· .. / . ~ ~· : .... 3 ~ ........ · ~ ......... ~ ~···· 

~~-~( ~· ,.,~~ ~~~~~ ~(~'-' 

r ~~ ~~ ' : • ':~ ~ m • : ·•.. ~ . :·. . ~ .. ·· ·~ ~ - ~ ..... / ·· ...... ~ . ~ ~· 
~5 ~( ~~ ./ ..... ~ ~ } ~. ~ ~,--...,~ ......... USE ......... -;.. ~ 

G~ x x: : TEAGUE •, QOQ ~ 

~ ~~<>'*~ 'it~ ( ) em . • • . .. ~€.,\_0 olc<@coo lm~>--:::~ ~ 
~ 

~ ><\~'{...__,~'x .......... BORDERS ..... / r ~ 1 ~(. 
...... ~ ;(\~ ··••• DAILY •• •·· (v) ~ ...... 

• !;;~ '" • • .. '~( • : .. ·~ ~ ~ ~:~ ~· }...... . ..... ~~·. . : l~(~ ~· } ..... l"ll • ·... • 1;0) ..... 

~ ·~· ~~ 
~ )~ 

~~ ~~'-..../~\...1'-..../'-..../'-..../'-..../'-..,../~'----./'-..,../~~<> ~~(~~~~ 
~ . ft • : 

~~.~~~.~~~·~·~~~.~~~·~· ~r · ..•••.. · · ...•... · · ....... · · ...•... · · ...•... · ·· ...... · ~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

TEAGUE BoRDERs 

6 Point No. 620 60 inches $2.50 
~~.,-'T'T'T'T'T'T'T?'T'T--~ 
( ) 

t ~ 
1t Characters in Complete Font ,, 

r ~ ~ ~ 'T ~ ~ It TTT ,, 

t ~ 
l ) 
;("('-++++++++++-'~ 

6 Point No. 607 60 inches $2.50 

~~~~~=:~~~':m:~~~'::~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ Characters in Complete Font ~ 

§ ~ ,;: ~ ~ € 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~'i:~~~'iBi:~~~'i:~~~~ 

6 Point No. 614 60 inches $2.50 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 

~l Ch aracters in Comple te Font ~~ 
~ ~ 

~l ~.!~~~~J,J,J, J, ~~ ~~ 
~J E~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 

~~777777777777777777777777777777777~~ 

3 Point No. 321 66 inches $2.50 
~~~~~~~ 

~ L\:tece:n C::leW ~ l 
L~~~~ 
3 Point No. 322 66 inches $2.50 

Characters in Complete Font 

I 
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6 Point No. 608 60 inches $2.50 
J<. tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt .t:>l - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -=:: Characters in Complete Font ::: - -- -~:: tttttttttttt t .~l ::: - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -:.~· ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ·~I 

6 Point No. 615 60 inches $2.50 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 

~: Characters in Complete Font ~ 

t ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~®®®®®®®®®®®®&®®®®®®®®®~ 

6 Point No. 623 60 inches $2.50 

r~~~~~~ 

) Chacaetm in Complete Font ( 

) '-=' ~ ( 

k~~~~~~ 
3 Point No. 319 66 inches $2.50 
00000000000000000000000000000000 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 Characters in Complete Font 0 
0 000000 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

3 Point No. 324 66 inches $2.50 
x""""""""""""""""""""x""""x""""""""""""""""""""x 
i t 
i t S Characters in Complete F ont ~ 

~ """"""""""'-" .- X §" 

i ~ 
i t 
X"'-"""'-"""'-"""'-"""'-""X"'-""X"'-"""'-"""'-"""'-"""'-""X 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

TEAGUE BoRDERs 

18 P oint N o. 1801 48 inch es $3.00 

~r.-~~~~~~f.""o411o.~-:">it 

~i~~~~~~ 
~~ Charnd"' in Comp lete Font ~~ 
wj\ ~~ f.""o4o4lo. ~-:"lit fl~ 
fJJ~,~~ 
~~~~ 
18 Poin t N o. 1803 48 inches $3.00 

~······ ~······ ~······ ~-····. . · .. · · .. · · .. · . : :: ~= !! : . . . . . . 
:~~ C~:n Co~0nt ~~~ 

~J ii\~i\~~ ~~ 
·~· ··;-: o -:.·· ··;:o-:.·· ·~· ..... ..... ..... . .... 

18 Point N o. 1809 48 in ches $3.00 ....... ,~.·····.)~······.)(······. . · .. · · .. · · .. · . 
: ~· !! • !! • ;: •: : . . . . . . 
~·... Char acter s in Comple te Font .••• ~ 
~···· ····~ .· f.·······. f..•· ... ·. . . .\ . ·. . 
: • l • '; l •: : • : •.. : .· -..,..,:::.... . ····~ 
~-··· ····~ ····~ . . . . 
: :. :: . :: . :~ .~ : ·. .. ·• .,... .., ·. .· ..... ·)(·······}'\· ..... ·,t······ 

18 P oint No. 1810 48 inches $3.00 ... . ... ······· ······· ... ···. . · .. · · .. · ·. .. . : ~· :: . :: . :: •: : . . 
~ : 

•.... Cha racter s in Comp le t e F ont .... • ••···· ···· . . · .···•···. .··· ···.. ·~ : • l • ·; t •: : • : . . . •·.... .· ....• · .. •···· .... · ····• .. . . 
: :. :1 • :: • :: .~ : ·. . .. ·.• •·· ·.• •·· ·.. .· ..... ..... ..... . .... 
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18 Point No. 1802 48 inches $3.00 

.• ..•. ··.~~-~· ••• ··~ ~-~· ••. ··.!~~· .••.•• 
·~~: ~: ~: . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . 
~···· Character s in Complete Font ..• ·~ 

~~····· f. ..... " f...... ~····~ . -~·-~~ .. . . .• •. : ·. . . : : : . . ·.. : .. · .......:::•... . ... • ::---' 

?~···· :~~:~~····:Jd."··~ . . . . . . . . 
· ..•. .. ·)(· ..••.. ·j(· .•• ... ·j~·· .•• .• •• 

18 Point N o. 1804 48 inches $3.00 

~~=~ 
i~~} 
~~~~ 
18 Point No. 1805 48 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~ 
<$ ~ <$ Character s in Com p lete Font ~ 

<$ ~ ~ ~ 
<$ ~ 
~~~~~~~~ 
18 Point N o. 1806 (int erlocking) 48 inch es $3.50 

~~~'+~~~ 
{!}1'J~~ 'J~t< ~;/\' ~;/\'~ 

~ Char act er s in Com p lete Font '{fl' 
r~ ~~ :de '>'J.~ ~ ·(~ 
r~ ... , ., ,~ ~1 
yJ!... ~ ~ L~ ~ 

~l\ t:!'i"' l\ t:!'i<. ~1~(, ~1~,,~ 
7?~~-+~~~, 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

=--~······.~:~~:~~:~~:~~~~~:~~~~~~~~:~~?~·······: 
• ~I"' ;. ;. ;. ; ; ; ; ; .; ~~ • 

~. ( ) .~ 
--.:::•... . .. •;.--' 
~· r,~~~~~~~~~ ~~ 

~·::: ~ TEAGUE BoRDERs ~ :::·;:: 

::;.~ 5 COMBINATION HEADPIECES, BANDS, ETC. ~ ~~ 
~-·· ~ ~)tl~~~~K~~~~~"l~~)tl~~~li<..~ ~ ~·· .... 1 
~···· ~ ~·~ "t. r\0 • .r,&U'~ ~ :···;-:-. '~~-- . 
: ··• >-r~T~~~ ~ 1'-~~T~~~ ~·· : ~ ~ ~~{ Jt·•>O O~•·'« ~'~~~~ (t.~~~~r Jr·•>O O<•·'« ~,~~ ~ f 
,-;-··· ~~ 'h~..IJ.-~~ 'fJ~..I:;.-~~ ~'4" ····;--

~ ~ :· ·•> • • ~~~~ • • ~·· ·: 

~::" ~ ~'h.ffr+~.i<i!.~ ~ ~~~~+~~~7! ~ o:::~ 
·~··· v v v v v v y •··~· 
• ~ T T T T T T T ~ • 

?~':> ~~~~~~~ ~<~ 
: ··• ~ :· ·H· ·H· ·H· ·H· •H· ·H· ·! ~ •·· : 

~> ~ ~~~~~~~ 5 <~ 
~ ~ 
::;i> ~ &T&T&T&T&T& i ·<::: .. -.;.,__~ 5 f.··· ····)f.······.)(··· ····)f.··· ····)f.··· ····)f.·······) c ~-. 
·~··· ~.. ·.:~·.:~·.:~·.:~·.:~··~ ~··9)· ~::" i .v.:.~~}®®(}®@(}®@(}®®(}®@(~~. ~ •:::~ 
(~· e r~~~~~~~~~~~f:: 5 ... ~) ~-... ~ ® ;~,;~·,;~·,;~,;~-,~~~ ~ ~ ... ·~ 
,.-:::~····· '\.··~··,'\.· ..... ·,'\.· ...... ,, ....... ,, ....... ,, ...... ·} ~····;-:-

: ·•> TQ'+-~+-~+-~+-~+-~ . <•• ·: 

. ~ ~ . ~ ~ 

?-~::::: ..... t.... ; ..... i..... -~-:::~ 
:... ... ~ .... ~,...··:~.::.:·····?··:~.::;·····;.>:~<;;;:::.~,...·::Ji~:i·~··?··:~·\ .... ~ •·· ... = 

,... ~ ... ~. '· ... : .. ::~ .... -~::::;::::~ ..... \.:'75~:~;~::; \ .. :~;~ .. > .. :./ .. r· ~ ~~ 

:.~· ~ $ $ $ $ $ $ 1 ~~: 

~· 5 '+@+'+'+'+@ l ~~ ~- ~ "~JP!!~JP!!~JP!!~JP!!~JP!!~JP ~ ... ~ 
~···· ~~~~~~~!)~~~ ····~ 
-?~····'- ~····~ 
! 7?'- nwk,nwk,nw1a,:~w1a,::w1a,:~w1a,nwk,:~w1a,nw1a,n _,~, : 
~ h~~Q~~~~Q~~~Q~~~Q~~~Q~~~Q~~~~Q~~~~Q~~~Q~~~ ~ 

••••• }'\. ••••• }'\. ••••• 1\ ••••• 1\ ••••• 1\ ••••• 1\ ••••• 1\ ••••• 1\ ••••• 1\ ••••• }\ ••••• 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~I 

] LINEAR BoRDER No.2 

? 

• II 
48 Point 24 inches $2.90 

•iillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
11 

•llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

ijllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:lli 

====== ==== = == I 6 Point 60 inches $2.25 =- = 
====== - = :::::::::: ==== 

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
18 Point 36 inches $1.85 

====== ====== 

_ , illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli 
24 Point 36 inches $2.40 

.llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil 
12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

imllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllml 

ill I 

36 Point 24 inches $2.40 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

BRoCHURE BoRDERs 

r.,~ Mil Mil Mil Mil Mil Mil Mil Mil ruff Mil Mfl7-Sl 

~ p · B h B d N 1 ~ ~ 6 omt roc ure or er o. 4 ;:?. 
~ 60 inches $2.50 ? 
~ . ~ 
(;'!' Characters m Complete Font ~ 

~~~®O~:~;,~ru.oM>O®OI 
~i)W iJW iJW iJW iJW iJW iJW iJW i)Wi)W iJW ~~ 

r.,~ rt~1i rtMi rt~1i rtMi rt~1i rt~1i ct~1i rt~1i rt~1i rt~1i rt~1i 7-Sl 
~ ~ 
~ 6 Point Brochure Border No.7 ~ 
~ 60 inches $2.50 ~ 

~ Characters in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~1i ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ct~1i rt~1i rt~1i rt~1i rt~1i rt~1i rt~1i rt~1i rtMi rt~1i rt~1i ~ 
~e~i"~~i"~~i"~~i"~~i"~~i"~ ~i"~~i"~~i"~ ~i"~ ~i"~~~ 

r..~~u: ~u: ~u: ~y,r. ~y,r. ~y,r. ~y,r. ~y,r. ~y,r. ~y,r. ~y,r. 7-s'l 

~ ~ 
,;_ 6 Point Brochure Border No.13 ~ 
?. 60 inches $2.50 ~ 

~ Characters in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~y,f. r.,~ ~ 
~ ~ 
?.~?,f. ~?,f. ~?,f. ~?,f. ~y,f. ~y,f. ~y,f. ~y,f. ~y,f. ~y,f. ~y,f. ~ 
~ :1.!~ :1.!~ :1.!~ :1.!~ :1.!~ :1.!~ :1.!~ :1.!~ :1.!~ :1.!~ :!.!~~~ 

r.,q~~~~~~~~~~~7-Sl 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 6 Point Brochure Border No.8 ~ 
~ 60 inches $2.50 ~ 
~ ~ 
~ Characters in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ r.,~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~M~~M~~~M~~ 

~ ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ·~· ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ 12 Point Brochure Border No.1 60 inches $3.00 ~ 

{\;.,'fj! Characters in Complete Font {\;.,'fj! 
·:;t:· ·~· ~ ~ .. :~~-
~ ~mffi~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~!~~!~~l~~l~~!~~l~~!~~!~~!~~!~~l~~i~~!~~l~~!~~l~~!~~l~~!~~l~~l~~!~~!~~l~~l~~!~ 
~~~~@!~I:~ ~~tll~~~~~tlJ!~tlJ!~~~tl)!~I;~I;~~~~~~fD!~I;~@!~I~~@!~I~~I~~~~tiJ!~I~~I!!~ 

~· • ~ •• ~ •• - •• -- •• - •• - • ·(f . 
12 Point Brochure Border No. 16 

60 inches $3.00 

Characters in Complete Font 

. -. ~· 

. . 
f)• • - •• - •• - •• - •• - •• - • ·~ 

~·(}\}{)· - • (}\}{)(}\}{)· - • (}\}{J·{f 

~ 12 Point Bmohuce Bocdec No.2 ~ 
60 inches $3.00 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ ~ ·-· ~· ~ 
~·~·-·~~·-·~·~ 
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~·. -· ·-·. -· ·- •• - •• -· ·-. ·-·.-. ·<? 

6 P oint 
Brochure Border No.17 

60 inches $2.50 

Characters in Complete Font 

~· 

& ·-·. -·. -· ·-· ·-. ·- · ·-. ·-. ·-. ·~ 

~·-·ct\}<1·-·ct\}<1·-·ct\}<1·-·ct\}<1·-··<? 

I 

~ 

~ 

6 Point 
Brochure Border No.9 

60 inches $2.50 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ ~· 

~ 

~ 

b·-·~·-·~·-·~·-·~·-··~ 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

BRocHURE BoRDERs 

0000000000000000000000000000 
00 w 
f\n 12 Point Brochure Border No. 6 f\n 
CAM CAM 
~ 60 inches $3.00 ~ 

UJ UJ 
NY:' One Character Border NY:' 

00 00 00 
00 00 
0000000000000000000000000000 

~~~ ~~ ~~~ 

? ~ 
A 12 Point Brochure Border No.3 A 
y 60 inches $3.00 y 
? Charac:; Com:;e Font ~ 

~ ~ 
~ cx$o cx$o cx$o cx$o cx$o cx$o ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ A 12 Point Brochure Border No.4 A 
n 60 inches $3.00 'it' t One Character Border t 
'it' ~ 'it' 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~- ·Ql Q) Ql · ·Ql Q) Ql · ·Ql Q) Ql · ·Ql Q) Ql · ·Ql Q) Ql · ·Ql Q) Ql · -~ 
8 

g 
~ 

<9 
g 
~ 

8 
g 
~ 

12 Point Brochure Border No.5 
60 inches $3.00 

Characters in Complete Font 

·QlQ)Ql · Q'l· 

8 
g 
~ 

<9 
g 
~ 

8 
g 
~ 

<9<9<98<98 <9<9 8<9<9<9<9<9 
gggggggggggggg 
~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ 
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~~wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww~ 

~ * 
* * * 3 Point Brochure Border No.l5 * 
$ 66 inches $2.50 $ 

* * * Charact ers in Complete Font ~ 

$ ¥ w * $ 
~ * * * wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

?\11111111111111111111J::Lt!111111111!11~ 

ffi E 
Ei 6 Point !E 
:::il Brochure Border No. 18 ~~ 
~ -::!! 60 inches $2.50 1;:: - -- -:::il Characters in Complete Font ~~ - -:::u ! :t1 ~~ - -- -- -- -Kl'T'i'TT'l'T'i''l'T'i''l'TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT'l'TTTT'l'T:'9t, 

-}~~~~~~~~~~ 
<(} {t 
<(} 6 Point {t 

Brochure Border No.lO 
<(} 60 inches $2.50 {t 

<(} Characters in Complete Font {t 
<(} ~~ {t 
<(} {t 
~at? at? at? at? at? at? at? at? at?~ 

'''~*~~~ 
6 Point , 

Brochure Border No.ll , 
60 inches $2.50 ' 

One Char~ter Border :2: 

~~~~~-~~t 

~-·@QlG· ·0())0· ·OQlO · ·@())@· ·OQl@· ·OQ)Q· ·OQlG · ·OQlO· ·OQlO· .(2) 

~ ~ 
~ 6 Point 

~ 

* 
Brochure Border N o.12 

Q 

60 inches $2.50 ~ 

~ Characters in Complete Font ~ 

* - ~Q)Q · ~ - ~ 

* * QGQQ GQ QQGQQQG~Q~QQG G 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

GRECIAN SHADED BoRDERs 

18 Point 36 inches $1.85 

~~~ 
mBJ ~ 

' rr~ ·-!§'?-l§ ~!§~t§1 ~F'~""~J·· or'~ L£dT -- ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ 

12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

~~~~~~r~~ 

!QJl1 ffi!~· Efll' ' ~~ 8 Point 54 inches $1.95 ~ ; ~~ 
L""~o3l. ,-·-·"..~ .. -·-:3 r···-;=;:u==c"JF·····:=:~ r·:·-~:::~. ;:'_.rrt~ 
GJ[g~~~J2i19:t"t.t2i!9-~~H:i~EQJ 

[jj' 
Q; 

6 Point 60 inches $2.25 

Made also in 10 Point 54 inches $2.10 

+ + 

GRECIAN OuTLINE BoRDERs 

12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

24 Point 36 inches $2.40 

10 Point 54 inches $2.10 

8 Point 54 inches $1.95 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

C ELT IC B oRDERS 

"ri;Y/YY'Nl~A¥Al~A¥M 
~ 

\" ·~· ~' ~ ~"" ~ 
~' 

~~~ ~....., 

I 18 Point No.2 
36 inches $1.85 ll r-. 

I ~· 

~ ~ ~ l " li 

~!~A¥Al~A¥~!~~W~W~~ 
~~~ ~=-o-.;:1 

~~ 18PointNo.l 
36 inches $1.85 

-~!- + 
-r- -r-

l~~ 
~ -r-

-T-

~\1 ,,. 
~At" ~..: '"" 

:""' 

~ 

•• 
~~ ~· ~· ::"'.ILl" :.A 

-=-- .;;:J 

T HESE SINGLE CHARACT ER BORDERS MAKE GOOD TINTS AND BACKGROUNDS 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLELAND BoRDERS 
18 Point No.1802 48 inches $3.00 

~~·~~·~~·~~·~~ 
~ ~ Ch~;~ont ~ ~ 
~ ~<'!j~~~~~t/j~~<i?~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
18 Point No. 1801 48 inches $3.00 
\r ~It' ~If' '\It' '\It' ~If" ~It" ~It" '\If' '\If' ~If' ~It" ~If' ~If' '\It' ~If' ~It" "7~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~ 2~ 
..._: ~ Characters in Complete Font ~ :\.> 

z-t~ tJQ ~"i s~') 
~~ 2~ 
~~ ~~ 
~Q -~, ~S'Y l~.. ~Q ~~, ~S'Y /-;.. ~Q ~~, ~ "~ ~Q ~\ ~S'Y /-;.. ~Q ~~~s~~l"~ ~~~~~s~~l"~ ~~~~~s~~l"~ ~~~~~s~~~~ ~~~~~s~~ 

~~~2~~1.~ ~.1~~~2~~1.~ ~.~~'C~2~~1.~ ~.1~~~2~~1.~ ~.1~~~2~~ ~~ 'if(J'/)J'~r-- ~~ ...:f(J'/)J'~l'- "~~ ...:f(J'/)J'~l ~~ -,'- 'I)J'~r-- ~~ 

18 Point No.1809 48 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~p 

·~ ~ Chacaiin Com;• Font~ ~ 

~~zJ~zJ~zJ~zJ~zJ~zJ~zJ~zJ~ 
{]))~)~)~)~)~)~)~)~\)} 

18 Point No.1803 48 inches $3.00 

~~~J0J~~J0Jrf!~~~J0J~~J0Jrf! 5 Charndern in Complete Font ~ 
-~ ~~J0J rJ! ~ 
~ ~ 
~3~6~~6~~3~~~6~~6~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLELAND BoRDERS 
18 Point No.l807 48 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ Ch"'~"" in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~~~~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
18 Point No. 1808 48 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~Cha"~inCniFnnt~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
18 Point No. 1805 48 inches $3.00 

~G~A~~G~A~~G~A~~G~A~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~~ Chacact<"inComploteFont ~? 

~ ~~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ e~\?'~V~ ~ \...c:Y~y~ ~ ~ ~V~ ~ \?'~V~ ~coo 

18 Point No.1806 48 inches $3.00 

@~~~~~~~:) 
~~~~~~~~ 

i Characters in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~:1 
~ ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~iiiiiiiiiiii~~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLELAND BoRDERs 
12 P oint No. 1211 60 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ Cha racter s in Complete F on t ~ 
~ ~ ~+~ ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 P oint No. 1214 60 inch es $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ Cha""'"'" in Comple te Font ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 Point No.1216 60 inch es $3.00 

~ ~([b£r);;?J) ~([b£r);;?J) ~([b£r);;?J) ~([b£r);;?J) Yl6 

~ Ch'""'"'" in Complete F ont ~ 
{] ~([b£r);;?J) Yl6 & 
~ ~ 
~ ~([b£r);;?J) ~([b£r);;?J) ~([b£r);;?J) ~([b£r);;?J) i;j 
~~@~~@~~@~~@~~ 

12 P oint N o.1219 60 inch es $3.00 

.th ~#}~~#}~~#}~~#}~~#J~. th 
~~~~~~~ 

I ~haract~:s in Com p le te Fo~t ~' 
~ ~ 

~ 

~~~~~~~ 
~·~CY~~CY~~CY~~CY~~CY~ "J . 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLELAND BoRDERs 

12 Point No.1212 60 inches $3.00 

R~~~~~)({ 

~ + Cha.~Font ~ ~ 
~~~·~~~}g 

12 Point No. 1239 60 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

' Cha.acte<e in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ :1!t ~ e 
'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~ 
12 Point No.1215 60 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ Chamete<e in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ · 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 Point No.1221 60 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ Cha<actm in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~~~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLELAND B oRDERs 
12 Point No.l210 60 inches $3.00 

~~~~:1 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ ~ yJ 

· ~~~~~~~~ 

12 Point No.1220 60 inches $3.00 

r;i)l~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~ 

~ Characters in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~ ~ ;:~ 
~ ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~ 
'<:!)!~~~~~~® 

12 Point No.1213 60 inches $3.00 

~61.5~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ Chacactm in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~ GQ?-~ ~ 2 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~(;Q{~) 

18 Point No.1804 48 inches $3.00 

~~~~~~~~ 

~ Ch.,acte" in Complete Font s; 
i ~~~~ i 
~~~~~~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLELAND BoRDERS 

6 Point No. 625 60 inches $2.50 6 Point No. 636 60 inches $2.50 

,~~~~~~~ ~~~~~0~~~ 
5 Cha="'"'inCompletoFont ~ ~ ,;) ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t ~?~?~?~?~?~?~?~?~?~?~?~?~? 
6 Point No. 628 60 inches $2.50 6 Point No. 632 60 inches $2.50 
~~~~~~~;}) S:(~~~~~ 

d ~ ~ Characters in Complete Font ~ ~ Characters in Complete Font ~ 
~~~ § ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ 
6 Point No. 627 60 inches $2.50 6 Point No. 635 60 inches $2.50 
A~~~~A C'l?~~~~~~~~~ 

~ Characters in Complete Font ~ ~ ] 

~~~i~~~~~i~~~~~ t~90=:~::~! 
6 Point No. 630 60 inches $2.50 
S:(~.,.._,. ~.,.._,. ~.,.._,. ~.,.._,. ~ 

~ ~ 
( Characters in Complete Font ~ 
\ ~.,.._,. ~ I 
~ ~ 
:;:::( LE¥'-' LE¥'-' LE¥'-' LE¥'-'):::::; 

6 Point No. 626 60 inches $2.50 
~n.~n.n.~n.~ 
q p 

~ Ch "~""' in Comp loto Font l 
~ ~~,;) 
q p 
(;)"0"~"0""0"~"0"~ 
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6 Point No. 623 60 inches $2.50 
C'l?~~~~~ 

~ Cha""''"' in Comploto Font ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~~~~~~ 

6 Point No. 629 60 inches $2.50 
~~DG~~DG~~DG~~DG~;}) 

~ ~ v Q 
G a 
~! Characters in Complete Font 13 
~ ~D ~ G~ ~ v Q 
G a 
~ ~ 
~~DG~~DG~~DG~~DG~~ 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLELAND BoRDERs 
6 Point No. 637 60 inches $2.50 
S{~~~~~~~~~ 

j Characters in Complete Font C 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~?~~~~~~~~~ 
6 Point No. 638 60 inches $2.50 
'lf,~'lf,'lf,~'lf,'lf,~'lf, 

~ Cha<acte" in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~ 

~ ~ z ~ 
'lf,~'lf,'lf,~'lf,'lf,~'lf, 

6 Point No. 617 60 inches $2.50 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ ~ 

~~ 
6 Point No. 633 60 inches $2.50 

. ~~+~++~+~~ 

~ Characters in Complete Font ~ ( Characters in Complete Font 2 
~ ~q, ~\ )<1~4'! 

L~ ~~+~++~+~~ 
6 Point No. 634 60 inches $2.50 
£3?=:00~?=:00~?=:00~£3 

l Characters in Complete Font 6 
£ ~0~ 0 £ 
£3?-=::::::>0~ ?-=::::::>0~ ?-=::::::>0~£3 

6 Point No.631 60 inches $2.50 
0~~~~~~~~~('3 

~ Ch""""'" in Complete Font ~ 
~ ~~~ ('3 ~ 

O~G;)~ ~(;;)~~(;;)~a 
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6 Point No. 618 60 inches $2.50 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
D D 
D D 8 One Character Border 8 
D D D D . D 
D D 
D D 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 

6 Point No. 622 60 inches $2.50 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 

~ One Character Border ~ 

~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

Mf~~ ~~ ~~~ 
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 

~ 
24PointNo.2401 Perfont$4.00 ~ 

~~" .- ~-::> ~-....-- ~-::> ~ ·J~~~: ~- ~ .:--: ~ ~ --! ~- ~ ..... >-:. i -~ \ ~ ,;-
It; ~' f( ~\ i)LC ~ 

~ 
~ CLELAND BoRDERS ~~ ~ i ~ c~::,:~;~~~' ~ -:~: ~ 

~ ~ 6 13 2 7 ~ ~ 

~ # 0~N~Cha~""iple~ ~ ~ 
, t d~~ 3 ~~ l ~ t:JV!i~ ~~ ~~ ~-~,\ 

'\\ 
24 Point No. 2402 Per font $3.50 r,, 

~ ~~ {Kjj ~~ {Kjj ~~ ~ 
t:JV!i~ ~~ ~~ ~m 

Mf~~~ AA ~~-~~ 
~ ~~~)i)i~~~ ~ 

~ 
24 Point No. 2403 Per font $4.00 ~ 

~~2~~2~~ -:': 

~ i CLELAND BoRDERS ~ ~~ ,,,~.. 

,' ~o.2403(~oki~ ChaiinCom~ ', ·:· 

~~ )i ~ ~ 

~ I - ~ 4 1 3 ; 5 ~ ~ 
~ ~ 'r r 

~ 0 0 ~ 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 
~4 Point No. 2404 Char~cters in Complete Fon~ ~ ~ 

I ~~·2:1:~ I ;j ~ ~d l - ~ /, "' '~ ' 
- '\\r 

7 1 3 2 6 \\ 

, ~~Q~~Q~~ ~--_, '\\ 
24 Point No. 2404 Per font $3 .50 r,, 

~~ ...... -~----- ~-....-- QQ~-::>~-::>~-::> ~ "":· ~ .... "":- ~ .... "":- ~ .... l. l. "" .' --!' "" !, --!' "" !, --!' ~ ~ 
~~ t( t~ ~' ;"~' ._ ~\ I h 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

DELLA RoBBIA BoRDERS 

l"'~.liii!iliii!i!iiiiiii!ilf!iiflilfii!i!i!ii~ 

II 6 Po;nt No.2 60 ;n<hffi $2.25 I 
L, ....................................... J 

~ 
~ 

~O<:::>OO<:::>OO<:::>OtJ 

Q 6PointNo.1 Q 0 60 inches $2.25 0 
;?o<:::>OO<:::>OO<:::>O~ 

12 Point No.1 54 inches $2.25 

t{boEJ=>oEJ=>oEJ=>~o~o~o~ 

A A 0 12 Point No. 3 54 inches $2.25 0 

~ 
Made also in 18 Point No.4 36 inches $1.85 ~ 

and 24 Point No.5 36 inches $2.40 
I 

0 0 

~oEJ=>oEJ=>oEJ=>~o~o~o~ 

t1,oE$=>oE$=>oE$=> q;,oq;,oq;,o ~ 

1r 1r 
{r 6PointNo.6 ~ 
{j; 60 inches $2.25 {j; 

~ ~ 
if oE$=>oE$=>oE$=> q;,oq;,oq;,otB 

@~~~@ 

I I r.':'fll, 12 PointNo.ll r.':'fll, I 54 ;nohAA $2.25 I 
~~~~ts 

Made also in 36 Point No.3 24 inches $2.40 

18 Point No.2 36 inches $1.85 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CHAUCER BoRDERS 

24 Point N o.llO 36 inches $2.40 

~~·~t#Jh~ 
-~~'"'~I 
~~~~~ 

18 PointNo. llO 36 inches $1.85 

Characters in Complete F ont 

~~ 

12 Point N o. llO 54 inc hes $2.25 

~~#h~~)''~i1F"&~~,. 

~~ Ch~~te" in Comple te Font lij 

I 
~ ~ 1~1 

Made also in the fo llowing sizes: ~ 
30 P oint No. llO 24 inch es $1.95 I~~ 
36 Point N o. llO 24 inch es $2.40 ~ 

~~'@/~'@/~'@/~~~ 
--------------------~ 

PABST BoRDERs 

24 Point No. 94 36 inches $2.40 

~ 
~~~ 

18 Point No. 94 36 inches $1.85 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ ,, rJ ~ 

12 Point No. 94 54 inches $2.25 

~ ~~-1$ 
Character s in Com p le t e Font 

~~ ~ 
Made al so in the f ollowing sizes: 

30 Point No. 94 24 inches $1.95 
36 Point No. 94 24 inches $2.40 

~ 

~~~~~~~~~~4~1 

BRoCKTON BoRDERs 
12 Point 

lt=~~~~a-~~~~~a-··· _,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_, 

I 
I 
f.l~ 
f~~ 

::;3333333 a:e eeeeeeee:e 
W. 8 Point 54 inches $1.95 W. 

''J ''J ::: Made a lso in the f ollowing s izes: ::: 
••• 10 Point 54 inches $2.10 , .. 

~~} 14 Point 42 inch es $2.25 ~~} 
/tl 18 Point 36 in ch es $1.85 /tl 
e:e33333SS e:e eeeeeee::e 

lt=~~a-~a-~~~~a-··· _,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_, 
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54 inches $2.25 

eeeeeeeeee&!ii 
··-~-=--::--~~~~~ -·· ~~~~~~~~-·· 
\fi.:=.~ ...... :.:=.:..~:=. ;a: .;:.;:.;::e:.c.::~.:\ti. 

\lJ. 6 Point 60 inches $2.25 \fl. 
\lJ. \fl. 
~~ Cha r acters in Comple t e Font ~ 
lt\ 3 ~~= lt\ 
1:~ . . 1:~ l•' Characters are the same m a ll Sizes lt' ,., ,., 
;;:~~~~~3~~ ;;: eeeeeeeee:e 

I 
I 
f.l~ 
f~~ 

CCCCCCC~CCI!f: 
~~~~~..._._~~~~~··· 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CHAP~ BooK BoRDERs 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ . . ~ 
~ lSPomtNo.llJ 36mches $1.85 ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ 18PointNo.10J 36inohe,$1.85 ~ 

~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ffl~ffl~ffl~ffl~ffl~ffl~ffl~ffl~ffl~ 
li§ 18 PointNo. 9J 36 inoh~ $1.85 ~ 

~~ 
~~~~ ...... ~ 

~~~~~~~~~ -
~ 18 Point No. 8J 36inohe' $1.85 ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~g~~ 
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Di5t~~~~~--~.-i5tr-• 

I ... F 0 R 0 N E 0 R T w 0 c 0 L 0 R ~~ J 
I . rJI Showing if I 
I ~olibap 1iorbers I 
I rYrrade in a Variety ~ 
~ of Jtpprop~iate 'De:ig);s and ~ 
"OW.~ 'Destrable cJtzes 

~'~ ~'k 

I "'r ~ I I 
.I 
I I ~ I w ·1 rJimerican 7Jpe !fOunders ~ 
fi. Gompany · ~ I DECOR ATIVE M ATE RI A L OF EV ERY D ESCRIPTION I 
-~~~~· Set in Caslon Oldstyle No. 471 and Italic Cloister Black Caslon Swash Characters 

Holly Border H oliday Decorator 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

HoLIDAY BoRDERs Nos.23 AND 24 

Characters in Complete Font 

.. l!• ~ ;;_ . 
... ~~£~. ~· .. , 

This 36 Point Holiday Border may be appropriately used for either one or 
two colors. Around this portion of the page it is shown in combination 

~~~ 
36 Point No. 7 24 inches $2.40 36 Point No. 8 (Color for No. 7) 24 inches $2.40 

~n~~~,~~ 
~ ~~~~~~~~~ 1t. 
ji ~ I2Po(~tNoi(~nly)54~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ COmoW'"" Como•- Foo< ~ 

I !::=::!J ~ Pffint No.3 36inch., $!.85 IS Po(n t No. 4 ( Colodn< No.3) 36 (nch" $!.85 

~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

r, 
HoLIDAY B oRDERs 

12 Point No. 9 54 inches $2.25 

H ~ 
4 5 

Characters in Complete Font 

lJ ---3 6 

~ 
Characters in all four sizes of these borders are the same in design 

Borde rs shown on this page are made for one color only 

~ HoLLY BoRDERS 

~
- Charact e rs in Complete Yont ~ 31 

2 1 3 

a~~m~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

.. -, l'~ ' .. 
· ~~- ~~ ";t!• Ia ~~~ I 
I I ~ HoLLY BoRDERs · -- S 

I~ 12 Point No.8 (for t~o colors) 54 inches $4.50 ~ ~ ~1. 

~ 
Characters m Complete Font . . • ~ · ~-!?;~~·- ~ ~ I ~ .. ) , ( .. . 

~ 

~~-~~ I ~ . 18PointNo. 9 36inohedL85 ·~ 'l~ -/1:. 
~~~~· ~11 

I . ~ ";! I . HoLLY BoRDERs I • 
12 Point No.7 54 inches $2.25 l,. ~ 

~ ~ ' ~ 
~ . ~ 

2- I Chan>ote,.inCompleteFont J ~ 
~ - I . I . 
~ I d 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

HoLLY BoRDER 
48 Point No. 480007 18 inches $2.25 

48 Point No. 480009 (Red Berries only) 18 inches $2.25 , 
·~ 1 '\ 

Q ., • 
' 

2 

48 Point No. 480008 (tint for this border) can a lso be furnished 18 inches $2.25 

~. ~· ~~ ~- tt• ~ &· • 
.... . . ""'-

• • • • 
•• • 

H oLLY BoRDER No.1 HoLLY BORDER Nos. 2 and 3 
Per font $2.40 No.3 Per font $2.40 lll1.~ • 

~ ·· ~ p ~ 

w~~~~· ~ 1M 2 I 3 4 ~ 

~ 
·~' '""' 00·~··· "'""''' ~-

~~~. ~ . ~ 

. ~~ ~. . . . . . - . . 
The ~~~.e~ ~~~d3';'"~~:'k~.e21~;,"~~:~~~ o~0\~i~:,.a~=r~r~~:~~nt'rder 661 



~ 
11 Green 

1« 
25Green 
35Red 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

HoLIDAY BoRDERs Nos. 27 AND 28 

~ 
6Green 

21 Green 
31Red 

23 Green 33 Red 

~ 
22 Green 32 Red 

= = 
10Green 

A 
v 

29 Green 
39Red 

42 inches $4.25 

8 Green 

~ ---,-
27Green 

37Red 

The borders shown on this page are made for one or two colors and are fonted separately 
Fonts of red characters (berries) include special justifying spaces which are the exact size of the four one-color 

pieces, and enable the printer to assemble color forms with great ease 

HoLIDAY BoRDERs Nos. 30 AND 31 

~ 
Characters in Complete Font 

203 Green 
303 Red 

-=--=-
108 Green 

• 207 Green 
307 Red 

" 106 Green 

u1 
~ 

209 Green 
:309 Red 

~"' 
= ~ 

110 Green 

~ 
204 Green 

:304 Red 
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~ 
202 Green 
302 Red 

~ 

111 Green 

~ 
205 Green 

:305 Red 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

12 Point No. 32 (for two colors) 
Per font $4.85 

HoLIDAY BoRDERs 

Made for two colors 

Characters in Complete Font 

11 

16 

----r--
13 

~ 

15 

~ 
10 

--.f\..,. 
14 

12 

Characters in all three sizes of this border 
are identical in design and numbered the 

same as those shown here 

~ 

~r~ 'i" 
8 

w ~ 
5 

~ ""-'" 
7 

~ 
2 

---.fe\!..-

~ 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS 

COMPANY 

18 Point No. 33 (for two colors) Per font $5.15 
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24 Point No.1 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

t;;,~ 
~~I ,_~ C!)r" 

~ 

EMPIRE BoRDERs 

!,,:.X!_\, r,v ~,. 
Characters in Complete Font I(~~)) 

1Y-_~'Xl 

24 Point No.3 36 inches $2.40 

One Character Border .t'i~. 
~ 

~ --' 
.ti~. 
~ 

~~rt ''11~'~' 11 {1 11~!1! 1!.~:t' "': ~t'~ 11.(]''11.~t" "'' 
. ~~~~ ,~. ,rt.. ;~ ;1 ikl ~~~. 1\ 

~ ~ ' ' '• '• ~ ~ 
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36 inches $2.40 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~~"9<D{Y~, ] . ¢'9ofJo~~'9ofJocir~'9elP~elP(Y~"9/fj 

ENGRAVERs BoRDERs 
12 PointNo.1205 54 inches $2.25 

~~--~~ 

1
12PointNo.1202 Perfont$3.35 ~ 
~~'9'*'~~e:~"9~~~ - : 

~ I I ~ w
1
.- {iS I Cha<aotem In Complete Font I : Q!t.· 

I ~ ~~~ .· I 
.,. 13 14 11 

t !. Q! + l!-~ ~ , . I; 
' 9 6 12 2 10 

~ ~ ~ ~ I 

~ 

. I ~ I -

I ,' -. - -I 
~4{i~~~~(i~~~ l ~ 

·~~~~~ 

12 Point No.1204 54 inches $2.25 

·~~ceh~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

_ 12 Point No. 1203 _ ~ _ _ _ < 54lnohe, $2.25 ~ 
~ D~ .. . . ~~~~~~~· ~ 1-.. ~ 1•1 I ~ l)" 

~ ', I ~ :-

~ ,,' .· ~ I 

i ;, 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ' &- ·, 

~ ~. ~ .. ~ 1 3 4 2 m. ~ . 

1 ~11 rm~j ~ ' L . . . ~ ~ ·~ ··~· ~· - ·=::~ ~ - ~ - I ' ~ ~ ~~~~~~~a ~ , 
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~ I 
~~e()o~ofJo~e\)oe(p~e\)o~$G~:a~ 
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I 

I 
~ 
111

11:1 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~"''- ---=fill~,.. ~ 

lh~~ --

ENGRAVERs BoRDERs 

18 Point N o.1801 48 inches $2.75 

Characters in Complete Font 

I : ~ ll ~ 

a ~ ·.~ • ~ 
I 

+ + 

12 Point N o. 1201 54 inches $2.25 
. I ~'.::: 

Characters in Complete Font 

~~ 
~ 

a ~-· - -~ 

2 3 

~ ~~~ ~~.~ 

+ + 

6 P oint No. 601 60 inches $2.25 

r ~ ~ ~ 

~ 

iltJk 

2 I ~ .I 
6 4 I' 

I 
~ 
II 

IIIII II 

. Character~ in Comp lete u~nt ~ 

~ ~9@ u- - '~ I ~ 

~ ~~ ~ 
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I
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

c~&It~~~~()~~~~ 
~~cw =i}~~-&v~~l@v~~~-v~ ~\1~~~~~~, ', ~~=c;:S~rf= ~-w2_ · ~ 
~ ~--•'&1 ~ r'f!}~-·\~e~@~~ 

) 18 PointNo.1806 ENGRAVERS BoRDERS Pedont $4.15 ~ 
e~ ~C\1.:=--~.Q-A?, 91\-c.,~=- ~fi:l~ ~~ 
rJ'f!t. \ ~~ ChamterninC.ompleteFont ~~~~ ?..~ ~~~ 
~1,~ ~1~ ' ~ ;}..J '-G ~ ~~~~~~WJ. 1~ .-~ ' 1 - ' ';"> '~ ~ \)1~ 2 G'~ 
&! ~q~ ~~~ li ~ 
~ ~~' ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~-

' !f ~ @ ~ ~ J ~ I, ~111~ ~y~ " CY-; II 8 , 'e) 

1~L;J~~ B 11 , , 10 I 

Ill 
12PointNo.1206 Perfont $2.75 ~~-~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ t1l T;' ·· -= Chara. ctersin·._Com. pleteFont ;,·' II\ 

i r; ~~-~ i 
~~&~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ r l: 

20 18 17 19 E 

~~ ~~~ J 21 23 22~ 

ENGRAVERS BoRDERs / r.
~@ @~@ ®~® @~:11 

Point No. 1807 36 inches $1.85 t 
~ r l· Characters in Complete Font - , ~~ 

I ~ ~,~~~ I 
I~ 12 Point No. 1207 54inehe' $2.25 ~~ 

- CharactersinCompleteFont • ~ 

~ 
19 17 

14 ~ 

- « ~ ~I ~ it 

L~@ ~ ~~ @~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~ 
GRAY BoRDER No.1 

~ Per font $4.85 

Characters in Complete Font 

111111111111]1111111 liD 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 II ~ 
3 1 4 2 

Font contains sixteen of character 1; eight each of 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8; 
twenty-six of 4; two each of 9 and 10 

• 

~ 
GRAY BoRDER No.2 

~ Per font $4.85 

Characters in Complete Font 

1 1111111111111111111 • i llllllllllllllilllllllllllllll lllllllllllllllllll II ~ 
1 

Font contains sixteen of character 1; eight each of 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8; 
twenty-six of 4; two each of 9 and 10 

~ 
~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~ ~~(}!~~~ ~, 
~ 

~~ ~~ ~~ ~15l~ 

HAFTEL BoRDER No.2 

18 Point Per font $5.50 

Characters in Complete Font 

• ~~ .~ If 
11 10 9 . ~ 

12 

~ ~ ~. 
I! 1£ 

~ 
~ ~ 

HAFTEL BoRDER No.1 

12 Point Per font $3.75 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ 
7 

~ 
2 

~ ~ 
II II 

~ ~- ~ ~ 
11 10 

• If r ~ ' I 

~ ~ ~ 
3 

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
~51.~ m 'Q5 . ·~~· ~ ·~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~r:=~ii!I~IIUiil!J~~~@Jillll~~ 

HAFTEL BoRDER No.3 

18 Point Per font $5.50 

Characters in Complete Font 

5 
I r @EEEEE~~l3.333~ 

~EEEEEEEE~~33333333331111~ 
6 

~ ~ ~=il!l~lllll~ + 3 4 

~++~51§'1333~ 

01 JO 

CJ ~~CJ 
r~-

(_ ;;><; 

~ 
0 

> MoNOTONE BoRDER No.1 . ~ D 
DO 6 Point 60 inches $2.25 DO 

c:::::::J ~ ) c:::::::J 

" Characters in Complete Font " 
>< >< 

::::::><><::= :::r::::::::x:: ::><::=:><:.: D 
X X 

12 16 10 1 
X 

>< >< ::;:::><:::;><: ::x::x: ex )( 

14 9 15 8 
X X 

v c::: c::: - - r. .. r. - v - - .. .. 
c:::::::J ' 

11 13 7 6 2 4 5 3 \ c:::::::J 

DO > j DO D Monotone Border No.2 (tint for No.1) 60 inches $2.25 0 

~ ( ;;>c; ~~ 
~[~ ~~~ 

Ot ~ 9 ~ tO 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

A NTIQUE BoRDERs No. 1 
24 Point 36 inches $2.40 

18 Point 
~:; 

Characters in Complete Font 

m:::::::::::::::::::::: : :::: : :: :: : :::::: :::~• 
1 2 3 4 5 

12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

L AUREL BoRDERs 
18 Point 36 inches $1.85 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ •7 12 Point 54 in ches $2.25 6 Poin t 60 inches $2.25 ~· 
~ ~~~~~~~-~-\ ~$SSSSSSSSSSSS~~ - ~ 
•7 ~~·iitl'·iil'·l'·.iil' ·iitl'·iil'~~, ~r· -~•. ~· ...... ,~,, ~~-~ ~-~ w ~ 
• -'!'111.. • , .. ,., ~·~ ,,1 ~· 
~ ~~\ Characters in Complete ~~~~ ~~~ Characters in Complete ~1! ~ 
....._ ••• Font ' r ~~~ Font \II ~ 

•-'!'111.. J~\. ,. ,. !I~ \li ~· 
~ ,,,, ........ . 1\ . . ~ .~ •. -~ ~-\ .1. - .,....,...."" ...... · ~ \fl .....,;:-. 
~ ,.\. . ..,., ---~ ~l.l ~·~ q~ ~~~~ ~,,, \ti ~ 
-~ • I~ A•·' ~~·~ ' , ~~~ ~,. 3 ~ \ti L· 
~ Jl\. ·'.· '~' ~·~ !I~ 4.~ 5 \ti ~ ·~ '.'I~ 11 ,,, ~~~ 6 ...... . . \fi ~· ·~ ~ ~ ~.~ ~~~ ~~.l !I~ ~ ~~ ~ \ti L• 
~ • • 12 .,.~·iii' ~ ~ ~~~ 2 35 1 w ~-
-~ ~..~ ~·~ ~ ·~ ,,, (:~ ~~ (I~ L· 
~ ,.\. 'llllll~ •iifl' ~ ~·l ~·~ 4 \li ~ 
~ • ·~ 36 7 s ''' !I~ \ti ~ ·~ 1'\. ~·:---·~~ ~,.j ~~~ \ti L· 
~ .• ~ ""·11'·7·7 ' , ~~~ \ti ~ 
~ ~~, 10 ~·~ · II\ \ti ~ 
-~ '··~ ~~f/ i.'~ w L· ~ ~~L·L·-'·"""·L·L·L:~ ~~ ~,.It; ..._,!a 
:~ ·~.~-e-e~~~~ ·~~€€€€€€€€€€€€~~ L_: 
~ ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~& 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

ITALIAN B o RDER S 

~·C!l·C!l· C!l·C!l·~ 
Ill> 12 Point Italian Border till 
~ No.1201 \1 
II> 54 inches $2.25 till 
~ \1 

P•C!l• C!l• •(!)•(!]•• 
~·ril·~· ·~·~·J 
vvvvvvvvvv v v 
V 12 Point Italian Border v 

No. 1205 V 54 in ch es $2.25 V v v vvvvvvvvvv vvvvvvvvvv 

~ m 

~ 
12 Point Italian Border 

No. 1210 

54 inches $2.25 

rJ w 

~ -~ 
~ 

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
w w i 6 Point Italian Border ~ 
W No. 601 W 
W 60 inches $2 .25 W 
w w w w wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv v v 
~ 6 Point Italian Bor der ~ 
V No.602 V 
V 60 inches $2.25 V v v 
v v vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv •••••••••• mJ • ,----------------------------------~ 

~ 12 Point Italian Border ~ 
~ No. 1202 ~ 
rru . ~ 
~ 54 mches $2.25 ~ • • •••••••••• •••••••••• 
~·~··~··~··~··~··~··~··~·~ ~ ~ 
~ 12 Point Italian Border .._; 
,.. No.1203 4-j 

~ 54 inches $2.25 ~ 
t;+ ~ 
~~~t~~t~~tHt~~t~~t~~~ 
t?lU'iJ•~··~··~n~··~··~·~:JSJ 

wwwwwwwwww w w 
W 12 Point Italian Border ffi 
V No. 1204 V 
l!J 54 inches $2.25 l!J 
w w wwwwwwwwww wwwwwwwwww ill 
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T YPOTECT B o RDER N o. 1 

36 inches $1.85 

~ ~ ~~ 

I
~~ ~ ~~ 

12 PointTypotect Border 

54 inches $2.25 

~~ Characters in Complete Font ~~ 

n n IMI ~ IMI 

I~~ co-"'='"'~: ... :.""''~ ~ border are the same in design 

II ~ 
"8' ~ ~~ 
~~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~~ 

~• I•"' 6 Poin; Typotect B'"'order ~· • 
60 inches $2.25 

ii ~ 
~1110:: ~~ ~[[ ~~ 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

BuLFINCH BoRDERs 
24 Point 36 inches $2.40 

~m~~~ 
~ ~ Chacacte rn in Complete Font m ~ m Chacaotern ace the '"me in d"ign foe all ai"a of thia bocdec m 
~~m~m~m~m~ 
m~~~~ 
12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

m~~m~m~~m~mm~m~~~~m~ m This design made also in the following sizes: m = 10 Point 54 inches $2.10 30 Point 24 inches $1.95 = 
~ 14 Point 42 inches $2.25 36 Point 24 inches $2.40 ~ 

m 18 Point 36 inches $1.85 42 Point 18 inches $1.95 m m 48 Point 18 inches $2.25 m 

+ + 

UNIT BoRDERs 
24 Point 36 inches $2.40 

******~~~~~~~ * ~ One Chamtec Bocdec ~ ~ * Charnotec the '"me in d"ig n in all ai"' of thia bocdec ~ 

*~~*~*~~~* 
*******~~** 
12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

*~*******~*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
* * * This design made also in the following sizes: * 
Ut- 18 Point 36 inches $1. 85 30 Point 24 inches $1.95 ~ 
~ 36 Point 24 inches $2.40 ;'1~'1\ 

* * ~~*~~~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~*~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

H YLITE BoRDERs 

D.;iio:5;iio:5;iio:::5'iio~:i) ~~~~ .... ~~~~ .... ~~~6"1 
'lr"""~~~ ... ,~~....:::>....:::> ... O"....:::>....:::>....:::> w 

I 

6 Point N o.l 60 inches $2.25 l
.l w w 

~ 6 Point No. 5 60inch" $2.25 !! 0 

.. M M 
~~ ~~~ .... ~~~~ .... ~~~~" ~~~~ ... ,~~....::::>....:::> ... 0"....:::>....::::>....:::>~ ® 

~~~ 0 ~ 6 Point N o. !O 60 inch., $2.25 ~ 6 Point No.6 60 inch" $2.25 ~ 
~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ 
~~· '){ 

6Po~tNo.2 60inch" $2.25 I VE3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3~ rn rn 
rn 6 Point N o.ll 60 inches $2.25 rn 
rn rn 
rn rn 
B3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3B3 . . 

+ + 

~cx::=:>oc:::::::>or=:=::>cc::=>oc=>oc=:>oc:::=>o~ 

~ ~ 
~ 6PointNo. l ~ 
~ 60 inches $2.25 . ~ 

~ ~ 
1-'~~-c=:;ao~~~~~ 

•;+1111111111111CIIIHIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIIOII11111111110111t1111111101111111111110111111111111[+;• 

i 6 Point N o.6 ! 
~ 60 inches $2.25 ~ 

! ! 
O!Olllllllllllll<liiiiiiiiiiiiCIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIII<O!O 

~·-•u•-••••-n••-••••-••u-••••-n1 

I I 
j 6 Point No.26 j 
j 60 inches $2.25 j 
i i 
J.,II-IIII-IIII-IIII-III-DII-IIII-o4 

PANEL BoRDERS 

+-.. --.. ---.. -+ 
! 1 
! 6 Point No. 36 1 
J 60 inches $2.25 1 

! 1 
+-------+ 

tt'>'W'W\&I\&1\&1\&I\&1\&I\&I<f 

) ( 
) ( 
) 6 Point No.88 ( 
) 60 inches $2.25 ( 

) ( 
) ( 
~,...,,...,,...,,...,,...,,...,,...,,...,,...,~ 

+ ..................................... + 
j i 
i 6PointNo.51 i I 60 inches $2.25 I 
j j + .................................... .. 
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r·=i~~~:.::-i c::2:_._! 
r-~=-r I 60 inche' $2.25 I 
·:·~(~~,~·:· 

~-......·~~~~ .......... --..1 
l t 
i 6 Point No.3! i 
j 60 inches $2.25 j 

i i 
~-~~···~ ..... , ... ~·-~~··4 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

(f D 
21 12 

~ 
13 

STYLus BoRDER 

Characters in Complete Font 

c;: 
15 

17 

:::;) 

16 19 

18 

:;'\ 

20 

Cl D 

~ 
14 

~ (1 ~ 0 u 

~ ~5~ ~ 
11 10 

Font contains two each of char acter s 3, 4, 10 and 11; four each 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15 and 16; 
eight each 5, 20, 21; nine each 13 and 14; thirty -six of 18; for ty-eight of 19; sixty-six of 17 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

.···.::·· .. ··:::·:· .::: .... .. . .. ..................... ............ .... ...... ......... ... . ... :::. ·:·:::·· .. ··:::··. 
! ! · •• ~ ·~ ..... • •••• •.! .... • ••• ·.:·.· ~= ~: : : 
~. • ••••• • •• : DAINTY BoRDER No.1 : • ·····.: .. . . . 

\ ~ Per font $5.45 : l 
::; .. : · ............................................................ ·· : .. ~:: . . . . 
···=··· .... .... ···=·· •·····• •·····• •·····. ······. ::··· •••• •••• ···:··· .·· ·· .. ·· ·· .. ·· ·· .. ·· ·.; .. ·: ::: ~: :·:·. '::' :·:·: ~ .. ::: :· .. ~.. ·· .. ·· ·· .. ·· ·· .. ·· ··. 

·: ':' ·: •••• •• •• :· •• = .: ~. ·.:: •• : •••• :· ':' ':' 
.. =.. . .=.. ..=.. ..··· ··... ..=.. ..=.. ..= .. 

.········. ..·······. : : : ~ . : ..... : : ..... : . 
:····•t• · ..... · · ...... ·:: ·····: .. .. ·············· 

: .. ~:: ::; .. : . ····::··. : : .··~:····( i ..... : i \ ~ ... : : · .. =·· · .. : .. ~ ····r· ·i···· . . . . 

.········. ..······· . : : : ~ : ..... : .. :···.; ~ :··~ .. : ..... : . .• ..... ..... .. . 
·················· .. . .. ................................... . ................................. . 

~ ~ 

This border is capable of being set in an almost infinite number 
of combinations, all easily constructed. It will look extremely well in red or any 

secondary color in a type composition, and at the same time is strong 
enough to make attractive borders, panels, decorations 

and end pieces in a one-color composition 

:::·:: .. ... ..... . . .. . . ... 
: ... :·:::.:\~~ :::.:.-:;) 

11 

Characters in Complete Font ...... 
:· ··~ 
: ..... : · ...... ·:: .. .. ······· 17 

. ..... 
:·· ·: . . ... . . .. 

··~· · ..... · .. ······· . . . ... · .... 
16 

{·:·:: .. .. . .... ·. 
...~:·{:·~·= /;.~::.:} ... ····i5 ..... 

10 

Font contains eight each of characte rs 1. 2 , 3, 4 and 5; s ix teen each of 6 an d 7; nineteen of 8; 
e ig h teen of 9; t wenty-six of 10; twenty- f our of 11; fo ur each of 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 

·····~ 
: ... . :·· .· ... : 
i ... ············· .. 
: .•• ~··.···: \ 
~:· .:.::i::·:.·····.: .•. 
:· ••• •• : .• =.··· .:. \ i···· ...•.... ·· t .. : .: 
···········;;·· ······· .. 

... 
~. ··::·:.····: 
:·· .. · ... · .. ·: 
~ ••. :·:·=:. : .. :·. . .. 
: .... -: .. :.. ·~ ... 

. . .... : 
:::· ··: ..···········... : 

... ·······. ··. : .. ::···:=·:::·~~. \i 
:-· .:. ··:: .. :·· ·· .... : 

······· ······· : ~ .. ·: ·· ......... ·.0: .· . . ·. . . . 
: ~ : : .. ······················ : ..... : : ..... : 13 . . .......... . . ·• ..... .. .. ..... .· 

··········································· ··········································· 
BORDER BEAU TIES 

OBTAINED 

. . . . . . .. .. .... . ... ··. .·· 
··=·· -··=·· 

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE 

COMBINATIONS 

;····:··~····: ········= :........ ~····:···.····: 

{JZ:: t~\:J (f~t.~:::::·i E:~:~~J:~··., £:~*-~:~. ::~~ 
.:: ···. \ ···· .. ; : : : : : . .-··· ; .. ·::. : (:: .: ..... .-::: •·•. ·•. .: : : ... ..· ... ·· :·.:-. .... : ::·: : 

~. .. . ..· •·. ~ ··.: ····· .:·:. : : .:·:. ····· ... · :. . ·· ....... : ...... . ...................... ·················· ........ ······································· ... · ...... · 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

OLD ENGLISH BoRDERS 

18 Point No. 36 36 inches $1.85 

~mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm~ 
~ , Cha r acter s in Com plet e Font ~ 
~ m ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~m~~m~~m~~m~~m~~m~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
14 P oint N o. 13 42 inches $2.25 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ Chara ct er s in Com p lete F ont ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

12 Poin t N o. 37 54 in ch es $2.25 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ Ch ar act er s in Com p lete Font ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

18 P oint N o. 39 36 in ch es $1.85 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 12 Point No. 38 54inche, $2."' ~ ~ 
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

OLD ENGLISH BoRDERs 

18 Point No. 40 36 inches $1.85 

~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~ 
~~Jte~~~~~ 
12 P oint No. 41 54 inches $2.25 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
M M M Characters in Complete Font M 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
10 Point No. 9 54 inches $2.10 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ Characters in Comple te Font ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ if~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~ 

18 Point No. 42 36 inches $1.85 

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr 
~ ffffffffffff '"'""'""'" ~ 1'f ft ,. r f 14 Po;nt No. 19 f f 12 Po;nt No. 43 f r r f 42 inches $2.25 f ' 54 inches $2.25 ' r 
r ' ' ' ' r ~ f f ' ' ~ t ffffffffffff """'"""'" r 
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

illllll~llll~ll~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
RoMAN BoRDERs 

18 Point No.1802 48 inches $3.00 

llllmlmlllmmllllllllll 
Characters in Complete Font 

B I 

Characters in Complete Font 

36 Point No. 3602 30 inches $3.75 

~ 
~ ~~ ~ 
~ ~m ~ 

·--
llllll~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RoMAN BoRDERs 

18 P oint No. 1801 

Char acters in Complete Font 

~~ 

36 Point N o. 3601 30 inches $3.75 

i~De e e e e e en e e ~ 
«>:t:-1 . r:::s Characters m Complete Font J 

m~ ~~ ~~ r:ct. C::J:-1 :C:: r:::~ 

:iBU1UlU1UlU1UlU1UlUJI 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

ABBOT B oRD ER 

Per font $2.90 

Ch a racters in Complete Font 

- -13 14 

" 4 -15 8 7 16 
Font contains two each of characters 11 and 12; four each 4, 5,6, 9 and 10; five 
each 1, 2 and 3; six each 7, 8, 13,14, 15 and 16. (24 inches of straight pieces) 

(FOc::IO 12Polnt~hd25 oc::~ocu 
0 ~o o oco o oj] 0 U 6 Point 60 inches $2.25 

~ H ERALD BoRDERs ~ 
~ [f7 ~ ~harndvmplete Fon t 

12 

~ ~ 

0 11 10 0 

0 ~ococo o o ococo~ 0 

\\roc::~o oo oc::~o/J 
MAGAZINE B o RDER 

6 Point Per font $3.50 

Characters in Complete Font 

rrv+fl 
9 7 8 11 10 - .... 3 2 1 

~~ • 14 
13 .._. 

Font contains two each of characters 10 and 12; 
.four each 8,11,13 and 14; eight each 1,2,7and 

9; fourteen each 3,4,5 and 6 
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CoLONIAL BoRDER 

No.256 
6 Point 60 inches $2.25 

Characters in Font -· 1 

rv~ 
7 -2 



18 Point 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

M ERCANTILE BoRDERS 

Characters in Complete Font 

36 inches $1.85 -....... 

rr~~ 
5 

- - >< - -1 

This font contains eight of character 1; ten of 2; fourteen of 3; four each of 4 . 6 and 7; two of 5 

6 Point No. 257 60 inches $2.25 

Characters in Complete Font 

fF - ~ 

::;v;: = ~ 

Th is font contains 
twenty-four of character 1; forty-two of 2; 

sixty of 3; four each of 4 and 6; 
eight each 5 and 7 

12 Point No. 236 

~....-

·~ 
II 

3-on-6 Point No. 49 60 inches $2.25 

Characters in Complete Font 

(( =tpl 
ff ~ = II 

6 5 4 1 8 

' - ~ 2 

This font contains 
eighteen of character 1; twenty-nine of 2; 

sixty-two of 3; six of 4; twelve of 5; 
eight each 6 and 7; four each 8 and 9 

54 inches $2.25 

Characters in Complete Font 
liil t 

I(I_..C 
~ 

8 

tr 
--2 

--3 
:;;'] 

• • 
1 

~ 

This font contains sixteen each of characters 1, 2 and 3; thirty of 4; four each 5, 6, 7 and 8 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~~a m· ~~~- m· ~~~-- m· ~~~ 0 . . • .. · 0 : . ooo~oo oo{31ooo · • 0 . . · · 0 

~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~-=·= - ~n~~~~!±?¥'6 ~ ~ 
CENTURY BoRDERs 

12 Point No.3 54 inches $2.25 

l J) Characters in Complete Font ~ 
3 

[] 0 
1 5 2 

This design made also in 18 Point No.1 36 inches $1.85 

12 Point No.5 54 inches $2.25 

!foo~oo oo{31oJl Characters in Complete Font 
[li\'jf(~ m '1 

~~ ::3 ~tl ~~ 

~~~~~~~ • Thi' d~ign made alw in 18 inintNo. 3 36ioohed1.85 ~ ~~~~ ~~~ 
I 12PnintNn. 7 54ioohe, $2.25 I 

~~ ~ **. @iJ ' Cha,actern in Font • ;; •/'@ ~ ~ 

- b A-3 7 4 

12 Point No.8 Characters in Complete Font 54 inches $2.25 

~ ~ ~ 
2 ~ ~ ,.,~ ~ 4 "" 

~ 

1

8
1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~ 1§1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ 1:1 ~ J:l ~ 1:1 ~ 1:1 ~ 1:1 ~ 1:1 ~ 1:1 ~ 1:1 ~ 1:1 ~ 1:1 ~ 1:1 ~ 1:1 ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~8~8~§~8~sii§~siisiisiis~8~8~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

@] I• IH •II• I @] 

C ENTURY BoRDERs 
54 inch es $2.25 12 Point N o.2 

r.=:: ~H llol loll H~ 

l@D@J Ch a racter s in Comple t e Font 

9 ~2 ======~~~~~~ lol 

~® 
1 10 

0 
I• q I n 

[OJ ~ 12 Point N o. 12 Designed for use as tint with Century Border No.2 54 inches $2.25 ~ [OJ 

ill] 

Characters in Com p lete Fon t 

10 

~I dlol loiH I[B7 

12 P oint N o. 1 

! 
[Q] 

54 inches $2. 25 

IO Jlc 11@]1< 111< 01 I@] 
Ch a ract ers in Com p le t e F ont TI I< 11 @] 11 OI 

5 

I c 0 >I 

(gJ 

fl 
[OJ TI 12 Point No.11 Designed for use as t int with Century Border No.1 

Characters in Comple t e Font 

l=o=l ~ 
l=o~l ~ 

54inoh~ $2.25 I IT [OJ 

~ ~ 
@]I 10 >II< 11@]1< 111 1 01 I@] 

~ ~ 
@Jl@iJI•~Il@iJI•~Il@iJI~Il@iJI•~Il@iJI•~Il@iJI~Il@iJI•~Il@iJ@J 

~@g@g@g@g@g@g@g@~ 
~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ 
ill] ~[B7 ~[B7 ~[B7 ~[B7 ~[B7 ~[B7 ~[B7 ~ 

~~~·~1~1·~1~1·~1~1·~1~1~1~1~1~1·~1~@ 
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~~ 

'~ ltf~ 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

MEADOW BoRDER 

Per font $4.85 

Characters in Complete Font 

Font contains forty-one of character 1; eight of 2; t h irty-six of 3; s ix each 4 , 5, 6, 9,19 and 20; four each 
7,8,10,11,12,13,15,16and 21; ten of 17; three each 14,22,24 and 25; two each 18 and23 

~ ~ t fl 
~~~~,~~i 

25 16 19 14 20 15 24 

-
1 ~~' ~ 

• it~~ I ~~~ 
2 10 9 7 11 6 8 

~ i (il. 

(@ . GRILLE BoRDER (@ 
~~ Per font $3.50 ~~ 

Characters i~:~mplete Font 

~ \®J ~ • <® @) ~ 
f1h """' ~"~'"' ''""'"': ·~' "' ''"""''":. , .. , , '"'"': "' ,, '·"·· .. : '· .. rl1 &\ ~~ 5 and 10; eight of 6; ten of 11; six of 7; fo ur of 8 ~\u 
• .·~·~·. y • 
T ~ ······· 3 

•.• ~ T 

~ 

~4·. ~11 e ~ "' fij .·~··· ern 8 ~,me 
'T 11 9 10 'T 
~~~~~~~~ .·.~··· ~~~~~~~~ 

tl1tl1~1tl1~J~e~.~tl1tl1tl1tl1 
mml~ml~mmm~mmmm~mm 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

++•fufoofoofoofuf••f••f••f••f••f••fufo++•foofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofoofo•f••f••l••l••l••l••l••l••l••f••l••l••l••l••foofo•f•:t: 

~~ ~* *. ~~ I S AN SOM BoRDER I 
4: Per fon t $4.25 ~''- ~ + ., ... ,. i Character: in Com p lete Font 1 8 

* ~:i; ' ~ .-.\tt_... 
I I ~ , ~ ·~ * i 11 6 5 9 12 i i Font contains thirty of character 1: twenty-fow· each 5 and 6; eighteen each 2 and 7; i i twelve each 8 and 9; eight each 3, 4 and 11; three of 12; five of 10 i 
t SANSOM BoRDER No.2 i 
i ~ P er f ont $3.00 * i 

I 
~~ Charact er s in Com p le t e Font 

4 i 
~~-= + ~ :t 

3 1 2 + 
+ 

II - .•. - . •11+ 
~. ~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~J +· 

•l••l• •l••f••l••f••l••f••l••l••f••l• •l••f••l••l••f••l••l••f••f••l••l••l••l••l••l••l••l••l••l••l••l••l• •1••1• •I• •1••1••1• •l• •l• of•++++++++++++ 

~ 
ART RIBBON BoRDER 

~ Per font $4.15 

13 Ch aract ers in Complete Font 10 

~ (!It 
~ ~ n ~ 

7 8 25 9 11 1 

~ ~ c: !) Q ~ ~ 

~ 
14 18 22 21 19 24 

~ 0 ~ ~ 20 ~ ~ 
3 17 15 23 26 2 

~ ~ ~ ==-~ ~ 
6 4 12 5 16 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

pr: EII II 
12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

~ ~I!J I!JI II!J~~= 
~ f!{ 6 Point 60 inches $2.25 

:-m TrMEs BoRDERs 

[!] r? Characters in Complete Font 

III 

m II I m I I 

1!1 

m m -~ rf! 
[!] ~I II lSI II I 

~Ell 181 181 I 

II CuRTIS BoRDERs ~~-· 

I I 
18 Point 60 inches $3.20 

IIJi"MIIJ ~ 111 - 111 I 12 Point 54 inches $2.25 I ..... . .••• 
I 

I 
II 

I I ': Chaffiote" In Complete Font ' : ~~ 
I ~ \ ~ ~ · 

! ""I ~ '·:~- . % .... . - Ill••• 

111 
1 

2 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

AMERICAN BoRDERs 

ONE OR TWO COLORS 

~~~~~~~ 

~ ~Point ~ r;}, No.1214, Open, and No.1215, Tint r;}, 
'{j shown in combination '{j 

~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 Point No. 1216, Open 54 inches $2.25 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 Point No.1217, Tint 54 inches $2.25 

ljljljljljljljg 
D 18Point D 
~ No.1806,0p~n,and ~o.1~07,Tint ~. 
~ shownmcombmatwn ~ 

gggggggg 
36 Point No.3601,Tint 24 inches $2.40 

~~~~~~~ 
12 Point N o.1214, Open 54 inches $2.25 

0000000 
12 Point No.1215,Tint 54 inches $2.25 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
- 12Point ~ 
~ N o.1216, Open, and N o.1217, Tint ~ 
~ shown in combination ~ 

-~~~~~~~~~~ 

ljDX~X~DXijljlj 
18 Point No.1806, Open 36 inches $1.85 

f§f§f§f§f§f§f§f§ 
18 Point No.1807, Tint 36 inches $1.85 

36 Point No.3602, Open 24 inches $2.40 

~~~~-(C 
~- -~~k· ~~ 

~~ . (.~ 2 4 1 5 3 f") . 
18 Point font contains 18 of chara~ter 1; 41 each 2 and 3; 6 each 4 and 5 
36 Point font contains 8 of character 1; 13 each 2 and 3; 2 each 4 and 5 \r 

~~~~~iti~b 
4 1 5 

36 Point No.3601, Tint, and No.3602,0pen,shown in combination 

689 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

AMERICAN BoRDERs 
ONE OR TWO COLORS 

~iliJiJijiJeeeee 
• 12Point • 
• No. 1221,0pen,and No. 1222, Tint • 
• shown in combination • 

~eeeeeilililil 

······-~ 18 Point No.1812, Open 36 inches $1.85 

•••••••• 18 Point No.1813, Tint 36 inches $1.85 

(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(~)(~(@ 
(@ 12Point (@ 
(@ N o.1223, Open, and N o.1224, Tint (@ 
(@ shown in combination (@ 
(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@ 

~~~~~~~~ 
18 Point No.1814, Open 36 inches $1.85 

•••••••• 18 Point No.1815, Tint 36 inches $1.85 

®~~®®®®®®®®® 
~ 12Point ® 
~ No.1225,0pen,and No. 1226,Tint ® 
® shown in combination ®. 
®®~~®~~~~~~~ 

:!p:&Jk:!k;&Jk:!p;&Jk:!p:&;& 
12 Point No.1227, Open 54 inches $2.25 

++++++++++++ 
12 Point No.1228, Tint 54 inches $2.25 

690 

eeeeeeeeeee~ 
12 Point N o.1221, Open 54 inches $2.25 

• ••••••••••• 12 Point No.1222, Tint 54 inches $2.25 

~~~~---! 

(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@(@ 
12 Point No.1223, Open 54 inches $2.25 

•••••••••••• 12 Point N o.1224, Tint 54 inches $2.25 

~~~~~~~~ 
~ 18Point ~ 
~ No.1814,0pen,andNo.1815,Tint ~ 
~ shown in combination ~ 

~~~~~~~~ 

~®®®~®®®®~~~ 
12 Point N o.1225, Open 54 inches $2.25 

000000000000 
12 Point No.1226,Tint 54 inches $2.25 

J
~:!k:&;&:&~!:***4~ 

No. 1227,0pen,and No.1228,Tint 
shown in combination 

~Cif't¥Cif<t¥¥¥<tftt 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

AMERICAN BoRDERs 
ONE OR TWO COLORS 

12 Point 
No.1218, Open, and No.1219,Tint 

shown in combination 

~~~~~~~~ 
18 Point No.1810, Open 36 inches $1.85 

•••••••• 18 Point No.1811,Tint 36 inches $1.85 

This is a very ingenious border design. Two colors 
can be printed from one character. For printing 
the first color the character is set nick up as usual. 
For the second color the character is turned once 
around, the nick to either side, as 
here shown. ~ 

12 Point No.1220 54 inches $2.25 

24 Point No.2406 36 inches $2.40 

36 Point No.3603 24 inches $2.40 

~ 

~ 

- • 48 Point No. 4801 18 inches $2.25 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·-• ~ II 
691 

~~~~~~~~~~[[@[[@ 
12 Point N o.1218, Open 54 inches $2.25 

•••••••••••• 12 Point No.1219,Tint 54 inches $2.25 

18 Point 
No.1810,0pen,and No.1811, Tint 

shown in combination 

lrOOc:::::::::lDDc:=::::lD De;) 
e2 6 PointNo. 628,0pen o 

~
0 

60 inches $2.25 ~
0 

Oc::::::::::IO D D 
0 3 5 

g [b,O Dc:::::::::lD DOD g n 1 4 2 n 
I!::JOD~OOc::::==lOOc:J 

g 

~ 
0 

OOc:=::::lOO 

6 Point No. 628, Open 
and 6 Point No. 629, Tint 
shown in combination 

c:t 

0 Oc:=::::lOOc:::::::')OOc::!i 

--~·-~~-.. , • 6 Point No.629,Tint • 

I
• 60 inches, $2.25 ~-

1-1 I I 
- 3 5 

= L. ·-· ~-~ = L l 4 2..1 ··-··-·· 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

AMERICAN BoRDERS 
ONE OR TWO COLORS 

*++++++++++~ 
~ 12Point ~ 
~ No.1210,0pen,and No.121l,Tint ~ + shown in combination ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

g~~*~~~~ 
18 Point N o.1804, Open 36 inches $1.85 

~++++++~ 
18 Point No.1805, Tint 36 inches $1.85 

~¥¥¥¥¥~ 
~ 

24Point ~ 
No.2403,0pen,and No.2404, Tint 

shown in combination 

~~~~~~~ 

*~;?¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥~ 
12 Point No.1210, Open 54 inches $2.25 

~**********~ 
12 Point No.12ll,Tint 54 inches $2.25 

*~~~~~~~ 
~ 18Point ~ 
k No.1804,0pen,and No.1805,Tint ~ 
~ shown in combination ~ 

~++++++~ 

~¥¥¥~ 
24 Point No.2403,0pen 36 inches $2.40 

g+++~ 
24 Point No.2404,Tint 36 inches $2.40 

f)f)f)f)f)f)f)f)f)f)f)f)f) 
f) 24PointNo.2405 36inch.,$2.40 f) 

For two-color work, turn halfway around and print the dark part over the 
white or unprinted portion. A unique effect may be thus obtained 

e>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<JC>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<J 

6 Point No.626, Open 60 inches $2.25 

•'!4.'!4.'!4.'!4.'!4•'!4•'!4•'!4•'!4•'!4•'!4•'!4•'!4•'!4•'!4•'!4 
6 Point No.627,Tint 60 inches $2.25 

()?<J ()?<J ()?<J ()?<J ()?<J £>?<J£>?<J ()?<J 
()~ 12Point g<J 

M N o. 1212, Open, and N o.1213, Tint n 
~V. shown in combination ~<J 

2::5 lS 
~-~~-~ ~-~~-~ ~-~~-~~-~ ~-~ lS lS lS lS lS lS lS lS 
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e>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<le>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<Je>?<J 

~ ~ 
C>~ 6PointNo.626,0pen,and No.627,Tint g<J 
C>~ shown in combination g<J 

~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

()?<J ()?<J ()?<J()?<J()?<J ()?<J £>?<J £>?<J 
12 Point No.1212, Open 54 inches $2.25 

•!••!••!••!••!••!••!••!• 
12 Point No.1213, Tint 54 inches $2.25 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~~~ 

3 P oint No. 310 
66 inch es $2.25 

~vvvvv~vvvvvv~ 

~ .q 
lit .q 
lit < 
lit 3 P oin t No. 311 < 
~ lit 66 inch es $2.25 ~ < 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ Ill....,......_ vv-.l'l .q 
~.A.AAAAA.AAAAAAAA~ 

[
2525~ 

3 Point No. 312 
66 inehe' $2.25 I 

~.~~ 
[j" 

3 Point No. 313 
66 inches $2.25 

2..51 

L-=so=~ 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111 

3PointNo.314 
66 inches $2.25 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111 

~~==n=n~ 

~ ~ 
f< 3 Point No. 315 S 
S 66 inches $2.25 ~ 

~ ~ 
tiL.~L.'"Xl:X~ 

3PointNo.316 l 
_ 66 inches $2.25 

~~ 

AMERICAN BoRDERS 

r
2

~
12

m 

~ ffi 
[lJ 3 Point No. 317 i1J 

~ 66 inches $2.25 ~ 

~~2J21~ 

r .LLU..!!!! !!!!•!'''' ' 'l§ 

3 3 Poin t N o. 318 ~ 
~ L66 inches$2.25rml ~ 

~lffttttttltttttt TTTT~ 
~_--._ , ..;; ~c..~, 

[: 
~ 

3 Point No. 319 ~ 

L66 inches $2.25~0 ~ 
h ~ 

~ . --~ ~ 
~<=.o~ r -'-'~ 

i- -·-- -·1 . . 
1 3 Point No. 309 l 
I 66 inches $2.25 I 

i i ·- ·- ·- --- ·- · 
~········~l 
~ 3 Point No. 320 

~ ~.;~,~~':'.'dj 
,.TTTT"T .,.......,,..,.,..,.........,. .......... ,.......,.. ...... .,.TYT""..,..............,.~ 

~ ~ . . 
~ 3 Point No. 321 ~ 
~ ~ 66 inches $2.25 ~ ~ . . . . . ~ 
... ................... • ... ..... ..,..... -41 . . . . 
~ ... ~.~ ........................... ~ ......... .................... ~ 

................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: 3 Point No. 301 : 
! 66 inches $2.25 ! . . . . . . . . . . . . •••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••• 
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a······························a . . 
5 5 
; 3 Point No. 302 ; 
5 66 inches $2.25 5 . . . . 
i i ................................ 
................................ 
: : . . : : . . 
! 3 Point No. 303 ! 
! 66 inch es $2.25 ! . . : : 
: : . . ................................ 
00000000000000000000000000000000 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

8 . 8 8 3 Pomt No. 304 8 
g 66 inches $2.25 g 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
00000000000000000000000000000000 

DDODODODODOODDDDDDDDDDDDDOODOODD 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

§ § 
B 3 Point No. 305 B 
§ 66 inches $2.25 § 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
DOOOODODDODODDDDOOOOOODODODDOODD 

§<><><><><><><><><>OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO§ 

~ • § g 3 Pomt No. 306 g 
§ 66 inches $2.25 ~ 

g g 
<> 0 
0000000000000000000000000000000<> 

3P. =l 
omt No.308 

66inoh.,$2.25 J 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

6 Point No. 601 
60 inches $2.25 

, ~~~~"'!If~ . 

6 Point No. 603 ~ 
60 inches $2.25 ~ 

... ~~ 

( 
>> ~ 6PointNo60 I< 

~~ "" 
~@~ 

I 6 Point No. 605 ~~ 
60 inches $2.25 ~) 

~) 
~~~ 

lr=~1 ~ 60 inoh" $2.25 ~ 

[M.Sdbb~~~;;~gg2;P-Cde25a~ 

r:n::=1 
~ 60 inohe' $2.25 ~ 

~'=>=·====·===·tm 

AMERICAN BoRDERs 

f""""""""""""'l 
~ 6Point No.!~~~ ~ .._, 
,. ~0 inches $2~ If" 

1 ~unuouounut .. l 

r~ 6 Point No. 609 
60 inches $2.25 ~ 
~ 

f 

6PointNo. !~~~ ~~ 
tL~O inches $2~ 

6 Point No. 611 
60 inches $2.25 

( 

( 

~: 
(1 
(1 
(, 

(• 
~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
!jt ~ 
~ 6 Point No. 612 ~ 

~ 60 inch es $2.25 [gj 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~@~~~~~ 

lrrrl====-===~~~===1~1 a a a . a n 6 Pomt No. 613 01 

II 60 inoh., $225 U 

~=======~~====~ 

rCXXJc=CXXJc=JCXXJ, 
§ 6 Point No. 614 § 
§ 60 inches $2.25 § 

LCXXJc=)CXXJc=)CXXJ~ 
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TiJi'!!!iTI11i fiTil 11illj li1'ijlilill li1'ijlilill f\Tiii' "'' I1Ti'l'' 1'1 i'l!f;; 

~· ~I i 6 Point No. 616 ~ ~ 60 inches $2.25 J~ 
~~~~ 

::io~~~~~:;: ll ] 
:~~~ 
'\ I, 
,) 6 Point No. 618 ~1 
~~ 60 inches $2.25 ' 
I; < 

1) ( 

1) ( 
~~~~~~~~ 

r~~~L~~~~, 

(~ 6 Point No. 619 

)~ 60 inches $2.25 rn 

L-~~~~ 

6 Point No. 620 
60 inches $2.25 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

AMERICAN B oRDERS 

12 Point No.1206 54 inches $2.25 

Characters in Complete Font 

p ~ m 

1•11111 
12 Point No.1207 54 inches $2.25 

-~y- -~~y -~@T -T~T -T~-T-T~T-T~7--:;~y--~~T-T~T-T~T-T~T 

One Character Border 

-:;~T-1@T-;@y -:;@T-1¥T-1@T ·1~T -1@T -~~T-T~T-1~7-:;@T 

-:-=-:- -~@T-T~T-T~~- -~-@7 ;~r -l@i T~T -~~T -T@T-T@T-~~7 

3PointNo. 322 66 inches $2.25 

12 Point No.1203 54 inches $2.25 

Characters in Complete Font 

6 Point No. 622 60 inches $2.25 

Characters in Complete Font 

!:: llfi:::flli:Hiil lfi: :::l li :F :::11::::::11 ::! ~~ 
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12 Point No.1205 54 inches $2.25 

Characters in Complete Font 

ll!J~ 

12 Point No. 1204 54 inches $2.25 

iilii!iiii!iii!i:iiiilliiil ii !iiii!iii!i:liii ll iiil ii!!iii!iii!i:iiiil liiilii!!ii i!iii!i:iiiilliiiliii!ii i!iii!i:iiiil 

Characters in Complete Font 

1!~ : j 1 : rw : 

LCiFJ[~;j~j;JL~OOL~~L~~l 
!i iii i:iiiil 

l i::il~ 
~~ 

3 Point No. 323 66 inches $2.25 
@]l i]ll! ll ll llll! llit lllllllf l11]11!111111!1111•tl!llillll•'illllllll··llllll!ll11]11!111111!1!11tl lll llll ll• tllllllllll lll llt1]]@ 

Characters in Complete Font . 

tlillllll lt 1]111 lll ll llllllllllll 

llltlllllllllllliil!'IIJIIIIl lt,lllllllllllllllt· ll!llllllitlllllllllt·IJI!IIII It·lllliii!IHIIIItr llllll llltt llllllfll lllll lttlllt 

8 Point No. 801 54 inches $1.95 
'1111 '1111 '1111 '1111 '1111 '11 11 'IJII' '11 11 ' 'I JII ' '1 111 '11 11 '1 111 
:r:ll'·· · 'li:: IU·, ·'Ii" ll ' ·· · 'li : I U · , • ' I I : :n,.,,,lllll '· ··'l l ':ll '···'l]::ll'v'll: ll , ·,·' li ':ll' ···'l]::ll'~ 

~ One Character Border =~ 

~ :nil!!l,n ~ 

: 1 1~; !111,11! ;[ [ ; ! 11 : : 11 ! ;[ [;! 11 1 1 ll !; [[; !lli , l fl; [[ ; ! 1 1: , 11 ! ; [ [ ; !1 1 , !1! ; [[; ! 111 : 11 !;[ [;! 11 : : 11!;[ [; !1 1:: 11 !; [[; ! 11 : : 11! ;[ [;!1 1: :1 1 !;~[;11 1: 

6 Point No. 623 60 inches $2.25 
Jl !ll l !l lll l ll l ll ll ! ll l ! ll l ll ll !l lllll!lll!l lil ! ::l l i l l!lll!:: l nl! l l i l l : : ! nl ! ! l ll ll l l llll l l i i l ll !ll l ! l l i l l l: l l i l l ! l ll !ll !ll l !ll ll !l~ 

~ Characters in Complete Font ~ 

1 llilll! lil!:: lnl!!llll::lnl! llil!l l!nl!lliill :1:~ i 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

AMERICAN BoRDERS 
24PointNo.2401 36inches $2.40 

p~~~~ 
~~~]~~ ~~ ~ r~~ ~~ 

12 PointNo.1201 54 inches $2.25 

r~~m~~~~~~ 
~ ~~ ~~~; Mad e a lso in 18 Point No. 1801 36 inch es $1. 85 ~~~ 
~~ ~~ 

I ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 

24 Point N o. 2402 36 inch es $2.40 

I r~~~Cfii--D~;w'kJlJ ~1 ~~;w'_pJlJ([i~~ I 
~~~d'_iY<;,if<t_?!J cs'&; ~d'_iY<;,if<t_?!J~~ 

-~. Characters in Comple t e Font ~~ 
~ ~~~.!: ([LQ__Q((aJ ~ ~~;w'~ilJ ~ ~ 
~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~d'_iY<;,if<t_?!J liJ 
~ \.::J ~ Chacaot ern m t h.,ame in d "ign fon ll 'i'" ofthi' b"' "' ~ill: • ~ 
~~~~&~1[(6~~&~t~ ~~~ccc::d'di- ~ @J cs:'S.J ccc::d'di-~ @JCN-~::.d .. 

12 Poin t N o.1202 54 inches $2.25 

~~~jilllL<!.__Cl<rdl~,W'kJll~~})~JlJ~,W'kJll~~,W'kJlJ llLq___Cl<rdllii~~ 
r~ ~d--"'f'"""'<L?!J~ ~dff@--<L?!] ~d--"'l"~<L?!J~ ~dff~'??J~, 

~ Made aJ,o in 18 Point No. 1802 38 inohe' $1.85 ~ 

~~~~f"P~OOJ~,g~(i6~,gp~~~E.P~~d C§'J>J:i>:,-1!] rr~ -~ IDJ~rr~ -~ IDJ rr~ -~ IDJ~ rr~ -~ IDJ C§'J>"D"l:>?!JI\'iG.._~~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

AMERICAN B oRDERs 

6 Point N o. 624 60 inches $2.50 

Chara ct er s in Com p lete Font 

x; \.!.I 0 

3 Point No. 324 66 inches $2.50 

~· 

Charac ters in Complet e F ont 

X ....:,_,., " 

~~~~ 

12 P oint N o. 1208 54 inches $2.25 

~********************~ ~ *" 
~ *" 
~ *" 
~ *" ~ Cha ract ers in Com p lete Fon t *" 
~ *" ~ ;)btddr. ~tc ~t;L *" 
~ :r::r::r::r: ~ "\~ *" 
~ *" 
~ *" 
~ *" 
~ *" 
~********************~ 

12 Point No. 1209 54 inr:hes $2.25 

Charact er s in Complete Font 

~~~~ 

6 P oint No. 625 60 inches $2.50 
~tttttttttttttttttttttt~ 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
:~ Charact ers in Comple te Font ~: 
·>- • • -<· 
+ T J-. -<· 
+ -<· 
·>- + 
+ -<· 
~++++++++++++++++++++++~ 

18 Poin t N o. 1803 36 inches $1.85 

~************~ ~ "* 
~ . "* ~ Charact ers m Complet e Font "*" 

! **** * ~ ~ ·~i "*" 
~************~ 

+ + 

12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

~~~~~~~~-~,~~~,~~~,~~-
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ w- ~"''@"''@'""~"""'"~"'"~"'"~"'~ w-~ • ~'"~'"~"'~"""'"~"'~""'~"Y1 • 
~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ GRAY ~ ~ ~ w H OPEN SQUARE H N 
r~ ~ BoRDER ~ r'l u ~t, '&'" '&'" '&"'"" '&"' '&'" '&'"~ u . ~"~'~"~""'~'~',_,~'._,~ . A 6 Point 60 inches $2.25 ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
w~~~~~~~~-~,~,~~,~~-

12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

~~""11 I.------, I I I DIAGONAL I I 
- I SHADED I -I I BoRDER I I 
·~~· I 6 Point 60 inches $2.25 I 

TwELVE PorNT BoRDER 
12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

lrn rnl 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

SPARTAN BoRDERs 

24 Point No. 2402 42 inches $3.50 

Characters in Complete Font 

-:Di • iil 

12 Point No.1202 60 inches $3.00 12 Point No. 1203 60 inches $3.00 

i:::Jlfi ;·-
~ 

Characters in Complete Font Characters in Complete Font 

.:nl R i1 ;rlllfl ~ i1 

·-
18 Point No. 1803 48 inches $3.00 

Characters in Complete Font 

m-:m ~ iJ 

698 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

SPARTAN BoRDERs 

Characters in Complete Font 

Iii Fa 

Characters in Complete Font 

m m 

699 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

Characters in Complete Font 

li 00 ~ ~ m 

18 Point No.1802 48 inches $3.00 

~...:.I...:.I...:.I~L.:...L.:...L.:......:.I...:.I...:.ItS;2\L.:...L.:...L.:...~ w.-:,-:,-:,~r:-r:-r:--:,-:,-:,~r:-r:-r:-W. 
~ ~ 
~ Characters.in Co~plete Font • • ~ 

T T ~ ~ T .•. .•. ~ w. .•. 
:y: :y: 
~..:.I ...:.I ..:.I iS!2:\ L.:...L.:...L.:......:.I...:.I...:.I iS!2:\ L.:...L.:...L.:...~ 
w.-:,--:,-:,~r:-r:-r:--:,-:,-:,~r:-r:-r:-w. 

12 Point No.1201 60 inches $3.00 

Characters in Complete Font 

u 00 
~ m m 

II ~ .. ,. .... ' 
'!I · . . ~ 

700 

12 Point No. 1202 60 inches $3.00 

~...:..I...:..I...:..I...:..I~L:...L:...L:...L:...~ 
w.-:,-:,-:,-:,~r:-r:-r:-r:-w. 

± ± 
± ± 
••• • •• ..&. Characters in Complete Font ..&. 
~ ~ 
w. T- ~~·~. @."''. w. 
T- ~.~ ~i~ T-. . .. . . 
T- T-
T- T-
~...:..I...:..I...:..I...:..I~L:...L.:...L.:...L:...i'SR\ 
w.-:,-:,-:,-:,~r:-r:-r:-r:-w. 

12 Point No. 1204 60 inches $3.00 

One Character Border 

~ 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

SPRING CATALOGUE 
NI NETEEN TWENTY- FOUR 

DIAMONDS 
JEWELRY 
CLOCICS 

m 
CuT GLASS IN 

RARE AND BEAUTIFUL 

DESIGNS 

JAQUISH ORNAMENTS 

~ 

Paramount 
Borders 

SHOW A 

RICHNESS OF DESIGN 

WITH JUST A 

TOUCH OF THE BIZARRE 

AND MAYBE 

EASILY FORMED INTO 

A VARIETY OF 

MOST INTERESTING 

COMBINATIONS 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

F-• •. • ···-··~-e:::=====··-··· . .• ·~ rn-1!] •• 1!]-u 
• • 
~ A cME BoRDERs ~ 

~ • 

~ • 
I 
~ 

• 
~ 

t? '=tll ~· ~ , A II SECTION A Per fon t $3.40 
15A 17A Char acters in Comple te Font 16A 14A 

d 

13A 

25B 

rra 
[F 

21C 

~-~ 
5A 6A 

b 
IE 

,_, 1!1 
9A 2A lA 4A ,_, rn m lE1 [!] I @ 

3A llA lOA 7A 8A 

Font contains two each of characters 9A, lOA, 11A,l2A,l3A, 14A,l5A and 18A: four each 6A, 7 A, 8A,l6A,l7 A,l9A 
and 20A ; ten of lA ; fourteen each 3A, 4A and 5A; fifteen of 2A 

28B 

SECTION B Per font $2.90 

Char act er s in Com p lete Font 

26B 

~ 
22B 

27B 
Font contains one each of charact ers 24B, 25B, 27B and 28B; two each 23B and 26B; forty-two each 21B and 22B 

SECTION C Per font $3.50 

Character s in Complete Font 

~ ~ diii1 m , , m 
14C 13C 20C 12C llC 

[!] ITr [j] ~ • 4C 3C 

~ I 
17C 19C 18C ~ 

16C I I 15C 
2C 7C lC 

1-1 I • I 
lOC 5C 8C 6C 

12A 

24B 

~ 
22C 

[i] 
23C 

9C 
Font contains four each of characters 11C,l2C,l3C,l4C,l5C, 16C, 20C, 22C, 23C and 24C; six of 8C; eight each 17C, 18C, 19C and 21C; 

twelve of lC ; sixteen each 2C, 3C, 5C, 6C, 7C, 9C and lOC; twenty of 4C 

~ • 

~ • 
I 
~ 

• 
~ 

~ SECTWN D p_, font $2.90 ~ w Chan<ete" in Complete Fon t 

1 ~ ~ 32DE <P g ~!D I ~ 
M 28

D Font contains forty~e~~t each of 25D and 26D; six of 27D; four each 30D,31D and 32D; t~~~ each 28D and 29D 

29
D M 

a~~:::~·· . ~· ~[!]~~[!]~~~:::J·I • ··~====a 
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LINEAR BoRDERS 
12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ - -- -
fl/b ~\1 Character s in Complete Font J/fb = ~ ~ = 
~ 1111111,uu1m! 111nu11 11 11 11 111111111111~ 11111111111 : 

;::, 3 Font contains eight of character 1; thirty-six of 2; sixteen of 3; four each 4 and 5; eight of 6 1 ~ 

~ ~ 
~(11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111)~ 

§ ~ = 6 Point Ullllllllllllllll 60 inches $2.25 = = ~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ = == ~ · §§ = = ~ Characters in Complete Font ~ = = § 1/Jt ~\1 1/ft 111111111111 1111111111111 § = = § ~ ~ 11111111111111111111111111111111 11111111 1111 ~ 11111111111111111111111 § = = ~ 4 6 2 7 3 1 5 ~ = = § Fontcontainssixteen of character 1; fifty-fourof2; thirty-six o£3; four each 4 and5; eightof6; forty-twoo£7 ~ = 
~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111\~ - -- -- -= 18 Point 36 inches $1. 85 = 
~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ -- ---- ---= - Characters in Complete Font ~ - = 

~ 1111111111111}111111111111 6 ~ ~ 
§ ~ 1,1 11,11 1\\\\~ § -- --= - Font contains four each of characters 1 and 6; ten of 2; eight of 3; four of 5 - = -- --
~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ = 

= 24P oint 36 inches $2.40 

~ 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ = - - -=--
~ 11111111111111111111 

Characters in Complete Font 

~ 6 
-- /#1/JJJj II II 

== -= -
- Font containJ:l four each of characters 1 and 6; nine of 2; thirteen of 3 --

-----------
~ ---------;jl 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ 

iilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll rffi 
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~\ r~fb\r~~\r~~\f~fb\r~f&\r~fb\f~t~\f~f&\ (~ 
• ~~ : ; • '""?"' • n · '""?"' • n · '""?"' • n · '""?"' • n · '""?"' • n · '""?"' • n · '"'?' • n · '""?"' • 1 . ~~ . ·· ........ ~ .~~/ .. ~~/ .. ~~/ .. ~~/ .. ~~/ .. "\.~/ .. ~~/. ,"\..._~/. ~ ........ .. 

-i.... - ... ...""' ... ~ 

ie¥l~ &.~~\ 
\ 'l] . • 
• ""-o~.....,,._~,_...-yYo( • 

!:§;~ 
\~{~_1 
•"\_"'~o..,._~.,_~yY"(-.(• 

i~~ \._n. ~· 
......... "',.. ..... """' ....... 

!:~\~~ 
\~.~/ 
• ;.c, ............. ,.. ........ yY'"(. . ..... ................ ,... ...... 

{~~i) \ 'l1.~. 
• ""-......... ,._ ....... y't" • . ..,...,....-...- .............. . 

{~~i) \ 11.~. 
• ............ ,._,._ .._.,..yY'( • 

i~i~ \ 11.~. 
• ............ .~--,._ .... ""y'f':(. 

...... ._.._ .......... ,..,._..._ . 
l~~.~ 
\~(~/ 
.'\. ........ ~--....... ~y'f'""". . ............... ,..,....._. 

{~~i) 
\.,~n-~. 
• ..._,._,._.,_yYY • 

!~;~ 
\~(~j 
."\ .................... :'Yy'"'"". 

;~;~ 
\~(~j 

......... A.. .......... ,.. .... :'Yy'"("". 

................................ 

l~~~ 
\~(~f 
."\ ........ Jt..,_ .... ;y"f'("'. 

(~;~ "\._ 1. ~i . .............. ,.. ............... "( . · .. ·:;i--~-~· 
l~,.~! 
\~("8_f 
................ ,..,_ .... :yT'"("'. 

~--~ fr (~~,,~..., fr ,...~~,~~···~ ~~ (~e,~~> ~~ (~ 
··.?'J~·w· ~-~ ·w· ~-~ ·w· ~-~ ·w·~~ .... .... . -~ - J\v - J\v - J\v - ~- ..... 
~·~· ·~·~ 
•. ···· · · · ADAM BoRDER · · · ··· ..• 

f; ~t.J 36 Point Perfont $4.50 ~.}~ .@ 

-..i'tfl) . ()~ .. · 
··.... .. Characters 1n Complete Font ...... ·' 

~·~· .· ..... ·. ~'~ . "'~·~·h·~.. ·~·i:E 
...-;,i\u ~~j ·i· ( ~~) ··· 
~. 'rrf{) ~ ~ ~ ~,~ ."\.~/. 

••• ,. 4 5 2 

~-~· 
~:~t.2 
-..,rtfl) 

(~@'~···~ 
. ~~· · 

~ 
3 

..\IL 

i \If 
6 

(~ 
}£.~..= 

1 

~lU:!'·@ 
()~ ... · 

·· ··· 

·~·i~ 
~lU:!'·@ 
()~ ... · 

·~·~ ~!·~· 
. AMERICAN .... ... . 

~:~t.2 TYPE FOUNDERS ~,1~··@ 
-..i'tfl) ()~ .. · 
··.... .. COMPANY .. .... ·· 

~·~· ·~·~ 
.• •·· .. .. ~ j '"'\r j ~ j '"'\r j ~ .. . "·· .• 

~«rt\ ... ~i~..Jt~- .. ~i~..Jt ... ~i~..Jt~\~ Y.(~.~.. 1,\ '• e •' 1,\ '•e•' 1,\ '• e •' 7,\ ·.'.~l~ 

(~\ (~\ (~\ (~i (~\ (~\ 
\._%9/\._%9/\._%9/\._%9/\._%9/\._%9/ ...... ,_.__..... • • ...... ,_.~.... • • ..... ,_.-4.... • • ..... ,._.""""'.... • • ..... ,._.-4.... • • .................... . 

~IL ..\IL ..\IL ..\IL ..\IL ..\IL 

i w i \If i w i w i w i w 
~~~]~ ~~~]~ ~~~]~ ~~~]~ ~~~]~ ~~~]~ 

7/L ~ ~)i i(L ~ ~)'\ 7/L ~ ~)i 7/L ~ ~)'\ 7/L ~ ~)'\ i(L ~ ~)'\ 

(~
0

fi"·~ (~=,~~> (~@,~~... ...~~,i··~ (~~,~~\ (~~,~~> 
. ~~ .. ~~· .. ~~· .. ~~· . . ~~· .. ~~ . 
A ~ viL ~ JL JL 

\~l~f 
_..,...,'Y....,~ ................... ,r. 

4?j~\ 
~~r;)~f 
•').)-"1'1~...(-t.-4-A.A,!'e 

~~~\ 
\1;l~f 
_..,'r·y...,~ ............... _,.,!". 

4?j~\ 
\1;l~f ." .... ...,...,~ ................ ,.,; . 
~~·~ 
i~:t;)~j .., .l'-.:,. 

~;~:\ 
~~r;)~f 
_ ... .,'Y...,~--c ..... -···,Jio,;. 

~~~\ 
\1;l~f 
_..,...,...,....,~ ................ "'",. . 

4?j~\ 
\1;l~f 
."'"'"....,~ ............ -'•)1,,!" • 

42.~~\ 
\1;)~f 
_..,..,...,'1~-t -·f•JOAA,!'e 

[g~Jk\ 
~~r;)~f 

)-..., ·l. ,; . ...,..., ........................ . 

~~lk~ 
\1;)~f 
_.,...,y'1~ ............. A/',!"e 

{g~fi2\ 
\1;)~f 

,...., ·l. ? 

~;~; 
\1;l~f 
.r...,...,,~ ................ ,.? • 
.......... -4-i-f""'ty • 

@i~ 
• ...,...,-f ...................... . 

... ······~ ·~~~--: ·~-~--: ·~-~--: ·~"~--: ·~"~--: ·~"~--: ·~"~--: ·~"~--~· ~- ....... . 

~) ~.~)~.~.?~.~.?~.~.?~.~.?~.~.?~.~~.?~>~<? l .. ~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

Can be used e ither as a stl·aight bord er or for fine tint work 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I ~~~~~~~~~;~;;;~~~~~~~~~~ I 
~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ 1 ~~ 1 AGAT~A BoRDERs 1 ~~ 1 ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~~ iiJfll Characters m Complete Font iiJfll ~~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~~ iiJfll ~ i~J!lli~Jflli~Jflli~Jflli~Jflli~Jfll iiJfll iiJfll ~~ ~ ~ 

~~ ~ iiJfll iiJfll ~ ~~ 
~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 6 Point 60 inches $2.25 ~ ~ I ~~~~~~~~~!~!!!,~~~~~~~~ I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ CoNCRETE B o RDERs ~ 
~ 

q:) .~ ~ :X 

A one-piece interchangeable border 
or background which will fit any job 

set to multiples of s ix points 

I 6 Point 60 inches $2.25 

~ 
12 Point 54 inches $2.25 

::t1 
7J+1 @ 'H 

18 Point 36 inches $1. 85 

h El' 
~ Characters in Complete Font I I m ~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

24 Point 6A $3.50 

••~••mmmltBmm••~•• m m 
m ····~mmmom••ii m m m BEACON BoRDERS D m 
m m 24 Point. Font contains Caps,&, and 30 each n ~~ 

~ thick and thin spacing blanks U 
li1il E x tra blanh la<g"i•e.font of36inoh" $2.40 m Iii 

and 30 thick spacing blanks m ~ 18 Point. Font contains Caps,&, and 28 thin ~ D m E x tra blanks, large size, font of 36 inches $1.85 m u 
OJ ••••mmmmmm•••• D m m ••••mmmmmmm•••• 
- '" 

CHIC DECORATORS, SERIES 1 CHIC DECORATORS, SERIES 2 
P er font $3.20 Per font $3.20 

10 

~="..,...~-~"Q'~ ~Si'\~ -~~~ ~~-
~~~~::gsv ~~~~~- ~~~ ~~ 

15 14 

... ~~~<~ ~~~'~""'~~ ! ~~~ ~~~~ -a~(§~Vcff ~~~~~~ § ---.:J~ ~~~ 

3 6 ' 13 16 

~o-

~ '0._C/fi/ ~ '0._'-.Jfi 
9 12 19 11 

-
~ 

. 
0 -7 17 - .. -8 18 

-
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~ +r~I:5J-o-<o-0-~~+• ~ 
~-~~: ~ ~ -.~·:f·lb 

MODERN FLOURISHES 
Per font $5.00 

~· ·~ ·~~- ·~~-+ 
• 1 2 • • 3 4 • 

~ ~n... ~ 
~ CV' do Cf~H· cb @~ ~ 

.·+··· ... ~ t · ~ ~ 15 ~ 
~ 

do ob @a? G? m ~ } { 
t 

~t ~ ~~ * 
G? c.t . f ct 

~~-

(31~ 

~~ 
. 

13 14 

~"'-
12 11 

9 16 10 

w 9t~· :SJ~Q ~ +-·% <·· .. > ~.__;,,. 
~ 

4- 4- 7 8 5 

~ 
17 

~~ 
25 26 

6 

·~~·-·~::::f.~· 
MoDERN FLoURISHEs No.2 

Per font $5.00 

~ 
20 
~ 

19 

C?.A'Q) ~ ~ ~ 
29 30 31 32 

~~ ~~ <NV0'-• ·~ 
21 22 23 24 33 34 

~ 
18 

~ ~ 
27 28 

/ 
+ 0 .. ~. ·(9N..9 .. 
37 38 35 36 + + 

MoDERN BRACKETS 

Per font $4.00 

[} 
5 6 9 10 

MoDERN DAsHES 

Per font $4.00 

1 

------------~··-~-..~-----------
2 

---~~~·-----
3 

---~~ 

~ 
7 

~ 
9 

~ 
11 
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~ 
8 

~ 
10 

~ 
12 

-~~ 
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~ ~~ ll~.JTt-.~(1 ~.:ME 
~~ ~ ~~ 
~ JAQU I SH B RAss R u LE ORNAMENT S, S ERIES 1 ~ 

t 

Per font $6.00 

~ 1)~~~(1 
~ 

~~0 
~~ 1 

o~I~ll 1)~-----1)•• .. I)~·· · ~ 
1)~(1 

2 
~~(II)~ 
= 8 9 

~( ~~( ~ ~[I I)~ 

1)~(1 
10 

I)~ 

1)~(1 
11 

~(I 
12 13 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

Font contains seventeen characters each of Nos. 6 and 
7; sixteen characters each of Nos. 1, 3, 5 and 18; twelve 
characters each of Nos. 10 and 11; eight char acters 

each of Nos. 2, 4, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19 and 20 

14 15 

· ~[I I)~ 
16 17 

1)~1~ ~(I I)~ 
18 19 20 

~ 
*~( l)~_ffi.~ll ~~~~ 
~~ ~ ~~ 
= ]AQUISH BRAss R uLE ORNAMENTs, SERIES 2 = 

*~(I 
~~ 21 

=~(II)~ 

28 29 

1)~(10~(1 

30 31 

~~~ ~~~ 

32 33 

~ o~~~~~ 
~ 
22 

Per font $5.25 

o~I~o 
23 

·~-<] .... 
25 

~ 1)~(1 ~ 

CHARACTERS IN COMPLETE FONT 

Font contains thirty-two characters of No. 21; six
teen characters each of Nos. 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40; ten characters each of 

Nos. 23, 24 and 27; eight characters of No. 22 

1~· .. 

26 
0~(1 

27 

~om~ I)~ 

34 35 38 

~~~~(I 
24 

t":'fuo~~~~~~~ 

36 37 39 40 t 
~~~~--------------------------------------------~ 

]AQUISH ORNAMENTAL D ASH ES 
Per font $7.50 

Price per dozen any one character, 6 point 75c; 8 point $1.00; 10 point $1.25 

oo(~~,x(-i~)·· ooi.....__~~):::C<~Joo 
.. ,. -~~-)~(;~-

8 Point No.1 6 Point No.1 10 Point No.1 

•J~JC":"~!-1• •I~C'!'-~1_____,1,. •J) ... )(i:"~[ 
8 Point No.2 6 Point No.2 10 Point No.2 

•>----Jc:40"'f~l~· 
•>----------Jc4Q:;:~(t---(+ •> .. l~t~((IJ 

8 Point No. 3 
6 Point No.3 

10 Point No.3 

~~~~~ 
~~~~ 

~ .. J~(Ie 
6 Point No. 4 

8 Point No.4 10 Point No.4 
Font contains eight of each character on 6, 8 and 10 point bodies 

!! 
~ ~~ 

~~~ 

., .. 
,. 
<• 

(~ 

~~ o~I~o ~~ 

]AQUISH ORNAMENTAL BRACKETS 
Per font $2.00 

... ~~~~[ ]p~~~ ... . .. ~~{ }~<· .. ...l~{ }~''" "'*~{ }~(ooo 
18 Point 14 P oint 12 Point 10 Point 

Font contains sixteen of each ch aracter on 8, 10, 12, 14 and 18 point bodies 

ORNAMENTAL BRACKETS No.2 
Per font $2.00 

... ~>{ }~~, ... 
8 Point 

= 

~ 

Q .. ~~[ ]>«~, ·>I J< ··~[ J~·· "~n<[ }a~, ·>I ]~· ··~[ ]~·· .... 
(.;) 10 Point 10 Point 10 Point 12 Point 12 Point 12 Point (e) 
}J Font contains sixteen of each character as shown ~..r 
~~ ~~ 
~~ 0~~ 
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-~ ~~~x;:~ ~-
~~~ -~11~ 
~~t, ~·- -~~ ~~~ -·~ J?J __ 
~ ~ ~~ qcf~~ ~ 
. L ~ 

~ 
~ 

f II 

]AQUISH B RAss RuLE ORNAMENTs, SERIES 3 

Per font $4.25 

~-~ ...... ~ ~.-
r~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ,, :r j~ 

~r 
7 

~ ~ ~~~x;:~ ~ ~ 
3 4 5 8 9 

··rc ~ ~~ ~~ 
10 11 12 

6 

Font contains four each of characters 1 , 2 and 7; eight each of 5 and 6; 
sixteen each of 3 , 4, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 

~ 
~ 

~ J 

~ ~ -

~J>~-11 ~{{~ (&\;r;;;y ~ ·~ Y.l\'m ~ 
~~ ~~ 
~~~ ~ .. ~ ~~~ 

10 

BRUCE EMBELLISHERS 

Perfont $2.20 

<! !)(!___!)(! !) 

Font contains four each of characters 1 and 4; twe lve of 2; forty-four of 3; 
s ix each 5 and 6 ; one each 7 and 10; eight of 8; eighteen of 9 

~== 
~ 

5 
fF 
8 
~ 

9 

~-4 

~ -6 

I' \-~-·7 J ' I 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

t:::::::::1.. BEACON CoMBINATION ORNAMENTs 

~' Perfont$3.50 

~ Characters in Complete Font • 8 

Ill • 
__/) 

2 9 

Font contains four each of characters 4, 5. 6, 7 and 8; five each of 1 and 3; 
six of 2; sixteen of 9 

6 

8l4i~••~-
+ + 

BRADLEY PARAGRAPH TERMINALS 

Cast on 12, 18 and 24 Point bodies 

Per font $3.00 

~ ~ ff 
2 

~~~~ 
6 

~ C!fP J?7 ~ 
10 11 

~~~~~ 
12 13 14 15 16 

J!/ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
17 18 19 20 21 

Font contains four of each character 
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GouDY P ARAGRAPH TERMINALs 

Per font $2.00 

~(;~ 
60 Point 

'I; i? 6 Point 

l? 
12 Point 

'i:;' ~ 8 Point 
14 Point 

~ ~ 10 Point 
72 Point 

18 Point 

~ ~ ~ 
30 Point 36 Point 24 Point 

Font contains twenty-three of the 6 point character; sixteen of 
8 point; fourteen of 10 point; nine of 12 point; eight of 14 point; 

six of 18 point; three each of 24 and 30 point; two 
each of 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 point 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~~~CHU1L0RNAMENTJ~~ 
lr This distinctive series of ornaments is adapted to every size of~ 
D page and to all classes of large and small forms of advertising, D 
~ Many attractive designs are very easily made ~ 

lr~~ ~lr~ 
~~~ ~~~ 

lrt::::J t:::::=:l t::::J~ 

D Characters in Complete Font D 

c: .::::::=1 t:::::=:l 
1 2 3 

~n~ ~ 
~u~ 16 

~ ~~r 
15 13 

14 
~ ~~r 

11 

1T 

~ 
e;~ 6 d 11 lr tL!5:-@ 

11 12 10 

Per font $4.85 

Font contains sixteen each of characters 1, 2 and 3; twenty of 4; twenty-fonr of 5; 
seven of 6; twelve of 9; eight of 10; four each 7, 8, 11, 12 , 13, 14, 15 and 16 

A special six point brass rule is made to work with Schuil Orna
ments and is used for long panels in connection with character 

~ 

n No.1 for end pieces. It is put up in regular labor-saving fonts n 
U and sold in strips at 40c per foot U 

~t::::J t:::::=:l t::::J~ 

~~~~~~~~:!C)~~~~~5~ 
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9601 (Mortised) SOc 

7201 (Mortised) 65c 

0 ~ 

4801 (Mortised) 50c 

0 ~ 
6001 (Mortised) 60c 

4803-55c 

6004- 55c 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

ANTIQUE ORNAMENTS 

o~~~~~~~~~CJ 

~ II I ~ 

~ ~ 
0 C3 o a 

~ Ac ~ ~ ntique~ ~ 
~ Ornaments ~ 
~ are cast in type molds to point ~ 
({; body and may be successfully ~ 
0 used on either rough finished C3 
D or coated stock. Many of the a 
6: characters are so designed that ~ 
~ they can b~ turned ~ither side ~ a up Wlth propnety ~ 

O~(ri)~ ~(ri)~ ~(ri)~Q 

3603-50c 

6003-70c 

7203- 90c 

8404-75c 

712 

9602 (Mortised) 85c 

8402 (Mortised) 75c 

6002 (Mortised) 60c 

7202 (Mortised) 65c 

4804-50c 

7204- 65c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

ANTIQUE ORNAMENTS 

7205 (Mortised) 75c 

9605 (Mortised) 85c 

12005-$1.15 

6005 (Mortised) 65c 

6006-65c 

3606- 45c 

7206-75c 

4806-55c 

0 
6008 (Mortised) 65c 

3607 (Mortised) 60c 8407-$1.10 

4807 (Mort ised) 65c 

6007-80c 

7208 (Mortised) 75c 

4808 (Mortised) 55c 8408-80c 7207 (Mortised) $1.00 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~R 
~~ 

~~ 
~~~ 

CLELAND CoMBINATION ORNAMENTS 

. (Order by Number) 

5- 45c 1- 75c 6--'--45c 

2 ~-- - i,·':fl-~m···-~ ~- ~ >. ,''_ / . )._ ~ (, : . ' · 
' ~ . . - ·,, 

~ 1... c I ""~ ., \ ( ' 1 _, rt 

" I ( ~' '- f .., J 

18-55c 

!i 
9-55c 

~ ' 

"'-

11 
2 for 50c 

13-65c 

~ / 

' . 

7- 50c 

~ 
20-45c 

Cleland 
Combination 
Ornaments 
Make Good 
Borders 
and Bands 

2-70c 

3- 90c 

4-95c 

16-90c 15-$1.00 

714 

17-70c 

19-55c 

14- 65c 

10-55c 

~ ' 

' 

12 

~ -' ~ 

.... 

22- 45c 

~ 
2 

!~: 

21 

Cast in 
Ty pe Molds 

and Cut 
Extra Deep 



9613-$1.05 

7207-$1.00 

7203-65c 

12002-95c 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLELAND ORNAMENTS 

; 
4810 

2 for 55c 

7211-55c 

7201- $1.00 

4809-70c 

9612-$1.25 

12005-$1.25 

w y 
4818 

2 for 55c 

12004-$1.75 

715 

4806 
2 for 55c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLELAND ORNAMENTS 

7214- $1.10 7215-75c 

~ Mortised 

4820-75c jf 4821- 75c 

7228-55c 

Mortised ~ 

€::) 
3023-60c 

~ 
7224-85c 

7227-55c 

9616- $1.55 

4817- 55c 

4826- 45c 

4825-65c 10818-$1.05 8419-85c 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

H AFTEL ORNAMEN T S 

3603-50c 

6004-55c 

4803-55c 

9601-80c 
4804-50c 

6003- 70c 

7201-65c 
7204-65c 

6002-75c 

5402-70c 
6001-55c 

4802- 55c 

3605-40c 4805-55c 6005- 65c 

717 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

AND 

TIDE 

ING'S 

LF 

NAVENUE 
BURGH 

ALADDIN 
AND HIS LAMP 

VOC AT IONAL CAMEOS 

718 

-- -- ---- ---



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VocATIONAL CAMEos 

a 
4801-45c 

6001-55c 
7201-65c 

8401-75c 

4802-45c 
6002- 55c 

7202-65c 
8402-75c 

• -g 
4803- 45c 

6003-55c 
7203-65c 

8403-75c 

4804-45c 
6004-55c 

7204-65c 
8404-75c 

7205-65c 
8405-75c 

719 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

V o c ATIONAL CAMEos 

4806-45c 
6006-55c 

7206-65c 
8406-75c 

4807-45c 
6007-55c 

8408-65c 
7207-65c 

I ' 
4808-40c 

6008- 50c 6009-50c 
7208-55c 7209-55c 

I ' 
' 

' . 

~ 

4811-45c 
6010-50c 6011-50c 

7210-55c 7211- 55c 

4812-45c • 6012-55c 
7212-65c 

8412-75c 

720 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VocATIONAL CAMEos 

4813-45c 
6013-55c 

7213- 65c 
8413- 75c 

4814- 40c 4809-45c 4810-40c 4817-40c 
6014-50c 6017-50c 

7214-55c 7219- 65c 7218-65c 7217-55c 

~ 
4820- 55c 

7215- 55c 

3620- 55c 
4815-40c 

6015- 50c 6016-50c 

721 



A 
II 

6059-50c 

8460-60c 

4862- 40 c 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLOISTER ORNAMENTS 

These excellent designs will help make your 

printing more attractiYe 

9641 (Mortised) $1.40 

I I~ 
. 366.:-~foo 4oo 11 CAST IN TYPE MOLDS 

~ . 7242 (Morti sed ) $1.00 

3643-. 2 f or 40c .· .· . . >" . ', .-. 

•• " ... ·· ... · .,, __ ·'·..-

···~ ,·· ..... • ·--, i ,. ___ . • 

! ! 

3663-2 for 40c 4844-40c 

THE 

.ullLLSTI?{ 
September Issue 

722 

Cut 
Extra 
Deep 

6045-45c 
7246-50c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLOISTER ORNAMENTS 

v 
4812- 45c 

Programme 

7238 (Mortised) $1.25 

v 
3620-70c 3613-35c 

, ;;'\ rr.; -~ / D ~ 
1822-40c 2421-45c 

2403-55c 

7214-60c 

II 
3001-60c 

II 
3628 4827-35c 

2 for 45c 
3623-55c 

4824-75c 7226-50c 

723 



_A~ 
~ 

3675 
2 for40c 

• A 

-
1 

4874-35c 

7273-50c 

,w 

~ 
2472 

4 for35c 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

4870-35c 

~ 
~(,~ 
~-..)+\.. 

3671 
2 for40c 

4808-35c 

-
~ 

~<,~ 
~...-

_l+\.., 
6069-45c 

5405-45c 

-4866- 35c 

724 

2433-45c 

7248-60c 

• 3667 
2 for40c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLOISTER ORNAMENTS 

4840 
3 for 45c 

6025-90c 

12076-55c 

7237-40c 

9607- $1.00 

I 
3656 

2 for40c 

II 3635 
3 for 40c 

2455 
4 for35c 10806 (Mortised) 70c 

7234-70c 

• 6058-45c 

9651-65c II 
4857- 35c 

14453- $1.00 

12052-85c 8450-55c 7249-50c 

725 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

T WENTIETH CENTU RY ORNA M ENTS 

SERIES 1 Per font $5.45 

w 
6-35c 

8-2 for 45c 

12- 55c 14-55c 

~~~ 
3-50c 7-2 for 45c 

1-60c 

81-45c 13-3 for45c ~~m~ 10-2 f or45c 

11-90c 9-2 f or 45c 

~ J t 
4-55c 2-40c 5-50c 

+ + 

,----, 
,• ·, 

I I 

58-2 for 40c 

SERIES 2 P er font $3.80 

I I 
50-40c 49-40c 

56-2for40c 

r=i' 
53-6for40c 82-40c 

~ 
~~~ 

55-2for40c 

61-45c 

~ f w 51-2 for 40c 

54-3 for 45c 

• ~~m~ 
62-50c 52-35c 59-60c 57-2 for40c 60-45c 

726 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

TWENTIETH CENTURY ORNAMENTS 

79-45c 78- 50c 

~ 
76-35c 75- 35c 

80-SOc 

41-55c 
25-55c 

71-55c 16-70c • 20-35c 

27-45c 

~ 
19- 50c 

21-45c 

26-45c 40-75c 45-45c 

727 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RaTERs ILLUSTRAT ORs 

t:V~ 
~ 

7229-65c i 

8411-65c 

10814-$1.15 

7216-65c 

7218-65c 

7206-75c 

7214-75c 

12003-75c 

10830-$1. 15 

7231-65c 

5432-65c 

10833- 75c 

10835-90c 14436-$1.15 

728 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RaTERs ILLUSTRATORs 

~ 
~· ~~ 

~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ·. ,, 
'-IJii« n - - . o/' i~~:j~ 

7208-70c 

10807-$1.15 

~ 
12010-$1.15 

729 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RoTERs ILLUSTRATORs 

7221-65c 

~ ~ 0 0 

10819-SOc 10820-SOc 

7237-55c 

~ 
" 
~ 

7223-65c 7224-65c 

5425-65c 

:t~··.·. ' ~ 

. 

. 

3649 3650 
Per pair 50c 

-: ~ 1!~ 
7241-75c 5443-55c 5444-55c 

730 

-----

7222-65c 

·t I <'"' 

0 ' 

7238-55c 

5426-65c 

J . ·t·'/ .. . . 
• ~ 

\' - '! • . 
. . 

3647 3648 
Per pair 50c 

7242- 75c 



192-50c 

~ 
113-35c 

155- 75c 

~ 

• 153-40c 

188-70c 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

STRATHMORE ORNAMENTS 

~-
162-2 fo1 45c 

T 
187-45c 

171-50c 

~v 
· ·. 

Mor-
t]. sed . 

' 

210-55c 174-35c 

128-75c 

151-45c 163-45c 

731 

152-70c 

~ 
194-45c 

213-60c 214 (two colors) $1.10 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

}AQUISH O RNAMENTs No.3 
Per font $6.75 

44- 55c 

49- 55c 41-70c 

I . 

c 

46- 55c 51 
4 for 45c 

Jaquish Ornaments make 
good headpieces, bands, etc. 

w hen decorations in 
black and white are desired 

43-90c 

50-55c 

48-65c 

52-45c 

Single characters sold at prices listed 

45- 55c 

~:~~~ 
VIA 

>-;:: 
·:\.'' 

~ 
~ 

~ 

42-70c 

47-55c 

This font contains one each of 
Nos. 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,47 and 48; 

six each of Nos. 49 and 50; 
ten of No. 51; and seven ofNo.52 

}AQUISH O RNAMENT s No. 4 
Perfont $5.50 

53- 55c 54- 55c 

•• 
,':·:~:~\:.5 ~,.'-·. 
'(-. '? •. , ......... . 

'~_,:~ ~-~·;; ~:_·~ •. : 
58- 45c 59-45c 

56-45c 57-45c 
61-50c 

732 

62-45c 

I 
63 

6for50c 

S ingle characters sold at prices listed 

55-70c 

This font contains two each of 
Nos. 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59 and 60; 

six each of Nos. 61 and 62; 
sixteen of No. 63; nine of No. 64 

64-2 for 50c 60-55c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

r~i(~r~·l~~\(~r~·l~r~v~r~·l~~i: ... ~r~·l~i 
"\._~/ · ~.~ '"\._~/ · ~.~ ' "\._~/ · ~.~ ·;.~_.! · ~.~ '"\._~/ 
• Jo....l-•--4..... • J\v . ~o..,_.~..... • J\v . ....,_.~..... . J\v . ...,_......... . J\v . ~>-..,_ • ....o(..... . 

~TJ ~TJ 

~~t ADAM ORNAMENTS No.1 ~~?. 
t~ Per font $4.00 vi~~ 
~··. ·· .. :~;r~~if·~~····· CtJ . ··~·· . 

se t ~~* ~~?. se ± 1\::y~:)? \.~·~·~·/ ~- ± 
I '1'" • ~ \· . ...,: ..... "{'· ·· · · ••. · · ·· I · D=O ~ : ~ D=C 

~-l~1 ~ 7 9f> ~-l'.-1 : "'\!~"' : -II';~~ : "'\!~"' : 

~,·~ ~ 1 ~,·~) 
~>!<~ • ~~~..... • 5 •• Q).. ~>!<~ v•"l ;·,,).\ ..... t ··... v•"l 

~At \ ~ J ~~~·V~ ~ ~!~ ~ ~At t~ .~~/. ···~~u@~'·~~~··· :X: vlt~ 
~··. 3 6 4 . ··~·· . 

~ + + ~ 
~ ~ 

·,....~~~···..._· ADAM ORNAMENTS No.2 ·,....~~~··..,._· 

{~) 1 Perfont $4.00 ~ {~) 
~~/ ~lee) ~ ---~ (""~~ 4'<...~/ .......... ~... . ('l -J_.: ;\, .......... ~ .... 

t ~~ ~\ ~~ t 
D==-0 J ~)r.~ ~~()~ ,.,~{: ~ D==-0 1\l/1 ""t~)·\ rr~· -~ f"r~~ 1\l/1 
-t + -t ~(ref ~, ~-\)~ -t + -t 
~~·-::. 4~·~~ 

c'~ 1 2 c'~ 

~~t 1~ ~f ~~?. ~ k~:1 c;~i ~ ,..... ~~ J~ ..... , ... .. 
~ 7 8 ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 

± Ct:J y Ct~ ± Ct:J ± Ct:J ± 
l:!f~}:t~f~ltf~l\~~Y$f}~;f . ~ .. ·\il·· . ~ .. ·\il·· . ~ .. ·\il·· . ~ .. ·\il·· . ~ . 
~~~~~~~~~ 

Ct:J 3E Ct:J 3E Ct:J 3E Ct:J Sie Ct:J 

~~t~,~~~t-~t~~~t~'~~~t~'~~~t ~~~~~~~~*~~~*~~~* 
: ' : ' : ' : ' : ~··. ;; ···w··. ;; ···w··. ;; ···w··. T ···w··. 
~ D----~----0 ~ D---.~----0 ~ D ..... ~ .... o ~ D----~----0 ~,!.::') 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~X 
~~+~~~+~~~+~~~+~~,~ . ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ ~~~ 

733 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

ORPHIC SPOTS 

Cast in typ e molds 

.I
~ . · ,, 
. r -

4S03- 45o ~.,,,,.;, 
6004-50c 

A 
~ 

7203- 65c 

8 
4807-45c 

6002- 55c 

4814-45c 

I 
4804-45c 

II 
6001-55c 

7212- 65c 6005-50c 

~~ 0~~ 

~~ ~~ I -
INTRODUCING 

{9rphic 
ff cJpots jor 

SociETY PRINTING 

A MERICA N TYPE FOUNDERS 
I 

I_ 

~~ ~i 
~~0 )~~ 

C:OMPANY 

4808-45c 4812-45c 4809-45c 

e B I ~ 

. 

4810-45c 4811- 45c 4805-45c 

6008-50c 6014-55c 6009-50c 

734 

Type h igh , point body 

4802-45c 

7210-65c 

4806- 45c 

e . ' 
' 

6007-55c 

4801- 45c 

' e 
6006- 55c 

6011- 55c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

II 
BonoNI C AsT ORNAMEN T S 

!o. (@) ~ ~ ~ ~JTC@) ~ ~/"'"~ 00~ 
I i~~@i~~~ ~t~ I il~~~~e I 

I ~'~ ,, 
~ 

9609- 60c 

12001-$1.30 

1: 
~~~ 

~r@) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ) 

II 1.~-~~\'~a I J~~-~~) 
~Y~~~~f 

ta)) 
9602-90c 

t~~ ~r'•~2 ..,., .. ,,.. 
~ 0 

<: 'i' -' 
~'··l @ ~,~ ~ 12006-85c 7211 

~ 2 f or 45c ' ·~ .., ·~· <C8 .) 

~ ~/'"\~ ~ 

1~.~~1 
~ ci~iD~ ~ t~~ ~;,~~~~e t .~'f!~., t 
1~*~1 6 

~)) 
9612-35c 

7203-70c 

~~~® I 

6005- 55c 

~T(@) 
/{((,\\)' I 

I 
... ~'~Vii·~~ Q ... I 
~,,~~,~ 

~r~i~ 
/~(1?'.\'\)"' J 1-- ~ ~(~ ( I 

I 

~~".;.\'i'1·~~2~ 

~ c~~·~:J ~~--~"''?J 

I 

---1-\'=' • ~~~ ~,-,_, I 

~'·} -.. ~v u)~- ~ I 

~ 
4816- 35c 7207-50c 7218-50c 

I 

I 

-~~f.<'ti~~Q- I 
~-~:.-.:~ -~ 

~'(, .. ",.. ~ I • ~ ~~e~~~r, 
t~6 ~~/12 -·I.!J c_<)> - ~ ~~L; r 

~w 
3615 l!f ~ "A n 1J I 

2 f or 40c 1~*~1 I 

~~~ ~~t~)~ C!?~~~ I 

6 g ~~W;~ 
! _,~~ 

14413-50c 4810 2414 7204-70c 
4 for 35c 4 fo r 35c 

I 

' I 

735 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

B ooKMAN ORNAMENTS 

8401-$1.15 

8404-$1.15 

9617-$1.15 

~ 
4201-55c 

14401-$1.15 

CUT 
EXTRA 
DEEP 

736 

CAST IN 
TYPE 
MOLDS 

7242- 75c 

4858- 65c 

6016-70c 

9649- 55c 

12044-70c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

BooKMAN ORNAMENTs 

7201-50c 

8402-65c 

96162-SOc 96163 (two colors) $1.45 

8403-$1.15 

12001-90c 12002-90c 

+ + 

DELLA RoBBIA ORNAMENTs 

3602-45c 

6005-55c 

'-' 0 

~ 

4806-50c 

4804-45c 

~ 
7209-45c 7201-45c 8410-70c 7203-40c 3008-40c 

737 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VERSATILE ORNAMENTS 

17-2for 40c m II 
12- 35c 

~ 
85-4 for35c 

~ m 
76-4 for 35c 75-4 f or 35c 

fiJi] 
124-40c 

~ 
ll-45c 

738 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VERSATILE ORNAMENTS 

70-65c Group L complete 65c 

~ ID<ll11@no1 
Group H complete 50c 

Group N complete 85c Group Q complete 45c 

143-50c 155-50c 156-50c 123-50c 

milim~ft ~ w 81 82 
Group I complete 65c 15-35c Per pair 45c 25-35c 

@ o~"-@ )))))) ~ ((((((@ ((~e@ 
18 Point DELLA RoBBIA FEsTooNs N o . l 36 inches $1.85 

@ ~ -@- -& -E « 
Made also in the following sizes: 

12 Point No.1 54 inches $2.25 24 Point No.1 36 inches $2.40 

~ + 

i 
@ 

0 
DELLA RoBBIA FEsTooNs No.2 ,~ 

Per font $2.90 .. 't-( ~ Cha~otern in Complete Font ~ v 
0 

., ~· 
8 

Font contains two each of characters 1,3,4,5,6 and 8 ; six each 7 and 9; ten of 2 

@ o~))@ ))))) ~ (((((@ ((~e@ 

739 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

TRAP. SHOOTER SERIES 

11-60c 6- 55c 25-70c 2-55c 

15-45c 23-75c 4-55c 

+ + 

VACATION ORNAMENTS 

2-70c Two colors $1.20 

Made 
for 

Two 
Colors 

"" 3-$1.30 Two colors $2.35 

5-$1.00 Two colors $1.80 

4-85c Two colors $1.55 

l-90c Two colors $1.65 

740 

Cast 
Evenly 

to 
Points 



222 (two colors) 90c 

3-70c 
119 (two colors) $1.10 

376 (two colors) $1.20 

294 (two colors) $1.00 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

HoLIDAY DEcORATORs 

~~ •. ,_ 
~·~~~ 

~l~ 

Zfi~ 
~~~ 
~ 

216 (two colors) 65c 
252 (two colors) $1.35 

228 (two colors) $1.35 214 (two colors) $1.55 

332 (two colors) $1.00 

I 

" 246 (two color s) 75c 

5D-$1.30 358 (two colors) $1.80 

71-75c 391-65c 
390 (two colors) $1.20 

52-70c 248 (two colors) 90c 

741 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

H o LIDAY DEcORATORs 

15-45(' 

~~~~~~ 
·f'J~.-, 

290 (two colors) $1. 65 
Mortised 2o8 (two colors) 75c 

72-$Ul0 117 (two color s) $2.35 

380-75c 
Two colors 

27-50c 

30-50c 

ID 
~ 

427-90c 
Three colors 

98-50c 

@ 
~ 

424-55c 
Three colors 

234 (two colors) $1.55 

382-90c 
Two colors 

13-75c 

126 (two colors) 90c 29-65c 127 (two colors) $1.20 28-85c 109 (two colors) $1.55 

742 

------------ -



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

H oLIDA Y D EcOR ATORs 

310 (two colors) 65c 95-60c 292 (two colors) SOc 

------,u - -
~1[1~ ~~N<~ 

68-$1.30 

63-40c 70-60c 

~~~ ·fV~w~ 
270 (two colors) $1.4.5 

197-$1.00 

~~~~.#~ 
~'11 276 (two colo") $1.65 

~ Mo<heed 

t t 
344 (two colors) 45c 

288 (two colors) $1.35 

306 (two colors) 90c 

-~~ ~~<~ 
1t~~~~t~~~·~ ~~,,~ 

250 (two colors) 90c 

157-$1.00 

743 

393-85c 
:392 (t wo colors) $1.55 

134-45c 
135 (two color s) 75c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

H oLIDAY D EcoRAT ORs 

·~~'~ 

"'¥~ 
55-55c 264 (two colors) 90c 200-60c 

t'J: 
~ •

~~~ ~ 
~ 

~~ 
339-45c 

338 (two colors) 80c 

~~ 
262-50c 

Two colors 

"'-l!lfl,#~ 

' 274 (two colors) 75c 
Mortised 

240- 65c 
Two colors 

51-90c 

46-75c 

321-80c 320 (two colors) $1.45 14-60c 

~ .··~~~ 

90-60c 

• 304-80c 
Two colors 

76-75c 121 (two colors) $1.05 

49-75c 

744 

73- 75c 136 (two colors) $1.20 

192-50c 226-80c 
Two colors 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

HoLIDAY DEcoRAToRs 

c .. o .. c~~ 
li~~~A~~~ 

254 (two colors) 75c ~ i .n~o ~/Jij 
~"fi~~ · 

h -/}: 97-2 fo< 45< 

~H~ ~ 
105-2 for 40c 

131 (two colors) 40c 
260 (two colors) $1.25 

83-40c 

79---$1.15 

12-50c 
125 (two colors) 70c 

88-55c 
133 (two colors) 80c 

18-45c r _, 
272 (two colors) 75c 

Mortised 

139-3 for 40c 258 (two colors) 80c 

99-60c 122 (two colors) 80c 

16-75c 

~ 
A 

337-2 for 45c 
336,(two colors) 45c 

110-40c 

232 (two colors) 90c 

87-90c 
10-85c 123 (two colors) $1.20 ll-65c 124 (two colors) $1.00 60-45c 132( two colors)$1.65 

745 



312 (two colors) 90c 

196-55c 

144-50c 

-

~4.'L 

•• '~~ 
242 (two colors) 90c 

3S9-50c 
3SS (two colors) 90c 

DECORATIVE M ATERIAL 

HoLIDAY DECORATORs 

It 
394 (three colors) $1.90 

:162 ( t\\·o colors) SOc 

c 

i 364 (two colors) $1.20 

! 
142 

12 for 35c 

ii!jt 
:~ 

371-55c 

1-$1.45 
115 (two colors) $2.05 

116 (three colors) $3.20 

370 (two colors) $1.00 

(@ 
~ 

430-$1.00 
T hree colors 

330-SOc 
Two colors 

140 
4 for 35c 

112-50c 

11:\ 
~ 

3S7-45c 
3S6 (two colors) SOc 

43-60c 
114 (two colors) $1.10 

:374 (two colors) SOc 

113-35c 

369-40c 64-40c 27S (green) 75t: 279 (blue) 75c 2SO (r ed) 50c 
27SA (three colors) $1.70 

406-$1.15 
Three colors 36S (two colors) 75c 

746 



· .~ }·;;~,~ #·~~.:'".,."'" ~ ~ • v' '' ·-: 

77-$1.30 128 (two colors) .$1.85 

350 (two colors) SOc 

2-$1.00 118 (two colors) $1.50 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

HoLIDAY DEcORATORs 

42-60c 

418-90c 
Three colors 

~ 
~...,_""L/-

421 (three color s) $1.00 

48-$1.00 

747 

193-85c 

94-$1.00 

25-85c 

ll1- 45c 

* .~~ 

415-55c 
T hree color s 

~·~ !f ~~ 
212 (two color s) 90c 

~ 



II 

II 
I 

I 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

UNITED STATES FLAGS 
For One Color 

+ UNITED STATES FLAGS 
For Two Colors 

~ 

l4401-90c 

12001-75c 

9601-60c 

+ 

UNITED STATES FLAG BoRDERS 

For One Color 

~~ 120ehacaote" $2.75 

~5~<ae~ 
48Pt.No.7 80 characters $2.55 

I li 

6001-45c 

~ 4802-65c 
4801-35c 14402-$1.65 

3601 2 for 40c 

7201-45c 1200~ -~1.85 7202-SOc 

8401-50c 9602-Sl.lO 8402-90c 

UNITED STATES FLAG 

Attention is called to the fact 
that the United States, and 
several of the individual States, 
restrict and prohibit' by law the 
use of the United States Flag, 
the State Flags and the Nation
al and State Coats of Arms for 
either advertising or business 
purposes of any nature. All cuts, 
electrotype or type represen ta
tions of same made, sold or of
fered for sale by the American 
Type Founders Company are 
made and sold on the condition 
that they are not to be used in 
any manner prohibited by law. 

-------+ 

UNITED STATES FLAG BoRDERS 

For Two Colors 

24 Pt. No. 4 126 of each color $5.25 

86 Pt. No.6 56 of each color $5.15 

4S Pt. No.8 30 of each color $4.85 

~ 
Ill 

l L____ 

750 



IT 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

24060A 24060c 

(, 
18060E 18060D 

ARROW ORNAMENTS No.1 

60 Point Per font $3.25 

60060c 

36 Point 
Per font $2.55 

36060c 
~ 

36060A 

P•dont$2.55 ' ~ 

24060D 24061 

18 Point Per font $2.40 

~ - ~ 
18060B 18060c 18060A 

6 Point Per font $2.20 
~ --

\ 6060A 6060c .. ' 
·=t-t$2~, 
12060A 12060c 12060B 120600 12060E 6060B 6060D 6060E 

: ><f= 
OuTLINE ARRows No.1 

' 
12 POINT 

ARROW ORNAMENTS 

No.2 

Per font $2.20 

Characters fn Complete Font , ~ ~ 

60060D 

No . 7 4 for 30c No . 1 6 for 30c 

No . 4 12for25c L N~Oc 
No.3 4 for25c 

~ 
No .2 6for30c No.6 4 for 25c 

Font contains fourteen each of characters 
1 and 2; twelve of 3; ten of 4; 

nine each 5, 6 and 7 

(f 1: ). 60 Point Per font $3.25 

60060H 

12 POINT 

OuTLINE ARRows 

No.2 ~ 
60060G 

36 Point 
Per font $2.55 < (~ ~ 

Per font $2.20 

Characters in Complete Font 

~~ 
No . 8 6 for30c No.14 4 for 30c 

No . ll 12 for 25c L No.12 6 for 30c 

No.lO 4 for 25c 

36060E 36060G 36060F 36060H r 24 Point Perfont$2.55 

fL" !t l """"" > ,.,.,. 
. t Per font $2.40 

0 
~II 

24060F II 
12 Point Per font $2.20 

~ 
4= <==I .. 

No.l3 6 for 30c No.9 4 for 25c 12060F 12060G 

6 
~ 
II 

8 and 9; twelve of 10; ten of 11; 
n ine each 12, 13 and 14 

ipQ.' 
= ~ 18060K 

18060H 18060J 

~ ~ 
12060H 12060J 12060K 

Arrow Ornaments may be used as 
Borders or as Pointers Ul

jll:onts contain fourteen each of characters 

~ ~=====================~ <( ~ 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

YOUNG MEN's CHRISTIAN 

AssociATION EMBLEM 

+ YOUNG WOMEN's CHRISTIAN 

AssociATION EMBLEM 

~ 
8-3 for40c 

1-3 for40c 

~ 
9-2 for40c 

2- 2 for45c 

7- 75c 14-85c 

4-45c 

"' 
12-45c 

5-50c 
11-45c 

¥ For two 
colors w 

6-60c 3-35c 10-40c 13- 65c 

-~ ·-------------------------------------------L------------------------------------------+ 

6012 

0 9 
1618 1819 

9 ci? 
1417 1216 

601- 12 for 35c 
802-12 for 35c 

1003-10 for 35c 
1204-10 f or 35c 

RED CROSS EMBLEMS 

+++ 
+ + 

+ + + 
1807 1606 

2408 

+ + + 601 4811 802 1003 1204 1405 

V?O 9 9 2420 
3021 

0 9 
1015 814 

1405- 8 for 35c 3009-2 for 40c 
1606- 6 for 35c 3610-2 for 40c 
1807-6 for 35c 4811-each 35c 
2408-4 for 35c 6012- each 45c 

613-12 for 35c 
814-12 for 35c 

1015-10 for 35c 
1216-10 for 35c 

1417-8 for 35c 
1618-6 for 35c 
1819-6 for 35c 
2420-4 for 35c 

6024 
3021- 2 for 40c 
3622-2 for 40c 
4823-each 35c 
6024-each 45c 

~ + 

ANTI, TUBERCULOSIS EMBLEM 
This emblem is the reg istere d trade -mark of the National Tuberculosis Association and is used by permission 

T 
Font contains 6 inches of one size only 

12533-12 for 35c Per font $0.70 

T 
18533- 8 for 35c Per font .70 

T 
24533- 4 for 35c Per font .70 
36533- 3 for 40c Per font 1.10 

T t 
48533- 2 for 45c Per font 1.45 

t 60533- each 35c Per font 1.80 
72533- each 45c Per font 2.20 

72533 24533 60533 18533 48533 12533 36533 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

PosT CARD EMBELLISHERS 

4-50c 

9-50c 

~()Sf~ 
iY~G~ . 

7-50c 

J?e~1o 
5-50c 

3-45c 

+ + 

TRADE EMBLEMS 

8403-55c 

Same design made also 
in the following sizes: 

48 Pt. ( 4803) ... each 35c 
60 Pt. (6003) ... each 45c 
72 Pt. (7203) ... each 50c 

-
(JS~ 

8402-50c 

Same design made also 
in the following sizes: 

18 Pt. (1802) .. . 8 for 35c 
24 Pt. (2402) . . . 4 for 35c 
36 Pt. (3602) .. . 2 for 40c 
48 Pt. ( 4802) ... each 35c 
60 Pt. (6002) ... each 40c 
72 Pt. (7202) ... each 50c 

7211-50c 

Same design made also 
in the following sizes: 

24 Pt. (2411) ... 4 for 35c 
36 Pt. (3611) ... 2 for 40c 
48 Pt. (4811) ... each 35c 
60 Pt. (6011) ... each 45c 

USA 
7214-45c 

Same design made also 
in the following sizes: 

36 Pt. (3614) ... 2 for 40c 
48 Pt. (4814) ... 2 for 45c 
60 Pt. (6014) ... each 40c 

Cast in two pieces 

Any city or town can 
be inserted 
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PRINTED IN u 0 s. A. IMPRINTS 

~:.~:0 ~:.~:0 

Per font $1.25 

~~~~Nre-o 

u.s_,... 

~ 
~ 

?~~~T~o 

U.s. f>.. 

~ 
~ 

+ + 

SLOCUM SEALS 

Made in the following 
sizes: 

24 Point ........ .4 for 25c 
36 Point .. .... . .. 2 for 30c 
60 Point .. . ...... each 35c 
72 Point .. . . . ... . each 40c 
96 Point . ... ..... each 55c 

Per font, one of each 
size $1.50 

72 Point 40c 

-<· + 

Locus SIGILLI 

~ e ~ ~ 311E 
453E 513E 3 for 30c 

3 for 30c 3 for 30c 

• 8 
354D 

664E-2 for 35c 3 for 45c 



7276-70c 

8434-60c 
Mortised 

10835-70c 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

FLORAL DECORATORS 

5477-55c 

7233-45c 
Mortised 

4837-30c 
Mortised 

2485-45c 

754 

3689-50c 

3665-50c 

4864-70c 

12015-70c 

5417- 35c 



12003-70c 

7240-55c 
Mortised 

12012- 70c 

9611-50c 

7214-45c 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

FLORAL DECORATORS 

9602-55c 

9639 (Mortised) 65c 

6047-55c 
Mortised 

6013-40c 

7204-45c/ 

8421-50c 

5424-35c 

4849-45c 
Mortised 

3672-55c 

2473- 40c 

4859-85c 

755 

4841 
2 for45c 

7223-45c 

9652-75c 

• 7253-'-55e 

5454-45c 

9622.-50c 

7246 (Mortised) 60c 



10801-75c 
Two colors $1.35 

8404-75c 
Two colors $1.45 

7208-65c 
Two colors $1.20 

6011-55c 
Two colors $1.00 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

TYPOGRAPHIC SPOTS 

8402-SOc 
Two colors $1.45 

8405-55c 
Two colors $1.00 

5412-55c 
Two colors $1.00 

8406-65c 
Two colors $1.20 

~ 
, 
. 

5417 (two colors only) $1.35 
5414-55c 

Two colors $1.00 

756 

7203-75c 
Two colors $1.45 

7207-55c 
Two colors $1.00 

7210-65c 
Two colors $1.20 

6016(two colors only) $1.00 

6015-55c 
Two colors $1.00 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CoMMERCE AND INDUSTRY ILLUSTRAToRs 

5403-85c 

~~~ ZZDJ:J: 
1 111 1 

~1!11/j I'U ~ :g: 1:1 I g I 100 

3609-50c m ~ 
5405-45c 

3607-50c 

5402-75c 

II 
5404-45c 3608-50c 

5401-85c 5406-75c 

+ + 

PRINTERS EMBELLISHERS 

120001-55c 120002-70c 120003-70c 120004-55c 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

ToRY ORNAMENTs 

1- $1.45 

GEOFROY TORY· PAINTER AND ENGRAVER 
FIRSTROYALPRINTER· NOTED ORTHOEPIST 

'lA\ ERNARD's monograph on Tory was 
firstpublishedin theyear185 7 ,when 

~ M.Bernard was alreadyarecognized 
1~1 authority on the history of typogra

phy. In theyear1865,afteraninterval 
devoted largely to a search for further 
information about Tory, and also for 

examples of his work as an artist, a second edition of the 
book appeared, enlarged by over half, arranged more 
systematically, and embellished with several additional 
engravings of designs that are, in the author's opinion, 
attributable to Tory. The Iconography, which forms the 
third part of this revised edition, did not appear as such 
in the first edition, although a small part of the material 
it contains may be found scattered through the edition. 
Now it occupies far more space than the Biography and 

TORY INITIAL 

8 (Mortised) $1.25 

9-$1.00 

758 

1rit and effect of the original 
1result is more truly a repro
opywould have been. Both 
in these designs were exact 
isite, and as a rule they con-

ages of drawings from all 
1lare and expensive volumes 
at was done in France when 
en more elaborate than be
ully printed by Colines and 
se. Some of them, however 
!hands of inferior printers 
irregularities due to the 
fullness of the printers 
discernible, a volume 
e French fashion, is 
in list of contents 

Tory Ornaments 
for 

Headpieces 
and 

Tailpieces 

cAmerican 
Type Founders 

Company 
EVERYTHIN G FOR THE PRINTER 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

ToRY ORNAMENTS 

10-75c 

2-$1.35 

11-65c 

3-$1.25 

12-65c 

4- $1.15 

6 (Mortised) $1.05 

13-$1.05 

+ + 

s (Mortised) $1.10 ~merican 

7-65c 
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Type Founders 
Company 

EVERYTHING FOR THE PRINTER 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

RENAISSANCE ORNAMENTS 

~~ 
~ 

25-70c 24-80c 

nnn 
~ 

il 
~ 

28-55c 

10-60c 

CUT 
EXTRA 
DEEP 

WY 
~ 
50-45c 

3-50c 

8-$1.15 

'wo ~ = 
18-80c 

760 

-------------~·~--------

CAST IN 
TYPE 
MOLDS 

12-90c 

13-35c 

4-55c 

14-55c 

7-55c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CJOLFlLLUSTRATORS 

G 

23-70c 

1-45c 6-40c 

+ + 

CHAP~ BooK DIRECTORs 
Four eye-catching styles made in nine sizes: 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 60, 72, 96 and 120 Point 

72 Point Per pair 90c 

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
24 Point Per font of eight pairs, 16 characters 70c 

~~· ~~ 
~~ ,~ 

48 Point Per font of four pairs, 
eight characters 85c 

96 Point Per pair $1.10 

~~~~~,~~ 
30 Point Per font of eight pairs, 16 characters 70c 

~~~~~~~, 
42 Point Per font of four 
pairs, 8 characters . . . 70c 

60 Point Per font of four 
pairs, 8 characters .. $1.10 

36 Point Per font of eight pairs, 16 characters 85c 
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42 Point and 60 Point carried in s t ock 
only at Foundry 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

+ + UR.TS• + 
307A-45c 

+ 314A-35c 

306A-45c 

~ 
~ 

295A-35c 

•• 294A-35c 301A-35c 

310A-35c 316A-35c 305A-45c 

+~• 313A- 35c 308A-35c 311A-35c 

• ~· 293A 
2 for 40c 296A-35c 304A-35c 

~· -~ 

B usH A ORNAMEN T S 

" 349A-50c 209A-45c 

221A-35c 

60G-45c 

103A-2 for 45c .... 
17G-3 for 40c 

- --

~ 
~ 

45G-40c 

~~~ 
4~~ 
34G-2 for 40c 

II 
168A-40c 263A-35c 

' 
-

142A-50c 

405A-40c ... 
16G-8 for 35c 

1./}g ~'" fi~ ~~ 

\J 
213A-35c 

178A-40c 

37G lG ~ 67G-3 for 45c " 3 for45c 3 for 40c 406A-45c 25G-2 for 45c 

•IJIN 
256A-2 for 45c 38G-2 f or 40c 219A-40c lOlA -2 for 45c 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

TELEPHONE CAsT CuTs 

d d' 3601 
3 for 40c ---:. 

d 
5401-35c 

7201-45c 

8401-50c 2401 
4 for 35c 

9601- 50c 

12001-60c 

d d d~d 
1802 2402 3602 4802-2 for 45c 6002-40c 7202-45c 9602-50c 

6 for35c 4 for 35c 3 for 40c 

S( Cast in Type ' Molds 

S( 
1803 1804 

4for45c 

ifo""' i S( i 
3603 2404 3604 4804 7204-40c 

40c 2for40c 4 for 35c 3 for 40c 3 for 45c 

~· ·~ 

SPEAKERS 

Per font $1.50 Single character 30c 

f~ t-l 
. . t . r1·1 

10 

r t ,t· 
+-

CoLONIALs 

Per font $1.50 Single character 30c 

2 

~ 
6 

nm 
9 w 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

WAYSIDE ORNAMENTS 

~~ ~~ 
383 384 379 380 

336-40c 
Per pair 40c Per pair 40c 385-45c 

337-40c 

,. e #!<~ ~~ 
Per pair 40c 429-35c 348 Per pair 70c 349 

~11' ti 360 Per pair 45c 361 425-2 for 45c 373 Per pair 70c 37 4 

+ + 

52 
2for45c 

33-40c 

1-45c 

KATE GREENAWAY MIGNONETTES 

7- 40c 19-45c 6-45c 

49-45c 47-45c 

29-40c 4-40c 

20 
2for45c 

34-45c 

21-45c 

Per pair 40c 

,---------------------·~ 

DELMONICO 

CHEFS AND WAITERS 

Per font $1. 50 
Single character 30c 

~ 

t 
t 
t 

t 
3 

• 
~ 

51 54-40c 38 32-45c 57 + 10 
2 for 45c 2 for45c 2 for 45c 
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#~~ 

'.;, ' " ' ,, ~ < (t1 

\~ 'lrv ~.~; 
~jY~~~~ 
.l~'~'~ 

72015-50c 

~~'~ r~JQ~' 

1 Ai ~~~p Ill ,,, 

~~ /"'~ (__ ,, 
·~ :>. 

18059 
35c 

...... ,.¥-"~ 

72014-50c 

Two color s 
42010-45c 

72020- 50c 

84001-55c 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

fi• 
t"\T~ r 

sf> 
72018 

2 for 45c 

ART ORNAMENTS 

~M n'i6" 
~~ ~~·~ r'jt,,"t.,._ As·"' \.-1)." .. ,,_,1; - ~, 

\.~,/:.' ]•! \\'§: .. ~'}~ 
/'/~~~,4!d-' .. , 
~(~:J·~~ 

60009-50c 

WI! 

* t 
~ 

72016 
2 f or45c 

~·~~··~ ~~~. l\ 

tl' " 
(l{ ' ~~~f1.J'i 
~:$~" 

"lV\/In 
72013-50c 

.-------------------------------------------------------·~ 

ART CoMBINATION ORNAMENTs 

S ERIES 60 
Per font $1.45 

Font contain s two each of char
acters 72024 and 48028; s ix of 

chara cter 48027 

72024-50c 

48027 
3 f or40c 

~ 
48028-25c 

w 
54003-25c 60014-50c 

84008-75c 
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S ERIES 57 
Per font $1.10 
Font contains two 
each of characters 
42005 and 42007; 

six of character 
42006 

Wr~. 
, ·r····· 

1111 . ~ 
42005- 35c 

42006 
4for 35c 

~ 
42007-35c 

S E R IE S 55 
Per f ont $1.80 

Font contains two each of 
characters 60010 and 

36028; s ix of 36027 

60010-55c 

36027 
6for 40c 

36028-45c 
L__ _______ + 

84003-55c 



7209-90c 

10808- $1.05 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

}AQUISH ORNAMENTS 

6010-$1.10 

CAST IN 
TYPE MOLDS 

4807-55c 

7206-75c 

7204- $1.35 

14403-$1.35 

766 

14401-$1.10 

9605-90c 

12002-$1.15 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

THANKSGIVING .ORNAMENTS 

A • 
. 

~ 

6-35c 
3-35c l-40c 

8-35c 
2-40c 

& 
... 
~ 

. ~ 
9-2for45c 5-35c 10 (two colors) 65c 7- 2 for 45c 

ll-45c 

,----------------------------------------------------------·~ 

ITALIAN BANDS 

12 Point No.1 54 inches $2.25 

~ ~ ~ ~~lJ ~ Gi§!tv ~ * 
4-50c 18 Point No.2 36 inches $1.85 

(;l____:.K_<;) ~ ···- _G) ~ ... _ _G) ~ ... _ _G) ~ ·-=- ,G) 
~-~-~ ~~;/ ~-~-?' ~~?' ~~?' 

-~- .d'... .~. .d'... .~. 

24 Point No.3 36 inches $2.40 

12-50c 
~ -~~-~~-~~-~ 

,., . ..,. ,,._ .......... ... ...... 
~' ~~' ~~' ~~' 
-~- -~- -~ -~-

+ + 

pARSONS INITIAL DECORATORS 

(Not mortised) 

iw ~ 3610 
2 for 50c 

4810-45c 

7210-65c 

9610-80c 

lw iw 
3611 4811 

3 for 50c 2 f or 55c .7211-55c 9611-70c 

Parsons Swash Initials and Parsons Initial Decorators in fonts are shown on page 86 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CHAP, BooK GuiDONS 

~~ tJ ~ sr c 1r [] 
14 Point Font contains ten pairs each of Brackets and Parentheses; ten each of Paragraph Marks Per font $0.85 
18 Point Font contains eight pairs each of Brackets and Parentheses: eight each of Paragr aph Marks Per font .85 
24 Point Font contains six pairs each of Brackets and Parentheses; six each of Paragraph Marks 

30 Point Font contains four pairs each of Brackets and Parentheses: four each of Paragraph Marks 

Per font .85 
Per font 1.00 

36 Point Font contains three pairs each of Brackets and Parentheses; three each of Paragraph Marks Per font 1.00 
42 Point Font contains two pairs each of Brackets and Parentheses ; two each of Paragraph Marks Per font 1.00 
48 Point Font contains two pairs each of Brackets and Parentheses; two each of Paragraph Marks Per font 1.10 
60 Point Font contains two pairs each of Brackets and Par entheses ; two each of Paragraph Marks Per font 1.10 
72 Point Font contains two pairs each of Brackets and Parentheses; one each of Paragraph Marks Per font 1.15 

~ + 

SwAsTIKA ORNAMENTS 

!:fi Black Per font $1.15 

Font contains two each of 6, 
8, 10, 12, 18, 24 and 30 Point, 
and one each of 36, 48, 60 and 
72 Point 

Outline Per font $1.15 

Font contains two each of 6, 
8, 10, 12, 18, 24 and 30 Point, 
a nd one each of 36, 48, 60 and 
72 Point ~ 

~ + 

ft'J,:~~ -:}~~~. 

v: ~' 
\li ~~ '" W I ~~~ 
~~-~ f lj,'f 
~-~~~~~~.~ 

~~ 

,, LAUREL ORNAMENTS I 
~ ·~ \.\J. 6 Point Per font $1.80 \'v 
~· 12 Point Perfont $1.80 f • 
":\:.. 18 Point Perfont $2.25 ~~~ 
~'-.\ ~· 'f' ~·~ i·~ 

~~'W·{4L:I!6-
~. aallli~~ 

-:,.,-t7. 113 ~ 

fL.~!:" ~~k, 
_ ,~- J0t., -~, 

It ~ ~~ 
\li ·~· \li 
\\i lC '~ 
~1., ~ /(/ 
~-~ T ~-ft. 

~ 
... '""" ~-:!t, 

1·~- -~-· 
f~ ·-~ ,~.~ ~s• 

J\tl~ ~-~ ~ · ~ 
,.~'"'· .......... ~., 
~·- -.~ 

.-,; '\, WI rr ~· ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ \·~ 
~~. ~ .s~ 
~.~ T ~·~~ 
·~·~·~·~·~·L·L·~· 
_.~,~F~~-

~.. 'y ' _.,, 
\.~~s~€q.i! ~~ ~ ~'! 

~t\ Yl ,J~ f ... , .. 
~~ ~-"' 1I ~-~ 

~-~~~,L.·V. 
-~~F~-~ 

Characters in Complete Font of 18 Point 
The characters of 6 and 12 Point are practically the same as those of 18 Point 

~~ ~~ ~~ J\tl~ 
68 69 70 71 76 77 74 75 

.~·~ ~ ~ ~-&; ~-~ 
!/.~ ·--~~ T ~. c~· ~~. ~ 

~· ~ ~ ., ~~ ·~· -~· pj" ·~ ~~ ~ ~ 

~• ~ 55 ~ 54 ~.. ~ ·~. 53 tffli!1 52 -~· 
'Jf~~' 'v ~ ~' • • 'W·~ • • • • • • • • 

~~ X ~ ~~~ '~' \II ''' y ~ ~~ 67 57 73 13 56 58 

Laurel Ornaments are cast in cored type molds , with as little shoulder as possible inside wreaths. so that type Jines may be set close up 
A great variety of designs may be produced with these ornaments. Wreaths are enlarged symmetrically by using the single piece 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

DELLA RoBBIA INITIALs 

48 Point No. 4802, two colors, set of 52 characters $7.00 
Single character, two colors 65c 

48 Point No. 4801, one color, set of 26 characters $3.50 
Sing le character, one color 35c 

II 
II 

[a 

II 
72 Point No. 7202, two colors, set of 52 characters .. $14.00 

Single character, two colors 90c 

72 Point No. 7201, one color, set of 26 characters .... $7.00 
Single character, one color 50c 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VIRKOTYPE CoMBINATION MoNOGRAMS 

Series A, one type each, 81 characters Per font $7.25 
Sl ies B, color for Series A, one type each, 81 characters Per font $7.25 

'~~ ~~~ (~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
~~~ (m~) ~J~ ~~~ (~~\ ~~~ ~~~ 
~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ i~~ ~~~ 
~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ; AFEWSPECIMENCOMBINATIONS 

w~ @~~J ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ 
~ I ~~ i~~~~ ~~ 

<wo <>reo '""~::~:;: ~,";; oom"'"""""' I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

3-45c 4-50c ~ ~ ~ ~ Series A or Series B ~ Each two letter combination $0.55 ~ 
Each three letter combination .85 ~ 
Each fo ur le tter combination 1.10 
Each five letter combination 1.40 

~ 2-40c 5-55c 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VIRKOTYPE CoMBINATION MoNOGRAMs 

Series C, on e t y p e ea ch , S l characte r s Per f on t $4.75 
Series D, color f or Series C, one type each , 81 charac ters Per font $4.75 

~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
(m~) ~J~ ~~~ (~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~ ~f~ 

~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
V IRK OTYPE C O MBINATION M oNOGRA M S 

lJ U Series E. one type each. 81 characters Per font $3.25 

~ Serie:J, color for Series E . one type each . 81 cha:·acters Per font $3.25 

~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ (m~) ~J~ 
~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ;:~~;;~~~~;3;:; (~~ 

~~~ '"''""'""" ~~~ Series C or Series D 
Each two letter combination $0.45 
Each three letter comb ination . 70 
Each four letter combination . 90 
Each five le tter combination 1 .15 

~~~~~ 'H;o ,_,e ~~~ 
VIRK O TYPE T INT 

1 1 

~~~ ~rr 
- B LOCK s No.2 

Four sizes-two. three, four 
and five letter combi nations 

Per fon t $1.25 

15-50c 

12-35c 13- 40c 14-45c 

~~~ ,_," , _,.. ~~~ 

~~~ 1~} ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
~~~ ~i~ ~~) ~ ~ 

Series E or Series F 
Each two letter combination $0.35 Each f our letter com b ination $0.70 
Each three letter com bination .55 Each five letter comb ination . 90 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VANITY INITIALS 

!I~ 
A2-55c SF1- 70c 

A3- 65c 

dA GJ 
SF2- 55c 

A5-65c 
A6-80c 

GJ C) C) 
ST1-55c A SF4- 55c 

SF3-45c 

A7-65c A8-70c A9-90c 

C2-55c 

i313QC 
Bl-SSc B2-45c 2 for 50c Cl- 50c 

c 0 
C3- 2 for 55c 

D2-65c 
Dl- 55c 

D3-75c 

CGhe ~ CC5he 
LT1-50c LT2- 50c LT3-50c 

Vanity Initials are cast full on the body and are not mortised 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VANITY INITIALS 

CCC 
G7- 55c 

E2- 55c 

E3- 65c 

F 
Fl- 55c 

F2-65c 
F3-80c 

G3-90c 

([ c;; 
G4- 50c Gl-2 for 55c 

G8-65c 

G5-55c 
G2-55c 

G9- 70c 

71 n G6-70c 

H5- 50c H6-55c 

H2-70c 71 
H4-45c 

GJ CJ CGhe 
ST2-45c ST3-50c LT4-2 for 50c H3- 90c 

Vanity Initials are cast full on the body and are not mortised 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VANITY INITIALS 

LLL£ 
L3-55c L2-45c Ll-2 for 50c L4-2for50c L6-65c 

1£CV 
Rl-45c L5- 50c U2-55c 

cP 
P2- 50c 

Q/ cP 
U3- 65c Ul-45c Y5-$1.15 P3-65c Pl-2for55c 

V2-65c Y4-75c V3-70c 

CGhe 
C)J 0 J L T5- 2 for 50c 

Yl- 2for 50c ST13-50c 

CC9 (9J 
Y3-65c ST7-45c ST6-70c ST5-2 for 50c 

Vanity Initials are cast full on the body and are not mortised 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VANITY INITIALS 

M4-70c 

M5-90c 

J 
Jl-50c J2-55c J3- 60c 

I 3-65c 12-55c Hl-55c 

z%% 
Kl-2 for 55c K2-50c K3-55c 

M2-55c 

M3-70c 

{ 
Ml-2 for55c 

Nl-65c 

N2-75c 

rfcf f 
S3-65c Sl-2 for 55c S2-50c S5-70c 86-$1.00 S4-55c 

Vanity Initials are cast full on the body and are not mor tised 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VANITY INITIALS 

C!JGf:( 
Y2-55c 

]fwy ~ 
W3-65c L Tl0-2 for 50c W2-55c 

W4-75c 

~ ewer)) 
W5- 45c - LT9-45c 

W7-65c 

0W 
W9- 55c 

W8-50c 

W10-70c 

GJ ~ ~ ~ LT8-55c 
LT7-60c ST10- 55c 

LT6- 70c 

a;= (J 
ST12- 50c ST11- 50c 

MINIATURE vANITY INITIALS 

CGhe 
Per font, one of each character $2.25 

CC5he CGhe CG CGhe co 
2401 1801 1201 1202 1802 1803 

(J cc; CG C(9 GJ 
2402 2403 1804 2404 1805 

Vanity Initials are cast full on the body and are not mortised 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

BoDoNr SHADED INITIALs 

60 Point, on e color, per set (26 characters) .. 

60 Point, two colors, per set (52 characters).. 

Single character, one color 45c; two colors SOc 

24 Point, one color, per set ..... $1.25 
(26 characters) 

Four of one character for one 
color 45c 

24 Point, two colors, per set .. £2 .50 
(52 characters) 

Two of one character for two 
colors 45c 

.$5.00 

. .10.00 

M H 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

BonoNI SHADED INITIALs 

48 Point, on e color , per set (26 characters) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . $3.50 
48 Point, two colors, per set (52 characters) . ...... . .... ....... . .. 7.00 

Single character, one co lor 35c; two colors 65c 

MADE FOR ONE OR TWO COLORS 

36 Point , one color, per set (26 characters) $2.25 36 Point , two colors, p er set (52 characters) S4 .50 

Two of one character, one color 40c; s ing le character , two colors 40c 

B G 
MADE FOR ONE OR TWO COLORS 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

BoDoNI S H ADED I NITIALs 

72 Point, one color, p er set (26 characters) .. . $7.00 
Sing le charac ter for one color 50c 

72 Point, two colors, per set (52 character s) ... 14 .00 
Sing le character for two co lors 90c 

MADE FOR ONE OR TWO COLORS 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

~ -- , 
~ CAsLON INITIALs 

~ I if."llllllfi~1:;;1ii 
1111111111 1 1~1 

11 ~1 1 

ill]IJ I rr======= 

1111
1

•••·· 

IIIII ••• 
II 
• llilaliJilllliiiBilllli-ill 

IIlii ··· ~ 
11[1] ••• " 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

ffnoooc::=::=:>oooc::=::=:>oooc::=::=:>oooc::=::=:>oooc==:::=oooc::=::=:>oooc::=::=:>oooc::=::=:>oooc::=::=:>oooA] 

§ § 

n - CASLON I NITIALS IIIII n U ~ 72 Point, per set (26 ch aracters) $7.00 U 
§ Smgle ch aracter 50c ~ § 
~ ~ ~ ~ AMER lCAN T YP;;p;;;;;;DER SCOMPANY ~ @" ~ ~ 

~--·---~ §
u ~ - ~ - ~ ~ §u 

:::::::- == ::=:::::::===. = ==== =- === ==== =- ===== 

~ ~ ~ = = ~ 
~~~ IIIW~ I~ IIElll 

~ - ~ 

§ • Ill·•~ II IJ § ~ BIJ ~ I = ~ 
~ ~ 

I IJI.-= 1111= -~-~ f~ I 11'1 I ~ JlB ~ -~ ¥~~ ~ 1111 ~ 

~ ,. II-= ·--== II• ~ ~ ~ ilii - it; ~ 
§ § 

~§ --- -~-~ ---~ -~-~ ~§ == = = :......::=:= ===-= - ==== = ==- -====---== 

~ 
= - = = = == = == ~ 

~ ~ 
§ ~-~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ § 

~ ~ 
~ ~~~-~!~A ~ ~~~-S: ~ ~ L §g~ m •_ra EtJ § 
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120 Point 

-

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

D uTcH I NITIALs 

Put up in sets of 25 characters 

42 Point Set $2.75 Single character 35c 
48 Point Set 3.50 Single character 45c 
60 Point Set 5.00 Single character 50c 

0 ~ 84 Point Set 9.00 Single character 65c 
~) 120 Point Set 16.00 Single character 90c 

~~-~ 
84 Point 60 Point 48 Point 42 Point 

48 Point Dutch Initials 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
0 0 0 

lftt9~ ~ 0 .~ -" 
-~~~-
~-~-~ 
~~- ~ ~ 

Dutch Initials in 42, 60, 84 and 120 Point sizes are carried in s t ock only at Foundry 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VERSATILE I NITIALS 

120 Point, per set (26 characters) $8.00 Single character 60c 

120 POINT VERSATILE INITIALS 

No.12066 A No.12075 J No.12084 S 
No.12067 B No.12076 K No. 12085 T 
No.12068 C No.12077 L No.12086 U 
No.12069 D No.12078 M 

No.12087 V 
No.l2070 E No.12079 N 

No.12088 W No.l2071 F No.12080 0 
No.12072 G No.12081 P No.12089 X 

No.l2073 H No.12082 Q No.12090 Y 
No. l2074 I No.12083 R No.12091 Z 

60 Point, per set (26 characters) $4.00 Single character 35c 

60 POINT VERSATILE INITIALS 

No. 6066 A No.6075 J No. 6084 S 
No. 6067 B No. 6076 K No.6085 T 
No. 6068 C No. 6077 L No. 6086 U 
No. 6069 D No. 6078 M 

No. 6087 V 
No. 6070 E No. 6079 N 
No. 6071 F No. 6080 0 No.6088 W 

No. 6072 G No. 6081 P No. 6089 X 

No. 6073 H No. 6082 Q No.6090 Y 
No. 6074 I No. 6083 R No. 6091 Z 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

H EARST I N ITIALS 
18 Point 3A font $1.45 Four of one character 35c 36 Point 3A font $4.20 Two of one character 40c 

" '"'"' Woo< " " '""' "' """ '""'""""'" I r;, I " '"'"' M '""' "·"' Two "' ""' "'"'""""'" 

'"''"'"' ;Moo< U Twoo[ij'""'"tm 1 m m 
24 Point 30 Point 48 Point 36 Point 18 Point 

24 Point Hear st Init ials mmmmmmmmoom 
mmmmmmmmomm 
mJ [f3 OJ I Five backgrounds, for use in II rAJ m 

I 
two-color work, are inclu~~d with each font of 

Hearst In1ttals 

Hearst Initials in 18, 30, 36 and 48 Point s izes are carr ied in stock only at Foundry 

ScHaEFFER 0LDSTYLE INITIALs 

15 Point 3A font $1.45 Eight of one character 35c 36 P oint Pe r set $1.80 Two of one character 40c " '"'"' '"""' ·" " '""""' """'""'"'"' "" 1~1 '""'"' p., ""'·'" """''"""'"'"' .... "" 

mrtmJ ~ [i)[(lm 
15 Point 24 Poi nt 36 Point 48 Point 36 Poin t 24 Point 15 Point 

24 Point Schoeffer Oldstyle In it ia ls 

mmr~m~[(lmmun 
Cillr.l1~001100R1~D 
m ~ ~ SchoefferOldstyle l nitials II J3 n fA 

in 15, 3.6 and 48 Point s izes are carried 
m stock only at Foundry 

24 Point 6A fo nt $2.90 
DEPARTMENT STORE INITIALS 

36 Point SA font $3.85 

~~~~~~[iJWJ~~~~ 

~ I B~''""~"'"'"~~J~tl. I : 
~ ~~~~~~~~biJ~ I 

Department Store Initials in 36 Point size are carried in stock only at Foundry 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

24 Point 5A font $2.95 12 , 18, 36, 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes carried in stock only at Foundry 

ll:BQ1>6FGUIJH 
n I 

12Point 8Afont$1.75 CAXTON I NITIALS 48Point Perset$3.50 I 0 
18 Point 6A font $2.40 60 Point Per set $4.75 
36 Point Per set $2.25 72 Point Per set $7.00 

m 1 ,~.. n ...... L ~ . ~ 112 
1l I Q g <ePo;o; / ~'""'"' .. ~ ..!:.,~ I Q 
:asouv~~x~z: 

Ornament included with each f ont 

36 Point Per set $2.25 Single character 2 for 40c 48, 60 and 72 Point s izes carried in stock only a t Foundry 

[I 

I] 
. 

~ 
BuRFORD INITIALs 

48 Poi nt 72 Point 
Per set $3.50 Per set $6.25 

Single character 35c S ingle character 45c 

60 Poin t 
Per set $5.00 

Single character 45c 

Two backgrounds, for use in two-color work, are included with each set of Burford Initial s 

24 Point 5A font $3.50 10, 12, 18, 36, 48 an d 60 Point sizes carried in stock only at Foundry fi {jQVee:e:nxu 
IS I 10 Point 8A font $1.45 MISSAL INITIALS 36 Point Per set $3 .00 I 0 

12 Point 8A font $1.80 48 Point Per set $5.50 

l1 1 :"'"' ~"00 a B e "'~·": I 0 
ro <oeo;o; '""'"' '""'"' OHo;o; '"'"'"' ~ Po;o; <Ho;o; Q 
QR@OOVIDzga 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLOISTER INITIALS 

144 Point Single charact er $1.00 
48 Point, per set $4.85 Single character 35c 

1~1 

144 POINT CLOISTER INITIALS 

are made in 26 charact er s, A to Z inclusive, 
but are not put up in sets. B lanks f or 

color work are a lso sold singly Set includes one of each character and ten blanks 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLOISTER INITIALS 

120 Point Single character 85c Single character 45c 

;;=.::nli ~I 

Ill ' 

-
. 

' 

II . 
' 

' 
' 

II . 
. 

• 
' 

. 

. 
I 

. 

120 Point Cloister Initials are 
not put up in sets Set includes one of each character and nine blanks 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLOISTER INITIALS 

84 Point, per set $10.00 Single character 55c 

Cloister Initials are made in 26 characters 
Sets include a liberal supply of blanks for color work 
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96 Point (Not put up in sets) 

I"~ 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CLOISTER INITIALS 

Cloister 
Initials 
are 
made in 
twenty-six 
characters 

Single character 65c 

.---------------------------------------------------------·~ 

72 Point, per set (including blanks) $7.85 

Single character 50c 

f CLOISTER INITIALS ARE ACCURATELY CAST IN TYPE MOLDS 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

ToRY INITIALs 

72 Point, per set (24 characters) $8.00 Single character 65c 

7201 7202 7203 7204 

7205 7206 7207 7208 

7209 7210 7211 7212 

7213 7214 7215 7216 

7217 7218 7219 7220 

7221 7222 7223 7224 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VERSA TILE I NITIALS 

72 Point, one color, per set (24 characters) $6.00 72 Point, two colors, per set (48 characters) $12.00 
Single character, one color 50c; two colors 90c 

7240 A 7246 G 7252 M 7259 T 
7241 B 7247 H 7253 N 7260 u 
7242 c 7248 I 7254 0 7261 v 
7243 D 7249 J 7255 p 7262 w 

II 
7244 E 7250 K 7257 R 7263 X 
7245 F 7251 L 7258 s 7264 y 

~· 
48 Point, one color, per set (24 characters) $3.50 48 Point, two colors, per set (48 characters) $7.00 

Single character, one color 35c; two colors 65c 

II fill II 
4840 4841 4842 4843 4844 4845 

IJIIII II IIIt 
4846 4847 4848 4849 4850 4851 

BIIB 
4852 4853 4854 4855 4557 4858 

11111111-
4859 4860 4861 4862 4863 4864 
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12007-85c 

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

VERSA TILE INITIALS 

Cast in type molds 
point set 

a nd cut extra deep 

7204- 50c 12005- 85c 

9602-65c Two colors $1.20 9601- 65c Two colors $1.20 

c ~.~ • 7205-50c Two colors 90c 7202-50c T wo colors 90c 7208-50c 

~0~ 
0 0 

~0~ 
12008-85c Two colors $1.55 12009- 60c 12010-85c 

A M ERI CA N ~Y PE F ouND ER s CoMPANY 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

CINCINNAT I I NITIALS 

No. 1160 64 Point Ornamental 

Per set $4.25 Single character 45c 

No. 1156 64 Point Plain 

HIDB 
Per set $4 .25 Single character 45c 

No. 52 64 Point Two Colot· 
Combination of Nos. 1148 and 1156 

~J~m( 
Per set, two colors $7.25 Single character , two colors SOc 

No. 1148 64 Point Outline 

rr r;J ~ ,') ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~~__.) 

~J~ ;~~~ 
Per set $4 .25 Single character 45c 

+ + 

No. 1145 24 Point Ornamental 

JIIB~I11IB 
Per s et $1.10 Single character 4 for 35c 

No. 49 24 Point Two Color 
Combination of Nos. 1153 and 1157 

~ri i~$JJ(I;) 
Per set, two colors $2 .05 Single character , two colors 2 for 35c 

No. 1157 24 Point Outline No. 1153 24 Point Plain 

No. 1159 48 Point Ornamental 

IB II!JB 
Per set $2.25 Single character 2 for 45c 

No. 51 48 Point Two Color 
Combination of Nos. 1147 and 1155 

Per set , two colors $3 .80 Single character, two colors 45c 

No . 1155 48 Point P lain 

f£130:0 
Per ·set $2.25 Single character 2 for 45c 

No. 1147 48 Point Outline 

~~rf !~ OO ~--~~" ~ 
Per set $2.25 Single character 2 for 45c 

~· ·~ 

No . 1158 32 Point Ornamental 

1111 ~~ l a a 
Per set $1.80 Single character 2 for 40c 

No . 50 32 Point Two Color 
Combination of Nos. 1146 and 1154 

~~~~u~~ 
Per set, two colors $3.50 S ingle character, two colors 40c 

No . 1154 32 Point Plain 

F@fi!JB 
Per set $1.80 Single character 2 for 40c 

No. 1146 32 Point Outline 

~t~,!~ Dp§,B I ~~~U~ti1 
Single character 4 for 35c Single character 4 for 35c Per set $1.80 Single character 2 for 40c 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

SEcTioNAL I NITIAL F oRMERs 

Group H, one of each character Per font $3.00 

7201-60c 7202-60c 7203-60c 7204-60c 

7205-60c 7206-60c 7207-60c 7208- 60c 

Group I, one of each character Per font $2.75 

[J [£] [J [] ~- 0 
4809-45c 4810-45c 4811-45c 4812-45c 4813-45c 4814-45c 

~[J ~] [][o] 
4815-45c 4816-45c 4817-45c 4818-45c 4819-45c 

-<· + 

WooD~CuT M o RTISED I N ITIAL S QUARES 

Each design is made in three sizes: 72 point, 96 point and 120 point 
Nos. 7223, 7224, 7225 and 7226 are cast on 72 point body ; Nos. 9623, 9624, 9625 and 9626 are cast on 

96 point body; Nos . 12023, 12024, 12025 and 12026 are cast on 120 point body 

7223-60c 
9623-75c 

12023-95c 

7224-60c 
9624- 75c 

12024-95c 
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7225-60c 
9625-75c 

12025-95c 

7226-60c 
9626-75c 

12026-95c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

AMERICAN MoRTISED ORNAMENTS 

101 
ll llll llllll llll llll ll lll lll lfr. 

6001-65c 4801-55c 3601-35c 7201-75c 

+ + 

12002-95c 

7203-60c 

ffi llilllililillllllillUlillilillllllffi 
~.~Al&.~ 

1tl~"" ~l( 
:~:l;r ~!~ 
\\~ ~ff 
--~{~~ ~ ~~~.( 
,_~~,t 
~""7"~. 

88 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111tB 

7202-60c 

s..r..r..r..r..r..r...r...r..r..r...r..r...r..r~ 

~ ~~~~-~~~~ ~ 

~· ·~ ~~~±;j l~j~ 
~~ ~- ~ s ,., , .. s 
s~fwA ~~A@~~ 
~ (~~-=~_..lh®~ ~ 
~..r..r..r..r.r..r_r..r..r_r...r.r.r..rS 

9601-75c 

BoDONI M oRTISED ORNAMENTs 

The 
Finishing Touch 

that adds 
Neatness a nd 

Life to t he 
Printed Page 

s...r-..r.r.r.r../'../'../'..F..rf..r-..r..r~ 

~ ~~e~"e~-~~~~~e s s ~ ':~ ~ 
~ ~,, ~IPs 
~ \~j s ~2Fj ~ 
~..·~ ~ss ~ ·--1re ·-1rr_.,. s ,.. ,., s 
Ss ~~~A ?l£ A@,;_a ~ 
s f~~!.~~~e~ ~ ~ffffff.f.f.f..Ffff..fsl 

12001-95c 

AMERICAN 
TYPE FOUNDERS 

COMPANY 

9603-75c 
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12003-95c 

S(::.FFF-'fffffFfFJ"..,L 

~ qO' @:-f"":'\,.--~@.fn. ~· ~ ~"@...- et~ ~~ s 
~~ ¥~ 
~\<:E) l~J ~I 
s~ *sl ~~ ' ~~~ 
~ er~ti>A~.,~~i-il~ sl s ~~.::.s..:~:.l}.e't 
~.'- 'Y"-'-'- :r.r.r. ':'- ~ 

7201-60c 

8403-65c 

9602-75c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

STATIONERS INITIALS 

48 Point, one color, per set (24 characters) $4.50 
Single character, one color 45c 

48 Point, two colors, per set (48 characters) $9.00 
Single character , two colors 80c 

• a'IJ!~ 

• Q~W 

36 Point, one color, per set (24 characters) $2.50 
Single character, one color 30c 
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36 Point, t wo colors, per set (48 characters) $5.00 

Single character, two colors 55c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

A GOOD INVESTMENT 

Up-to:Date Initial c(etters 

for the Job 1\Qom 

WELL SELECTED variety of Initial 
Letters invariably proves to be 
an excellent investment and yet 
how comparatively few are the 

printing offices in which a good assortment 
is available. Decorative initials have been 
in use since the invention of printing, and 
they have constantly increased in popularity. 
The best examples of printing of to-day are 
frequently illuminated with an appropriate 
initial and printed in one or more colors. 

cAME RICAN 

'TYPE FouNDERs CoMPANY 

cAn Attrafiive Initial Often 

Means an Ejfefiive Job 

H. D. STEVENS 
PRINTER· ENGRAVER 

HIGHLAND RoAD 

BOSTO' -

the intention of 
iliarize the buyf 

ravingwith t:b 
his produCts ar 
behind them.~ 
ost and ·to give ·,__ _ - ~) c.>e -oe~ nust 
ear in all his work and dealings. If 
ur work requires quality printing, 
last and always, it will pay to look 
the merits of the Stevens Service 

HAND-SET COMPOSITION 
ENSURES SUPERIOR SPACING 

ON ALL OUR WORK 

_Advertising 
A SEMI-MONTHLY PUBLICATION ISSUED IN THE INTEREST OF RET AIL DEALERS 

SU BSCRIPTION $5.00 A YEAR ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST 

J)ample (!]opy [}iuen for theAsking 

ARCHIBALD WILLIAMSON, 8ditor 

9\fEW o/oRK 6>ITY 

Business Office and Editorial Department, 123 Washington Street 
CR_epresenteo in (!]hicago,J)t. ~ouis and (j)ortland 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

FRATERNAL AND SociETY EMBLEMS 

Cast in Type Molds 

Al-45c A2-35c A3-2 for 45c A4-35c A5-50c 

A7-35c A10-40c 

All-50c 

A16-3 for 45c 

A8-2 for 40c A9-4 for 35c A14-40c A15-35c A12-3 for 40c Al3-2 for 45c 

A20 
4 for 35c A 17 

4 for 35c 

A23-45c A22-50c 

A18-2 for 40c A19-50c A21-2 for 40c 

A24-35c A25-35c A26-2 for 40c A27 A28- 2 for 45c A30-35c 
3 for 40c 

A34-40c A33-35c A32-2 for 45c A29-45c A31-35c 

A35-2 for 45c A36-3 for 45c A37-40c A38-40c 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

FRATERNAL AND SociETY EMBLEMs 

Cast in Type Mold s 

A40-45c A42-40c 
A39-60c A43-75c 

A41-2 for 45c A51-35c A54-35c A57-35c A44-35c 

,. ~ 
A52-2 for 45c A55- 35c A56-35c A49-2 for 45c A46-35c 

• • • • eo 

"' 

A64 A60 A63 A62 A 59 A 53 A47 
3 f or 40c 4 for 35c 2 for 40c 4 for 35c 2 for 40c 3 for 40c 2 for 40c 

~ 
Sll£S MEl). 

A65-45c A58-50c A48-50c A45-50c 

A66-50c A61-50c A67-45c A50-45c ----

• • e 
A69-35c A70-35c A71-35c A72-35c 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

FRATERNAL AND Soc iETY C u T s 

Cast in Type Molds 

A73-45c A74-35c A75-45c A76-35c A77-40c 

A78-35c A79-40c A80-45c A81 A82-35c 

A83-50c 
A84 (two colors) 90c 

$..*'».,\\\~/J/1/& • A95 A94 
4 for 35c 4 for35c 

A97 
A96-35c 2 for 40c 

A85- 45c 
A86 (two colors) 80c 

A93 A92 

A87-2 for 40c 
A88 (two colors) 40c 

A91 

2 for 40c 

A89-65c 
A90 (two colors) $1.10 

2for 40c 2 for 40c 2 for45c 

t \ . 

~ 
A98-45c A99-40c A100-35c A101-50c 

~· ·~ 

ELZEVIR FLORETS 

GROUP D 

Per font (four of each charact er) $2.20 

~~~ 
35 32 33 

~ S? ~~ ~ 
43 41 44 

~~~ 
31 30 29 

42 

~ 
68~ 

34 

L IT HOT ONE O RNAMENTS 

15 16 
2 for 45c 2 for 45c 2 for 45c 2 for 45c 

-r 8-35c 26-35c 
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DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

MrscELLANEous C AsT C u Ts 

Al02-40c Al03-35c A104- 40c Al05-35c 

~ 
Al06-35c Al07-2 for 40c Al08-35c Al09-2 for45c Al10-40c 

~~ 
Al11- 40c 

lc~:l-~·· 
I 

:,_ ~-

Al19-40c 

Al20-2 for40c 

Al25-35c 

Al30-35c 

~,, 
--~~~~-===-.. -

Al36-2 for45c 

i~ 
Al41-35c 

Al48-3 for45c 

Al12-2 for40c All4-2for 45c 
All5- 40c 

All3-40c 

~ -~ . -
All6-4 for35c All7-3 for45c 

All8-3 for 45c 

A121-2 for40c A122-35c A123- 2 for45c Al24- 2 for 45c 

Al26-35c Al27-40c A l28-40c A129-45c 

_!1 ~ 
lilt~ , ~ ~ 

A131-2 for45c Al32-2 for45c Al33-2 for40c A134-2 for40c Al35- 2 for45c 

~ A_~A ~ ~ 
~ \#~ )<11< ~ 

A137-35c Al38-35c A139-2 for 45c A140-2 for 40c 

~ll
@i 

. . Al45-3 for40c Al46 
' ~ 3for40c 

A147 
A142-35c A143-2 for 45c Al44-2 for 45c 8 for 35c 

~f) ~ - (!) ,, 

A149-3 for45c Al50-3 for 40c 
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A153 
Al51-3 for45c A152-2 for40c 2 for45c 



DECORATIVE MATERIAL' 

A154- 50c 

A159-2 for45c 

• A165-2 for40c 

A170-2 for 40c 

____ v, 
/ MrscEDf-ANEous CAsT'CuTs 

~Oc 

A160-35c 

A171-35c 

l 
-

~ 

Al56-40c 

~ 
~ 
~ 

A161-2 for45c 

~ _0~_0· 

A164-6 for35c 

A167-2 for40c 

~}I(-;;/ 

I ·~~ .. ~~ 
~.£!~ 

A172-35c 

A157- 40c 

~ 
A162 

2 for40c 

A168- 2 for45c 

A163-2 for 45c 

~ 
rill 

A169- 2 for40c 

~ I
. 

I 
\ 

~~'·· A174 
A173-2 for 40c 3 for 40c 

~ + 

ANGULAR QUADS 

Angular Quads range in sizes from 12 
points to 72 points. Each font contains 
twenty-eight pieces, conveniently assorted 
to meet all ordinary requirements, but when 
additions are needed sorts can be added at 
the prices listed. 

~. 
12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 60 AND 72 POINT ANGULAR QUADS 

PRICES PER SET OF FOUR 

12 Point .. $0.35 24 Point .. $0.35 60 Point. .$0.50 
18 Point . . .35 36 Point . . .40 72 Point. . · .60 

48 Point . . .45 

PRICE OF ANGULAR QUADS 

Complete font , four of each size . . .... . .. ..... $2 .20 
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BEVELED QUADS 

Each font contains an assortment of 
bodies with sufficient pieces to make up 
any ordinary size r~le form. 

Font, 45 degrees $3.50 Font, 60 degrees $2.75 
Font, 54 degrees 3.15 Font, 72 degrees 5.00 

Font, 78 degrees $5.00 

BEVELED FOOT SLUGS 
BRASS AND METAL 

Single 
Column 

Brass Foot Slugs, 12 Point ..... $0.10 
Brass Foot Slugs, 18 Point ..... .15 
Brass Foot Slugs, 24 Point . . . . . .20 
Metal Foot Slugs, 12 Point. .... .03 
Metal Foot Slugs, 18 Point . . . . . .05 
Metal Foot Slugs, 24 Point. . . . . .06 

Doubl e 
Column 

$0.20 
.30 
.40 
.06 
.09 
.12 

CORNER QUADS-BRASS AND METAL 

Better junctions of mitered corners 
can be had by using Corner Quads, 
as their use prevents rules from slip
p ing. Made in both brass and metal. 

For prices see 
pageS 58 



THE TYPOTABULAR SYSTEM 

TYPOTABULAR SQUARES AND ACCESSORIES 
PATENTED AUGUST 15 . 1916 

A LABOR-SAVING INVENTION 

To the printing office doing either a large amount or a limited amount of blank ruled forms 
the Typotabular System should be of interest. This invention simplifies, expedites and greatly 
reduces cost of composition on tabular and blank work, besides giving a much improved appear
ance to the finished job. The saving is not alone in the cost of composition, but in the time required 
to "cast off" or calculate widths 
of columns in tabular, figure or 
blank work, such as sales slips, 
vouchers, time slips, cost slips, 
blank book headings, billheads, 
statements and many other 
jobs of printing done in every 
composing room. 

Typotabular Squares are cast on 
one-em 6 point body. They are abso
lutely uniform. The top of each 
Square is shaped as a four -sided pyr
amid, and when they are assembled V -shaped channels are automatically formed running at right 
angles, six points apart, into which rules may be inserted at any multiple of six points without e_ffo1't 
and without prying apart Squares. 

The illustration above represents a form, 30x41 ems, composed from an area of Typotabular 
Squares 36x54 ems, the unused portion being left locked on galley. After form is printed the job is 
brought back to the galley, the rules taken out and replaced in the case and the area of 36x54 ems 
is again intact, ready for the next job which will fall within that measure. Any size area of 
Squares can be used, another popular size being 9xl2 inches, which is composed on a 12xl8 galley. 
The prime advantage in using Typo tabular Squares is that blank forms are set without any composition 
other than selecting and inserting the rules, the blank spaces setting themselves automatically . 

PRICES OF FONTS AND ACCESSORIES 

Typotabular Squares, font contains 27 square inches (about s ix pounds) . . ....... ... . Per font $5.40 
Typotabular Squares, 8 fonts or over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. . Per font 5.00 
TypotabularFoot Slugs, containing assortment of special12 point slugs in lengths from one to ten ems by halves 2.00 
Typo tabular Galley End Lock and Dividers for 1 font (27x36 ems) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50 
Typo tabular Galley End Lock and Dividers for 2 fonts (36x54 ems) . ... . . .. .. . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 1.75 
Typo tabular Galley End Lock and Dividers for 3 fonts (36x81 ems) . . . .. . . . .. _. . . . . . . . ... . .. 2.00 
Typotabular Galley End Lock and Dividers for 4 fonts (54x72 ems).. .... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 2.25 
Typotabular Galley End Lock only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75 

The Typo tabular Galley End Lock is made to fit on the Pressed Steel Galleys, but can be adjusted 
to fit on most styles of All-Brass Galleys 

DIAGRAM OF THE TYPOT ABULAR METHOD 

That the proper system for obtaining the various widths of "feints" or cross rules may be easily 
understood, we have prepared the diagram below showing the method of using 2 point and 4 point 
side-bevel brass rule. While side-bevel brass rules are not essential for the satisfactory use of 
Typotabular Squares, more combinations are possible with their use than with center-face rules. 

8 Points 10 Points 12 Points 14 Points 16 Points 18 Points 20 Points 22 Points 

M~ nAArb/ w~ bib/ 

The diagram beginning with 8 point shows graduation by 2 points, viz: 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 22 points , by use of 
2 and 4 point side-face rules (or instead of 4 point rule use 2 point rule with a 2 point high lead) . If intermediate ruling 
is necessary, 7, 13, 19, 25, 31 points, etc., can be made with 1 point rule, and 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, etc. , can be 

made with 3 point side-face rule . 
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THE TYPOTABULAR SYSTEM 

THE TYPOTABULAR WORKING TOP 
A GREAT CONVENIENCE 

There is no other cabinet or piece of printers' furniture on the market that is exactly adapted 
to the needs of theTypotabular Square System. TheTypotabularWorkingTopcan be set on any 

fl.at-top cabinet, but is specially designed for the full 
size, standard height No. 2220 Flat-Top Extension 

Front Cabinet. To allow room in front of the 
bank for 12x18 galley, the top is made to over· 

hang the cabinet in front about five inches. 
This construction gives space on each shelf 
for a 10x16 and a 12x18 galley of the Pressed 
Steel style. Two 8%x13 galleys can be 
placed in the compartment under the bank, 

which is hinged at the top, or 
this space can be utilized for 

additional quarter cases. With this 
Working Top everything needed 
for setting blank rule forms by the 
Typotabular Square System is 
within easy reach. The galleys, 
complete with galley locks, dividers 
and Squares, are instantlyavailable. 
When the form has been composed, 
the galley with the unused portion SHOWING THE TYPOTABULAR WORKING TOP PLACED ON A 

SINGLE FLAT-TOP CABINET 
of Squares is returned to the shelf, 

to be taken out again to receive the Squares when the job has been run off. The rule is quickly 
removed and placed in the cases. 
Typota bular Working Top only. Price .. . $40.00 
Typota bular Working Top with Cases, as shown above. Price. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 50.25 

TABULAR RULE CASES 
Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 AND 15 FIT FOUR IN A BLANK CASE 

These cases have been designed to meet the need of ample room for the short lengths of rules. 
In Nos.10, 11, 12, 14and 15, the compartments hold 20 pieces of 2 point rule, a convenient amount 
to pick up for insertion in a tabular form. They are especially desirable for setting blanks by the 
Typotabular Square System, as the small compartments enable the compositor to use two or three 
rows for Typotabular Metal Foot Slugs, two rows for 6 point slugs, four rows for 2 point rule, etc., 
changing the layout to suit the particular requirements. Eight faces of 6 point Typotabular 
Gothics are made on en and em bodies especially for tabular blank fo rms. The capacity of the 
cases indicated below is based on 2 point rule. 

No.10 TABULAR RULE CASE 
Size, 7% x 15lfs in. Weight, 19 ozs. 

' Holds 600 pieces each 1 to 3 ems by% 
ems and 400 pieces each 3%, 4, 4% 
and 5 ems. Price.. . . . . . . ...... $2.50 

No .ll TABULAR RULE CASE 
Size, 7% x 15lfs in. W eight, 18 ozs. 

Holds 200 pieces each length 5% to 
10 ems by 1/z ems. Price ........ $2.25 

No.12 TABULAR RULE CASE 
Size, 7%x 151/s in. Weight, 18 ozs. 

Holds 100 pieces each length 11 to 20 
ems by ems. Price. . . . . . . . $2.00 

No.13 TABULAR RuLE CASE 
Size, 7%x 15lfs in. Weight, 18 ozs. 

Holds 30 pieces each length 21 to 36 
ems by ems. The 35 and 36 em com-

partments are long enough for 55 
and 56 em pieces. Price . ..... . $2 .00 

No.14 TABULAR RULE CASE 
Size, 7% x 151/s in. Weight, 17 ozs. 

Holds 20 pieces each length 37 to 50 
ems by ems. It has extra compart
ments for 36 and 37 ems and one long 
compartmentth e length of the case, 
87 ems. Price ... ... ....... . ... . $2.00 

No.15 TABULAR RULE CASE 
Size, 7% x 15% in. Weight, 19 ozs. 

Holds 300 pieces each length 1 to 3 
ems by % ems; 200 pieces each length 
3%, 4, 4% and 5 ems; 100 pieces each 
51J2 to 10 ems by %ems. Price .. $2 .50 

N o .16 TABULAR RULE CASE 
Size,3%x7%. Weight , 8ozs. Holds 

short pieces of rule cut to points. 

Compartments for 25, 26,27, 28,29, 31, 
32,33,34 and 35points. Also compart
ments forpieces 1 and 2 points longer 
than 3, 3%, 4, 4%, 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 7% 
ems, these being the usual s izes of 
box headings. Price .. .. ....... $1.00 

No.17 TABULAR RULE CASE 
Size, 7%x7% in . Weight, 11 ozs. 

Holds 400 pieces each length 1 to 3 
ems by lf2 ems and 200 pieces each 
3% and 4 ems. Price ........... $1.00 

No. 3197 MIDGET LEAD CASE 
Size, 5x7%. Weight, 10 ozs . Three 

occupy the same-space as a quarter 
case a nd are designed to hold fonts 
of 1 point brass, or 2 or 3 point m etal 
AmericanLineLeads,cutfrom1 to20 
ems by lf2 ems. Price,case on ly .$0.75 

Tabular Rule Cases are illustrated on page 864 of this catalogue 
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THE T YPOT ABU LAR SYSTEM 

EXAMPLES SET WITH TYPOT ABULAR SQUARES 

REQUISITION I 9 __ 

MR. ____________________________ ~--------
PLEASE DELIVER THE FOLLOWING FOR USE ON 

J 0 B ______ __ 

NO. II ITEMS II RETURNED 

FOREMAN 1----------- 11-----1 
RECEIVED THE ABOVE 

TEAMST E R 

R EN 0 ERE 0 By _ _______ _____ _____ _ VS. 

BILL NUMBER I PERIOD fN·ED AMOUNT II vNoUuMcBHlRR 1 SENT TO 1 DATE 1 RET 'D 1 SENT TO 1 DATE 

--------•-- ---·•-- , _ __ ,_ II ,______ _, ___ , ___ , ___ , __ _ 

Above examples set with Typotabular Squares and Typotabular Gothic. Pamphlet 
exPlaining use of same sent uPon request 
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SPACING MATERIAL 

LABOR-SAVING 

RAILROAD OR REVERSIBLE FURNITURE 

Specially adapted for margins between pages 
but useful for general blanking out. Accurately 
finished in 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10 em widths and 
cut any desired length by points, 12 point ems, 
or inches, up to 16Vz inches or 99 ems. 

LABOR-SAVING RAILROAD OR REVERSIBLE FURNITURE 

APPROXIMATE WEIGHT PER INCH 

2 ems wide .... 11/4 ounces 6 ems wide ... 3Vs ounces 
3 ems wide ... . 1% ounces 8 ems wide ... 3% ounces 
4 ems wide .... 2Vs ounces 9 ems wide_ .3% ounces 
5 ems wide .... 2% ounces 10 ems wide .. . 3% ounces 

A 25 pound font of Railroad Furniture covers 
150 square inches and is cut the same widths as 
Improved; any length to 16Vz inches (99 ems). 

LABOR-SAVING METAL FURNITURE 

This popular design of metal furniture is cast 
from high grade metal and accurately finished 
with improved machinery. 

LABOR-SAVING METAL FURNITURE 

Made in 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 em widths, and 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 
15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 em lengths. The 25 pound font in
cludessizes from2x4 to 10x25 ems. Fonts 50 pounds and 
larger include sizes from 2x4 to 10x50 ems. 

CAPACITY OF FONTS. A 25 pound font of Im
proved Metal Furniture as regularly assorted 
covers 210 square inches, or about 8Vz square 
inches to the pound. An assortment of smaller 
lengths, up to 10x12, will cover about 6Vz square 
inches to the pound. 
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LABOR-SAVING 

QUOTATION FURNITURE 

The well known pattern with closed bottom 
which presents a smooth surface for electro
typing and stereotyping is cast from high grade 

LABOR-SAVING QUOTATION FURNITURE 

metal and accurately finished. Regular fonts 
contain 2, 3 and 4 em widths, and 4, 8, 12, 16 and 
20 em lengths. Can also be cast to order in 2, 3 
and 4 em widths and practically any length up 
to 80 ems. The regular 25 pound font of Quota
tion Furniture covers 166 square inches, and 
smaller lots in practically the same proportion. 

LABOR-SAVING QUOTATION QUADS 

Labor-Saving Quotation Quads are cast on 
regular type-casting machines and are just as 
accurate as type. Made in the following sizes: 

10x30 
10x60 
10x72 
12x12 
12x14 
12xl6 
12x18 
12x24 
12x30 
12x36 
12x42 
12x48 
12x54 
12x60 

LABOR-SAVING QUOTATION QUADS 

12x72 
14x14 
14xl6 
14xl8 
14x24 
14x28 
14x30 
14x36 
14x42 
14x48 
14x54 
14x60 
14x72 
16xl6 

Size in Points 
16xl8 18x42 22x54 
16x24 18x48 22x60 
16x30 18x54 22x72 
16x32 18x60 24x24 
16x36 18x72 24x30 
16x42 18x96 24x36 
16x48 20x30 24x42 
16x60 20x36 24x48 
16x72 20x72 24x54 
18xl8 22x24 24x60 
18x22 22x30 1 24x72 
18x24 22x36 24x96 
18x30 22x42 24xl20 
18x36 22x48 30x30 

30x36 ' 42x42 
30x42 42x72 
30x48 48x48 
30x54 48x54 
30x60 48x60 
30x72 48x72 
36x36 48x96 
36x42 48x120 
36x48 54x72 
36x54 60x60 
36x60 60x72 
36x66 72x72 
36x72 
36x96 I 



SPACING MATERIAL 

AMERICAN METAL LEADS AND SLUGS 

THE BEST ON THE MARKET 

Regular height is% inch. Furnished in 24 inch strips in 1, 1%, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5%, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 24, 
30, 36 and 48 point. High leads and slugs, % inch, furnished in 2, 6 and 12 point. Send for price 
list of leads, slugs and metal furniture. 

LABOR-SAVING LEADS AND SLUGS 

A 25 pound font of 2 point labor-saving leads is composed 
of sixty-one pieces each size, 4 to 25 ems inclusive. Other sized 
fonts in proportion. Special scheme fonts can be made up to 
any desired scheme. Packages of 5 pounds are made up and 
carried in stock in all lengths from 4 to 25 ems. Other lengths 
are cut to order, but can be obtained on short notice. See 
page 1029 for size of font of melalleads and slugs for Cut-Cost 
Type Cabinet. 

AMERICAN LINE LEADS FOR RAPID JUSTIFICATION 

LABOR-SAVING SLUGS 

These are special fonts of labor-saving leads, cut from 
1 em to 20 ems for use in lining type cast on American Line 
or the lining system of other foundries. These fonts are cut 
from 1 point, 2 point a·nd 3 point leads, and put up as follows : 

OnePointBrassLeads-Font contains35pieces each 1, 2, 3 and4 ems; 6 pieces each 11/z to 91/z ems, half em sizes only; 
and 6 pieces each 5 to 20 ems graduated by 12 point ems. Font weighs 1 pound. 

Price, without case . . .. ..... . ........... . .. $2.00 Price, with Midget Case ...... . . .. .... .. ....... . .... $2.75 

Two Point Metal Leads-Font contains 60 pieces each 1, 2, 3 and 4 ems; 10 pieces each 11/z to 9Y2 ems, half em s izes 
only; 10 pieces each 5 to 20 ems graduated by 12 point ems. Font weighs 4 pounds. 

Price, without case. . . . . . . . . . .. $1.00 Price, with Midget Case.......... ...... .. . ...... .$1.75 

Three Point Metal Leads-Font contains 40 pieces each 1, 2, 3 and 4 ems; 7 pieces each 1l/z to 9Y2 ems, half em sizes 
only; 7 pieces each 5 to 20 ems graduated by 12 point ems. Font weighs 4 pounds. 

Price, without case. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . $1.00 
Price, with Midget Case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 75 

MIDGET LABOR-SAVING CASE 

The Midget Labor-Saving Case has twenty-nine com
partments and will hold either four fonts of 1 point brass 
or one font of 2 point or 3 point metal. Size of case,45fsx8% 
inches. The Midget Case filled with short lengths of leads 
is exceedingly handy for the compositor, and will save 
many unnecessary trips to the main lead and slug case. 
Midget Labor-Sav ing Case No. 3197. Price . ........ . .... ..... . .. . . ............... . .. ... . ........ $0.75 

TWO POINT METAL SPACES 

Put up in 4 ounce cartons, in sizes 12 point to 72 point 

CIRCULAR QUADS 

The font is made up of ninety-six pieces, cast in the following lengths: Sixteen pieces of 12 
picas, sixteen pieces of 9 picas, sixteen pieces of 7 picas, sixteen pieces of 6 picas, sixteen pieces of 
5 picas, and sixteen pieces of 3 picas. 
The various pieces are quickly adjust
ed with quads and leads to make the 
required circles. For label and similar 
work Circular Quads will quickly pay 
for themselves. CIRCULAR QUADS (ILLUSTRATION CONSIDERABLY REDUCED) 

Accompanying illustration shows some of the pieces in the font of Circular Quads consider
ably reduced in size. 
Circular Quads, put up in a neat box. Price per font ...... .. . . .. . . ...... $4.85 
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SPACING MATERIAL 

BRASS AND COPPER THIN SPACES 
MAKE JUSTIFICATION SO' EASY THAT NO COMPOSING ROOM SHOULD BE WITHOUT THEM 

That these Thin Spaces may be readily distinguished, the Half Point are made of Copper and 
the One Point are made of Brass. 

STYLE OF FONTS NOS. 1, 2 AND 3 

AssoRTMENT No. 1- One- half Point Copper Thin 
Spaces. This font includes assortment of 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 42 , 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes, put up in 
wooden case, 16 ounces. 
Price, including case . . . . . . ....... . ..... .. .... $2.60 

AssoRTMENT No. 2- 0ne Point Brass Thin Spaces. 
This font includes assortment of 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 
24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 Point sizes, put up in wooden 
case, 16 ounces. 
Price, including case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $2.60 

ASSORTMENT No. 3-Assorted One-half Point Copper 
and One Point Brass Thin Spaces. This font includes an 
equal amount of both One-half Point Copper and One 
Point Brass Thin Spaces cut the following sizes: 6, 8, 10, 
12, 14, 16, 18, 20 , 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72 Point, put up in 
wooden case, 16 ounces. 
Price, including case .... . .. .. . . . ... . . .. . .. . . . ... . $2.60 
Single two ounce packages, either brass or copper, 

any size. . . . ..... . .. .... . .. . .. .... .... . . . .. . .. $0.30 

STYLE OF FONTS NOS. 4, 5. 6, 7 AND 8 

ASSORTMENT No. 4-0ne-half Point Copper Thin 
Spaces. This font includes a two ounce package each 
12, 18, 24, 36 and 48 Point, 10 ounces. 
Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ... .. .. .. ... $1.25 

AssORTMENT No. 5-0ne Point Brass Thin Spaces. 
This font includes a two ounce package each 12, 18, 24, 
36 and 48 Point, 10 ounces. 
Price. . . . . . .... . .. . . ... .. . . ... . . . . . ... ... $1.25 

ASSORTMENT No. 6-0ne-half Point Copper and One 
Point Brass Thin Spaces. This font includes an assort
ment of two ounces of each of the following sizes: 12, 18, 
24, 36 a nd 48 Point, 10 ounces. 
Price... . ...... . ..... . . .. ...... . . .. . . ... . . . .... $1.25 

ASSORTMENT No. 7-0ne-half Point Copper Thin 
Spaces. This font includes a two ounce package each 
6, 8, 10, 12 and 18 Point, 10 ounces. 
Price. . ......... . .......... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . $1.25 

AssoRTMENT No. 8-0ne Point Brass Thin Spaces. 
This font includes a two ounce package each 6, 8, 10, 12 
and 18 Point, 10 ounces. 
Price . ... . . ...... . ... . .. .. ... . ....... .. . .. . . ... . $1.25 

BRASS OR COPPER THIN SPACES 
ONE POUND PACKAGES 

Per lb. Per lb. 
5 Point .. . . . . . $2.40 10 Point .. ..... . . .. $2.20 
51/z Point . . .. . . . 2.40 
6 Point . ..... . 
?Point. 
8Point ... . . . ... .. .. . 

2.40 
2.40 
2.40 
2.40 9Point. 

11 Point ....... .. . . .. 2.20 
12 Point.... . . . . . . 2.10 
14 and 16 Point. 1.90 
18 and 20 Point . . . . . . 1.80 
24 Point and larger. . 1. 70 

AMERICAN THIN SPACES 
MAKE JUSTIFICATION EASY 

No. 20 American Thin Spaces, five pound font, in-
cluding quarter case . .. .. .. .. ..... .. . ..... ...... $5.65 
No. 20 Am"erican Thin Spaces include a five pound 

assortment of Half Point Copper and One Point Brass 
Thin Spaces and also of Two Point Metal Spaces, put 
up in the following proportions: 

No. 20A HALF POINT COPPER THIN SPACES 
Include two ounces each cut 6, 12, 18, 24, 36 and 48 

Point sizes, and one ounce each cut 8, 10,60 and 72 Point 
sizes. Assortment weighs one pound. (Order as No. 
20A.) Price, furnished separately .. . ..... ..... . .. . $2.00 

No. 20B ONE POINT BRASS THIN SPACES 
Include two ounces each cut 6, 12, 18, 24, 36 and 48 

Point sizes, and one ounce each cut 8, 10,60 and 72 Point 
sizes. Assortment weighs one pound. (Order as No. 
20B.) Price, furnished separately. . .. . .. ... ... $2.00 

No. 20C TWO POINT METAL SPACES 
Include ten ounces each 18, 24,36 and 48 Point sizes. 

Also eight ounces cut 60 Points. Weight, three pounds. 
(Order as No. 20C.) Price, furnished separately ... . $0.90 
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Cf3rass C]1ule CJJepartment 

~ 

C(;JHERE is nothing in a type form so difficult to underlay 
and overlay as brass rules; inaccurate brass rules are 

uneconomical. We have made a large money outlay during 
the past five years in designing machines for the manufac-
ture of brass rule, and have been furnishing brass rule of 

§ the very highest quality and of hitherto unequaled accu-
~ 
~ racy as to body, height-to-paper and uniformity of weight t:: 
~ t:: of face. The machines are described below: ~ t:: 
~ 
~ 
§ CJ3entonAutomatic CJ3rass CJ-lule r:facing JY{aellt'Lne I= t:: 
~ This machine, used exclusively by us, takes mill brass made by t:: 
~ t:: special machinery to ensure the utmost accuracy in bodies and ~ 
§ automatically planes smooth the foot and planes on the top the de-
~ t:: sired face-hairline, ~point, 1 point, etc.-the strips delivered by I ~ 
§ the machine being exact height-to-paper from one end to the other I 

~ t:: 
~ with perfect uniformity of face, an exactitude never attainable in t:: 
~ brass rule made on brass rule benches. 
~ 
~ CJ3enton CBrass CJ-lule 79ools or (!]utters ~ 

The uniformity of brass rule depends largely upon the tools or 
cutters making the line or lines. These are made of high grade steel 
and the face is guaranteed uniform by a method of grinding with 
diamond dust in a special machine designed by our Mr. L. B. Benton. 

0awing CBrass CJ-lule to £engths 
The reason our Labor-Saving and Cut Rule is always accurately cut 
to pica lengths lies in the construction of the saw, which has a unique 
method of taking up the wear in the bearings; and also in the accuracy 
of the steel gauges used by competent workmen oflong experience in 
this process of the work. The rubbing and numbering operations 
are performed by specially designed automatically fed machines. 

£ithotone CBrass Cflule 

Lithotone and Open Square Brass Rules are made on a machine 
which absolutely guarantees that the fine lines are of standard 
weight and that the distance between a certain number of lines, 

t:: center to center, is always exactly one 12 point em. With care in cut-
~ t:: ting and mitering, perfect results in printing may be obtained. We ~ 
~ have special facilities for furnishing mitered pages of these rules. t:: 
~ t:: 
~ t:: 
~ 
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BRAss RuLE SHowN IN SERIES 

Unless otherwise noted, Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

HAIRLINE FACE IN CENTER HAIRLINE FACE ON SIDE 

No. Body Per Foot No. Body Per Foot 

100% % Point $0 10 2002 2 Point $0 16 

100% ~f; Point (20 to pica) 10 2003 3 Point 22 
------ -

100% % Point (15 to pica) 10 2004 4 Point 27 
---- --- --

1001 1 Point 10 2006 6 Point 40 ---
~--

100Ht Ht Point (10 to pica) 12 ~ POINT FACE IN CENTER 

1022 2 Point 16 

1001¥2 11;2 Point 13 -------
1023 3 Point 22 -1002 2 Point 16 

1024 4 Point 27 

1003 3 Point 22 --
1026 6 Point 40 

1004 4 Point 27 --
~ POINT FACE ON SIDE 

1005 5 Point 33 - 2022 2 Point 16 

1005¥2 5V2 Point 36 
- .---- - --- 2023 3 Point 22 -

1006 6 Point 40 --- 2024 4 Point 27 -1007 7 Point 46 

2026 6 Point 40 -1008 8 Point 52 

1;2 POINT FACE IN CENTER 

1009 9 Point 58 - 1042 2 Point 16 

10010 10 Point 64 
1043 3 Point 22 -- -

10011 11 Point 70 - 1044 4 Point 27 -
10012 12 Point 76 --- 1046 6 Point 40 

- -- -812 
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BRAss RuLE SHowN IN SERIEs 

Unless otherwise noted, Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

FULLFACE SERIES No. 115 WAVE RULES 

No. Body Per Foot No . Body Per Foot 

115:Y2 1!2 Point $0 10 3002 2 Point $0 20 

115% o/5 Point (20 to pica) 10 
3152 2 Point 20 

115% % Point (15 to Pica) 10 

3022 2 Point 20 

1151 1 Point 10 

1151% 1lj;:; Point (10 to pica) 12 3042 2 Point 20 

115Ph 1lh Point 13 
3043 3 Point 28 

.......................... - ... ~- ........ ~~ 

1152 2 Point 16 

3052 2 Point 20 
, ~"', ~"', ~ .. , ~ .. ' "'"," "" ~ \ .. ~ \ .. , ' .. , ~ .. , '•, \ .. , '~, \ ... , \ .. ,, .. ,, .. ,, .. ,. ... "',, "',""'' ~ \, ~ ~ .. ,, \"', \"', \ ~, \ .. , \ .. , ' .. , 

1153 3 Point 22 

3062 2 Point 20 
1154 4 Point 27 , .. ,.,.~"'••u·~·~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-'' .. ''',.'•,.,•~,, .. ,,,~a,• .. ,, .. ,,.,, .. ,, • .~~,,.,,.,,,,,, .. ,,~~.,, .. ,, ,,.,,,.,,, 

1155 5 Point 33 
DOTTED AND HYPHEN SERIES 

1012 2 Point 16 
1155% 5% Point 36 

5012 2 Point 16 
1156 6 Point 40 - 1032 2 Point 16 
1157 7 Point 46 

5072 2 Point 16 
1158 8 Point 52 

1092 2 Point 16 
1159 9 Point 58 

1052 2 Point 16 
11510 10 Point 64 

1532 2 Point 16 

11511 11 Point 70 

1072 2 Point 16 

11512 12 Point 76 

1112 2 Point 16 

11518 18 Point 116 

1132 2 Point 16 

Also furnished in 14, 15, 16, 20, 24, 30 and 36 point 
Dotted and Hyphen Rules can be furnished on all bodies 

1 to 12 point at plain rule prices 
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BRAss RuLE SHOWN IN SERIES 

Unless otherwise noted, Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

No. Body Per Foot No. Body Per Foot 

1412 2 Point $0 16 1401 1 Point $0 10 

1413 3 Point 22 140Ph Ph Point 13 

1414 4 Point 27 1402 2 Point 16 

--

I 1403 3 Point 22 
1415 5 Point 33 

1404 4 Point 27 

1416 6 Point 40 

1406 6 Point 40 

1422 2 Point 16 

1452 2 Point 16 

1423 3 Point 22 

1453 3 Point 22 

1424 4 Point 27 

1454 4 Point 27 

1425 5 Point 33 

1456 6 Point 40 

1426 6 Point 40 

1212 2 Point 16 

1428 8 Point 52 

1213 3 Point 22 

1432 2 Point 16 
1214 4 Point 27 

1433 3 Point 22 
1216 6 Point 40 

1434 4 Point 27 

1223 3 Point 22 

1435 5 Point 33 

1224 4 Point 27 

1436 6 Point 40 

1226 6 Point 40 

1438 8 Point 52 

1232 2 Point 16 

1343 3 Point 22 1233 3 Point 22 
--

1344 4 Point 27 1234 4 Point 27 

1346 6 Point 40 1236 6 Point 40 
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BRAss RuLE SHOWN IN SERIEs 

Unless otherwise noted, Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

No. Per Foot N o. Per Foot No. Per Foot 

1263 $0 22 6582 $0 16 1654 $0 27 

1264 27 6583 22 1656 40 

1266 40 
6584 27 15012 76 

6586 40 
1269 58 15018 116 

6588 52 

12612 76 
1516 40 

65810 64 

1274 27 15112 76 

65812 76 
1276 40 15118 116 

1279 58 1776 50 

1766 50 

17712 95 
IDl 

12712 76 
~~~;;~~~~ll~i~~~;~~~ji~~~~~~;~~~~~;~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~; 17612 95 

1796 50 
1314 27 ~'''''''-''-"'..111111111. 1786 50 

17912 95 
1316 40 

~\\\~I~~ 17812 95 

1319 58 1356 40 
17818 1 40 ... 

13112 76 
13512 76 -1326 40 

13118 1 16 
1526 40 

1328 52 

15212 76 

13210 64 
1443 22 

15218 1 16 

1444 27 13212 76 

1446 40 
1636 1626 40 40 

1448 52 1638 52 1628 52 

14410 64 16310 64 16210 64 

14412 76 16312 76 16212 76 

The final figures indicate the body of the rule 
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PrcTURE F RAME BRAss RuLE 

PICTURE FRAME BRASS RULE 

6 P oint No. 1676 $0 40 9 P oint No. 1679 
'J I~ 

$0 58 il 

Mitered pages Half Brazed can be 
furnished at prices g iven on page 861 

Reg ular Mitered pages either Plain or 
Interlocking Miters can be furnish ed 

Ill !111111 
12 Point No.16712 $0 76 

6 Point No. 1666 $0 40 

Brazed or Roun d Corners cannot 
be furnished 

8 Point No. 1668 $0 52 

Note especially that the heavy lines are 
placed on the outside at right and 

bottom of page 

~ 

Strip Rule in 24 inch lengths can 
be furnished at prices listed 

Labor-Saving Fonts can be furnished 
at prices given in Table B, page 859. 
Miters are furnished in Double Sets 
or Fonts, miter ed both ways, at double 

10 Point No. 16610 $0 64 

the prices given in Table E2, 
page 861 

12 Point No. 16612 $0 76 

This outside panel is made with 3 point B rass Rule No. 1423, 6 point Lithodot Brass Rule No. 3586 
and 4 point Brass Rule No. 1264. Similar effects can be obtained by using Lithodot 

Brass Rule of various bodies w ith double rules 
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BRAss RuLE FRAME CoRNERs 

~ / 
~ / 

BRASS RULE FRAME CORNERS 

Made like a corner quad. Set of four consists of the diagonal line only 

Designed to be used only with mitered pages using side face or flush rules 

I~ / 

2 Pt. No. 722 3 Pt. No. 723 4 Pt. No. 724 1 6 Pt. No. 726 I 
1,4 Point Face 1,4 Point Face 1,4 Point Face 1,4 Point Face 

v "' 

2 Pt. No. 742 ·"·· • 3 Pt. No. 743 

1,12 Point Face .. ,'·.·.· .. · •. • .. · ••. •.· ... • ... · •. • .. • .. • •. •.•.·••·•••·· .. ·····•·.·.· . lh Point Face 
·•*•w i,,,! 

"" / 
4 Pt. No. 744 Set of four-2, 3, 4 or 6 point 16 Pt. No. 746 I 

l;2 Point Face 12 point cored body 60c ¥2 Point Face 
Font of four sets $2 00 ~ "' 

Set of four-8,10 or 12 point, 18 point cored body 75c 
Font of three sets $2 00 

""' /~ /~ / 
8 Pt. No. 728 10 Pt. No. 7210 12 Pt. No. 7212 

'\4 Point Face 1,4 Point Face 1,4 Point Face 

v "'v ~/ ~ 
2 Point Rule No. 2022 (1,4 point face on side) 

""' v I"' / ~ / 
8 Pt. No. 748 10 Pt. No. 7410 12 Pt. No. 7412 

% Point Face 1;2 Point Face Y2 Point Face 

1v "'v ~/ ~ 
2 Point Rule No. 2042 (%point face on side) 

" v ""' / ~ / 
8 Pt. No. 788 10 Pt. No. 7810 12 Pt. No. 7812 
1 Point Face 1 Point Face 1 Point Face 

v ~/ "-I/ ~ 
2 Point Rule No. 2082 (1 point face on side) 

Other sizes-5 and 5¥2 point on 12 point cored body; 7, 9 and 11 point on 18 point cored body; 
and 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 point on 24 point cored body-can be made to order 

with 1,4, ¥2 . % ,1, 1¥2 or 2 point face 

Set of four-8,10 or 12 point, 24 point cored body $1 00 

These Brass Rule Frame Corners are shown in practical use on pages 17, 22, 25 and 29, 
under the name of Brass Rule Frame Miters 

No. 1452 and No. 1453 parallel rules used around this page 

/ "' 
/ ~ 
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l -

6 Point 
No. 826 

6 Point 
No. 846 

I 
6 Point 
No. 866 

6 Point 
N o. 886 

BRAss RuLE RIGHT .. ANGLE CoRNERs 

BRASS RULE RIGHT-ANGLE CORNERS 
Made only for use with Side Face Rule 

Set of four consists of the right-angle corner only as shown in cut 

I 

8 Point 10 Point 
No. 828 No. 8210 

2 Point Rule No. 2022 (:14 point face on side) 

l 
8 Point 

~ No. 848 

I 
10 Point 

~ No. 8410 

- -

2 Point Rule No. 2042 (lh point face on side) 

I 

1

12 Point 
No. 8212 

I 

12 Point 
No. 8412 

1-i L : 

PRICE LIST 

Per set of four 

6 Point .. $0 40 

8Point . . . 50 

10 Point ... 60 

12Point ... 75 

Font of four sizes, 
any face $2 00 

AMERICAN 

Corners larger than 12 point can 
be obtained by ordering Brazed 
Corners of the desired side face 
rule with both legs of equal 
length: 14, 16, 18, 20, 24 points 
long, etc.-it being only neces
sary to drop in a quad to fill up 
space. Prices are the same as 
regular 2x6 em Brazed Corners 

TYPE FOUNDERS 
COMPANY 1----j I , 

I 
II 

8 Point 10 Point 12 Point 
No. 868 No. 8610 No. 8612 

2 Point Rule No. 2062 (%point face on side) 

8 Point 10 Point 12 Point 
No. 888 No. 8810 No. 8812 

2 Point Rule No. 2082 (1 p oint face on side) 
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BRAss RuLE IN LABOR-SA vrNG FoNTs 

Regular Fonts DO NOT contain Miters, Round or Brazed Corners, which are sold separately in Sets; for prices of Miters in 
Fonts and Sets see Tables D and E1, pages 859 and 861. Charges for Mitering pages are given in Table F, page 861 

For prices of Labor-Saving Fonts of Rule see Table B, page 859 

2 Point No. 1012 

'fhisFace Matches 

American Line Leader Face 

No.l01 

Hairline Face 

1 Point No. 1001 
2 Point No. 1002 
Face in center 

2 Point No. 2002 
Face on side 

2 Point No. 1032 

__ :r}1is F'lic_e Matches 

American Line Leader Face 
······- -------- ----- -

No.103 

See page 841 for specimens of Brass Round Corners 

~ Point Face 

1 Point No. 1021 
2 Point No. 1022 
Face in center 

2 Point No. 2022 
Face on side 

6 Point No. 1026 
(Column Rule) 

2 Point No. 1052 

This Face Matches 
- ----- - --

American Line Leader Face 

No. 105 

% Point Face 

2 Point No. 1042 
Face in center 

2 Point No. 2042 
Face on side 

6 Point No. 1046 
(Column Rule) 

Brazed corners same size as shown on opposite page can be fu.rnished for all sizes shown on this page 
except 1 and Ph point 

%Point Face 

2 Point No. 2062 
3 Point No. 2063 

Face on side 

2 Point No. 1062 
Face in center 

1 Point Face 

2 Point No. 2082 
3 Point No. 2083 
6 Point No. 2086 

Face on side 

1 Point No. 1151 
Full face 

Ph Point Face 

2 Point No. 2102 
Face on side 

1lh Point No. 1151¥2 
Fullface 

These six faces can be made on any body either center face or face on side 
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BRAss RuLE IN LABOR ... SAVING FoNTs 

Regular Fonts DO NOT contain Miters, Round or Brazed Corners, which are sold separately in Sets; for prices of Miters in 
Fonts and Sets see Tables D and E1, pages 859 and 861. Charges for Mitering pages are given in Table F, page 861 

For prices of Labor-Saving Fonts of Rule see Table B, page 859 

2 Point No. 1452 

rRound~ 
(( Corner~ \\ 

r:~ razed 
rners 

2 Point No.1152 

(,Round-:\ 
Corners 

~~l rners 

2 Point No.1212 

fRound~ 
(( Corner's \\ 

rm,:l 
II c;m;~ II 

See page 841 for specimens of other Brass Round Corners 

3 Point No.1213 

f:Round~ 
Corners 

r:~~ rners 

See page 840 for specimens of other Brazed Corners 

~ 

~ 

4 Point No. 1434 \ 4 Point No. 1264 

l t:c E\ YRound 
1 Corner~ ((,Round~ 

Corners 

! P:~~ p.,~ rners 

These nine faces are all made flush on body 

821 

2 Point No.1232 

/Round~ 
(( Corner's ~ 

r=~:l 
II c;,n;,~ II 

3 Point No.1263 

r{.Round~ 
Corners 

~a~ rners 

6 Point No.1266 

(f,Round~ 
Corners 

~ .. ~ rners 



OPEN SQUARE BRAss RuLE 

OPEN SQUARE BRASS RULE 
Designed to be used with side face or flush body rules 

8''"'"'"" 

No. 1853 (as made) $0 28 

Style 1 Miter-314 ems outside Style 2 Miter-3 ems outside 

Style 1 Miter-3¥2 ems outside 

No. 1873 (as made) $0 28 

Style 2 Miter-4 ems outside 

I
EII I IIIII I IIII E' 

II 
(as made) $0 80 

E 
Prices quoted are per foot 

Sold in labor-saving fonts at prices g iven in Table B1, page 859. See Table D1 for prices of miters 
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OPEN SQUARE BRAss RuLE 

OPEN SQUARE BRASS RULE 
Designed to be used with side face or flush body rules 

No. 1882 (as made) $0 20 

Style 1 Miter-3 ems outside Style 2 Miter-2% ems outside 

No. 1883 (as made ) $0 28 

Style 1 Miter-3 ems outside Style 2 Miter-204 ems outside 

~ l811W I I I I I Ill Ill 

~f 
No. 1886 (as made) $0 50 ~ 

Dr 
1 l8 HI I I I I I u 

1-- No. 1889 (as rna le) $0 72 

1-- I I I I I I 
1--

Style 1 Miter-3 ems outside Style 2 Miter- 3"\4 ems outside 

$0 95 

I I I 
Style 1 Miter-3 ems outside Style 2 Miter-31;2 ems outside 

Prices quoted are per foot 
Sold in labor-saving fonts at prices given in Table B1, page 859. See Table D1 for prices of miters 
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OPEN SQUARE BRAss RuLE 

OPEN SQUARE BRASS RULE 
Designed to be used with s ide face or flush body rules 

No. 1842 (as made) $0 20 

Style 1 Miter-3¥2 ems outside Style 2 Miter-3 ems outside 

No. 1844 (as made) $0 35 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Style 1 Miter-3 ems outside 

1-
Style 2 Miter-2¥2 ems outside 

No. 1862 (as made) $0 20 

Style 1 Miter-3 ems outside Style 2 Miter-2¥2 ems outside 

l~i I~ 
No. 1864 (as made) $0 35 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Style 1 Mlte~3 em• ou.,lde ~~ ~ l Style 2 Mlte~2 em.ou.,lde I, 

,,11111111111111111~1 11~11 1111111111111 

No. 1868 (as made) $0 64 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

~~~ Style2 Mltec-3 erne outside 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Prices quoted are per f oot 

Sold in labor-saving fonts at prices given in Table B1, page 859. See Table D1 for prices of miters 
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6496 

2236 

1446 

6586 

1654 

1173 

2236-R 

2346-R 

BRAss RuLE FOR BooKLET WoRK 

$0 40 6496-R 

1444 $0 27 

Can also be furnished in Mitered pages 
Half Brazed. See page 861 

BRASS RULE FOR BOOKLET AND 

CATALOGUE PAGES 

........................................................ . . 
1172 $0 20 

Can be furnished in Regular Mitered pages 
either Plain or with Interlocking Miters 

See Table F on page 861 

....................................................... 

$0 40 2346 

825 

$0 40 

$0 27 

$0 28 

$0 40 

$0 40 

$0 40 

$0 40 

$0 40 



BRAss RuLE FOR BooKLET WORK 

1266 $0 40 

4574 $0 27 4594 $0 27 

1212 $0 16 

1626 $0 40 

BRASS RULE FOR BOOKLET 

AND CATALOGUE 

PAGES 

~ I II Prices g iven a re per f oot in 24 inch lengths 

I! 

I 

I 
i I I 

11 

1: 

Ill 
I 

II li-il 
I 

I! II 

I 

1636 $0 40 I I i 

I 

L 
I 

I 

Can be furnished in Plain Mitered I 

or Interlocking Mitered pages, or 
Mitered pages Half Brazed 

seepage 861 

1213 $0 22 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1456 $0 40 1216 $0 40 
-- ~ - - - --- - -------

826 



1596-J 

1594-J 

1596-E 

1594-G 

1596-B 

BRAss RuLE FOR BooKLET WoRK 

3476 

1593-E 

$0 50 1596-C 

3473 $0 28 

Dotted patterns 3473, 3476, 3484 an d 3486 a re 
fur nished as Cut Ru le without m iter s 

: ::::: :: : :::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::: :::::: :: :: : :::::: ::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: :: :: : :: :::::: ::: :::::: ::: :::: : 

. 

B RASS R U L E F OR B OOKLET AND 

CAT ALOGUE P AGE S 

$0 50 

$0 28 

3486 $0 50 

··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· 
~~ ~~ 

A ll except L ithodot Rule can be furnished 

in mit ered pages or in mitered 

pages half brazed; see 

Table F, page 861 

::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::! !! 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

$0 50 1596-A 

827 

$0 50 

$0 35 

$0 50 

$0 35 

$0 50 
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LrTHOTONE AND OTHER BRAss RuLE 

1414-15710-1452-1576-1412 

Suggestions for making 

up Special Borders for 

Large Pages 

830 
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LrTHOTONE AND OTHER BRAss RuLE 

1263-1548-2022 

6496-1548-6496R 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

1212-1594-1212 

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111(!§ 

.. 2546-1546 I 
~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111@ 

ffilffillll 

1456-15912-1456 

1452-1596-1526-1596-1452 

1454-1546-1454-1546-1454 

1452-1544-1452 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllll\lllllllllllllllllllll\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lll lllll lll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll l llll ll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 1~ 
1744- (1) -14812- (1) -1744 

Fig ures in parentheses indicate blank space in points 

831 



LITHOTONE AND OTHER BRAss RuLE 

2584-3586-2583 2586-3583-2583 

1646-1554-1452 2583-3584-2583 

=..! 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 

2582-1563-2582 

2593-3593 

LITHOTONE, LITHOLINE, LITHODOT 
AND OTHER RULES IN 

COMBINATION 

1582-2582-1582 

1583-2584-1583 
1111 

1584-2586-1584 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1111 11 1111111111111111111111111111 11 1111111 11 

2236R -1486-2236 

2582-1582-2582 

2582-1583-2582 
llllllll llllllllllllllllllll ll lllllll llnlHITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIfjjjjjjjjjjjjjjillllilllTITITITITTII!i"' 

2583-1584-2583 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~1;111 

lliillliilllllllllllllllllllilllill j lllllll l lillllillilll l llll I I I I I I I II II I I I I I I I I I I I i l l ~ 

2346-1554-2346R 

2582-3586-2582 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!:\§ 

···· · ·,:·····=···:···.·:····.· ·. ·::~~;~~~~-- ·:~~~-:~~~-:.::.: .. : .. :.:: .. ::.·:.: ...... ·.: .. ;11'"'''''11 

~""'""""""""""""""""""'"""'""""""""""""""'"""""""" """"""""' """""""""""""':'ll :. 'i 
LITHOTONE, LITHOLINE, LITHODOT 

AND OTHER RULES IN 
COMBINATION 

1343-1492-2042 6583-1583 
'llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii' 

1212-1702-1212 6586-3603-2582 

1212- (2) -2586- (2) -1212 2476-3476 

Fig ures in parentheses indicate blank space in points 
6586-3546-6584 

832 



CoMBINATIONs OF BRAss RuLE 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

2546-Crisscross Border -2546 Ill 2476-Agatha Bo'd"-2476 Ill 

6586-American Border No. 1204-6583 6583-Concrete Border -6583 

6584-2473-25812-1481 6588-1702-6588 

1212- (2) -1212-15512-1212- (2) -1212 
F ig ures in parentheses ind icate blank space in points 

lr 

JE 1646-1893-1403-1853-1403-1886-1452 lo ,, 
1406-1886-2583-1856-1406 

I I I I I I I I I I l j_ 

~ 
Ill 

~ 1452-1886-1452-1852-1452-1844-2022 6583-1856-1403-1856-1452 

1403-18812-1403-1856-1403-1893-1403 1413-18812-1403-1856-1452 s 
833 





DouBLE AND TRIPLE LrTHOTONE BRAss RuLE 

1596-B $0 50 

1598-B $0 64 

15910-B $0 80 

"'"""""""""""'""""''"'""""'"""'""""'"'""""'""""'"'"'"'"'""'"""""""'"'""'""'""'''"'""""'""""""''""'""""""'"""""'"''""'""~ 
IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIFril 

1593-E $0 28 1594-G $0 35 

1596-H $0 50 1596-G $0 50 

1596-E $0 50 1596-F $0 50 

1598-F $0 64 15910-F $0 80 

835 



LrTHOTONE, LrTHODOT AND LrTHOLINE BRAss RuLE 

Lithotone Lithotone 

c · $0 50 7586 $0 50 

'''"'''"' '''"''''' 

:::::::: :. ::: ... : .. :.::c . ::::.:.==:::::::::;:;:;:;::;::::::::::::::::::::;;:::::::::.::::::::::; : :::::;::~ 
1111111Jllllllllllltlll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111rr.: 

7588 $0 64 
1596-D 50 

$0 64 
75810 $0 80 

1598-D 

15910-C $0 80 75812 $0 95 

Litholine Lithodot 

2582 so 16 3582 

2583 5)0 22 3583 

2586 $0 40 3586 

25812 $0 76 35812 

836 



LrTHOLINE AND LrTHODOT BRAss R u LE 

o"""""'"' 

••• 

••• 
. ,. 

••• 
Litholine Lithodot 

4572* $0 16 5572* . $0 20 ,. 

2576 $0 40 3576 $0 50 

25712 $0 76 35712 $0 95 
Ill! 

Combination of 2576 and 3576 

* Also made on 2% point body 

lll ll lfr 

Litholine Lithodot 

1111111
25412 

4542* $0 16 5542* $0 20 

2546 $0 40 3546 $0 50 

$0 76 35412 $0 95 

Combination of 2546 and 3546 

*Also made on 2% point body 

::CIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllll--1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ 

Litholine Lithodot 

2563 $0 22 3563 $0 28 

2566 $0 40 3566 $0 50 

25612 $0 76 35612 $0 95 

'
~~~ Combinat ion of 2563, 1566 and 2563 ~~~ 
Ci"llllllllll l llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll l lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll l lllll l lllll l llllllllllll l lllllllllllllllllll l lllll l llllllllllllll l lllll l lllll l lllllllllllll l llllllllll l lllllllllllllllll l lllll ~ 
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LrTHOLINE AND LrTHODOT BRAss RuLE 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!::: 

Litn Litho line 

2554 $0 27 25 $0 27 

2556 $0 40 25 $0 40 

25i $0 76 25512 $0 76 

Combination of 2 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll l lllllllllllllllllll l lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll l llllllr;' 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

[~~ ~n ~n 
Litho line Lithodot 

2494 $0 27 3494 $0 35 

2496 $0 40 3496 $0 50 

24912 $0 76 34912 $0 95 

~~~~~ 
Combination of 24912 and 14912 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Ill ~83 w~ Ill 

6584 $0 27 6585 $0 33 

-

6588 $0 52 6586 $0 40 

-
$0 76 65810 $0 64 

838 



LITHOLINE AND LITHODOT BRAss RuLE 

Litho line Lithodot 

2473 $0 22 3473 $0 28 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2476 $0 40 3476 $0 50 

24712 
~ 

$0 76 34712 $0 95 

Combination of 2473, 3476 and 2473 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Litholine Lithodot 

2484 $0 27 3484 $0 35 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2486 $0 40 3486 $0 50 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

24812 $0 76 34812 $0 95 

Combination of 2482, 3488 and 2482 

~~~~~~~;;;;;~~;;~~;;;~~~;;;;~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;~~~;~~~~;~;;~;~;;~~~;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;~;;;;;;;;~;;~;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;~;;~~ 

2606 

2609 

26012 

Litholine 
$0 40 

$0 58 

$0 76 

................................................ ................................................ ················································ ................................................ 

········································ ........................................ ........................................ 
···································· .................................... 

Lithodot 
3606 $0 50 :: .................................... .................................... 
3609 $0 72 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
fllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ........................................... 
36012 $0 95 ................................................ ................................................ ················································ ................................................ 

Combination of 16012 and 26012 
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2 Point No.1002 

2 Point No. 2062 

II 2 Point No.1402 

II 3 Point No.1423 

:I 

I 4 Point No.l154 I 
~tNo. 1224 II 

~tN~ 

II 6 Point No. 1216 II 

~tN~ 

~~~~~~ · ~ 

rl 6 Poin t No. 1516 11 

1111 12 Point No. 13512 1111 

B RA ss BRAZED CoRNERS 

II 

I 

II 

II 

2 Point No. 1022 

2 Point No.2082 

3 Point No. 1223 

3 Point No. 1153 

PRICES 

Per set of four 

2, 3, 4 or 6 Point .. . . .. . $0 75 

8, 10 or 12 Point . . .. . ... 1 00 

18 Point .. . .. .. .. . .. . ... 135 

Brass Brazed Corners can 
be furnished for p ractically 
all the faces shown in this 
Brass Rule Sect ion. 

II 

I 

6PointN~ 

6PointN~ 

:, 1 6 Point No. 1396 
:I 

rr;;:tN~ 

~tNo.2042 

~tN~ 

~tNo. 1233 II 

~tNo. 1433 ll 

~tN~ 

~tNo.1424 II 

r:=tN::, 

II 6PointN~ 

~tN~ 

~tNo.1276 II 

II 12 Point No.11s12 II 

~oint No.1~ ~oint No.15018 

For other Brazed Corner s see page 823 
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BRAss RouND CoRNERs 

BRASS ROUND CORNERS 
12 Point Solid Body Per set of four 50c 

( \ ( \ ( \ ( \ r \ (' 
No. 81002 No. 81022 No. 82042 No. 82062 No. 82082 No. S2102 

(' r ' 
, 
' 

, 
' (( ~ (( ~ 

No. Sll52 No. 81153 No.S1154 No. 81156 No. S1212 No.S1232 

(( ~ (f ~ t! ~ 1(- ~ fr ~ 
If " No. S 1213 No. 81234 No.S1264 No.S1266 No.S1216 No.S1236 

BRASS ROUND CORNERS 
18 Point Full Mortised Body Per set of four 75c 

(\ (\ (\ (\ (\ (\ 
No. 1002 No. 1022 No. 2022 No. 2042 No. 2062 No. 2082 

' ' '' ~r' r' r' r' No. 2102 No.1152 No.1402 No. 1452 No.1212 No.1232 

((~ ((~ Square Inside up to Face of Rule ((~ ((~ 
No. 1213 No. 1223 No.1233 No.1263 

r~ r~ '"' r' No.1423 No.1433 No.1153 No.ll54 

rr~ rr~ Showing Bottom of Corner rr~ rr' No.1214 No.1224 No.1234 No.1274 

rr~ r' rr' rr-~ rt~ tt~ 
No.1424 No.1434 No.1264 No. 1216 No.1226 No.1236 

If~ If~ (if~ If' r?~ ,, 
No.1436 No.1266 No.1346 No.1316 No.1516 No.ll56 

BRASS ROUND CORNERS 
24 Point Full Mortised Body Per set of four $1.00 

tr~ Iff~ ,, ,, ,, 
No. A 12612 No. A 13412 No. 1158 No. 11510 No. A 11512 

BRASS ROUND CORNERS 
36 Point Full Mortised Body Per set of four $1.25 

(if~,,tr~,, 
No.13418 No.11518 No.12318 No.ll512 

While not generally carried in stock, Brass Round Corners can be obtained for 
practically all the faces shown in this section 
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2086 Style A 

2086 Style B 

2086 Style C 

2086 StyleAP 

2086 Sty le BP 

2086 Style CP 

2126 Style A 

2126 Style B 

2126 Style C 

2126 StyleAP 

2126 Style BP 

PANEL DouBLE CoRNERs 

1 Point Face 

1 Point Face 

1 Point Face 

1 Point Face -
1 Point Face 

-

1 Point Face -
2 Point Face 

2 Point Face 

2 Point Face 

2 Point Face -
2 Point Face 

All Made on Six Point Body 

2106 Style A 1¥2 Point Face 

2106 Style B 1:Y2 Point Face 

2106 Style C 1 Vz Point Face 

2106 Style AP 1:Y2 Point Face 

2106 Style BP 1¥2 Point Face 

2106 Style CP 1112 Point Face -
2166 Style A 3 Point Face 

2166 Style B 3 Point Face 

2166 Style C 3 Point Face 

2166 Style AP 3 Point Face ------..... 
2166 Style BP 3 Point Face ------· 

2126 Style CP 2 Point Face 2166 Style CP 3 Point Face -------.. ------· 
2086 Style A 1 Point Face 

2086 Style B 1 Point Face 

2086 Style C 1 Point Face 

2106 StyleA Ph Point Face 

2106 Style B 1:Y2 Point Face 

2106 Style C 1¥2 Point Face 

2126 Style A 2 Point Face 

2126 Style B 2 Point Face 

2126 Style C 2 Point Face 

2166 Style A 3 Point Face 

2166 Style B 3 Point Face 

2166 Style C 3 Point Face 

The above are shown in 13 em and 26¥2 em column measure. Can be furnished for 12 or 12¥2 em column 
measure at same price. Style A, B or C Single Column, per pair 50c. Style AP, BP or CP, set of four 50c. 

Style A, B or C Double Column, per pair 80c. 
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BRAss CoRNERs FOR FuLLFACE RuLE 

BRASS SQUARE CORNERS 
For Plain Face Brass Rule 

Made like a corner quad and cut from a solid block of brass; 1 and 1% Point are brazed with bevel on outside 

r,-::;:3;;:-1 
I ~N~.i1·· I 

r;oi;, 
No.61 

1, 1%, 2, 3, 4 or6 Point (18 Point Body), per set of four $0 60 

1'7:':n ;;;1 r-;;oi::;-1 ~oi~ 
rN~. 1l1h"· l I '"~o.~~L I I 0

~o.~~L I 
8, 10 and 12 Point (24 Point Body), per set of four $0 75 

~oi~ I 8~o.~t I -Po~ II ~~.1i;1t II 

~oi:-'1 I ~o.~~" I 

~p.!ll 
No.121 

~f~ • s~;~ o~our • 

rde=jolirPo,Bodr:er;off·$· ~ ~ 
2 P · t 3 p · p · p . Set of four om omt 4 omt 6 omt $1 00 
No. 29 No. 39 No. 49 No. 69 

18 Pt. N o.181 (36 Pt. Body) 

BRASS DIAGONAL CORNERS 

2, 3, 4 or 6 Point (12 Point Body), per set of four $0 50 

/'- /' ~" ..~~ 
2 Point No. 22 3 Point No. 32 4 Point No. 42 6 Point No. 62 

2, 3, 4 or 6 Point (18 Point Body), per set of four $0 75 

/ ' /' /' ~' 2 Point No. 23 3 Point No. 33 4 Point No. 43 6 Point No. 63 

OTHER BRASS CORNERS 

12 Pt. N o.127 (36 Pt. Body) 

~~ 
12 Point No. 122 (24 Point Body) 

Per set of four $0 90 

~' 12 Point No. 123 (36 Point Body) 
Per set of four $1 00 

f:·-=11 f:·=-1 (: .. :-) (: .. :} 
2 Point on top 

12 Point on side 
Set of four $0 75 

--yo::"ointN~ I ~:~pair$~·~; I 

10 8 • • 

2 Point on top 2 Point on top 2 Point on top 
6 Point on side 6 Point on side 12 Point on side 

Set of four $0 75 Set of four $0 75 Set of four $0 75 

6 

• 24 

BRASS CENTER PIECES 

--r-:ointNo~ I ~=r pair $~-~t> I 

BRASS SQUARES 

36 
6 

• 
24 

~oint No~ 
Per pair $0 75 

~oint No~ I ~~~pair$~· i~ I 

8 10 • • • 18 

II II 
18 

12 • • II 
12 

II 
Font containing two sets each 6, 8, 10 and 12 Point and one set (4) each of 14, 18, 24 and 36 Point $2 50 

Also sold in sets, see page 862. Round Corners for fullface rule are shown on page 841 
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BRAss RuLE SPECIALTIES 

MITERED PAGES- HALF BRAZED 

The Mitered Page Half Brazed is a great time-saver. It is easier to justify the form, and 
the compositor handles two corners instead of four mitered pieces. 

There is an additional cost over the plain mitered page of about $4.80 for 16 pages of an 
average size, meaning that if 30 cents per page is saved in lock-up, 
etc., the extra expense is covered on one job. One trade publication 
uses thousands of these rule pages. The fact that they use one style 
of rule and standard sizes of ads. makes an enormous saving over 

the old method. 
Prices will be found on page 

861; estimates furnished in 
detail if you will advise us. 

Sizes 10 ems and smaller 
are shown on page 845 as 
Brass Initial Boxes. 

BRAZED HALF PANELS FOR NEWSPAPER AD BORDERS 

The illustration shows single, double and triple column panels and also single and double 
column panels cut in half. The latter are for use with straight pieces to make wider panels 
as shown in the largest panel in the cut, where a two column straight piece is used with a 
double column panel cut in half to make a four column panel. The two panels used at top and 
bottom of form are spaced out with straight pieces to make ad. the proper length. 

A fairly good trial equipment made of 6 point Plain Rule contains the following pieces: 
Brazed Half Panels-4 sets single, 2 sets single (cut), 4 sets double, 2 sets double (cut), 
and 2 sets triple column; also straight pieces-6 pieces single, 4 pieces double, and 2 pieces 
triple column; in addition, a special font of various lengths for the sides weighing about 
6 pounds. This entire equipment, $25.00. Complete table of prices will be found on page 861. 

INTERLOCKING MITERS FOR BRASS RULE 

With regular miters care must be taken to prevent slipping at the corners, which can be 
overcome with use of corner quads when space permits this use. The Interlocking Miter 
absolutely prevents slipping as the dovetails interclose holding the rules firmly in position. 
The use of these miters is becoming more general, both for booklet and catalogue work. 

PRICES OF INTERLOCKING MITERS 

These are sold at the price per piece in Tables H and I ac
cording to length of rule used plus the following charges for 
mitering per page or per set of miters: 

Pages 1 to 4 Point 5 to 10 Point 11 to 18 Point Over 18 Point 

3 or less $0 34 $0 45 $0 58 $0 79 
4 to 16 30 39 50 63 
over 16 28 36 46 55 

For Fancy Brass Rule, including Lithodot and Lithotone, figure according to prices in Tables Hand I for the 
rule used plus 25 per cent, to which add the above charges for Interlocking Miters. 
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INITIAL BoxEs AND SLOTTED CoRNERs 

==I I== 

SLOTTED BRASS CORNERS 
Per set of four-2 to 6 Point, either 4 em leg or 6 em leg ... ..... .... . . . . . .. ... .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... .. .. $1 00 

2 Point 1 3 Point lnr 4 Point I 6 Point 
No. 1152 No. 1153 No. 1154 N o. 1156 • 

II II II ~ ---
2 Point 113 Point 4 Point 6 Point 
No. 1212 No. 1213 No. 12141 No. 1216 

SPECIAL SIZES 

Slotted Corners can be made to order from any rule. Give total length of leg and leng th of outside leg. 
Solid panels like one around this specimen can also be furnished. For price, figure pieces according to 
prices in Table H or I and add 75 cents per set or page for slotting. Minimum price $100 per set. 

===I I== 

w 
5-1596G 65c 

~ 
4-1594J 50c 

R 
5-1596J 65c 

T 
8-15910A $1 00 

Rule No. 1214 Slotted page this size, 18x32 ems $123 

K c 
6-1598A 75c 6-1596C 65c 

BRASS INITIAL BOXES 
These Initial Boxes are brazed on two corners and mitered 

on two corners, making corner pieces easy to compose 

PRICE LIST 

48 P oint 72 Point 96 P oint 
and a nd and 

Sma ller Smaller Smaller 

2, 3 or 4 Point Rule .. $0 50 $0 50 $0 55 
6 Point Rule . ....... 60 65 70 
8 Point Rule . . . . .... 70 75 85 

10 Point Rule . . . . . . . . 80 90 100 
12 Point Rule . . .... . . 90 100 110 

Six teen or more of same size and face 
10 cents each less 

AMERICAN 

TYPE FOUNDERS 

COMPANY 

y N 
4-1594G 50c 4-1596A 60c 

845 

.-...... 

120 Point 
and 

Sma ller 

$0 60 
75 
90 

110 
120 

G 
5-1596B 65c 

4-1596B 60c 

M 
5-1596A 65c 

E 
7-1598B 85c 



BRAss RuLE SHOWN BY SizEs 
Unless otherwise noted, Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

No. Body Per Foot No. Body Per Foot 

100% V2 Point $0 10 10011/r; Flo Point (10 to pica) $0 12 

115% lh Point 10 11511/r; 11/o Point (10 to pica) 12 

100% % Point (20 to pica) 10 1001% 1% Point 13 

115% % Point (20 to pica) 10 2001% P/2 Point 13 

1004-/5 4-;5 Point (15 to pica) 10 1021lh 1112 Point 13 

1154/~ 4-;5 Point (15 to pica) 10 2021% Ph Point 13 

1001 1 P oint 10 1041% 1V2 Point 13 

2001 1 Point 10 
2041% Il/2 Point 13 

-
10611;2 P/2 Point 13 

1021 1 Point 10 

206Ph P/2 Point 13 
2021 1 Point 10 

1081% 11;2 Point 13 
1041 1 Point 10 

2081% 1% Point 13 

2041 1 Point 10 

11511;2 1% Point 13 

1151 1 Point 10 

1011% Ph Point 13 --1011 1 Point 10 -- 1031% P/2 Point 13 
--- ---- --------- -- ------

1031 1 Point 10 
·-------- --- -------- --- ---- - --

10511/2 P/2 Point 13 
----- - - -- - -- ---- --- - ------------

1051 1 Point 10 
14011;2 1112 Point 13 

1401 1 Point 10 
2591% 1% Point 13 

1701 1 Point 13 
1701V2 1\!2 Point 17 ............................................................ 

1751 1 Point 13 
17511;2 1% Point 17 

1591 1 Point 13 
1591V2 1% Point 17 

1581 1 P oint 13 
1581% 11;2 Point 17 

1571 1 Point 13 
1571% Ph Point 17 

1561 1 Point 13 1561% P/2 Point 17 

1551 1 Point 13 15511/2 1112 Point 17 

1541 1 P oint 13 154Ph 1% Point 17 

1491 1 Point 13 1491% Ph Point 17 

1471 1 Point 13 1471% 1% Point 17 

1481 1 P oin t 13 1481V2 P/2 Point 17 

1601 1 P oint 13 1601V2 Ph Point 17 
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BRASS.RULE SHOWN BY SIZES 

Unless otherwise noted (*),Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

No . Body Per Foot No . Body Per Foot 

1002 2 Point $0 16 3052 2 Point $0 20 
1"''"'"•'" .. ''"'' .. ''"'''",'"''''"'"'''~''""'""''""''"""' .... ''""'"-'""''""'''·" .. '"' .. ""''•''·-

2002 2 Point 16 3062 2 Point 20 
..... ~.·~~~·'~''rl'\11 11 \1

11

\rllt\JI
111

\I,.~·"II'"•'"•''III'~"''III''III'''~~'''~~'''"''III''III''"''lil''"ll'" l-

1022 2 Point 16 2582 2 Point 16 -
2022 2 Point 16 4572 2 Point 16 

1042 2 Point 16 4542 2 Point 16 

2042 2 Point 16 1402 2 Point 16 

1062 2 Point 16 
1452 2 Point 16 

2062 2 Point 16 
1212 2 Point 16 

1082 2 Point 16 
1232 2 Point 16 

2082 2 Point 16 
1412 2 Point 16 

2102 2 Point 16 
1422 2 Point 16 

1152 2 Point 16 
6582 2 Point 16 

1752 2 Point 20 

1432 2 Point 16 

1012 2 Point 16 
··· ··--- ----- -

1592 2 Point 20 

5012 2 Point 16 
--- · -- · - ·· ·· ·· ·· ··· ·· · ······ ··· · --

1582 2 Point 20 

5032 2 Point 16 
--- ·-·-----

1572 2 Point 20 

1032 2 Point 16 
--- --- ------- - -- ---- --------

1562 2 Point 20 
5052 2 Point 16 

1552 2 Point 20 
1052 2 Point 16 
--- - - - -- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - ---- - - -- - - -------

1542 2 Point 20 
1192 2 Point 16 

~-- ---- -- - --- --- ---- - ------- ----

1532 2 Point 16 
1492 2 Point 20 

1072 2 Point 16 1472 2 Point 20 

1112 2 Point 16 1482 2 Point 20 

1132 2 Point 16 1602 2 Point 20 

1172 2 Point 20 1702 2 Point 20 

······················································-
3002 2 Point 20 1742* 2 Point 20 

·r_r~ 

3022 2 Point 20 3582 2 Point 20 
····::::"':::··-

3152 2 Point 20 5572 2 Point 20 -
3042 2 Point 20 5542 2 Point 20 ...,.., w..n.-• ...., ._..,...._ ····················::··::: ::::::::: ::::::::·:::: :::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::: : :::::-
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No . 

1003 

2003 

1023 

2023 

1043 

2043 

1063 

2063 

1083 

2083 

2103 

2123 

2143 

1153 

1753 

2563 

2473 

1403 

1453 

1213 

1223 

1233 

2583 

1343 

6583 

2593 

BRAss RuLE SHOWN BY SrzEs 

Unless otherwise noted(*), Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

Body Per F oot 

3 Point $0 22 
----

3 Poin t ~ _________________________ , .... 
3 Point 22 

3 Point 22 

3 Point 22 

3 Point ~ 

--------------------------------

3 Point ~ 

----------------------------1----
3 Point ~ 

--------------------------------
3 Point 22 

No. Body 

3593 3 Point 

3583 3 Point 

3563 3 Point 

3473 3 Point 

Per Foot 

$0 28 '"-
28 ·-
28 ..... 
28 

: :: : ::: ::: :::: :: ::: ::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::: : :: :: :::::::: : :: ::::::::::::::: ::::::-

1593E 3 Point 28 

1593 3 Point 28 
IIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!I!UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!HIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIfiiiiiiiiiiii!HII IIIIIIIIIJIII 

1583 3 Point 28 
111 11111111 11 1111111 111111111 11 11111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111 11 11111111111111111111111111111111111 11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111 

1573 3 Point 28 
11 1111 1111111111 1111 11 1111 111 111 111 111 11 1111 1111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 1111 111111111111111 11 111 11 11 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111111 111 111 111 111 111 1111 1111 111 

1563 3 Point 28 
3 Point 22 1111 111 1111 11111 111111 1111 1111 11111 11111 111 111111 11111 11 11 11111 111111 11 11111 11 11111111 11 11 111 111111 111 111 111 111111 1111 11 

1553 3 Point 28 
3 Point 22 111 111 111111 1111111 1111111111111111111111111 111 11111 11 11 11111 111111 11111111111 11111111111 1 

1543 3 Point 28 
3 Point 22 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

3 Point 
1493 3 Point 28 

22 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJJJIIJIIIIIIIIJJIJIIJJJJJJJIIIIIIJIIIIJIIIIIJJJIIIIIIIIIIJJJJJJJJIIJJIIIIIJ 

~ Pnint 
1473 3 Point 28 

22 IIIIIIIIIIIIJIJIJIJIJIJIJIJIJIJIJIIIIJIIIIIIIJJJJJJJJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJJIIIIIIIIIIIJJJJIJIJIIJIJIIJJJJIJJIIJJJJJJJJJIIJJ 

-----------------
3 Point 

1483 3 Point 28 
28 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

--~--------------~-
3 Point 22 

1603 3 Point 28 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

3 Point 22 
1703 3 Point 28 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3 Point 22 
1743* 3 Point 28 

iiiiiililiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiililiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiililiiiillliiiliilllliiiiiliil 

3 Point 22 1173 3 Point 28 

······················································--
3 Point 22 1413 3 Point 22 

3 Point 22 3423 3 Point 22 .... 
3 Point 22 1423 3 Point 22 

3 Point 22 3433 3 Point 22 .... 
3 Point 22 1433 3 Point 22 

3 Point 22 1263 3 Point 22 

3 Point ~ 1443 3 Point 22 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§§!---
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BRAss RuLE SHOWN BY SizEs 
Unless otherwise noted <*l. Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

No . Body Per Foot No. Body Per Foot 

3113 3 Point $0 28 2554 4 Point $0 27 

3123 3 Point 28 2494 4 Point 27 

3043 3 Point 28 1404 4 Point 27 
~-- ..., v ............ ..,.......,...., 

1004 4 Point 27 1454 4 Point 27 -
2004 4 Point 27 -- 1214 4 Point 27 

- - --

1024 4 Point 27 1224 4 Point 27 

2024 4 Point 27 - 2484 4 Point 27 

1044 4 Point 27 
1234 4 Point 27 

2044 4 Point 27 - 1244 4 Point 27 

1064 4 Point 27 

1444 4 Point 27 

2064 4 Point 27 

1594 4 Point 35 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

1084 4 Point 27 

1584 4 Point 35 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII 

2084 4 Point 27 

1574 4 Point 35 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

2104 4 Point 27 

1564 4 Point 35 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

2124 4 Point 27 

1554 4 Point 35 
1111 11 111111111111 111111111111111111 111111 11111111 111111 1111 1111111 111 111 1111 1111111111111 

2144 4 Point 27 
1544 4 Point 35 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1154 4 Point 27 
1494 4 Point 35 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

1754 4 Point 35 1474 4 Point 35 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1744* 4 Point 35 1484 4 Point 35 
lllllilllllllllllliililllliillilllilliiilllllllllliiiiillllllllliiliiiilllllliilliiillllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

1724* 4 Point 35 1604 4 Point 35 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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BRAss RuLE SHOWN BY SrzEs 

Unless otherwise noted, Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

No. Body Per Foot 

6584 4 Point $0 27 

4574 4 Point 27 

2584 4 Point 27 

4544 4 Point 27 

1344 4 Point 27 

4474 4 Point 27 

4204 4 Point 27 

1414 4 Point 27 

3424 4 Point 27 

~============================= .... 

1204 4 Point 27 

1424 4 Point 27 

1434 4 Point 27 

3204 4 Point 27 

1304 4 Point 27 

1264 4 Point 27 

1284 4 Point 27 

1274 4 Point 27 

1314 4 Point 27 

1654 4 Point 27 

850 

----

No. Body Per l!"'oot 

1704 4 Point $0 35 

••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1594J 4 Point 35 

IUWl!llllliJJIIIIIHIUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIJIIIIUUIIIUUUIIUUUIUJlUJIIUJUIIIJIIIUIJUUIIIIIIJJUIIHIIIIIIJIIUIIUIIIIIIIIJIUIIJIIJIIIIUJIIIIIJJIII IIIJIII!JIII I IIlll ll lllliJIIIIIIUIIIJJIJII IIIIJI IIIJII IIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIII 

"""'"""''"'""'"""'""'"'"""'"""""'"""'""""'"'""'""'"'"""'""""'""""'""""""'"'"""""'"""'""'"' '""" "'"'"'" '""''""''""'"'"''""'"""'"""'""' '"""''""""' 

1594G 4 Point 35 

3484 4 Point 35 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-

3554 4 Point 

3494 4 Point 
:::::::::::::::::::: : · · · ······· · · · · · · : . . . ..... . . 

3584 4 Point 

1005 5 Point 

1155 5 Point 

35 -
35 

:::::::-

35 .,,,, .... 
33 

33 

3425 5 Point ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ ... 

1415 5 Point 33 

1425 5 Point 33 

3435 5 Point 33 

1435 5 Point 33 

6585 5 Point 33 

1005lh 5lh Point ~ 
--------------------~----------.... 

1155¥2 5lh Point 36 

1406 6 Point 40 

14546 6 Point 40 

1456 6 Point 40 



BRAss RuLE SHOWN BY SrzEs 

Unless otherwise noted, Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

No. Body Per Foot No. Body Per Foot 

1216 6 Point $0 40 1006 6 Point $0 40 -
1226 6 Point 40 2006 6 Point 40 -
1256 6 Point 40 1026 6 Point 40 -

6 Point 40 
2026 6 Point 40 

1236 -
1246 6 Point 40 1046 6 Point 40 -
14336 6 Point 40 2046 6 Point 40 - -
14246 6 Point 40 1066 6 Point 40 - -
14346 6 Point 40 2066 6 Point 40 -
1416 6 Point 40 

1086 6 Point 40 -
3426 6 Point 40 2086 6 Point 40 -
1426 6 Point 40 

2106 6 Point 40 -
1206 6 Point 40 

2126 6 Point 40 -2206 6 Point 40 
2146 6 Point 40 -3436 6 Point 40 

2166 6 Point 40 -1436 6 Point 40 

2186 6 Point 40 -1266 6 Point 40 

1156 6 Point 40 

1316 6 Poillt 40 

1756 6 Point 50 
1276 6 Point 40 

1286 6 Point 40 1366 6 Point 50 

• ••• • I • •• I 
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BRAss RuLE SHOWN BY SrzEs 

Unless otherwise noted (*) , Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

No. Body P er F oot N o. Body Per Foot 

1446 6 Point $0 40 2236 6 Point $0 40 

1626 6 Point 40 2346 6 Point 40 

1636 6 Point 40 6496 6 Point 40 

1656 6 Point 40 1396 6 Point 40 

1516 6 Point 40 6586 6 Point 40 

1746* 6 Point 50 
1326 6 Point 40 

illiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiill 

1646 6 Point 40 
1736* 6 Point 50 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1526 6 Point 40 

1716* 6 Point 50 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1776 6 Point 50 
BRASS RULE FOR TYPE BORDERS 

6 Point Stylus Border 40 

1786 6 Point 50 

6 Point Linear Border No.2 50 
11 111111111111 111 111 111 111 111 1111 111 111 111 111 1111 11 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1796 6 Point 50 

~'''-~7fiiii.I.II~'''''UIII~ 

6 Point Linear Border 50 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111- 1766 6 Point 50 

6 Point Triple Line Border 40 
1376 6 Point 50 

3-on-6 Point Mercantile Border No. 49 40 
1336 6 Point 40 

6 Point Mercantile Border No. 257 40 
1346 6 Point 40 

6 Point Monotone Border No.1 40 1356 6 Point 40 

6 Point Schuil Border 40 2926 6 Point 50 

=========================== ... 
6 Point Acme Border 40 1706 6 Point 50 ••••••••••••••• 
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BRAss RuLE SHoWN BY SizEs 
Unless otherwise noted, Brass Rules are made in 24 inch strips 

No. Body Per Foot 

1596 6 Point $0 50 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1586 6 Point 50 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11 111111 11 111111 

1576 6 Point 50 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1566 6 Point 50 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11 

1556 6 Point 50 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1546 6 Point 50 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

1496 6 Point 50 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

1476 6 Point 50 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

u~ 6P~~ w 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1606 6 Point 50 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

1596H 6 Point 50 

1596G 6 Point 50 

1596E 6 Point 50 
ltllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUUIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiii!IIIUIIIIIllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllliiiiiiiiiiL 

lllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllll lllll llllllll lll lllllllllllll lllllllll lll lllllllll llllll lllllll llll lllllll lllll l llllll lllllllllll lllll lllllllll ll lllllll lllllllll lll 

1596F 6 Point 50 

~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

4786 6 Point 50 
III IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIPIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllll 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllhllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllliltltlllhl!llilllllltll!lllillllllilllltlllllltllllllttllllilllllllllllllll 

4796 6 Point 50 
ll!!litl l!!liill!!iiill!!iiiJII!!iii illll!!!l li llillllil:::: :!lliliii:!!llliiil!!llili:!lliil!lllli:llllli 1 !111!1~ llllliilll!!iilll !! ::iilll!!!liiitiiill!!!llliil!llllii:lllllii~llllli! 1 111i:lllli!llllll!llltl!lllli:IJJJi:!!llliiiiiiii!:Ji, 

1596A 6 Point 50 
!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!@!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!@!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

1596B 6 Point 50 
IIIIII IIIIUII IIIIII!II IUII IIII IIIIIIlii iiii iiiiiiii iii iiiiiiii iiiii iiiiiiii iiii ii iiiiiii i iiiii i iiiiiiiiii i iiiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIII IIllllfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiii i iiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiii ii iiii!IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIUIIII 

miuummumntunuuunumtmunumtuiniutiniitiuumtumuuunniii~iiiiiiiiii~iuunnn~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~immmuiiiiii~ittit iiiiii~imuuunuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiliimuununnttllt 

7586 6 Point 50 

1596C 6 Point 50 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1596J 6 Point 50 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllll llllll lllllll ll llllllllllllllllllllll llll lllll/lllll/ /lllllllllllllll//lll/ 111111111 11111111111 11111111 1111 11111111111 1111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111 111111111111111111 

1596K 6 Point 50 
1111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111 1111111111111!11111111111!!11111111111!1111!1111111!1111111111111111111111111111111!11111111!!!!1!1!1!1111!1111!!111111111!1111111!111!11111111111[ 
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No. 

2596 

2586 

2576 

2566 

2556 

2546 

2496 

2476 

2486 

2606 

3596 

3586 

3576 

3566 

3556 

3546 

3496 

3476 

Body 

6 Point 

6 Point 

6 Point 

---

6 Point 
---

6 Point 

6 Point 

--

6 Point 

---

6 Point 

---

6 Point 

---
6 Point 

--
6 Point 

6 Point 

6 Point 

6 Point 

6 Point 

6 Point 

6 Point 

6 Point 

Per Foot 

$0 40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

50 

"''+:-

50 ·,;-
50 .,,,-

50 
:::,::-

50 :;-
50 

..... ,.,,,,,::;:::::::-

50 

. ... .. .... . . ....... -
50 

:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::-

50 :::~:~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-
3606 6 Point 50 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::-



BRAss RuLE SHOWN BY SizEs 
No. Per Foot No. Per Foot No. Per Foot No. Per Foot 

1328 $0 52 1418 $0 52 3609 $0 72 14410 $0 64 .......................... .......................... .......................... 

6588 52 1428 52 1909 72 16210 64 .......................... .......................... .......................... 

2588 52 1438 52 
11510 64 16310 64 

2558 52 1238 52 

12310 64 35810 80 

2498 52 1248 52 

-- 12410 64 35510 80 

2488 52 1918 64 

•••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• 
1410 64 34910 80 

1338 52 1158 52 

------
14210 64 34810 80 

~~~~~ ;~~~ ~~~~~~; ~;~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~;;;;;;~; 
1348 52 1448 52 

--
14310 64 65810 64 

1358 52 1628 52 

13310 64 13210 64 

3488 64 1638 52 

~;;; ; ~ ~ ~ ;~ ;;~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ;;; ~ ~ ;~ ;;;;; ~;; ~ ;; ;;; 

13410 64 25810 64 
3498 64 1319 58 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

13510 64 25510 64 
3558 64 1269 58 

3588 64 1279 58 24810 64 24910 64 

The final figures indicate the body of the rule 
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BRAss RuLE SHOWN BY SrzEs 
No . Per Foot No . P er Foot No. Per Foot 

65812 $0 76 15212 $0 76 17512 $0 95 

13212 76 
15112 76 13612 95 

47812 95 
14412 76 

111111/111111111111/llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/111111111 15012 76 
11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111 

47912 95 
16212 76 

12312 76 

14112 76 

16312 76 
12412 76 

14212 76 -- --- 19012 95 
13312 76 .......................... .......................... .......................... .......................... 

14312 76 

19112 95 
13412 76 •••••••••••••••••••• .................... 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
12612 76 

19212 95 

13512 76 ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 
12712 76 

11518 116 

17812 95 

13112 76 

17818 1 40 

17612 95 
11512 76 -

13118 1 16 
17912 95 17712 95 

rfUIII~ ; ; ; ; ? ~;;;?;;???;?;????????????;?????;? i 
The final figures indicate the body of the rule 

The 12 point sizes of Litholine and Lithodot rule are shown on page 828 
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No . Per Foot 

12318 $116 

12418 116 

13418 116 ---
13518 116 --
15018 116 --

15118 1 16 --
15218 116 

47818 1 40 

111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111 1111 

11 11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

19018 1 40 .......................... .......................... .......................... .......................... .......................... .......................... 

19218 1 40 

••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 



ADVERTISING AND CRoss RuLEs 

ADVERTISING AND CROSS RULES 

Cut any length from any of the faces listed under Head Rules, or any single, double, parallel or triple 
rule shown in this book. For other bodies and lengths, see Table I on page 860 

Size Pica Ems 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 5\6 Point 6 Point 8 Point 

Single Column 12¥2 to 15. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0 04 $0 06 $0 07 $0 08 $0 09 $0 10 $0 13 
Single Column 15¥2 to 18 .. ... .... . . . ..... .... 05 07 09 10 11 12 16 
Double Column 24% to 27 ...... . .. .. . . .. ... . .. 07 10 12 14 16 18 23 
Double Column 27% to30 . ....... . ............ 08 11 14 16 18 20 25 
Triple Column 36% to 42 .... ..... ..... ... .. .. 11 14 17 21 23 26 33 
Triple Column 42% to 48 ..................... 12 16 20 24 26 29 37 

No. 1002 2 Point 

No. 1022 2 Point 

No.1042 2 Point 

No.1062 2 Point 

No.1082 2 Point 

No.1402 2 Point 

BRASS HEAD RULES 

The following prices are for any single, double, parallel or triple rule shown in this book. Regular sizes 
using 13 em column and 6 point column rule. For other bodies and lengths, see Table I on 

Size 

Four Column 
Five Column 
Six Column 
Seven Column 
Eight Column 
Nine Column 

No.1403 

No.1404 

No. 1454 

No.1423 

No.1424 

No.1425 

No.l426 

No.1434 

No. 1435 

No.l436 

page 860. See opposite page for extra charges for specially grooved head rules 

Pica Ems 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 5}> Point 6 Point 

53% ................ .. .. $0 18 $0 22 $0 26 $0 29 $0 32 
67 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 29 35 37 42 
80%......... . ...... ... . 28 33 40 44 49 
94 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 38 46 50 56 

1071!2... ..... .... . . . . . . . 34 42 51 55 62 
121 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 49 59 65 72 

7 Point 8 Point 

$0 37 $0 41 
48 55 
56 63 
64 72 
71 81 
83 93 

3 Point 

4 Point 

4 Point 

3 Point 

4 Point 

5 Point 

6 Point 

4 Point 

5 Point 

6 Point 

The above ten faces are flush on body. See pages 850 and 851 for other faces suitable for Head Rules 
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BRAss DAsH RuLEs AND CoLUMN RuLEs 

BRASS DASH RULES 

Cut any length face, from any single, double, parallel or triple rule shown in this book 
Prices given below are for dash rules cut 12% to 15 ems. For other bodies and lengths add 5 cents for 

each piece to price in Table I on page 860 

2 Point 1002A $0 09 2 Point 1002C 

2 Point 1002B 09 2 Point 1002D 

2 Point 1082B 09 2 Point 1082D 

3 Point 1403B 11 3 Point 1403D 

4 Point 1414B 12 4 Point l414D 

2 Point 1422B 09 2 Point 1422D 

3 Point 1423B 11 3 Point 1423D 

4 Point 1424B 12 4 Point 1424D 

4 Point 1434B 12 4 Point 1434D 

BRASS COLUMN RULES 

Regular sizes using 13 em column 
The usual style has a notch over D to allow for foot slug 

Size Inches 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 6 Point 7 Point 
or 3x4 or 4x5 or 5x6 or 6x7 

Four Column 13% ... .. ....................... $0 30 $0 35 $0 42 $0 51 $0 58 
Five Column 17% .. . .................. ······ · 36 44 53 64 73 
Six Column 19% ....... . . . . . . .... ..... . ..... 40 49 59 71 81 
Seven Column 21% ............................ 44 53 64 78 89 
Eight Column 23% ... . . . . ... . ..... . ..... .. ... 47 58 70 84 96 
Nine Column 25% ......... .... .. . ..... .. . . 51 62 75 91 104 

Deduct 2 cents from above prices for Column Rules without notch D. 

$0 09 

09 

09 

11 

12 

09 

11 

12 

12 

8 Point 
or 7x8 

$0 65 
83 
91 

100 
109 
117 

See Table I on page 860 for prices on other bodies and leng ths, to which must be added notching charges listed 
in table below. Prices for all Column Rules are figured on the basis of length over all. For prices of Labor-Saving 
Fonts see page 859. 

BEVELED LINOTYPE COLUMN 

RULES 

Same prices as above 

CHARGES FOR NOTCHING COLUMN 

AND HEAD RULES 

Quantity prices for notching apply to one 
style notch on rules of various lengths. 

Style 

10- Notch over, for foot slug 

1 to 
49 

50 to 
99 

100 
and 

(D), each . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . $0 02 $0 02 $0 02 
11-Lug or Shank for Perfect-

ing Press CB) ..... ... .. . 
12- Notch under (A) and Lug 

or Shank (B) complete. 
12-Notch (A) only, each .... . 
13- Notch for head slug (E) 

and Lug or Shank (B) 
complete .............. . 

13-Notch (E) only, each ..... . 
14-Notch (F) and Lug or 

Shank (B) complete ... . 
14-Notch (F) only, each ..... . 
15- Notch (G) and Lug or 

Shank (B) complete ... . 
15-Notch (G) only, each .. ... . 
Lug or Shank as in Styles 12, 13, 

10 

15 
05 

15 
05 

15 
05 

20 
10 

08 

12 
04 

12 
04 

12 
04 

16 
08 

06 

09 
03 

09 
03 

09 
03 

12 
06 

14 and 15, each . . . . . . . . . . 10 08 06 
In ordering Notches or Lugs be careful to give 

all measurements, as indicated in diagrams. 

EXTRA HEAD RULE CHARGES 

Style 4, Grooved Head Rule, any length, 
each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0 15 

Style 5, Grooved Head Rule, any length, 
each.............................. 25 

Style 6, Head Rule, each slot..... .. . .... 03 
Style 7, Head Rule, each slot . . ....... .. . 05 

Column Rule, Style 10, with R egular Head Rul e 

Column Rule , Sty le 11, with Regular Head Rule 

·r 
A 
j __ 

r· 
c 
-·L. 

Column Rule ,Style 12. H ead Rule with Brass Slug or Special Grooved Head Rule,Style4 

857 

Column Rule, Style 13. Special Grooved H ead Rule, Style 5 

·-~-- · .-----·~ -~ 

F 
.J .. 

Column Rule, Style 14 . Special Notched Head Rule, Style 6 

Column Rule , Style 15 , Special Notched Head Rule, Style 7 

··r· 
c __ ,!, __ 

-T· 

c 
.. L. 



CuTTING, CREASING AND PERFORATING RuLEs 

PRICE LIST STEEL CUTTING RULES 

Prices p er Foot I 2 Point 13 Point I 4 Point I 6 Point 

No. 102 No.103 No.104 No.106 
Soft (face in center). ···· ··· 12 cents 15 cents

1
25 cents :30 cents ___ , ___ , ___ , _ _ 

I 
No 202 1 No 203 1 No.204 1 No.206 

Soft (face on side).·· · · ····· 12 c~nts 15 c~nts 25 cents 30 cents 

Hard, black (face in center) l~~~~;s 2~~~~l:s 3~~~~\~ 3~~~~\6s 
. No.212 No.213 No. 214 No.216 

Hard, black (face on side) · · 15 cents 20 cents 30 cents 35 cents 

1

- ---

Hard, polished No. 122 No.123 No. 124 No.126 
(face in center) .. .. .. .. . 20 cents 25 cents 35 cents 40 cents 

Hard, polished I No.222 No. 223 No.224 No.226 
(face on side) . . .... . .... 20 cents 25 cents 35 cents 40 cents 

PRICE LIST STEEL CREASING RULES 

----- ---- - - -
Prices p er F oo t 1 2 Poin t 1 3 Point 4 Point 6 Point 

No.132 No.133 No.l34 No.l36 
Soft .·· ········ · ·· · ·· ······ · · 12 cents 15 cents 25 cents 30 cents 

No.142 1 No.l43 No.l44 No.146 
Hard, black· · ·· · ··· · · ··· · · · ' 115 cents 20 cents 30 cents 35 cents 

BRASS CREASING RULES 
2 Point 
3 Point 
4 Point 
6 Point 

PERFORATING RULES 

Per foot $0 16 
Perfoot 22 
Perfoot 27 
Per foot 40 

Per Foot Per l?oot 

No. 3172, brass, 2 point .. $0 20 No. 6122, steel, 2 point . . $0 40 
No. 3173, brass, 3 point.. 28 No. 6123, steel, 3 point .. 50 
No. 6172, steel, 2 point.. 40 No. 6082, steel, 2 point .. 40 
No. 6173, steel, 3 point.. 50 No. 6083, steel, 3 point. . 50 

Steel Perforating Rule also put up in fonts of 4 feet cut to 
pica ems of assorted lengths. Per font: 2 pt . $2 00; 3 pt. $2 50 

BRASS RULE FOR ROGERS ATTACHMENT 
TO THE LINOTYPE 

The Rogers Attachment to the Linotype machine casts a slot 
in the linotype slug so that this low brass rule (which is one
fifth the height of regular rule) can be inserted in the slug. 
2 Point, per foot ... .. .. . ... .. . ..... .. . .... ... . . .. .. . . ..... $0 10 
2 Point, per pound (60 feet) .. ... . .. .... . . . . .... ..... . . . .. . 6 00 
2 Point, cut labor-saving, per pound .... ... . . . .. . .... ... . . 8 00 
Ph Point, per foot.... . .... .... . . . ... . ........ .. .. .. .... . . 08 
Ph Point, per pound (80 feet) .. .. . .... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 6 40 
l :Y2 Point, cut labor-saving, per pound .. . .... . .. ... . . . . ... 9 00 

METAL CORNER QUADS IN FONTS 
Font No.1 contains 16 sets, 6 point, with 4 em leg . .. . .. . . $1 80 
Font No.2 contains 16 sets, 12 point, with 4 em leg . . . . . . . . 2 55 

2 Point Brass 3 Po int Brass 4 P o int Brass 

STEEL CUTTING RULES 

Soft or Hard Black Steel Cu t ting Rule 

H a rd a nd Polishe d Steel Cutting Rule 

PERFORATING RULES 

Brass N os . 3172 and 3173 St eel N os. 6172 and 6173 

Steel N os. 6122 a nd 6123 

Steel No s . 6082 an d 6083 

6 Point Brass or Met a l 12 Point Brass or Met a l 

BRASS AND METAL CORNER QUADS 
The use of Corner Quads insures a better junction of mitered corners by preventing them from slipping past 

each other. They are made in both brass and type metal and sold in sets of four at the following prices: 
Brass Corner Quads, 2, 3 or 4 point body, 4 em leg. $0 30 Brass Corner Quads, brazed, 12 point, 4 em leg . . . $0 90 
Brass Corner Quads, 6 point, 3 em leg . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 Metal Corner Quads, 6 point, 4 em leg . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Brass Corner Quads, brazed, 6 point, 4 em leg . . . . 75 Metal Corner Quads, 12 point, 4 em leg . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
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PRicE LrsT oF BRAss RuLE 

TABLEG STRIP RULE 

THESE PRICES ARE FOR PLAIN FACES ONLY 

Beveled Linotype Column Rule, made in bodies 4x5 point to 11x12 point. Use larger end of body as basis for price. 

Point 

Price per foot. 10c 

TABLE G1 FANCY RULE IN STRIPS 

THESE PRICES ALSO APPLY TO LITHOTONE, LITHODOT AND PERFORATING RULE 

Poi~t 

Price per foot .. . ....... . ... . 

TABLE B LABOR-SAVING FONTS OF BRASS RULE 

REGULAR FONTS DO NOT CONTAIN MITERS, ROUN D OR BRAZED CORNERS, WHICH ARE SOLD 

SEP ARA TEL Y IN FONTS AND SETS 

Prices also apply to Beveled Linotype Column Rule. Use larger end of body as basis for price. 

These prices are for plain rule only, and for fonts put up according to our standard schemes see page 866. 
Special scheme fonts differing from our standard schemes, and sorts, will be charged according to prices in 
Tables H and I. 

Size Font 1 Point 1% Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 6 Point 8 Point 10 Point 12 Point Leaders CD 
1 pound $3 50 $3 00 $2 50 $2 35 $2 20 $2 00 $2 00 $2 00 $2 00 $2 50 
2 pound 7 00 6 00 5 00 4 65 4 30 4 00 4 00 4 00 4 00 5 00 
3 pound 10 50 9 00 7 50 7 00 6 50 6 00 6 00 6 00 6 00 7 50 
5 pound 16 00 13 00 1150 10 50 9 75 9 50 9 50 9 50 9 50 1150 

10 pound 32 00 26 00 23 00 21 00 19 50 19 00 19 00 19 00 19 00 2100 
-~-

(j) Same price for 6, 8, 10 or 12 point 

TABLE B1 LABOR-SAVING FONTS OF LITHOTONE AND LITHODOT BRASS RULE 

REGULAR FONTS DO NOT CONTAIN MITERS OR BRAZED CORNERS, WHICH ARE SOLD 

SEPARATELY IN FONTS AND SETS 

These prices are forfonts put up according to our standard schemes, see page 866. Special scheme fonts differing 
from our standard schemes, and sorts, will be charged according to prices in Tables Hand I, plus 25 per cent. 

Size Font !Point 1% Point 2 Point 3Point 4 Point 6 Point 8 Point 10 Point 12 Point - --- --------
1 pound . .. . .. ..... $4 25 $3 50 $3 25 $3 00 $2 75 $2 50 $2 50 $2 50 $2 50 
2 pound ... . .. .... . 8 50 7 00 6 00 5 50 5 25 5 00 5 00 5 00 5 00 
3 pound .... ..... .. 12 50 10 00 9 00 8 25 7 75 7 50 7 50 7 50 7 50 
5 pound .. ... . .. . 20 00 16 00 14 00 13 00 12 00 11 75 1175 1175 1175 

10 pound . . . ....... . 40 00 32 00 28 00 26 00 24 00 22 00 22 00 22 00 22 00 
-

FONTS OF MITERS 

Fonts of miters are put up at following prices, containing the number of sets as noted. A set of miters con
sists of four right and four left miters. 

TABLED 
PRICES FOR PLAIN RULE 

No. of Sets Price 
Price 

Body Interlocking 
2% Ems 5 Ems Plain Miters Miters 
----

1 to 2 point ... 2 2 $110 $1 50 
3 and 4 point . . .. .. 2 2 1 40 1 80 
5 to 6 point ... . . ... 2 1 1 30 1 75 
7 and 8 point . ... . . 2 1 1 50 1 95 
9 and 10 point. 1 1 1 20 1 50 

11 and 12 point. .. 1 1 140 1 80 
--
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TABLE Dl 

PRICES FOR LITHOTONE RULE, LITHODOT RULE 
AND ALL FANCY RULE 

Body 
Price 

Pl ain Miters 

Price 
Interlocking 

Miters 

No. of Sets 

2)>; Ems l5 Ems 
--------1----1---- 1----
1 to 2 point. . 
3 and 4 point. 
5 to 6 point.. 
7 and 8 point ... 
9 and 10 point .. 

11 and 12 point .. . . . 

$120 
160 
145 
1 65 
1 35 
1 55 

$160 
2 00 
1 90 
210 
1 65 
1 95 



PRICE LisT OF BRAss RuLE 

BRAZED BRASS CORNERS 
MADE FOR ANY BRASS RULE SHOWN EXCEPT 

LITHODOT BRASS RULE 

2, 3, 4 or 6 point, 2x4 ems. 
8, 10 or 12 point, 2x4 ems. 
14 point, 3x6 ems. 
lS point, 3x6 ems .......... .. . 
24 point, 3x6 ems . . 

See page 840 

Per Set of Four 
Plain Rule Lithotone Rule 

$0 75 $0 85 
1 00 110 
1 25 1 30 
1 35 1 50 
1 60 1 so 

BRASS ROUND CORNERS 
MADE FOR ANY SINGLE, DOUBLE OR TRIPLE LINE BRASS 

RULE SHOWN IN THIS CATALOGUE 
Per Set o f Four 

2, 3, 4 or 6 point (S), 12 point solid body ......... . . $0 50 
2, 3, 4 or 6 point, 18 point mortised body. . . . . . . . 75 
8 or 10 point, 24 point mortised body . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
12 point (A), 24 point mortised body ... . . ... 1 00 
12 point, 36 point mortised body .... . ... ... .. .. . .. 1 25 
18 point, 36 point mortised body ....... . .......... 1 25 

See page 841 

CUT RULE 
Cut Rule includes the following, which are charged as noted: 

Sorts of Brass Rule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tables H and I 
Special Scheme Fonts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tables H and I 
Advertising Rules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Tables H and I 
Cross and Head Rules... ....... . . .. Tables H and I 
Sorts of Space Rule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Table H 
Dash Rules ......... ...... Tables H and I, plus 5 cents 
Miters over 7 ems and Page Miters, Tables H and I, 

plus charges in Table F . 

Column Rules, regular and beveled linotype, Table I, 
plus the following charges for notching: 

Each notch over to allow for foot slug, 2c extra. 
Each notch under to allow for brass reglet, 5c extra; 

50 and over, 4c; 100 and over, 3c. 
Each lug for perfecting press chases, lOc extra; 50 and 

over, Sc; 100 and over, 6c. 

TABLE H PRICES PER 100 PIECES. MORE OR LESS AT SAME RATE 
-

Ems Pica 
1 1)1 2 3 4 5 5Y, 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 

Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point 
----

1. ......... .. $1 00 $100 $1 10 $1 50 $1SO $2 00 $2 20 $2 30 $2 70 $3 10 $3 50 $3 90 $4 20 $4 60 $7 00 
1% . ...... ..... 100 110 1 20 1 60 2 00 2 20 2 40 2 60 3 00 3 50 3 90 4 40 4 70 5 20 7 80 
2 ...... . ... ... 110 120 130 1 80 2 20 2 50 2 70 2 90 3 40 3 so 4 30 4 so 5 20 5 70 8 60 
2V2 ....... . . . ... 1 20 1 30 150 1 90 2 30 2 70 2 90 3 20 3 70 4 20 4 70 5 30 5 70 6 20 9 20 
3 ... ...... . .. 1 20 1 40 1 60 2 10 2 50 3 00 3 20 3 50 4 00 4 60 5 10 5 80 6 20 6 70 10 20 
3% .. .. ..... 1 30 1 50 1 70 2 20 2 70 3 20 3 50 3 80 4 40 4 90 5 50 6 20 6 70 7 30 1100 
4 ... . .. . ... 1 40 1 60 1 80 2 40 2 90 3 40 3 80 4 20 4 80 5 40 6 00 6 80 7 20 7 80 12 00 
4% and 5 .. .... . 1 60 1 70 2 00 2 70 3 30 3 80 4 20 4 60 5 30 6 00 6 70 7 40 810 8 60 13 40 
5% and 6 ~ ... . .. 1 70 1 90 2 20 3 00 3 70 4 30 4 70 5 20 5 90 6 70 7 50 8 30 910 9 70 15 00 
6% and 7 ...... 1 so 210 2 40 3 30 4 00 4 so 5 20 5 70 6 60 7 40 8 30 9 20 1010 10 70 16 60 
7% and 8 ..... 1 90 2 30 2 70 3 60 4 40 5 20 5 70 6 30 7 20 8 20 9 10 10 10 1100 11SO lS 20 
Slfz and 9 . . ..... 210 2 50 3 00 4 00 4 so 5 70 6 30 6 90 7 90 8 90 10 00 11 00 12 00 12 90 20 00 
9lfz and 10. 2 30 2 70 3 30 4 30 5 30 6 30 6 80 7 50 8 60 9 70 11 00 12 00 13 00 14 00 22 00 

TABLE I PRICES PER PIECE IN CENTS 

Ems Pica In. 
1 1)1 2 3 4 5 5)1 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 

Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point Point 

lOlfz to 12 . . .. . ..... 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 17 26 
12lfz to 15 .. . ....... 2% 3 4 4 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 15 16 18 20 30 
15lfz to 18 . ...... ... 3 4 4 5 7 9 10 11 12 14 16 17 19 21 23 34 
18lfz to 21. .. ... . ... 3% 4 5 6 8 10 11 13 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 40 
21% to24 . . . . . . .. .. 4 4 5 7 9 11 13 15 16 18 21 22 25 27 30 44 
24% to27 .... . . .. .. 4lfz 5 6 7 10 12 14 16 18 20 23 24 27 30 33 48 
27lfz to30. ... 5 5 7 8 11 14 16 18 20 22 25 • 27 30 33 36 54 
30% to33 . . .. . ... . . 5lfz 6 7 9 12 15 18 19 21 24 27 29 32 35 39 58 
33% to 36 .. .... .. . 6 6 s 10 13 16 19 21 23 26 29 32 35 39 43 64 
36% to42 .... . .. . .. 7 7 9 11 14 17 21 23 26 29 33 35 40 44 48 70 
42lfz to48 .. . .. ..... s 8 10 12 16 20 24 26 29 33 37 40 45 50 54 80 
48lfz to 54 . ... ... 9 9 11 14 18 22 26 29 32 37 41 45 50 56 61 90 
54% to60 ...... . .. 10 10 12 15 20 24 29 32 36 41 46 50 56 62 67 100 
60lfz to66 . . . ....... 11 10 13 16 22 26 32 35 39 45 50 55 61 67 73 110 
66lfz to 72 .... .. .. 12 11 14 18 24 29 35 37 42 48 55 60 67 73 80 120 
72lfz to 78 .. ........ 13 12 15 19 26 31 37 41 46 52 59 65 72 79 86 130 
78% to84 . . .. . . 14 13 16 20 28 33 40 44 49 56 63 70 77 85 92 140 
84lfz to90 .......... 15 14 17 21 30 35 43 47 52 60 67 75 83 91 99 150 
90% to96 . ... .. . . .. 16 14 18 23 32 38 46 50 56 64 72 80 ss 97 105 160 
96lfz to 102 . . ....... 17 15 20 24 33 40 48 53 59 67 76 85 93 103 111 170 

102lfz to 108 ... .. . ... 18 16 21 25 34 42 51 55 62 71 Sl 90 99 10S 11S 180 
108lfz to 114 .... ... . . 19 17 22 27 36 44 54 59 66 75 85 94 104 114 124 188 
114% to 120 .... . .. .. 20 18 23 2S 3S 47 57 61 69 79 S9 99 109 119 130 198 
120% to 126. ····· 21 19 24 29 40 49 59 65 72 S3 93 104 114 125 137 208 
126lfz to 132. 22 20 25 31 42 51 62 68 76 S7 98 109 120 132 143 218 
132% to 13S ..... 23 20 26 32 43 53 65 71 79 91 102 114 125 137 149 228 
138¥2 to 144 ...... .. . 24 21 27 33 45 56 68 74 82 94 107 119 131 143 156 23S 
144% to 150 .. .. . .... 25 ... . ... . ... . ... .... . . . S6 9S 111 123 136 149 162 
1501/2 to 156 ......... 26 ... . .. . . ... . . . . . . .. . ... ... . S9 102 115 128 141 155 16S . ... 
156% to 162 .... ... .. 27 .. .. . . . . . . . .. .... ... . .. 92 106 119 133 146 161 175 
162% to 168 ..... .. . 28 . .. . .... . ... .. . . ... . .. . 96 110 123 138 152 167 181 

-
For Lithotone and Lithodot Rule, add 25 per cent to above prices in Tables H and I 
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PRICE LrsT OF BRAss RuLE 

MITERED PAGES-HALF BRAZED 

See illustration on page 844 

With the open corners mitered plain or interlocking. 
To the charges below add price per piece as per Tables 
H and I for the length of rule used. Be sure to state 
whether measurements given are inside or outside, 
and if side face rule whether bevel is inside or outside. 

Ooen Corners, 
Plain Mitered 

~~ ~ ~~ / ljll @ ·§ @ -~ 
MJl.4 00~ 

0. ~~ c-i ~ 

Price Per Page, 
Not Including 

Rul e Used 

When Longest 
Leg is Less 

Than 

Open Corners. 
In terlocking Miters 

~~ I ~~ I f• i ·S a ~5 .5 ~ ~ 
0 ·- ·-C<?a,. 00 ...... ~ ~~ 

C'l~ -o 
~ __ , __ , __ , , __ , __ , __ 

~~~~~~~m 
~ ~ 00 ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ oo m ~ 
00 ~ ~ 00 

24 ems 
36 ems 
48 ems 
60 ems 
72 ems 

~~woow~~% 
~ ~ ~100 
oo m ~1oo 
~ ~ 00110 
m ~ %1~ 

Sixteen pages and more of the same face and size, 
10 cents per page less; sixty-four pages, 15 cents per 
page less. 

If made from Fancy, Lithodot or Lithotone Rule the 
prices in Tables H and I are increased 25 per cent, to 
which the above charges per page are added. 

SOLID PAGES 

BRAZED AND SOLDERED 

Pages of rule can be furnished by Foundry B, Jersey 
City, made of Mitered Pages, Half Brazed, with the 
two mitered corners reinforced and soldered. All four 
corners cannot be brazed. 

Price, Tables H and I, plus double the charges for 
Mitered Pages, Half Brazed. Thus the charges for a 
page of 6 point rule 24x36 ems would be the price of 
the rule according to Table I, plus $1 00 per page for 
the brazing and soldering. 

MITERS FOR LITHOTONE RULE, LITHODOT 
RULE AND ALL FANCY RULE 

TABLE E2 

Prices Per Set of Four Right and Four Left Miters 

Body 
2.1;\ to 3)4 to 4 1~ to 5~ to 6~ to 

Extra for 
InteJ·Iock-

3Ems 4Ems 5Ems GEms 7Ems ing Miters 
---- - - -----

1 to 2 point $0 25 $0 30 $0.35 $0 40 $0 45 $0 10 
3 and4 point 35 40 45 55 60 10 
5 and 6 point 45 50 55 60 70 15 

8 point 50 60 65 75 80 15 
10 point 55 70 80 90 95 15 
12 point 65 80 90 100 110 20 
14 point 90 1 00 110 1 20 20 
16 point 1 00 115 1 25 140 20 
18 point 110 1 30 145 1 60 20· 
20 point 1 25 1 40 1 55 1 80 25 
24 point 1 35 1 55 180 2 00 25 

- -

BRASS ROUND CORNERS 

FOR FULLFACE RULE 

Nos. 18, 18%, 28, 38, 48 or 68, 12 point solid body . .. . $0 50 
Nos. 24, 34, 44 or 64 , 18 point mortised body.... . . . . 75 
Nos. 84, 104, 125, 24 point mortised body. . ..... . 1 00 
Nos. 124, 184, 36 point mortised body. . . . . . . . 1 25 

DIE STAMPED FOR FULLFACE RULE 

Nos. 25, 35,45 or 65, 1112x3 ems. 
Nos. 26, 36, 46 or 66, 1lf2x 1 112 ems. 
Nos. 27, 37,47 or 67, 1lf2x6lf2 ems . 
Nos. 210,310,410 or 610, 6%x6% ems 

.$0 T5 
75 
75 
75 
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BRAZED HALF PANELS 

See illustration on page 844 

MADE IN ONE, TWO, THREE AND FOUR COLUMN WIDTHS 
FOR RAPID NEWSPAPER COMPOSITION. OTHER 

SIZES MADE AT PROPORTIONATE PRICES 

Prices Ems 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 18 
Per Set of Two Pt. Pt. Pt. Pt. Pt. Pt. Pt. Pt. 

Plain Rule. 3x13 80 80 80 95 1 00 115 1 25 1 50 
All Lithotone 3x13 85 85 85 1 00 110 1 20 1 35 1 75 
Plain Rule .. . 3x26% 90 90 90 110 1 25 1 35 1 50 2 00 
All Lithotone 3x26% 95 95 95 1 20 1 35 1 50 1 70 2 25 
Plain Rule. 3x40 1 05 1 05 1 05 1 35 1 45 1 65 1 85 2 40 
All Lithotone 3x40 110 110 110 145 1 60 1 85 12 10 2 75 
Plain Rule ... 3x53% 1 25 1 25 125 1 50 1 75 2 00 2 25 3 00 
All Lithotone 3x53112 1 35 1 35 1 35 1 65 1 95 2 25 j2 55 3 50 

Single, double or triple column panels can be cut in 
half for emergency pieces with which to m ake wider 
columns with straight pieces. 

SPECIAL FONTS OF RULE FOR USE 

WITH BRAZED HALF PANELS 

Fonts contain 6 pieces each 1 to 4 ems by 112 ems; 
8 pieces each 5 to 10 ems by ems; 2 pieces each 12, 15, 
18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33 and 36 ems (2 inches to 6 inches by 
112 inches); 2 pieces each 42, 48, 54, 60 and 72 ems (7 
inches to 12 inches). 

The font of 6 point rule weighs about 6 pounds. 

2 point ....... . . ..... $4 40 8 point . .. . .. . ..... $13 80 
3 point .............. 6 00 10 point . . .... . ..... 16 80 
4 point . . . . . . . . . 7 60 12 point ...... . .. ... 20 00 
6 point .. . ........... 10 80 18 point ....... ..... 30 00 

For Litho tone or Fancy Rule add 25 per cent. 

SETS OF MITERS 

MITERS FOR PLAIN RULE TABLE E1 

27<! to 3~ to 47<! to 5 1;\ to 6).2 to Extra for 
Body 3Ems 4Ems 5Ems 6Ems 7Ems Interlock-

ing Miters 

1 to 2 point $0 25 $0 30 $0 30 $0 35 $0 40 $0 10 
3 to 4 point 30 35 40 45 50 10 
5 to 6 point 40 45 50 55 60 15 
7 to 8 point 45 55 60 65 70 15 
9 to 10 point 50 60 70 80 85 15 

11 to 12 point 60 70 80 90 100 20 
14 point 80 90 1 00 110 20 
16 point 90 1 00 115 125 20 
18 point 1 00 115 1 25 1 40 20 
20 point 110 1 20 1 35 1 55 25 
24 point 1 20 1 35 1 55 1 75 25 

PAGE MITERS AND MITERS OVER SEVEN EMS 

Are sold by the "price per piece,"as per Tables Hand I 
for length of rule used, plus the following prices per 
page or set of miters: 

PRICES FOR PLAIN RULE TABLEF 

Pages 1 to 4 Pt. 5 to 10 Pt. 11 to 18 Pt. Over 18 Pt . 
Per Page Per Page Per Page Per Page 

3 or less $0 24 $0 30 $0 38 $0 54 
4 to 16 20 24 30 38 
Over 16 18 21 26 30 

---- --------
*Add 10 15 20 25 

*Add this for Interlocking Miters. 

If made from Fancy, Lithodot or Lithotone Rule the 
prices in Tables H and I are increased 25 per cent, to 
which the above charges per page are added. 



PRICE LisT oF BRAss RuLE 

AMERICAN LINE BRASS LEADERS 
LABOR-SAVING FONTS 

These prices are for Regular Scheme Fonts. In the 
5 pound fonts the longest piece is 15 ems and in the 
10 pound fonts 20 ems, cut by half ems pica up to 4 ems 
and even ems pica above 4 ems. 

TABLEC 

Siz e Font 6 Point 8 Point 10 Point 12 Point 
--- - - ---

1 pound $2 50 $2 50 $2 50 $2 50 
2 pound 5 00 5 00 5 00 5 00 
3 pound 7 50 7 50 7 50 7 50 
5 pound 11 50 11 50 11 50 11 50 

10 pound 2100 21 00 21 00 21 00 

SORTS 

Sorts and special scheme fonts are cut to order and 
sold at "price per piece" listed in Tables H and I. All 
bodies other than those listed are cut to order only and 
sold at "price per piece" listed in Tables H and I. 

Sorts are sold per 100 pieces at the following prices. 
For other bodies and lengths see Table H. (Prices taken 
from Table H.) 

Ems 1Y, 272 372 

6 point $2 30 I $2 60 1 $2 90 $3 20 $3 50 I $3 80 I $4 20 
8 point 3 10 3 50 3 80 4 20 4 60 4 90 5 40 

10 point 3 90 4 40 4 80 5 30 5 80 6 20 6 80 
12 point 4 60 5 20 5 70 6 20 6 70 7 30 7 80 

AUXILIARY FONTS OF BRASS LEADERS 

An equal number of pieces of each length 1 to 4 ems 
by half ems, figured at prices in Table H. Weighing 
approximately 1 pound. 

Point No. Pieces Each Length Per Font 

6 15 $3 35 
8 11 3 25 

10 9 3 35 
12 7 3 05 

BRASS PERFORATING RULE 
Per Foot ®Fonts 

No. 3172, 2 point, .930 high . . . . ... . .. ... $0 20 
No. 3172A, 2 point, type high . . . . . . . . 20 
No. 3173, 3 point, .930 high . . . . . . . . . . 28 
No. 3173A, 3 point, type high . . . . . . . . . . . 28 

$130 
1 30 
1 80 
1 80 

® Fonts contain 4 feet cut from 2 to 16 ems. 

NOTCHING OR NICKING RULE 
FOR IDENTIFICATION 

Regular and special fonts and cut rules per 100 pieces 
all bodies. 

TABLEJ 

Prices per 100 Pi eces 

At one end ( 1 notch) . ... . 
Both ends (2 notches) . 
One end and bottom (2 notches) 
Both ends and bottom (3 notches). 
Both ends and both bottoms 

(4 notches) ............ . . . .... . . 
Any position-per notch . . ... . 

Less 200 to to 

1

1000 

than 999 4999 
200 I Pieces Pieces Pieces 

$0 10 I $0 06 l $0 04 
20 12 8 
20 12 8 
30 18 12 

40 
10 

24 
6 

16 
4 

5000 pieces and over at one-half the prices for 1000 to 
4999 pieces. 
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BRASS LEADS AND SLUGS 
PRICES PER POUND 

Cut to Measure 

Point I Strips I Labor- 4 Ems 
3 and 372 2 and 272 1 and 172 Savmg to 9 72 Ems 

CD ® 
Ems Ems Ems 

- -------

1 $1 30 $1 60 $185 $2 25 $2 75 $3 25 
1% 1 25 150 1 70 2 00 2 40 2 80 
2 1 20 1 35 1 50 1 65 2 00 2 40 
3 115 1 30 145 1 55 1 90 2 30 
4 110 1 25 140 1 50 180 2 10 
6 1 05 1 20 130 145 1 70 2 00 

® 25 pounds and over. Also cut to measure 10 ems and 
longer, 1 pound and over of a length. 

A 25 pound font of 2 pt. Brass Leads contains 74 pieces 
each length 4 to 25 ems. 

® Also 5 and 10 pound Labor-Saving Fonts. Also 10 
ems and longer less than 1 pound of a length. 
Fonts of 1 point American Line Brass Leads, 

1 pound ( 1 to 20 ems) . . . . . . . . .. . . . . $2 00 

Point 5 lb . 
Font 

1 $9 25 
Illz 8 50 
2 7 50 
3 7 00 
4 7 00 
6 6 50 

10 lb . 
Font 

$18 50 
17 00 
15 00 
14 00 
14 00 
13 00 

15 lb. 
Font 

$27 00 
24 75 
21 75 
21 00 
20 25 
18 75 

20 lb . 
Font 

$34 00 
31 00 
28 00 
27 00 
26 00 
25 00 

25 lb. 
Font 

$40 00 
37 50 
33 75 
32 50 
3125 
30 00 

100 lb. 
Font 

$160 00 
150 00 
135 00 
130 00 
125 00 
120 00 

Special scheme fonts will be billed at the cut-to
measure prices, which are a trifle higher than these 
regular scheme font prices. 

RULE FOR OUTLOOK ENVELOPE 
Made of 2 point rule, size of opening of Outlook En

velope, mounted on metal block. Size face of rule 1 %x5 
inches. Block trimmed to 10l!zx33 ems pica. 
No. 1022 (%point face) .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . ... .. . $3 50 
No. 1082 (1 point face) .. . . ..... .. ... ... .... . . . . . . . 3 50 

AUXILIARY FONTS OF RULE 
FORMERLY SPACE RULE FONTS 

Consisting of all faces and bodies from 1 to 12 point, 
containing an equal number of each length from 1 em 
pica to 4 ems pica inclusive by ljz ems pica. Fonts 
weigh, approximately, one pound. 

TABLEK 

Point I E~~h ~:~::h Per 
Point 

No. Pieces 
Font Each Length 

90 $7 35 6 15 
1% 59 5 35 7 13 
2 45 4 60 8 11 
3 30 4 05 9 10 
4 22 3 60 10 9 
5 18 3 40 11 8 
5% 16 3 30 12 7 

BRASS SQUARES 
Font containing two sets each 6, 8, 10 and 12 

point and one set ( 4) each of 14, 18, 24 and 

Per 
Font 

$3 35 
3 35 
3 25 
3 30 
3 35 
3 20 
3 05 

36 point... ... . . .. . .. .. .. ..... ... ....... ..... . . $2 50 

PRICES IN SETS 

Point N o. of Sets Pric e Point N o . of Sets Price 
- - ----- - - -

6 5 $0 50 16 2 $0 50 
8 4 50 18 2 50 

10 3 50 24 1 50 
12 3 50 30 1 60 
14 2 50 36 1 75 



PRICES AND WEIGHTS OF BRAss RuLE IN GRouPs 

PRICES OF BRASS RULE TOTALED IN GROUPS 
TAKEN FROM TABLES HAND l 

These prices are for Plain Rule 

Price of One Piece Each 1 1lJ2 2 3 4 5 5¥2 6 7 8 9 10 

1 to 4 by V2 ems ....... $0.082 $0.091 $0.102 $0.135 $0.164 $0.190 $0.207 $0.225 $0.260 $0.295 $0.330 $0.372 
4% to 10 by V2 ems .... .228 .264 .312 .418 .510 .602 .658 .724 .830 .938 1.052 1.160 

1 to 10 by 1;2 ems ... ... .310 .355 .414 .553 .674 .792 .865 .949 1.110 1.233 1.382 1.532 

1 to 4 by ems ...... . ... .047 .052 .058 .078 .094 .109 .119 .129 .149 .169 .189 .213 
5 to 10 by ems . ... . . ... .114 .132 .156 .209 .255 .301 .329 .362 .415 .469 .526 .580 

1 to 10 b y ems . ........ .161 .184 .214 .287 .349 .410 .448 .491 .564 .638 .715 .793 

11 to 15 by ems . . .. . ... .15 .18 .20 .28 .33 .38 .43 .48 .56 .61 .71 .76 
16 to 20 by ems . .. . .... .20 .22 .27 .37 .47 .52 .59 .64 .74 .84 .91 1.01 

11 to 20 by ems .. .. .... .35 .40 .47 .65 .80 .90 1.02 1.12 1.30 1.45 1.62 1.77 

21 to 25 by ems ........ .21 .26 .34 .45 .55 .64 .74 .80 .90 1.04 1.10 1.24 
26 to 30 by ems ....... .25 .33 .38 .53 .66 .76 .86 .96 1.06 1.21 1.29 1.44 
31 to 36 by ems .. . . . ... .36 .45 .57 .75 .93 1.11 1.20 1. 32 1.50 1.68 1.83 2.01 

21 to 36 by ems . ....... .82 1.04 1.29 1.73 2.14 2.51 2.80 3.08 3.46 3.93 4.22 4.69 

1 to 36 by 1h ems to 10 . 1.48 1.795 2.174 2.933 3.164 4.202 4.785 5.149 5.87 6.613 7.222 7.992 

1 to 36 by ems . .. ..... . 1.331 1.624 1.974 2.667 3.289 3.82 4.368 4.691 5.324 6.018 6.555 7.253 

37 to 42 by ems ...... . . .42 .54 .66 .84 1.02 1.22 1.38 1.56 1.74 1.98 2.10 2.40 
43 to 48 by ems .. .. .... .48 .60 .72 .96 1.20 1.44 1.56 1.74 1.98 2.22 2.40 2.70 
49 to 50 by ems ... . .... .18 .22 .28 .36 .44 .52 .58 .64 .74 .82 .90 1.00 

37 to 50 by ems . . .... .. 1.08 1.36 1.66 2.16 2.66 3.18 3.52 3.94 4.46 5.02 5.40 6. 10 

1 to 50 by V2 ems to 10 . 2.56 3.155 3.834 5.093 5.824 7.382 8.305 9.089 10.33 11.633 12.622 14.092 

1 to 50 by ems . .. .. ... . 2.411 2.984 3.634 4.827 5.949 7.00 7.888 8.631 9.984 11.038 11.955 13.353 

10 to 30 by ems ...... . . .833 1.017 1.223 1.673 2.063 2.363 2.688 2.955 3.346 3.797 4.12 4.57 

10 to 36 by ems . . ... . .. 1.093 1.467 1.793 2.423 2.993 3.473 3.888 4.275 4.846 5.477 5.95 6.58 

TABLE OF WEIGHTS OF BRASS RULE 
Showing the approximate weight of one piece each of different lengths by groups 

Weight is given in pounds and decimals of a pound 

Size 1 1¥2 2 3 4 5 51;2 6 7 8 9 10 

1 to 4 by lf2 ems . . .. .. .. .011 .017 .022 .033 .044 .055 .061 .066 .077 .088 .099 .111 
4V2 to 10 by V2 ems .. . . .056 .084 .112 .168 .224 .28 .308 .336 .392 .448 .504 .560 

1 to 10 by V2 ems .. .... .067 .101 .134 .201 .27 .335 .369 .402 .469 .536 .603 .671 

1 to4 by ems . .. . ... . . . .006 .009 .012 .018 .024 .030 .033 .036 .042 .048 .054 .060 
5 to 10 by ems ... ..... . .029 .044 .058 .087 .116 .145 .160 .174 .203 .232 .261 .29 

1 to 10 by ems ....... . . .035 .053 .070 .105 .140 .175 .193 .21 .245 .280 .315 .35 

11 to 15 by ems . ....... .042 .063 .084 .126 .168 .21 .23 .252 .292 .336 .378 .420 
16 to 20 by ems . . .... . . .058 .087 .116 .174 .232 .29 .32 .348 .406 .464 .522 .580 

11 to 20 by ems .. . . . . .. .10 .15 .20 .30 .40 .50 .55 .60 .698 .80 .90 1.00 

21 to25 byems ...... .. .074 .11 .15 .22 .30 .37 .41 .44 .52 .59 .66 .74 
26 to 30 by ems . .. ... .. .090 .14 .18 .27 .36 .45 .50 .54 .63 .72 .81 .90 
31 to 36 by ems ..... . . . .129 .19 .26 .39 .52 .65 .71 .74 .91 1.03 1.16 1.29 

21 to 36 by ems . . ...... .293 .44 .59 .88 1.18 1.47 1.62 1.72 2.06 2.34 2.63 2.93 

1 to 36 by 1/2 ems to 10 . .46 .69 .92 1.38 1.85 2.31 2.54 2.72 3.23 3.68 4.14 4.60 

1 to 36 by ems ......... .427 .64 .86 1.29 1.72 2.15 2.36 2.53 3.00 3.42 3.84 4.28 

37 to 42 by ems ........ .152 .23 .30 .46 .61 .76 .84 .91 1.06 1.22 1.37 1.52 
43 to 48 by ems .... . . .. .175 .26 .35 .53 .70 .88 .96 1.05 1.23 1.40 1.59 1.75 
49 to 50 by ems . . . . .063 .10 .13 .19 .25 .32 .35 .378 .44 .50 .57 .63 

37 to 50 by ems . . .. . .39 .59 .78 1.18 1. 56 1.96 2.15 2.34 2.73 3.12 3.53 3.90 

l to 50 by 1!2 ems to 10 . .85 1.28 1.70 2.56 3.41 4.26 4.69 5.06 5.95 6.80 7.66 8.50 

1 to 50 by ems ....... .. .818 1.23 1.64 2.47 3.28 4.11 4.51 4.87 5.73 6.54 7.37 8.18 

10 to 30 by ems . . ... . .. .269 .40 .54 .so 1.07 1.34 1.48 1.61 1.88 2.15 2.42 2.69 

10 to 36 by ems ........ .399 60 .80 1.19 1.59 1.99 2.18 2.39 2.79 3.19 3.59 3.99 
-
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11 

$0.400 
1.266 

1.666 

.228 

.633 

.861 

.84 
1.11 

1.95 

1.35 
1.59 
2.22 

5.16 

8.776 

7.971 

2.64 
3.00 
1.12 

6.76 

15.476 

14.671 

5.02 

7.24 

11 

.121 

.616 

.737 

.066 

.319 

.385 

.462 

.638 

1.10 

.81 

.99 
1.42 

3.22 

5.06 

4.70 

1.67 
1.92 

.693 

4.28 

9.34 

8.99 

2.96 

4.38 

12 18 

$0.435 $0.658 
1.354 2.102 

1.789 2.760 

.248 .378 

.677 1.052 

.925 1.430 

.94 1.42 
1.21 1.82 

2.15 3.24 

1.49 2.20 
1.74 2.58 
2.46 3.66 

5.69 8.44 

9.629 14.44 

8.765 13.11 

2.88 4.20 
3.24 4.80 
1.22 1.80 

7.34 10.80 

16.969 25.24 

16.105 23.91 

5.52 8.24 

7.98 11.90 

12 18 

.132 .198 

.672 1.008 

8.04 1.206 

.072 .108 

.348 .522 

.420 .630 

.504 .756 

.696 1.044 

1.20 1.80 

.89 1.33 
1.08 1.62 
1.55 2.32 

3.52 5.27 

5.52 8.28 

5.14 7.70 

1.82 2.74 
2.10 3.15 

.76 1.13 

4.68 7.02 

10.20 15.30 

9.82 14.72 

3.23 4.85 
--

4.79 7.18 



FoNTs OF BRAss RuLE FOR PoPULAR RuLE CAsEs 

SPECIAL FONTS OF BRASS RULE 
Prices given are ~or 2 point plain rule only, without case. Give number of face when ordering 

rtfllffJl} 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 3045A 
FOR COMPACT QUARTER SIZE 

RULE CASE I 

20 pieces each length 1 to 10 ~s 
by Y2 ems; 20 pieces each length 
11 to 36 ems by ems. Weight about 
18lbs. Price . . . . ....... . .... $38 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 3090A 
FOR WEST VIRGINIA RULE CASE 

Regular 15 lb. font 1 to 36 ems and 
75 pieces each length 1 to 5 ems by 
%ems. Weight about 18lbs. 
Price. . ..... . .. . . .. $38 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 1520A FOR NOS. 3015 AND 3020 HARRIS RULE CASES 

72 pieces each length 1 to 9 ems by 1h ems; 36 pieces each length 10 to 24 ems 
by ems; 18 pieces each length 25 to 36 ems by ems. Weight about 30 lbs. 
Price. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ $69 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. lOA FOR 
TABULAR RULE CASE 

600 pieces each length 1 to 3 ems 
by ems, and 400 pieces each 3%, 
4, 4% and 5 ems. Price .. . . .. $68 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 12A FOR 
TABULAR RULE CASE 

100 pieces each length 11 to 20 ems 
by ems. Price ..... .. ....... $47 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE N0.17A FOR 
TABULAR RULE CASE 

400 pieces each length 1 to 3 ems 
by 1h ems, and 200 pieces each 
3% and 4 ems. Price . ....... $23 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 11A FOR 
TABULAR RULE CASE 

200 pieces each length 51;2 to 10 
ems by % ems. Price ....... $52 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 13A FOR 
TABULAR RULE CASE 

30 pieces each leng th 21 to 36 ems 
by ems. Price .............. $38 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 3197 A FOR 
MIDGET LEAD CASE 

60 pieces each length 1, 2, 3 and 4 
ems; 12 pieces each length 1% to 9% 
ems-% em sizes only; 12 pieces 
each length 5 to 20 ems by ems. 
Weightabout3% lbs. Price .. $1100 
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FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 3050A 
FOR PERFECTION QUARTER SIZE 

RULE CASE 

36 pieces each length 1 to 10 ems by 
lJ2 ems; 36 pieces each length 11 and 
12 ems; 18 pieces each length 13 to36 
ems by ems. Weight about 19% lbs. 
Price ...................... . ... $45 00 

FONT OF BRASS LEADERS TO AP
PROXIMATELY FILL CASE NO. 3055 

Weight about 18 lbs . For 6, 8, 10 
or 12 point. Price. . ...... $33 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE N0.15A FOR 
. TABULAR RULE CASE 

300 pieces each length 1 to 3 ems by 
1h ems; 200 pieces each length 3%, 4, 
4lJ2 and 5ems; 100 pieces each length 
5lJ2 to 10 ems byl/2 ems. Price $60 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 14A FOR 
TABULAR RULE CASE 

20 pieces each length 37 to 50 ems 
by ems. Price ....... .... . . ... $33 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE NO. 3097 A FOR 
EIGHTH SIZE CASE 

20 pieces each 1 to 9 ems by lJ2 ems; 
20 pieces each 10 to 24 ems (except 
19,21 and 23). Weight about 10 lbs. 
Price .. .. ..... . ... . . . .. ... ... . $18 00 



FoNTS OF BRAss RuLE FOR PoPULAR RuLE CAsEs 

LABOR-SAVING FONTS OF BRASS RULE 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE No. 2830A FOR ORDINARY 
FULL SIZE RULE CASE (1 TO 50 EMS) 

50 pieces each length 1 to 10 ems by % ems; 50 pieces 
each length 11 to 50 ems by ems. Weight about 85 lbs. 
Price ........ . ................ ... ....... . .... ... . $170 00 

(Boxes for sizes 1 to 9V2 ems are Ilhx1 V2 inches; will 
hold more than 50 pieces of some sizes. Cases have 12 
extra boxes 1 inch square for miters and corners.) 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE No. 3060A FOR HARMS 
QUARTER SIZE RULE CASE 

40 pieces each length 1 to 7 ems by % ems; 16 pieces 
each length 7% to 10 ems by Y2 ems; 16 pieces each length 
11 to 36 ems by ems. Weight about 16lbs. Price .. . . $37 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE FORT ABULAR RULE CASES 
NOS. 12, 13, 14 AND 15-4 QUARTER CASES IN A 

BLANK CASE (1 TO 50 EMS) 
300 pieces each length 1 to 3 ems by V2 ems; 200 pieces 
each length 3¥:1to5ems byV2 ems; 100pieces each length 
5% to 10 ems by% ems; 100 pieces each length 11 to 20 
ems by ems; 30 pieces each length 21 to 36 ems by ems; 
20 pieces each length 37 to 50 ems by ems. Weight about 
71lbs. Price .. .... ......................... . ..... $163 00 

Nos. 9041-C (Wood) and 546-C (Steel) Cut
Cost Brass Rule and Quotation Cabinets. 

These cabinets hold 2 point Brass Rule as follows: 266 
pieces each 1 to 5 picas, graduated by ens, and from 6 to 14 
picas, graduated by ems; 100 pieces each 5Y2, 6Y2, 7%, 8%, 
and 9Y2 picas; 144 pieces each 15 to 26 picas by ems; 96 
pieces each 27 to 38 picas by ems ; 63 pieces each 39 to 50 
picas by ems; and 8 sets of miters 2, 2%, 3, 4 and 5 picas, 
outside. Unit fonts are supplied as follows: 

No. 546-E-Unit font 2 point Labor-Saving Brass Rule 
for Cabinets Nos. 546, 546-C and 9041, any plain face rule; 
70 pieces each 1 to 5 picas by ens; 33 pieces 5%, 6%, 7%, 8%, 
and 9% picas; 70 pieces 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 to 14 picas by ems; 
46 pieces 15 to 26 picas by ems; 32 pieces 27 to 38 picas by 
ems; and 20 pieces 39 to 50 picas by ems (no miters); 
approx. weight, 58lbs.; three fonts fill one cabinet. 
Price, one unit, No. 546-E . ..... . ..... . .. .. ......... $125 00 

No. 546-F-Full font 2 point Miters, any plain face rule; 
8 sets each of 2, 2%, 3, 4 and 5 picas outside. Price ... $10 00 

No. 546-G-Half font 2 point Miters, any plain face rule; 
4 sets of lengths as in font No. 546-F. Price ...... ... . $5 00 

A set of miters consists of 4 right and 4 left miters. 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE No. 2835A FOR FURNEAUX 
FULL SIZE RULE CASE 

(Case holds 2 fonts of the sizes listed below) 

50 pieces each length 1 to 10 ems by% ems; 40 pieces 
each length 11 to 36 ems by ems. Weight about 37lbs. 
Price, each font .............................. .. ." .$81 00 

(Boxes for sizes 1 to 9% ems are 1 V2x1% inches. Case 
also has 12 boxes for miters or corners for each font.) 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE N 0. 2845A FOR HARMS FULL 
SIZE RULE CASE (1 TO 50 EMS) 

250 pieces each length 1 to 5 ems by 1;2 ems; 125 pieces 
each length 51;2 to 10 ems by 1;2 ems; 40 pieces each length 
11 to 36 ems by. ems; 40 pieces each length 37 to 50 ems by 
ems. Weight about 83112 lbs. Price ............... $192 00 

FONT OF 2 POINT RULE No. 2845B FOR HARMS FULL 
SIZE RULE CASE (1 TO 50 EMS) 

150 pieces each length 1 to 5 ems by V2 ems; 75 pieces 
each length 5% to 10 ems by 1;2 ems; 40 pieces each length 
11 to 20 ems by ems; 30 pieces each length 21 to 36 ems 
by ems; 20 pieces each length 37 to 50 ems. Weightabout 
54lbs. Price ..................................... $124 00 

(This font does not fill case and leaves room to sort up 
on any needed sizes.) 
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ScHEMEs FOR BRAss RuLE 

SCHEMES FOR BRASS RULE (EXCEPT COLUMN RULE 
AND LITHOTONE RULE) 

All fonts cut 1 to 10 ems by half ems; 11 ems and longer by ems 

..c "' "' '"' t 0 "' 0 "' "' 55 ~ "' "' "' 
>. " 8 8 0 0 8 0 0 0 >. 8 ., 0 s s 0 8 0 >. 8 0 0 0 0 s 0 0 

"' _l__ 0 "' _l__ 0 "' _l__ 0 
0 ~ "' "' 1---'L 

0 ~ "' "' 1---'L 
0 ~ "' ~ "' "' "' ~ "' "' "' "' "' "' 

1 8 6 6 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 1 1 
2 16 12 12 6 4 2 6 6 4 2 2 4 2 2 

...., 3 20 16 12 10 6 4 ...., 3 10 6 4 4 2 c 3 5 3 2 1 
~ 5 20 20 16 16 12 8 4 I: 5 10 6 6 4 4 2 2 5 6 3 3 2 2 
·s 10 40 40 32 32 24 16 8 ·s 10 20 12 12 8 8 4 4 ·s 10 8 5 4 3 3 2 1 
p.. 

15 60 60 48 48 36 24 12 
p.. 

15 30 18 18 12 12 6 6 
p.. 

15 10 7 6 5 4 3 2 ,..... 
20 80 80 64 64 48 32 16 

M 
20 40 24 24 16 16 8 8 

00 
20 16 10 8 6 6 4 2 

25 100 100 80 80 60 40 20 25 50 30 30 20 20 10 10 25 18 12 10 8 7 5 3 
L5 20 16 14 12 10 6 4 2 I~ L5 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 1 

I__! 
L20 10 8 7 6 5 3 2 1 1 

-- - f-----
CD1 1 6 4 3 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 

2 12 8 6 4 4 2 4 4 3 2 2 2 2 CD2 
...., 3 16 10 8 6 4 3 +" 3 7 4 3 3 2 ...., 3 4 2 2 1 
~ 

5 20 12 12 8 8 4 4 ~ 5 8 5 4 3 3 2 1 .s 5 5 3 2 2 1 ·s 
p.. 10 40 24 24 Hi 16 8 8 ·s 10 16 10 8 6 6 4 2 p:: 10 7 4 3 2 2 2 1 

15 60 36 36 24 24 12 12 
p.. 

15 24 15 12 9 9 6 3 15 12 7 5 4 3 2 1 
~ .... 0 

20 80 48 48 32 32 16 16 20 32 20 16 12 12 8 4 
,..... 

20 14 8 6 4 4 4 2 
25 100 60 60 40 40 20 20 25 40 25 20 15 15 10 5 25 12 10 8 6 5 4 3 
L5 12 10 8 6 4 4 4 2 I~ L10 10 8 7 6 5 3 2 1 I__! f-----

L20 8 6 5 4 3 3 2 1 1 
- -

1 5 3 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 
2 10 6 4 4 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 CD1 

c 3 10 8 6 5 3 2 ...., 3 5 3 2 2 1 ...., 3 3 2 1 1 
5 10 10 8 8 6 4 2 ~ 5 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 ~ 5 3 3 2 1 1 ·s 10 20 20 16 16 12 8 4 ·s 10 10 6 6 4 4 2 2 

·s 
10 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 p.. p.. 

15 30 30 24 24 18 12 6 
p.. 

15 15 9 9 6 6 3 3 15 8 5 4 3 3 2 1 
C\1 20 40 40 32 32 24 16 8 

<:> 
20 20 12 12 8 8 4 4 ~ 20 10 6 6 4 4 2 2 

25 50 50 40 40 30 20 10 25 25 15 15 10 10 5 5 25 13 8 7 5 5 3 2 
L 5 10 8 7 6 5 3 2 1 1 L10 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 L20 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 

CDOmit 15 ems 

SCHEMES FOR LITHOTONE BRASS RULE AND COLUMN RULE 
LITHOTONE RULES- 1 to 4 ems by half ems. Longer sizes by even ems 
COLUMN RuLES-1 to 4% ems by half ems. Longer sizes by even ems 
These schemes can be used for Plain Rule if fonts are wanted, omitting half em sizes from 41;2 to 9 Y2 ems 

SCHEMES FOR LITHOTONE BRASS RULE -----._r---COLUMN RULE--~ 

0 ~ 0 

"' "' "' 0 "' 0 :!l g "' ..c ~ "' "' "' "' "' Weight "' Weight "' "' "' "' Body Lbs. 0 0 0 0 0 Body Lbs. 0 s s 8 s s >. " 0 s 0 s 0 s 8 8 0 s .s "' ~ s 
"' "' 

0 

"' "' "' "' "' "' I~ "' "' "' "' "' " 1- f-----
1 6 6 6 4 4 1 2 2 2 

" 
1 3 2 2 

1 Point 
2 8 8 8 6 6 6 

6 Point 2 3 3 2 1 1 " 2 3 3 3 1 1 
3 12 10 8 8 6 6 6 3 4 3 2 2 1 1 0:: 3 5 3 3 2 1 1 Lith. 
5 16 16 14 14 10 10 10 

Lith. 
5 4 3 3 2 2 2 1 ~ 5 7 5 3 2 2 2 1 

10 32 32 28 28 20 20 20 10 6 5 4 4 4 4 3 0 10 14 10 6 4 4 4 2 
------ - - - - - - - - - - - 1- u 15 21 15 9 6 6 6 3 

1 5 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 1 
~ 20 28 20 12 8 8 8 4 

2 6 6 5 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 1 CD "' L10 8 6 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 17!< Point 3 8 6 6 5 4 4 4 8 Point 3 4 2 2 2 1 f--- - - - - - - - - - - -Lith. 
5 12 10 8 8 8 8 6 

Lith. 
5 4 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 

10 24 20 16 16 16 16 12 10 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 t- 5 5 4 3 2 2 1 1 
--- --- - - - - - - - - - - 1- ~ 10 10 8 6 4 4 2 2 

1 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 1 1 ® L10 8 6 4 4 3 2 1 1 1 
2 Point 2 4 4 4 3 3 3 

10 Point 2 2 2 2 ® 1-- - - - - - - - - - - -
Lith. 3 6 5 4 4 3 3 3 Lith. 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 

5 8 8 7 7 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 2 1 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 
10 16 16 14 14 10 10 10 10 4 4 3 2 2 2 2 " 3 4 3 2 2 1 1 

------ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 5 5 3 3 2 2 2 1 
1 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 

" 10 10 6 6 4 4 4 2 
3 Point 

2 4 3 2 2 2 2 
12 Point 

2 2 2 2 § 15 15 9 9 6 6 6 3 
Lith. 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 Lith. 3 2 2 2 1 CD 0 20 20 12 12 8 8 8 4 

5 6 5 4 4 4 4 3 5 3 2 2 2 1 0 u 
25 25 15 15 10 10 10 5 

10 12 10 8 8 8 8 6 10 4 3 3 2 2 2 1 " L10 8 6 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 - ----- - - - - - - - 1----- - - - - - - 1- ·o 
1 4 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 

0.. L15 12 9 6 4 3 3 3 2 2 
"' 2 4 3 2 2 1 1 5 2 2 2 1 1 L20 16 12 6 6 4 4 4 4 2 

4 Point 3 4 3 3 3 2 2 18 Point 10 3 3 2 2 2 1 L25 21 17 9 8 6 5 5 4 2 
Lith. 

5 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 
Lith. 

20 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 
10 8 8 8 6 6 6 4 

CDAdd 21 and 22 ems ® Add 16 ems ® Add one each 16, 17, 18 ems Ci)Add 26, 27, 28 ems 

SCHEME FOR BRASS LEADERS 
Table shows number of pieces of each length. All fonts cut from 1 to 4 ems by half ems; 5 ems and longer by 12 point ems 

3 POUN D FO NTS 5 P OUND FONTS 10 POUND FONTS 
I 

Body 1 to4 5 to 10 Body 1 to 4 5 to 10 

'Tl 
Body 1 to 4 5 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 

6 point 15 12 6 point 20 13 6 point 26 16 12 8 
8 point 12 9 8 point 15 9 8 point 24 12 8 6 

10 point 12 6 10 point 12 6 10 point 14 10 6 6 
12 point 9 6 12 point 10 5 12 point 14 . 8 6' 4 

One and two pound fonts Five pound font running to 20 ems 
% and % of above schemes one-half of the ten pound font 

--- -
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MoRTISED METAL CIRCLEs 

Square outside, mortised inside, as indicat ed by dotted lines 

8401-55c 

10801-75c 

25c 
9602-65c 

/v~~~~ BENEFIT 

(!j ICTORIA HOME~ • 
~ TAGDAY N 
Q'JULY 14, 193;/2 !fJ ::. 
~ ONEDIME ~ • 

-"!!§_ -- ~t1J_ ___ . - -. 
12003-85c 

ED .E3.• 
$J.98 8 

8 
12001-85c 

867 

10802-75c 

7202-50c 

DOUBLE 
VALUE 

12002-85c 



BRASS SQUAROUND CIRCLES 

In the above price list we show the popular 
double rule series No.143, but we can furnish 
other single, double or triple line faces shown 
in this catalogue. 

The dotted rule at the four corners shows size 
of the square block on which the circle is made 

4% em block 

:8-- -··: 
Face 1432 

:\ J . . '-=/ . 
·- N-~. 2o% $1 io · 

12 em block Face 1434, No. 22 $1 60 

Square outside-round inside 7% em block Face 1433 

Size Block 

em( %in.) 
4% em ( % in.) 
6 em (1 in.) 
7% em (114 in.) 
9 em (1% in.) 

10% em (1% in.) 
12 em (2 in.) 
13% em (214 in.) 
15 em (2%in.) 
16112 em (2% in.) 
18 em (3 in.) 

Face 

1432_ 
1432 . -
1433 . 
1433. 

Price 
Each 

.... $100 
1W 
1~ 

1W 
1~ 1433 ...... 

1434 .. - --- .- 1W 
1~ 

1W 
100 
100 

1434 ..... . . 
1435 ...... . 
1435. 
1436. 
1436.- . . . . .... . 200 

(The size in inches is given for com
parison with inch sizes) No. 2114 $1 30 

,?_~m block :r:@· Face 

:V~ 
No.20% $100 

No. 21% $150 

18 em block Face 1436, No. 23 $2 00 

Sqy,around Circles are trimmed to 12 point ems 

6 em block Face 1433 
.---- --~-- - --, 

No. 21 $1 20 

16% em block Face 1436, No. 22% $1 90 13% em block Face 1435, No. 2214 $1 70 

Squaround Brass Circles do away with the annoyance of justifying old-style round circles in the form. The matter on inside 
of circle is set in the usual manner and the Squaround Circle is inserted in the form as easily as a piece of type or furniture 
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REGULAR SIZES 

Outside 
Diameter 

% in. 11!2 in. 
~ in . 1% in. 

1 in. 2 in . 
P/s in. 2"\4 in. 
n4 in. 2% in . 
Any size or face 
can be made to 
order 

BRASS CIRCLES 

BRASS CIRCLES 

The last figure and fraction in t h e size number 
denotes the diameter of the circle in inches 
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REGULAR SIZES 

Outsi de 
Diameter 

2% in. 3% in. 
3 in. 4 in . 
31}, in. 4"\4 in. 
3% in. 4Y2 in. 



The last figm·e and 
fraction in the size 
number denotes the 
diameter in in ches of 
the circle from which 
oval is made 

BRAss CrRCLES AND OvALs 

BRASS CIRCLES 

BRASS OVALS 

870 

The long dimension 
of an oval is about 
one-fifth more than 
the diameter of the 
circle from which it 
is made 



BRASS CIRCLES AND DIAMONDS 

All ovals and diamonds, unless otherwise ordered, will be made 
in the proportion of 2 by 3, viz: 2 units wide by 3 units long 

Any size or face can be made to order 
Brass Circles are made from seamless brass tubing and can be furnished in Vs inch graduations to 2 inches, and 

in l;4 inch graduations to 4% inches, outside dimensions. Larger or intermediate s izes are brazed 

DIAMETER OR LENGTH 
Diameter of Ovals and Leng th of Diamonds are fi g ure d on the long way of same 

6 ems and smaller, 1 inch .. 
7 to 12 ems, 2 inches .. . .. . 

13 to 18 ems, 3 inches . ... . 
19 to 24 ems, 4 inches . . . 
25 to 30 ems, 5 inches. . . . . . .. 
Each additional inch diameter . 

CIRCLES 

Plain Rul e Fancy Rule 

$100 $120 
1 25 1 60 
1 50 2 00 
1 75 2 25 
2 00 2 50 

40 50 

OVALS OR DIAMONDS 

Plain Rule F ancy Rule 
---

$125 $1 40 
150 1 90 
1 75 2 40 
2 00 290 
2 25 3 40 

50 60 

Octagons are furnished at double the price of plain rule circles. Circles, Ovals and Diamonds 
mounted in square metal block add 50% to above prices 
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BRASS BRACES 

BRASS BRACES 

Font, one of each size, 1 to 27 ems $7 00 Font, one of each size, 4 to 19 ems $4 00 

--------------------------~N~o~.827 :4~0c~· ______ _._. ...... _. .. ______ _ 

No. 64 15c 
~ 

No. 641;2 15c 
~ 

No. 65 15c 
~~ 

No. 65lfz 15c 
~ 

No. 66 15c 
~ 

No. 661!2 15c 
~ 

No. 67 15c 
~ 

No. 67% 15c 
~ 

No. 68 15c 
~ 

No. 826 40c 
~ 

No. 825 40c 

-
No. 824 40c 

-------------
No. 823 40c 

~--

No. 822 30c - __.-/ 

No. 821 30c 

----
No. 820 30c 

No. 819 30c 

-------~ -:____.......-----
No. 818 30c ------------- -------------

No. 817 25c 

------------ ------------

No. 41 15c 

No.816 25c ----------- ------------
No. 815 25c -------- ---------

__ _. ...... .__N_ o_._814 ~2-5c __ .-_. .... ._ __ 

No. 813 25c ------------ ~~--------
No. 41% 15c No. 812 20c ---

No. 42 15c No. 811Vz 20c 

-

No. 681;2 15c 
~ 

No. 421!2 15c No. 811 20c 
~~ 

No. 69 20c 
~ 

No. 691;2 20c 
~ 

No. 43 15c 
~ 

No. 431;2 15c 
~ 

No. 810¥2 20c 
~ 

No. 810 20c 
~ 

The first number indicates the body, the other number or numbers 
indicates the length in 12 point ems 
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BRASS NEWSPAPER DASHES 

BRASS NEWSPAPER DASHES 
J.. 

No. 552 15c i No. 587 15c 
-+ 

No. 554 15c No. 588 15c ------ -
No. 560 15c No. 590 15c 

---+---

No. 555 15c No. 591 15c 
~ 

No. 558 15c No. 500 15c 

- ------·--
No. 559 15c No. 503 15c ----.---- ..... 
No. 556 15c No. 517 15c 

+---- ---- -+ -~-- --

No. 564 15c No. 518 15c . ~·~ . 
No. 561 15c No. 512 15c 

No. 567 15c No. 513 15c --- - ----- -~---..---

No. 569 15c No. 507 15c --- -· ~ • ~ 

No. 575 15c No. 526 15c 

No. 572 15c No 531 15c ... -·-
No. 570 15c No. 529 15c ... • • -
No. 573 15c No. 533 15c -- ~--- -- .. 
No. 581 15c No. 534 15c ___ ...... __ 

No. 577 15c No. 536 15c 

---~~ 

No. 584 15c No. 537 15c 
-+ • . -. • 

No. 576 15c No. 538 15c --..-.. -- • ·-· • 
No. 595 15c No. 54. 9 l 5c ----- --- • 
No. 583 15c No. 553 15c ---.-

t .. .... .. 
Prices are for single column widths 15 ems or under 
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eSpecial CJaces of fBrass fRule 
~ 

~CES can be made to order containing practically any arrangement of 
lines and white spaces; but these orders should amount to at least $10.00 
value for each special face. Any weight of line in points or fractions, or 
in thousandths of an inch, can be specially made on any body. Special 
leaders or dotted rule faces cannot be specially made without making a 
steel wheel or knurl-but we have a variety of knurls not shown and can 
usually match very closely, and sometimes exactly, any dotted rule face. 

c$pecial CJircles and C9ther CJorms 
eiRCLES and Ovals of any diameter and any face can be made to order. 
The faces shown are merely suggestions for size and to show the face 
usually furnished with a circle of a certain diameter. Diamonds, Hexagons 
and Octagons can be made of any face and any size. These are soldered 
(not brazed) and will not stand a great amount of pressure without break-
ing. Circles, Ovals and other forms can be surrounded with lead metal 
square block, trimmed to 12 point ems, insuring an even lock-up. 

cYV[atching £Rule by c$ample 
9N SENDING sample be sure to send one that is not worn, as it is not 
possible to tell from a badly worn sample what the weight of the face 
originally was. 

:£abor-c$aying £Rule 
:£ABOR-SA VING Rule in regular scheme fonts is sold at the prices given 
in Table B. These prices are for regular scheme fonts containing the 
number of pieces specified in the printed schemes on page 866. 

All bodies not listed in Tables Band B1 are so seldom sold in labor-
saving fonts that the customer's needs are best satisfied by furnishing us 
with a list of the number of pieces of each size desired, which will be sold 
at prices shown in Tables H and I. 

If the regular scheme font of Rule or Leaders as listed does not meet 
customer's requirements, then a special scheme font can be furnished, but 
this will be sold not by the pound or font, but by the piece according to 
prices in Tables Hand I. For convenience in figuring these special fonts, 
see page 863 for group prices of Tables H and I. 

v 
""' 
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120 Point 

-

96 Point 

84 Point 

ADDENDA 

Goudy Bold + Goudy H andtooled 
3 A 4a 120 Point 3A 4a 

• • 
1 1 

3A 4a 96 Point 3A 4a 

y y 
3A 4a 84 Point 3A 4a 

eat eat 
For other sizes of Goudy Bold and Goudy Hand tooled see pages 46 and 48 

A dditional Special Characters for Garamond and Garamond Italic 

+ + 

I N ADDITION to the c;Jaramond Italic Swash Characters shown on page 19, the following 
special c;Jaramond Italic characters (word terminals and logotype) may be obtained in sizes 

from 6 point to 48 point inclusive: 

flEe eL U m_, 1L.J G 
That the celebrated Garamond Series shown on page 18 may be more serviceable and com

plete, the following Special Characters and Ornament may be obtained 
in sizes from 6 point to 72 point inclusive : 

Le..J~tLJL~ 
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ADDENDA 

CLELAND CoMBINATION ORNAMENTs No.2 

Price per font $9.00 

SHEET 
MUSIC 

~ 
7\_EAD C7' (?OMPANY 

"Publishers 

~.
''·'' ' 

- -- ! .. : 

/' :. 

' ' 
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49-45c 48-45c 

~~" ' 1. r - ' 
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~ - '...: 

36 51 35 
2 for 50c 3 for 50c 2 for 50c 
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2 for50c 

ll~i ·-·· ~-·m--·-- J&:-- -
: -;.... ~ (,' ·. " I .... 

. ' ' ~ \. ' 
~ \,_ (, ( -. \.::; - ~ l ' ~ ~ -,. ,' • 

" I I ,, ,. I ( ( I< ( ( ~ "'- .... \,. 
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39-45c 
II ' 

' 

' ' 
40-45c 

47-55c 

46-70c 

45-80c 
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37-45c 

~ 
~~&V 

50-3 for50c 

~~ 
~1) 

38-45c 

~~ 
-

' ' l ;~~ 
( , ..._ \. I ~ j l\."\, - : 

" , -- -
43-50c 44-50c 

34-70c 

31-70c 

~ ~
·t ·-··~-·~-·--

: . ~ ~ (. ' . 

' ( ,- '~ - ( .. 
~, ' I ( ~~"" ' 

33-70c 52-3 for 55c 32-55c 

For the larger size of Cleland Combination Ornaments see page 714 
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CLELAND ORNAMENTS 

4233-75c 4230-75c 

0 5437-75c 

2435-50c 2439-45c 
3638- 55c 

~ ~ <J 
3634-60c 3631-65c 

Accurately Mortised to Points 6036-75c Cast in Type Molds 
F'or other s izes of Cleland Ornaments see pages 715 , 710 

~·----~~~----~~~~~--~~~---------------------- -------- + 

STATIONERS INITIALS 

24 Point, one color, per set (24 characters) $1.25 
24 Point, two colors, per set (48 characters) $2.50 

Four of any one character (one color) 45c 
Two of any one character (two colors) 45c , 

• '$ 
· ~-~~ 

0 1~6!:..:-

e • -~t • - • For other sizes of Stationers 'Ini t ia ls see page 796 

~-------------------------------~-----------------------------

VocATIONAL CAMEos 

• • 3601-2 for 50c 3603-2 for50c 3604-2 for 50c 3605-2 for 50c 

•• e 
f 

G 

• ----------+ 

3612-2 for 50c 

• \ g I •"!~ ---
:-~ ... 

3613- 2 for 50c 3616-2 for50c 3619-2 for 50c 3614-2 for 50c 3608-2 for 50c 3618-2 for 50c 

For other s izes of Vocational Cameos see pages 719-721 

+ + 

48 Point, per set (24 characters) $4.50 
ToRY INITIALs 

Single character 45c 

4801 4802 4803 4804 4805 

Also mad e in 72 point, see page 790 
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CrvruTE SERIES 

CCr~e purit~ of CCaste i~ 'L 'luafit~ of 

t~e l\'V\.i~j it is 'L feefit1g_, ~~ic~ ca11, CWit~ 

fittft: 'bifficuftr, bt: ac'luire~ Gr t~e dtefit1e

eet1L> of Bt1teffi5et1Ce j ~~erea~ lDuritr 

of l\'V\.a11t1ers is t~e dtesuft of ~ise Jabits, 

i11 CW~ic~ aff t~e t)11ferests of t§e 5ouC. are 

eit1sfe~ {§ it1 ~at't110t1~ ~if~ t~e .prosress 

of Bt1teffi5et1CE.- CC~at...J is cw~~ t~E.

Jarmot1~ of ~ oo~ CCastE.- a~ of ~ oo~ 
l\'V\.a11t1et'~ is eore COt11t110.!:J f~a.!:J f~e ecisf

et1Ce of CCasfe CWif~ouL> l\'V\.at111ers, or of 

l\'V\.a11t1ers CWif~ouL> CCasfE.-

The Civilite Ser ies is being made in t h e following sizes: 10, 12, 14, 18, 
24, 30, 36 an d 48 poin t. Send for complete sh owing 

Charact ers in Complet e Font 

9\03<S~e:g 

cf~EK~BJX 

-RoCl\'V\.0\010 

Qdt5CCCU'1/ 

G)V%'2J6<B$ 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

a a._ b c ~ 'b e t: E--.. f 

5 ~J ~ i j k f c. e t11 

t1 ~ .!:J 0 f' f '1 t' ~ s 

tuuGcw~cr~ 3 

~ ~/::::) . , -
\ J 

. . I ? . ' . . 

T YPO RoMAN SHADED 

The EJ[lnpire Botanical Socie!r 

desires io in!~rJtn nllellnbers anJ those interestel[l 

in botany that 

lV\r. EJn1.onJ Stace)T Briand 

has JJ>een elected a corresponding nllenllber 

of the society 

Typo Roman S haded is being made in 12, 14, 18, 18 pt. No.2, 24 a n d 24pt. N o.2 
Send f or comple t e showing 
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KELLY AuTOMATIC Jon PREss, STYLE B, WITH ExTENSION D ELIVERY 

0-,. 
t/,. ~ 

I(ELLYAUTOMATIC 
JOB PRESS 

A cost-reducing printing unit backed by years of experience 

~PEAT ORDERS are the most convincing and the most 
conclusive evidence of the efficiency of all printing· 

machinery. Users will not add to their equipment unless 
fully satisfied it is productive and profitable; the l(elly 
has beenfavoredwithan unusualamountofthis most de-
sirable class of business. Repeat orders have been placed 
by nearly 50% of our l(elly Press users. Several thousand 
Style B l(elly Presses are in constant operation in every 
state of the Union and abroad. These are convincing facts 

I I 

·) (· 
I 

American Type Founders Company 
For information as to p r ices, t erms, et c., write to n earest Selling H ou se 

I 
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KELLY A u TOMATic JoB PRESS, STYLE B, WITH JoGGER DELIVERY 

·• .. 
The Kelly Automatic Press Style B 

A PRESS FOR MAXIMUM SERVICE 

The Kelly Automatic Press, Style B, was first 
offered the printingindustryless than ten years 
ago and instantly became popular for its ability 
to produce exceptionally high-grade and gen
eral printing at low cost, and because its de
sign was along original yet conservative and 
approved lines, making it easy for the operator 
to quickly master its simple mechanism. So 
great was the demand that nearly 2000 presses 
were sold before any general advertising was 
distributed, an unparalleled sales experience, 
~hich reflects the recognized superiority of the 
press and its ability to produce printing of the 
quality, volume and range that have met with 
the approval of printers everywhere. 

Marvelously quick adjustments for changes 
of work are important features of the Kelly. 
Simplification, condensation and automaticity 

are the foundation of these and have made the 
unit a revelation in this respect. The shortest 
run and the longest are handled with equal 
facility. The Kelly Automatic is not a special
ized press. It handles nearly every kind of job 

Front view of the 
K elly Ink 
Distributing 
System 
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work that comes to the large or small office 
at a minimum cost, and no special equipment 
is needed to make its operation satisfactory 
and productive-just use the ordinary material 
of the average printing office. Make-ready is 
easy; the sturdy, unyielding cylinder and bed 
and the four wide steel-shod tracks, heavily 
supported on the solid column, make even the 
slightest overlay perceptible and effective. 

The Kelly Automatic Job Press, Style B, is a 
three-roller flat-bed two-revolution printing 
unit with automatic feeder,jogger 
or extension delivery, and with 
a complete electric motor equip
ment, including motors, variable 
speed controller and push-button 
station for either direct or single
phase alternating current, as may 
be desired. Electric equipment for 
voltages and cycles usually called 
for is carried in stock; other re
quirements are supplied to order. 

The maximum speed recommenP.ed, when 
the press is erected on a good foundation, is 
3600 impressions per hour, whether the work 
is large or small, and the electric equipment 
is arranged to give this speed, with the usual 
reductions for special or difficult printing 
through use of the variable speed controller. 

THE DISTRIBUTION-The Kelly system of pyr
amid ink distribution is most efficient, and 
consists of three composition form rollers, two 
steel lateral distributors, composition top rid-

The bed measurement is l9%,x 
22%, and sheet 14 x 22 inches; 
oversize sheets l7x22 inches may 
be run if the margins are favor
able, and on light, open forms a 
covering of l514 x22 inches can be 
obtained on this sized sheet with 
one roller covering by single roll
ing. When 22-inch type matter is 
run the forms are locked on the 

The unyielding bed and cylinder, four tracks and rear air cushions 

bed of press or plates are mounted on patent 
bases. Standard KA Chase measures 15x2014 
inches inside; Skeleton KE Chase, 163Jsx20Y's 
inside. This is a larger range of work than can 
be done on any other job press, whether ma
chine or hand fed. 

Rear view of the 
K elly Ink 
Distributing 
System 

ing roller running between the steel distribu
tors, fountain ductor roller and ink plate. The 
distribution is very thorough and the deposit 
of ink on the form rollers is such that the fin
est halftones can be run without trouble. The 
pyramid system keeps up a continuous flow of 
thoroughly distributed ink which reaches the 
form in a thin film, free from dirt and paper 
dust, owing to the position of the fountain 
and inking mechanism under the feed table. 
The brush not only holds the sheet against 
the cylinder but also removes any particles 
that may adhere to it and have not been re
moved by the air blast on the feeder. Rollers 
and fountain are easily adjusted and cleansed, 
the entire distributing roller frame swinging 
up for exposure of all rollers. 

THE REGISTER-Accurate register is assured 
through the quick direct action of the specially 
designed gripper mechanism, the splendidly 
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conceived bed movement, the spiral register 
rack and other approved features; all of which, 
with the positive automatic feeder placing 
the sheet properly at the feed guides, insure 
against trouble in this respect. 

THE DYNAMIC BRAKE, an integral part of the 
press motor, is automatic in action and stops 
the press instantly when the last sheet of the 

pile is fed , and also if a sheet does not reach 
the detectors in time, or is crumpled, or if two 
sheets are taken, or a sheet fails to feed. This 
is a very valuable feature that is applicable to 
direct current and single-phase alternating 
current motors. It makes the Kelly danger
proof, and saves spoilage of make-ready, 
valuable plates, paper and the operator's time. 

The l(elly Automatic Feeder 
The Kelly Automatic Feeder is the pile type 

carrying 121f2 inches of paper on the feed table, 
which automatically lifts as the stock is fed, 
suspending operation when the last sheet is 
taken. A constant blast of filtered air from a 
rotary motor-driven blower is blown between 
the top sheets at the front of the pile, sepa
rating them perfectly, and making it easy for 
the suction feed wheels to pick up and carry 
the top sheet forward to the paper feed rollers 
operating on the conveyor belt shaft. An in
genious suction tube operating in unison with 
the suction feed rollers assures the picking 
up of heavy stock, while the volume of air is 
controlled by vents on both blast and suction, 
making regulation for light and heavy paper 
easy. A calipering device permits but one 
sheet to go through, after which the sheet is 

carried by two fixed endless rawhide con
veyor belts, under the control of adjustable 
friction rollers and steel balls, down through 
the detectors, which also serve to slow the 
sheet, and is laid gently against the front 
guides. The snap or side guide next advances, 
engages and draws the sheet to perfect regis
ter. The snap guide is mounted on the feed 
board and may be placed on either side and is 
adjustablebymeans of a finely threaded screw. 

The Kelly Automatic Feeder is gear driven 
and so designed that it takes up but little 
space outside of the frame of the press and 
appears as an integral part of the machine. 
It may be instantly disconnected, and auto
matic fe~ding suspended, by pulling the feeder 
clutch head, after which hand feeding is possi
ble by lifting the sheet conveyor parts attached 
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to a swinging frame, fulcrumed on the main 
shaft.Achangefromautomatictohandfeeding 
is rarely necessary except in the case of cer
tain died-out stock and made-up envelopes, 
but it can be made instantly while the press 
is running without disarranging the timing of 
the feeder. The hardwood feed table may also 
be swung upward and fastened to give room for 
make-ready and access to rollers and fountain. 

The range of stock that the feeder will handle 
is varied, and includes nearly everything ordi
narily used in the printing office. Onionskin, 

non-curling gum papers, antique and cameo
finish or glazed papers are easily handled, as 
well as light cardboard that will wrap around 
and conform to the periphery of the cylinder. 
The Kelly suction system of feeding is seem
ingly without limitation within the range de
scribed above and is daily handling qualities 
of stock that a few years ago were thought 
impossible of feeding automatically. Finished 
and coated paper is not marked, or printed
side-up sheets rubbed or smutted, as in other 
types of feeders. Substantial savings result. 

The l(elly Extension Delivery 
The Kelly Extension Delivery, an extra at

tachment, may be placed on any Kelly Press 
new or old, and is a valuable addition now 
generally ordered. Its use minimizes offset 
and slip-sheeting, as the ink through exposure 
to air has time to partially set before the sheet 
reaches the pile. Spoilage through handling 
and the operator's time are also saved. Two 
delivery trucks and truck handle are parts of 
the equipment. Each truck holds a pile of 
paper thirty inches high and is mounted on 
castors to permit the load to be easily moved 
away and the second truck substituted with
out handling or disturbing the pile. A jogger 
is part of the extension delivery equipment. 

Access to form on the bed of the press is not 
obstructed, as the delivery frame connected 

to the press swings up out of the way and is 
replaced without adjustment. Short runs are 
handled as easily and jogged as perfectly as 
long runs. When a Kelly Automatic Press is 
ordered equipped with extension delivery, the 
regular jogger delivery is omitted. 

FLOOR SPACE-The floor space over all of the 
Kelly Automatic Press, Style B, equipped with 
automatic feeder, jogger delivery, motors and 
blower, is 6 feet 6 inches long by 3 feet 6 
inches wide. When equipped with extension 
delivery, the length is 10 feet 6 inches, the 
width remaining the same. The height with 
feed board raised is 6 feet 9 inches; with feed 
board lowered to operating position, 4 feet 8 
inches. Length of floor plate, 6 feet l inch; 
width, 3 feet linch. 
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The l(elly Press Roller Cooling Fan 
The Kelly Press Roller Fan 

is an extra attachment of real 
merit which helps to keep the 
composition rollers in proper 
working condition in the hot, 
humid weather, thereby aid
ing continuous production at 
the time when roller troubles 
are the most annoying and the 
cause of pressroom delays. 
No electricity is used, as the 
fan is mechanically driven 
and easily attached. By sim
ply loosening a thumbscrew 

Kelly Press R oller Fun out of 
working position 

Kelly Press Roller Fan in 
working position 

the fan may be swung down out of position 
while not in use orwhen setting the rollers. A 
slotted hole is provided to take up the slack 
of the driving belt. The fan is attachable to 
all Kelly Automatic Presses. 

A SIMPLE DouBLE-RoLLING DEVICE is part of 
feeder equipment and may be made operative 
in less than a minute. When it is desired to 
double roll a heavy solid form or background 
this device is used, allowing the suction wheels 
to miss every other revolution and the press 
to automatically trip correspondingly. The 
Kelly Automatics are the only printing units 
having such an attachment. 

KELLY PRESS LocK-UP BARs-For locking up 
oversize forms on bed of the press these steel 
bars, 2214 inches long and 114 inches wide, 
will be found very convenient. They are placed 
at the head and foot of form, supplanting the 
customary wood furniture and greatly assist
ing register because of their accuracy. These 
bars are extra and sold in pairs. 

PowER CoNSUMPTION-The press motor for 
direct current is one horsepower, and for al-

Outside Dimensions of Box for 
I 

H eight Length 

Kelly Press . . . . . . . . . . . . 4ft. 4 in. 5 ft. 3 in. 
Kelly Feeder ..... . ..... 3ft. 9 in. 4ft. -

Kelly Floor Plate ....... .. 3ft. - 6 ft.ll in. 
Kelly Extension Delivery ... 4ft. 6 in. 4ft. -

ternating current owing to the starting torque, 
two horsepower. The blower motor, either 
direct or alternating, is one-half horsepower. 
After starting, the actual consumption is less 
than one and one-half horsepower for the 
complete unit. 

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT-The Kelly Automatic 
Press, Style B, is sold only with electric equip
ment, and motors and controllers furnished by 
us for direct and single-phase alternating cur
rents have special attachments that add greatly 
to the efficiency of the unit and are necessary 
for automatic control. One set of cast rollers, 
extra roller stocks, steel chase, counter, oil can, 
wrenches, instruction and part books are sup
plied with each Kelly Automatic Press. 

WEIGHT AND PACKING INFORMATION-The 
Kelly Press and Feeder are shipped in separate 
fully enclosed boxes, the floor plate is crated, 
and the extension delivery fully boxed. The 
press motor is in position in the column and 
the blower and blower motor are packed in 
the feeder box. Dimensions for domestic ship
ment and gross and net weights are as follows: 

Width Cubic F eet Gross Net 
Weight W eight 

4ft. 7 in. 105 3700 3175 
3ft. 4 in. 57 965 650 
- Sin. 14· 600 545 
4ft. - 72 750 475 

Totals 248 6015 4845 

Gross weight for export shipment, 350 pounds greater. 
Removed from the packing box, the Kelly Press will go through a space of 44 inches; the Kelly Feeder, 

36 inches. For doors of less space the press must be partially dismantled by the installer. 
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How the l(elly Automatic is Handled 
Every provision has been made for quick changes of stock and forms, and for saving the 
operator 's time. The result is longer producing hours and larger output. No flat-bed press 
approaches the Kelly in these typical well conceived Kelly Press conveniences. 

~· ~ 

I 

Setting the ink fountain on a Kelly Automatic Press All rollers exposed for easy wash-up 

Clear space for quick make- ready Instant change from automatic to hand feeding 

Open space on bed for placing form Loading the pile table at rear of press 

8). (8 

Short runs and long runs are alike to the Kelly. There are no adjustment delays, no guess
ing, no trying, no spoiled stock. Mechanical appliances locate the position of all adjustable 
parts. The Kelly takes a larger form, runs at greater speed, and produces a higher quality of 
work than any other automatic job press. Every user will subscribe to these facts. 
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What l(elly Press Users Say 
Opinions of users are an indication of how successfully the Kelly Automatic Press is operated 
and show its unrivaled earning capacity. The quotations below came to us unsolicited from 
customers in all parts of the country and we have the originals on file for those interested. 
The wise printer will always consider and profit by the experiences of his fellow craftsmen. 

~ ~ 

Read the follo ·wing quotations from letters recently received 
.J.. 

" Our machin e has given us complete satisfaction · "W e could say a whole lot but can express our sati s
fi ed feelings in ver y few words by saying that we think 
it (the Kelly) is on e ofthe best in vestments ever mad e 
for our pressroom ..... Anticipate the installa tion of 
a_not~,er similar press or your larger one in a short 
tune. -OHIO. 

since its purchase."- MONTANA . 

" From the money-earn ing stand point the K elly is 
a press without an alibi."- BosTON. 

"The press is in excellent running condition and is 
giving sati sfaction in ever y way."-MAINE. 

" Our press is running full capacity every cl ay and 
without any trouble whatever."-ILLINOIS. 

"We might at this tim e say th at our Kelly Press is 
giving us wonderful results and has m ore th an come 
up to our expectation s."- UrAH. 

" We consider it the best investment we have ever 
mad e. The only fault we have to find is that we did not 
install one years ago."- NEw YoRK CITY. 

"The K elly Press has given us complete satisfaction. 
We have had no mechanical diffi culties and are able 
to get out more work at less costthan with our previous 
equipment."-RHODE IsLAND. 

"The new Kelly Press which you installed in our 
plant recently is the second machin e of this type . ... 
The K elly has done more than anything else to im
prove our pressroom efficiency."-IowA. 

" Our Kelly Press has been running in first-class 
shape and we are deli ghted with th e r esults. In fact 
we have been told that we are getting record runs from 
this press. We wish that we had an oth er."-CANADA. 

"The Kelly has given entirely satisfactory service; 
in fact its performan ce has been remarkable in view 
of the fact that none of our printers have previously h ad 
any experience with a cylinder."-CoNNECTICUT. 

"Our work is of a rather exacting character typical of 
university printing in general and we are experiencing 
no difficulty in maintaining a high standard from th e 
K elly-the Kelly is all to the good."-CALIFOH NIA. 

"We think the two Kelly P resses working in our 
plant have been one of the chief causes of our having 
the best printing business we ever had at this tim e. 
W e have not had a dull day through all the industrial 
depression. The maximum output of our two Kell ys 
is booked for several weeks ahead. "- VIRGINIA. 

" I have had the best of results with the Kelly P ress 
in stalled . .... Have only words of praise for the ma
chine, which has given me no trouble at all. The first 
job I r an after your erector left was a four-color one 
and th e register was perfect. The next job was 100,000 
deposit ti ckets, sh eet l 4xl7, ten up. Run was started at 
one o'clock and was completed,form off, and press and 
fountain wash ed in 4lf2 hours' tim e."-DELAWARE. 

"Thought perhaps you would b e interested to know 
that our pressman k ept time on the work and th e Kelly 
delivered the goods according to your sch edule. Th e 
job went through the press six times and we ar e very 
proud of the work as well as pleased with the I(elly 
Press performance."- TEXAS. 

" Your Kelly Press is a smooth -running, productive 
machine . .... We are just fini sh ing on some colored 
cards which certainly demonstrate that the Kelly gives 
absolu te register. We hope our business will expand 
to such an extent that some day we shall be able to use 
more than one of your presses ."-MASSACHUSETTS. 

" Our Kelly Press is giving eminent satisfaction, 
which we know you will be pleased to h ear. Our Littl e 
Kelly, No. 1358, has printed over eight million impres
sions in three years . There has been no expense for 
repairs or new parts. Our Kelly is depended upon to 
make the shop pay-roll and it has never failed to pro
duce."-NoRTH CAROLINA. 

" Everything good that can be said about a press we 
can say about the Kelly. Press has been in our plant 
four or five years, has run constanlly, and we are get
tin g.ju st as much production now as we did at the very 
beginning and there seems to be no more wear and 
certainly no expense. W e are not only getting spl en
did production, but we are getting splendid work , and 
feel very kindly toward the Kelly."- TENNESSEE. 

" I wanted something to replace slow-going platens 
on long runs and tu rn out a better class of work. Six 
years ago I became th e first owner of a K elly Press in 
the State of New Jersey and to-day I hold my own with 
anyone for turning out good work. I can put on a solid 
plate form in colors, single roll up to th e capacity of 
the press. Register is perfect, running at top speed. 
Have nothing but th e high es t praise on th e ser vice 
given me."-NEW JERSEY. 

" The Kelly Press in stalled in our plant about six 
months ago has up to date been giving us the b est of 
service and satisfaction, and has proven every claim 
mad e for it. Due to its simplicity of constru ction and 
operation our pressmen, without previous experi ence, 
found no difficulty in operating this press . It has been 
doing three-color and four-color jobs with th e closest 
of register and has accomplished them all in the high-

t est poss ible standard."-CHICAGO . 
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THE I(ELLY 
AUTOMATIC PRESS N9 2 

BED MEASUREMENT, 281hx35lf2 INCHES 

SIZE OF SHEET, 22x34 INCHES SIZE OF FoRM, 2lx34 INCHES 

--~~ 

The remarkable success of the Kelly Auto
matic Press, Style B,and the insistent demands 
of customers for a larger press built along the 
same labor-saving lines, led to the designing 

shod tracks, bed and cylinder which will not 
yield or spring under the heaviest impres
sional strain, with a double pyramid ink dis
tributing system, and high speed, the Kelly 

+I I+ 

Illustration showing cylinder, bed, four tracks 
and air chambers 

+ I+ 

of the Kelly Automatic No. 2. Every time
saving, quick-handling feature of the Style B 
Press has been retained in the new size, with 
additional refinements and newfeatureswhich 
have further enhanced the Kelly reputation 
as a producer and cost reducer-a press with
out a rival, and one from which a maximum 
of service is obtained. 

Heavily built, with massive side frames and 
supporting girders, four wide nickel steel-

Automatic Press No.2 is offered in full con
fidence that its extraordinary merit will meet 
with the approval of all who appreciate a scien
tifically designed printing unit of the higher 
class, a press built for the definite purpose of 
providing more profit for the owner and for 
easy and quick handling by the operator. 

The Kelly Automatic Press No.2 is a distinct 
departure from old lines in printing press de
signing and introduces a new economical 
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standard in the pressroom. It is the first two
revolution cylinder that is complete in every 
detail, with press, automatic feeder, extension 
delivery and electrical equipment designed 
and built as one unit and so assembled and 
tested in one factory before shipment. There 
is no division of responsibility in operating 
efficiency. 

The bed measurement is 28Vzx35Vz inches; 
size of sheet, 22x34 inches; size of form, 2lx 
34 inches. The ink distributing equipment, lo
cated back of the cylinder, as in the Style B, 
is the Kelly double pyramid with three form 

press designing of the past quarter of a cen
tury. It takes first rank in production, quality 
of output, convenience in handling and gen
eral labor-saving features, and has received a 
very thorough testing under exacting condi
tions during the past two years. 

Side by side with scientific designing, first
class construction and a proper distribution 
of metals is of the utmost importance if the 
desired results are to be obtained. In these 
respects the Kelly Automatic Press No.2 ex
cels. Cast iron, semi-steel, malleable iron and 
high-grade steel of various mixtures are used 

The heavy cylinder, gear and wide cylinder bearers 

rollers, five distributing rollers and ink plate, 
effectively spreading the ink in perfect dis
tribution for the most delicate as well as the 
heaviest classes of work. Distributor and due
tor rollers are interchangeable, and all com
position rollers have adjustments for easy 
setting. 

Two form rollers, 2Vz inches in diameter, 
completely cover all forms within the range 
of 2lx34 inches. The Kelly Automatic double
rolling feature is part of the equipment and 
may be made operative instantly while the 
press is running. So thorough is the distribu- · 
ting and inking features that double rolling is 
seldom necessary. 

The third form roller is quickly convertible 
as a form or distributing roller, and open 
form oversize sheets up to 24x35 inches may 
be automatically fed, and by a simple adjust
ment of the rollers a covering of one roller 
by single and two rollers by double rolling 
is obtained on forms not exceeding 231f2x34 
inches. 

The Kelly Automatic Press No.2 is a cylin
der press room unit and in working qualities, 
speed, distribution, register, rigidity of im
pression, excellence of the printed-side-up ex
tension delivery, superior automatic feed and 
electrical drive and control-ranks high among 
the really notable achievements in printing 

each in its proper relation to the ends sought, 
and many carefully treated hardened and 
ground working parts insure long service and 
a minimum of maintenance expense. 

Interchangeability of parts has not been 
overlooked, and jigs, tools and fixtures pro
vide against annoyances in this respect. No 
effort or investment has been spared in ac
complishing the purpose of the designer. 

The bed drive is a combination of racks 
and gears, with crank reversing mechanism, 
and is unequaled for sturdiness,longwear and 
assurance of proper timing with the cylinder. 
Freaky parts have been avoided. The bed is 
not weighted down with hangers and other 
devices, and the reversing racks connected at 
each end, in conjunction with the . four air 
chambers, give perfect control and an easy, 
smooth action in passing the centers, elimi
natingjar, vibration and noise. The Kelly bed 
is cored, carrying only the plunger stems and 
one centrally located rack, connecting both 
drive and reverse, a construction permitting 
high speed. A four-year test of this bed move
ment for stability, during which time no ad
justments whatever have been made, is indi
cative of its dependability and durability and 
the service it will render. 

The Kelly Automatic Press No.2 cylinder 
is sturdy and well balanced, a special selected 
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steel shaft of ample diameter being driven in
to position, after which the cylinder is turned 
and ground to exact gauge. Great care has been 
taken to insure an approximately perfect, un
yielding printing surface.The cylinder bearers 
are wide, conforming in size to the unusually 
large bed bearers. The grippers are of forged 
steel, mounted on a nickel steel shaft, excep
tionally well supported, and are operated by 
a new type of safety tumbler. The cylinder lift 

The double pyramid 
ink distributing system in operating position 

is eccentric, with drop forged impression con
nections, carefully planned for efficient, posi
tive, powerful action. 

The ink fountain is placed back of the cy
linder, away from paper dust, and the adjus
ting screws are readily reached from either 
side when the press is in operation. Quick 
cleansing is possible through the clear space 
afforded when the delivery conveyor frame 
is lifted. The fountain action is automatically 
tripped with the press, preventing over-inking 
the form. 

The electrical equipment consists of motors 
for the press and blower, variable speed con
troller, electrically operated brake and two 
push-button stations properly placed for the 
operator's convenience on the sides of the 
press and extension delivery. The automatic 
brake has the same effectiveness as that on 
the Style B Kelly, but in alternating current 
is somewhat different in design. It is unfailing 
in operation, a safeguard against damage, and 
is operative both for constant printing and in 
connection with the double-rolling device. 

The speed of the press is from 2200 to 3000 

impressions per hour,accordingtoprintingre
quirements and foundation conditions. These 
figures are taken from accurately kept produc
tion records and carefullyverified.They show 
wonderful production possibilities and indi
cate the constructional care and precision 
which have made t_hem possible. 

There are many devices on the Kelly Auto
matic Press No.2 for conserving the time of 
the operator, conveniences that permit quick 
handling of work, speedy adjustments, and in
sure longer producing time. These are features 
which have made the Style B Press the stand
ard job room automatic everywhere, and they 
have been incorporated in the No.2 size be
cause of their exceptional efficiency in saving 
the operator's time, their great influence in 
increasing production, and for their value in 
making the No.2 a one-man printing unit, 
the only press of its size for which this can 
be fairly claimed. This means lower operating 
cost. Among these features are valve for releas
ing pressure from air cylinders, scale showing 
by number the fountainadjustingscrewsneed
ing attention for a proper flow of ink located 

The distributing rollers 
throtcn back for exposure of Jonn rollers 

at the front of the extension delivery, impres
sion trip for hand feeding, tool boxes for oil 
can, wrenches, quoins, waste and furniture, 
safety guards for moving parts, accessibility 
of motors and controller, side snap guide op
erating on either side, and many others, all 
comprising a unit to cover the automatic 
handling and production of quality printing 
that has no rival within its size. 
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THE I(ELLY AUTOMATIC FEEDER N~ 2 
An Integral Part of the Press 

The Kelly Automatic Feeder No.2 needs but 
little description. It closely follows and em
bodies all the valuable features of the Style 
B design referred to in the preceding pages. 
The pile table holds twenty-six inches of stock, 
is automatically raised as the sheets are fed, 

cally held in position by special patented but 
simple devices, to insure perfect register. The 
unique action of the slow-down fingers is 
positive yet sensitive, and the designing of this 
very essential feature is an achievement of the 
first order. Cumbersome and time-consuming 

.~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1• 
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and is lowered for reloading by simply lifting 
a latch. The conveyor frame is quickly raised 
from the feed board by a few turns of the han
dle and automatically fastened in an upright 
position clearing the feed board for hand 
feeding. The feed board is also lifted by hand 
and fastened to allow for make-ready. Fixed 
conveyor belts with adjustable friction roller 
and ball sheet controls and top conveyor 
belts insure the proper carrying of the sheet 
through the slow-down fingers to easy rest 
against the feed guides, where it is mechani-

parts have been avoided. Like the press, the 
whole mechanism of the feeder and sheet con
trol is sure, simple, easily reached and adjus
ted by the operator without assistance. There 
is an entire absence of complications, work 
may be started quickly and accurately and the 
few adjusting features readily understood. All 
grades and weights of stock ordinarily put 
on a cylinder press are easily handled. The 
Kelly Automatic Feeder ~xcels in the variety 
of work it will successfully take. Short runs 
are handled with unusual economy. 

~ ~ ~ 
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THE I(ELLY EXTENSION DELIVERY 
An Integral Part of the Machine 

The Kelly Extension Delivery and Jogger is 
an integral part of the machine and so designed 
that the delivery conveyor frame is instantly 
swung up to make room for the operator to 
place or remove a form on the bed of the press, 
or to make corrections. Re-connection is made 
without adjustments. Two trucks mounted on 

casters and one truck handle are parts of the 
equipment. A pile of thirty inches of paper 
may be deposited on each truck and wheeled 
away without paper handling. Due to the long 
exposure of the printed sheet to air, and the 
positive yet gentle placing of the sheet on the 
top of the pile, slip sheeting is minimized. 

~ 
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EQUIPMENT AND SPECIFICATIONS 

Each Kelly Automatic No.2 printing unit is 
sold complete with press, automatic feeder, ex
tension deli very and two trucks, electric equip
ment ready for wiring, including motors for 
press and blower, variable speed controller, 
electrically operated brake, two sets of roller 
stocks (one set cast on domestic orders),coun-

ter, chase, wrenches, oil can and belting. Pros
pective buyers should note how complete this 
unit is and that the items included are es
sentials for everyday work, indispensable in 
the modernly equipped plant. Work need not 
be selected for the No.2, as it will handle any 
form, light or heavy, within its range. 

WEIGHTS AND SHIPPING INFORMATION 

Kelly Automatic Press No. 2 . ... .. . . ... .. ... ... ... .. . Gross weight, 10,165 lbs. 
Kelly Automatic Feeder . .. ... . .... . .. . . . .. . .. . ... .. . Gross weight, 1,655 lbs. 
Kelly Extension Delivery No. 2 .. .... .... .. .... .. . ... . Gross weight, 1,295lbs. 
Kelly Electric Equipment No.2 .. .. . ...... .. .. .. . .. . . Gross weight, 530 lbs. 

Total, 13,645 lbs. 

Net weight, 8,191lbs. 
Net weight, l,08llbs. 
Net weight, 801lbs. 
Net weight, "434lbs. 

Total, 10,507 lbs. 
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THE I(ELLY AUTOMATIC JOBBER 
SPEED 4500 IMPRESSIONS PER HouR 

The Kelly Automatic Jobber is heavily constructed 
with a rigid one-piece vibrationless frame and with bed 
supported by two wide tracks equally balanced to take 
care of center strain. Forms of properly justified type, 
brass rule and spacing material are handled just as 
safely as plates. 

Sheets are delivered in a jogger, printed-side-up, at 

and advance the separated top sheet to the conveyor 
mechanism and thence to the feed guides and side 
snap guide in close register. 

Distribution of ink is very thorough with two large 
steel vibrating rollers, composition top riding roller 
and composition ductor roller. Two composition form 
rollers, two inches in diameter, cover the printing sur-

~ . 
Illustration shows press and automatic feeder 

in operating position 

+I I 

the front of the press over the feed table. Both piles 
of blank and printed sheets are in plain view of the 
operator. 

The cylinder is unusually heavy and has a two-inch 
driven-in steel shaft operating in ample bearings 
firmly bolted to the massive one-piece frame. Both 
sides of the cylinder are independently and easily 
adjusted by the operator. Cylinder gear is in constant 
mesh, with no wear on racks, and the cylinder is free 
to lift and lower to the proper requirement of type, 
plate or numbering machine forms. 

The Automatic Feeder is the same principle as is 
used on the Kelly Press, with air blast to separate the 
sheets at the top of the pile and air suction to pick up 

face of a full form. A supplementary ink plate is also 
used. The entire roller carriage may be raised or low
ered without disturbing adjustment of rollers. 

The bed drive and reverse are combined in one 
simple mechanical motion, and control the action of 
the well-balanced bed and cylinder at every point. 
Reverse of bed is without shock, due to the large arc 
of the driving gear, and requires no air cushioning. 

Forms are placed on the bed at the top, the operator 
standing on a platform. Minor corrections can be 
made in the form, or the form planed, without remov
ing it from the press, and the locking up of the form is 
done with ordinary quoins, key and printers' furniture. 

The ink fountain is under the feed board. Regulating 
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screws are easily reached from either side of the press 
and adjusted while the press is in operation. The foun
tain is automatically tripped when the press is tripped, 
preventing the over-inking of forms. The tripping of 
ink fountain can be dispensed with when inking up 
or when double rolling. 

The electric equipment consists of motor with 
dynamic brake, variable speed controller, start and 
stop push button station. An automatic safety trip 

plied by a rotary blower operated by belt from a pulley 
on the main shaft. Vents control the volume of air. 

The automatic feeder is moved back by a handle to 
allow clear space for make-ready, roller and fountain 
setting and washing up, and is always timed to press. 

The Kelly AutomaticJobber is a companion press 
to the Style B and Kelly Automatic No.2. It does not 
supersede either but fills a place in the job room, with 
production, low operating costs and quality of printing 

~ 

• •• 
T11nstration shows automatic feeder disengaged 

for make-ready 
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station is designed to stop the press instantly should 
two sheets come forward, if the sheet fails to feed, or 
when the last sheet is taken from the pile table. The 
automatic stop is operative either for single or double 
rolling of forms. 

A pile of stock twelve inches high may be placed on 
the pile table which automatically lifts as the sheets 
are fed. . 

Air for blast separation and suction pick-up is sup-

.that will interest every progressive establishment. 
The design is simple, press is easily understood and 
may be efficiently handled by any job or cylinder 
pressman. 

Notwithstanding the high speed of the press and 
quality of printing produced, the range of work is not 
limited .to light or selected forms. Like the other 
Kellys, the Jobber handles all work within its print
ing capacity. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE KELLY AuTOMATIC JoBBER 

Inside chase ........... . . . ... .. .. .... l4xl9% in. Power requirement. .............. . . 2 horsepower 
Type matter covered by two form rollers. l2%xl9 in. Height of press ...... . .... .... . ......... 5 ft. 4 in. 
Largest sheet .. l3xl9lf2 in. Smallest sheet . . 5x8 in. Floor space .... ... ........... 3 ft.lO in.x7 ft. 2 in. 
Impressions per hour ................ ... .... 4500 Shipping weight, about . ... ... ..... . ..... 4000 lbs. 

Each press is equipped with feeder, electnc equipment, cast rollers, e:ttra roller stocks, chase, counter and w renches. 

Manufactured and sold by th e 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 

~ ~ ~ 
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Printing Machinery and Equipments 

LEE TWO-REVOLUTION PRESS 
A MODERATE PRICED PRINTING MACHINE 

The Lee Two-Revolution Press is a Simplified Cylinder Press, compact in size, and yet large 
enough to handle two pages of a seven column newspaper without crowding, as well as to take 
care of the general run of job printing in an efficient and satisfactory manner_ It possesses a 
strong, rigid impression, two form rollers, rack-and-screw and table distribution, impression 

trip, brake, front fly delivery (clean side of sheet to fly), and many conveniences heretofore 
supplied only on presses costing a great deal more. 

The Lee Two-Revolution Press is very simple in operation-pressmen of limited experience 
readily master the few adjustments necessary to change from one size form to another_ It is a 
marvel of smooth, quiet, easy running, registers perfectly and may be safely operated at 2250 
per hour with air springs, and at 1800 per hour without air springs. In its construction the Lee 
Press represents the ripe experience of a third of a century. The manufacturers have developed 
and perfected the Lee Press to a point where they are willing to stake their reputation on it. 
They know the quality of the material and workmanship that is put into it, and, with the confi
dence of that knowledge, guarantee absolutely that the Lee Press will make good every claim 
made for it. In its low first cost, in its low cost of maintenance, in its superior product, and in 
its low cost of operation it represents one of the best possible investments you can make
a continuous profit producer. 

REGULAR EQUIPMENT.-With each press is furnished one set of cast rollers, one set of roller 
stocks, impression trip, foot brake, six steel angle irons for delivery board, packing on cylinder, 
set of wrenches, screw drivers and oiler_ 

INFORMATION REGARDING THE LEE TWO-REVOLUTION PRESS 

Size of bed .... ........ . .. . .. 26x38 inches 
Size of sheet, up to . . .. . . .. . . .... ...... .24x36 inches 
Size of matter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 22x35 inches 
Highest point of feed board..... . ...... . ... .46 inches 
Maximum speed, with air springs ... .. .. 2250 per hour 
Floor space, over all ... ............ 9 ft. 1 in. x 5 ft. 8 in. 
Floor space on base . . ... ..... ...... 6 ft. 1 in. x 4 ft. 1 in. 
Size of motor required . . . . . . . . .... . 1% horsepower 
Number of revolutions of flywheel to each 

impression ............................ . ..... . .... 8 
Diameter of tight and loose pulleys for 

steam power ...... . ... ................... 12 inches 

Face of 12 inch pulleys. . . . . . . . . ... ... .... .. 2% inches 
Diameter of pulley for motor drive .. ... ...... 30 inches 
Face of pulley for motor drive .......... .... . . . 3 inches 
Largest pulley that can be used ....... ..... .. 30 inches 
Width of belt .................. .. .. .. .. ..... . 2% inches 
From frame to center, between pulleys ....... 8 inches 
From rear end of frame to the center of 

driving shaft . ........ . .. . . . .. .... .. . .... . 25 inches 
If cement foundation is wanted, 

size is. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . ... .4 ft. 6 in. x 6 ft. 6 in. 
Net weight......... . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ..... 4500 lbs. 
Weight boxed, domestic . . . . . .. ............ 5300 lbs. 

A pamphlet fully describing and illustrating the Lee Press, together with quotations 
on prices and terms, will be sent upon request 
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American Type Founders Company 

CHANDLER & PRICE CRAFTSMAN PRESS 
A FOUR ROLLER GORDON PRESS 

The new 12x18 Chandler & Price Craftsman Press is the last word in Gordon Press construction. 
Practical tests have proven conclusively that the Craftsman has great strength and rigidity 
and will handle any work required of it in a satisfactory manner, and with proper care will run 

indefinitely. The essentials for a perfect impression are 
weight anq power, with correct balance and adjustment. 
The improved gear and crank wheel, steel crank pins, 
forged side arms and massive steel shafts on the Crafts
man Press are the heaviest and most powerful ever applied 
to a Chandler & Price Press, and combine to produce a 
rigid, even impression with absolute register; yet so finely 

CHANDLER & PRICE CRAFTSMAN PRESS 
FOUR ROLLER, 12x18 INCH 

In the vibrating ink fountain the ink is trans
ferred from the fountain cylinder to a composition 
roller, thence to a vibrating metal roller, from which 
the top form roller is supplied. The flow of ink from 
fountain is regulated by screws, providing more or 
less ink to any part of the form as required. 

The standard equipment of the Craftsman Press 
consists of a C. & P. brake, a positive chase hook 
(patent applied for), adjustable bed tracks, exten

balanced and so accurately adjusted is the 
great .weight that impact does not cause 
undue wear of type and cuts. 
· The Craftsman Press is especially capable 
of producing fine halftone printing, beauti
ful color process reproductions and work 
requiring heavy impression. These things 
it does with all the speed and economy of 
the regular Chandler & Price Presses. Sup
plied by a strong, effective full-length vibrat
ing brayer ink fountain, there are four form 
rollers, upon which the ink is equally dis
tributed by two removable vibrating rider 
rollers, in addition to the usual distribution 
obtained from ink disc, giving the rollers 
a constant supply of distributed ink. 

THE CRAFTSMAN INK FOUNTAIN 
AND ROLLER DISTRIBUTION 

sion roller tracks, four form rollers with two vibrating riding rollers, vibrating brayer fountain, 
single ink disc, throw-off, depressible grippers, three guaranteed semi-steel chases, two wrenches, 
eight roller stocks, crankshaft and combined gear and pinion guard, as illustrated. Extra attach
ments are side power fixtures, motor bracket equipment, steel skeleton chase and spider chase. 

The American Type Founders Company has the distinction of having marketed more of the 
manufactures of the Chandler & Price Company than have been sold by all other dealers. Each 
sale has been a source of complete satisfaction to our customers and to ourselves. The name 
Chandler & Price is a guarantee of good workmanship, reliability and durability. All makes and 
sizes of Chandler & Price Presses are kept in stock in our Selling Houses, covering the continent. 

A pamphlet showing some of the beautiful specimens of halftone and letterpress work the 
Craftsman Press is capable of doing, together with a complete description of the press, will _be 
sent to anyone interested. Quotations and terms will also be sent upon request. 
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Printing Machinery and Equipments 

CHANDLER & PRICE NEW SERIES PRESSES 
The Chandler & Price New Series Presses are designed along approved scientific lines. The 

frames of all sizes are box pattern with deep flanges, with the correct distribution of metal 
to make them exceedingly strong and rigid. The roller saddle rods and springs are enclosed in 

the roller frames. The main gear is unusually heavy and 
has a broad face, insuring long life and sufficient rugged
ness and ability to stand up under the heaviest strains 
of fine printing. Inside the gear in the raceway of the 
cam, where the strain is greatest, a hardened steel seg
ment is inserted, making it practically non-wearable.The 
gear is covered by a protecting guard, preventing the 
accidental soiling of stock. The side arms are of steel, 
forged fiat, and are provided with oil . grooves and oil 
cups. The flywheel is small in size, has straight spokes 
and a heavy rim, properly proportioned to give the best 
balance. The essentials of a perfect impression are 
weight and power, with correct balance and adjustment. 

The inking device is provided with a metal riding roller 

THREE-QUARTERS VIEW OF 8xl2 NEW SERIES 
CHANDLER & PRICE PRESS 

which vibrates above the form 
rollers, adding lateral distribu
tion to the rotary distribution 
of the disc. No effort is spared 
to build a 
compact, 
rigid, dur-
able, ser

viceable printing machine, and the New Series 
Chandler & Price Press has proven to be the high
est degree of platen press efficiency ever attained. 
Made in four sizes, as follows: 8x12, 10x15, 12x18 
and 141/2x22-a size to meet every requirement. 

Roller trucks regularly furnished with C. & P. 
New Series Presses are: 8x12 press, 1% inches 
in diameter; 10x15 press, 1% inches in diameter; 
12x18 and 14%x22presses, 1% inches in diameter. 
Trucks 1/ 16 inch or Vs inch oversize or undersize 
can be furnished for any size press. These extras 
are recommended: Side power steam fixtures, 
Buckeye Fountain or C. & P. Fountain and vibrat
ing distributor, steel skeleton and spider chases. SIDE VIEW OF 10Xl5 NEW SERIES 

CHANDLER & PRICE PRESS 

INFORMATION REGARDING CHANDLER & PRICE PRESSES 

Space Through Which Revo- Im-
Center Face and lutions pres'ns 

In s id e of Floor Press Will Pass of Fly- Diameter of Width of Fly- per Horse- Weight 
Style of Machine Chase Space wheel Driving of wheel Hour at power Crated 

Inches Inches Assem- Partly Entirely to Floor Pulley Belt to Each High- Neces- Lbs. 
bled Stripped Stripped Inches Inches Inches Im- est sary 

Inches Inches Inches pres' n Speed 
--- - -- ------ - - --------------

New Series C . & P. Press 8xl2 401/zx48 36 27 18 2B116 12x2% 2 4 2600 % 1160 
New Series C. & P . Press 10xl5 47x55 43 31% 21% 2FVl6 13%x2% 2 6 2300 % 1643 
New Series C . & P. Press 12xl8 551/zx60 46 36 25% 25% 13%x2% 2 7 1800 % 2243 
New Series C. & P. Press 141/zx22 62%x67 51 40 29% 20% 13%x2% 2 4 1500 1/z 2860 
C. & P. Craftsman Press 12xl8 551/zx60 48% 36% 28 .... . 13%x2% .. 7 . . .. 1 2826 

Side power fixtures extra. No allowance can be made for omission of or return of regular complement of chases 
or treadles. Nor is it permitted to return fountains or steam fixtures ordered for any size machine. 

Send for illustrated pamphlet and lowest selling Prices 
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THE KLYMAX: THE BEST AUTOMATIC FEEDER 
FOR CHANDLER & PRICE PRESSES 

OWNED AND MANUFACTURED BY THE AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 

Made for 8x12, 10x15 and 12x18 inch Chandler & Price Presses (including C. & P. Craftsman 
Press, 12x18 inch), the KlymaxAutomatic Feeder has the greatest range of utility among platen 
press feeding machines, yet requires no extra attachments, not even for envelopes. It is equally 
effective on all sizes of C. & P. Presses. The Klymax is sold as a unit with press, or separately. 

THE KLYMAX AUTOMATIC FEEDER IN ACTION: A-THE FEED PILE; B- SHEET AT GUIDES, IN REGISTER, 
BEFORE IMPRESSION; 'C-PRINTED SHEET LEAVING PLATEN TO BE DEPOSITED IN JOGGER (D) 

The Klymax feeds the entire range of commercial work, including all weights and makes of 
paper from medium weight folio to heaviest (12-ply) cardboard. It also feeds equally well, with
out extra attachments, envelopes (all sizes), blotters, tags, fiat bags, and unusual jobs of irregular 
shapes-ovals, box cartons, folded sheets, etc. 

Maximum sheet taken is as large as inside dimensions of the regular chases of each size of 
press. Minimum size taken on all sizes of presses is 2x4 inches. The speed of the Klymax Feeder 
is equal to that of the press to which it is attached, giving the maximum in production. 

The Klymax Feeder is exceedingly simple and easy to adjust and operate. It has no gears, 
cogs or tapes and has comparatively few working parts, 95 per cent of which are in plain view. 

The register is hairline, so that color work is fed accurately. The guides are automatic, 
greatly facilitating make-ready, as no pins or quads are used. The automatic feed guides are 
so arranged that they may be lifted without changing the position or register of the sheet 
while the tympan sheets are replaced from time to time on excessively long runs. 

An automatic trip throws off the impression and stops feeding when the feed pile has run 
out or a defective sheet fails to arrive on the platen. The automatic trip does not stop the 
press, but it does notify the operator by signal. It also trips and stops feeding if a sheet fail s 
to be taken off the platen, making it impossible for a number of sheets to collect on the platen, 
thus preventing smashed forms and other damage. 
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KLYMAX AUTOMATIC FEEDER-Continued 

The adjusting of the Klymax Feeder from one job to another is very simple and consumes 
practically no additional time over the ordinary make-ready on a hand-fed press, due to the fact 
that the automatic feed guides sim
plify the make -ready_ Friskets and 
strings may be attached to grippers_ 

Any ordinary pressman can learn 
in a short time the entire operation 
of the Klymax Feeder and will have 
no difficulty in operating two or more 
presses, if conditions permit. 

The sheets are separated from pile 
by suction, derived from an air pump 
(i ncluded in feeder equipment) 
which is operated by the power (belt
drive or motor) used to drive press. 

The feed table of the Klymax is un
usually deep, holding more than 500 
sheets of 20-lb. bond. Stock may be 
added or removed from the feed pile 
without stopping the press or losing 
an impression. The delivery is imme
diately under the feed table and at a 
convenient height. Printed sheets are 
delivered jogged. The pile taken by 
the jogger is slightly higher than that 
taken on the feed table. 

CHANDLER & PRICE 10Xl5 INCH PRESS EQUIPPED WITH 
KLYMAX AUTOMATIC FEEDER 

The Klymax Feeder is thoroughly developed. Batteries of from three to twelve are in use in 
some of the largest printing plants. It was designed by engineers and experts who have had years 
of experience in building paper feeding and printing machinery. 

The Klymax Feeder may be applied to the new model Chandler & Price Presses now in use, or 
may be bought with the presses in the following 

KLYMAX UNITS-THE BETTER WAY TO BUY 
There are four Klymax Units: 8xl2, 10xl5, 12xl8 inch, and the Craftsman (also 12xl8 inch). 

A Klymax Unit consists of feeder, a C. & P. Press, three chases, one set cast rollers, one set roller 
stocks, flywheel guard, ink fountain, counter, patent grippers, direct oral ternating current motor, 
motor pulley, press pulley, a speed regulator or a variable speed pulley, motor bracket and belt, 
and (if the motor is alternating current) a variable speed foot control. There is the advantage 
in buying motors with Klymax Units that all connections are synchronized at factory. 

PARTICULARS OF KLYMAX UNITS 
KLYMAX UNIT No. B-Includes Klymax Feeder, 8xl2 

inch C.&P. Press and electric motor (D.C. or A. C., as 
required), with other equipments listed above. Code 
word: with D.C.motor,Klyab; with A. C.motor,Klybe. 

KLYMAX UNIT No. C-Includes Klymax Feeder,l0xl5 
inch C.&P. Press and electric motor (D.C. or A. C., as 
required), with other equipments listed above. Code 
word: w ith D.C. motor, Klyac; with A.C. motor, Klyce. 

KLYMAX UNIT No. D-Includes Klymax Feeder, 12x l8 
inch C.& P. Press and electric motor (D.C. or A. C., as 
required), with other equipments listed above. Code 
word: with D. C . motor,Klyad; with A. C. motor,Klyda. 

KLYMAX UNITNo.X-IncludesK!ymaxFeeder,Crafts
man 12xl8 inch C.& P. Press and electric motor (D.C. 
or A. C., as required), and equipments as above. Code 
word: with D.C. motor, Klyax;with A. C. motor, Klyxa. 

POSITIVE ECONOMIES EFFECTED BY KL YMAX FEEDERS 
The economies effected by a reliable automatic feeder on a platen press are indisputable and 

too well known to require explanation. These are the saving of wages of at least one operator 
with increase of product due to greater speed and more continuous operation; reduction of waste 
of stock; while as a safety device it is 100 per cent efficient. 
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LAUREATE FOUR-ROLLER PLATEN PRESS 
SIZE: 14X22 INCH-HALF SUPER-ROYAL 

The Laureate Four-Roller Platen Printing Press, Model], has been on the market fora number 
of years and has given excellent satisfaction. It has four form rollers and is especially intended 
for work of a character requiring perfect distribution and heavy impression at speeds of 1200 to 

1800 impressions an hour. The 
movement of the platen is 
faultlessly controlled and per
mits of rapid feeding. The 
particular function of the 
Laureate is printing halftones, 
multiple color plates, tint 
blocks and combinations of 
cuts, borders and type. It can 
also be successfully used for 
printing thick and heavy card
board, heavy cover stock, and 
other work not so well adapted 
for a cylinder press. The faces 
of the bed and platen are hand 
scraped to practically exact 
plane surfaces and the rigidity 
of the bed and platen, and the 
accuracy with which the bed 
slides squarely toward the 
form, make it possible to use 
a thin and hard make-ready, 
which assures a sharp, clean 
impression. 

LAUREATE PLATEN PRINTING PRESS 

Good examples of the work 
which may be produced on 
the Laureate at high speed are 

the three-color and tint-plate halftone advertising placards to be seen in railroad cars, omni
buses, subways and wherever such advertising is exhibited. 

The Laureate can readily be adapted for special purposes, at a moderate additional cost, such 
as for hot-stamping book-covers and thereafter inlaying them; and, when stripped of the inking 
apparatus, it is uniquely effective for moderately heavy embossing; also, in certain cases, to 
simultaneously print and emboss at a single impression. But, when special uses are contem
plated, each case should be submitted by us to the manufacturers for approval. 

The Laureate ink fountain is of the most approved design, and offers the pressman every 
facility for producing the highest class of work. The distribution system is built on scientific 
lines. Changes from one color to another can be made quickly, as the distributing system is 
extremely simple and effective; neither streaks nor reprints are possible. 

Chases are steel, all surfaces finished, locking surfaces parallel, and the locking-latch is actu
ated by a pedal. The carriage is driven by the main crank-pins. When the driving belt is shifted, 
or an electric motor circuit broken, friction is simultaneously applied to flywheel, whereby a 
very sudden stop can be effected. The impression throw-off also serves to cause the carriage 
to dwell on cylinders. Both cylinders reciprocate, as changers, each traverse being opposite to 
that of the other; hence, the alternating thrust is balanced. 

In the designing and general construction of the Laureate Four-Roller Platen Printing Press 
the employment of unnecessary curlicue lines and sharp intersections between angles were 
purposely avoided. Simplicity in details and harmonious results in the aggregate was the aim. 

Send for circular fully describing the Laureate Four-Roller Platen Printing Press 
Quotation will be sent upon request 
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COLT'S ARMORY MODEL 5-C PRINTING PRESS 
SIZE: 14x22 INCH-HALF SUPER-ROYAL 

Colt's Armory Model5-C Printing Presses were first introduced to the printing trade in 1886, 
and are well and favorably known throughout the world. Thousands of these presses are in oper
ation at the present time, giving complete satisfaction. They were launched at the start with 
correct mechanical design and 
construction. Their high class con
struction, as well as the high grade 
materials used in their manufac
ture,has always characterized them 
as the very best moderately priced 
platen-type printing machines ob
tainable. Both the bed and platen of 
all Colt's Armory Presses are hand 
scraped to approximately exact 
plane surfaces, and the impact 
imparted to the form by the platen 
is not only primarily very precise, 
but will remain so indefinitely. 
This is due to the fact that when 
the platen moves toward and im
pinges upon the form it is entirely 
free from the controlling action 
and can do nothing else other than 
slide forward dead square to the 
impact, reducing the possibility of 
a slurring impression. 

Various detail improvements 
have been made from time to time 
in order that the machines be kept 
in step with the requirements of 
the advancement in printing. COLT'S ARMORY MODEL 5-C PRINTING PRESS 

Especially do these improvements 
relate to the betterment of the inking system. The fountain is elevated and set back so that the 
ductor roller deposits ink directly upon the changer and the fresh ink from the fountain is 
immediately distributed and again passed to the distributing rollers and redistributed and given 
the necessary finishing touch before it reaches the three form rollers. When the roller carriage 
is latched-up, the feed of the ink fountain automatically ceases. Consequently when the form 
rollers are again put in action the delivery of ink to the form is precisely the same as before. 
Many other minor improvements make the Colt's Armory Printing Press a decidedly modern 
printing machine. The automatic feed for controlling the ink supply and the roller adjustments 
for regulating the contact or pressure of the distributing rollers are among the more recent 
important improvements. The main ink cylinder reciprocates differentially, serving as a changer 
both on the distributing rollers and on the form rollers. 

The Colt's Armory Printing Press is efficient and moderately priced. It is normally immune 
against a let-down in efficiency, and the cost of maintenance is almost negligible. 

It is a producer of high grade printing &t a high rate of speed. With truly type-high forms 
and hard, thin tympans, the make-ready is easy and enduring. The platen swings out to a wide 
angle, reverses very slowly and smoothly, as is also the case with the carriage action. 

The equipment and specifications of the Colt's Armory Model5-C Printing Press are the same as 
those of Model 6-C, described on page 902. The only difference in the two machines is that the 
Model6-C is built considerably heavier and better adapted for specialty printing than Model 5-C. 

Send/or circular fully describing the Colt's A rmory Printing Presses 
Quotations will be sent upon request 
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COLT'S ARMORY MODEL 6-C PRINTING PRESS 
SIZE: 14X22 INCH-HALF SUPER-ROYAL 

The Colt's Armory Model 6-C Printing Press has three form rollers and is built along the same 
lines as the Model5-C with the exception that the platen bed and frisket frame are considerably 

COLT'S ARMORY MODEL 6-C PRINTING PRESS 

heavier and consequently stronger, 
which makes the Model 6-C excep
tionally well adapted for printing 
wooden toy blocks, checkers, grad
uated rules (straight and beveled), 
book cover stamping (hot or cold), 
inlaying book covers, light em
bossing (hot or cold), impressing 
gold foil , cutting out register dials, 
besides the general run of a good 
grade of commercial printing. As 
in the case of the Model5-C and the 
Laureate Press, all pins, studs and 
rollers of the Model 6-C are of high 
carbon hardened steel, and they, 
together with the cranks and shafts, 
are ground to precise dimensions. 
The platen motion is exceedingly 
smooth, swings out to a wide angle 
and has a slow-movingdwell, which 
is conducive to rapid feeding and 
close register. 

The ink fountain and distributing 
system of the Colt's Armory Model 
6-C Printing Press is designed along 
the same lines as the Model 5-C, 
described on page 901 and possesses 

the essentials necessary to adequately take care of a large variety of special work, besides the 
regular run of commercial job printing. The Model 6-C will be found a great acquisition in any 
establishment doing a considerable amount of special printing. It is essential, however, for the 
realization of the best results, and for mutual satisfaction between seller and purchaser, that we 
be informed in advance of the purpose or purposes for which the press is to be used. As a general 
rule it is far better to use a press for a single specific purpose rather than to indiscriminately 
employ it on too wide a variety of work. Nevertheless, in the hands of a competent pressman, 
unusual and excellent results in specialty printing can be obtained on the Model6-C Press. 

For example, a battery of presses of this type are used by the Bank of England for printing its 
India Rupee Notes from relief-engraved gun-metal plates. The make-ready for each denomina
tion is on parchment, interchanges on the platen, and the endurance thereof is interminable. 

The equipment for the Colt's Armory Model 6-C Printing Press consists of 6 form roller 
stocks, 4 distributor stocks, 2 vibrator stocks, 6 form roller wheels 1 HY:J 6 inch in diameter, 6 form 
roller wheels 1% inch in diameter, 3 steel interlocked chases, 2 feed tables, 2 feed table standards, 
and 3 frisket fingers. 

The press without feed tables measures 48x51 inches. The face of each feed table is 14%x22 
inches. The space through which the press will pass assembled is 51 inches, and disassembled 
it may be passed through a space of 321f2 inches. There are 81j2 revolutions of the flywheel to 
each impression and one horsepower will drive the press. 

NOTE.-Colt's Armory Presses are guaranteed by the manufacturers to be free from defects caused by internal 
flaws, or defective hardening. Any working part of the machine containing such defect will be replaced without 
charge. If such exist, it is because they are hidden. 

~ 
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THOMSON COLT'S ARMORY CRANK-ACTION 
CUTTING AND CREASING PRESS 

REGULARLY BUILT IN Two SIZES: 20x30 INCH AND 28X41 INCH 

The Thomson Colt's Armory Crank-Action Cutting and Creasing Press, for producing cut and 
scored blanks for paper boxes and containers, cutting out cartons, etc., is a massive double 
geared machine with an underweighted flywheel on each side, transmitting the impressional 
stress in a most direct 
manner. The platen 
makes a direct, square 
and theoretically per
fect impact upon the 
form, sliding to the bed 
free and unrestrained, 
about three-fourths of 
an inch, with perfect 
parallelism, insuring 
the longest possible en
durance of the cutting 
rules, plates and make
ready. The bridge and 
platen are designed to 
insure the utmost pos
sible rigidity, and the 
press as a whole is a 
combination of power, 
strength, speed and fa
cility. The illustration 
gives a good idea of its 
massiveness and strain 
bearing qualities. 

THOMSON COLT'S ARMORY CRANK-ACTION CUTTING 
AND CREASING PRESS 

Thomson Colt's Armory Crank-Action Cutting and Creasing Presses have been in use in many 
of the largest paper box factories in the world for considerably more than a quarter of a cen
tury. Many of the very oldest machines are still in operation and are making money for their 
owners. The more recent machines, however, possess several important improvements made to 
keep them strictly up to date in every respect and also to meet present-day conditions and 
to anticipate the future demands of scoring and cutting. 

Light embossing may occasionally be advantageously done on the 20x30 inch size. 
Thomson Colt's Armory Cutting and Creasing Presses are regularly built in two sizes, 20x30 

inches and 28x41 inches. 
Send for an illustrated circular describing the Thomson Colt's Armory Crank-Action Cutting 

and Creasing Press, and ask for quotations. When making inquiry state whether the press is to 
be operated from a line shaft or is to be equipped with a direct connected motor. If an electric 
motor is to be used, give all necessary details regarding current, voltage, etc. 

INFORMATION REGARDING THOMS ON COLT'S ARMORY CRANK-ACTION CUTTING AND CREASING PRESSES 

Opening Opening 
H ors e- Range of Diameter Face of I Press Will Pass Pr ess Will Pass Floor Space Diameter of 

S ize of Press Feed Ta bl e Throug h Through power Speed 
Required Steam Pulley of Motor 

Assembled Disassemb led Required Per Hour Pulley 

20x30 in. 18x28 in . I 54 in. 42 in. 2Vz 1200 to 1800 54x62Vz in. 17% in . 28 in. 
28x41 in . 24Vzx36Vz in. 55% in. 51Vz in. 3 1200 to 1800 55 Vz x79 in. 17% in . 28 in. 

The equipment shipped with the press consists of three steel chases, one steel pla te, two feed t ables, and the 
necessary wrenches, standards, etc. Write for illustrated circular and prices. 
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THOMSON ECCENTRIC-ACTION EMBOSSING PRESS 
MADE IN Two SIZES: 12lf2Xl81fz INCH AND 18X24 INCH 

The Thomson Eccentric-Action Embossing Press bed and plate are solid masses of iron, 
the platen shafts are straight "pins," free in the platen and in the connecting rods, whereby 
they may differentially revolve. The main shafts are mounted in gun metal sleeves, and the 

THOMSON ECCENTRIC-ACTION EMBOSSING PRESS 

pinions and shafts are integral, 
being mounted in bored babbitted 
bearings. The connecting rods are 
forged mild-steel blanks machined 
to form. The bed of the smaller 
machine is 45 degrees forward 
of the vertical, that of the larger 
machine being 50 degrees . The 
feeding angle is nearly horizontal. 
When it is desirable to heat the 
dies, the use of electricity is rec
ommended, although either gas or 
steam may be used. 

The Thomson Eccentric-Action 
Embossing Presses are demon
strably safer, stronger, faster, more 
compact and more durable than 
the old-fashioned upright toggle
joint presses; and a major portion 
of fine stamped photo mounts and 
other particular embossing jobs 
are produced on these machines. 
The usual rate of operation is from 
1500 to 2400 impressions per hour, 

although a speed of 2700 impressions has been reached and maintained with the smaller press. 
More dissatisfaction, expense, delays, spoiled work, and general bad feeling between the seller, 

the press manufacturer and the press users, have been caused by the ill-judged selection of 
presses for embossing than from all other causes combined. Inexperienced operators of presses 
nearly always underestimate the difficulties on the one hand, and are quite liable to overestimate 
the capacity on the other; out of this joint account there usually comes only "experience." 

With full knowledge of the subject, the manufacturers assert that if there is one general class of 
machinery more than another in which a difference in the first cost counts the most for loss of 
profit, it is in embossing presses. The manufacturers of the line of embossers described here 
possess the ability, acquired through expensive experimentation and experience, to guide the 
purchaser within the line of safety, by offering practical suggestions as to which machine is best 
equipped for doing certain classes of work. When in the market for embossing machines, let us 
supply you with the necessary information as to which press will best meet your requirements. 

Certain classes of light embossing can be advantageously run on Colt's Armory and Laureate 
printing presses, the inking apparatus being preferably removed; but, when such is contem
plated, the manufacturers should first be consulted. 

Write for circular giving complete specifications of the Thomson Eccentric-Action Embossing 
Press, and ask for information regarding the equipment obtainable for heating dies or stamps. 
Quotations will be made upon request. 

INFORMATION REGARDING THE THOMSON ECCENTRIC-ACTION EMBOSSING PRESS 

Size of Press 

lZlf2 x l8% inches 

Space Through Which 
Press Will Pass 

Assembled 

46 inches 

Space Through Which 
Press Will Pass I Average Speed 
D isassembled 

32 inches I 1800 per hour 

904 

Power 
R equired 

3 h .p. 

Net 
Weight 

5055 lbs. 

Sh ipp ing 
Weig ht 

5330 lbs. 
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THOMSON ECCENTRIC-ACTION CUTTING 
AND CREASING PRESS 

MADE IN ONE SIZE 0NL Y: 26x38 INCH 

The Thomson Eccentric-Action Cutting and Creasing Press has found a world-wide market 
and but for its considerably greater cost to manufacture would undoubtedly have superseded 
the sales of all other cutting and creasing machines. The peculiarity of this press is that the 
platen is actuated by inside eccentrics 
instead of by outside or overhung 
cranks. These eccentrics are formed 
as an integral part of the gears, on 
their inner faces, and surround the 
ends of the main shaft which projects 
beyond the bed. The connecting rods 
are thus necessarily interposed be
tween the sides of the gears and the 
outside of the bed and brought con
siderably closer to the form than is 
possible with outside crank-action 
presses; there is less tendency to 
cramp and the impressional strain is 
applied with almost theoretically per
fect directness. The angle of the bed 
is such that the major portion of the 
weight of the platen is borne by the 
connecting rods, which automatically 
take up the backlash or reaction 
caused by the eccentrics passing over 
their dead centers. When the clutch 
is disconnected, friction is concur
rently applied and the platen may be 
stopped and started very quickly. The 
impression is adjustable by eccentric 

THOMSON ECCENTRIC-ACTION CUTTING AND CREASING PRESS 

sleeves locked to the connecting rods and the gears and pinions are completely shrouded. 
The Thomson Eccentric-Action Cutting and Creasing Press is especially recommended for 

cutting and scoring paper boxes, cartons, etc., in large forms, at rapid speed. It is also used by 
many prominent establishments for embossing sheets of large area, that is, those that do not 
involve the use of a die or dies of small surface containing too fine lines, and which are centrally 
located. For this particular class of embossing Thomson Eccentric-Action Cutting and Creasing 
Press cannot be approached for accuracy of registration, solidity of impression and large output. 

Write for descriptive circular and prices. 

AMERICAN JOB PRESS BRAKE 
FOR PLATEN PRINTING PRESSES 

The American Job Press Brake is made entirely of iron, and is sim
ple, durable and effective for Gordon and other platen presses. It may 
be quickly attached, and does not interfere with belt on flywheel. Can 
be obtained for the various sizes of Chandler & Price Presses (either 
old or new series) and large size Universal Presses. 

When ordering, specify style of press the brake is wanted for. Special 
American Job Press Brakes can be furnished for any job press if fol
lowing dimensions are given: Diameter of flywheel , distance of fly
wheel to the floor, and the distance from the center of the flywheel 

AMEH.ICAN JOB PREss BRAKE to front of press. Prices will be quoted upon application. 
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THE GOLDING ART JOBBERS 
MADE IN TWO SIZES: No.18-12x18 INCH; No. 21-15X21 INCH 

The Golding Art Job Presses occupy a distinctive posrtwn among platen printing presses. 
They are built extra heavy and strong, insuring great durability, yet they are very speedy and 
easy to make ready. The frame and bed are ponderous castings, ribbed and braced at all neces

12x18 
INCH 

sary points to stand an enormous strain. No unevenness 
or settling of floors can affect the alignment of the bed 
with the platen or cause the working parts to get out of 
true. All bearings are reamed with extra care and the 
shafts bear direct upon the iron, insuring rigidity at the 
moment the impression is taken. All castings which make 
up the vital parts of the impressional movement are built 
extra heavy and all impressional parts work from positive 
fixed centers, and there are no cams or sliding surfaces. 
The motion and power being supplied by the crank, the 

N 0.18 GOLDING ART JOBBER, STYLE C 
ART FOUNTAIN, COUNTER, POWER FIXTURES 

SAFETY FEED GUARD AND ADJUSTABLE 
ROLLER TRUCKS 

impression is im
parted by a power
ful compound lever 
or toggle; with the 
aid of this toggle an 
impressional force 
is obtained which is 
many times greater 
than the original 
power supplied by 
the crank. 

The duplex distri
bution feature both 
on theNo.18and the 
No. 21 Golding Art 

Jobbers means two distributions from two separate points 
at each impression, the four-roller distribution going down 
from the fountain and the four-roller distribution going up 
from the duplex distributor. This exclusive feature makes it 
possible to successfully handle the highest grade of letter
press and halftone printing. Treble distribution, when re
quired, may be obtained by adding vibrating rollers. The 
No.18 and the No. 21 Golding Art Jobbers are of same con
struction, except that on the No.18 the platen and rocker are 

15x21 
INCH 

No. 21 GOLDING ART JOBBER, STYLE C 
ART FOUNTAIN, COUNTER AND 

POWER F_IXTURES 

merged into one massive casting, with the impression adjustment located in the bed, but operated 
in much the same way as on all other Golding Jobbers. This arrangement increases speed and 
makes it a much faster press. 

A half-length fountain may be obtained for either the No.18 or the No. 21 Golding Art Jobber. 

INFORMATION REGARDING GOLDING ]OB PRESSES 

Floor space, feed table closed . ... . .. . ..... . . . .. . . 
Diameter of rollers . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . .. ... .. . 
Maximum impressions per hour . . . . ... . . .. .. . .. . 
Revolutions of flywheel to each impression . . . . . . 
Shipping weight, complete ... .. . . .... . . .. .. . . . . . . 

N o. 6 

31lf2x44lf2 in. 
1lf2 in. 
2800 

4 
1050 lbs. 

No . 7 

37%x51 in. 
1% in. 

2500 
5 

1530 lbs. 

No.8 

40x58 in. 
1% in . 

2200 
6 

2150 lbs. 

No. 18 No. 21 

41x59lf2 in. 53%x74 in. 
1% and 2 in. 2 and 2V4 in. 

2400 1800 
6 7 

2800 lbs. 3250 lbs. 

The two middle rollers of No.18 and No. 21 are cast V4 inch larger than those which work with them. 
Diameter of rollers should be as nearly as possible Vs inch larger than diameter of roller wheels. 
For use with the Golding Vibrator Rider Roller both rollers should be exactly the same diameter and should not 

exceed 2 inches on the 15x21 and 1% inches on the 12x18 Art Jobber. 
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THE GOLDING JOBBERS 
MADE IN THREE SIZES: 8Xl2 INCH, 10Xl5 INCH AND 12Xl8 INCH 

Golding Jobbers are marvels of efficiency, especially in regard to the platen construction and 
size of impression-sustaining shafts and connections. The impression is sustained by the draw
bars, two impression shafts and a throw-off shaft. The drawbars are of high grade steel, drop

forged and tested to withstand an enormous tensile 
strain. The absence of any jar or recoil after the im
pression exerts a safeguard against undue wear of the 
bearing surfaces that sustain the impression, the strain 
being distributed equally over all parts of the frame. 
Although the platen moves forward to the bed at a 
rapid rate of speed, the actual impression is taken at 
a slow, steady, ever-increasing squeeze. The use of a 
compound toggle makes all movements of a positive 
character, with no suggestion of a cam or sliding bear
ing surface. The platen in its movements describes 
part of an arc of a circle; and its center, located just 
below the bed, sustains none of the friction generated 
by the immense impressional power. An extra long 
feeding dwell is obtained by the differential platen 
movement, which permits easy feeding. 

The automatic brayer fountain used on the Golding 
Jobber delivers to the large ink cylinder an ink film 
almost perfect as to its uniformity. The knife is screwed 
solidly to the bottom of the ink well and its edge bears 

Nos. 7 AND s GOLDING JOBBER wiTH DIRECT directly on the fountain cylinder in precisely the same 
CURRENTMOTORANDCONTROLLER,AUTOMATIC manner as a cabinetmaker USeS a steel SCraper. The 

RELEASE AND QUICK·STOP BRAKE set screws pass through the clamp and engage the iron 

ink well in the regular fountain, three of them being engaged in a thread passing through the 
clamp and bearing against the ink well, while the other two pass through the clamp and engage 
a thread in the ink well. The rotation of the fountain cylinder is adjustable to give from the 
smallest touch of new ink surface to an amount equal to the circumference of the brayer. 
The brayer roller is actuated by a rod connection with the form roller frame and transfers 
the ink gathered from the fountain cylinder to the disc in two full sweeps. By manipulating 
the fountain set screws it is possible to let the ink flow freely into center of the disc and run 
light on the edges, or vice versa. 

Golding Jobbers are in use in hundreds of printing offices, and they are considered to be money
making machines. The quick make-ready features, automatic ink supply, high speed, long dwell 
of platen, etc., make for unusually high production. 

OFFICIAL HAND PRESSES 
MADE IN THREE SIZES: 4x6 INCH, 6x9 INCH AND SJ.4xl2Vz INCH 

Official Hand Presses are simple in construction and easily adjusted. The frame and bed 
are one casting. The construction is such that the power strain is compression and the bed and 
platen are so supported by cross braces that it is impossible to spring them under the heaviest 
impression. The power is amply sufficient to print a full form of type. There are no gears or 
springs to be strained or broken and no occasion for repairs. The working parts are perfectly 
balanced at every point in their movement. These presses require very little power and are 
almost noiseless in operation. Each press stands upon a pedestal, combining beauty and strength. 

The ink distribution is obtained by a rotating disk and two rollers which have full movement 
on the disc. The rollers are carried twice completely over the form and the roller springs can
not be strained. Make-ready is easy and presses can be rapidly operated. Official Hand Presses 
are shipped complete with cast rollers, chase, wrench and base board. 
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THE IMPROVED PEARL PRESSES 
MADE IN TWO SIZES: 5X8 AND 7Xll INCH 

The Improved Pearl Press is especially recommended for printing offices doing a considerable 
amount of small stationery work, such as billheads, business cards, society cards, envelopes, 
menus, office blanks, and any of the lighter grades of work calling for high speed and an easy

running press. Hundreds of them are in use in large and 
small offices doing a general line of small commercial forms. 
The maximum speed of the Improved Pearl depends alto
gether upon the size of the sheet and the ability of the 
operator to feed the press. Some operators obtain better 
than 3000 impressions per hour on ordinary work, but this 
does not represent the limit at which press can be run. The 
platen lies in a position to facilitate rapid and accurate 
feeding. The impressional force is imparted by a toggle or 

No .8 IMPROVED PEARL PRESS 

double lever. One end 
of the toggle is fixed to 
the frame and the other 
end is joined to platen 
rocker. It is straight
ened out bytheconnect
ing rod being forced 
down by the crank and 
its movement is arrest
ed just before arriving 
at dead center. It is this 
feature, combined with 
the fast mechanical 
movement, that per

mits the press to be operated at so high a rate of speed. 
The Improved Pearl ink distribution system is all that 

could be desired on a press designed to handle a miscellan
eous line of light forms. The ink supply is automatic and 
adequate for any small job of printing. Making-readyformsis 
simple. The first cost, the upkeep and operating costs are low. 

In the accompanying illustrations is shown the individual 
electric drive for Pearl Presses. The No.8 Pearl shows the 
alternating current equipment and the No. 11 shows the 

N 0.11 IMPROVED PEARL PRESS 

direct current equipment. In both cases the motors are mounted on adjustable spring base 
supported by a cast iron bracket. The drive is by means of friction contact with the flywheel, while 
the motor is controlled by brake lever. 

THE BURCH PERFORATOR 
The Burch Perforator perforates while printing, without inking the stock or cutting the 

rollers. The base of the device is of solid metal, consequently no matter how much pressure is 
exerted by the quoins, it cannot affect the perfect working of the blade. The head may project 

r·-·--

THE BURCH PERFORATOR-OPEN 

into the furniture and 
needs no support, so no 
time is wasted on the 
stone. One simply locks 
perforator in form and 
the press does the rest. 
No quad or other make

THE BURCH PERFORATOR-CLOSED 

shift is necessary to paste on the tympan. Measurements are taken over all; the 10 inch device 
just fills a 10 inch chase, but perforates only 8% inches; the head in every case takes up 1% inches. 
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ROSBACK CYLINDRICAL INK DISTRIBUTOR 
FOR 10Xl5 AND 12Xl8 I NCH CHANDLER & PRICE PRESSES 

The Rosback Ink Distributor attached to a Chandler & Pr ice Press enables the printer to 
get practically the same ink distribution as is obtained on a cylinder press or a Universal-type 
platen press. It consists of a 7 inch vibrating cylinder, two composition dist ributing rollers, two 
metal vibrating rollers and a composition due
tor roller. T he ductor roller transfers the ink 
from a Chandler & Price long fountain to the 
distributors in whatever quantity desired. Ink 
taken from the fountain by the ductor roller 
is thoroughly distributed before it reaches the 
form rollers. T wo revolutions of the 7 inch 
vibrating cylinder on the form rollers transfers 
the proper fi lm of ink on them without streaks, 
resulting in a perfect job of platen presswork. 
The ink flow from fountain can be increased or 
decreased when and where needed by simply 
tightening or loosening the fountain screws. 

The Rosback Distributor is not an experi
ment. It is virtually the same device used for 
years on the well-known Universal Printing 
Press, cleverly applied to a Chandler & Price 

ROS BACK CYLINDRICAL IN K DISTRIBUTOR 

Press without the necessity of drilling a hole. Increases the number of jobs that can be per
fectly printed on a Chandler & Price Press, saves ink, and practically eliminates slip-sheeting. 
Instructions for attaching the Rosback Ink Distributor are sent with each machine. 

C. & P. LONG FOUNTAIN 
W ITH VIBRATING ROLLER 

CHANDLER & PRICE LONG FOUNTAIN 
Chandler & Price Long Fountain is in daily use in thousands 

of printing offices, and always gives entire satisfaction. It is 
simple in construction, easily regulated and very effective. 
It should be equipped to every Chandler & Price Press. 

W rite fo r info rmation and prices 

THE CHANDLER & PRICE 
SHORT FOUNTAIN 

The Chandler & Price 
Short Fountain may be 

attached to any size Chandler & Price Press, but it is 
especially recommended for the smaller sized machines. 
It is an economical and efficient device and will be found 
entirely satisfactory for everyday printing. C. & P . SHORT FOUNTAIN 

Information and Prices sent to those znterested upon 1'equest 

FOUNTA IN 

NEW CENTURY INK FOUNTAIN 
The New Century Ink Fountain is used on Chandler & Price 

and other Gordon Presses. It makes possible an evenly inked 
form, and an ink supply to meet every form requirement. Its 
quick one-screw ink regulation and one-screw contact adjust
ment not only save time, but insure an even, uniform color. 

Write f or information and prices 
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THE CRAIG STATIC ELECTRICITY NEUTRALIZER 
ELIMINATES STATIC ELECTRICITY, OFFSETTING AND SLIP-SHEETING 

The Craig Device, when installed on a cylinder press, eliminates static electricity by the 
proper application of electromagnetism and gas. It also eliminates offsetting, automatically 
drying the ink by applying the proper amount of heat to each sheet. It makes possible the 
backing up of forms in half the time required without its use. It saves the expense of slip
sheeting, yet permits of the full color of ink The Craig Device is a perfectly controlled 
automatic invention, heated by 
gas, and works unfa ilingly; it is 
economical to operate, and will 
last as long as the press. When 
press is stopped an automatic 
arrangement cuts off the heat 
and turns it on again when the 
press is started, making the cost 
of operating the Craig Static 
Electricity Neutralizer less than 
five cents per hour. It can be 
installed on any make, style or 
size of either rotary or fiat -bed 

THE CRAIG DEVICE 

press, and can be controlled from either feed side or drive side of the press. Send for descriptive 
pamphlet and names of concerns that are using the Craig Device. Prices quoted upon request. 

MORGAN EXPANSION ROLLER TRUCKS 
FOR PLATEN PRINTING PRESSES 

Morgan Expansion RollerTrucks will prevent the surface of 
inking rollers from cutting. They are made larger or smaller as 
required simply by turning a nut which acts upon two steel 
cones which either expand or contract the hard rubber tire upon 
the gudgeon. These trucks prevent rollers from "dragging" over 

MORGAN EXPANSION ROLLER TRUCK the form, thereby lengthening the life of the rollers. 

Set of 6-8x12 C. & P. Press . . . . .. .. . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . $7.70 Set of 6-10x15 (No.7) or 12x18 (No.8) Golding ... . $7.70 
Setof6-10x15 C.&P. Press . ...... ... .. . . .. .. . .. . . 7.70 Set of 4-10x15 Doyle-Allen Distributor . . . ....... .. 7.70 
Set of 6-12x18 C. & P. Press . . .. .. .... . .. . . . ..... . . 8.80 Set of 4-12x18 Doyle-Allen Distributor. . ....... ... 8.80 
Set of 8-141fzx22 C. & P . Press . . . ........... . ...... 11.00 Set of 8-141fzx22 Doyle-Allen Distributor. ..... .. .. 15.50 

Extra Rubbers and Trucks may be purchased at reasonable prices 

TRUE-STRAIGHT STEEL ROLLER SUPPORTERS 
NICKEL PLATED AND POLISHED 

TRUE-STRAIGHT STEEL ROLLER SUPPORTERS 
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For job presses these are among the best sup
porters yet devised. They occupy only~ inch of 
the inside space of a chase; they ease the pres
sure of the rollers on the form, prevent over
inking and save rollers from cutting, as they 
are % inch wide on top. Being nickel plated, 
they will not affect the daintiest ink 

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS 
Per Pair Per Pair 

For 5x8 chase . .... . $0.30 For 10x15 chase .... . . $0.50 
For 6x10 chase. .30 For llx17 chase.. . . . . .50 
For 7xll chase. . . . . . .30 For 12x18 chase. . . . . . .50 
For 8x12 chase. . . . . . .40 For 13x19 chase. . . . . . .50 
For 9x13 chase . . . . . . .40 For 14x20 chase.... .. .75 

For 141fzx22 chase . . .. $0.75 



Printing Machinery and Equipments 

ROUSE CYLINDER PRESS PAPER LIFT 
A GREAT CONVENIENCE AND TIME-SAVER 

Rouse Paper Lift for hand-fed presses is a semi-automatic electric elevator that will lift one 
ream or a day's run of paper rapidly and without muscular effort A load of stock is wheeled 
beneath the lift; cable ends 
are attached under the truck 
or platform and the motor 
lifts the load for the feeder, 
stopping when the top of the 
stack is about four inches 
above the feed board, when 
the motor switch is automat
ically thrown out. There is no 
adjustment for different size 
sheets or when making the 
change from one weight of 
paper to another. 

Rouse Paper Lifts use very 
little power and they save a 
great deal of time and money 
in the handling of stock for 
hand-fed presses. 

To accommodate various 
kinds and sizes of printing 
presses the Rouse Paper Lift 
is made in several types or ROUSE PAPER LIFT, STYLE C 

styles, all of which are fully described and illustrated in a pamphlet which will be promptly sent 
to interested printers upon request. Ask for quotations. 

ROUSE ROLLER FANS FOR CYLINDER PRESSES 
SAVE ROLLERS IN HOT WEATHER 

The Rouse Roller Fan is a simple yet efficient device made especially for cylinder presses. The 
fan is so located on the press that a stream of cool air is blown under and on the composition 

rollers, retaining a temperature that keeps 
them from melting in extreme hot weather. 
Rouse Roller Fans have proven of great 
assistance in maintaining efficiency in the 
pressroom during the hot weather months. 
They are made in several styles to meet the 
requirements of the presses on which they 
are intended to be installed. If you want 
to keep your rollers cool in hot weather, 
install these fans and note the result. 

A circular, describing Rouse Roller Fans, 
with prices, will be sent upon request. 

PRESS POINTS AND WRENCH 
A time-saving improvement 

over the old method of using nails 
or wire. Points are screwed into 

1 

_ 

the proper position and may be ~ HALf S lZ.E.. 
raised Or lowered tO make the ~ PRESS POINT AND WRENCH 

hole in the sheet the size wanted. Points, per dozen . . . . . . . . .. $2.00 Wrench . .. . .... . . .. .... .. . $1.00 
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ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR PRINTERS AND BINDERS 
FOR SAFETY, ECONOMY AND CONVENIENCE 

Electric motors, whether direct or alternating current, have long been recognized as the most 
desirable driving power for either a cylinder press, job press or other piece of machinery in a 
printing office or bookbindery. The reasons no longer need elaboration. Cleanliness, safety, 
economy and convenience are the attributes of the electric motor not possessed by any other 
form of drive. An individual motorforeach machine is now standard practice, the logic of which 
has been repeatedly confirmed by the economy and flexibility resulting from such installations. 

We handle the motors and equipments of two leading manufacturers who have made a special 
study of the requirements of printers and bookbinders, and there is nothing better for the purpose 

ILLUSTRATION NO.1 
GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE RT 

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR 

on the market, whether the equipment wanted is for cylin
der presses, job presses, paper cutters or other machinery. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR 

Illustration N o.l shows General Electric Type RT Direct 
Current Motor. This powerful enclosed motor is particu
larly adapted to job presses and paper cutters on account 
of its heavy starting power and overload capacity. Shunt 
windings are used on job presses, and compound on cutters. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
DIRECT CURRENT CONTROLLER 

Illustration No. 2 shows General Electric CR-6365 Direct 
Current Controller. This is the enclosed type witb externally 
operated pre-set speed handle. Motor is started and stopped 
with snap switch or line switch. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS 

General Electric BSS single, two and three phase Alter
nating Current Motors for Chandler & Price Presses are 
equipped with speed change secured by means of a con

ILLUSTRATION NO.2 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CR -6365 DIRECT 

CURRENT CONTROLLER 

venient foot control. Wide range of speeds and fine adjustment can be secured. Only two wires 
are necessary. Absence of rheostats results in simplicity and high efficiency at all speeds. Motors 
have compensating winding, which gives good commutation and results in long life of motor. 

KIMBLE MOTORS AND EQUIPMENTS 

ILLUSTRATION NO.5 
KIMBLE MOTOR FOR CYLINDER PRESSES 

~-----------

FOR CYLINDER PRESSES 

Illustration No. 5 shows a Kimble Class AR Single 
Phase Alternating Current Cylinder Press Motor. It is 
well adapted for operating individual presses or groups 
of presses. A casual study of the illustration will reveal 
the simplicity of the design. Simplicity in design means 
fewer parts to need attention and freedom from the 
shutdowns which invariably occur with complex appa
ratus. Nothing has been sacrificed to obtain this sim
plicity in design. 

Send for pamPhlets describing and illustrating the comPlete line 
of Motors and Equipments. Ask for quotations 
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KIMBLE REVERSIBLE MASTER UNIT CONTROL 
FOR CYLINDER PRESS MOTORS 

The Kimble Master Unit Control has four positions-inch, run, stop and 
reverse-and gives seven forward speeds and one reverse speed. The inching 
feature of this equipment is very advantageous and desirable, and is not found 
in the ordinary control system. It starts the motor with constant pull regardless 
of the setting of the speed regulator. Ample starting torque under all condi
tions is thereby assured; the speed can be set as desired for the run of work; 
and the setting is not disturbed by the stopping and starting of the motor. 

KIMBLE MOTOR WITH NEW SPEED CONTROL 
AN IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT 

ILLUSTRATION NO. 6 
MASTER UNIT 

CONTROL, ON C. & P. PRESS 

Illustration No.3 shows a Kimble Motor with 
belt drive and the new speed control attached 
to a Chandler & Price press. The control is an 
important improvement on other methods of 
equipping job presses with motors. The motor 
stands on a special base bracket which is at
tached to the press on the right side and the 
speed control is located at the right-hand side 
of the feederwithin easy reach. A casual study 
of the illustration will reveal the simplicity that 
has attended the design ·of the Kimble Motor 
equipment for job presses. 

The manufacturers of Kimble Motors have 
made a study of the requirements of printers 
and bookbinders and consequently have devel
oped a splendid line of electric motors and 
equipment for printing presses and bookbind
ing machinery. 

KIMBLE MOTOR WITH FRICTION DRIVE 
CLASS LR MOTOR WITH L-559 FRICTION DRIVE 

Illustration No.4 shows Kimble 
Class LR Motor with the L-559 Fric
tion Drive Attachment complete. 
The motor is installed close to the 
flywheel , and the leather friction 
pulley on the motor drives the press. 
This method of installation of mo
tors is preferred by some printers as 
it eliminates the leather belt. A sim
ple pedal, placed near the feeder's 
foot, is attached to the control lever 
of the motor with a small rod. Ad
justing the pedal in one direction 
causes the press to speed up, and 
adjusting pedal in opposite direc
tion causes the press to slow down. 
It is not necessary to keep foot on 
pedal except when changing speeds. 
Write for circulars and quotations. 

ILLUSTRATION NO.4 

KIMBLE MOTOR WITH FRICTION DRIVE ATTACHMENT 

AND PEDAL CONTROL 
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NEW MODEL VIRKOTYPE MACHINE 
FOR PRODUCING EMBOSSED EFFECTS DIRECT FROM TYPE WITHOUT DIES OR PLATES 

The class of work produced by Virkotype Process Embossing Machines is a comparatively 
new departure in the printing business. The work commands good prices and consequently is 

profitable. The process printing is done in the same manner as 

NEW MODEL VIRKOTYPE MACHINE 

any ordinary job-direct from the 
type or cuts, but with a special pig

mentorink.Afterprinting, 
a powdered compound is 
distributed over the sheet 
while the ink is moist. The 

sheet is then placed on the endless carrier of the 
electrically driven Virkotype Machine, subjecting 
it to the heat of the oven, thereby baking the 
compound and giving it the appearance of having 
been embossed. 

The New Model Virkotype Machine illustrated 
takes a sheet up to 12% in. wide, any length. 

TANDEM-JUNIOR VIRKOTYPE MACHINE 
The Tandem-Junior is a model made especially to sell at a small price. It handles a great 

range of work and produces a big output. It carries two heaters connected side by side, doubling 
the usual heating area, both of which 
may be used when necessary for 
heavy work, such as cardboard and 
cover stocks. The Tandem-] unior is 
shipped complete with either alter
nating or direct current motor for 
llO or 220 volts. 

When making inquiry state the 
current, voltage and cycle of motors 
required in your plant. 

DUPLEX-TANDEM VIRKOTYPE MACHINE 
Duplex-Tandem Virkotype Machine is belted for two speeds and is equipped with four electric 

heaters, two above and two below, as shown in the illustration. The heat may be applied from 

Machine 
Length 

When Open 

New Model 7ft. 6 in . 
Tandem-Junior 3 ft.6 in. 
Duplex-Tandem 4ft. 

one or all four heaters, meeting any 
heat conditions necessary in printing, 
by simply inserting or withdrawing a 
connecting plug. 

The Duplex-Tandem Virkotype 
Machine is equipped with either alter
nating or direct current motors for 
llO or 220 volts and must be operated 
from the power current. 

DATA ON VIRKOTYPE PROCESS MACHINES 

Height Width 
Length 

Weight 
Shipping 

Motor Equipm ent Close d Weight 

3ft. 3 in . 1ft. 9 in. 3ft. 225lbs. 400 lbs. Direct or Alternating 
1ft. 4 in. 1ft. 6 in. - 75lbs. 175 lbs. Direct or Alternating 
1ft. 4 in. 1ft. 6 in. - 85lbs. 175lbs. Direct or Alternating 

Send for circular giving prices and fully describing Virkotype Machines and the Process, compound and inks 
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AMERICAN ROUGHING MACHINES 
FOR PEBBLING P APER STOCK AND F ABRICS 

The American Roughing Machine has been on the market for many years and is considered 
the standard machine for roughing or pebbling printed sheets. Many of them are in successful 
operation. They are simple, strong and efficient machines and should last an indefinite period. 

The standard equipment includes one steel embossed roller, tight and 
loose pulley, belt shifter, feed and delivery tables, and clips for stripping 
sheet from roll. The steel rollers can be engraved to represent fine or 
coarse eggshell, skytogen and other patterns. The American Roughing 

BENCH ROUGH ING MACHINE 
WITH 15 INCH ROLLERS 

Machine is made 
in four sizes, as 
follows: 15 inch 
and 20 inch sizes 
are bench ma
chines; 24 inch 
and 30 inch sizes 

are regular high frame or floor machines. 

DETAILS OF THE AMERICAN ROUGHING MACHINES 

Size of Dimensions 
Machine Outside 

15 inch 2x2Vz feet 
20 inch 2Vzx3Vz feet 
24 inch 4x4lf2 feet 
30 inch 6x6 feet 

Sh ipping Weight Horsepower 
Recommended 

450 lbs. 1% 
625 lbs. 2 

1800 lbs . 2 
·3200 lbs. 3Vz 

Send for descriptive 
catalogue and prices 

AMERICAN ROUGHING MACHINE 
WITH 30 INCH ROLLERS 

AMERICAN CYLINDER PRESS SEAT 
The American Cylinder Press Seat fits any cylinder press, entails 

no trouble to attach, and when in place is strong and secure. It 
fastens to the floor and to the feeder's platform. Can be adjusted in 
any direction, swings out of the way or may be taken off entirely. 
For pony cylinder presses without feeder's stand to attach it to , 
the American Press Seat is shipped with a heavy standard of 
correct height, which can be securely fastened to the floor at 
the proper distance from the press. This arrangement will be 
found very convenient. Write for prices. 

ROUSE PRESS SEAT 
FOR CYLINDER PRESSES 

AMERICAN CYLINDER PRESS SEAT The Rouse Press Seat is simple, 
Simple 
Substantial 
Inexpensive 

substantial and inexpensive. It is 
attached securely to the press by three bolts affixed to the feeder's 
platform. The seat swings freely on the end of a steel support 
which may be quickly adjusted. Write for circular and prices. 

IRON AND RUBBER TIRE 
FORM TRUCKS 

FOR TRANSPORTING H EAVY FORMS 

No.1, w ith Iron Tires . 
No . 2, w ith Rubber Tires . 
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ROUSE LINING AND REGISTER SYSTEM 
A PRACTICAL TIME-SAVING DEVICE 

The Rouse Lining and Register System has proven to be a great time-saver in locking up forms 
for press. The system has been in use for a number of years and has been acclaimed thoroughly 
practical and one that will not antagonize the workmen in any shop. The device can be attached 

ROUSE LINING AND REGISTER SYSTEM 

to any iron imposing surface of 
sufficient size, and any good me
chanic can install it with the aid of 
the instructions furnished. 

In operating the Rouse Lining 
and Register System, the stone
man makes up the form in the 
usual way,getting the margins and 
register as nearly perfect as possi
ble. After this is done the lining 
system is brought into use and 
proves the correctness of his work 
and catches any error that may 
have been made before the form 
is sent to the pressroom. By using 
the Rouse Lining and Register 

System a great deal of time in holding up presses can be sav~d, for with the system it is possible 
to lock up a large form so perfectly in register that it need not be disturbed by the stoneman 
after being put on press. Circular will be sent on request. Ask for quotations. 

HOFF PERFORATOR, SLITTER AND SCORER 
A COMBINATION ATTACHMENT FOR KELLY PRESSES 

The Hoff Combination Slitter, Perforator and Scorer Attachment for Kelly Presses cuts, per
forates and scores the stock absolutely straight and accurate while the sheet is being printed. 
Where such work is to be done great economies are secured by the use of this ingenious and 
reliable invention. Perforating, 
slitting and scoring are done 
with steel discs. The cutting edge 
of a steel disc runs against edge 
of a narrow steel band, which is 
placed around the cylinder and 
held securely by an ingenious 
device. The edge of the disc and 
the edge of the band being in 
contact gives a clean shearing 
cut. It operates successfully on 
a wide range of stock, covering 
all grades from onionskin to 
cardboard. The Hoff Perforator, 
Slitter and Scorer Attachment 
does not interfere in any way 
with the make-ready of the press, HOFF PERFORATOR, SLITTER AND SCORER 

and the top sheet of the tympan can be changed at any time. It has also been found a great help 
for the bindery in obtaining accurate folding. Write for information and prices. 

HART'S COMBINATION PAPER JOGGER 
Sizes: 24x36, 25x38, 28x42, 32x44, 36x48, 38x50, 42x56, 44x64 inches. Ask for quotations. 
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ROUSE NEWSPAPER RACKS AND HOLDERS 
CONVENIENT FOR THE EDITORIAL ROOM 

Rouse Handy Newspaper Files and Racks are substantially built of steel and finished in olive 
green. The files or holders are large enough to accommodate any newspaper, and the racks are 
made in three sizes, as follows: No.1 holds six files; No.2 holds eight files; and No.3 is a double 

rack and holds 18 files. A device may also be 
had for punching holes in newspapers for the 
binding pins in the files, as well as a hook for 
hanging an individual 
file near a desk. 

ROUSE NEWSPAPER RACK 

Every newspaper 
office, public library 
and reading room 
should be equipped 
with one or more of 
the Rouse Handy Files 
and Racks. They are 
exceedingly conven
ient and invariably 
add tonetotheappear
ance of the room in 
which they are in
stalled. Ask for prices. ROUSE NEWSPAPER HOLDER 

SUPERIOR NEWSPAPER FILE 
MADE IN TWO SIZES: 30 INCH AND 32 INCH 

The Superior Newspaper File is made of steel. It is light, simple, and with ordinary use is 
indestructible. It is as quickly worked as picking up a pencil. Simply lift up the top strip, file 
your paper and replace upper clamp, which 
automatically locks itself. No screws or 
hinges. The Superior File is recommended 
as the most practical and durable of its kind. suPERIOR NEWSPAPER FILE 

SUPERIOR NEWSPAPER BINDER 
FOR DAILY AND WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS AND LIBRARY READING ROOMS 

This binder is well made of heavy board covered with slate colored duck. Posts are 3% inches 
long, and hold 135 eight-page papers. The metal binding strips vary in length according to sizes 
required. They are %6 inch wide with two projecting points in which are holes to fit the binder 
posts. When the binder is filled, the springs on outside of cover fit into notches in top of post, 
making a permanently bound volume. With each Superior Binder are included 30 metal strips. 

NUMBERS OF SUPERIOR BINDERS AND MAXIMUM SIZE OF NEWSPAPER PAGE 

No.1. ... .. . . . . ... . . . .. 16xll inches No.4 . . . . ..... . .... 22Vzx17Vz inches No.6 . . . .. . . . . . .. . .... . 24x19 inches 
No. 2 . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .... 20x13 inches No.5 ... . . ... . ... . ... 24x17Vz inches No.7 . ... ..... .. . .. .. 25Vzx19 inches 
No.3 . . .. .... . ... . . 22Vzx15% inches Additional strips are packed in boxes of 30 each 

HAMILTON NEWSPAPER FILE 

lr- =•-=] : :·:::·::::~:=: ::e =-HAMILTON NEWSPAPER FILE-CLOSED 

The Hamilton Newspaper File is strong and efficient, and simple in operation. Made of oak, 
with brass fastenings, in sizes for 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 column papers. Quotations upon request. 
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CHANDLER & PRICE AUTOMATIC PAPER CUTTER 
MADE IN THREE SIZES: 40, 44 AND 50 INCH 

The Chandler & Price Company have manufactured diversified machinery for printers for 
more than a quarter of a century and their long experience in the business has taught them 
exactly what the trade requires. It was the Chandler & Price Company that standardized the 
Gordon press and made it a machine that can be depended upon for excellent service and one 
that is simple enough in its construction to enable it to be successfully operated by the most 

F RONT VIEW OF THE CHAN DLER & PRICE AUTOMATIC CLAMP POWER P APER CUTTER 

inexperienced hands. What was done with the Gordon press has been done with the paper cutter. 
A standardized automatic clamp power paper cutter, answering every requirement of the printer 
and bookbinder, that can be marketed at a fair price, is the object of the manufacturers. No frills 
or unnecessary parts have been added to the Chandler & Price Automatic Clamp Power Paper 
Cutter to make it unnecessarily expensive to manufacture; on the contrary, the aim of the manu
facturers was to design the cutter with the same regard for simplicity and exactness as was the 
case with the famous Chandler & Price press. 

Chandler & Price Automatic Clamp Power paper Cutters are built to give the most service 
per dollar expended of any machine the printer can purchase. Their construction is sturdy and 
as simple as an automatic cutter can be. Ample metal has been used to prevent springing of 
knife bar or bed, assuring accurate cutting and continuous service. The base of the cutter is 
made in one piece, giving support directly under the knife and binder, and adding rigidity to 
the whole machine. A brief description of this new paper cutter appears on the following page. 
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CHANDLER & PRICE AUTOMATIC PAPER CUTTER 
MADE IN THREE SIZES: 40, 44 AND 50 INCH 

The Chandler & Price Automatic Paper Cutter clamp can be brought down against the pack 
by means of the foot treadle, showing exactly where the knife will cut. The automatic clamp is 
independent of the knife. The pressure of the clamp is automatically released after the stock is 
cut, so that no power is absorbed by the clamp upon the upstroke. A double shearing cut with 
the pull in line of the knife-bar travel eliminates any chance of chatter. Extra heavy shafts with 

REAR VIEW OF THE CHANDLER & PRICE AUTOMATIC CLAMP 

POWER PAPER CUTTER 

extra wide bearings are used. A high-speed flywheel and back gears assure ample power for 
heaviest cuts. The flywheel and clutch are hung under the bed between two bearings. The cutting 
table is deeply ribbed to give rigidity and to prevent warping. 

The Chandler & Price Automatic Cutters are equipped with accurate band gauge, interlocking 
clamp with removable flat plate for use upon fine work to prevent clamp fingers indenting stock, 
three-part back gauge, motor bracket, and two knives. The back gauge is governed by a chain 
and sprocket; actuated by the large handwheel under the bed, its action is rapid. The starting 
lever is within easy reach of the operator. Two movements are required to operate it. This pre
vents accidental starting of the machine. An automatic stop does away with the possibility of 
repeating. The oiling system has been carefully worked out, and especial thought was given to 
making it accessible. Ring oilers are used upon the back shaft. 

Send for pamphlet fully describing and illustrating the Chandler & Price A utomatzc Clamp Power Paper Cutter 
Quotations will be sent upon request 
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CHANDLER & PRICE POWER PAPER CUTTER 
MADE IN THREE SIZES: 30, 32 AND 34 INCH 

The Chandler & Price Power Paper Cutter is an up-to-date machine, simple in construction, 
and all parts are interchangeable wherever possible. Every good feature enters into its construc
tion. It is a safe machine to operate, as a controller knob must first be pulled forward and then 

CHANDLER & PRICE POWER PAPER CUTTER 

DATA ON CHANDLER & PRICE POWER PAPER CUTTERS 

Size of Width of Floor Space Horsepower Shipping 
Cutter Cutting Recom-

Table 
W•Oili I Dooili 

mend ed Weight 

30 in. 30 ¥2 in . 58m. 61 m. 2 1860 lbs. 
32 in. 32V2 in. 60 m. 63 in. 2 1960lbs. 
34 in . 34% in. 62 m . 65 in. 2 2096lbs. 

given a quarter turn before the clutch en
gages with the gear and the knife descends. 
It never repeats. The speed is twenty cuts 
per minute, each cut as straight as a die. 
The power mechanism consists of a worm 
and gear drive, and power may be furnished 
by either belt or electric motor. The worm 
drivesthegearwheel,sothatagreatamount 
of power is always back of the knife. The 
worm wheel runs in oil, thus making the 
cutter noiseless, easy running and well lu
bricated. The knife bar is fitted to three inch 
housings. An extra large handwheel makes 
it easy to clamp. The clamp fingers have a 
broad surface which avoids creasing stock. 
All gauges are accurately squared with the 
knife. Back gauge extends within one inch 
of the side gauge. The table is amply large. 
The knife is made of fine steel and is readily 
adjustable. Extra knives may be obtained 
at reasonable prices. 

Price of the Chandler & Price Power Paper 
Cutter equipped with motor, motor bracket, 
controller, belt, etc., or equipped for belt 
drive only, will be furnished upon request. 

Equipped with Traveling Band Gauges and Two-Piece Back 
Gauges. Three-Piece Back Gauge furnished when desired . 

C. & P. LEVER PAPER CUTTER 
MADE IN 23, 26, 30 AND 32 INCH SIZES 

Like the power cutters, the Chandler & Price Lever 
Paper Cutters are up-to-the-minute machines. Where 
paper cutting is such that it can be done by hand these 
cutters will be found ideally suited for the task. The 
30 inch and 32 inch machines are equipped with 
traveling hand gauges, and are so constructed that 
they may be readily converted into power cutters for 
either belt drive or motor equipment. The 23 inch and 
26 inch machines are intended only for hand cutting. 

Shipping weights of the C. & P. Lever Cutters are 
as follows: 23 inch, 918 pounds; 26 inch, 1003 pounds; 
30 inch, 1551 pounds; 32 inch, 1650 pounds. CHANDLER & PRICE LEVER PAPER CUTTER 

Send for literature fully describing Chandler & Price Paper Cutters. Ask for quotations 
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DIAMOND POWER PAPER CUTTER 
MADE IN 30, 32 AND 34 INCH SIZES 

Diamond Power Cutters are strongly built to produce the maximum amount of cutting and 
trimming with the minimum effort at a minimum cost. Diamond Cutters are built of the very 
best materials, insuring long life and indestructible value. Hundreds of these machines are 

DIAMOND POWER PAPER CUTTER 

DIAMOND LEVER CUTTER 
MADE IN 30, 32 AND 34 INCH SIZES 

The Diamond Lever Cutter is built on the same size 
and style frame as the Diamond Power Cutter. If your 
business does not warrant a power paper cutter, be
gin with the Diamond Lever Cutter and later order 
the necessary Diamond power fixtures, which you can 
easily attach yourself. This preserves all your orig
inal investment. 

Size 

30 inch 
32 inch 
34 inch 

30inch 
32 inch 
34 inch 

SPECIAL DATA ON DIAMOND PAPER CUTTERS 

DIAMOND POWER PAPER CUTTERS 

Will Cut 
Easily Squares 

Gauges Full Width of 
Paper Machine Down to 

30% inches 30 inches %inch 
32% inches 32 inches %inch 
34% inches 34 inches %inch 

DIAMOND LEVER PAPER CUTTERS 

Net Weight 
Without Motor 

Equipment 

1850pounds 
1950pounds 
2050pounds 

1385pounds 
1485pounds 
1950pounds 

Write/or prices and illustrated literature on Diamond Cutters 
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now being successfully operated in some of 
the best printing offices. 

Among the outstanding features are the 
following: Rapid, powerful clamp; massive 
one-piece base and powerful worm gear 
drive; knife-bar has three adjusting screws 
for each gib; knife has the double shear or 
dip-cut down to the last sheet, and can be 
stopped instantly at any point of cutting 
stroke, a safety factor that also saves stock 
in case of error; economical half-inch cut
ting sticks with holes for easy removal; au to
m a tic throw-off brake-cannot repeat; 
extra heavy center support under bed; scale 
in bed graduated to sixteenths of an inch; 
endless steel tape scale; triple split back 
gauge and easy to adjust; four auxiliary iron 
feet for raising cutter three inches, if de
sired, furnished with each cutter, their use 
being optional; Hyatt roller bearings in fly
wheel, and many other features that limited 
space will not permit describing. 

Price of the Diamond Power Paper Cutter, 
complete with motor, motor bracket, con
troller, belt and guard, will be furnished on 
request. 

When writing give full particulars re
garding electric current requirements. 

DIAMOND LEVER PAPER CUTTER 
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CHANDLER & PRICE BENCH PAPER CUTTER 
MADE IN ONE SIZE ONLY: 19 INCH 

The Chandler & Price Bench Paper Cutter possesses the four essential features of a small 
cutter-ease of operation, accuracy, speed and safety. It is equally as efficient as the larger and 

Spec ifications 

Will cut paper . . . . .. . . .... .... 
Squares full width of machine 
Gauges down to .... . . .. . . . ... 
Net weight .. . ..... ... ... ... .. 

more costly machines. It will accommodate a sheet 19 inches 
wide by 24 inches long back of the knife. The knife itself raises 
2% inches. The extra long lever and the perfect knife action 
provide a maximum of power without undue strain on the ma
chine. The Chandler & Price Bench Cutter may be purchased 
either with or without the pedestal. 

Shipping weight: with pedestal, 530 pounds; without pedestal, 
340 pounds. Ask for quotations. 

ADVANCE PONY PAPER CUTTER 
MADE IN 16 AND 19 I NCH SIZES, WITH OR WITHOUT IRON STAND 

This cutter is in every way up to the standard of the 
Advance Lever Cutters, and is 
valuable alike to small or large 
shops, even those equipped with 
larger lever and power cutters. 
This cutter has practically all 
the desirable features of the 
larger sizes. A safety device is 
provided to prevent the knife 

from descending pre
maturely, making the 
Advance Pony a safe 
machine. 

A circular describ
ing the Advance Pony 
Paper Cutter will be 
sent upon request. 
Ask for quotations. 

ADVANCE LEVER CUTTER 
MADE IN FOUR SIZES: 2314,2614,30 AND 33 INCH 

The Advance Lever Cutter is built for durability
for continued accuracy. Every strain and deteriorat
ing influence has been anticipated and conquered. 
Every labor-saving point of quick action and rapid 
adjustment has been provided. 

Massive knife bar; lever counterbalance; power
ful compound leverage; interlocking clamp; large 
clamp wheel; adjustable gibs; heavy center support; 
side gauges both sides. 

SPECIAL DATA ON ADVANCE PAPER C UTTERS 
- --- -

16 Inch 
16 Inch 

19 Inch 
19 Inch 

23!4 Inch 26L:{: Inch 30 Inch 33 Inch on Stand on Stand 
- - - -

1614 in. 1614 in . 1914 in. 1914 in. 23% in. 26% in. 3014 in . 3314 in. 
16 in. 16 in. 19 in. 19 in. 2314 in. 2614 in. 30 in. 33 in . 

ljz in. ljz in. %in. % in. % in. %in. % in. % in. 
280 lbs. 390 lbs. 360 lbs. 485 lbs. 850 lbs . 1000 lbs. 1360 lbs. 1430 lbs. 

Send for descriptive circular giving complete details. Prices will be quoted upon application 
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HICKOK AUTOMATIC KNIFE GRINDER 

HICKOK AUTOMATIC KNIFE GRINDER 

FOR SHARPENING PAPER CUTTER KNIVES 

The Hickok Automatic Knife Grinder is simple in construction, 
being devoid of many parts susceptible to wear and liable to get out 
of order. Frame is of iron and steel, strongly braced and accurately 
fitted. The reversing mechanism is thoroughly automatic and 
positive in short or long stroke. The knife grinder is drawn to 
position by a handwheel and set to a bevel by a worm gear. 

The emery wheel used on Hickok Automatic Knife Grinder is of 
the best make, the grade of emery used being especially adapted 
to the work. The wheel is kept wet by water dripped from a can on 
the top of the hood. The application of water minimizes the possi 
bility of the temper being drawn from the knife. The emery wheel 
is 22 inches in diameter and has a 1% inch face. 

Hickok Automatic Knife Grinder is made in two sizes: No.2, 
will grind 48 inches or less; No.4, will grind 60 inches or less. 

Send fo?' circular giving comPlete description and prices of the machine 

CARBORUNDUM KNIFE STONE 
FOR PAPER CUTTER KNIVES 

The Carborundum Knife Stone is 4 inches in diameter and 
1% inches in thickness~a convenient size and shape to be 
used on paper cutter knives. One side is coarse grit for rough 
work, and one side fine grit for finishing. 

Carborundum Knife Stone, price each .. . .. . . ... . . ....... $3.00 CARBORUNDUM KNIFE STONE 

PAPER CUTTER KNIVES 
WE HANDLE 0NL Y THE BEST MAKES 

Paper Cutter Knives for any of the standard makes of paper cutters can be furnished on 
short notice. As the prices and sizes of the different makes vary considerably, we do not list 
them, but will quote promptly on any make and size you may require. 

I 
PAPER CUTTER KNIFE 

Ask for quotations on paper cutter knives when you are in the market 

SUPERIOR PAPER CUTTER ANGLE GAUGE 
CUTS A TRIANGLE, DIAMOND, HEXAGON, OCTAGON, KEYSTONE, ETC. 

The Superior Paper Cutter Angle Gauge fits any paper cutter 24 inch size or larger. Is adj ust
able for making a cut at any desired angle. Gauge is 24 inches wide, 3 inches high, and does 

SUPERIOR PAPER CUTTER 
ANGLE GAUGE 

not interfere with the paper cutter 
,.-----::::-------:,. clamp. Gauge is easily adjusted and 
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set firmly with thumbscrews. Has 
inch scale on front parts and 15, 30 
and 45 degree angles stamped on 
back. Substantially made of heavy 
steel, dull nickel plated finish. Send 
for complete description and prices. 
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THE POTTER PROOF PRESSES 
STAND FOR EFFICIENCY IN THE COMPOSING RooM 

The line of Potter Proof Presses is well and favorably known wherever such machines are 
used. They take better proofs in less time, which means a saving of time and labor. Potter 
Proof Presses are well built. They are stiff and unyielding under impression and easy to operate. 

N 0 . 3 POTTER PROOF PRESS EQUIPPED WITH STYLE A 
INKING DEVICE AND FEED BOARD 

Potter Proof Presses are simple, 
safe, trouble -free, adapted to all 
kinds of work, and they never 
wear out. 

NQ3POTTER 
PROOF PRESS 
SIZE OF BED, 25X25 INCHES 

The No.3 Potter Proof Press 
equipped with an automatic ink
ing device and feed board is the 
most complete proof press ever 
offered printers. This new model 
recognizes and anticipates every 
demand for efficiency in modern 
printing office methods and will 
contribute more effectiveness to 
the whole matter of proofs than 
has heretofore been thought pos

sible or even necessary. The outstanding features of this model are: Capacity to handle any form 
within the bed size of 25x25 inches; easy operation, as the bed rides entirely on rollers, the large 
impression roller turning on roller bearings and the cylinder on ball bearings, both packed in 
grease. Friction is thereby reduced to the minimum and, in spite of its size and weight, this 
press works easier than most other proof presses of even smaller size. The impression is rigid 
and accurate, and good register is assured because of the elimination of lost motion and side 
movement. The automatic inking device is a complete new device, made in two styles, one with 
drum-feed roller for quantity proofing and one without for intermittent proofing. The presence 
of inking device does not in any way interfere with the use of the machine when hand rolling. 

NR2POTTERPROOFPRESS 
THE STANDARD PROOFING EQUIPMENT 

The cylinder of the No. 2 Potter Proof Press 
is geared to a reciprocating bed and gives the 
true cylinder impression. Proof paper may be 
fed around the cylinder or laid directly on form. 
Has feed guides and grippers and a foot trip 
that prevents offset on return stroke. Ball bear
ings on cylinder shaft assure easy operation. The 
No.2 Potter Proof Press is primarily a hand-ink
ing machine and thousands of them are in daily 
use in the best printing offices of the country. 
However, they can be furnished with an auto
matic inking device when required. Size of bed: 
printing capacity, 17x25 inches; maximum size 
of bed, 17%x26 inches. No . 2 POTTER PROOF PRESS 

Send for circular illustrating and describing the complete line of Potter Proof Presses and Inking Devices 
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NP 3 POTTER PROOF PRESS FOR NEWSPAPERS 
FOR PROOFING FULL-PAGE ADVERTISEMENTS 

The increasing demand of large newspaper advertisers for clean proofs of full-page advertise
ments emphasizes the need of facilities in composing rooms of newspaper plants for taking 
such proofs well and quickly. To meet this situation the No.3 Potter Proof Press has a specially 
designed equipment for handling full pages locked up in stereotyping chases, with a special 

No. 3 POTTER PROOF PRESS FOR NEWSPAPERS 

equipment which automatically avoids the inking and printing of chase, side stick and foot stick. 
These several devices are embraced in the designation" special inker." They do not interfere 
with the use of the press on smaller forms, as the operator proceeds in the usual manner on all 
his work. 

Owing to the wide variation in chases and lock-up in news
paper composing rooms it is necessary to make certain mechan
ical changes before the press leaves the factory, consequently 
information is essential regarding the outside dimensions of 
the chase, and a page stereotype matrix should be furnished 

before prices can be quoted. We 
can assure you that the No.3 
Potter Proof Press with the spe-
cia! inker for newspaper compos

ELEVATING BLOCKS 

ing rooms is the machine you have long looked for. Write for cir
cular describing the equipment and ask for quotations. 

POTTER PROOF PRESS INKING DEVICES 
FOR No.2 AND No.3 POTTER PROOF PRESSES 

These automatic inking devices are new in design and complete with every improvement. 
StyleAAutomaticinkingDevice (see illustrations) carriesalargesupplyof ink (which is equiv

alent to a fountain but much easier to clean) and is recommended when continuous proofing is 
to be done. The drum-feed comes in contact with the vibrator once each stroke of bed, with a fresh 
supply of ink. It is adjustable for long or short contact, according to amount of ink required and 
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POTTER PROOF PRESS INKING DEVICES-Continued 

ink is laid directly on the drum-feed roller and distributed thereon by means of a small crank and 
idler. Style A Inking Device has two form rollers 21,4 inches in diameter, one steel vibrator, three · 
idlers or distributors and one drum-feed roller 3i;2 inches in diameter. 

STYLE A INKING DEVICE STYLE B INKING DEVICE 

Style B Automatic Inking Device is the same as Style A except that it lacks the drum-feed 
roller and, therefore, does not carry as large a supply of ink. It is recommended for general 
composing room use orfor intermittent proofing. It has two form rollers 21,4 inches in diameter, 
one steel vibrator and two idlers. Each equipment includes two sets of roller cores without roller 
composition. Both styles of inking devices have trips and can be elevated out of the way, be
sides having trips to separate all rollers to prevent flattening when press is not in use. 

Number of 
Machine 

No. 3 Potter. . .. 
No.2 Potter . . . . 
No.1 Potter. ... 

N9 1 POTTER PROOF PRESS 

Maximum Be d Size 
Inch e s 

25x25 
171hx26 
12%x26 

A HAND ROLLED MACHINE 

No.1 
POTTER PROOF PRESS 

SIZE OF BED, 
12X25 INCHES 

The No. 1 Potter Proof Press is a high class 
machine especially adapted for the medium sized 
composing room not absolutely requiring an auto
matic inking device. Many hundreds of them are 
in use to-day, giving wonderful satisfaction, saving 
their owners money, and making it possible to sub
mit entirely satisfactory proofs. The cylinder of 
the No.1 Potter Proof Press is fitted with grippers, 
steel rods to hold the draw sheets, and provided 
with trip to throw the cylinder off the impression. 
As in all other models, the bed travels back and 
forth under the cylinder and has a continuous reg
ister rack engaged with the cylinder gear. The 
No.1 Potter Proof Press is supplied with ink plate, 
brayer and galley plate. 

INFORMATION REGARDING POTTER PROOF PRESSES 

Printing Capacity Floor Space Floor Space , Bed Shipping Weigh t Net Weight 
Inches Bed Centered Extended Both (Domestic ) Lbs. Inches Side s, Inches Lbs . 

25x25 44x44 78x44 1750 1450 
17x25 34x42 34x76 1000 800 
12x25 28x42 28x76 800 600 

The regular equipment of all Potter Proof Presses includes ink plate, galley p late, cylinder packing, wrenches, 
and X-L Proof Roller (not cast). Cylinders are equipped with rubber blanket and draw sheets ready for use. 

Write for circular giving full information regarding Potter Proof Presses, Inking Devices, 
Feed Board Attachments, etc., and ask for quotations 
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BROWER BALL-BEARING PROOF PRESSES 
THE HEAVY DUTY MACHINES 

A new feature in proof presses is the introduction of large ball bearings under the bed. Never 
before had this been done until Brower Ball-Bearing Proof Presses were placed on the market. 
The introduction of this innovation in proof press construction makes it possible for one man 

N0.2 BROWER BALL-BEARING PROOF PRESS 

to operate the Brower Press with 
ease, regardless of the size of the 
form to be proofed. Many other 
exclusive features are claimed by 
the Brower, among them being : 
Direct cylinder impression ad
justment, automatic trip by cam 
movement, receding front and 
side guides, handwheels instead 
of crank, workable from both 
sides, grippers operated by hand 
or automatically, ink plate the 
width of the press, ink cabinet in 
base with door on each side, cylin
der brackets gripping the top and 
bottom of bed frame for rigidity, 
and requisite weight in the press 
to do the heaviest work without 
strain. The No. 2 Brower Proof 

Press is fitted with feed guides and grippers on a heavy cylinder and will register to a hair line. 
It is as finely and accurately built as the most costly two-revolution cylinder press. 

NROBROWER 
BALL-BEARING PROOF PRESS 

SIZE OF BED, 14x20 INCHES 

The No. 0 Brower Ball-Bearing Proof Press combines 
the most effective mechanism with the best of material 
and workmanship. The cylinder is fitted with reel-rod, 
ratchet and pawl, making it easy to put on a new tympan. 
One revolution of the cylinder completes the operation 
of taking a proof. Form may be put on the bed of press 
at either end. A metal cabinet is provided under the bed 
with compartments for proof paper, ink, benzine, rags, etc. 

N91 BROWER 
BALL-BEARING PROOF PRESS 

SIZE OF BED, 14X26 I NCHES 

The No.1 Brower Ball-Bearing Proof Press is exactly 
the same machine as the No. 0, excepting that the bed is 
six inches longer. 

No.O BROWER 
BALL-BEARING PROOF PRESS 

INFORMATION REGARDING B ROWER BALL-BEARING PROOF PRESSES 

Size of Press 

No.2 Brower. . . ... . .. 
No. 1 Brower . .. . .. . . . 
No. 0 Brower. . . . ... .. 

S ize of Bed Between Floor Space, Inch es .... , ''"'' o .. , ... I Net Weight , Lbs . Bearers , In ches Inches 

17x26 35x74 35x86 1200 
14x26 2lx34 26x53 385 
14x 20 2 l x38 26x47 325 

Write for quotations and a circular fully describing Brower Proof Presses 
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Shipping Weight 
Lbs. 

1500 
490 
425 
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POCO PROOF PRESSES 
THE MODERATE PRICED MACHINES 

Poco Proof Presses are extremely simple in construction and easily operated. A remarkably 
good proof can be taken on them, whether it be a form of type, electrotype plates, halftone 
cuts, machine slugs, or any other machine composition. The Poco Proof Presses are especially 

recommended for the small newspaper and job compos
ing room not requiring the more expensive machines. 
They are also a great convenience in large composing 
rooms when used as auxiliary proof presses. 

NC?~ 1 AND 2 POCO PROOF PRESSES 
WITH THE CORRECT CYLINDER IMPRESSION 

No.2 POCO PROOF PRESS WITH STAND 
(N 0.1 IS SAME DESIGN WITH SHORTER BED) 

The Nos. 1 and 2 Poco Proof Presses are particularly 
strong and heavy under the impression. A proof can be 
taken from either side of these machines, as the paper 
is laid directly on the form. The cylinder impression is 
the correct principle for machine slugs and machine-set 
type, as the impression runs in the same direction as the 
type lines and obviates all tendency to wrinkle the proof. 
Ball bearings on cylinder shafts have been provided and 
shock absorbers are installed at the ends of strokes to 
insure easy-running and quiet machines. The No.1 Poco 
is exactly like the No. 2, except that the bed is five 
inches shorter. Send for descriptive circular and prices. 

NQ 0 POCO PROOF PRESS 
A RELIABLE PROOF PRESS 

The No. 0 Poco Proof Press is large enough for 12x18 galleys. 
It takes a good proof and as a means of lowering costs and im
proving service its reputation is established. For the printer who 
wants only a small reliable proofing machine at a very modest 
outlay of money, the Poco No. 0 is just the thing. The stand for it is 
made and furnished the same as for other Poco proof presses, and 
while not absolutely essential, it is very desirable and convenient. 
All Poco Proof Presses are provided with means for adjusting 
the impression. Send for descriptive circular and prices. 

STANDS FOR POCO PROOF PRESSES 
A USEFUL PIECE OF FURNITURE 

The stands for Poco Proof Presses are made to conform in color 
and quality with standard printers' wood furniture. The compart-

No. 0 POCO PROOF PRESS 
WITH STAND 

ment with metal door is metal lined and is used for storing ink, benzine, rags, etc. The shelves 
accommodate different sizes of proof paper. Send for descriptive circular and prices. 

INFORMATION REGARDING POCO PROOF PRESSES 

Size of Bed Size Between Bearers W eight, Lbs. Weig ht Crated Floor Space 
Size of Press 

Inches Inches Lbs. Press and Stand 
Inches 

No.oPoco ....... . ... ·1 12x18 12% 210 275 21x32 
No.1 Poco .... ...... . . 13x25 25 355 475 28x35 
No.2Poco ............ 18x25 25 405 525 28x35 

Poco Stands: No. 0, weight crated 130 pounds, net 80 pounds; No.1 and No.2, weight crated 185 pounds, net 100 
pounds. All Poco Presses are equipped with cylinder packing, ink plate, galley plate and proof roller (not cast). 
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ROUSE PROOF PRESS Nq 2 
FOR PROOFING HALFTONE CUTS 

The Rouse Proof Press No.2 is designed on entirely original lines and embodies principles 
that are a distinct advance in mechanical construction and operation. An abundance of power 
is supplied by a remarkably efficient and simple combination of lever eccentric and toggle, which 
multiplies the power immensely just as the impression is being taken. The 
path of the lever, which can be lengthened or shortened, is in a vertical 
plane, permitting the operator to put sufficient weight on it to get satis
factory results. For proofing halftones for overlays the Rouse Proof Press 
No.2 is in a class by itself. Fine-screened plates the full size of the platen 
can be proofed with comparative ease. An adjustable, rigid support for the 
center of the bed prevents any spring and also obviates any extra make
ready. The bed is moved in and out by means of a rack and gear, and an 
automatic locking device prevents any movement of the lever until the 
bed is centered under the platen. The press is also equipped with a one
piece steel frame frisket, which is easily removed. 

Measurements of the Rouse Proof Press No.2 are as follows: Bed, 14xl7 
inches; platen, 12xl5 inches; base, 20x24 inches; floor space over all, 24x40 
inches. Shipping weight, about 800 lbs. Send for descriptive circular and prices 

GALLEY PROOF PRESSES 
CHALLENGE AND CHANDLER & PRICE 

Galley Proof Presses are used to a considerable extent in newspaper and 
periodical composing rooms, where good, readable proofs of type and slugs 

ROUSE 
PROOF PRESS 
No.2 

on galleys are required. Both the Challenge and Chandler & Price Galley 
Proof Presses (illustrated here) are built to give the best possible service. 
The bed of each machine is true and even. Either machine will give a clear 

and distinct impression 
without injury to the 
most delicate type or 
slugs. The felt used on 
the rollers is of the best 
quality. Under the bed 
of each preSS equipped CHALLENGE PROOF PRESS WITHOUT STAND 

with stand is a convenient compartment with door for the 
storage of proof paper, ink, rags, benzine, etc. 

CHALLENGE 
GALLEY PROOF PRESS 

WITH STAND 

The Chandler & Price Galley Proof Press with stand is 
made in two sizes: No.1, bed 10x31 in.; No.2, bed 16x31 in. 
Either size is sold without the stand. The Challenge Galley 
Proof Press is made in a 

variety of sizes, as shown in the accompanying table: Nos. 00, 
01, 02 and 06 may be had without the stand; Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6 are sold complete with substantial iron stand. 

Size 

No.OO 
No.01 
No.02 
No.06 
No. 0 
No. 1 
No.2 
No. 3 
No. 4 
No. 5 
No. 6 

SIZES OF CHALLENGE GALLEY PROOF PRESSES 
Size of Bed 

9 x27 inch bed without stand .. . .. ... . . 
1014x32 inch bed without stand ... . ..... . 
16%x35 inch bed without stand ........ . . 
9 x40 inch bed without stand ... .. .. . . . 
9 x27 inch iron stand, cabinet . .. . . . .. . 

1014x32 inch iron stand, cabinet ..... . .. . 
16%x35 inch iron stand, cabinet ... . . .. . . 
20 x38 inch iron stand, cabinet. .... . . . . 
24 x42 inch iron stand, cabinet . . . .... . . 
27 x54 inch iron stand, cabinet . . .. . . .. . 
9 x40 inch iron stand, cabinet . . . .. .. . . 
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Shipping W eight 

135 pounds 
200 pounds 
345 pounds 
160 pounds 
219 pounds 
275 pounds 
430 pounds 
830 pounds 
900 pounds 

1300 pounds 
230 pounds GALLEY PROOF PRESS 
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COMPOSING ROOM SAWS AND TRIMMERS 
A PRINTING OFFICE NECESSITY 

A saw and trimmer has now become an indispensable part of the equipment of every up-to
date printing office. Many thousands of them have been installed, yet there are still remaining 

MILLER UNIVERSAL SAW -TRIMMER 
WITH ROUTER, JIG-SAW ATTACH

MENT AND MOTOR 

hundreds of printers who have not fully realized the importance of 
such equipment. Correct typography, whether hand set or other
wise, can be accomplished more efficiently by the aid of any of the 
several saws briefly described in this department of our catalogue. 
Circulars describing and illustrating our line of saws and trimmers, 
together with quotations, sent upon request. 

MILLER UNIVERSAL SAW-TRIMMER 
A STANDARD COMPOSING ROOM MACHINE 

The MillerSaw-Trimmersaws and trims in one operation, gauging 
absolutely to the point system. The saw and trimmer are mounted 
on the same mandrel, with the trimmer knives projecting through 
the saw blade. The knives, when changed for sharpening, may be 
accurately readjusted in a few minutes. The Miller Saw-Trimmer 
is equipped with a micrometer gauge, adjustable to points and 
fractions of a point by simply turning a knurled worm. The gauge 
has a capacity of sixty picas and is absolutely accurate to the one
thousandth of an inch. To change the adjustment quickly, the gauge 
may be lifted free from the rack and moved forward or backward. 
It locks automatically when dropped back into place. The main table 
of the Universal Saw-Trimmer is equipped with an elevating mech
anism whereby the tables are raised or lowered in relation to the saw 
head, controlled by a micrometer point dial marked by points and 
half points up to two picas for one revolution. The Miller Universal 
Saw-Trimmer is designed exclusively for the composing room. It is 
an all-round, all-purpose machine. 

MILLER SPECIAL PURPOSE SAW-TRIMMER 
The Miller Special Purpose Saw-Trimmer is designed 

particularly to meet the requirements of large newspaper 
composing rooms where more than one saw-trimmer is 
required for slug cutting and for trade composition plants 
where slug cutting is done to a considerable extent. It 
saws and trims slugs in one operation and the point end 
gauge insures accurate work. The work-holding vise 
grips the slugs securely. The Miller Special Purpose Saw
Trimmer will do any work that may be required in the 
newspaper composing room or trade composition plant. 

ROUTER AND 
JIG-SAW 

At the suggestion of users of 
Miller Saw-Trimmers, many 
special attachments and suc
ceeding units have been de
signed for quick application 
to the standard equipment 
regularly furnished . Each of 
these attachments performs a 
specific function not compre
hended by the original equip· 
ment, and all the attachments 
are fully described , illustrated 
and priced in a catalogue that 
will be sent upon request. 
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MILLER BENCH SAW-TRIMMER 
AN ALL-ROUND MEDIUM PRICED MACHINE 

The Miller Bench Saw-Trimmer is a model of compactness and simplicity. Adjustments are 
few and easily understood. It is self-contained, and complete with motor that can be attached 
to any electric light socket. 

The standard equipment includes: Base complete with table 
and saw arbor; two 6 inch standard saws with heads and trimmers; 
one 60 pica swivel gauge; one 60 pica point end gauge; one batter; 
one saw hood; one emerywheel; one auxiliary bed; one saw swage. 
A substantially built cabinet, as shown in the illustration, is made 
especially for this saw. It will be found to possess many conveni
ences and is well worth its price; yet this cabinet is not actually 
essential, as the Miller Bench Saw-Trimmer is portable and can 
be successfully operated on any substantial bench or table. 

THE SUPERIOR POINT-SYSTEM SAW 
THE RED GUARD MACHINE 

The Superior Point-System Saw, as its name implies, is a very 
high grade machine. It takes the product of the composing room 
or casting machine and reduces it to smooth, labor-saving, type 
foundry exactness. It thoroughly meets the requirements of a 
high grade machine for standardizing composing room materials 
for rapid and accurate handling. The combination saw blade and 

SUPERIOR POINT-SYSTEM SAW 

trimmer is in one head, the knives 
extending through the saw to a 
point slightly beyond the line of 
the saw teeth. The saw is hollow- MILLER BENCH SAW-TRIMMER 
ground,whichprovidesclearance, MOUNTED oN CABINET 
so that little setting of the teeth is necessary. The regular saw 
blade is suited to the cutting of soft metals, such as com
posing machine slugs, cast rules and borders, leads, slugs, and 
stereotype and electrotype cuts on metal or wood bases. For 
hard metals, a special brass saw and trimmer can be had at an 
additional charge. The table may be elevated to any desired 
point for sawing, undercutting or slitting wood bases of cuts. 

The Superior Point-System Saw possesses many unusual 
features, among which are the following: Saw spindle mounted 
in a solid head electrically welded to the frame; saw and head 
holding trimmer knives screws onto the spindle, and is quickly 
removable; a pica main gauge that takes up to 60 picas gradu
ated by half picas; a point auxiliary gauge that increases or 
decreases the measure fixed by the pica gauge in steps of one 
point or fractions, from one to twelve points; a red guard that 
fits over the saw when it is being operated. The regular equip
ment of the Superior Point-System Saw is as follows: One 5% 
inch standard saw blade and head with one set of trimmer 
knives, extra standard blade, Alundum grinding wheel, tool rest, 
batter, 60 em pica main gauge, point auxiliary gauge, work 
holder, mitering attachment, chip box, l)t, horsepower motor, 
10 feet of cord with straight-through double pole switch and 
swivel plug, steel hood for motor, endless leather belt, adjust
able belt-tightening motor base. 

Send/or information regarding Superior Point-System and Miller Saws. Prices quoted on request 
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ROUSE POWER ROTARY MITERER 
FOR MITERING STRIP BORDERS, RULE AND SLUGS 

The Rouse Rotary Miterer is especially recommended for use in large newspaper composing 
rooms and trade composition plants. For mitering metal rule, borders and slugs, it will be found 
a great time-saver. The Rouse Rotary Miterer was also designed to miter brass when desired. It 
does nothing but miter, and for this very reason it is instantly available 
at all times without the necessity of changes or adjustments. A high
speed, double-faced cutting wheel cuts two 45 degree miters at one oper
ation. Miters and gauges accurately inside or outside measurement from 
the strip. First cutting to size is unnecessary. 

The equipment includes 160 pica extension gauge and 14 horsepower 
motor, either 110 volt or 220 volt direct current or 110 volt or 220 volt 
single phase 60 cycle alternating current. 

ROUSE POWER SAW-MITERER 
AN ALL-PURPOSE MACHINE 

The Rouse Saw-Miterer is a rapid combination saw and mitering rna· 
chine. The gauge is similar to the one used on the Rouse Hand-Mitering 
Machine and an extension gauge is also furnished which extends the 
scope of machine to 160 ems pica. The Rouse Saw-Miterer is a triple
purpose machine. It cuts and miters metal rule, borders and slugs, but 

is not designed to cut brass rule; miters 
at all useful angles; saws single strips 
only; CUtS spaces. ROUSE ROTARY MITERER 

Equipped with 160 em pica extension gauge, space cutting attach
ment, combination border mitering attachment and a 1fs horse
power motor, either 110 volt or 220 volt direct current or 110 volt 
or 220 volt single phase 60 cycle alternating current. 

ROUSE MITERING MACHINE 
A POPULAR MITERING DEVICE 

The Rouse Mitering Machine is equipped with a positive point 
gauge that sets instantly and locks automatically to points. This 
enables the operator to miter rules to picas (12 points), nonpareils 
(6 points),or points, inside as well as outside measure. The gauge 

ROUSE SAW-MITERER 

has flaring notches 
milled on one side 
six points apart. 
These notches are 
engaged by four 

teeth of corresponding taper on end of locking bolt and held 
firmly in position. Teeth are self-centering, and take up all play 
or lost motion. The point adjustment of the gauge is secured by 
a thumb nut, one revolution of which moves the entire gauge 
six points; therefore, one notch toward you adds one point; 
two notches, two points; etc. The rule holder or guide is pro
vided with steel pins which engage in the circular slot in the 
table and can be located and locked at the exact angle wanted. 

ROUSE 

MACHINE 

The knife holder travels in two slots milled in the body of the machine, which insures accuracy. 
The knife is of the best tool steel, hardened and set in the knife holder at the proper angle to 
obtain best results. 

Descriptive circulars and Prices of the Rouse Mitering Mach ines will be sent upon request 
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HANSEN COMPLETE MITERING MACHINE 
A SAVER OF TIME AND BRASS RULE 

The Hansen Complete Mitering Machine miters any angle accurately and quickly. Tht rule 
holder has an angle of 90 degrees when placed in the center position. It is positively and ~asily 
set for any desired angle. There are no lines in connection with it to guess at. By the aie of a 

set pin the operator obtains the desired position 
on the machine and can rely on its accdracy. 
The Hansen Complete Mitering MachiFe is 
graduated by 12 point ems, and has two g1uges, 
the left-hand gauge having a supporte~ that 
enters any one of the holes at even ems, and by 
turning the supporter each quarter turb the 
measure is lengthened or shortened 6 poind. The 
inside measure is obtained by placing 2, 3 or 4 
points between the supporter and the gauge. 

HANSEN COMPLETE MITERING MACHINE The knife is held firmly by tWO SCreWS and is 
regulated by two adjusting screws. A jointer for 

sharpening the knife to the proper angle is furnished with each machine, enabling the operator 
to always have the same bevel, which is essential for obtaining a clean cut. The handle strikes a 
rubber tube or stop, which makes the machine noiseless. A cup for catching the chips is included 
with each machine. Thousands of Hansen Complete Mitering Machines are in daily use. 

HANSEN MAMMOTH MITERING MACHINE Nq 2 
HANDLES LONG STRIPS OF RULE AND BORDERS 

The Hansen Mammoth Mitering Machine No.2 is made to 
meet the demand for a machine to quickly and accurately miter 
sets of long rule and strip borders. The rule holder has a gauge 
which is set by a pin to accurate measure from 6 points to 127 
pica ems. The Hansen Mammoth Mitering Machine No.2 is 
in reality an extension of the Hansen Complete Miter
ing Machine, and is as well made in every way and will 
do the work it is intended to do just as accu
rately. The frame and cutting mechanism are 
the same on both machines and the 
Mammoth gauge and rule holder can 
be attached to the Hansen Complete 
Mitering Machine at small expense. 

Write for circulars and prices on comPlete line 
of Mitering Machines 

AMERICAN LEAD AND RULE CUTTER NQ 20 

No. 20 LEAD AND RULE CUTTER 

A MosT SATISFACTORY MACHINE 

The American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 20 is identical 
with theN o. 30 (see next page), except that it does not have 
the point gauge. The cutters are graduated to picas and 
numbered every five ems up to 105 picas. The measure is 
indicated by the bed gauge when reversed and extended 
beyond the bed. Sag in material is avoided by the support 
on the right. The extra foot at the left hand of the bed 
steadies the machine, even when placed on an uneven 
surface. Capacity, 105 pica ems. Ask for prices. 

We handle all the best makes of Mitering Machines and Lead and Rule Cutters 
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HANSEN SHEAR-CUT LEAD AND RULE CUTTER 
THE CUTTER WITH THE ADJUST ABLE SHEAR 

The Hansen Shear-Cut Lead and Rule Cutter with adjustable shear is a new departure, and 
will cut any thickness of brass up to 8 points, and slugs up to 12 points, easily and without bend 
from base to face. The gauges are complete and accurate, and lock automatically to even ems 

12 and 6 point. Instantly changed to set for any odd measure 
desired. Gauges are interchangeable at back orfront of machine. 

HANSEN SHEAR-CUT LEAD 

The adjustable shear is in itself a feature which places the 
Hansen Shear-Cut Lead and Rule Cutterfar in advance. Another 
great advantage of the shear-cut is that, the stroke being from 
front to back, the material to be cut is always held firmly against 
the back gauge, insuring a square cut. The leverage is very 
powerful and is applied from underneath the machine, permit
ting an open cutting head. AND RULE CUTTER 

AMERICAN LEAD AND RULE CUTTER NQ 1 
A STANDARD MACHINE FOR THE MEDIUM SIZED SHOP 

The American Lead and Rule Cutter No.1 is a good 
serviceable machine, and is adapted for small offices, 
paper box makers and for cutting odd lengths. It has a 
reversible bed gauge which is clamped and secured quickly 
by a compression thumbscrew. The gauge is numbered 
every five ems, but it is not graduated. There are two 
rows of figures on the bed gauge, one showing the meas
ures in normal position, and the other indicating the 
measures when the gauge is reversed and extended. The 
grooved bed, a feature of this machine, prevents slipping 
of thin material. Capacity, 14 inches. . 

No.1 AMERICAN 
LEAD AND RULE 

CUTTER 

AMERICAN LEAD AND RULE CUTTER NQ 30 
GUARANTEED FOR ACCURACY 

The American Lead and Rule Cutters are recognized as possessing unexcelled merit, and 
are conceded to be the best cutters made. They are guaranteed for accuracy. Cutter No. 30 has 
the following advantages: The gauges can be set instantly; they are self locking and cannot slip, 

as there are no screws. The mechanism of the cutter is 
such that gauges can be set in a fraction of the time 
usually required. The front gauge slides on a stationary 
rod, graduated to picas, and acts as a truss to the gauge
rod proper, thus forming a rigid construction. It is con
venient for cutting short lengths, as gauge can be set 
to nonpareils as readily as to any other measure. The 
point gauge comes with the No. 30 Cutter only, and can 
be set quickly from 6 points to 45 picas, by points. 

No. 30 LEAD AND RULE cuTTER Capacity, 105 ems; by points, 45 ems. 

ROUSE LINO-SLUG CUTTER 
FOR NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICAL SHOPS 

The Rouse Lino-Slug Cutter has been designed for cutting 
single linotype slugs. The gauge can be set instantly to any 
measure up to 31 picas, either by nonpareils or picas. The 
knives are made of the best steel finely tempered. 

Write for prices and information regarding our complete line of Lead and Rule Cutters 
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HANSEN SHEAR-CUT LINO SLUG CUTTER 
FOR NEWSPAPER AND TRADE COMPOSITION PLANTS 

The Hansen Shear-Cut Lino Slug Cutter is built along the same lines 
as the Hansen Shear-Cut Lead and Rule Cutter, excepting that, as it is 
intended principally for thick material, the knives are set at the proper 
shear and are not adjustable. It has the same powerful leverage applied ~b_llll 
from underneath, the open cutting head which facilitates rapid opera
tion, and the same gauge adjustment which operates automatically to 
12 and 6 point ems and may be instantly changed for any odd measure, if 
desired. It is strong, efficient and reliable, and is particularly valuable for HANSEN SHEAR-CUT LINO 

SLUG CUTTER 
cutting slugs to run around illustrations. Write for prices. 

HELMOLD'S IMPROVED EUREKA RULE PRESS 
BENDS RULE IN A LARGE VARIETY OF SHAPES 

Helmold's Improved Eureka Rule Press is designed fundamentally along the lines of the 
original Eureka Rule Press, with which printers, box makers and novelty manufacturers are 
familiar. The efficiency and field of usefulness of the Improved Eureka have been greatly in

HELMOLD'S IMPROVED EUREKA RULE PRESS 

creased through several impor
tant improvements. Many forms 
may be made up on the new 
machine which were impossible 
on the old model, due to the fact 
that the table top can now be 
entirely cleared of obstruction. 
An adjustable stop has been 
added, limiting the amount of 
curve or pressure to be applied, 

enabling duplicate bends to be made readily and rapidly. This stop can be instantly set. As 
symmetry is essential in die making, it is necessary to reproduce perfect duplicates, and for this 
purpose Helmold's Improved Eureka. Rule Press is unequaled. As it is rigidly constructed on 
the interchangeable plan, using male and female dies which are instantly removable, steel rule 
may now be formed into an almost unlimited number of shapes. 

The equipment accompanying Helmold's Improved Eureka Rule Press includes six pairs of 
standard dies. No machine will be sold without at least six pairs of standard dies. Special dies 
can be supplied at reasonable prices. 

HERCULES STEEL RULE CUTTER 
THE OLD RELIABLE MACHINE 

The Hercules Steel Rule Cutter is an extra heavy, powerful machine, designed for use on steel 
cutting, creasing and scoring rule. It will cut six point tempered steel rule and heavy brass rule 
and slugs with great ease and 
leave no burr on edges. It is espe
cially adapted for the use of 
paper box makers, label printers, 
paper novelty manufacturers and 
all who cut tempered steel rule or 
heavy brass rule and slugs. The 
knives are made of the best grade 
of steel, hardened by a special 

HERCULES STEEL RULE CUTTER 

process, and seldom require sharpening. They are set into a slot which exactly fits them, so that 
no adjustment is necessary. They can be taken off and replaced quickly. The front gauge will 
allow a cut of 6Vz inches and the back gauge, which is 25 inches in length, is graduated to picas 
and half picas. Write for prices of tools for cutting and bending steel rule. 
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THE TYPE-HI DISC PLANER 
A BALL- BEARING MACHINE 

The Type-Hi is a perfected ball-bearing planing machine for leveling high, uneven, twisted 
and warped printing plates-either wood or metal bases-in such manner that high plates are 
reduced to type-high or low plates made level for even underlaying with rapidity and accuracy. 
A plate is planed by placing it face downward and 
locking on the bed; the cutting tools are adjusted by a 
micrometer gauge; turning the handwheel drives the 
disc in which the cutting tools are mounted; the bed 
travels on a worm screw, moving in unison with the 
disc, and feeding the plate to the cutting tools. Any 
plate or cut up to 13%x20 inches in size can be accu
rately planed in a minute or two by the Type-Hi 

Planer. Works easily 
by hand. Motor for 
individual drive can be 
furnished. Each rna-
chine is equipped with 

TYPE-HI DISC PLANER 

two sets of cutting tools-one set for wood and the other for metaL 
Both are reversible, having a cutting edge at each end. 

Width of the Type-Hi Disc Planer, 21 inches; length, 37% inches; 
height over all, 20 inches; weight, 275 pounds. 

THE HACKER PLANER FOR PRINTERS 
THE MOST ACCURATE PLANER ON THE MARKET 

The Hacker Planer for Printers is unquestionably the most accu
rate machine of its kind ever built for planing wood-mounted 
electrotypes and cuts to their proper height. It will save its original 
cost in a very short time in any printing office doing a considerable 
amount of printing from electrotypes and halftone plates mounted 
on wood. It is equipped with a driving motor to propel it and a 
suction motor to draw the sawdust off into a vacuum bag out of 
the operator's way. There is no dust or litter to prevent the machine 
doing its work efficiently. The Hacker Planer will plane any block 
that will go in an 18 inch circle. Crated for shipment the machine 
weighs about 650 pounds. 

An illustrated circular giving prices and comprehensive descrip
tion of machine and information regarding electrical equipment 

HACKER PLANER FOR PRINTERS Will be sent UpOn request. 

POCKET TYPE-HIGH GAUGES 
Pocket Type-High Gauges are absolutely accurate, all being ground to .918 of an inch. 

SUPERIOR TYPE-HIGH GAUGE 
PRICE $1.75 

MILLS THREE-HEIGHTS 
GAUGE 

PRICE $1.75 

CHALLENGE TYPE-HIGH GAUGE 
PRICE $1.75 

Write for information regarding our full line of Type-High Gauges 
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HOERNER COMBINATION SHUTE BOARD 
AND TYPE-HIGH MACHINE 

The Hoerner Combination Shute Board and Type-High Machine will reduce cuts to type- high 
and make them true and even, besides doing many other things that may be asked of it. Is simple, 
solid and accurately made. All parts except the plane handles are of iron or steel. Interchangeable 

HOERNER COMBINATION SHUTE BOARD 
AND TYPE· HIGH MACHINE 

planes, one carrying a knife blade and the other 
a file, work upon the carriage or guide frame. 
A block the full width of the machine can be 
shaved at one blocking, as the carriage can be 
moved from side to side of the bed while oper
ating. It will hold a block up to ten inches in 
width and of any length. The block is held down 
to the bed by a novel vise-lock, instantly adjust
ed by one turn of a small lever. The sliding 
crossbar, with miter point, can be set at any 
angle for mitering. The bed can be fastened to 
table or bench, thus leaving the operator free 
hands. This position has the added advantage 
of being convenient as a bench vise for holding 

blocks, while attaching or removing plates. Machine is complete with file plane and one knife 
plane. There are more than fifteen hundred Hoerner Combination Shute Board and Type-High 
Machines in use in the various printing plants and newspaper offices. Ask for prices. 

THE CHALLENGE TYPE-HIGH MACHINE 
The Challenge Type-High Machine is a handy implement in the composing room or pressroom, 

where a more complete machine like the Hoerner is not absolutely essential. It will do its work 
rapidly and entirely satisfactorily, and anyone can operate it successfully. Simply passing all 
cuts or plates mounted on wood through this 
machine before the form is sent to press saves 
a great deal of time in make-ready, and the 
cuts give much more satisfactory results. To 
operate the Challenge Type-High Machine 
the cut is placed face downward on the galley 
which is furnished with the machine, and 
such sheets of paper are placed under the cut 
as may be required to bring the cut to the 
desired height. When blocks are warped it is 
best to take the plate off and run the block 
through the machine, both top and bottom CHALLENGE TYPE-HIGH MACHINE 

this operation will make it smooth; then replace plate, adding sufficient cardboard or paper 
between the plate and block to make it a paper more than type-high; then run the plane over 
the block again and the desired height is obtained. Ask for prices. 

THE PRACTICAL HEIGHT GAUGE 
The Practical Height Gauge is a money-saving device for testing electrotypes and other plates 

for height. As soon as cuts are received from the engraver they can be tested for height. If too 
high, they should be shaved down; if too low, the gauge 
will show the discrepancy and the cuts can be built 
up to a proper height. The money saved by turning of 
cuts of proper size and height over to the compositor 
is too evident to need further argument. Send for 

THE PRACTICAL HEIGHT GAUGE descriptive Circular and prices. 
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ROUSE UNIVERSAL BLOCKS 
THE SIMPLEST, QUICKEST AND BEST 

ONE FONT ROUSE UNIVERSAL BLOCKS IN CASE 

Rouse Universal Blocks have many advantages, the chief of which is great speed in make-up. 
This is shown by the photographic reproductions of widely varying sizes of pages, each of which 
was actually assembled ready to lock up in from 15 to 35 seconds, or at the rate of sixteen pages in 

from 5 to 20 minutes. The Rouse Universal Blocks not only offer 
extraordinarily quick make-up but permit the work to be done on 
stone while press is printing 
other jobs. The hooks are very 
rapid, yet capable of fine adjust
ment for register work. They are 
very simple and strong in con

struction, body being cast iron and working parts steel. The 
jaw, with a movement of about five picas, is operated with a 
ratchet (the fastest known means) for clamping or releasing 
plates, and with a pin for fine register. Catches are made of brass FROM 

and cannot possibly work up on press. Allows half inch margin CASE TO PAGE 

between plates. Bases are made of iron and on point system. 
With a single set or font it is possible to make up eight pages into about 160 different sizes, 

ranging from 17x25 up to 35x51 ems pica, and a less number of larger pages into an endless 
variety of shapes and sizes, all with a variation of two picas in either width or length, or in both 
width and length. Write for descriptive circular and quotations. 

FROM CASE TO PAGE 
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ROUSE REGISTER HOOKS AND BASES 
GREATLY IMPROVED AND SIMPLIFIED 

Rapidity in make-up has been usually associated only with grooved beds. Recent improve
ments in Rouse Register Hooks and Bases assure fully as quick a make-up as with grooved beds. 

Narrow margins frequently per
mit a considerable saving in paper 
stock, and in numerous cases nar
row margins are absolutely neces
sary. Much narrowermargins are 
assured by good register hooks than 
by anyothermethod and the use of 
Rouse Hooks makes such margins 
possible and assures plates being 
held securely. 

Rigid support for the entire plate 
minimizes the make-ready time, 
and also assures a more permanent 
make-ready. Grooved blocks are 
not satisfactory in this respect, as 
the grooves leave a considerable 
portion of the plate without sup
port, besides cutting the underlay, 
and, in some cases, actually ruining 
the plates. Rouse Bases give posi
tive support to the entire plate. 

Rouse Hooks are also strongly 
constructed, and well able to with
stand rough usage. 

SECTION OF FORM SHOWING NARROW MARGINS OBTAINABLE 

Ability to make up forms on the 
stone or on the press allows more 
running time for the press, as the 
forms can be made up on the stone 
while the press is running on 
another job. Rouse Register Hooks 
and Bases permit this feature. 

WITH CLIMAX REGISTER HOOKS 

UNIT BASE-8X8 EMS 

COMBINATION HOOK No.l-6X7 EMS 
No.2-6x8EMS 

CLIMAX N 0. 2- 6X6 EMS 

The Climax Register Hooks are 
the most desirable and practical 
yet produced for fine color printing. 
Are unequaled for narrow margins, 
width of jaw, durability, compact
ness and ease of cleaning. 

ROUSE RABBETED BASES 

For Combination Hooks No.1 (6x7 ems) 
lx7 4x7 6x7 corner 12x7 
2x7 6x7 8x7 16x7 

For Combination Hooks No.2 (8x7 ems) 
lx8 4x8 6x8 corner 16x8 
2x8 6x8 8x8 

Write/or descriPtive circular and quotations on 
Register Hooks and Bases 
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CHALLENGE SECTIONAL BLOCKS 
ANSWER EVERY REQUIREMENT OF THE MosT EXACTING PRINTER 

The perfect adaptability of sectional blocks and register hooks to every variety of flat-bed 
printing; the absolute permanency of plate position; the quick registering of plates; the very 
narrow margins; the possibility of placing a hook wherever needed; the absence of trenches 

beneath the plates, which weaken them and 
make interlaying impracticable; the unlimited 
interchangeability of blocks, so that number
ing machines, scoring rules, pages, lines or 
lone figures in type may be inserted in any 
portion of the form and locked as securely as 
if in an all-type form; the adaptability to any 
size plate set at any angle desired, and in
stantly registered; perfect lock-up of blocks; 
their flat bearing on the press bed; their un
changeableness; their impression resiliency 
and the clearness of print yielded; the artist
proof impression that may be obtained by the 
very minimum of overlaying and underlaying, 
and the light wear on plates, make Challenge 
Sectional Blocks and Register Hooks answer 
fully every requirement of the most exacting 
printer and publisher. 

CHALLENGE STEEL AND BRASS CATCHES 
Steel Catches-Steel side and head catches are made in five sizes, 

2x4, 2x6, 2x8, 2x12 and 2xl6 ems. The head catches do not have the 
beveled lip, being straight for head of book plates. 

Brass Catches-Brass side and head catches are made in five sizes, 
lx4, lx6, lx8, lx12 and lxl6 ems. The size of the Brass Catch most 
used is lx8 ems. 

SIDE CATCH 
2X8 EMS 

THE CHALLENGE ART HOOK 
The Challenge Art Hook is used for color and register work. It is 

operated by a small steel key; the head of the screw follows the 
clutch so that the key opening is always at the edge of the plate, 
allowing plates to come together up to the thickness of the key. 
By intersetting hooks the back edges of plates can be brought to 
within six points of each other, or, allowing three points for each 
bevel, the printing face of two plates come within twelve points 
of each other. Construction is of steel and they are the strongest 
hook made. Made in two sizes, 6x6 and 4x6 ems. 

THE CHALLENGE UNIVERSAL HOOK 
MADE IN ONE SIZE, 8x8 EMS 

The Challenge Universal Hook is principally used on book, maga
zine, catalogue and one-color work, in connection with brass or steel 
side and head catches. The head of the screw that moves the 
clutch which holds the plate is fixed as to position outside. The 
hook is rabbeted, same as rabbeted blocks, to furnish a gutter for CHALLENGE UNIVERSAL HOoK 
the use of the ratchet. It may also be operated by a key and thereby made adaptable to register 
work. Construction is of iron and steel. The Challenge Universal Hook is made in one size only, 
8x8 ems. Send for circular describing Challenge Blocks, Catches, Hooks, etc. Ask for prices. 
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THE CHALLENGE SWIVEL HOOK 
FOR ANGLES AND ODD SHAPES 

The Challenge Swivel Hook operates by a key, and is used where 
plates are desired at a decided angle or are of odd shapes. It may 
also be used for general register work. Construction is of brass and 
steel. Made in one size only, 8x8 ems. 

Challenge Sectional Blocks, Hooks and Cast Iron Bases are used 
in many of the largest printing plants, giving entire satisfaction. 

CHALLENGE IRON SECTIONAL BLOCKS 
Sizes from lx4 to 2x24 ems are made from solid cold-rolled steel. The Cast Iron Sectional 

Blocks are made in a variety of sizes from 3x6 to 24x36 ems. They are as light as consistent 
with positive rigidity. Being made to micrometer measurements, and on the point system, they 

CHALLENGE IRON SECTIONAL BLOCK 

will work perfectly 
with type, iron fur
niture, numbering 
machines, etc., run 
in same form. In 
each section is cast 
a small round hole 
through which the 
end of the register 
hook key may be 
inserted and the 
section lifted out of 
the form. The rab-

CHALLENGE IRON RABBETED 
SECTIONAL BLOCK 

beted sections are used with the Universal Hook, and furnish a gutter for using a ratchet. 
Challenge Register Hooks and Sectional Blocks are .759 inch high for standard 11 point plate. 

STEEL REGlSTER KEY, DOUBLE END, 4 INCHES LONG 

CHALLENGE CAST IRON NEWSPAPER BASES 

These bases are great time-savers. They are locked up in the form during make-up time and 
the plates are simply laid on top when ready for stereotyping. No hooks or catches are neces
sary to hold the plates in place. They will not dent or bruise and are not injured in the least 
by tight locking or by the applica
tion of heat. They are light, accu
rate and practically indestructible, 
forming a permanent addition to 
the equipment of any office. You 
will find these Cast Iron Newspaper 
Bases of great value in the rapid 
and economical handling of your 
stereotype plates, whether standard column widths or for mounting odd sizes and shapes of cuts 
surrounded by reading matter. Challenge Cast Iron Newspaper Bases are accurately ground to 
height, .759 inch high for standard electrotype plates or .853 inch for halftone or zinc plates. The 
.759 height will work with standard height iron bases and Wilson Adjustable Iron Blocks. Made 
in standard one, two, three or four column widths and 3 to 36 em lengths, also in labor-saving 
sizes from 3x4 to 10x50 ems pica. 

Write/or circular fully describing Challenge Hooks, Sectional Blocks and Iron Bases. Ask/or quotations 
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KELLY PRESS PLATE-MOUNTING EQUIPMENT 
A SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE KELLY AUTOMATIC }OB PRESS, STYLE B 

The Special Plate-Mounting Equipment for the Kelly Automatic Job Press, Style B, herewith 
illustrated, includes the complete form ready to put on the press. The equipment will accom
modate the majority of forms, but additional 6x6 or 4x6 Art Register Hooks and small Sections 

ILLUSTRATION OF PLATE-MOUNTING EQUIPMENT FOR KELLY 
AUTOMATIC JOB PRESS, STYLE B 

can be added at a slight ex
pense to take care of as many 
additional plates as may be 
required. The equipment is 
made up of the following: 

One Style K-E Electric
Welded Steel Skeleton Chase, 
made for the Kelly Automatic 
Job Press, Style B, 18%x22% 
in. outside and 16%x20% in. 
inside; top and bottom bars, 
1%x% in.; side bars, 1Vl6x% 
in., together with: 

Twenty-four Art Register 
Hooks, size 6x6 ems; eighty
four Cast Iron Sections, size 
8x8 ems; fifty-two Cast Iron 
Sections, size 6x8 ems; ten 
Steel Sections, size 2x8 ems; 
six Steel Sections, size 2x6 ems; 
forty-two Steel Sections, size 
lx8 ems; fifty-four Steel Sec-

NET SIZE OF BASE OVER ALL, 83xll6 EMS tions, sizelx6ems; one Double 
End Register Key, 4 inch; ten pieces Challenge Labor-Saving Iron Furniture, as follows: one piece 
each 2x40, 2x45, 3x40 and 3x45 ems; two pieces 5x16 ems; four pieces 5x50 ems; eight pair No.1 
Challenge Quoins. Write for illustrated circular and ask for prices. 

WILSON ADJUSTABLE PATENT IRON BLOCKS 
A RIGID AND DEPENDABLE IRON BASE 

The Wilson Adjustable Patent Block is made up of pieces, some of which are complete in 
themselves, while the others are extensions used in making up complete blocks in the various 
standard or odd sizes desired. The pieces are arranged in sets or fonts suggested by extensive 
experience, and come as near as is possible 
to meeting the requirements of all printers. 

Forty different sizes can be made with the 
regular extensions, and there is no limit to 
the sizes that can be obtained with addition 
of extra extensions or Challenge Sectional 
Blocks. 

The arrangement is so simple tpat the cost 
of make-up is reduced to a minimum. Being 

. ILLUSTRATION SHOWS A PAGE MADE UP WITH HOOKS ON 
made to the pomt system, type can be USed ONE SIDE AND END AND REMOVABLE CATCHES ON 

in the same form. They have the Challenge OTHER SIDE AND END, FOR BOOK WORK 

Universal Hook (using both ratchet and key), HOOKS CAN BE USED ON ALL SIDES FOR REGISTER WORK 

reducing the margin to less than is possible with any other block. They have the rigidity of a solid 
iron base, but weigh only one-third as much as type. 

Write for information and prices on our complete line of plate mounting 
equipment for cylinder Printing Presses 
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COMPOSING STICKS, ETC. 
ILLUSTRATING THE POPULAR DESIGNS 

ROUSE JOB STICK 
Depth 6 inch 8 inch 10 in ch 12 inch 15 inch 20 inch 

lV8 inch ........ $3.40 $3.75 $4.15 $4.60 -
2 inch .......... 3.40 3.75 4.15 4.60 $5.75 $7.00 
21,4 inch ........ 3.50 3.90 4.30 4.80 6.00 7.25 

ROUSE PICA STICK 
The only difference between this and the Rouse Job Stick is 

that this stick is without the six point adjustment. 
Depth 6 inch 8 inch 10 inch 12 inch 15 inch 20 inch 

2 inch .. . ....... $2.50 $3.00 $3.30 $3.60 $4.80 $6.20 
21,4 inch ........ 2.60 3.10 3.40 3.75 5.10 6.50 
Plating extra .. .40 .40 .50 .60 .60 .70 
Pica ems . . .. ... 21 33 45 57 75 104 

EAGLE COMPOSING STICK 
STEEL, NICKEL PLATED 

Depth 6 inch 8 inch 10 inch 12 inch 15 inch 18 inch 20 inch 

lV8 inch ........ - $2.75 
2 inch .......... $3.40 3.75 $4.15 $4.60 $5.75 $6.50 $7.00 
21,4 inch ... .. ... 3.50 3.90 4.30 4.80 6.00 6.75 7.25 
Pica ems ....... 30 42 54 66 84 102 114 

IMPROVED STANDARD JOB STICK 
Depth 6 inch 8 inch 10 inch 12 inch 15 inch 20 inch 

2 inch .......... $3.40 $3.75 $4.15 $4.60 $5.75 $7.00 
21,4 inch ... . . . .. 3.50 3.90 4.30 4.80 6.00 7.25 
Plating extra .. .40 .40 .50 .60 .60 .70 
Pica ems ....... 21 33 45 57 75 104 

·/~ ) 
/// T/?'E /?'AMII.TO/V #/"'G. CO. pl i 

WOOD POSTER STICK 
These sticks have brass lined end, iron knee and screw clamp; 

width inside2lf2 inches. Made of cherry and fitted with japanned 
clamp, polished knurl-headed screw and japanned knee. 
18 inch, weight 14 oz ..... $1.80 36 inch, weight 20 oz ..... $2.50 
24 inch, weight 16 oz ..... 2.00 42 inch, weight 24 oz ..... 3.00 
30 inch, weight 18 oz ..... 2.25 

COMPOSING STICK REST 
For holding stick on top of type form while making correc

tions. Saves time, type and temper. Made of wood. 
Stick Rest, size 4x10 inches, weight 6 oz. Price each ....... $1.25 
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BUCKEYE COMPOSING STICK 
Depth 

1)1imch 

6 inch ...... $1.50 
8 inch .. .... 1.60 

10 inch.. . .. . 1.90 
12 inch .. .... 2.10 
15 inch . ..... --
18 inch ...... -
20 inch . ... .. --

Depth 
2 inch 

$1.50 
1.60 
1.90 
2.10 
2.65 
3.10 
3.50 

Depth 
2)4 inch 

$1.50 
1.60 
1.90 
2.10 
2.65 
3.10 
3.50 

Plating 
extra 

$0.40 
.40 
.50 
.60 
.60 
.70 
.70 

SUPERIOR ALL BRASS NEWS STICK 
Made of all brass and permanently set to 13 

ems measure, therefore not adjustable. Better 
appearance and more easily kept clean than 
iron or steel. P~~~~'~ 

13 ems 2672 ems extra 

21,4 inches deep .... . $0.90 $1.10 $0.40 
21jz inches deep. . . . . 1.00 1.20 .40 

YANKEE JOB STICK 
2 inch 

6 inch ....................... $1.25 
8 inch ..... . ... ... .. ......... 1.40 

10 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.60 
12 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.80 

GROVER JOB STICK 
2 inch 

6 inch ........... .. ... . ...... $1.50 
8 inch .... ..... . . . ... ... ..... 1.60 

10 inch ... ..... . .............. 1.90 
12 inch .. ..................... 2.10 

COMMON SCREW STICK 
2 in ch 

6 inch ....................... $1.25 
8 inch ....................... 1.40 

10 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.60 
12 inch .. . . ...... .. .... ....... 1.80 

234 inch 
$1.25 

1.40 
1.60 
1.80 

2}1: inch 

$1.50 
1.60 
1.90 
2.10 

2)4 inch 

$1.25 
1.40 
1.60 
1.80 
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THE NOTTING STEEL QUOIN 
THE BEST AND STRONGEST QUOIN EVER MADE 

The Notting Patent Steel Quoin is made entirely of steel, all parts being machined from the 
solid. There are no castings used, it has no cams, and there are no springs. The expansion move

AMERICAN AND CANADIAN PATENTS OWNED BY THE 
AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 

ment is simple and direct. Each quoin is self
contained, and is so constructed it cannot fall 
apart, nor can the wedge drop out. Only a small 
space is needed for the insertion of quoin-it is 
48 points wide and 96 points long. Height from 
base to top of screw is approximately% inch. It 
opens more than one-third its width. The keys 
are manufactured from high-carbon steel. 

Notting Steel Quoins are suitable for all kinds 
of work and will be found unequaled where lock
ing-up space is limited, or for register work. 

N otting Steel Quoins, per dozen .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . ... . . . $4.00 
Keys, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40 

CHALLENGE QUOINS 
Challenge Quoins have rounded ends and do not scratch or 

injure the imposing stone or the press bed. The beveled heels 
and points enable one to place two quoins wherever one will go. 
Challenge Quoin Keys are made of the best cast steel. 

Challenge Quoins No.1, small, per dozen. 
Challenge Quoins No.1, small, per gross . 
Challenge Quoins No. 2, large, per dozen . 
Challenge Quoins No.2, large, per gross. 
Keys for either size, plain (Style C), each .. . . . . 
Keys for either size, nickel plated (Style C) , each . 

.. .$1.50 
. . 15.00 

. . . 2.25 
.22.50 

.65 

.95 NOTE THIS IN THE NOTTING 

IMPROVED HEMPEL 
QUOINS 

IMPROVED HEMPEL 
QUOINS 

Hempel Quoins have been tested by time and 
approved by all who have used them. 

Quoins come and go, but the Hempel always 
holds its place with the leaders. 

PRICES OF IMPROVED HEMPEL QUOINS 

No. 1, small, per dozen. 
No.2, la rge, per dozen . 
Keys, each. ..... . . No.l-$0.80 

MIDGET SAFETY QUOINS 
The Midget Safety Quoin is quickly locked by a tap of the 

mallet. It can be used in a space 18 points wide by 120 points 
long, either inside or outside of type form. It is absolutely safe, 
as when locked it rests against its corresponding flat surface; 
and the harder the surface it bears against, the better. 
Midget Safety Quoins, per dozen, with Key. 
Extra Keys for Midget Quoins, each . 
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WICKERSHAM QUOINS 
The Wickersham Quoin is for locking up forms with cramped margins. It has a direct spread 

and will not slip or slide and "squeegee" pages. It is excellent for locking up patent blocks or 
electrotyped pages whether made up in small or in large forms. The 
No.1 is %inch wide; the No.2 is %inch wide; expanding 14 points. 
Wickersham Quoins Nos. 0, 1 or2, per dozen .... ....... .. .... . ........... .. . . $4.50 
Wickersham Quoin No.3, per dozen . .. . ... ....... .. ... ......... ... . ...... .. . 8.00 
Stationary-Peg Key, Improved, each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . 75 
Removable-Peg Key, "Unique," each. ..... .... .. .. .. .. . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . .95 
Pocket Keys, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 
Pressmen's Keys, each... ......... .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .95 

(Above Keys fit all Wickersham Devices excepting No. 0 Quoin) 
No. 0 Quoin Keys with Stationary Peg (fit No. 0 Quoin only), each . 
No. 0 Quoin Keys with Removable Peg (fit No. 0 Quoin only), each . .. 

.55 

.75 

~~ ROUSE REGISTER QUOINS 
No.1. Margin 16 to 24 points, per dozen ... .. . $2.50 
No.2. Margin 36 to 58 points, per dozen ...... 3.00 
Key for either size, each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 No.1 No.2 

PRESSMAN'S COMBINATION QUOIN KEY 
The Pressman's Combination Quoin Key is made of tool steel, 7% inches long. One end is 

accurately cut to fit a No.1 Hempel Quoin and the other end is drop-forged to fit a No.2 Quoin. 
One inch of each end is bent towards the 
same side of the stem at an angle of 107 de
grees, raising the disengaged end 11/2 inches 
from the form, enabling pressman to reach 
under cylinder and tighten or loosen quoins. 

PRESSMAN'S COMBINATION 
QUOIN KEY 

Pressman's Combination Quoin Key, polished tool steel, each 
Pressman's Combination Quoin Key, nickeled tool steel, each 

.. .... .. ... . . ... ...... . $1.25 
.. ............. . ......... .. ........... 1.60 

RIGHT-ANGLE PRESSMAN'S QUOIN KEY 
The Right-Angle Pressman's Quoin Key fits Hempel Quoins of any make. It is made of tool 

RIGHT-ANGLE PRESSMAN'S 
QUOIN KEY 

steel, each tooth being cut and not drop
forged. It is especially constructed for lock
ing or unlocking a form under the cylinder 
without taking the chase from the bed of 
the press. 

Right-Angle Pressman's Quoin Keys, No.1 and No.2, plain, each ..... .. . .... . . . ... ... .... ... ...... . . .. .. . .. $0.85 
Right-Angle Pressman's Quoin Keys, No.1 and No.2, nickeled, each. .... . . . . . . ..... .. . ... .... . . .. ....... 1.20 

CHALLENGE SPECIAL 
QUOIN KEY 

CHALLENGE SPECIAL 
QUOIN KEY 

best quality of 
steel obtainable. 
Absolutely guar
anteed against 
breakage. 

WICKERSHAM PRESSMAN'S 
QUOIN KEY 

The Wickersham Pressman's Quoin Key is also in
tended for use in locking and unlocking forms while 
on the press. It fits both the No.1 and No.2 Wicker
sham Quoins, and in offices where these quoins are 
used this key is just as essential as the Combination 
or Right-Angle Keys for Hempel pattern quoins. 
Pressman's Key for Wickersham Quoins (fits both No.1 

and No.2), p lain, each ... .. . ....... ............. . ....... $0.95 

PECK QUOIN KEYS 
Keys for No.1 or No.2 Quoins, each . .$1.75 No.1, per 100 . . . . ....... . $2.00 No.2, per 100 . . . .... .. ... $3.00 
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LABOR-SAVING CAST IRON FURNITURE 
MADE IN Two STYLES 

Both Style A and Style B Labor-Saving Cast Iron Furniture are made from highest grade fine 
grained castings, perfectly smooth, finely finished, and microground to point system accuracy. 
Style A has cross braces cast in each piece, giving additional strength and providing conven

ient finger-hold for lifting from forms. Raised 
figures indicate size of each piece. Style B has 
corrugated projection or "hump" in the cen
ter of each piece, which is easily grasped by 
the thumb and forefinger when removing 
from form. Both styles have holes to allow 
for proper drainage. 

Labor-Saving Cast Iron Furniture is guar
anteed to be on the point system both ways. 
It possesses point system exactness. It is forty 
per cent lighter than regular furniture and 
many times stronger. 
Being harder than type 
metal, it will hold its 
accuracy longer and is 
therefore more eco
nomical in use. With 
ordinary care in han
dling it will last indefinitely. It is not easily 

dented or affected by heat. It makes lighter forms. It is in accordance with the line of modern 
improvement, which calls for iron imposing surfaces, iron stereo tables, iron composing stands, 
and fire-resisting qualities. 

Labor-Saving Cast Iron Furniture is put up in a variety of fonts, of which the following are the 
most popular sellers: 

Font A1-32 pieces each 2, 3 and4x4-24 pieces each 2, 
3, 4 and 5x5; 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6x6; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8x8; 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 8 and 10x10; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x15-16 pieces each 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x20; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x25. 1016 pieces. 

FontA-12 pieces each 3,4and 5x5; 3,4, 5 and 6x6; 3,4, 
5, 6 and 8x8; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x10; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x15; 
3 and 4x20-8 pieces each 5, 6, 8 and 10x20; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 
10x25. 392 pieces. 

Font B-12 pieces each 2x4; 2, 3, 4 and 5x5; 2, 3, 4, 5 and 
6x6; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8x8; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x10; 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6,8 and 10x15; 2, 3 and 4x20; 2x25-8 pieces each 5, 6,8 and 
10x20; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x25. 488 pieces. 

Font C-16 pieces each 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x15; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 
and 10x20; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x25. 288 pieces 

Font H-6 pieces each 2x4; 2, 3, 4 and 5x5; 2, 3, 4, 5 and 
6x6; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8x8; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x10; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
8 and 10x15; 2, 3 and 4x20; 2x25-4 pieces each 5, 6, 8 and 
10x20; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x25. 244 pieces. 

Font M-3 pieces each 3, 4 and 5x5; 3, 4, 5 and 6x6; 3, 4, 
5, 6 and 8x8; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x10; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x15; 

3 and 4x20- 2 pieces each 5, 6, 8 and 10x20; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 
10x25. 98 pieces. 

Font N-3 pieces each 2x4; 2, 3, 4 and 5x5; 2, 3, 4, 5 and 
6x6; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8x8; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x10; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
8 and 10x15; 2, 3 and 4x20; 2x25-2 pieces each 5, 6, 8 and 
10x20; 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10x25. 122 pieces. 

FontS, for No. 3728 Hamilton Furniture Cabinet (Old 
No.lO Midget)-5 pieces of each length and width in the 
following assortment: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 ems wide, and 
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 ems long. 280 pieces. 

Font W, for American Cut-Cost Locking-Up Materials 
Cabinet, No.527(Steel); No.9085 (Wood)-120pieces each 
2x6, 2x8, 2x10, 2x15, 2x20; 105 pieces each 3x6, 3x8, 3x10, 
3x15, 3x20; 85 pieces each 2x25, 2x30; 75 pieces each 3x25, 
3x30, 4x6, 4x8, 4x10, 4x15, 4x20; 60 pieces each 2x40, 2x50, 
5x6, 5x8, 5x10, 5x15, 5x20, 6x6, 6x8, 6x10, 6x15, 6x20; 55 
pieces each 4x25, 4x30; 45 pieces each 5x25, 5x30, 6x25, 
6x30, 8x8, 8x10, 8x15, 8x20; 40 pieces each 3x40, 3x50; 35 
pieces each 8x25, 8x30, lOxlO, 10x15, 10x20; 30pieces each 
4x40, 4x50; 25 pieces each 10x25, 10x30; 24 pieces each 
5x40, 5x50; 20 pieces each 6x40, 6x50; 15 pieces each 8x40, 
8x50; 12 pieces each 10x40, 10x50. 3517 pieces. 

Other fonts are furnished to fill Cut-Cost Cabinets, thus: No. 546-K, 1278 pieces, described on 
page1031,and Nos.9085-F,3517pieces, and 9085-G,1759 pieces,describedon page 1047. These fonts 
contain widths of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 picas, and lengths of 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 picas. 

Labor-Saving Cast Iron Furniture may also be obtained in a variety of fonts smaller than those 
listed above. It can also be obtained in sorts. Ask for information and prices. 
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MAMMOTH IRON FURNITURE 
LIGHT, ACCURATE AND INDESTRUCTIBLE 

Mammoth Iron Furniture is made on the point system, in sixty-five mammoth sizes, ranging 
from 15x15 to 60x120 ems pica. A great convenience in dressing out a large chase when locking 
up a small or open form, or in locking a small chase on the press bed. In book or catalogue work 
and when making up forms for color work, one piece of Mammoth Furniture of the right size 
will fit into the space left vacant by the removal of a whole page. This feature effects a great 
saving of time in make-up. Mammoth Iron Furniture is sold by the font or by the piece, as desired. 

MADE IN SIXTY-THREE REGULAR AND TWO *EXTRA SIZES (SPECIAL SIZES TO ORDER) 

15x15 15x45 20x30 20x 70 25x25 25x 60 25x120 30x 60 30x120 40x 70 *45x45 50x 80 60x 70 
15x20 15x50 20x40 20x 80 25x30 25x 70 30x 30 30x 70 40x 40 40x 80 *45x50 50x 90 60x 80 
15x25 15x60 20x45 20x 90 25x40 25x 80 30x 40 30x 80 40x 45 40x 90 50x50 50x100 60x 90 
15x30 20x20 20x50 20x100 25x45 25x 90 30x 45 30x 90 40x 50 40x100 50x60 50x120 60x100 
15x40 20x25 20x60 20x120 25x50 25x100 30x 50 30xl00 40x 60 40x120 50x70 60x 60 60x120 

CHALLENGE AND MAMMOTH IRON FURNITURE 
IN LABOR-SAVING FONTS 

Font No.l-Four pieces each of all the sixty-three reg
ular sizes shown above; 252 pieces, 110 square feet. 

Font No.2-Two pieces each of all the sixty-three regu
. lar sizes given in Font N o.l; 126 pieces, 55 square feet. 
Font No. 3-Four pieces each of all the sixty-three reg

ular sizes given in Font No.1, with four extra pieces 
each of 15x15, 15x20, 15x25, 15x30, 20x25, 25x30, 45x45 
and 45x50; 284 pieces, 115 square feet. 

Font N o.4-Same as Font No. 3, but double the quantity. 

Font No. 5-Two pieces each of the sizes given in Font 
No.2, but omitting the 70 and 90 em lengths; 102 pieces, 
42 square feet. 

FontNo.6-Two pieces each of the sizes given inFant 
No.2, but omitting the 70, 90, 100 and 120 em lengths; 
78 pieces, 22 square feet. 

Font No. 7-Two pieces each 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 45, 50 and 
60 ems long by 15, 20, 25 and 30 ems wide; 52 pieces, 
16 square feet. 

CABINETS FOR MAMMOTH IRON FURNITURE 
Cabinets for holding different sized fonts of Mammoth Iron Furniture can be supplied on 

short notice. 
Send for descriptive circular and prices of Mammoth Iron Furniture and Cabinets 
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INTERLOCKING STEEL FURNITURE 
EXCEPTIONALLY VALUABLE FOR BLANK WORK 

Interlocking Steel Furniture has been in use for many years, and is one of the gre.atest labor
savers ever introduced to the printing trade. It is a well tried and useful device for saving time 
in the making up and locking up of printing forms. It is made from especially cold-drawn steel, 
accurate in every dimension to the thousandth part of 
an inch, and cut to accurate lengths with milled notched 
ends, which can be quickly set around blank spaces in
stead of filling them in the ordinary way with wood or 
metal furniture. For color and blank work it is excep
tionally valuable, as it eliminates shrinkage due to 
changes in temperature. It is practically indestructible, 

No.1-24 PT. STEEL WITH ONE 12 PT. NOTCH 

and, being made of steel, always remains accurate. Four No. 2- 36 PT. STEEL WITH Two 12 PT. NOTCHES 
pieces each 42 picas long will fill a blank of 49 square 
inches, weigh but little, can be quickly installed, and 
will prove more secure with a minimum of pieces. Using 
larger pieces, eight will fill a blank 12x24 inches, or 288 
square inches. The few pieces required for large spaces, 
its security, and little liability to damage by use or from 
corrosion, give this steel furniture advantages possessed 
by no other material used for a similar purpose. 

No. 3-36 PT. STEEL WITH ONE18 PT. NOTCH 

Interlocking Steel Furniture is made of 24, 36, 48 or No.4-48PT. STEEL WITH THREE 12 PT. NOTCHES 
54 point steel,% inch high, and with either 12 or 18 P?int 
notches. Put up in a variety of fonts. 

We can supply cabinets for holding various sized fonts 
of Labor-Saving Cast Iron Furniture and Interlocking 
Steel Furniture. Write for prices and information. No. 5-54 PT. STEEL WITH TWO 18 PT. NOTCHES 

IRON IMPOSING SURFACES 
THE CHEAPEST IN THE LONG RUN 

TOP OF SURFACE FOR IMPOSING TABLE UNDERSIDE, SHOWING REINFORCEMENTS 

Iron Imposing Surfaces are made for all standard sizes of tables. For imposing tables for job 
and book work they are furnished rabbeted on four edges, unless otherwise ordered. For news
paper make-up tables they are furnished flush (without rabbet), unless otherwise ordered. For 
other tables it is necessary to specify whether they are required without rabbet, or with rabbet on 
one or both lengthwise edges, or with rabbet all around. The rabbet is %2x9h 6 in. Prices of the 
various sizes quoted upon request. 

MARBLE IMPOSING SURFACES 
HIGHLY POLISHED AND DURABLE 

Marble Imposing Surfaces are highly polished, durable and adequately answer the purpose in 
medium and small printing offices. We handle the product of the best quarries only and will be 
pleased to quote prices on your requirements. Write for information. 
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THE M. & W. JOB PRESS LOCKS 
SAVE TIME AND MATERIAL 

TheM. & W. Job Locks are made in five sizes: 1%, 2, 3, 4 and 5 inches. Any space inside a 
chase from 9 ems to so· ems pica can be filled and locked-up in much less time than with the · 
customary furniture and quoins. The pressure is applied with a screw, so designed that it can
not work loose. Vibration does not affect 
them. The advantages offered by the use of 
M. & W. Job Locks are the very few pieces 
required to lock-up a form and the simple 
method of doing the work. The accom
panying illustration below shows one way 
the locks may be used in connection with 
iron or metal furniture. With the use of 
these M. & W. Job Locks this form can be THEM. & w. JOB PREss LOcKs 
properly locked up for the press in less time than one minute. Every printshop needs them. 

TheM. & W. ]9q Locks will also be found a great convenience as well as a time-saver when 
used in connection with iron or wood furniture in locking-up open forms, such as blank-book 
headings, covers, etc. The accuracy of the M. & W. Job Locks is so absolute that they will be 

ILLUSTRATION SHOWING HOW THE 
M. & W. JOB LOCKS ARE USED 

found of great assistance in registering forms 
on the press. 

Send for pamphlet describing and illustrating 
the complete Morgans & Wilcox Locking-Up 
System which includes theM. & W. Lock Furni
ture, which gives a good lock-up in a 4-pica 
space. Made in widths from 4 to 10 picas; lengths 
25 to 130 picas. The advantages of this system 
are outstanding. No argu~ent or prejudice can 
get around the fact . It makes considerable differ
ence in a month or a year whether a workman 
picks up 300 pieces of locking-up material or 100 
pieces, when preparing large forms for press. 
M. & W. Form-Locking System is extensive and 
complete, and provides time-saving materials 

for locking-up forms for both job and cylinder presses. The pamphlet illustrates and describes 
just how the various locking-up units may be used to greatest advantage. 

M. & W. CYLINDER PRESS LOCKS 
FOR LOCKING SMALL FORMS ON CYLINDER PRESS BEDS 

The M. & W. Cylinder Press Locks will be found a great convenience and a time-saver 
when used for locking small forms on the beds of cylinder presses. They are much quicker 
and safer to use than wood furniture. In any pressroom where miscellaneous work is done 
the M. & W. Cylinder Press Locks will be found invaluable, and will save time in register 
and make-ready and in preventing work-ups so frequently caused by 
the use of inaccurate wood furniture. 

TheM. & W. Cylinder Press Locks are made in the following sizes: 
3 inches (extend to 5 inches); 5 inches (extend to 8 inches); 8 inches 
(extend to 14 inches); 14 inches (extend to 26 inches); 
22 inches (extend to 36 inches). 

Write for pamphlet completely 
describing the M. & W. 
line of cylinder and job 
press locks. Ask for 
quotations. M. &W. CYLINDER PRESS LOCKS 
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BETTER-WETTER NUMBERING MACHINE 
A PLUNGERLESS NUMBERING DEVICE 

For use with or without type on printing presses. It is the only typographic numberer that 
prints nothing but the figures, without "No.," a period, or any other prefix or suffix intended to 
act as a plunger or to prevent the printed sheet from being smeared by the revolving figures. 
The pressure of the platen or cylinder on the figures operates the mechanism which changes 

the numbers and also brings into action ingenious bearers 
which rise automatically and hold the printed sheet off 
the figures while they are changing; 

BETTER-WETTER (PLUNGERLESS) 

these bearers do not print on or indent 
the paper. 

The Better-Wetter is made of the 
best materials throughout and all parts 
are hardened where necessary, insur
ing great durability, perfect accuracy, 
and long life. All machines in the fol

lowing list are type high and 1 Ys2 inches wide, the length varying according 
to style of figures selected. Order by model number. 

PRICES AND DATA OF BETTER-WETTER NUMBERING MACHINES 

Model 
Number of Length 

Price Model 
Number of Length 

Price Wheels Inches Wheels Inches 

326 6 11%6 $36.00 348 6 11%6 $37.00 
327 7 21,16 39.00 349 7 2%6 40.00 
330 5 11%6 33.00 365 5 2;16 35.00 
331 6 21,16 36.00 -- - -- --

STYLE OF FIGURES 
BETTER-WETTER 

Models 326 and 327 

123568 
Models 330 and 331 

67890 
Models 348 and 349 

35890 
Model365 

12345 
BOSTON MODEL WETTER NUMBERING MACHINE 

MADE IN Two SIZES: FIVE AND SIX WHEELS 

This model is made of steel throughout; parts liable to 
wear are hardened; wheels are equipped with ciphers of im
proved construction and are guaranteed not to get low. Has 
"roughed" side plates, hold-down screw, removable "No." 

N
o slides, and can be depended on for • 12 3 56 wearing qualities and accurate work. 

FAcsiMILE IMPREssioN Made in two sizes only. As regularly 
made, all models number forward, but can be constructed 
to number backward on special order, without extra charge. BOSTON MODEL 
Boston Model No.1, five wheels .. . . ............ .. $16.00 Boston Model No.2, six wheels .. .. .. ..... ..... .. $18.00 

THE MIDGET WETTER NUMBERING MACHINE 

MIDGET WETTER, SIZE 1 ;16X1% IN. 

MADE IN TWO SIZES: FIVE AND SIX WHEELS 

Made entirely of steel, and is the smallest type-high num
bering machine made. Designed to meet the demand for a 
small machine with figures large enough 
for ordinary commercial uses, it can be I STYLE OF FIGURES 
depended on for accurate work. MIDGET WETTER 

The Midget Wetter has an attachment 
for printing any one number, any number 
of times, without taking it from the form. 
"No." slide preceding figures can be re
moved without taking machine from form. 

Model115 

32356 
Model116 

123687 
Midget Wetter, Model 115, five wheels ... ... ...... $30.00 Midget Wetter, Modell16, six wheels .. ....... .. . $32.00 
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PICA MODEL WETTER NUMBERING MACHINE 
MADE IN TWO SIZES: FIVE AND SIX WHEELS 

The Pica Model Wetter Numbering Machine has been on the market for a number of years 
and has proven a popular and satisfactory typographic numbering machine. It is type-high and can 

PICA MODEL NUMBERING MACHINE 

be locked in a form, the same as type, to number and print at 
one impression. It is constructed of steel throughout. 

Among the exclusive good features incorporated in the Pica 
Model Wetter Numbering Machine is the patented drop 
cipher that always prints clearly when required, placing this 
low priced machine in a class by itself when compared with 
other numbering devices. It is made without side plates, and 
the shaft on which the wheels revolve does not have a screw 
thread on the end. This reduces the cost of manufacture and 
enables the Pica Model to be sold at a low price. 
No.1-5wheels (%in. wide, 1¥2 in. long) . .... .... . .. . . ........ .... .. $16.00 
No. 2-6 wheels (%in. wide, 1% in. long) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00 

AMERICAN NUMBERING MACHINE 
MADE IN THREE SIZES: FIVE, SIX AND SEVEN WHEELS 

The American Numbering Machine No. 30 is a model designed 
to be locked in a form, the same as type, either with or without 
type matter. The printing face of the figures is exactly type-high 
and as the impact of the press takes place the plunger is de-

NO 
2 3 4 5 pressed and the succeeding number is 

• 1 brought into printing position, ready for 
IMPRESSION oF FIGUREs inking. The plungers are made of bar steel 

and constructed in one piece. Machines are fitted with steel wheels 
and are engraved with figures as shown in illustration. Drop
ciphers are constructed of tool steel and are guaranteed. All parts 

AMERICAN NUMBERING MACHINE 

are quickly released and machines are easily reassembled. Skipping unit wheels are furnished, 
skipping automatically any number desired from 1 to 10, interchangeable with regular consec
utive unit wheels. Model No.30 is 11 % 2 inches long by% inch wide and numbers forward. 
American Model No. 3Q-5 wheels .. . ......... . ... $16.00 American Model No. 31-6 wheels .. ... .. . . . .. ... . $18.00 

American Model No.31-7wheels . . ..... ........ $22.00 

ROBERTS NUMBERING MACHINE 
MADE IN THREE SIZES: FIVE, SIX AND SEVEN WHEELS 

The Roberts Model 27 Numbering Machine is generally used by printers for ordinary job 
work. This machine is constructed to be used with any press made to print from type; also fur

ROBERTS NUMBERING MACHINE 
MODEL 27 

nished to number backwards so as to avoid turning the 
sheets. For numbering checks, orders, strip tickets, etc., 
skipping wheels are necessary. These skip automatically 
any number from 1 to 10 and are NO 

1 3 4 5 interchangeable with regular con- • 2 . 
secutive unit wheels. The No. 27 IMPR,~>ssiON oF FIGUREs 
Numbering Machine is operated by a steel spring of great 
power and unusual elasticity, insuring correct numbering 
without the necessity of constantly watching the sheet. 
This numbering machine may be taken apart in a minute 
for cleansing and is as quickly reassembled. 

Roberts Numbering Machine Model27-5 wheels .. . . . .. . ..... . $16.00 
Roberts Numbering Machine Model28-6 wheels .. . ..... . . . ... 18.00 
Roberts Numbering Machine Model 28-7 wheels .. . ... . . . .... . 22.00 

Write for full information on Roberts, American, Bates and Wetter Numbering Machines 
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BATES HAND NUMBERING MACHINE 
The Bates Hand Numbering Machine will number consecutively, will duplicate each number 

before passing to the next, or will repeat the same number as often as may be desired. These 
three different movements are attained by simply moving the pointer on the dial. The machine 

BATES HAND 
NUMBERING MACHINE 

automatically inks itself after each impression. 
All the printing is done from solid steel type. As there are no ratchet wheels 

between the figure dies, there is no lost or irregular spacing between figures. 
The Bates seven movement machine has the same frame and style as the 

three movement, except for the dial and the additional movement necessary in a 
seven movement machine. It numbers consecutive, duplicate, triplicate, quad
ruplicate, sextuplicate, twelve times, and repeats. 

PRICES OF BATES HAND NUMBERING MACHINES 

4 wheels, numbering to 9,999 ....... $13.00 Seven movement,4wheels.. . . .. .... $17.00 
5 wheels, numbering to 99,999 ... . .. .. 14.00 Seven movement, 5wheels ............. 18.00 
6 wheels, numbering to 999,999 ... ..... 16.00 Seven movement, 6 wheels .. .. ... . . ... 20.00 
7 wheels, numbering to 9,999,999.. ... 19.00 Seven movement, 7 wheels ... .. . . . .. ... 23.00 

ROBERTS HAND NUMBERING MACHINE 
A MECHANICALLY PERFECT MACHINE 

The "regular" Model 49 is a six wheel machine. Each machine is mechan
ically perfect and accurate in all its working parts before it leaves the factory. 

A small figure can be furnished in six wheels, or a large figure in five wheels. 

PRICES OF ROBERTS HAND NUMBERING MACHINES 

Model49, with 6 wheels, small figures ........................... .. ......... . ... . ... .. ... $7.50 
Model49, with 5 wheels, large figures.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... 7.50 
Model49, with 6 wheels, large figures .. . . ........ . . ............ ......... . .... . .......... .. 10.00 

PARAGON HAND NUMBERING MACHINE 
THE MACHINE WITH A VARIETY OF FIGURES 

Paragon Hand Numbering Machines are well and favorably known and need 
but brief description. They are made with five styles of Gothic figures and seven 
styles of Roman figures. A size and style of figure can be obtained to meet almost 
any requirement. 

PRICES OF PARAGON HAND NUMBERING MACHINES 

Five wheels, numbering to 99,999 ........................................... . 
Six wheels, numbering to 999,999 ................................................ . 

Four wheel and seven wheel machines made to order 

.$12.50 
14.00 

Send for circulars showing the styles of figures that can be obtained for the 
several numbering machines described here. 

ROBERTS HAND 
NUMBERING MACHINE 

MODEL 49 

AMERICAN VISIBLE HAND NUMBERING MACHINE 
MADE IN Two MODELS: No. 41 AND No. 21 

The American Visible Hand Numbering Machine is a new departure in numbering machines. 
An indicator located in the front of the machine, at a convenient point, shows the number at 
which the machine is set and changes numbers as they are being made. The operator can tell the 
next number at a glance. This is a great improvement over other similar machines. 

PRICES OF AMERICAN VISIBLE HAND NUMBERING MACHINES 

Model No. 41-6 wheels, numbering to 999,999legible figures, three movements (consecutive, duplicate and 
repeat) . ... .......... .... .... . .... ..... ............... .. ..... ...... . . . ................................... $15.00 

Model No. 21-6 wheels, numbering to 999,999, nine movements (consecutive, duplicate, triplicate, quadru
plicate, quintuplicate, sextuplicate, repeat ten times, twelve times, and repeat indefinitely) ..... .. ..... 20.00 
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COUNTING MACHINES FOR EFFICIENCY 
The Counting Machine is an absolute necessity as a part of the equipment of every job and 

cylinder press in the office. It insures the delivery of a full count to the customer which every 
office intends and desires to give. It is possible by its use to keep a record of the output of each 
press per day or week, which record contains data of prime importance in figuring costs per hour 
or per thousand on the press in question. It helps to keep track of the amount of waste, an im
portant item of expense, the reduction of which makes for efficiency and profits. 

REDINGTON COUNTING MACHINE 
FOR CYLINDER PRESSES 

REDINGTON COUNTING 
MACHINE, MODEL A 

The Redington Counting Machine, Model A, is especially designed 
for cylinder presses, embossing machines, stamping machines, punch 
presses, or any automatic machine where a correct count is required. 
The arrangement of the flanges permits attaching the counter to wall 
or stand. Counts from 1 to 100,000. 

Model A- Size 31f.tx2Vzx2Vs inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. ....... .. ... . . .. .. .. . . $6.25 

REDINGTON COUNTING MACHINE 
FOR CHANDLER & PRICE PRESSES 

The Model D Redington Counter is for C. & P. Presses only. 
It counts only when impression is taken, and is easily and quickly 
attached to C. & P. Presses of all sizes. No drilling or removing of 
parts necessary. Is secure after attaching and in plain view of oper
ator. Counts from 1 to 100,000. Will not jump or repeat. Easily and 
quickly turned back to zero, or set at any number. No key neces
sary. The figures are large and can be readily seen at a distance. 
Model D-Packed in a substantial box, complete .. . ... . . .... ..... .. ... . . . $6.75 

DURANT COUNTING MACHINES 
MODELS A, BAND D 

The Durant Counting Machines are made of steel, iron and brass, 
and the workmanship is of the very finest. All the parts are inter

changeable. The dials are 
Of enamel and have large REDINGTON COUNTING MACHINE 
black figures that can MODEL D, FOR C. & P. PRESSES 

readily be read at a distance. Can be quickly reset to 
zero or any number. A bracket is furnished with each 

DURANT ALARM couNTER, MODEL 4A5 machine for convenience in securing it to the feed 
board of the press. 

Model 5D1 Durant Counter (the Productimeter), as illustrated, is intended especially for job 
presses. Every part that carries a strain is of hardened steel and permits of a constant speed 
of over 400 strokes per minute, without the slightest inaccuracy, breakage or appreciable wear. 

PRICES OF DURANT COUNTING MACHINES 

Model4A1, 4 dial ... . ...... . .. . .. ... ... . ... . . ... ... . . .. .. ... . . . .. . .. . $5.10 
Model 5A1, 5 dial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 
Model 6A1, 6 dial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.20 
Model4A5, 4 dial, with Alarm . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... . .. . . . . .. . . .11.05 
Model5A5, 5 dial, with Alarm....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 .75 
Model 5B1, 5 dial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 7.50 
Model 5B1, 5 dial , with attachment for Golding or Pearl Presses ... .. 12.50 
Model 5Dl, 5 dial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.95 
Model 5Dl, 5 dial, with attachment for Universal or Colt 's Armory 

Type Presses . .... .... . .. .. .. . ..... .. ... ... . . . .. . . ...... . . . . .. .... 10.00 
DURANT 5D1 (PRODUCTIMETER) 

COUNTING MACHINE 

Alarm Counters ring at each 50,100,500 or 1000, as ordered. The above are all the original Durant models. 
Models Band D all have Instantaneous Reset 
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AMERICAN ~PLATE BRUSH 
WILL NOT SCRATCH THE FINEST HALFTONE 

The American Plate Brush is made in two sizes to accommodate both the job pressroom and 
the cylinder pressroom. The body of the American Plate Brush is made of fine brass wire of such 
delicate fibre that it will not scratch the finest type face or halftone. Around the edges of the 

AMERICAN STAPLESET PLATE BRUSH 

brush is placed a row of bristles which prevents 
edges turning over and wire becoming matted, as 
is the case with all-wire brushes. The bristles also 
act as a wiper after the wire portion of the brush has 
picked out the sediment in a halftone, electrotype 
or type rna tter. The American Pia te Brush is the only 
perfect plate-cleaning brush on the market. Thou
sands of them are in daily use and giving entire 
satisfaction. No printing office is entirely complete 
without one or more of these brushes. 
American Plate Brush No.1, size 23fsx4Ys inches, each .. $1.00 
American Plate Brush No.2, size 2%x6% inches, each . . 2.25 

AMERICAN~ PERFECTION 
BENZINE BRUSH 

This without doubt is the best Benzine Brush on 
the market. Size 5x21fs inches. Made with ten rows 
of pure China bristles. Solid hardwood back, in 
natural finish. A superior brush at a medium price. 
Price .. ....... .... . . . . . . ... . . .... .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . ... . . . . $0.60 

AMERICAN ST APLESET PERFECTION BENZINE BRUSH 

AMERICAN ~ BENZINE 
BRUSH 

American Stapleset Oval Back Benzine Brush is 
the old reliable benzine brush, size 51fsx214 inches. 
Made with solid hardwood back and black bristles. 
Supplied in two lengths of bristles. 
No.1 Oval Back Benzine Brush, long bristles. . .. . . . . $0.50 

AMERICAN STAPLESET OVAL BACK BENZINE BRUSH No.1 Oval Back Benzine Brush, short bristles . .. . . . . . . .50 

AMERICAN ~TAMPICO LYE BRUSH 
The American Stapleset 

Tampico Lye Brush is sturdy 
and serviceable. Made of best 
white tampico, solid back. 

Size of brush 2o/sx7% inches. 

No.8, Medium . . . . .. ... . . .. . .. . $0.35 
Stapleset Tampico No.7, small 

(23fsx5o/s inches). . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 
Stapleset Tampico No.9, large 

(2%x7% inches).. . . . . .. . .... .40 
AMERICAN STAPLESET TAMPICO LYE BRUSH 

Send for circular showing comPlete line of brushes used in the Printing office 
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SUCCESS BENZINE CANS 
Success Benzine Cans are made in two sizes: pint and quart. They 

are strong and durable, being made of extra heavy brass. The Success 
Benzine Can is unquestionably the most popular container on the 
market and thousands are in use in printing offices and wherever 
benzine cans are required. 

One pint can .... . ... . .. . . ...... . . . $1.00 One quart can ... . . . . . ... ........ $1.25 PINT CAN 

McNUTT NON-EXPLOSIVE BENZINE CAN 
QUART CAN 

The McNutt Non-Explosive Benzine Can is a high grade, safe benzine can, made in both steel 
and brass. It has been used with confidence in the largest and best printing offices in the country 
for a number of years. 

PRICES AND SIZES OF McNUTT NON-EXPLOSIVE BENZINE CANS 

Half pint, steel. . .... . . . . .. . ... $1.10 One quart, steel. .. ...... . . ... . $2.00 One pint, brass ..... . . . . .... .. $1.50 
One pint, steel. ...... . . ..... . . 1.40 Half pint, brass .... . .. . .. .. ... 1.25 One quart, brass .. . . .. . ... . ... 2.00 

JUSTRITE NON-EXPLOSIVE BENZINE CANS 
J ustri te Non-Explosive Benzine Cans meet all requirements of the Board 

of Fire Underwriters as a protection to life and property. An ingenious 
device in the top of the can prevents the liquid from escaping uninten

tionally, making the can entirely safe. 
The larger cans are generally used for storage pur

poses, while the smaller sizes may be safely handled in 
the composing room or pressroom. They are made in 
six sizes. 

PRICES OF ]USTRITE NON-EXPLOSIVE BENZINE CANS 
One pint size ... .. ... . . . ... $1.80 
One quart size . . . ... . . . .. . 2.00 

THREE GALLON CAN QUART C1 Two quart size . .. .... . . . . 2.50 

JUSTRITE OILY WASTE OR RAG CAN 
Justrite Oily Waste Cans bear thJ official label of the National 

Board of Fire Underwriters, thus in~uring protection not afforded 
by the use of inferior oily waste caJs. It is the only automatic oily 
waste can made, and the patented foot lever is novel and appeals 
to all users. A slight pressure of the foot raises the cover, leav
ing both hands free to insert the rags. This obviates all desire 
to block the cover open and greatly increases its efficiency over 
all others. On the removal of the foot from the handle the cover 
closes automatically. It is easy to carry, absolutely safe, conven
ient, clean and durable. 

Size Exclusive of Legs Price Each 

No. l-11%x13 inches ..... .... . .. . . .. ..... . . . . . . . .. ... . ... .. .. ... . .. . ..... $4.00 
No. 2-12%x14 inches . . . . .. . .... . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .... . .. .. .... . .... .. .. ... 4.50 
No. 3-13lfzx15 inches . . . .. . .. . .. . ... .. .... ... .. . ...... . . . . . . . .. . . ... .. .. . . 5.00 

One gallon size ... .. . . . .. . $3.00 
Three gallon size .. . . .. . . .. 5.00 
Five gallon size . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 

McNUTT OILY WASTE CAN 
The McNutt Oily Waste Can completely fills the bill for a moderately priced can that will 

stand the wear and tear of the average printing office. It is as safe as it is possible to make a 
can, as thousands of discriminating users will testify. 
No. 1-11%x14% inches . .. . .... .. .. . .. . ... .. . ..... $3.25 No. 5-17x24 inches .. .. . .... ... . . .. . ... .... .. ... . . $6.00 
No. 2-12%x18 inches . . ... . . . . . ..... . . . . .. . . . .. ... 3.50 No. 6-18x26 inches ... . . ... .. .. . .. ...... . ... . .... 8.00 
No. 3-14x20 inches .. ... .. . . . .. . . . .. . . ....... . . . . . 4.00 No. 7-20x30 inches . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . .. . ... 10.00 
No. 4-14x22 inches . . .. . . . ........ . . .. . .. . . . . . . ... 4.50 No. 8-24x36 inches .... .. . ... . . . .. .. ... .... . . . . . . . 14.00 
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GAUGE PINS FOR PLATEN PRINTING PRESSES 
Gauge Pins are probably more used to-day than ever before. 

They are really a necessity in most printing offices. They are 
inexpensive and save considerable time in make-ready. We have 
a large assortment of the very best lines made. This is the Original Stee l Gauge Pin 

ORIGINAL STEEL GAUGE PIN 
The Original Steel Gauge Pin is simplicity in itself and 

a general favorite with many 
pressmen. 

No.2 ~ Price, in four sizes, either one 
size or assorted, per dozen ... . . .. .......... .. .... .. .. $0.90 

GOLDEN STEEL GAUGE PINS 

~~~ 
• No . 2 No.6 

For the general run of work the Golden Steel Gauge Pin is 
the most popular pin on the market. 
Price, either size, not assorted, per dozen ....... ... . . . $0.90 

SPRING TONGUE GAUGE PIN 

c;;;: ~' 
Short Tongue 

Spring Tongue Gauge Pins, being elastic, will not break 
readily under pressure. 
Price, per set of three, with an extra long tongue with 

each pin . .. .... . ..... ... ... .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . $0.50 
Per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.80 
Extra tongues, long or short, per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 

SOLID BRASS GAUGE 
This is a job press guide or 
gauge made of solid brass. It is 
12 point, and when glued to the 
tympan is an effective guide. 

,Price, per dozen .. .. . . . .. 
1 

.. . .. . . .. . .. . ... .... . . . ...... . $1.00 

SCREW ADJUSTING GAUGE PIN 
Screw Adjusting Gauge Pins have knurled part at the base 

for fine adjust
ment. Maximum 
adjustment,% in. 
Price, set of three 

including one dozen fiat tongues . ... . . . ... . . . . ... ... . $2 .50 

CYLINDER SIDE GUIDE 

FLEXIBLE SIDE GAUGE PIN 
The Flexible Side Gauge Pin will bend under the 
grippers without break
ing. It has teeth and is 
adjusted in the usual 
manner. 
Price, per dozen, with or 

without lips . .... $0.90 

BRASS GAUGE PIN 

lll.lg ~ 
The Brass Gauge Pin is a superior gauge pin for 
tough work. Sizes made: Nos.l, 2, 3, 4 and 6. 
Price, per dozen . . . . ... . . . ..... . ..... . .. . .. .... $0.90 

LOW GAUGE PIN, FLEUR-DE-LIS 
A unique steel gauge pin with a low head, about 
six points high, and a long upturned lip. Made also 
with a straight-out > .1l@J 

!ip,suitab!e ~or proof- ~r- · : ~ ...... .. ...... __ ·-~ 
mg or pnntmg from ~·-~-~. 
thin plates. -
Price, either style, per set of three ...... . . ... . . $0 .25 
Price, either style, per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 

PERFECT REGISTER GAUGE 
The Perfect Register Gauge is especially designed 
for making very 
fine and quick 
adjustments. 
Price of Gauge, 

per set of three, and including one dozen fiat 
tongues . . . ... ..... . .......... .... ..... ... .. .. $2.50 

Flat tongues, long and short, per packet. . . . . . . .35 

DOUBLE GRIP GAUGE 

Secured to the feed board bythesharppoint,as 
shown in the outline in cut, which is placed at 
the side of pillar, so that hair adjustments may 

Attached to the tympan without the use of prongs, glue or 

be obtained by s imply turn
ing the pillar to the desired 
position. Bra ss t ongue is 
adjustable in every direc
tion. 
Price, each .. ........ . . $1.00 

paste, sheets cannot be 
fed under gauge-head. 
Price,set of 3 . .. . .. $2.50 

ECCENTRIC STUD GAUGE 
This gauge is provided with a fixed 
lip instead of an adjustable tongue. 
The face is round instead of fiat . It is 
made fast to the tympan by a knurled 

nutwhich draws a circular plate against the underside of the tympan 

F'E:D 

Compl ete directions for use of Gauge Pins , Gauges , 
etc., are printed and sent buyer wh en order is filled . 

and binds whole together. · 
Price, per set of three .. $2.00 

IRON GAUGE PIN 
DRAWER 

Screws under feed board of 
press. Size 2lfzx3lfzx% in . 
Price each, with screw $0.50 
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GRIPPER CROSSBARS AND GRIPPER FINGERS 
Gripper Crossbars and Gripper Fingers are designed for platen presses and can be quickly applied and adjusted. 

The Crossbar is the first invention to completely cross the platen and conform to all spaces between the grippers 
without extending outside. 

Cons ists of two % inch Fingers and Intermediate 
Sections. Conforms to all dimensions 

between grippers 

Crossbar with Down Finger applied. Also an Inside 
Marginal Finger which admits a side gauge % inch Gripper Finger ,1 inch opening, reduced one-half. 

with a narrow head between it 
and the gripper 

The fingers lie between the type matter without 
smashing leads or quads 

I ~ ~--ID ~ 
% inch Finger )i inch Finger Marginal 

The device consists of two 3Js inch Fingers and intermediate sections of different lengths 
which slide with spring tension upon the Fingers. The Fingers are made in various shapes 
and may be used either singly or collectively. They lie between the type matter without 
smashing leads or quads. The Down Fingers extend vertically over the sheet and may be 
adjusted to do effective work anywhere between the grippers. The Marginal turns down 
at the end and nips the sheet. The Inside Marginal extends laterally in both directions 
over the end of the sheet parallel to the gripper and admits a narrow gauge-head between. 
Sheets are lapped along the margin in either direction whether wide or narrow. Spaces 
between matter are also entered from either direction. In printing small forms the left-hand 
gripper may be equipped and the right-hand gripper set to one side out of the feeder's way. 
The part of the Gripper Fingers that attaches to the gripper is made with %, % and 1 inch 
size openings to fit grippers the same in width or narrower. There are frequently occa
sions, after complicated type forms are put on the press, when the pressman is obliged 
to resort to makeshift methods in order to obtain the fine results he desires. 

PRICES OF GRIPPER CROSSBARS AND GRIPPER FINGERS 

Inside 
Marginal 

1 
Down 
Finger 

for % in. 
Finger 

1 
Down 

.Finger for 
Crossbar 

Each Each 

3Js inch Gripper Finger,%,% or 1 inch opening .... $0.60 
1fs inch Gripper Finger, %, % or 1 inch opening. . . . .60 
Marginal Finger, %, % or 1 inch opening. . . . . . . .60 
Inside Marginal Finger, %, % or 1 inch opening. . . . 75 
Down Finger for 3Js inch Finger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 

Down Finger for Crossbar .. 
Crossbar for all size presses up to 10x15. 
Crossbar for presses up to 13x19. 
Crossbar for larger presses . 

. ... $0.35 
1.75 

... 2.00 
.... . .. 2.50 

MEGILL AUTOMATIC REGISTER GAUGE 
The Automatic Register Gauge will not only produce absolutely perfect register but will increase the output 

and save stock. On reference to the illustrations it will be seen that the gauge is complete in itself and, though 
operated by the gripper, has no connection with it and is free to be placed anywhere. The speed arm touches the 

gripper near the bottom and, having a lateral motion across it, always works 
easily and is adapted to any inclination of gripper or platen. All wearing parts 

Fig.l. Platen Open 

are of hardened steel and the device is constructed on the inter
changeable system. The finest adjustment can be obtained and 
no parts are employed which are liable to disarrange during the 
run. The forward feet prevent the sheets from feeding under the 
setter-head. A tongue is unnecessary as the lip prevents 

the sheets from slipping up over the 
setter-head in feeding. All parts depress 
to 12 points. The speed arm is needed only 
when running. It is applied at the notch 
and runs easily to posi
tion. The pressure of the 
gripper will not displace 
it. The illustration shows 
a 12 point setter-head. 

Megill Automatic Register Gauge. Price ..... . . $7.50 

Complete directions/or the use of Gauge Pins, GriPPer Crossbars and Fingers are supplied to purchasers 
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STEEL COMPOSING RULES 

LEATHER POCKET RULE CASE 
STEEL MAKE-UP RULE 

The Leather Pocket Rule Case is well made of strong brown leather. 
It has patent clasp and contains 12 steel composing rules. 
Sizes: 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24,26%, 28 and 30 ems pica. Price ................ $2.50 

STEEL COMPOSING RULE 
These Steel Composing and Make-up Rules are made from the finest 

quality tempered steel, highly finished. Sizes and prices: 
4 to 15 ems ... $0.20 

16 to 20 ems . . . .25 
21 to 25 ems ... $0.30 31 to 35 ems . .. $0.40 41 to 45 ems . .. $0.50 51 to 55 ems ... $0.60 

56 to 60 ems . . . .65 26 to 30 ems . . . .35 36 to 40 ems . . . .4~ 46 to 50 ems . . . .55 
Extra Thin Composing Rule (10-to-pica) , 13 ems . . ................ $0.20 

PERFECTION RULE SET 
The Perfection Set contains 40 spring tempered steel composing 

rules, numbered 4 to 45 picas, including half-em measures below 
10 picas. Rules are fitted in a handsome case strongly made of 

.polished oak, plush lined and nicely finished. 
Price ..... . .. . . .... . . ..... ... .. . ..... .. .. . ..... . . . .. .. . . . . ... . .. . ... .. . .. $10.00 

COMPOSITORS' TWEEZERS 
SAFETY CAPS ARE FURNISHED WITH ALL TWEEZERS WITH THE EXCEPTION 

OF THE IMPROVED LOCKING TWEEZERS 

No.3 COMBINATION BODKIN AND TWEEZERS 

No.3 Combination Bodkin 
and Tweezers. The bodkin 
folds into the tweezers. 
Nickel plated. Price .. .. $1.00 

No.5 is the best tweezers at 
the price; file points; steel; is 
4 inches long. Nickel plated. 

PERFECTION RULE SET 

ENGRAVERS' 
TOOLS 

No.5 TWEEZERS Price ..................... $0.50 No.1 V-SHAPED, LARGE, SHARP EDGE 

N 0. 7 TWEEZERS 

No.7 and No.8 are excel
lent tweezers; tempered 
steel with file· cut points and 
backs. No. 7-4 inches long. 
Nickel plated. Price . . $0.50 No.2 V-SHAPED, SMALL, SHARP EDGE 

No . 8 TWEEZERS 

No.9 IMPROVED LOCKING TWEEZERS 

No.llA TWEEZERS 

This is the No.8 
Tweezers; 4% inches 
long. Price .. . ... $0.60 

The Improved Locking 
Tweezers locks and unlocks 
automatically by holding 
the points up or down. 
Nickel plated. Price . .. $0.85 

A good cheap tweezers. Made 
of polished steel; 3% inches long. 
No.llA. Nickel plated.Price. $0.30 

BODKINS 
Steel Needle Bodkin with wooden handle. Price ..... . . . . ... .... . ....... $0.15 
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No.4 FLAT, FACE 1;4 INCH WIDE 

No.5 OVAL, FACE %4 INCH WIDE 

No.6 DIAMOND, %2 INCH SQUARE 

Set of six in box . ... . : ... . ... $2.50 
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CYLINDER AND VALVE BELLOWS 

CYLINDER BELLOWS 

No.1 Cylinder Bellows, 20 inch. Price . .... .. ....... . ........ $2.25 

PRINTERS' MITER BOXES Small Valve Bellows, 8inch. Price. . .. $2.00 
LargeValveBellows,10inch. Price. 2.75 

No . 5891-Miter Box, 2% inches wide,10 inches long. Price .. . $0.65 
No. 5893-Miter Box, 3 inches wide, 16 inches long. Price. .. . .80 

BACKSAW 

Price .... .. . . ..... . 

ROBINSON IMPROVED M"ALLET 

... ... $3.00 

The hammer head of this mallet is ovoid, or egg-shaped. A blow struck upon the planer is always 
a square blow, which is a most important consideration when taking a proof. There are no sharp 
corners to wear away, and no danger of its slipping off the planer and marring the type faces. 

PRICE AND DIMENSIONS OF ROBINSON IMPROVED MALLET 

No.5822 Hickory, ball3%x3% inches, full length 8 inches . . .. . ....... $1.35 

ALL-RAWHIDE MALLETS 
All-Rawhide Mallets 

have heads that are made 
throughout of rolled raw
hide, specially treated, 

THE ROBINSON 
IMPROVED MALLET 

and formed into shape by hydraulic pressure. 
All-Rawhide Mallet No. 4-2x3Vz inches, weight 10 oz .. . 
All-Rawhide Mallet No.l0-2x3% inches, weight 20 oz. (loaded) . 
All-Rawhide Mallet No. 5-2%x4% inches, weight 22 oz .... 

. ... $1.25 
1.50 

... 2.75 

WOODEN MALLETS 
All Wooden Mallets are made of thoroughly 

seasoned and selected stock. The handles are 
screwed in and mallets are oil finished. The lig
num-vitae mallets are especially recommended 
as they are much heavier than 
the hickory mallets. 

LIGNUM-VITAE MALLET 

PRICES OF WOODEN MALLETS 

No.5805 Hickory, small, size 2ljzx4% inches. . .. $0.75 
No. 5807 Hickory, medium, size 3x5 inches . . . . . . 1.00 
No. 5809 Hickory, large, size 3%x6 inches . . . 1.15 
No. 5815 Ligpum-vitae, size 2%x3% inches . . 1.00 
No. 5817 Lignum-vitae, size 3x5 inches . . . . 1.25 

SHOOTING STICKS 

7 inch Iron , nickeled, each . 
Hickory, each . . 

.$0.75 
. . .20 

MILLER COMPOSITION 
MALLETS 

MILLER COMPOSITION 
MALLET 

The Miller Composition Mallets are of lami
nated construction and molded in one piece. 
Handles are second-growth hickory, of special 
design, and will not work loose and come off. 

No. 8-2x3% in., weight 8 oz., handle 11 in .. . ... . $1.00 
No. 16-21Jzx4% in., weight 16 oz., handle 12 in ..... 1.30 
No. 24-2%x5lfs in., weight24 oz., handle 14 in ..... 1.70 
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PLANERS FOR PROOFS, TYPE AND SLUGS 
Planers are made of the best selected rock m aple. The face of the proof planer is covered 

with a durable quality of felt. The face of the slug planer is covered with corrugated r ubber. 

PROOF PLANER 

No. 5835-Proof Planer, size 3lfzx8 inches. Price. . $1.10 
No. 5837- Proof Planer, size 3lfzx8 inches, with 

leather top . Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 

SLUG PLANER 

No. 5847-Slug Planer, size 3%x6 inches. Price . .. . $0.75 

WOOD QUOINS 

WOOD QUOINS IN BOX 

Wood Quoins are made of hardwood (not 
boxwood) in lengths of 1% inches in assorted 
widths. They are sold in boxes, bags and bar
rels, as follows: 

No. 5869-Hardwood Quoins in box of 100. 
Weight, 1% lbs. 

No. 5873- Hardwood Quoins in bag of 500. 
Weight, 9lbs. 

No. 5877- Hardwood Quoins in bag of 1000. 
Weight, 18 lbs. 

No. 5881-Hardwood Quoins in barrel of 
7500. Weight of full barrel, 135 lbs.; per 1000, 
18 lbs. 

Boxwood Quoins are not kept in stock, but 
will be furnished to order. 
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MAPLE PLANER 

No. 5839-Maple Planer, small, size 3%x6 inches. 
Price .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.45 

No. 5841- Maple Planer, large, size 3l,ix8 inches. 
Price.... ........ ..... . ........ .. .. ... .... . .... .50 

No. 5843- Maple Planer, leather top,3l,ix8 inches. 
Price .. . .. . .... .... . . ............ . .... . ........ .65 

LEADER BOX 

HAMILTON LEADER BOX 

No. 3185- Hamilton Leader Box, size 5x8xl% in .... $0 .40 

WOOD FURNITURE AND 
REGLET CUT TO LENGTH 

REGLET IN BUNDLE 

Wood Furniture and Reglet are regularly 
supplied in bundles of 100 pieces of the follow
ing lengths and widths: 

Lengths: 10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50,55,60, 
65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 
125, 140 and 160. 

Widths: 6, 8, 10, 12 and 18 point, and 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 8 and 10 picas. 

Fifty pieces of one size is the minimum q uan
tity sold. The price for 50 pieces of one size is 
advanced 25 per cent on rate for 100 pieces. 

Odd lengths are cut to order at the prices of 
the next longer length. 
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WOOD FURNITURE AND WOOD REGLET 
Wood Furniture and Wood Reglet are kept in stock in yard lengths of the bodies listed in 

table below. They are made from thoroughly kiln-dried stock on machines especially designed 
for the purpose, insuring accuracy. Other bodies and lengths are made to order. 

BODIES AND WEIGHTS OF REGLET AND 
FURNITURE IN STRIPS 

Weight 
Widths 

Weight 
Widths I toO Yards lOOYacds 

Lbs. Lbs. 

6 point .... .. .. 10 4line ....... .. 40 
12point ........ 12 5line ......... 50 
18point ........ 15 6line . .. ...... 60 
2line ......... 20 8line .. .. ... .. 80 
3line ......... 30 lOline ..... .... 100 

R-SAVING WOOD FURNITURE AND REGLET 
wuu1wmg cabinets and fonts to fill them are sold together or separately. They are fully 

described in Printing Equipments section on pages 1094 to 1096. Piec*~~~ 

CABINETS WITH CONTENTS Pieces in 
Font 

No. 3690-Reglet Cabinet with contents .. ... . .. . 
No. 3695-Re~let Cabinet with contents . ....... . 
No. 3729-C-~eglet Cabinet with contents ...... . 

REGLE~ ~IN FONTS TO FILL ABOVE CABINETS 

No. 3734- Laqor-Saving Reglet to fill Cabinet No. 
3690, 10 to 60 picas, as assorted ..... . . ....... . . 

No. 3736-Labor-Saving Reg let to fill Cabinet No. 
3695, 61 to 160 picas, as assorted ............... . 

No. 3729-D-:q_abor-Saving Reglet to fill Cabinet 
No. 3729-E, ~0 to 51 picas, as assorted ........ . . 

WOOD FURNITURE CABINETS WITH CONTENTS 

2244 
2244 
2100 

2244 

2244 

2100 

No. 3700-Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 432 
No. 3705-Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 432 
No. 3710-Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 972 
No. 3715-Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 972 
No. 3720-Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 1332 
No. 3725-Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 1332 
No. 3728-Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 280 
No.3728-C-Wood Furniture Cabinet with contents 560 

No.3728-J-Wood FurnitureCabinetwithcontents 765 
No.3728-M- WoodFurnitureCabinetwithcontents 1530 

WOOD FURNITURE TO FILL ABOVE CABINETS 

No. 3740-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3700,10 to 60 picas, as assorted . . .. 432 

No. 3742-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3705,70 to 160 picas, as assorted ... 432 

No. 3748-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3710,10 to 60 picas, as assorted .... 972 

No. 3750-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3715,70 to 160 picas, as assorted ... 972 

No. 3758-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3720,10 to 60 picas, as assorted. ... 1332 

No. 3760-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3725,70 to 160 picas, as assorted . . . 1332 

No. 3728-A-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No.3728,10 to 60 picas, as assorted .... 280 

No. 3728-D-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3728-C,lO to 60 picas, as assorted .. 560 

No. 3728-K-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3728-],10 to 160 picas, as assorted .. 765 

No. 3728-N-Labor-Saving Wood Furniture to fill 
Cabinet No. 3728-M, lO to 160 picas, as assorted . 1530 

IRON AND WOOD SIDE AND FOOT STICKS 
Iron Side Sticks are made, unless otherwise ordered, 14 inch longer than the standard l.eJ?,gth 

of form, and Foot Sticks are made 14 inch shorter than standard width of form. If larger\ han 
6 point column rules are used, or columns wider than 13 picas, allowance will have to be made. 

IRON SIDE AND FOOT STICK 

SIZES OF WOOD SIDE STICKS 

Length Thick End Thin End 

No.5923-Extca Thin ·1 lyd. %in. l}b in. 
No.5925-Thin_. ... .... 1 yd. % in. 1fs in. 
No. 5927-Medmm .... 1 yd. 1 in. yb in. 
No.5929-Thick ....... 1 yd. 1% in. %in. 

SIZES OF IRON SIDE AND FOOT STICKS 

Straight or Beveled. Priced per Inch, any Length 

Regular Sizes of Side I Length Length Total Total 

and F oot Sticks Side Foot Length Length 
Stick Stick 2 of Each 4 of Each 

4 col. folio or quarto 141!4 in. 8%in. 46 in. 92 in. 
5 col. folio or quarto 181!4 in. 11 in. 58% in. 117 in. 
6 col. folio or quarto 201!4 in. 131!4 in. 67 in . 134 in. 
7 col. folio or quarto 221!4 in. 15% in. 75% in. 151 in. 
8 col. folio or quarto 241!4 in. 17% in. 84 in . 168 in . 
9 col. folio or quarto 261!4 in. 20 in. 92% in . 185 in . 

MAPLE CUTTING STICKS FOR PAPER CUTTERS 
These are furnished for all makes of paper cutters. They are made of seasoned maple. Maxi

mum length is 85 inches. In ordering, the exact measurements of square and of length must be 
given.or a sample sent. To state the name and size of a paper cutter is not a sufficient description. 
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PRESSED STEEL GALLEYS 
Pressed Steel Galleys are made of cold-rolled steel, polished or galvanized, formed with special 

machinery to reduce labor cost to the minimum, with electrically welded corners. Rigidity is 
ensured by the beaded formation under each of the rims. 

Pressed Steel Galleys are furnished, to order, with consecutive numbers, either stamped on the 
back rim of galleys or by number plates attached to back wall of galleys. Galvanized steel galleys 
are numbered by means of attached plates only. Numbering is extra. 

The outside measurements are% in. wider than the inside, narrow-wise. 

CHALLENGE PRESSED STEEL GALLEY 

CHALLENGE PRESSED STEEL 
GALLEYS 

NEWS AND BOOK SIZES 

Sizes, inside Description 
13 picas+ 1 pt.x23% in . . .. .. For 13 pica column 
2%x23% in. ... . ... . ... . News single column 
3%x23% in. . . . ...... . ... Single column 
3%xll% in ..... . ..... Half-length single column 

26% picas+ 2 pts .x23% in .. For 26% pica column 
6%x23% in.. . . . . . . . . . . .. Double column 
6%xll% in... . . . .. . ... . Half-lengthdoublecolumn 
8%x23% in.. . . . .. .... Triple column 

10%x23% in.. . . . . . . ... Four column 

JOB SIZES 

6x10 in. 8%x13 in . 10x16 in. 12x18 in. 

MAILING SIZES, CLOSED ENDS 

13 picas+ 1 pt.x22% in. 
2%x22% in. 
3%x22% in . 12x 18 in. 

26% picas+ 2 pts.x22% in . 
6%x22% in. 
8%x22% in. 

HAMIL TON PRESSED STEEL GALLEY 

HAMIL TON PRESSED STEEL 
GALLEYS 

NEWS AND BOOK SIZES 

Sizes, inside Description 
13 picas+ 1 pt.x23% in. . . For 13 pica column 
2%x23% in.. . .. . .... News single column 
3%x23% in ..... . ..... Single column 
3%xll% in . ......... ... Half-length single column 

26% picas+ 2 pts.x23% in .. For 26% pica column 
6%x23% in. . . . . . . .... Double column 
6%xll% in. . .... Half-length double column 
8%x23% in. . . .. . Triple column 

10%x23% in. . . . . . . . . . .... Four column 

JOB SIZES 

6x10 in. 8%x13 in. 10x16 in. 12x18 in. 

MAILING SIZES, CLOSED ENDS 

13 picas+ 1 pt.x23% in. 
2%x23% in. 
3%x23% in. 12x18 in. 

26% picas+ 2 pts.x23Vz in. 
6%x23% in. 
8%x23% in. 

RIGID RIM STEEL GALLEYS 
A superior style of steel galley, with wide rims, 

spot-welded to bottoms. Numbering is extra. 

NEWS AND BOOK SIZES 

*Sizes, inside Description 
2%x231fz in .. .... . .......... News single column 
31fzx23lfz in... . .... . .Single column 
3%xll% in.. ... . ... .... .. . Half-length single column 

26% picas+2 pts.x23% in .. News double column 
6%x23lfz in.. . .. Double column 
6%xll% in.. . ..... .... ... Half-length double column 
8%x23lfz in. ... . . . . . . . . ... Triple column 

101fzx231fz in .... .... .. ....... Four column 
12%x231fz in... . . . . . . . . .Five column 
15 x23Vz in ..... . ..... . ... . Six column 
17%x231fz in.. . .. ... .... .. Seven column 
19ljzx23ljz in . ................ Eight column 

JOB SIZES 
6xl0 in. t S%x12% in. 10x16 in. 

t9lfzx15% in. 
tlllfzx17% in. 
12x18 in. 

RIGID RIM STEEL GALLEY 

MAILING SIZES, CLOSED ENDS 

·•Sizes, inside 
2%x231Js in ... . . . . 
31fzx23Vs in .. 

26% picas+2 pts. x231Js in .. 
6%x231Js in .. 
81fzx23% in ..... 

Description 
.News single column 

. . Single column 
. .. News double column 
. . Double column 

. . . Triple column 

*Outside dimensions are% in. wider and% in.longer than inside dimensions. 
tThese three sizes will fit in galley cabinets made to take 8%x13, 10x16 and 12x18 in. pressed steel galleys. 
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PATENT CORNER ALL-BRASS GALLEYS 

TRIPLE COLUMN PATENT CORNER ALL-BRASS GALLEY 

PATENT CORNER ALL-BRASS JOB GALLEY 

All-Brass Galleys of various styles of 
construction have been put on the market 
and withdrawn since this standard style 

PATENT CORNER ALL-BRASS MAILING GALLEY, 7lf2x23lf2 IN. 

was first designed. The Patent Corner All-Brass Galleys have survived, with increasing popularity 
because they are the best. The job sizes and the four column and five column galleys are grad
uated by pica ems at head and on one side, as shown in illustration at left. 

The outside measurements are% inch wider than the inside, narrow-wise, and on mailing 
galleys both ways. 

INSIDE MEASUREMENTS OF PATENT CORNER ALL-BRASS GALLEYS 

lnches, Inside Sty le of Galley Inches,Inside Style of Galley Inches,lnside Sty le of Gall e y 

3%x23% Single Column 15x23% Six Column 10xl6 Job Size 
5x23% Medium Column 17%x23% Seven Column 12xl8 Job Size 

6%x23% Double Column 19%x23% Eight Column 15x22 Job Size 
8%x23% Triple Column 6x10 Job Size 18x25 Job Size 

10%x23% Four Column 8%x13 Job Size 6%x23% Mailing 
12%x23% Five Column 9x14 Job Size 7%x23% Mailing 

AVERY ALL-BRASS MAKE-UP GALLEYS 
Made in eight sizes: 8%x13, 9x14, 10x16, 

10%x23%, 12x18, 12%x23%, 15x23%, and 
17~x23% inches inside. 

This is a regular Patent Corner All-Brass 
Galley with pica graduations. The make-up 
gauge is an eccentric steel rod in a square 
brass tube. It is easily entered into holes in side 
walls to give the desired length of page, and is 
as easily released. When set for make-up the AVERY ALL-BRASS MAKE-UP GALLEY 

gauge is held in a position about one pica longer than the required length of page, at which time 
the gauge lever is in the position indicated by dotted lines shown in illustration. Reversing the 
lever brings page to required length under strong pressure. 

CHALLENGE NON-REMOVABLE 
GALLEY LOCK 

STYLE 1-To work r eliably with 
Challenge pressed steel galleys 
only. Made for following widths of 
galleys: 13 picas + 1 pt. , 3% in., 26% 
picas + 2 pts., and 6% in. Special 
widths to order. 

STYLE 2-To work with Hamilton 
(new style) pressed steel galleys 
only; same widths as in Style 1. 

GALLEY LOCKS 

CHALLENGE REMOVABLE 
GALLEY LOCK 

STYLE 3-To work reliably with 
Challenge pressed steel galleys 
only. Made in widths of 2 in. (for 
13 pica galleys), 3·~'ia in. (for 3% in . 
galleys)and 6% in.(for6% in.orwider 
galleys). Special widths to order. 

STYLE 4-To work with Hamilton 
(new style) pressed steel galleys 
only; same widths as in Style 3. 
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JONES DROP-IN GALLEY LOCK 

Made to work effectively on any 
width of patent corner brass or 
rigid rim steel galleys. Each lock 
has an expansion of one pica. The 
lock is expanded and locked by de
pressing or raising the lever. 

The expansion piece is of steel in 
brass case. 

Standard widths are 12,13 and 26% 
picas, and 3%, 6%, 8%, 10 and 12 in. 
Special widths to order. 
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SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL CHASES 
Through Electric Welding the Four Bars Become One Solid, Perfect Piece of Steel 

A chase is only as strong as its corners; no other corner is as 
strong as the solid one-piece electric welded kind. Brazed or 
riveted corners or other two-piece corners, regardless of pro
cess of making, are bound to be weaker than the solid steel. 

In electric welding precisely the right heat may be applied 
to obtain that degree of fusibility necessary to cause the mole
cules of steel to intermingle just exactly as they would were 
the metal melted and cast in a mold-that's why t.hrough elec
tric welding the four bars of the chase become one solid, per
fect piece of steel. 

In ordinary welding the heat of the forge or furnace is applied to the exterior and works inward, 
which naturally causes the surface to become much hotter than the interior, and, although appar
ently a good weld is effected on the outside, the center is often defective. 

Electric welding is exactly the opposite; heat is first generated at the center of the bars and 
works outward, and with the visible exterior thoroughly welded, there can be absolutely no doubt 
that the interior is perfectly welded. 

DIAGRAM AND SIZES OF SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL BOOK CHASES 

BOOK CHASE, SOLID CROSSBAR 

BOOK CHASE, ONE BAR SHIFTING 

BOOK CHASE, BOTH BARS SHIFTING 

Outside Measurement 

No . Measurement Length and 

Inches Breadth 
Inches 

1 17x21 38 
2 20x25 45 
3 21x27 48 
4 22x27 49 
5 22x28 50 
6 23x29 52 
7 24x30 54 
8 25x30 55 
9 26x32 58 

10 26x34 60 
11 25x35 60 
12 26x36 62 
13 27x39 66 
14 29x41 70 
15 29x42 71 
16 30x42 72 
17 32x44 76 
18 32x46 78 
19 32x47 79 
20 33¥2x46 79¥2 
21 33¥2x48 81¥2 
22 34x48 82 
23 35x50 85 
24 36x52 88 
25 38x51 89 
26 37¥2x52 89¥2 
27 39x53 92 
28 41x55 96 
29 43x56 99 
30 40x60 100 
31 43x60 103 
32 43x63 106 
33 45x62 107 
34 45x65 110 
35 47x66 113 

Long crossbars are 4 picas wide. 
Short crossbars are 6 picas wide. 
Thickness of bars, o/s inch. 

Width of 
Side Bars 

Inches 

1 
H1s 
H1s 
His 
H'is 
His 
Hits 
H1s 
H1s 
H1s 
H16 
H1s 
H16 
H1s 
H'ts 
PIJs 
H1s 
H1s 
1~1s 
H16 
H1s 
1i'}'is 
H1s 
FHs 
H1s 
1"r'is 
H1s 
11}1s 
1~is 
His 
H'ts 
H'ts 
l'li'is 
l'li'is 
l'li1s 

Width of 
End Bars 

Inches 

1 
His 
H1s 
H1s 
llAs 
H1s 
H1s 
H1s 
H16 
H1s 
H1s 
l'hs 
H16 
Phs 
H1s 
1~1s 
HSs 
H1s 
1%s 
H16 
His 
H1s 
11'}16 
1'}1s 
1'}1s 
H16 
1i'}1s 
11}16 
1%s 
1'}1s 
H'ts 
1'lf'ls 
l'li1s 
B1s 
l'li1s 

Take Notice.-When special sizes of Superior Electric Welded Steel Chases are wanted it will be 
necessary to give accurate information regarding outside and inside dimensions, width of stock 
for side and end bars and width of stock for back bars, and also the size of the press bed. To facil
itate ordering special size chases, a printed blank showing detailed diagrams of newspaper, book 
and poster chases will be sent upon request to anyone interested. Special size chases are made to 
order and cannot be returned. Write for information and quotations. 
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Printing Machinery and E qui p ments 

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL CHASES 

Col. 
Quarto 

*4 
4 

*5 
5 

*6 
*6 
6 

*7 
7 

*8 

Through Electric Welding the Four Bars Become One Solid, Perfect Piece of Steel 

DIAGRAMS OF SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED QUARTO AND QUADRUPLE CHASES 

QUARTO CHASES 

Size of Pair 
Over All , Inches 

35%x241,4 
36 x24% 
43 x28% 
441fsx29% 
46 x32% 
47 x32% 
47o/sx34 
51 x371Jz 
521fsx39 
561fsx43Yz 

® 

OlD 
DD 

QUADRUPLE CHASES 
SIZES OF QUARTO CHASES 

Measurem ent 

I 

Width of Width of Width of 
Size of Each Chase Length and Side Bars End Bars Back Bars Outside . Inches Breadth Over Inches Inches Inches All , Inches 

- - ----
171%6x241,4 60% 11,16 11;16 1l}16 
18 x24lfz 60% 11,'16 11,16 1%6 
21% x28% 71% 1% 1% 1l}16 
221,-16 x29% 73% 1% 1% 1 ~16 
23 x32% 78% 11,4 11,4 1%.; 
23% x32% 79% 11,4 11,4 1%6 
231~16x34 81% 11,4 -11,4 1%6 
25Yz x37Yz 88% His 1%s 1%s 
26~1s x39 91% H1s 11}1s l%s 
28~1s x43% 99% H1s His 1i}is 

*These sizes carried in stock, and will be furnished unless otherwise specified. 
Thickness of side bars, 5fs inch; thickness of end bars, o/s inch; thickness of back bars, 5fs inch; width of cross

bars, 6 picas; thickness of crossbars, 5fs inch. 

SIZES OF QUADRUPLE CHASES 

Size of Set Size of Each 
Measurement Width of Width of Width of Width of Col. Length and Inside Outside No. Quarto OverAll Chase Outside Breadth Over Side Bars End Bars End Bars Back Bars 

Inches Inches All, Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches 

1 *5 28 x42% 14 x211,4 70% 1%s 1~1s Hi6 1l}1s 
2 *6 32%x47 161,4x23Yz 79Yz His 1%s His 1l}16 
2Yz :t:6 331,4x461,4 165fsx23% 79Yz 11/s 1;1s 1% 1%s 
3 *7 38 x50% 19 x251,4 88Yz 11/s 1%s 1% 1%s 

*These sizes carried in stock, and will be furnished unless otherwise specified. 
:j:Special for Reliance Press. 
Thickness of side bars, 5fs inch; thickness of inside end bars, 5fs inch; thickness of outside end bars, 5fs inch; 

thickness of back bars, 5fs inch. 

DIAGRAM AND SIZES OF HEADING CHASES 

Width of Bars 
Size of Chase 

I 

Size of Measurement 

No. Outside Chase Length and Side Bars End Bars 
With Bar Inside Breadth 

Inches Inches Inches With Bar Without Bar With Bar Without Bar 
Inches Inches Inches Inches 

8 x19 

I 

6x17 27 1 11,16 1 11,16 
10 x23 8x21 33 1 H1s 1 11;16 
10%x301/s 8x28 401,4 11,16 11/s Hi6 11/s 

Width of crossbar, 6 picas; thickness of bars, 5fs inch. 

€ 
I 

f] 
When ordering additional chases to match any 

Superior Chase in use no measurements need be 
given- naming serial number which is stamped 
on the chase assures an exact duplicate. 

In other cases where there is any doubt as to the 
measurements or style wanted, it will be advisable 

HEADING CHASE to write for a chase specification blank in which dia-
grams of all styles are shown, with detailed instructions for furnishing necessary specifications. 
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10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
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19 
20 

American Type Founders Company 

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL CHASES 
Through Electric W elding the Four Bars Become One Solid, Perfect Piece of Steel 

DIAGRAM AND SIZES OF SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL POSTER CHASES 

~ ~ 

P OSTER CHASE WITHOUT BAR POSTER CHASE WITH BAR 

Outsid~~~::urement I Le~~~~u~:~:~!dth Width of Width of Width of 
Side Bars With Bar Side Bars Without Bar End Bar s With Bar 

Inches Inches Inches Inches 

17x21 38 1 1Vl.s 1 
20x25 45 H'Js 1% 11,1s 
21x27 48 P/1s 1% H1s 
22x28 50 H1s 1% H1s 
24x30 54 n'is 1% His 
26x32 58 H1s 1Vs H1s 
25x35 60 H'ls 1Vs H1s 
27x39 66 H1s 11,4 His 
29x42 71 His 1% lo/Js 
32x46 78 Bls 1% H1s 
32x47 79 H'Is 1% H1s 

33%x48 81% 1i}·is 1% 1%s 
34x50 84 FV1s 1% H'ls 
35x52 87 H1s 1% H1s 
37x54 91 H1s 1% H'Js 
39x53 92 H'Js 1% W1s 
39x55 94 H'ls 1% 1'}16 
4lx55 96 1'}"\s 1% 1'}1s 
43x60 103 1\-'ls 1V2 17i'i6 
47x66 113 Pi"\6 1¥2 l'i1 6 

Width of 
End Bars Without Bar 

Inches 

11,"\s 
lVs 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1Vs 
1% 
11,4 
1lJt. 
114 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 

Width of crossbar, 6 picas. Thickness of bars, o/s inch. 

® 

No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

DIAGRAM AND SIZES OF SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL FOLIO CHASES 

® 

FOLIO CHASES 

Size of Pair Over All 
Column Folio Inches 

*5 28 x21% 
5 29%x22% 

*6 32%x24 
6 33%x24 

*7 38 x25% 
7 38%x26 

Special 41 x27 
*8 42 x28 
8 43o/sx28% 

*9 47 x30% 
9 48%x30% 

Paper 24x36 40 x26% 

Take Notice.-When special sizes of Superior Electric 
Welded Steel Chases are wanted, it will be necessary to 
give accurate information regarding outside and inside 
dimensions, width of stock for side and end bars and 
width of stock for back bars and also the size of the press 
bed. To facilitate ordering special size chases, a printed 
blank showing detailed diagrams of newspaper, book and 
poster chases will be sent to anyone interested. Special 
size chases are made to order and cannot be returned. 

Size of Each Chase Measurement Width of Width of Width of 
Outside, Inches Length and Breadth Side Bars End Bars Back Bars 

Over All . Inches Inches Inches Inches 

14 x21% 49% H1s H1s 1;)6 
141J,.)6x22% 51% H1s His 1;)6 
16% x24 56% H"\s H'Js 1%s 
161'}16x24 57% 1% 1% l%6 
19 x25% 63% 1% 1Vs 1%6 
19~1s x26 64% lVs 1Vs l%6 
20¥2 x27 68 1% F/s 1; ']6 
21 x28 70 H16 His l%6 
2F;)sx28% 71% 1% 1% 1~'1_6 
23% x30% 77¥2 1% 1% 1%6 
2431s x30% 78o/s 1% 1% 1%6 
20 x26% 66% l Vs 1% 1%6 

*These sizes carried in stock at the factory and will be furnished unless otherwise specified. 
Thickness of side bars, o/s inch. Thickness of end bars, o/s inch. Thickness of back bars , o/s inch. 
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SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL JOB CHASES 
Superior Electric Welded 

Steel]ob Chases are becoming 
more generally used year by 
year. They are much stronger 
and more satisfactory to use 
than cast iron chases and are 
made in a number of styles. 

t 

These chases are made for ~ I j 
all sizes of Chandler & Price 
J o bPresses. Special sizes made 
to order.Writeforinformation 
and prices. 

© 

BIASED JOB CHASE 

PLAIN JOB CHASE 
The regulation steel chase 

generally used 

~ ._ 
I I 

D 
I I 

~ 

.---- L_____,. 

SPIDER JOB CHASE 

JOB CHASE WITH BAR 
For divided forms such as brief 

work and booklets 

::I;; 

• ..,.. 
JOB CHASE WITH BEARERS 

~ 

Brass rule blanks locked at an 
angle saves rollers 

For locking up small forms; a fur
niture saver; very rigid 

The bearers are cast on the chase; 
substantial; saves time 

THESAMSONJOBCHASE 
The Samson Job Chase will be found a great convenience for locking up the large register 

job that does not permit of the use of a bar and in which the spring of a regular chase would 
prevent a register lock-up. It is the chase that meets the emergency, as it is made of extra wide 

material and will not yield under the severest strain. 
A11 sizes of Samson Chases are made of bars 1% inches 
wide at ends and beveled bars 2 inches wide at sides. 
They have the same outside measurements as regular 

SAMSON JOB CHASE 

o 1 chases and about 1% inches less space both ways inside_ 
Samson Chases can be supplied in the following sizes: 
10x15, llx17, 12x18, 13x19, 14x20, 14x22 and 14%x22 
inches. Send for additional information and prices. 

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC 
WELDED STEEL CHASES 

Superior Electric Welded Steel Chases may be obtained on short notice for Colt's Armory, 
Laureate, Hartford, National, Liberty and other platen printing presses, as well as for cutting and 
creasing presses. Write for information and prices. 

CHASES FOR KELLY PRESSES 
Superior Electric Welded Steel Chases for the Kelly Automatic Job Press Style Band for Kelly 

Automatic Press No.2 are made in the following sizes: 
No.2 CHASES 

STYLE B CHASES Steel Poster Chase-outside measure, 27%x35% inches; 
Standard Steel Poster Chase, KA-outside measure, inside measure, 24%x32% inches; 1% inch steel. 

17%x22% inches; inside measure, 15x20% inches. Steel Book Chase-outside measure, 27%x35% inches; 
Steel Skeleton Chase, KE-outside measure, 18%x22% inside measure, 25x33 inches; with long bar shifting; 

inches; inside measure 16%x20% inches. llfs inch steel. 

Other size chases for Kelly Presses furnished to 01'der 
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American Type Found ers Company 

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC WELDED STEEL 
NEWSPAPER CHASES 

FoR STEREOTYPING NEWSPAPER PAGES 

Superior Electric Welded Steel Newspaper Stereotype Chases are made in the most accurate 
manner, exactly type high, perfectly square and true. The side lock-up screw is attached to 

the side stick with a collar in such a manner as to en
able the operator to lock up and unlock the form with 

~ I the wrench, moving the side stick backward and for
ward instantly, thus saving much time and avoiding the 
use of shooting stick and mallet, and consequent injury 
to the side stick. 

Superior Electric Welded Steel Newspaper Stereo
type Chases are made for 6, 7, 8 and 9 columns. A blank 
column can also be obtained. One wrench is furnished 
with each set of four of these stereotype chases. Extra 
wrenches may be ob
tained at reasonable 

NEWSPAPER STEREOTYPE CHASE 
prices. The Superior 

Electric Welded Steel Newspaper Stereotype Chases can be fur
nished withauto-platelinesand bolster at a slight extra expense. 
Write for information and prices. 

McGREAL COMBINATION CHASE 
McGREAL COMBINATION CHASE BARS ARE MADE 

IN THE FOLLOWING LENGTHS: 

4 inch 18 inch 26 inch 35 inch 42% inch 48% inch 
6 inch 20 inch 28 inch 35% inch 43% inch 49% inch 
8 inch 22 inch 29% inch 37% inch 44 inch 51% inch 

10 inch 23 inch 32 inch 38% inch 44% inch 52% inch 
12 inch 24 inch 32% inch 39% inch 46 inch 58% inch 
14 inch 25 inch 34% inch 42 inch 46% inch 61% inch 
16 inch 62% inch 

The above are inside measurements. Example: Two 24 inch 
pieces and two 36 inch pieces make a chase 24x36 inches, 
inside measurements. Send for circular fully describing McGreal 
Combination Chases, and ask for quotations. MCGREAL COMBINATION CHASE 

WILSON AUTOMATICALLY REGISTERING CHASES 
FOR BOOK AND MAGAZINE FORMS 

The Wilson Automatically Registering Chase is a book, catalogue and magazine chase, and 
will be found a great time-saver. It is very simple and the wonder is that no one ever thought of 
it before. It will serve as a poster chase and may be used in the same manner as an ordinary 

® l I'll book chase with shifting bars, and when the extra 
~ I DO I crossbars and dovetail mortises are provided, as is 

the case with the Wilson Chase, book and magazine 
~ . formsmaybelockedupforaccurateregisteringwith-

WILSON AUTOMATICALLY REGISTERING CHASES 
Pa t ented May , 1918 

out loss of time in registering on the stone or press. 
The Wilson Automatically Registering Chase is 

made in a number of sizes and electrically welded. 
Circular giving complete details of its merits, and 
prices, will be sent inquirers upon request. 
The American Type Founders Company is the largest dealer in 

Printers' chases and will be Pleased to quote Prices on your 
requirements whenever you are in the market 
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THE BEST TYPE MEASURES AND LINE GAUGES 
Type Measures are a necessity in the advertising department and the mechanical department 

of every newspaper and periodical office. Every superintendent, foreman, layout man, adver
tising manager, business manager, publisher and editor should have one on his desk. We handle 
a complete line of approved makes, and can supply a size and scale to meet every requirement. 

THE ALL-MEASURE TYPE GAUGE 
Two MEASURES IN ONE 

The All-MeasureType Gauges are etched on heavy 
brass, and are convenient, durable, legible and accu
rate. They are made in 18 inch and 22 inch sizes, and 
have eight straight edges. Besides inches, they meas
ure agate, 5, 51jz, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 14 point. All 

ALL-MEASURE TYPE GAUGE 

measures are on a full-length straight 
edge. Newspaper offices and advertis
ing managers will find the All-Measure 
Type Gauges a great convenience. 

SUPERIOR LINE GAUGE 
MADE IN A VARIETY OF 

STYLES AND SIZES 

The 6 point and 12 
point Superior Line 
Gauges are made of 
4 point brass. The 
14, 21 and 24 point 
sizes are made of 6 
point brass. They 
are made in a va
riety of sizes from 
6 inches long to 24 

inches long, and are scaled to measure agate, 6 point and 12 
point. Send for circular describing the complete line, and ask 
for prices. 

LINCOLN TYPE MEASURE 

THE LINCOLN TYPE 
MEASURE 

The Lincoln Type Measure is a 
steel tape, 24 inches scale, agate to 
pica measure, in a German silver 
case. May be easily carried in the 
vest pocket. Write for circular and 
prices. 

MAGNIFYING 
GLASSES SUPERIOR LINE GAUGE 

The regular Engravers' Magnifying Glasses are the very best that can be pro
cured for the purpose. The lenses are accurately ground, very powerful and are 
set in vulcanite. 

PRICES OF MAGNIFYING GLASSES 

No. 144% Magnifying Glass, 1 inch focus ...... . . . ....... . .... . .. . ............... . .... . ... $1.40 
No.144A Magnifying Glass, two lenses, 1 inch and 2% inch focus ... . . . ..... . . ..... . . .. . . 1.60 
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American Typ e Founders Company 

REGULAR OVERLAY KNIFE EYE SHADES 

Regular Overlay Knife, in Leather Case, each . . . $0 .60 
Handy Overlay Knife, in Case, each . .40 

VICTOR OVERLAY 

Ope n 

Closed 

KNIFE 

VICTOR OVERLAY KNIFE 
Patented Nov.l4 , 1916 

The Ellis Adjustable Eye Shade, with a shield 
from the side light, is a great improvement 
over other shades. 

Ellis Adjustable Eye Shade, each . . ...... . 
Ellis Adjustable Eye Shade, per dozen . 

ENGRAVERS' WOOD 

.. .$0.35 
. . 2.50 

A perfectly safe knife to carry in pocket. Steel 
case closes with a snap spring. 

Write for prices of Engravers' Boxwood and 
Engravers' Maple. Made in several grades. 
The usual size of blocks is 12x12 inches, but 
they may be had in any size desired. Sold by 
the square inch. 

Victor Overlay Knife with One Blade . . . . . . . $0.40 
Extra Blade, each.. . . . . .. ... ..... . . . . . .25 

WING ALUMINUM HAND MAILER 
THE LIGHTWEIGHT MACHINE 

The Wing Aluminum Hand Mailer is the latest development in this class of machines. It is 
light in weight and easily handled, and will be found a great improvement over the old machines. 

WING 

It guides and pastes the slip perfectly and removes surplus 
paste. Papers or wrappers will not stick together. The knives 
are reversible and the rollers that feed the paper are pressed 
together by a spring and accommodate different thicknesses 
of proof paper. Average weight of machine is two pounds. 

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS OF WING ALUMINUM HAND MAILER 

No.1, size 1% in .. 
No.2, size 2% in .. 
No.3, size 2% in .. 

. $25.00 
30.00 
35.00 

No.4, size 3 in .. 
No.5, size 3% in .. 
No.6, size 3% in .. 

... $40.00 
45.00 
50.00 

MUSTANG MAILING MACHINE 
MADE IN THREE CONVENIENT SIZES 

The Mustang Mailer prints directly on the paper, wrapper 
MAILER or envelope. The platen and frame move automatically after 

ALUMINUM 
HAND 

each impression. Prints from 1500 to 2500 per hour, accord
ing to the expertness of the operator. Made in three sizes: "Regular" takes a 10 em galley 
only and spaces 27 points; Style A, designed for use where three or four lines are required, 
takes galley 10 ems wide and spaces 40 points; Style B, largest size, takes galley 13 ems wide 
inside and spaces 48 points. Mail list made up on galleys. The Mustang Mailer weighs about 
fifteen pounds and the galleys about one pound each. 

PRICES AND SIZES OF MUSTANG MAILING MACHINES 

Mustang Mailer, "Regular," 10 em galleys 
Mustang Mailer, Style A, 10 em galleys.. . ... . .. . .. ... . . 
Mustang Mailer, Style B, 13 em galleys. 

Write for quotations on Mustang Galleys 
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RED-LINE TAPE IN ROLLS 
MANUFACTURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 

~ is a superior quality of tape for use in the pressroom and bindery. A cheap tape is 
dear at any price, for there is nothing more annoying than the breaking of a tape on the press or 
on any other machine. This invariably happens when one is in a hurry. We have tested many 
makes of tapes and have concluded that the quality offered is the best. Red-LineTape has been 
subjected to rigid tests to meet strain and wear for pressroom and bindery use. These tapes 
range from % inch to 2 inches in width, and are made in rolls 36 yards in length. 

PRICES OF RED· LINE TAPE IN ROLLS OF 36 YARDS 

RED-LINE TAPE IN ROLLS 

%inch. 
112 inch. 
%inch. 
%inch 
%inch . . 

1 inch ...... . . 
1Vs inch. 
1% inch. 
P/2 inch. 
2 inch. 

5 Rolls 
or Jess 

Per Roll 

. ..... $0.95 
1.20 
1.40 
1.70 
2.00 
2.25 
2.55 
2.80 
3.40 
4.50 

RUN EASY TAPE COUPLERS 
Patented Nov. 20,1917 

6 to 11 Rolls 
Per Roll 

$0 .85 
1.10 
1.25 
1.50 
1.80 
2.10 
2.30 
2.50 
3.15 
4.05 

12Rolls 
and over 
PerRo II 

$0.75 
1.00 
1.15 
1.35 
1.60 
1.90 
2.05 
2.25 
2.90 
3.65 

~~Tape Coupler is a positive mechanical device for securely connecting the ends of tape 
to prevent wear on the jointed parts, and is the most efficient and dependable device for this pur
pose. Can be put on in a few seconds by means of the Smooth Jaw Parallel Pliers made for this 
purpose. Run Easy Metallic Tape Couplers are made 
in the following sizes: 

PRICES OF RUN EASY TAPE COUPLERS, PER Box OF FIFTY 

%inch...... . . . $1.25 %inch ... . .... $1.75 
1fz inch. . .... . . . . . . . . 1.25 1 inch .. . . . ............ 2.00 
%inch...... . .... 1.40 1Vsinch ...... . .. . .. 2.00 
%inch........... . . ... 1.75 1% inch.. . .... . ... . . 2.25 

SMOOTH JAW PARALLEL PLIERS 

For use with Run EasyTape Couplers ... ... . $2.00 RUN EASY TAPE COUPLERS 

ROUSE TYMPAN 
PAPER HOLDER 

ROUSE TYMPAN PAPER HOLDER 
A LABOR SAVER FOR THE PRESSROOM 

The Rouse Tympan Paper Holder will earn its cost in tympan paper economy, in 
floor space economy and, most of all, in labor saving in a very short time. It is very 
easily loaded, requires but little room and can be kept in any convenient place. 
The material and workmanship is of the Rouse standard. Rouse Tympan Paper 
Holder is made in the following sizes: 

Number Maximum Width of Roll Number Maximum Width of Roll Diameter Roll Diameter Roll 

15-22 15 inches 22 inches 15-66 15 inches 62 to 66 inches 
15-35 15 inches 35 inches 20-40 20 inches 36 to 40 inches 
15-40 15 inches 36 to 40 inches 20-48 20 inches 44 to 48 inches 
15-48 15 inches 44 to 48 inches 20-54 20 inches 50 to 54 inches 
15-54 15 inches 50 to 54 inches 20-66 20 inches 62 to 66 inches 

Order by number. Smaller sizes to order 
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BOSTON WIRE STITCHING MACHINES 
MADE IN A VARIETY OF STYLES AND SIZES 

For more than twenty years Boston Wire Stitchers have served the printers and binders of this 
country and abroad in a most satisfactory manner. They are always dependable, and possess 
every feature for high speed and superior quality of work. 

Unapproachable for simplicity and easy handling, all adjust
ments made by one operation, working parts of hardened steel 
and made to close limits, they are indeed worthy of consideration 
when purchasing this class of machinery. The Boston line is very 
large, including single head and multiple head stitchers, as well as 
machines for many special manufacturing purposes. These pages 
briefly describe this best of all line of wire stitchers. 

BOSTON WIRE STITCHER NQ 1 
A HIGH SPEED MACHINE 

A high speed, light running wire stitcher suitable for all kinds 
of thin work. Capacity, Vs inch, flat or saddle. The feed is verti
cal, a design which permits of exceptionally high speed. Other 
features are wire straightener, friction clutch, four surface cut

ters and double clinchers. The 
adjustment is entirely automatic 
with one length of staple for all 
thicknesses. No wire stitcher on 
the market approaches No.1 for 
speed, nor can any team of opera
tors handle work up to its full ca
pacity, which exceeds 250 stitches 

a minute. Regular width of staple, EQUI:~~:~NF~:L~~~~~cAND 2 
lf2 inch; 3fs inch furnished to Order BOSTON WIRE STITCHERS 
without increase in price. I 

All working parts are visible to operator. Pulley is 8 inches in 
diameter; wire used, No. 30 to No. 25 round; floor space, 23x26 
inches; shipping weight, 150 pounds. 

BOSTON WIRE STITCHER NQ 2 
CAPACITY FROM Two SHEETS TO ONE-QUARTER INCH 

Nos. 1 AND 2 BOSTON WIRE 
STITCHERS FOR OVERHEAD 

BELT DRIVE 

A dependable speedy stitcher for 
pamphletwork.Capacitytwo sheets 
to% inch, combined flat and saddle 
table, vertical feed, friction clutch, 
four surface cutters and double 
clinchers. Operates perfectly at 250 
stitches a minute, using wire from 
No. 30 to No. 25 round without any 
changing of parts. For maximum 

speed on pamphlet work the No.27 round wire is recommended. 
Special heads may be obtained for No. 21 round wire. 

All working parts are exposed to the operator, and the stitcher 
is singly adjusted. The head is self contained and removable. The 
pulley measures 8 inches in diameter. Floor space, 23x26 inches; 
shipping weight, 200 pounds. The No. 2 is guaranteed to turn out 
a greater volume of work than any other adjustable wire stitcher. 

Send for descriptive pamphlet and prices on Boston Wire Stitching Mach ines 
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BOSTON WIRE STITCHER NQ 3 
COMBINED FLAT AND SADDLE STITCHING 

A favorite for all-round work. Simple in construction, all 
working parts singly adjusted, and meeting the most exact
ing requirements of the printer and binder. About three 
thousand of this size machine are in satisfactory use all over 
the world. Capacity is two sheets to % inch, combined flat 
and saddle table; takes wire from No. 30 to No. 25 round 
and 21x25 flat for heavy work. The regular width of stitch 
is lh inch; special heads furnished for 3,4 inch width for 
coated paper pamphlet work. Parts for 3fs inch width also 
supplied to order. Diameter of pulley, 10 inches; speed, 
between 140 and 160 stitches a minute. No.3 and No.4 are 

the original Boston Models, 
and on them the enviable 
reputation of the Boston 
Stitchers rests. They have 
been on the market for 
more than twenty years, 
are always satisfactory, 
are easily understood by 
the operator, and are rec
ommended for all work 
within theircapacity. Floor 
space, 26x26 inches; ship
ping weight, 300 pounds. BOSTON WIRE STITCHERS 

BOSTON WIRE STITCHER N9 4 
FOR BOTH WIDE AND NARROW MARGINS 

N 0. 3 BOSTON WIRE STITCHER WITH 
MOTOR EQUIPMENT, AN EXTRA. 

SOLD ALSO FOR 
OVERHEAD BELT DRIVE 

No. 4 Boston Wire Stitcher 
differs from the No.3 in frame, 
space back of stitching point, 
weight and table equipment. 
The saddle and flat tables di
vide at the center and are suit
able for every kind of printing 
office or bindery work. The flat 
table is the most efficient ever 

placed on a wire stitcher, permits gauging back 10 inches, and is 
specially adapted to calendar and wide margin stitching. The reg
ular width of stitch is % inch; special heads furnished for 3,4 inch 
width for coated paper pamphlet work. Parts for% inch width 
also supplied to order. The No.4 is singly adjusted, and stitches 
from two sheets to % inch. Wire used, No. 30 to No. 25 round 
and 21 x25 flat. Diameter of pulley, 10 inches; speed, 140 to 160 
stitches per minute. As in all Boston Stitchers, working parts 
are strictly interchangeable and made of selected hardened steel. 
Floor space, 28x26 inches; shipping weight, 350 pounds. 

The No.3 and No.4 Boston Wire Stitchers, illustrated on this 
page, are used throughout the world. The quality of stitching is 
unequaled and with the fine wire used, does not mar the attrac
tiveness of a good piece of printing. Clinching is flat and even, and 
the stitchers have every convenience for quick changes. 
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BOSTON WIRE STITCHER N9 7 
A HEAVY· DUTY MACHINE 

Specially designed for heavy work; very rigid, and guaranteed to operate satisfactorily within 
its capacity. The No.7 has vertical feed, single adjustment for all working parts, reversible driver, 
and clinchers for round and fiat wire, instantly removable. The table is convertible into fiat or 
saddle by merely pulling a lock-pin. Width of stitch, 9;16 inch. 

Two perfected wire straighteners remove both spool and edge 
curls from wire, and are easily adjusted for accurate feeding and 
driving. Cutters are interchangeable, each having jour cutting 
surfaces, are self-adjusting, and may be replaced instantly by the 
operator. Floor space, 26x27 inches. 

Wire used, No. 28 to No. 24 round and 21x25 to 20x24 fiat, the 
latter for thick work. The pulley is 12 inches in diameter; speed, 
125 stitches per minute; shipping weight, 400 pounds. 

BOSTON WIRE STITCHER N9 10 
FOR BOX STITCHING 

No.7 BOSTON WIRE STITCHER 
WITH MOTOR EQUIPMENT 

For wire stitching small paper boxes the No.11 frame and No.2 
head are used. Several hundred have been sold. A special solid 
clincher plate insures proper clinching, though movable clinchers 
may be had if desired. No. 21 round wire is recommended and 
supplied as standard equipment. Head for No. 25 to No. 30 round 
wire furnished to order. This model is for small box work only. 
The continuous feed device, which is attached to side of bonnet 
when ordered, enables work to be stitched in a continuous move
ment as on No. 15 Box Stitcher. For set-up boxes, table and con
tinuous feed device are removed to permit box to be fed over 10 
inch arm, which is 11/z inches square at clinching end. Staples can 
be placed lfs inch from edge of box. Shipping weight, 175 pounds. 

BOSTON WIRE STITCHER NQ 5 
FoR FooT PowER ONLY 

This foot power model is built for easy operation and long service, 
and is specially designed to meet the demands of country and job 
offices where power is not always available or bindery work constant. 
Capacity two sheets to ljz inch, combined fiat and saddle table, and 
may be operated seated on a stool or standing. Wire used, No. 28 to 
No. 25 round and 21x25 fiat, the latter for medium and thick work. 
While not as speedy as the power models, the quality of stitching is the 
same, and the machine will stitch beyond the ability of the opera tor to 
handle work. Cutters are interchangeable, each having four cutting 
surfaces. All working parts are exposed and the stitcher is singly 
adjusted to the thickness of work by using the hand lever. 

Heretofore, foot power wire stitchers have been of the makeshift 
variety, indifferently designed, light and unsatisfactory. They utterly 
failed to meet the requirements of the printer. In the No.5 Boston we 
have corrected this condition and provided a machine that is depend
able for durability and stitching qualities. Particular attention has 
been given to manufacturing, adjustments, easy handling and the 
quality of material used. The result is a wire stitcher that has met 
with full approval of users everywhere. Shipping weight, 180 pounds. 

Send for descriptive pamphlet and Prices on Boston Wire Stitching Machines 
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BOSTON WIRE STITCHER NQ 11 
FOR TEXTILE STITCHING 

For attaching printed paper or thin card labels to hosiery, knitted, woven, or any kind of cloth 
stock. Capacity two sheets to %6 inch, with an opening for work 13;16 inch between head and top 

No.ll BOSTON TEXTILE STITCHER 
No.lO BOX STITCHER IS BUILT 

IN SAME FRAME 

of clincher plate. Single automatic adjustment to fit the wire stitcher 
and wire to thickness of work. A special feature is the pointed staple, 
which drives through without injury to the stock or printed matter. 

The arm in which the clinchers operate measures 10 inches and 
is designed to clinch the stitch in any position inside, thus permit
ting the consumer to inspect goods inside and outside. Staples may 
be placed entirely through the stock if desired. A small flat table 
is also supplied as part of the equipment. 

The No.ll has special guides on the head, so that thick, spongy 
stock may be fed in without disturbing or injuring the label. As reg
ularly built, a half inch width of stitch is used. Three-eighths inch 
width is furnished to order without increase in price. Distance from 
floor to top of clincher plate, 36 inches. 

The clincher plate is so constructed that the staple is formed with
out being pressed against the fabric as in ordinary stitchers. 

Cutters are special for textile work and may be ground or stoned. 
The speed may range from 125 to 250 stitches per minute, and wire 
from the No. 30 to No. 25 round is used. No. 27 is recommended 
for high-speed work. Floor space, 21x21 inches; pulley, 8 inches in 
diameter; shipping weight, 175 pounds. Write for prices. 

BOSTON BOX WIRE STITCHER N9 15 
FOR FOLDING BOXES AND CONTAINERS 

For large folding boxes, cartons and fibre shipping containers. 
The frame is extremely heavy and the head and all working parts are 

built for long service. The right-angle stitching head is easily 
removed from the frame, and by the attachment of a few ex
tra parts made to stitch parallel with the arm. A continuous 
feed device, and flat table and gauges for successive stitching 
of folding cartons and containers, are supplied to order, as is 
also round wire head for No.18 to No. 21 bookbinder's wire. 

Capacity is Vz inch; width of staple across crown, Vz inch; 
flat box stay (ribbon) wire No.8, measuring .104x.008, to 
No. 23, measuring .104x.023, is used; length of arm, 24 inches; 
measurement of flat table, 30x32 inches; floor space, 32x42 
inches; pulley, 12 inches; speed, 300 stitches per minute; 
shipping weight, 630 pounds; power, Vz horsepower. 

BOSTON BOX STITCHER N9 14 
FOR RIGHT-ANGLE STITCHING 

This model identical with the No.15 in thickness capacity 
and most operating features, including the open head device. 
The arm measures 12 inches. It was designed for right-angle 
stitching only. The No.14 will handle all heavy work that can 
be stitched on the 12 inch arm, is very speedy and meets the 
requirements of the average box shop. Speed, range of wires 
and size of staple are same as No.15. Flat table measures 
20x30 inches; floor space, 26x33 inches; power,% horsepower; 
shipping weight, 300 pounds. Write for prices. 
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BOSTON MULTIPLE WIRE 
STITCHER N916 

For calendar and pamphlet work using from 
two to five singly adjusted heads, each with a 
capacity of two sheets to 1,4_ inch. The No. 16 
handles pamphlets perfectly, placing all stitches 
at one operation of the treadle, and making a sub· 
stantial increase in output. The space between 
the frame and stitching point is 24 inches. 

Flat table measures 28x22 inches; maximum 
speed of each head, 200 stitches per minute, mak
ing 800 stitches per minute with a four- head 
equipment. The crossbar is 12 inches wide, and 
staples may be placed as close as 1% inches. With 
the regular two-head equipment the space be
tween staples may be 11 inches. 

Regular heads make 1/2 inch width of stitch; 
%inch furnished to order. Wire used, No. 30 to 
No. 25 round. Floor space, 26x40 inches; pulley, 
12 inches; power, 1,4_ horsepower; shipping weight, 
600 pounds. 

The No. 16 has every feature for single head or 
multiple work, uses but little power and handles 
a wide range of work. Write for prices. 

No.16 
BOSTON CALENDAR AND PAMPHLET WIRE STITCHER 

WITH TWO HEADS, FLAT AND SADDLE TABLES 

BOSTON WIRE STITCHER NQ 19 
A HIGH-SPEED M ACHINE 

A new member of the Boston Wire Stitcher Family, designed for heavy, continuous service 
and high speed. The thickness capacity is from two sheets to a full half inch, and all working 
parts are singly adjusted through the action of crank handle. The head is 214 inches wide and 

BOSTON WIRE STITCHER 
No.19 

is heavily constructed with vertical feed for wire. Every labor-saving device 
is employed to save the operator's time and insure high class, accurate 
stitching. The table equipment for fiat and saddle work is similar to the 
No.4. Driver and bender ba~s are crank driven, insuring perfect work and 
low maintenance expense. 

Wire used, No. 30 to No. 25 round and 21x25 fiat; speed, 300 stitches per 
minute; fioorspace,26x28 inches; shipping weight, 350 pounds; driving pul
ley, 10 inches; power, % horsepower. 

The No. 19 is specially adapted for magazine stitching, as well as all 
classes of pamphlet and fiat work. The simplicity of the head is a notable 
feature, having fewer working parts than any adjustable wire stitcher 
handling the same range of work. Cutters, clinchers and the principal work
ing parts are hardened and interchangeable. 

The No. 19 is an unusual stitcher with many new features. It is sturdy 
and durable and will stand up under the most exacting demands. The 
quality of output is unsurpassed and the very high operating speed insures 
large production. Write for prices. 

A one-inch Boston Wire Stitcher similar to the No. 19 is under 
construction and is designed to handle heavy work at high speed. 
It has all the No.19 features and will operate at unusually high speed 
for a stitcher of its thickness capacity. Write for particulars. 
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BOSTON MULTIPLE WIRE STITCHER NQ 17 
FOR PAMPHLET AND CHECK BOOK STITCHING 

For small check book and pamphlet stitching, equipped with two to ten heads, each with 
capacity of %inch. The design is similar to No. 16, but with a heavier frame. The heads are 
J;IlOUnted on a 20 inch crossbar and the space back of the stitching point is 8% inches. There 

No. l7, WITH SIX HEADS AND FLAT AND SADDLE TABLE 

BOSTON MULTIPLE 
WIRE STITCHER N9 18 

FOR FLAT WORK ONLY 

Built especially for printers, binders and 
manufacturing stationers who specialize in 
tablet, check book, blank book, receipt book 
and sales book work of a thickness capacity 
of from Ylo to Vz inch. 

Regular equipment includes four heads, but 
extra heads may be attached to make a total 
of ten, all operating from one touch of treadle. 
Width of staple across the crown is lfz inch; 
speed, 150 stitches per minute for each head. 

Space between the side frames is 33 inches; 
greatest distance between two heads is 28 
inches; minimum distance is 2% inches. 

The wire used is No. 25 round to 20x24 flat. 

are two standards for wire, No. 21 to No. 25 for 
thick, and No. 25 to No. 30 for light stitching. 
Pamphlet work may be stitched with either wire 
combination. A centering device for saddle work 
insures placing the staple exactly in the fold, add
ing greatly to the appearance of the work. 

Each head makes a maximum of 200 stitches 
a minute, reduced by a speed controller if motor 
driven. With two-head equipment, stitches may 
be placed 18 inches apart, center to center. The 
minimum space between stitches is 1% inches. 

The floor space is 33x24 inches; pulley, 12 
inches in diameter; power- 112 horsepower if ten 
heads used, % horsepower for four heads; ship
ping weight, 350 pounds. Write for prices. 

No.18, WITH FOUR HEADS; FOR FLAT WORK ONLY 

Special heads are furnished for Nos. 18 and 20 round and for box stay (ribbon) wire gauging .104. 
The floor space is 26x53 inches ; diameter of driving pulley, 12 inches; speed of pulley, 450 revolu
tions per minute; power requirement, Vz horsepower; shipping weight, 1200 pounds. 

The No. 18 is a two-column stitcher with open space between, through which work may be 
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BOSTON MULTIPLE WIRE STITCHER No. 18-Continued 

pushed. Sales books may be stitched six up and three deep, according to size. All heads are 
automatically adjusted by turning one crank handle, are held to the crosshead by two eccentric 
clamps, and may be placed in any position without removing from the machine. The heads are 
driven on both bender and driver bars, insuring accurate stitching and positive action. All 
parts are interchangeable. This is a special stitcher for the work described above and is the 
only multiple in the market that meets the requirements of this class of stitching. 

BOSTON STAPLE BINDER 
STYLE A, PEDESTAL 

The Boston Staple Binder is built to produce a quality of work equal to the highest grade of 
wire stitching. No adjustment is necessary for different thicknesses, as the stapler is automatic. 

THE BOSTON STAPLE BINDER 
STYLE A, PEDESTAL 

The work table is quickly shifted from flat to saddle without the 
use of tools and an extension to the table may be had at a small 
additional cost. Staples are mounted on metal cores, covered with 
paper, and placed in the machine just as taken from the box. The 
paper covering protects the staples from dirt 
and corrosion, and permits instant change of 
sizes without waste. 

Aside from the method of using staples, the 
most useful working part of the Boston Stapler 
is the supporter, which prevents staples buck
ling, permits the use of fine wire, and insures 
neat, even, flat, perfect stapling. No other 
staple binder does so fine a quality of work. 

The Boston Stapler is for foot power only, 
and is made in two styles for pedestal and 

SHOWING 
DRIVER, STAPLE AND 

SUPPORTER 

bench operation. Capacity, :;'16 inch. Floor space, 14x24 inches. 
Shipping weight: Style A, 135 pounds; Style B, 32 pounds. 

BOSTON AUTOMATIC PAPER FASTENER 
The Boston Automatic Paper Fas

tener for office and counting room, 
law offices, schools, factories, insur
ance companies, and general desk 
purposes. Fastens papers from two 
sheets to ;,iG inch in thickness, clinch

FOR OFFICE USE 

ing perfectly flat at bottom and binding securely;% inch staples are 
used. Cork plugs are used to protect desks, tables or polished flat 
surfaces; space taken up is 2Vzx9 inches; net weight, 4% pounds. 
Send for descriptive pamphlet and quotations on the line of Boston Wire Stitchers AUTOMATIC PAPER FASTENER 

BOSTON TINNED STEEL WIRE STAPLES 

THE METAL CORE, PUSHER, PAPER COVERING AND STAPLES 

Boston Wire Staples are mounted on metal cores, paper covered, and may be used without 
waste. They are made in two sizes, 14 inch for thin and 3fs inch for work of thickness of 1fs inch 
and upward to the capacity of the machine. Boston Tinned Steel Wire Staples are put up in 
boxes of 5000 and sold at the lowest market price. 
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BOSTON POINTED WIRE STAPLES 
FOR STYLES AAND B BOSTON STAPLERS 

Boston Pointed Wire Staples may also be used on the Boston Automatic Paper Fastener. They 
are pointed % inch for textile stapling or for fastening price tickets and advertising matter to 
cloth. Will not injure the fabric. They are put up securely in boxes and sold at the lowest market 
price. Write for quotations. 

STAPLES FOR STAPLE BINDERS 
FOR THE POPULAR MAKES OF MACHINES 

We can supply the trade on short notice with any size and quantity of staples required for the 
leading makes of stapling machines and staple binders, such as Boston, Bostitch, Acme, Midget, 

Simplex, Sure-Shot, Allen (Yarger) , etc. Our 
Selling Houses have a very liberal sized stock at 
all times. Staples are packed in a variety of ways, 
generally in boxes containing 5000. The price 
varies according to the quantity purchased. 
Write us for information and prices, stating at 
the time the make of the stapler or binder you 
are using and the quantity of staples desired. 

A BOX OF STAPLES 

ACME STAPLE BINDER Nq 1 
USES COARSE WIRE STAPLES 

The Acme Binder No.1 frame swings on a pivot and lifts high enough to give 
ample room for putting in and taking out the work. It holds 100 staples and will 
not clog. Uses coarse wire staples and binds to %inch. 

Write/orin/ormation and Prices 

SURE-SHOT BINDER 
IT CANNOT CLOG 

No.lAcME 
STAPLE BINDER 

The Sure-Shot Binder is made for office use. It holds 100 staples at a charge, binds to 
% inch book paper, and cannot clog. 

Write/orin/ormation and Prices 

BOSTITCH PAPER FASTENER 
FoR OFFICE UsE 

BINDER Bostitch Paper Fastener with 5000 Staples , price . . . 

TRIUMPH EYELET PUNCH 
A RELIABLE DEVICE 

The Triumph Eyelet Punch cuts the paper separate 
from the eyelet set, so that paper cannot be injured by 
the latter while it is being punched. There is a guide to 
regulate the distance of the eyelet from the paper's edge. 
T riu mph Eyelet Punch and Set, price .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . ... $3.00 

EYELETS FOR OTHER MACHINES 
ALL SIZES AND STYLES 

. .$5.75 

Eyelets for the Southworth Punching Machines and Sterling Round Cornering Machines 
(see page 989) may be had in a variety of sizes and styles. Write for information and prices. 
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AMERICAN BOOKBINDERS' STEEL WIRE 
THE QUALITY WIRE FOR STITCHING MACHINES 

The quality of the wire used on the various stitching machines has much to do with the success 
of the operation. American Bookbinders' Steel Wire is made especially for us and is the most 
satisfactory wire on the market. It may be obtained wound on wooden spools, as heretofore, or 

AMERICAN 
BOOKBINDERS' STEEL WIRE 

may be had in coils to be used on the new Prentiss Spools illus
trated and described below. The net weight of the wire on 
wooden spools is five pounds. A charge is made for the spool, 
which is rebated when the spools are returned to us in good 
condition, carriage prepaid. Wire in coils weighs five pounds, net, 
and is to be used in conjunction with the Prentiss Metal Spool. 
By using wire in coils you pay for nothing but the wire itself. 
If your stitching machines are equipped with Prentiss Spools, 
the ultimate cost of your wire will be considerably reduced. 

The Selling Houses of the American Type Founders Company 
carry an adequate stock of bookbinders' wire in all sizes of 
rounds and flats, and will be pleased to quote lowest market 
prices on any quantity desired. 

PRENTISS -METAL SPOOLS FOR COILS 
INSURE AGAINST UNNECESSARY WASTE 

The Prentiss Metal Spool solves the problem. It is adaptable for all 
sizes of round and flat wire. The recessed head, which is a patented 
feature, overcomes the greatest trouble experienced by the users of 
stitching wire. The coil is so firmly compressed there is no chance for 
the strands to draw down between the coil and the heads. It fits on 
the stitching machine the same as a wooden spool and requires no 
tools; so simple the operator can handle as readily as a wooden spool. Prentiss Metal Spools are 
sold at reasonable prices. Write for circular and quotations. 

PLACE THE COIL ON THE SPOOL AND 
SCREW ON THE HEAD THE PRENTISS SPOOL IS VERY SIMPLE 

IMPROVED AJAX EYELETING PRESS 
A HANDY DEVICE TO HAVE IN THE SHOP 

The Improved Ajax Eyeleting Press automatically feeds loose eyelets of three different lengths. 
Fill the reservoir at the top of the machine with a handful of loose single eyelets, either long, 
medium or short, according to the number of sheets you may wish to bind. Inserts eyelets one 
inch from the edge of work. Weight, 4 pounds. 
Improved Ajax Eyeleting Press, price ..... . .......... . . . .... . .. ... . ... ... . ... .. . . . ... . ...................... $8.50 

SAMSON EYELET TOOL 
USEFUL IN OFFICE AND SHOP 

A combination Punch and Eyelet Set. Will punch o/i G inch hole in paper, cardboard, leather, etc., 
or will insert and fasten %G inch diameter eyelet. Packed in box with instructions "How to Use." 
Samson Eyelet Tool, price . .. . . .. ... ................................................ ...... .................... $2.75 
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HICKOK PAPER RULING MACHINES 
THE BEST IS ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST 

Hickok Ruling Machines are known throughout the world as the best, most up to date and 
complete on the market. The manufacturers have always been alive to the requirements of 
the paper ruling trade and have spared neither pains nor expense to keep pace with the trade. 
Hickok Ruling Machines will outlast any other make and will do high class work all the time 
they are in use. In fact, these machines have been in service for fifty or more years and are doing 
as good work to-day as when first purchased, with practically no cost for upkeep or repairs. 

When making inquiry regarding ruling machines specify style of machine wanted, whether 
feint-line or automatic striker, number of beams, and whether manifold underlift is desired. 
Also state width between rails, as well as the width of the cloth ; whether the machine is to be 
equipped with belt drive or electric motor, and also specify how the guide board is to be located, 
whether on the side of the machine on which the ruler stands or on the side opposite the ruler. 

HICKOK 0-A AUTOMATIC STRIKER RULING MACHINE 
THE POPULAR RULING MACHINE 

Hickok Style 11 Three-Beam 0-A Automatic Striker Ruling Machine has three 0 -A automatic 
striker-beams and manifold pen underlifts. It will strike down lines from five distinct head lines 
and lift on five other distinct foot or bottom lines. 

THE HICKOK STYLE 11 THREE-BEAM 0-A AUTOMATIC RULING MACHINE, WITH MANIFOLD PEN UNDERLIFTS AND 
NO.3 LAY-BOY; GEAR SPEED REDUCING MECHANISM AND ELECTRIC DRIVE WITH HICKOK AUTOMATIC 

FEEDER ATTACHED. FLOOR SPACE, 38 I NCH MACHINE, lll/zx6ljz FEET 

This is unquestionably the most popular ruling machine for all-round work on the market. 
It is efficient and accurate and possesses many recent improvements which facilitate labor in 
operating. Hickok Ruling Machines have always been noted for their high standard of excellence. 
No better ruling machine can be purchased. 

The following equipment is furnished: Self-locking 0-A angle ball-joint standards; cloth guide 
on both upper and lower cloths; six clamps the width of the cloth; set of 8 inch cams; set of ten 
change gears with new-style gear rack; four ink fountains with carrier rod; worm screw adjust
ment for gate; quick-acting gate; adjustable steel cam-plate on pen rests; foot rests on lower rail; 
steam fixtures; double cone pulley for a range of speeds; elevated string roll and clamp rack; 
steel adjustable guide on guide board; ink box with drawer; Hickok -Simon patent loose-leaf guide; 
cam rack; new style patent crank-handle; one complete set of point system pens from 7 to 36 
inclusive (singles, doubles and triples); pen cabinet; ink brush, etc. 

Send for illustrated descriptive catalogue showing the complete line of Hickok Ruling Machines 
and bookbinders' supplies. Prices will be quoted upon application 
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HICKOK NR 3 DISC ROLL RULING MACHINE 
FOR PAPER IN ROLLS OR WEBS 

The Hickok No.3 Disc Roll Ruling Machine consists of four main sections: Stand for raising 
and holding web or rolls of paper, ruling machine proper including perforators and cutting-off 
machine for cutting sheets, counter marker, lay-boy and jogger. 

THE HICKOK NO.3 DISC RULING MACHINE, WITH PAPER ROLL· HOLDER, PERFORATOR. 
DISC INKING DEVICE, CUTTING-OFF MACHINE, COUNTER AND SPECIAL LAY-BOY 

This machine is designed for ruling paper 38 inches wide or less from the roll or web on both 
sides in one direction at one feeding. It is equipped with roll or web holder and raising apparatus, 
adjustable disc inking and impression rolls, automatic ink pans, 4 sets of perforators, cutting-off 
device to cut sheets from 20% inches to 38 inches long, and special lay-boy which jogs paper on 
three sides, and counter. There is also included in the equipment a two horsepower variable 
speed electric motor, 110 or 220 volts. 

HICKOK DUAL ~~L" RULING MACHINE 
FoR RuLING PAPER Two WAYS ON ONE SIDE AT ONE FEEDING 

HICKOK DUAL " L" RULING MACHINE, COMPOSED OF ONE STYLE 11 MACHINE, " L" ATTACH· 
MENTS. AND ONE 1-A FEINT-LINE MACHINE, WITH TWO BEAMS AND LAY-BOY, 

ARRANGED TO BE OPERATED AS TWO SINGLE MACHINES OR AS AN "L" 

The Hickok Dual "L" Ruling Machine is designed for shops in which large quantities of bill
heads and stock forms are ruled, requiring down and cross lines on one side of the stock at 
one feeding, or on job work where runs are five reams or over. It does extremely accurate work. 
The mechanism for changing the direction of the paper from the first to the second machine, 
and for straightening the sheet as it goes to the second machine, is perfect, and it will handle 
very thin as well as very thick paper. For maximum production the Hickok Dual "L" Ruling 
Machine should be equipped with an automatic feeder. 

Send for catalogue giving prices and fully describing this machine and its equipment 
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HICKOK FEEDER FOR RULING MACHINES 
A RAPID AND SUCCESSFUL FEEDER 

The Hickok Paper Feeder is designed to be used in connection with the Hickok Paper Ruling 
Machines. It feeds rapidly, has an even timing at given regular periods, and handles tissues and 

HICKOK FEEDER FOR RULING MACHINES 

the various weights of flat and 
coated papers and cardboard. 
All adjustments can be made 
by hand, without screw driver 
or wrench. The operator can 
instantly stop and start the 
feeder from his position at the 
side of the ruling machine. 
On feint-line work the spac
ing can be accurately regula
ted so that the sheets will go 
into the ruling machine as 
close as one-quarter inch 
apart. The register is perfect. 
Feeder is driven by a roller 
chain and a sprocket on the 
end of the cloth cylinder shaft 

of the ruling machine and requires but little power. A one-horsepower motor is required to drive 
the blower and this, as well as the blower, is included in the equipment. Send for descriptive cir
cular giving prices and details regarding floor space, electrical equipment, etc. 

HICKOK PAGING AND NUMBERING MACHINE 
RAPID, EASY AND SIMPLE 

The Hickok Paging and Numbering Machine with an automatic repeating device and auto
matic alternating device is a most complete machine. It is thoroughly up to date in every way. 
All wearing parts are made of steel. It is simple in design and easily understood. Heads on 

HICKOK PAGING AND NUMBERING MACHINE 
MOTOR EQUIPPED 

half-set and stationary ciphers. It is made for either 
electric drive, combined steam and foot power or for 
foot power only. It is unequaled in printing, very light 
running and easy to operate. 

The Paging Head is of the latest design and has 
many excellent features not possessed by any other 
paging and numbering machine, among which are the 
following : Dust-proof head, ink rollers that are firmly 
held at two ends, a serial automatic alphabet attach
ment, a repeating device so simple a child can operate 
it, a small stop on the side of the head to alternate the 
figures, .an impression adjustment permitting the use 
of thick or thin stock without injury to the numbers, 
extreme depth back of feed table vertically and hori
zontally, rapid and simple device for raising or lowering 
the feed table, long smut-tape which feeds itself auto
matically, smooth ink distribution, and a disc that is 
easily set. Made for combined steam and foot power, 
electric drive or for foot power only. 

Illustrated catalogue, which describes the machine 
in detail and shows the various styles of figures that 
are obtainable, will be sent upon request. Write for 
quotations. 
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SOUTHWORTH HEAVY DUTY PERFORATOR 
MADE IN THREE SIZES: 15, 20 AND 28 INCHES 

The Southworth Heavy Duty Perforator will stand up under the most severe and continuous 
usage by manufacturing bookbinders and printers. 

The head, bed and frame are of cast gray iron of ample size and weight to adequately serve 
their purpose without spring or distortion, and yet 
the machine is so designed that there is no great 
amount of useless weight to make it clumsy in 
operation and appearance. 

The deep and rigid head is of cast gray iron and dll.lli 
is provided with four reamed guide bearings, each 
six inches long. The four guide rods are of machine 
steel 1i"}'i6 in. diameter, turned and ground to an 
accurate fit in the head. The pins are made from a 

28 INCH BELT POWER 

high grade tool steel 
and are left just hard 
enough to file. They 
are backed up by sec
tional blocks which 
are readily adjusted 
to suit anyjob.The die 
is of high carbon steel 
and isrigidlyrabbeted 
into a heavy cast iron bolster 
which eliminates the possibility 
of splitting the die. It is left ex
tremely hard and is guaranteed 
for five years. The stripper on 
these machines is equipped with 
an oiling device, on which a pat
ent is pending, which effectually 
lubricates the pins without soil
ing paper. This improvement 
adds greatly to the ease of oper
ation and to the life of the pins. 
All tables are of ash thoroughly 
seasoned, finished with two 
coats all over, and well cleated 
to prevent warping. A feature 

28 INCH MOTOR DRIVEN 

This illustration shows in greater 
detail the improved semi-automatic 
spacing gauge, and shows clearly the 
releasing bar so conveniently located 
under the operator's hand . 

28 INCH FOOT POWER 

which will be greatly appreciated is the two brass rules inser ted in 
the rear table to facilitate setting the gauge. 

SOUTHWORTH HAND POWER PERFORATOR 
MADE IN 15 INCH SIZE 0NL Y 

Southworth Hand Power Perforator is an honest-to-good
ness perforator and, with the single 1% 6 in. diameter guide 
rods, has a head far more substantially guided than many 
of the foot and power machines now on the market. It will 
be found a great convenience as an auxiliary machine for 
handling small jobs of perforating. The workmanship and HAND POWER PERF ORATOR 

material used in the construction is of the same high grade as is used in the larger perforators. 

A circular describing the Southworth Perforators, together with Prices, will be sent upon request 
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MONITOR HAND PERFORATOR 
MADE IN 12 INCH SIZE 0NL Y 

The Monitor Hand Perforator is designed for printers and bookbinders doing a limited amount 
of perforating, yet who require a machine capable of doing the odd jobs that come to them. 

It is a handy little machine and operates on the same principle as 
the larger Monitor machines. The material used in its manufac
ture is of the best, and will give a lifetime of service if properly 
handled. The Monitor Hand Perforator is made in 12 inch size only, 

MONITOR HAND PERFORATOR 

and the die is drilled for 60 gauge pins. Capacity from 3 to 5 
sheets at one operation; weight, boxed, 75 pounds. 

ROSBACK 
HAND PERFORATOR 

A 10 INCH MACHINE 

The Rosback 10 Inch Hand Perforator 
makes a round hole and perforates fully ten 

inches. All springs are encased in the body of machine, out of the way of operator. The stripper 
is flanged, which renders it stiff and firm and not liable to spring or careen. 
A needle accidentally bent can be removed and another inserted in its place 
by detaching the needle stop, removing the defective needle, and replacing it 
with a new one-the operation requiring but a few minutes' time. This fea
ture will particularly recommend it to those who know by experi-
ence how much time and patience are required to replace defective 
needles on some perforators. Weight, boxed, 'about 70 lbs. 

ROSBACK ROUND-HOLE ROTARY 
PERFORATOR 

MADE IN TWO STYLES: SINGLE AND ANGLE MACHINES 
ROSBACK HAND PERFORATOR 

The Rosback Round-Hole Rotary Perforator greatly reduces the cost of perforating bank 
checks, bank statements, bookkeeping sheets, railroad and insurance work, as well as all 

ROSBACK ROUND-HOLE ROTARY PERFORATOR 

other classes of quantity perforating. 
The frame of the Rosback Round

Hole Rotary Perforator is massive 
and all points of contact are ma
chined, insuring perfect bearing sur
faces. All bearings for shafts, gearing, 
etc., are bored, and shafts are accu
rately ground. The punch holder 
heads are made of the best quality 
of steel on automatic machinery and 
are interchangeable with the dies. 
The dies are made from specially 
drawn high-carbon tool steel, inlaid 
in heavy die holder heads, and are 
interchangeable. The upper heads 
are graduated the same as a rule or 
scale, making it easy to locate the 
work. Both upper and lower feed 
rollers are of steel, driven by gears 

safely guarded. The burr rollers are made of brass, controlled by self-acting automatic springs, 
and are self-adjusting to any thickness of paper. Sheets will not stick together when several are 
perforated at one time. Write for prices and additional information. 
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ROSBACK XX HEAVY POWER PERFORATOR 
EQUIPPED WITH AUTOMATIC SHEET DELIVERY 

The Rosback XX Heavy Power Perforator is a round-hole perforator with feed gauge and 
automatic delivery. It will perforate any number of lines one way with but one handling of 
the sheet. It is built strong and durable and is easily operated. The dies are made from im

ROSBACK XX HEAVY POWER PERFORATOR 

ported steel o/16 inch thick, fire hardened, 
and guaranteed by the manufacturer for 
five years. The punches are made of tool 
steel and are also fire hardened. 

The feed gauge attachment is a great 
time-saver when there are several lines of 
perforations required. Adjustable stops, 
which can be fastened in any position, as
sure exact register. Four or five sheets may 
be fed into the machine at one time. 

The automatic sheet delivery does away 
with one handling of the stock. The reclin
ing rear table is adjustable to different 
angles, providing for different thicknesses 
of the piles of paper. 

The punches are directly under the head, 
in line with side rods, insuring a perfect, 
even draw and minimum wear on the pins, 
dies and stripper. The stripper is an ac
knowledged improvement over former 

methods and positively prevents springing or binding, elongating holes, or wearing out needles. 
The sectional adjustment of the punches is positive and simple, and when once set cannot 

slide and cause defective perforation. A single punch can be removed and a new one inserted 
in a moment, without removal of other punches. Rosback XX Heavy Power Perforator is built 
in two sizes for power only, as follows: 28 inch, weight 1000 lbs.; 30 inch, weight 1050 lbs. 

ROSBACK FOOT POWER PERFORATOR 
A HARD-DIE MACHINE FOR PERFECT PERFORATION 

The Rosback Foot Power Hard-Die Perforator is built strong and durable, and makes a perfect 
perforation. One important feature is the sliding steel plates on front of needle bar which enable 
the operator to easily and quickly provide for stubs of checks, etc., rendering a portion of the 
needles inoperative. To do this the operator unloosens 
the thumbscrews on the sliding plates, moves the plates 
to a position over that portion of the paper to be perfo
rated, tightens thumbscrews, and the machine is ready 
for work. That portion over which the space or spaces 
between the plates occur will remain unperforated. 

The punches are directly under the center of the 
head, insuring a straight downward stroke without tilt. 
The stripper has a heavy flanged back, and will not 
spring. The bed on which the die plate is fastened is 
heavy and strong, insuring a solid cutting surface. 

The Rosback Foot Power Hard-Die Perforator is 
made in 15, 20, 24 and 28 inch sizes. The 15 inch machine 
weighs 320 lbs.; the 20 inch weighs 360 lbs.; the 24 inch 
weighs 440 lbs.; and the 28 inch weighs 440 lbs. 

Send for illustrated pamphlet fully describing Ros
back Perforators. Ask for prices. 
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MONITOR STANDARD AND EXTRA HEAVY 
POWER PERFORATORS 

The Monitor Standard and Extra Heavy Power Perforators are built in two models. The Extra 
Heavy Perforator is provided with a die which is especially heat-treated to insure long life on 
exceptionally heavy work; the other model is the same. The die on both machines is secured to 
the bed by the new Monitor method, which 
insures great strength and at the same time 
eliminates the necessity of screw-holes in 
the die itself. Bevel edges guard against any 
possibility of the die springing. 

The head of the machine to which the 
pins are attached is heavy and so guided 
and driven that there is no possibility of 
lost motion, and the pins therefore register 
perfectly with the holes in the die. The bed 
supporting the die is a solid one-piece cast
ing, strong and rigid, and will not spring. 
It will easily perforate five sheets of ordi
nary stock at a time. 

The Monitor Standard Power Perforat
ing Machine is built in 24 and 28 inch sizes, 
and the Monitor Extra Heavy is built in 24, 
28, 30 and 36 inch sizes. The capacity of 
each machine is from three to five sheets 
at One Operation. Motor, l)t. horsepower; MONITOR EXTRA HEAVY POWER PERFORATOR 
weight, crated, 850 pounds. 

The illustration at the right shows the front view of Monitor Extra Heavy Power Perforator 
with motor attached, automatic feed gauge and receiving box with back roli delivery. 

MONITOR FOOT POWER PERFORATOR 
MADE IN 20, 24 AND 28 INCH SIZES 

MONITOR FOOT POWER PERFORATOR 

The Monitor Foot Power Perforator is perfectly con
structed mechanically, performs smoothly, and will 
prove a profitable investment for a plant having a 
limited amount of perforating. It has all necessary 
features and adjustments to handle any class of per
forating. The die is the same as on all Monitor stand
ard perforators and is fastened to bed of the machine 
by our new and improved method. It is made of the 
very best material obtainable and drilled on a special 
machine, insuring perfect spacing and alignment. The 
pins are attached to a heavy head, eliminating lost 
motion and assuring perfect register with the die. The 
bed supporting the die is a solid one-piece casting, 
which makes it strong and rigid. 

The capacity of the Monitor Foot Power Perforator 
is from three to five sheets at one operation; size of 
holes, 60 gauge. Weight, crated, 500 pounds. 

All Monitor Perforators carry the manufacturer's 
guarantee against defects in construction, material, 
workmanship and undue wear on parts. 

Send for illustrated Pamphlet fully describing the line of Monitor Perforators and Attachments. Ask for quotations 
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PORTLAND MULTIPLE PUNCHING MACHINE 
MADE FOR FOOT POWER 0NL Y 

The Portland Multiple Punching Machine was first placed on the market in 1909, in three 
models-foot power, belt power and motor driven-and because of its superior workmanship, 
convenience of adjustment and ease of operation, was immediately accepted by the printing 

and binding trades as the standard of excellence in this field. This 
machine is now built in foot power model only. Several new features 
in the way of refinements have been made, but very little more 
weight has been added, as the experience of several thousand sat
isfied users of this machine in the power models has proven this to 
be unnecessary in a machine to be operated by foot power. The 
Portland Multiple Punching Machine is guaranteed by the manu

facturers for one year against defects in either workmanship or material. 

THE SUPER-PORTLAND MULTIPLE 
PUNCHING MACHINE 

TWO MODELS: BELT DRIVE OR DIRECT CONNECTED MOTOR DRIVE 

FOOT POWER 

The Super-Portland Multiple Punching Machine is built much heavier 
and stronger, yet retains all the conveniences of the original Portland. 
In the Super-Portland there have been embodied many improvements which 

the manufacturers' long experience in the punching machine field has shown would better en
able it to meet the exacting conditions and severe duty of modern manufacturing methods. 

It will stand up under continuous use on the heaviest 
work without a sign of weakness or distress. It is made in 
two styles, for either belt drive or direct connected motor 
drive. The Super-Portland is guaranteed by the manu
facturers for one year against defects in either work
manship or material. 

PUNCHING EQUIPMENT 
The Punching Equipments for all 

models of the Portland and Super
Portland Multiple Punching Machines 

REAR VIEW OF SUPER·PORTLAND HEAD are interchangeable. Round-hole 
punching sets are furnished in 14 sizes, 

from %2 inch to V2 inch by thirty-seconds, 
and are designated by thousandths of an inch. 
A punching set consists of punch, die and 
stripper. Any round-hole punching set may 
be quickly removed from the round-hole 
head and another inserted. Punching sets are 
not included in the price of punch heads. 

The punching equipment includes open
hole and irregular punch heads for loose-leaf 
and card index punching, tab-cutting attach
ments for vertical filing systems, and our 
standard bookkeeping machine heads sup
ply a service for punching stock for book
keeping machinery. 

Send for circular describing the line of 
Portland Punching Machines, Punch Heads, 

suPER·PORTLAND, MOTOR DRIVEN Dies, etc. Ask for quotations. 
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FALMOUTH PUNCHING MACHINE 
A HAND POWER BENCH MACHINE 

The Falmouth Punching Machine is designed for table or bench use, and is the latest addi
tion to the line of Portland Punches. It is jig built, insuring the highest accuracy and perfect 

interchangeability of all parts, and is guaranteed by the 
manufacturer for one year to be free from defect in either 
material or workmanship. The design of the machine and 
heads is evident from the accompanying illustrations. Each 
punch head is furnished as a com
plete unit and is not provided with 

R. H. HEAD interchangeable punch and die. 
The round-hole punches vary in 
size by thirty -seconds, from %2 to 
o/s inch. 

We are also prepared to fur
nish some of the most commonly 
used open-hole punches. Ask for 

O.H.HEAD quotations. HAND POWER PUNCHING MACHINE 

SOUTHWORTH PUNCHING MACHINES 

SOUTHWORTH 
FOOT POWER PUNCHING 

MACHINE 

SOUTHWORTH 
HAND POWER PUNCHING 

MACHINE 

MADE IN Two STYLES: HAND AND FOOT POWER 

The Southworth Punching Machines are for 
punching paper, cardboard, celluloid, thin sheet 
metal and other material. They are designed for 
round-hole punching only. Irregular shapes, such as 
open holes for loose-leaf sheets, card indexes, etc., 
cannot be punched with them. 

Punches vai-y in size by thirty-seconds, from %2 to ljz 

inch. One punching set is included in price of machine. 
Eyeleting can also be done in a satisfactory and eco

nomical manner. Can furnish eyelets and eyelet sets 
varying by sixteenths, from Vs to o/s inch. 

STERLING 
ROUND CORNERING MACHINE 

The Sterling Round Cornering Machine is made in both . 
hand power and foot power types. The machine is self
clamping and very rapid. The capacity is a little over one 
inch of stock. Any n urn ber of sheets can be round cornered 
from a single sheet up to the full capacity of the machine. 
The knife cuts onto a block of end-grain hardwood, held 
in position by a spring. One No.1 knife, four cutting blocks 
and a wrench are included with the machine. 

SOUTHWORTH LABEL TRIMMER 
AND COUPON CUTTER 

The Southworth Label Trimmer and Coupon Cutter is 
similar in design to the Sterling. The cutting base and 
gauges, however, are different, and the curved and right
angle knives serve the purposes indicated in the name. 

STERLING 
ROUND CORNERING 

MACHINE 
FOOT POWER 

SOUTHWORTH 
LABEL TRIMMER 

AND 
COUPON CUTTER 

A descriptive bulletin of the above machines together with prices will be sent on request 
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MONITOR ROUND CORNER 
CUTTING MACHINE 

The Monitor Round Corner Cutting Machine is a first class machine in 
every respect. It is made for either foot power or motor power for plants 
doing a general run of round cornering work. Three knives are furnished 
with each machine, each of a different radius, and they will take care of 
about everything called for. The knife is carried in head of the machine 
and travels in a beveled guide 8 inches long which is provided with a gib 
to take up lost motion. The clamp moves down ahead of the knife and 
holds the stock securely while the cut is being made. The cutting block is 
made of babbitt metal. It can be turned around and also can be raised 
and planed off, assuring a smooth cutting surface. 

The Monitor Round Corner Cutting Machine operated by foot power 
will make a maximum cut of 2 inches. When operated by motor power it 
will make a maximum cut of 3% inches. Weight, boxed, 525 pounds. Write 
for circular and prices. 

24 INCH MONITOR MULTIPLEX PUNCHING MACHINE 
CAN BE EQUIPPED FOR ELECTRIC DRIVE, BELT DRIVE OR OPERATED BY FOOT POWER 

The 24 Inch Monitor Multiplex Punching Machine is a quality machine and will efficiently 
handle the general run of work in the average printing office or bindery. It is built for either 
direct electric motor drive, belt drive or for foot power. 
A foot power machine can be changed to either motor or 
belt drive by the addition of a few parts. The head and 
bed are so designed that standard Monitor punch blocks 
can be used; in fact, they are the same blocks used on 
larger Monitor punching machines. An outstanding fea
ture is the Monitor lever lock-up, which simultaneously 
locks all punching members in a positive manner. Two 
back gauges are furnished with each machine. 

The specifications of either model of the 24 Inch Monitor Multiplex 
Punching Machine are as follows: Maximum distance between holes, 
24 inches; maximum distance between holes of standard Monitor 
blocks, 1% inches; maximum thickness of soft stock which can be 

punched, 1/z inch; speed of ma
chine, 140 revolutions per 
minute; motor, % horsepower; 
weight, crated for shipment, 650 
pounds. Monitor Punching Ma
chines are guaranteed by the 
manufacturers against defects 
in construction, material and 
workmanship. Write for prices. 

24 INCH MONITOR MULTIPLEX 
PUNCHING MACHINE WITH 

DIRECT CONNECTED MOTOR 
24INCH 
MONITOR 
MULTIPLEX 
PUNCHING 
MACHINE, 
FOOT POWER 

24 INCH MONITOR MULTIPLEX 
PUNCHING MACHINE 

FoR FooT PowER 

The 24 Inch Monitor Multiplex Punching Machine for 
foot power can be changed to electric drive or belt drive 
machine by the addition of a few attachments which are 
easily installed. Write for information and prices. 
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28 INCH MONITOR MULTIPLEX PUNCHING MACHINE 
FOR ELECTRIC DRIVE, BELT DRIVE OR FOOT POWER 

The 28 Inch Monitor Multiplex Punching Machine is a heavy duty model and has been a 
standard machine with printers and bookbinders for many years. It can be equipped for electric 
motor or belt drive. In general design it is similar to 
previous Monitor models, yet a number of important 
improvements have been added, making it a decidedly 
up-to-the-minute punching machine. Like the 24 inch 
size, this machine is equipped with the Monitor lever 
lock-up, and all punching members are simultaneously 
locked by a device operated by an eccentric shaft, positive 
in action, which makes it impossible for the individual 
punches to shift after they have once been locked in 
position. The punching members can be placed in the 
machine from the front. 

Two back gauges are furnished with each machine. 
The specifications of the 28 Inch Monitor Multiplex 
Punching Machine are as follows: Distance between 
uprights, 30 inches; minimum distance between holes 
of standard Monitor blocks, 1% inches; maxim urn thick
ness of soft stock that can be punched, 1!2 inch; speed 
of machine, 140 revolutions per minute; motor, ljz horse
power; weight, crated for shipment, 930 pounds. 

ROSBACK SPECIAL SIX AND PONY 
PUNCHING MACHINES 

28 INCH MONITOR MULTIPLEX PUNCHING 
MACHINE, FRONT VIEW, EQUIPPED 
WITH DIRECT CONNECTED MOTOR 

The Rosback Special Six Punching Machine is made with a one-piece base casting and has an 
all-iron table graduated with inch scale. The head is pulled down by heavy hexagon side rods 
operating by an eccentric on a heavy shaft. Will punch round or open holes, perforates (like 

ROSBACK SPECIAL SIX PUNCHING 
MACHINE AND MOTOR 

postage stamps), tab cuts for index cards, and round-corners 
thick pads. It is a 28 inch machine, and punches any distance 
between centers up to 27inches, and no gauge heads are required. 

The Rosback Special Six Punching Machine has a triple lever
age, which makes it a most powerful machine and capable of 
doing a very wide range of work; in fact, it will do anything that 
can be accomplished by the most expensive machine made. 
When equipped with the interchangeable perforating, tab cut
ting and round-corner cutting parts, it is an accessory which is 
a time-saver and a money-maker. 

The attachments are all one-piece heads and need but a few 
minutes to change one to the other. They include an open-hole 
head, round-hole head, double adjustable tab cutting head, 
round-hole perforating attachment, round-corner attachment, 
and a deep-throat head. 

The Rosback Special Six Punching Machine is furnished for 
foot power, belt power or electric motor drive. A foot power 
machine can be equipped for belt drive or motor power by the 
addition of the extra fixtures. When motor power is furnished 
by the manufacturers, the driving gear is installed inside the 
frame entirely out of the way. 

The Rosback Pony Six Punching Machine is a 24 inch machine designed along the same lines 
as the Special Six but sold at a considerably lower price. 

Write for descriptive circular and ask for quotations on our line of Punching Machines 
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STANDARD HAND PUNCHING MACHINES 
MADE IN Two SIZES 

No.1 Standard Hand Punching Machine will punch holes any distance apart from% inch to 
101;4 inches on any size sheet. Maximum distance from center of hole to edge of sheet is 5fs inch. 
Punches are easily removed, and can be sharpened with a round file. Weight of machine with 

. two heads is 8 pounds. 

No.1 STANDARD PUNCHING MACHINE 

No.2 Standard Punching Machine is similar in construc
tion to the No.1, but is larger, heavier and stronger, and is 
capable of punching holes any distance apart up to 14% 
inches in any length 
of sheet. Takes the 
same Punch Heads 
as No.1. Weight, 20 
pounds. 

The Standard is a 
handy machine for 
small jobs of punch
ing and it soon pays 
for itself. 

Standard Punching Machine No.1 (without punches) . ........... ......... . . . ...... . .. . .. . . ... . . ..... . $10.00 
Standard Punching Machine No.2 (without punches). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.75 
Style UPunch Heads, for punching single round holes; made in Vs, %6 , %2, %. f;16,I~b. 3fs and I%2 inch ....... 3.25 
Style DU Double Round-Hole Punch Heads, made in %2 inch .......................... ... ..... . .......... .. 5.00 
Style CU Punch Head. A combination Punch Head capable of punching five different sizes of round holes as 

follows : Vs, '}'16, %2,% and 3fs inch. Fitted with five punches, four of which may be removed, leaving the 
proper size punch in the die for punching. Price complete.. ............................................ 14.75 

Styles 13U and 15U Slotted Hole. Price each... . . ........... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.50 
Style US, made in 1732, 3fs and 1%2 inch for punching round holes, slotted for loose leaf work... .... . .. . . .. 4.00 

SIEBER ADJUSTABLE HAND PUNCH 
THE LA TEST DEVELOPMENT IN HAND PUNCHING MACHINES 

The Sieber Adjustable Hand Punch is a splendid auxiliary to the power punching machine; 
does the work as well and as cheaply; easily and quickly made ready. 

This punch is of extra heavy construction and built to take all classes of loose leaf punching, 
taking any size sheet. Dies are easy to aw(i;Ziljr adjust to various centers up to 8% inches 
center to center. Movable end gauge 
may be locked at any place; table is 

graduated to give center to center of holes with greatest ease. 
Punch movement is positive, with eccentric shaft giving 

extra power to stroke. Dies are of hardened steel, self
sharpening, and highly nickel plated. Punch is copper oxi
dized, with nickel plated table and handle grip. Packed in 
substantial wood box ready to ship; weight, 17 pounds. 

Price of Punch, complete, with two solid round-hole dies either 
S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S72 or S174 ........... . .................. $25.00 

EJECTOR PRESS PUNCHES 
Ejector Press Punch, complete, 3/~2, lfs, % 2, <:;16, %2 

or% inch, mounted on body 'ii1s in . square(small)$0.60 
Ejector Press Punch, complete, f;'ls or 3fs inch, 

mounted on body lhs inch square (medium).. .. 1.00 
Ejector Press Punch, complete, 1/z inch, mounted 

on body % inch square (large) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.30 
Ejector Press Punch, complete, 5fs inch, mounted 

on body% inch square (large) .. . .............. 1.40 
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Small Medium Large 

Extra Cutters .............. each $0.30 $0.45 $0.60 
Extra Screws ..... . price for six .20 . . . . . .. . 
Extra Square Bases ... . . .. each .20 .40 .60 
Extra Plungers . ........... each .15 .20 .25 
Extra Cutting Plates, per dozen .15 .20 .25 
Extra Springs ...... price for six .20 .25 .30 

Write for descriptive circular 
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HICKOK BOOKBINDERS' SHEARS 
WITH NEW STYLE AUXILIARY GAUGE 

The Hickok Bookbinders' Shears have recently been greatly improved and are now considered 
the best on the market. The hold-down clamp is vertical-acting and will hold firmly anything 

HICKOK BOOKBINDERS' SHEARS 

from tissue paper to the heaviest 
binders' board. It is rigidly con
structed and should show no wear 
after many years of service. 

The table on back gauge is al
ways in perfect alignment with 
the knife, thus saving a great 
amount of time usually used in 
adjusting. Front stop or gauge is 
quickly moved into any position 
desired and securely locked by a 
single hand-lever. A new style 
Auxiliary Gauge for cutting extra 
narrow strips is also provided. 

Hickok Bookbinders' Shears 
has a 36 \nch cut. The front gauge 
runs out '24 inches from the knife; 
the table i·s 24x36 inches. Floor 
space required, 8lx57 inches. 
Weighs, crated, about 950 pounds. 

HICKOK COMBINED LETTERING PALLET PRESS 
STABBING AND ROUND CORNER CUTTING MACHINE 

The Hickok Combined Lettering Pallet Press, Stabbing and 
Round Corner Cutting Machine was placed on the market 
after a persistent demand had been made for a press into 
which a lettering pallet could be quickly and securely 
fastened. When a few impressions which need pres-
sure are required, the Lettering Pallet can be quickly 

attached and sufficient pressure obtained 
to do good work. It also has the stabbing 

and round corner 
cutting attachment 
which can be very 
quickly put in to 
place. It is equipped 
with an automatic 
Stop and guides for HICKOK COMBINED LETTERING PALLET PRESS 
the work. STABBING AND ROUND CORNER CUTTING MACHINE 

MONITOR BENCH LEVER EMBOSSER 

MONITOR BENCH LEVER EMBOSSER 
ELECTRICALLY HEATED 

SIZE OF HEAD, 13xl3 INCHES 

The Monitor Bench Lever Embosser will handle all 
classes of hot embossing. Two platens of different 
size, a chase, quoins, key and pallet are furnished with 
the machine. Equipped with gas burners but an elec
tric heating device can be furnished if desired. The 
frame of the machine is a solid casting and will stand 
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MONITOR BENCH LEVER EMBOSSER-Continued 

enormous strains. Two heavy cams cause the bed to rise as lever is pulled forward. Bed is con
siderably larger than head and allows the use of gauges to hold the work in position. Bed also slides 
back and forth and can be locked in any position. 

The Monitor Bench Lever Embosser equipment includes gas heated head, one pallet opening 
5 inches, one chase 5x8 inches with quoins and key, one platen 13xl3 and one platen 6x9 inches. 
Write for descriptive circular and prices. 

HICKOK BOOKBINDERS' JOB BACKER 
FOR BACKING AND SA WING BOOKS 

The Hickok Bookbinders' Job Backer is a new pattern machine, built with heavy frame, steel 
screw, gun metal nut, and the jaws are accurately aligned with each other. It is finished in a 
superior manner and is entirely up to the high standard 
of the manufacturer. It is a first class machine for back
ing and sawing out books. 

The Hickok Job Backer is made in two sizes: Jaws 21 
inches long, open 41/2 inches; and jaws 29 inches long, 
open 41/2 inches. Floor space required, 31x22 inches. 

HICKOK STP~NDING PRESSES 
FOR BOOKBINDERS 

Hickok Standing Presses are made of the highest grade 
materials and the workmanship on them is the best. The 
No.6 Press, illustrated, is the most popular size for the 
average bindery. Large numbers of them are in use wher
ever bookbinding is done. The No.6 has a 3~ inch steel 
screw, the platen is 21x29 inches and opens 43 inches; 

weight, 1350 pounds. 
The Hickok line of Book

binders' Standing Presses is 
very complete and to anyone 

HICKOK BOOKBINDERS' 
JOB BACKER 

interested we shall be pleased to send illustrated pamphlet that fully 
describes the line and to quote prices. 

STEEL STOCK-FORWARDING TRUCK 
MAKES FOR EFFICIENCY IN THE BINDERY AND PRESSROOM 

No.l6465 Steel Stock-ForwardingTruck, 30x30 inches inside, with 
casters with iron wheels, as illustrated. 

No.6 HICKOK STANDING PRESS 

No.l6465·A is same table, but 
with casters with fibrewheels. 

Height to flat top, 32 inches. 
Approximateshippingweight, 
280 pounds. 

Efficient practice in binder
ies and pressrooms requires 
that stock should be kept on 
wheels, to avoid lifting and 
handling, as much as possible, 
both these operations being 

wasteful either of time or stock, or both. This table carries 
a large quantity of stock, yet when loaded it may be 
moved around easily. Fibre wheels make it noiseless. 
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THE BOSTON CARD CUTTERS 
Boston Card Cutters have been on the market for many years and thousands are in daily 

use in printing offices, binderies, factories, business offices, photograph galleries, schools, draft
ing rooms and many other business places. They will cut card and paper stock, cloth, rubber, 
trim photographs, blue prints and many other kinds of materials. The knives are made of the 
best grade of tempered tool steel. They have a drawing cut which makes a clamp unnecessary. 
All Boston Cutters have a balanced handle which lifts itself after each operation. There are a 
variety of styles and sizes made that are not shown in this catalogue. To any one interested we 
shall be pleased to send a circular illustrating and describing the full line and quote prices. 

THE BOSTON CUTTER NQ 36B 
WITH IRON STAND AND FOLDING TABLE 

Boston Cutter No. 36B, as illustrated, is com· 
plete with iron stand and folding table. It has an 
adjustable front gauge of steel and a back gauge 
consisting of two steel rods. Both can be locked by 
set screws provided for the purpose. The Boston 
Cutter No. 36B is a well-built, complete machine 
and will be found a great convenience in printing 
offices for cutting card stock and also in drafting 
rooms for trimming blue prints, etc. The knife is 
36% inches long, making the machine adaptable 
for many kinds of work. No. 36 is the same ma
chine as No. 36B excepting that it is not provided 
with the iron stand and folding table. No. 368 BOSTON CUTTER 

BOSTON CARD CUTTER N9 12 

No.12 
BOSTON CARD CUTTER 

MADE IN THREE SIZES 

Boston Card Cutter No. 12, as illustrated, 
has a knife 12% inches long. The illustration 
shows the movable side gauge in the center 
of the table. This illustrates the use of the 
special grooves found in the table of each 
Boston Cutter. The side gauge may easily be 
removed, making it possible to cut accurately 
any length of stock even with the smallest 
Boston Cutters. 

The same design is also made in 16 inch, 
24 inch, and 35 inch sizes. 

THE OFFICIAL CUTTER 
FOR INDIVIDUAL SERVICE 

The Official Cutter is a low priced machine manu
factured especially to meet the requirements of the 
individual. The Official has a table of hardwood, ruled 
in graduations of one inch, making it a convenient 
cutting guide at any point. The gauge is graduated to 
eighths of an inch. Equipped with spring-back handle, 
well balanced and easy to operate. The Official Cut
ter is made in two sizes, 12 inch and 16 inch. Write 
for descriptive circular and prices. 
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MODEL 89 LIBERTY FOLDING MACHINE 
COMBINATION ]OB, CIRCULAR, BOOK AND CATALOGUE MACHINE 

The Model 89 Liberty Quick-Change Folding Machine does a large variety of folding. It is 
very simple in its mechanism and is equipped with a slip-gear which permits the parts of the 
machine not in use to remain idle, thereby saving both power and unnecessary wear. It will 

make one, two or three right-angle 
folds, also one right-angle fold fol
lowed by two parallel folds at right 

angles to the first fold. It will handle 
books, booklets, briefs, catalogues, cir
cular letters, price lists, covers, etc. Its 
range of work is as follows: 6x6 to 22x32, 
one fold ( 4 pages); 7xll to 22x32, two 
right-angle folds (8 pages); 5ljzx12 to 
16x22, two parallel folds ( 8 pages) ; 5Vzx9 
to 16%x16, two parallel folds (6 pages); 
llx14 to 22x32, three right-angle folds 
(16 pages); llx14 to 22x32, one right
angle fold followed by two parallel folds 
at right angles to first fold (16 pages); 

5ljzx9 to 16%x16, two parallel folds (accord eon), 6 pages; 81/zxll to 16%x24, three folds, letter-fold. 
The Model 89 Liberty Quick-Change Folding Machine has a 16 page perforator regulator 

equipment. Send for descriptive circular of the complete line of Liberty Folding Machines. 
Quotations will be made upon request. 

MODEL 90 LIBERTY JUNIOR FOLDING MACHINE 
FOR FOLDING CIRCULARS AND LETTERS 

The Model 90 Liberty Junior Fold
ing Machine is built in a first class 
manner throughout, and has a range 
of S1f2x6 inches to 17x22 inches. It 
makes all the useful and standard folds 
required of a machine of its kind. It 
has all the advantages of both tape and tapeless 
machines, being a combination of both machines. 

The Model90 Liberty Junior Folding Machine will 
make one right-angle fold followed by two parallel 
folds at right angles to first fold. It will make one or 
two parallel folds, or one or two right-angle folds. It 
will make two right-angle folds followed by a paral
lel fold. It will fold 4, 6, 8 and 16 page forms, also 
letters for either single or double envelopes. It will 
fold 8 or 16 page forms one or. more deep, to saddle 
stitch, insert or gather; also, 6 pages either standard 
or accordeon or 12 pages for side stitching. It will 
fold 8 pages oblong on pages as large as 7x8% one 

FOLDING MACHINE 

on, or 8 pages oblong on pages as large as 51/zx8% two on. It will handle pages as large as 
8%xlllJ! inches 4 and 8 page forms, or 6,12 and 16 page forms with pages as large as 41.4x111k 
It will handle a page as small as 2%x5Vz on any of the above forms and do the work accurately 
and entirely satisfactorily. 

Any establishment doing a considerable amount of booklet and circular work will find the 
Model 90 Liberty Junior Folding Machine of great assistance in turning out the work rapidly. 

Write for circulars and Prices on the complete line of Liberty Folding Machines 
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HAMILTON STEEL BINDERY TABLES 
These have angle iron frames and reinforced steel tops. The standard height is 32 in., but other 

heights approximating the standard will be supplied on special order. 
No. 16450 Steel Bindery Table, working surface 36x72 in., four legs, as illustrated. Approxi

No.l6460 
SIZE 30x30 IN. 

The superior durability of these 
tables, as well as their strength 
and rigidity, commend them for 
use in binderies. They cannot be 
hacked with knives or worn by 
contact with the feet of those who 
use them, and will present a good 
appearance long after wood tables 
must be scrapped. Write for in
formation and prices. 

mate shipping weight, 285lbs. 
No. 16451 Steel Bindery Table, working surface 

36x96 in., four legs, as illustrated. Approximate ship
ping weight, 375 lbs. 

No. 16452 Steel Bindery Table, working surface 
36x114 in., six legs. Approximate shipping weight, 
435lbs. 

No. 16460 Steel Bindery Table, working surface 
30x30 in., four legs, as illustrated. Approximate ship
ping weight, 190 lbs. 

CASTER WHEELS-These tables are supplied with 
casters, upon special order, in any height. 

No.16450,SIZE 36X 72 IN . , FOUR LEGS 
No.16451, SIZE 36X 95 IN., FOUR LEGS 
No.l6452, SIZE 36X114 IN ., SIX LEGS 

PADDING AND GLUING-ON ATTACHMENTS 
Hamilton Steel Bindery Tables are made instantly available as padding or gluing-on tables 

by the addition of simple attachments, as shown in illustration. 
No. 16470 Padding Attachment for Hamilton Steel Bindery Tables having a 36 in. working 

surface, includes drip pan (E). Approximate shipping weight, 60 lbs. Uprights (A) are 18 in. 
long, threaded. The padding board (D) is 10 in. wide and 44 in. long. Pressure is obtained by 

No.l6470PADDINGATTACHMENT 
AND No.16475 GLUING-ON 

ATTACHMENT ATTACHED TO 
36 IN. END OF TABLE 

c use of 6 in. star wheels (C) on uprights. B is metal washer 
· .. s between star wheel and board. The uprights extend 

··o through the flange of the table top and are held securely 
by a locked nut. When not in use they hang loosely 
at sides of table. Drip pan (E) catches the drippings 
from the brush or from the pads. The tables are 36 in. 
wide and have holes drilled in side flanges 5 in. from 
each end to accommodate this attachment. 

No. 16475 Gluing-on Attachment for Hamilton Steel 
Bindery Tables includes swinging bracket (G), pan (H) 
8% in. diameter, which fits into bracket, and a 4% in. 
cup (K) with bracket, for holding brushes, but not the 
glue heater (L). Approximate shipping weight, 30 lbs. 

The bracket holding the glue pot is in two parts, one 
attached to leg of table, the other part hinged and swing
ing, carrying the glue pot clear of the table either at end or 
side. The brush cup is attached to the bracket, and also 
swings clear of table. The glue heater in illustration is 
Type GH-2, two quarts. 
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BOOKBINDERS' CABINETS 
MADE IN SIX SIZES 

Made with bronzed pulls on each case, and highly finished. The cases are made in exactly the 
same style as printers' cases, with three-ply bottoms, and are same size and proportioned like 

one-half of the regular cap case. These cabinets may be put 
on or under a bench. "A place for everything and everything 
in its place" is a rule bookbinders should live up to, and these 
cabinets will help them to do it. 

No . 2 BOOKBINDERS ' CABINET 

N o. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

DATA ON BOOKBINDERS ' CABINETS 

Capacity 

6 Cases .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
10 Cases .. . .. ... ... . .. . ..... . ... . .. . 
15 Cases . .. ... . .. . . . ....... . ..... . . . 
18 Cases ... . . .. .... ...... .... . ..... . 
20 Cases . .. . ... ... . ... . .. .. . .. .... . . 
25 Cases .. ... .. ... . .... . ... . . .. . ... . 

W eight 
Lbs . 

75 
110 
150 
190 
210 
250 

Height 
Inches 

16 
24% 
333,4 
39 
43 
613,4 

Other sizes can be furnished. Write for Prices 

Floor Space 
In ches 

20x20 
20x20 
20x20 
20x20 
20x20 
20x20 

BOOKBINDERS' BAND AND RUBBING-UP STICKS 

Made of smoothly finished rock maple, and put up in a set of six sizes-one each %l2, %2, %2, 
%2, V32, %2 in. widths of groove. By their use the work is done much quicker, and bands of 
uniform width and finish are formed. The two larger sizes can be used for forming the larger 
bands on the backs of blank books, turning sharp corners, etc., thus taking the place of the folder, 
rubbing-up stick, burnisher, etc., heretofore used. Weight, per set,% lb. Write for prices. 

BOOKBINDERS' PRESSBOARDS 
THE BEST PRESSBOARDS OBTAINABLE 

This line of Bookbinders' Press boards has been greatly developed, and is guaranteed, whether 
plain, laminated or brass bound, to be the best ever manufactured. They are made of selected 
cherry or of five-ply laminated stock. The Laminated 
Brass-Bound Boards are meeting with great favor, and 
are now used by the best and largest binders. All stock 
going into these boards is the best procurable. Any 
little defect in wood is firmly plugged and smoothed. 

The Cases for holding Press boards are of three sizes, 
each size in 14, 16 and 18 board capacity. Other sizes 
made to order. These cases are made of hardwood, 
nicely finished, and the sides are paneled. The boards 
are separated by fixed hardwood strips. 

Write for information regarding the various finishes 
of Bookbinders' Pressboards. Quotations will be made 
upon request. BRASS-BOUND PRESSBOARDS IN CASE 

BOOKBINDERS' CUTTING BOARDS 
FOR CUTTING LEATHER, CLOTH, ETC. 

Bookbinders' Cutting Boards are made to order only of the best selected maple. They are 
made in three different styles, as follows: Straight-grained, diagonal-grained and end-grained. 
The end-grained boards are supplied with or without iron rods and binding strips. The straight
grained and diagonal-grained boards are sold by the square foot. The end-grain boards are sold by 
the square inch. Work on these boards should not be hurried and it will be to the customer's 
advantage to allow us as much time as possible for filling an order. Write for quotations. 
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THE ANGLE INK KNIVES 
Patented March 2, 1915 

Angle Ink Knives are the best, both in material and workmanship, that · can be obtained. 
The blades are of the best Swedish steel, oil tempered and finished. The handles are of fine· 
grained coco bolo, and all who have used them declare they are by far the best ink knives on the 

REGULAR ANGLE INK KNIFE-SQUARE END 

REGULAR ANGLE INK KNIFE-ROUND END 

market. The regular Angle 
Knife for general use is 
furnished either with the 
square or round end, in 
three sizes. 

Round End Sq uare End 

6in., No. 601$0.75 No. 602$0.75 
8 in., No. 801 1.25 No. 802 1.25 

10 in., No.1001 2.00 No. 1002 2.00 

. ~·-~ ...... ---:_ -~· 

The Angle B Ink Knife, 
owing to the shape of the 
blade, enables the operator 
to clean out the press foun
tain in much less time than 
it can bedonewith the ordi
nary ink knife. The shape 
of this knife blade enables 

. -

ANGLE B INK KNIFE (FOR CYLINDER PRESSES) 

the operator to get down under the distributor in the fountain and cleanse it thoroughly with
out the aid of other appliances-something that cannot be done with other ink knives. In pur
chasing an ink knife ask for the Angle, and you will be sure to have the best in the market. 

The Angle B Ink Knife is specially designed for cylinder presses and is superior to any other 
ink knife made for that purpose. It is made in two sizes: 
8 inch, Angle B, No. 803 ..................... . .. .. $2 .00 10 inch, Angle B, No. 1003 .............. .. .......... $3.00 

STYLE B INK KNIVES 
Style B Ink Knives have straight blades. They are made of excellent material, will stand hard 

.~~u %~• 

"'-- ·--~ . __ .. 
STYLE B INK KNIFE 

usage and are guaran
teed to do the work. 

Style B, 6 in. No. 604 $1.00 
Style B, 8 in . No. 804 1.75 
Style B, 10 in . No. 1004 2.75 
Style B, 12 in . No. 1204 3.50 

ROUND OR SQUARE END SPATULAS 

, - -. --------- I 
ROUND END SPATULA, STYLE A 

4 inch Spatula-No. 405Round End ...... . $0.50 .... .... ...... ......... .......... . 
6 inch Spatula-No. 605 Round End .... . ... 75 No. 606 Square End . .. . .... $0.75 
8 inch Spatula- No. 805 Round End .. . . . .. 1.00 No. 806 Square End ........ 1.00 

10 inch Spatula-No. 1005 Round End . . . . . . . 1.75 No.1006 Square End . .. . .. . . 1.75 
12 inch Spatula-No.1205 Round End ... . . .. 2.25 No.1206 Square End . . .. .... 2.25 

Round or Square 
End Spatulas have a 
thin pliable blade and 
are preferred by some 
pressmen, as they are 
especially useful for 
mixing small quanti
ties of color. 

,CHALLENGE INK SPADE MARBLE INK SLABS 
Marble Ink Slabs for the pressroom or for proof 

presses can be supplied in various sizes. We handle 
the product of the best quarries only and guarantee 
the workmanship to be satisfactory in every way. 

Price, each ... . ... .. .... . ....... ... ........ $0.90 Write for information and prices. 
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~ Wood Types l 
~ ~~ ~ 
t J. Wood Type Specimen ~ 
( Book will be submitted on ) 
~ application to printers who ~ 
[ have use for it J 
~ Wood Types are made in so large a ~ 
~ variety of faces as to make it imprac- ~ 

{ ticable to display them in this book ~ 

( Wood Types sold by us are cut on ) 
J the end grain of maple and are un- L 
j excelled in printing qualities and in r 
~ durability ~~ l 
{ cA.merican Type Founders ~ 
~ Company ~ 
~ EVERYTHING FOR THE PRlNTER ~ 
{ ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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.... .. ,.. ..... HARMON-INKS at last makes it possible THE TAYLOR CHART is the only method . .-·:\,,·,;; · ... 
{ ~ ~ ·; for every printer to achieve a superiority whereby a printer can instantly see Color ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ in color combination with a minimum of Harmonies of more than two colors. By ~ 
~'J ~ffort and expense. ~olor in printing is using the colored inks as indicated on 

~
~~ 111 great demand and 1s profitable for the the chart absolute Color Harmony in the 
.A.. printer who can handle It right; and every finished job is assured. 

t"' printerwith Harmon-Inks may now have . . . 
f ·· · ·· a highly proficient art department which CoL~R HARMONY m prmtmg prese.nts 

c$ will instantly solve Color Harmony prob- most tmportant though o~ten annoymg 
~ lems with artistic taste and precision. problems. Harmon-Inks wtll solve these 
~,~ problems quickly, adequately, and without 

~'J 

~ 
~ 
~ 

~ \..J~~ HARMON-INKS: An equipment consist- chance of mistake. Also gives to printers + ing of Taylor Color-Harmony Chart and a means to increase the number of color + 
Q .... ! .... c corresponding ready-mixed colored inks jobs, for they can with such a convenient Q .... ~----C 
1\! ... JI for carryin~ o~t the wi.de selection of aid dem.onstra~e to customers ~ow well } -!.-1 

'1' ~ '1' colorcombmatwnsprovtded bythechart. any parncular JOb would look m colors; : ~ : 
~ The manufacturer of these inks has de- and then do it accurately, without experi- ~ 

...... ,.. ..... voted much time to chemical and scien- ment or annoyance, by using the corre- .. ··:\,,',(;·· .. 
( ~ ~ ~ tific research in perfecting the colors. sponding ready-mixed inks . ~ ~ ~ 
~ + . ·>- ~ 
~'J U NTIL recently many printers could not compete successfully on color work with establishments ~f'J 

~
~~ that had art departments, b.ut in the following pages we show how any printer can with Harmon- ~~~ 
..A._ Inks make pleasing and well balanced color suggestions on prospective jobs, and carry out his .A,. 

~"' suggestions with the identical colored, ready-mixed inks contained in the equipment. ul~"' 
~··. + ·~ ·>- ... w··. 
~ ~ 
~ HARMON-INKS-Manufactured by the SIGMUND ULLMAN COMPANY ~ 

~ Supplied b)l the AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY . t 
~:!:;? at all its Selling Houses 1\::f:;( 
'1' ~'1' '1'~~ 
~ - ~ 
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ARMON¥ 

Size 22x28 inches. Lithographed in seventeen impressions. Shows ninety-six indi1'idua! co lo1'J. Printed on fine stock and reinforced tl'ith linen. 
SimPle instl'llctions Printed in twelve point type on sbeet. Only eq11ipment used is tbree masks and cbart . 

The TAYLOR CHART irL Color Printing 
THE use of this chart is very easy. Harmonies of two, three or more colors are instantly 
made visible by laying the masks with cut-out windows on the chart, consequently, a printer 
can see and determine in advance the colors best suited for the job, and then using the inks 
supplied with the equipment, he prints in exactly the same harmonious colors. 

Now notice the line marked X on the color illustration. This shows the effect when 
one color is printed over another color. You can use two harmonious colors as shown by 
the mask, and print in three colors, knowing beforehand what the third color will look 
like-a tremendous advantage to the printer. ~ T II 1002 
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EQUIPMENT 

1 

Taylor Color-Harmony 
Chart and three masks, 
with simple directions. 

2 

Twelve Spectrum Colored 
Printing Inks in ~-lb. 
tubes, ready mixed and 
corresponding absolutely 
to colors on chart. 

3 
Two ~-lb. tubes of white 
ink and two ~-lb. tubes 
of black ink. 

4 
Directions for making 
various tones of colors by 
aid of screens, or mixing 
white and black. 

y ~ 

ONE quarter-pound tube of each of the twelve spectrum colors shown on the chart comes 
with this equipment·, and additional orders for these colors can be obtained in various sized 
packages from the American Type Founders Company at its Selling Houses. 

Sigmund Ullman Company, leaders in the printing ink industry, have devoted much 
time to chemical and scientific research in the production of these colors, not alone from 
an artistic standpoint, but from the practical standpoint of their working qualities, which, 
when all is said and done, is a most important part to every printer. 

+ + 

Lisr Price of separare Ch arrs $15.00 Lisr Price of 4lbs. Colored Ink $15.00 

Price ofHARMON-INKS Oudir, including above $25 .00 

In l-Ib . 
Cans 

HARMON-INKS Red .. . . . . . .. ... $2.50 
HARMON-INKS Red Orange . . . . 2.00 
HARMON-INKS Orange ....... . 2.50 
HARMON-INKS Orange Yellow . 2.00 
HARMON-INKS Yellow .. . .. . ... 1.50 
HARMON INKS Yellow Green . . 1.50 
HARMON-INKS Green . . . ... . .. . l. 50 

Per lb. Per X -Ib . 
In )<, -lb . Tubes Tube 

$3.25 
2.75 
3.25 
2. 75 
2.25 
2.25 
2.25 

$0.85 
.75 
.85 
. 75 
.60 
.60 
.60 

I n l-Ib. 
Cans 

HARMON-INKS Green Blue . .. . $2.00 
HARMON-INKS Blue .. . . . ..... 1.50 
HARMON-INKS Blue Violer. . . . 2.00 
HARMON-INKS Violer.. . .... . 2. 50 
HARMON-INKSViolerRed... 3.00 
HARMON-INKS Mixing Whire . l. 50 
H ARMON-INKS Mixing Black .. l. 50 

Per lb . Per Ji-lb . 
In '-. -lb. Tubes Tube 

$2. 75 
2.25 
2.7 5 
3.25 
3. 75 
2.25 
2.25 

$0.75 
.60 
.75 
.85 

1.00 
.60 
.60 
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1ff 1f! . ·~·· How HARMON-INKS Will Build Up Your ··~· 
~ Color Printing Business ~ 
~ + T + ~ 
~ ExAMPLE No.1 show the attractions and recreations ~ 

~ I r') A · ld l'k of the resort. Sketches of a tennis <""'~ I c 
L·!=·!·J prospective customerwou I e L·!= • 

..J:··f·~ to have a dealer circular, booklet or . court with male and female. figures .f:'!1 
~ bulletin printed. He has invariably will be s_hown, bathing, boating and ~ 

.. ·· ···· ··... used black and white, but has lately ~olfing In the scenes. The cus~om~r .. ····r ··. 
f ~'~ ·~ learned of the greater effect of color. Is prepared to pay for a good JOb 1n ( ~~~ 
~ He knows little about color printing three, four or even five colors: What ~ 

C')2 except that he has seen some color colors should b_e used that wi_ll pro- C')2 

~
~t jobs. He therefore asks the printer's duce an attractiv~ booklet w~th the ~~~ 

t"" advice, and until now the printer was . colors~ of the vano~s scenes ln h_ar- vlt"-' 
i .·· .. handicapped through lack of color mony. The women s costumes With ... .. i .··· 
~ hannon knowledge and secondly bathing suits, the knit outerwear of ~ 

':' y ' ' 'h bh .. ~ ~ the trouble of matching commercial t ~ men, can e s own In :anous . ·. 
~ inks with colors selected. This prob- ?nght colors that are attractive and ~ 
± lem is easily solved by Harmon-Inks, In harmony. . . ± 

~ I r') · h 1 f · d · k These color combmatwns can be ~ I c 
v==·!·J wit no oss o time an no m1sta es. v==· . 
l\l/1 imtantlydetermined,usingthemasks !\!./! 

"1" + "1" ExAMPLE No.2 on the Taylor Chart, and if the plates "1" + --; 
.~. Suppose a more elaborate piece of are designed so as to print one over .~. 

(~,~···~ work is in question, say: a pamphlet the otherthe resultant color can also (~,~· 
~ for a summer resort. It Is desired to be seen and detennined upon before- ~ 

Cf'J produce a job which will effectively hand through the · use of the chart. Cf'J lli + + ·> w .t... HARMON-INKS .·~ 
~ Manufactured by the SIGMUND ULLMAN CoMPANY and supplied by the ~ 

± AMERICANTYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY ± 
~\:!:;? at all its Selling Houses ~\:!~~ 
"1" --Jr "1" 1004 "1" --Jr "'; 
~ ~ 
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ELECTROTYPE 
1 

ITEMS 
Electrotyped Newspaper Headings and 
Sub-Headings, Date Lines, Cuts, Seals, 

- \ Emblems, Etc. 
I 

IN vie, of the limited and lessening 
demand-and the extremely high cost 
of electrotypes-Newspaper Headings 
and Sub-Headings, Date Lines, Seals, 
Emblems and all other electrotyped 
cuts have been omitted from this cata
logue; but orders for any item in this 
particular line which may be selected 
from the catalogues or pamphlets pre
viously issued by the American Type 
-Founders Company will be filled when 

possible at the prevailing 
mark.et prices 

T-T-T-
T-T-

T-

t f ALL THE CUTS AND ORNAMENTS SHOWN IN 
~ ! THIS CATALOGUE ARE CAST IN TYPE MOLDS 
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American Type Founders Company 

PERFECTION STEEL TABLETING PRESSES 
MADE OF STEEL AND IRON 

The Perfection Steel Tableting Press is made of steel and iron. It will handle any number of 
sheets up to 3000 with greatest ease. Is made sloping so that paper will rest alone while being 

adjusted. The clamp is separate from the box and is quickly 
arranged to take various thicknesses. Pressure is obtained by 

turning the screw crank. 
The Perfection Steel Tab
leting Press, sheet steel 
holder, is sold complete 
with clamp and five boards. 
Extra clamps and boards 
may be purchased. 

Send for circulars fully 
describing and illustrating both the Golding and the Perfection 
Tableting Presses. Ask for quotations. · 

GOLDING TABLETING PRESSES 
MADE IN Two SrzEs 

The Golding Tableting Press is a very simple device for tableting all kinds 
of paper stock. It is built of iron and wood and is strong and convenient. Is 
made in two sizes: No.1 holds 2000 sheets any size 
up to 6x12 inches; No.2 holds 5000 sheets any size 
up to 8Vzx16 inches. No.1B is the same as No.1, but 
complete with bundling blocks. No. 2B is the same 
as No.2, but complete with bundling blocks. The 
bed of No.2 is hinged to a bracket and may be used 
in a horizontal or perpendicular position. 

Tableting Presses are a good investment and will 
GOLDING T ABLETING PRESS 

save their cost in a very short space of time. Every printing office has more or less scrap paper 
that can easily be put up in pads which may be readily sold if desired. The use of Tableting 
Presses makes this work easy and profitable. 

STA-WARM ELECTRIC GLUE POTS 
WITH AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF HEAT 

Sta-Warm Electric Glue Pots maintain a temperature of about 145 
degrees, which is scientifically proven to be the proper heating point for 
glue. The Sta-Warm positively will not burn the glue. Made for either 
alternating current or direct current, 110 or 220 volts. Any printer or 
bookbinder using glue to a considerable extent will find this pot a time 
and trouble saver. 

Made in the following sizes: pint, quart, 2 quart, gallon, 2 gallon and 
5 gallon. Send for descriptive circular and prices. 

STA-WARM ELECTRIC 
GLUE POT 

WATER GLUE POTS CEMENT BRUSHES 
These are double pots, the 

inner or glue pot being por
celain lined. 

No. 2-Capacity 1% pints ... . $1.60 
No. 3-Capacity 1% pints. 2.00 
No. 4-Capacity 2% pints.. 2.40 
No. 5-Capacity 3% pints .... 2.75 
No. 6-Capacity4% pints . .. . 3.25 

1 inch . . . ... .. . ...... $0.35 2 inches ..... ...... .. $0.50 
1% inches . . . . . . . . . . . .40 3 inches . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 

3% inches ... . .......... $1.60 
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Printing Machinery and Equipments 

NUREX TABBING COMPOUND 
A NoN-INFLAMMABLE FLEXIBLE TABBING COMPOUND 

Nurex T abbing Compound is a patented article that insures an exceedingly flexible and un
usually satisfactory pad whenever paper is to be tabbed. It is applied cold, .and dries within a few 
minutes after it is put on. Always works the same in any climate, summer or winter. Does not 

FLEXIBILITY OF 
COMPOUND 

get sticky in damp weather and never 
cracks under the paper cutter clamp. 
It is put up in either quart or gallon 
cans; colors, red and natural. 

Nurex Reducer, which is used only 
whe n the Compound becomes too 
thick, is also put up in gallon and 
quar t cans. The Nurex Tabbing Pot 
(as illustrated) is made especially for 
Nurex Padding Compound, and is an 

NUREX T ABBI NG POT 

important part of the outfit. A circular fully describing the Nurex 
T abbing Process and giving prices of the Compound, Reducer and Cans will be sent on request. 

TABLET KNIFE LIQUID PADDING GLUE 

TABLET KNIFE 

The tablet knife has extra thin, strong blade 
made of approved design. 

This Liquid Padding Glue is an elastic, 
tough, quick drying preparation which is 
always ready for use and requires no heat
ing. It is not subject to change of tempera
ture, but is perfect under all conditions. It is 
free from odor and is furnished in red, blue, 
green or colorless, as may be desired. 

Tablet Knife, each . 

AMERICAN 

LETTERING 

PALLET 

An indisPensable 
tool for every 
bookbinder 

• . . ... . . . "0 • • " . $0.45 
PRICES OF LIQUID P ADDING GLUE 

Half-pint cans .. . .... . . . . .. . . ... ... $0.30 
Pint cans .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
Quart cans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 
Gallon cans ..... . . . .... . . . ... .... . 3.00 

AMERICAN LETTERING 
PALLET 

The American Lettering Pallet is made of solid brass, 
substantially constructed and handsomely finished. It 
has capacity for a line 4% inches long. It is readily ad
justed by two thumbscrews, which center the line with 
one operation from either end. 
Price. 

BONE FOLDERS 
8 inch, each . . . . .. ... . . .... .. . . . . . . . ..... .. . 
8 inch, per dozen . . ..... . . . .. . . . 

PAPER PAD COUNTER 

• • 0 .$12 .00 

• 0 •• $0 .35 
.. . 3.50 

This Pad or Paper Counter is a device adjustable for 
dividing any number of sheets into equal parts for 
padding. The gauge is nickel plated and adjustable 
up to 1% inches. 
P r ice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... $1.00 
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American Type Founders Company 

SUPERIOR STEREOTYPE CASTING BOXES 
MADE IN SIX SIZES: WITH AND WITHOUT CORES 

Each coreless casting box, Nos.lOO, 200, 300 and 400, is furnished with one set of bearer gauges, 
as selected. Each cored casting box, Nos.l03, 204,305,406,407 and 408, is furnished with one set 

of type-high by base-high bearer 
gauges and two side type-high by 
11 point bearer gauges. A set of 
bearer gauges consists of two side 
gauges with handle and one end 
gauge. 

Casting boxes Nos.lOO, 103, 200, 
204 have single handles for lifting 
the covers. Other sizes have two 
handles, one on each side, as illus
trated, for lifting the covers. 

SUPERIOR CASTING BOX, OPEN, WITH 
BEARER GAUGES 

Cored Casting Boxes for casting 
cored type -high plates, will also 
cast solid plates, type-high or base
high when the cores are detached. 
As regularly made the cores ate 
spaced to cast columns of 12,12% 
or 13 pica widths, by placing the 
thin gauge the proper distance 
from the outside gauge. The cores 
are detached easily. 

SUPERIOR CASTING BOX, WITH 
REMOVABLE CORES 

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING GOOD STEREOTYPES 

The box must be heated before a good cast 
can be made. This is done by taking one or more 
blank casts before placing matrix. Matrix must 
be heated in a flat position before casting. This 
may be done by placing it upon the hot bed of 
casting box, weighting it to prevent curl. Casts 
should be made on smooth cardboard, placed 
under bearer gauges, extending beyond the 
bearers and also extending two inches beyond 
mouth of casting box.Anothercardboardshould 
be placed over all gauges, overlapping them in 
all directions. Cardboard is a better conductor 
of stereo metal than cast iron. Casts should be 
made at the bottom of the box, and centered 
between sides of the box. 

No . 

--
100 
200 
300 
400 
103 
204 
305 
406 
407 
408 

PARTICULARS OF SUPERIOR CASTING BOXES 

WITH AND WITHOUT CORES 

Size of Larges t Size Number Number Sets of 
Bed of Plate Cast of Solid of Cored Gauges 
ln . ln . Columns Columns Furnish ed 

Ca st Cast 
------

9%x14 8%x12 3 - 1 
13%x22 12%x20 4 - 1 

14x26 12%x23% 5 - l 
20x28 18%x25% 8 - 1 

91fzx14 8%x12 3 3 2 
13%x22 12%x20 4 4 2 

14x26 12%x23% 5 5 2 
20x'28 181fzx251fz 6 6 2 
20x28 18%x25% 8 7 2 
20x28 181fzx25lf2 8 8 2 

Approx . 
Shipping 
W eight 

Lbs . 
- - -

140 
265 
350 
630 
150 
285 
380 
665 
670 
675 

OUTFIT OF STEREOTYPING MATERIALS AND TOOLS 
An outfit for stereotyping requires, in addition to Metal Furnace, Ladle and Skimmer, a Beat

ing Brush, a box of Black Lead, a box of French Chalk, an Oil Brush, a Matrix Shears, large and 
small Chisels, a Mounting Hammer, a Punch, a Nail Set, a box of Nails and a box of Tacks. This 

z::::::::z(3 ~--'--=~l~~.~.-m-~
1

~ 

- ~lfW#k-i:§i:,iMfs·•••c@} -Rl* 8 Zj}?!ht ufCM 

BEARER GAUGES 

The three upper gauges are type-high or base-high . 
The three lower gauges are type-high or plate-high. 

outfit, or any part of it, is supplied only when 
specially ordered. 

Prices of Blankets and Prepared Matrix Pa
per for wet process stereotyping and Wood for 
mounting thin plates will be quoted on request. 

STEREOTYPE BEATING BRUSH 

The bristles are 3x4 in.; back of brush, 3%x6 in .; and 
the handle, 12 in. long. 
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Printt'ng Machinery and Equipments 

SUPERIOR METAL FURNACES 
MADE IN FOUR SIZES FOR GAS, AND ONE SIZE FOR COAL OR WooD 

SUPERIOR METAL FURNACE 
FOR GAS 

Superior Metal Furnaces, for heating with 
gas, consist of a furnace, as illustrated, and a 
hood. The furnaces may be purchased sepa · 
rately, but this is not advised, as the hood pro-
vides the means of carrying off the unhealthy 
fumes through standard stovepipe to flues or 
through walls or windows. The hood also has 
the advantage of enabling the user to put in a 
greater amount of old metal than can safely be 
put in the open melting pot. 

SUPERIOR METAL FURNACE 
FOR COAL OR WOOD 

The melting pots are so shaped that the flames attack the sides as well as the bottoms, as 
illustrated above, thus bringing the metal to the melting point quicker than can be done with 
the ordinary type of metal pots. 

No.120-H Superior Metal Furnace, for gas, with hood, iron pot and 1 burner. Capacity,300 lbs. 
Approximate shipping weight, 177 lbs. 

No.122-H Superior Metal Furnace, for gas, with hood, iron pot and 2 burners. Capacity, 700 lbs. 
Approximate shipping weight, 250 lbs. 

No.123-H Superior Metal Furnace, for gas, with hood, steel pot and 2 burners. Capacity, 700 lbs. 
Approximate shipping weight, 295 lbs. 

N o.124-H Superior Metal Furnace, for gas, with hood, steel pot and 2 burners. Capacity, 1000 lbs. 
Approximate shipping weight, 365 lbs. 

N o.125-H Superior Metal Furnace,for gas, with hood, steel pot and 2 burners. Capacity, 1500 lbs. 
Approximate shipping weight, 415 lbs. 

No.126-H Superior Metal Furnace, for coal or wood, with hood, iron pot, fire box and ash pan. 
Capacity,300 lbs. Approximate shipping weight, 200 lbs. 

SUPERIOR SKIM.MERS SUPERIOR LADLES 

Five inch-34 in. long. Six inch-42 in. long. 
Six inch -27 in. long. Six inch-35 in. long. 

SUPERIOR INGOT MOLDS 
30-Ingot Pan: Capacity, 50 lbs., 1% lb. pigs, as illustrated. 
20-Ingot Pan: Capacity, 50 lbs., 21/z I b. pigs. 
9-Ingot Pan: Capacity, 27 lbs., 3 lb. pigs. 
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American Type Founders Company 

ROSBACK ROTARY PERFORATING MACHINE 
*FOR OTHER ROSBACK PERFORATING MACHINES SEE PAGES 985 AND 986 

The Rosback Rotary Perforating Machine makes a slot or hyphen-hole perforation and also 
a knife-cut perforation. It trims, scores and crimps or creases loose-leaf ledger sheets. It is 
also equipped with an adjustable book-cover creaser which has a capacity of from %o inch 

ROSBACK_ROTARY PERFORATOR EQUIPPED WITH MOTOR 

up to any thickness that may be 
desired. The Rosback Rotary 
Perforator is in use at the pres
ent time in some of the largest 
plants in the country, and is 
giving excellent results. It is 
built upon strictly mechanical 
principles, and it has no large 
drum, no belts, bands or tapes 
to keep in repair. It is a rapid 
and accurate machine and pos
sesses every necessary improve
ment. The knife-cutting heads 
are designed to cut clean and 
will last a long time and with 
proper care they should prove 
to be indestructible. The scoring 

heads will score perfectly anything from three-ply to very thin stock. The slitting heads cut 
shear style, smooth and clean, and will slit or trim anything from three-ply or four-ply stock to 
the thinnest. They will trim separately or in connection with the perforating heads, as desired. 
The crimping heads (creasing) make the stock pliable, and any style of heads can be furnished. 

The Rosback Rotary Perforating Machine perforates 30 inches square. With tables spread 
it requires a floor space of 5x5ljz feet. Weight, crated for shipment, 715 lbs. 

ROSBACK STEAM POWER PERFORATOR 
STANDARD SIZES: 24 INCH AND 28 INCH 

*FOR OTHER ROSBACK PERFORATING MACHINES SEE PAGES 985 AND 986 

The Rosback Steam Power Perforators are 
equipped with the same improvements as the foot 
power machines. They are acknowledged as the 
standard of excellence. The equipment includes 
extra heavy hardened steel dies and tool steel 
hardened punches that outlast regular dies. 

Rosback Steam Power Perforators, in addition 
to the standard sizes, can be obtained in larger 
or smaller sizes to order at moderate prices. 

*The complete line of Rosback Perforating 
Machines, other than those shown on this page, 
consists of: 

Rosback Hand Perforator, shown on page 985. 
Rosback Round-Hole·Rotary Perforator, shown 

on page 985. 
Rosback XX Heavy Power Perforator, shown 

on page 986. 
Rosback Foot Power Perforator, on page 986. 

ROSBACK STEAM POWER PERFORATOR 
MADE IN TWO SIZES 

*For other Perforating Machines, power, treadle and lever, see pages 984 -987 
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Floor plan of a complete all-steel Cut-Cost Composing Room, arranged in composition units. in usc by 
The A. S. Gilman l'rinting Company of Cleveland, Ohio. Plan for this and two other Aoors prepared by a Production 

Engineer of the Efficiency Department of the American Type Founders Company 



AMERICAN CUT-COST SYSTEM 
OF PRINTING PLANT 

EQUIPMENT 
DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY THE EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT 

OF THE AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY AND 

FOR SALE AT ALL ITS SELLING HOUSES 

COVERING THE CONTINENT 

·~I I J~· 
A Statement of the Work Done for Printers by the 

Production Engineers of our Efficiency 
Department 

·~I II J~· 

A Descriptive Catalogue of the Time-Saving and 
Space-Saving American Cut-Cost 

Equipments 

~ 
American Cut-Cost Equipments are usually 

made in both Steel and Wood 

~ 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 
"Covering the Continent" 

1923 
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+ + 
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING FOR THE PRINTER 

+ + 

Printing Plant Efficiency 
is Vital to the Success of the American 

Type Founders Company 
------~------

E HAVE an interest in the equipments herewith presented beyond 
the desire to sell them. Our success must follow the success of our 

customers. Success in any industry depends largely upon the effi-
ciency of the plant equipments. In printing plants every inefficient 

composing room or pressroom is a hindrance to the success of the 
American Type Founders Company. We have, therefore, through our 
Efficiency Department, given much study to means for reducing the 
costs of producing printing, with a view to increasing the profits of our 
customers. To the same end the advice of our production engineers 
is offered, with what good results is explained in the following pages. 

Cut- Cost Equipments are Unequaled 
Space- Savers: Fewer pieces of equip
ment are used in Cut-Cost Composing 
Rooms, because in each piece all related 
materials are concentrated. Numerous 
composing rooms which formerly were 
congested with equipments designed to 
carry only one kind of materials, have been 
made to accommodate more workmen, 

System in Design Effects 
Notable Savings a/Time 
In the Cut-Cost Equipments, 
for the first time, the various 
items function w ith each other 
after the m anner of the parts of 
a m achine. Though each has 
its individual use, and may be 
used separa tely, g reater econ
omies of time and easiness of 
production a re effected when 
a ll the pieces are used together. 
A complete Cut-Cost Compos
ing Room is in effect an efficient 
type- form producing machine. 

with more room for each of them, when refitted with Cut-Cost Equip
ments. Occupying considerably less area, a Cut-Cost Composing Room 
Equipment reduces the travel of each workman, saving many minutes 
per man per hour. Many nationally known users of Cut-Cost Composing 
Rooms have testified to their remarkable economies. 

Steel or Wood? A Question of Ultimate Economy: Whether made in 
steel or in wood, items of similar design have equal efficiency as aids to 
production. Steel construction, however, is preferable and much more 
economical in the end. Steel is more durable; it not only outlasts wood, 
but retains a good appearance for years after wood has become shabby 
and shopworn. Steel is a fire preventive; fire insurance rates are 
lower on printing plants equipped in steel, which is an important con
sideration. Steel resists water damage; steel equipments survived the 
great floods in Galveston and in Ohio, when wood equipments were 
ruined. In printing house fires, water usually does most damage. 
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~reme 
G) up Servzce 

-<· + 

THE EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT 
MAINTAINED BY THE AMERICAN TYPE 

FOUNDERS COMPANY 

To Make Floor Plans for New Plants or for Old 
Plants about to be removed. 

To Re-Route the Work in Printing Plants for the 
purpose of Reducing the Cost of Production. 

To Advise Printers and Architects in all matters 
relating to the Construction and Rearranging 
of Printing Plants, with the purpose of securing 
maximum efficiency. 

To Design Special Equipments for the purpose of 
Minimizing the Cost of Production on Large or 
Special Contracts. 

-<· + 

For the Services of the Efficiency Department 
of the AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY apply to the 

Manager of the nearest Selling House 
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WHAT PRINTERS ARE OFFERED BY THE EFFICIENCY 
DEPARTMENT OF THE 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 

T HE purpose of this department is 
to increase production in printing 

plants, especially in composing rooms, 
by re-routing the work and improving 

ing so much space on one floor that it 
became unnecessary to continue to pay 
rent for a second floor, although the vol
ume of production was increased. One 

~ 

the equipment on a 
scientific basis. With a 
large staff of ex peri
enced production engi
neers, each a practical 
printer, hundreds of 
printing plants have 
been made very much 
more profitable at less 
expense, on the aver
age, than would be in
curred in adding a cy 1-
inder press, while the 
annual savings are,as a 
rule, much greater than 
the profits that could 
be made by equal in
vestments in presses. 

c:::=Jffi[] ro. : . ! 
! 34 t. ; 

Savings Unusually 
Great. On an occasion 
one of our production 
engineers achieved ex
traordinaryeconomies. 
By changes in the 
equipment and in the 
routing of work in a 
specialty department 

~ 

CCl ~o 

in the big plant of the 
Haywood Publishing 
Company, Lafayette, 
Ind., which eliminated 

Fig.l-Photographic reproduction of layout of one floor of plant of Excelsior 
Printing Company of Chicago (including complete steel Cut-Cost composing 
room) , prepared by a production engineer of the Efficiency Department of 
the American Type Founders Company. Mr. W. ] . Hartman, previous owner , 
apostle of the cost-finding movement, for whom this work w as done, reported 
that cost of production was reduced 20 per cent. 

overtime, the cost of 
productionwascut35percent.Inanother 
department, on 32-page magazine forms, 
pages 6x9 in., an average saving of one 
and one-half hours was made on each 
make-up. In rearranging and improving 
the equipment of the Burnett Printing 
Company, Rochester, N.Y., another of 
our production engineers effected a sav
ing of 50 percent in rent, simply by gain-

of the greatest merits of our Cut-Cost 
System of Printing Plant Equipment is 
that every piece in it saves floor space, 
and thus reduces the travel of each em
ployee, so true it is that Concentration 
and Efficiency are Inseparable. 

Practicable Savings. However, our 
production engineers do not claim ordi
narily to be able to reduce costs 35 per 
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The Efficiency Department 

cent, nor to cut rentals in half, although 
the two instances cited can be matched 
by others almost as extraordinary. In 
usual practice it is a simple matter to 
increase production in a satisfactory de
gree. Efficiency in a composing room 
consists of making it possible for each 
man to do his work more easily, and 
therefore more quickly, than he has been 
doing. It resolves itself into a means of 
saving minutes. Take care of the minutes 
and the hours will take care of them
selves. All our production engineers aim 
to do is to save a certain number of 
minutes per hour per man-which is no 

miracle at all. If a production engineer 
can make it possible for the men in a 
composing room to do on an average as 
much work in 54 minutes as they for
merly averaged in 60 minutes, that is a 
gain of 10 per cent in production. If the 
men who save 6 minutes an hour · are 
paid $45 per week, the gain is nearly 
1% cents a minute, or a gain of $4.50 
per man per week. In 50 weeks it is $225 
per man, as demonstrated in the table 
printed below-"The Significance of a 
Minute." This is as good as a 10 per cent 
reduction in wages, with both employee 
and employer satisfied. Thus our mini-

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A MINUTE 

!Weekly Gain Annual Gain Weekly Gain Annual Gain Annual Gain 
per Man per Man per Man per Man per Man 

Weekly 
I 

Cost per I when when when when when 
Wage Mmute 6 M. t 6Minutes 9 Minutes 9 Minutes 12 Minutes M tnu es 

per an per Hour per Hour per Hour per Hour per Hour 
are Saved are Saved are Saved are Saved are Saved 

$55.00 $0.0208 $5.50 $275.00 $8.25 $412.50 $550.00 
54.00 .0205 5.40 270.00 8.10 405.00 540.00 
53.00 .0200 5.30 265.00 7.95 397.50 530.00 
52.00 .0196 5.20 260.00 7.80 390.00 520.00 
51.00 .0193 5.10 255.00 7.65 382.50 510.00 
50.00 .0189 5.00 250.00 7.50 375.00 500.00 
49.00 .0185 4.90 245.00 7.35 367.50 490.00 
48.00 .0181 4.80 240.00 7.20 360.00 480.00 
47.00 .0178 4.70 235.00 7.05 352.50 470.00 
46.00 .0174 4.60 230.00 6.90 345.00 460.00 
45.00 .0170 4.50 225.00 6.75 337.50 450.00 
44.00 .0166 4.40 220.00 6.60 330.00 440.00 
43.00 .0162 4.30 215.00 6.45 322.50 430.00 
42.00 .0159 4.20 210.00 6.30 315.00 420.00 
41.00 .0155 4.10 205.00 6.15 307.50 410.00 
40.00 .0151 4.00 200.00 6.00 300.00 400.00 
39.00 .0147 3.90 195.00 5.85 292.50 390.00 
38.00 .0143 3.80 190.00 5.70 285.00 380.00 
37.00 .0140 3.70 185.00 5.55 277.50 370.00 
36.00 .0136 3.60 180.00 5.40 270.00 360.00 
35.00 .0132 3.50 175.00 5.25 262.50 350.00 
34.00 .0128 3.40 170.00 5.10 255.00 340.00 
33.00 .0125 3.30 165.00 4.95 247.50 330.00 
32.00 .0121 3.20 160.00 4.80 240.00 320.00 
31.00 .0117 3.10 155.00 4.65 232.50 310.00 
30.00 .0113 3.00 150.00 4.50 225.00 300.00 
29.00 .0109 2.90 145.00 4.35 217.50 290.00 
28.00 .0106 2.80 140.00 4.20 210.00 280.00 
27.00 .0102 2.70 135.00 4.05 202.50 270.00 
26.00 .0098 2.60 130.00 3.90 195.00 260.00 
25.00 .0094 2.50 125.00 3.75 187.50 250.00 

Fig. 2-Table showing the cost per minute of w eekly wa ges in printing houses. 
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mum saving in many instances will turn 
a net loss in production into a net profit. 

Ordinary Savings. But we do very 
much better than save 6 minutes per 
man per hour. We frequently effect a 
saving of 20 per cent, which means that 
the men do as much work in 48 minutes 
as they formerly did in 60 minutes. If 
the wage is $45, this saving amounts to 
$9 per man per week, and the annual 
gain is $450. The minimum result our 
production engineers are satisfied with 
is a saving of 9 minutes per man per 
hour. At $45 per week of 44 hours this 
saving amounts to $6.75 per man per 
week, which is $337.50 per man per year. 
This is a saving which is ordinarily easy 
enough to attain, provided the produc
tion engineer's recommendations are 

fully carried out. In such instances our 
clients are invariably satisfied. In in
stances in which part of the prescription 
is accepted the gains are proportionate. 

Significance of a Minute. As wages 
increase and weeks shrink in hours, the 
minutes take on an increasing signifi
cance. A compositor's wage in New York 
City is (in 1923) $50. When we so arrange 
the materials he works with, and the 
conditions under which he works, that it 
is as easy for him to do in 51 minutes 
as much work as he formerly did in 60 
minutes, the gain per minute is $0.189; 
per week, $7.50; per year, $375.00. As 
wages vary, the table (fig. 2) on preced
ing page will prove interesting to those 
who are wise enough to take cognizance 
of the importance of the minutes. 

HOW OUR EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT MAKES PRINTING 
PLANTS MORE PROFITABLE 

Fig. 3- A small Cut-Cost Composing Room and Job Press Room (large cylinder presses not shown) , in which 
the composing room is virtually a type-form producing machine. 

Unprofitable Composing Rooms. 
Our Efficiency Department was organ
ized in 1913. Not even the printers them
selves can be more vitally interested in 
making com posing rooms profitable than 
the American Type Founders Company 
-they are our chief sources of revenue. 
Yet in 1913 the general complaint was 
that composing rooms were unprofitable 
-that the profits of the printers were 
almost wholly derived from their press
rooms. This was true more often than not; 

and, while conditions have improved, it 
is still true that the majority of compos
ing rooms are not as profitable as they 
might easily be made to be. 

Making Composing Rooms Profit
able. The first work of our production 
engineers was to make a close study of 
composing rooms, in an effort to discover 
the causes ofthelossescomplainedof in a 
department which usually has the largest 
pay roll in the printing house. The chief 
cause of the losses was discovered to be 
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the use of equipments unsuited t o the 
changed conditions of composition, and, 
therefore, exceedingly wasteful of time. 
Much attention had been given to im
proving the efficiency of printing presses, 
pa percu tters, stitchers and othermachin
ery, but scarcely any thought had been 
given to improving the equipments of 
composing rooms, and none at all of a 
comprehensive character,with a view to 
making a composing room virtually a type
form producing machine. The composing 
room equipments then available were 
made without any regard to their rela
tionship to other equipments, with the 
result that the various materials could 
not be assembled close to any composi
tor, so that to get one lead or one rule, or 
a few extra quads, he had to take a great 
number of unnecessary steps, involving 
the loss to the proprietor of many min
utes, while the cost of the minute was 
steadily increasing. It was not unusual 
for a man to waste a quarter of an hour 
finding a live form which had been care
fully hidden away on one of a score or 
more of time-wasting letter boards. There 
was so much inefficiency of this kind that 
it is no exaggeration to say that in thou
sands of composing rooms the composi
tor's predicament was no less absurd 
than would be that of a bookkeeper who 
had to leave his desk to dip his pen in an 
ink bottle every time his pen ran dry. In 
short, the equipment of the average com
posing room was in 1913 well enough 
adapted to earlier times when a composi
torwould stand or sit in one place all day, 
setting straight matter, but was utterly 
inadequate for compositors who were 
chiefly engaged in setting display lines 
and in make-up. As a result of a year of 
close studyourCut-CostSystem of Print
ing Plant Equipment was designed by 
Henry L. Bullen. It was first put on the 
market in 1914. It is now our best selling 
line for commercial plants and includes 
equipments for pressrooms, binderies 
and stock rooms. Cut-Cost Equipments 
simplify and expedite production. 

Scientific Routing of the Work. 
Given efficient equipments, the next im
portant step toward maximum produc
tion is a scientific routing of the work, 
whichshouldproceedfrom the foreman's 
desk to the delivery wagon without re
tracing of steps. Our production engi
neers have made for ounlcustomers thou
sands of layouts, as illustrated in figs. 1 
and 4, on pages 1014 and 1019, which have 
resulted in notable economies both of 
floor space and of time. Many printing 
houses, still using old-fashioned time
wasting equipments,could economize in 
production by adopting a scientific re
routing of the work. When composing 
rooms first engaged the attention of pro
duction engineers the main dependence 
was placed on the layout. The layout is 
important, but obviously the best of lay
outs ofpoorlydesigned equipments must 
fall far short of maximum production. 

Removing Plants. When a printing 
house has to be removed to new quarters 
much time and expense may be saved by 
having a layout prepared in advance. A 
removal affords an ex cell en t opportunity 
to get the work properly routed and to 
make the plant equipment more effi
cient. Printers who are ready to make 
necessary plant improvements may have 
the services of an experienced produc
tion engineer to make the layout and 
advise in other matters. To call in a 
draftsman who is unacquainted with the 
production of printing, as is sometimes 
done, is an unwise procedure, generally 
resulting in confusion and involving an 
unnecessary outlay for his services. 

When the Printer Builds. To get 
maximum efficiency in a new printing 
plant a layout of each of the depart
ments should be made by a production 
engineer, thoroughly acquainted with 
printing processes, before the architect 
is called in to make his plans. Architects 
are not required or expected to under
stand printing processes, and as a result, 
when they are not properly advised and 
assisted by a production engineer, they 

Continued on page 1020 
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A CUT-COST COMPOSING ROOM AND JOB PRESS ROOM, WITH EQUIPMENTS 

DESIGNED AND SCIENTIFICALLY PLACED TO ASSURE MAXIMUM OUTPUT 

1. Cut-Cost Type Cabinets (8) 
2. Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Quotation 

and Metal Furniture Cabinet 
3. Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Quotation 

and Metal Furniture Cabinet 
4. Cut-Cost Work Bench and Aux

iliary Cabinet 
5. Cut-Cost Justifying Materials 

Cabinet 
6. Cut-Cost Cut Storage Cabinets 

(3)-a new system of cut stor
age, including indexing 

7. Cut-Cost Proof Paper Cabinet 
8. Potter Proof Press 

KEY TO THE EQUIPMENTS 

9. Cut-Cost Inking Cabinet 
10. Saw Table 
11. Cut-Cost Galley Storage Cabi-

nets (2) 
12. Hamilton Proofreader's Desk 
13. Cut-Cost Foreman's Desk 
14. Cut-Cost Imposing Tables (3) 
15. Cut-Cost Locking-Up Materials 

Cabinet 
16. Cut-CostAdjustable Steel Chase 

Racks (2) 
17. Power Paper Cutter 
18. Cut-Cost Paper Cutter Table 
19. Cut-Cost Bindery Table 

20. Cut-Cost Kelly Press Stock For
warding Tables (2) 

21. C.&P.Presseswith ourKlymax 
Automatic Feeders (2) 

22. Cut-Cost Stock Table and Dry
ing Rack 

23. Cut-Cost Platen Press Room 
Cabinet 

24. Kelly Automatic Job Press, with 
Extension Delivery 

25. Boston Wire Stitching Machine 
26. Cut-Cost Stock Forwarding 

Table 
27. Packer's Table 

In this plant every kind of materials required by twenty-one employees is assembled in ample 
quantities in the fewest possible number of pieces, with plenty of working space and clear aisles. The1·e 
are no obstructions to continuous Production. 

As lost motions slow up production in machinery, so unnecessary steps caused by ill-placed mate
rials, unscientifically designed equzpments and obstructed aisles slow up composing room output. 
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Fig. 4-A looking-down viewofthe Cut-Cost Composing Room and Job Press Room shown in picture above , 
showing the layout, affording ample working space and clear aisles . 
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MAKING PRINTING PLANTS MORE PROFITABLE 
Continued/1'0111 page 1017 

frequently create conditions which make 
maximum production impossible. By in
correct spacing of pillars there are press
rooms which cannot accommodate as 
many presses as they should. By incor-

of a production engineer, so far as the 
internal economies of a building are 
concerned. Buildings should be made to 
conform with the vital necessities of the 
plant equipment. It is a wiser way than 

forcing the plant 

Fig. 5-A 100 percent efficient printing plant, the result of cooperation between 
one of our production engineers and an architect.The owner w rites: "Our new 
home, containing 30,000 square feet of factory space, was constructed entirely 
according to your production engineer's floor plans, the location of a ll m achin
ery and equipment appearing upon the contractor's plans. These data proved 
invaluable as construction progressed, especially to the plumbers and electri
c ians. Everything was so perfec tly arranged that by moving gradually from 
one building to another we continued operations, doing a 90 per cent normal 
month's business and satisfy ing our customers w ith deliveries ." 

equipment to con
form with an interior 
arrangement made 
without regard to 
maximum produc
tion . Our production 
engineers are compe
tent and are ready to 
advise printers in this 
important matter if 
called upon before the 
internal plans are 
made; otherwise, the 
choice may be be
tween ineradicable 
inefficiency or a very 
wasteful outlay to 
remedy errors of an 
architect. Profession
ally the status of a 
competent produc

rect spacing of windows the efficiency 
of many composing rooms is seriously 
impaired and much space wasted. By 
incorrect placing of doors, stairways and 
eleva tors, water closets, and conduits 
many a printer's building has been 
doomed to ineradicable inefficiency.The 
more qualified an architect is, the more 
willing he will be to accept the advice 

tion engineer is equal to that of a com
petent architect. 

A highly successful printer writes us 
that "in cooperating with your produc
tion engineer we were confirmed in our 
belief that printers do need professional 
advice in the matter of equipping and 
arranging their plants as much as they 
do in the erection of their buildings." 

HOW TO GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT 

When advice regarding layouts and 
improved equipments is needed, apply 
to the manager of our nearest Selling 
House. It is advisable to make applica
tion as far in advance as possible of the 
time when the work is required to be 

done, as our production engineers work 
on engagements made weeks in ad
vance. They seldom can respond to a 
hurried call unless more considerate 
clients are willing to permit them to 
neglect prior engagements. 
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NEWSPAPER PLANT LAYOUTS 

The Efficiency Department of the American Type Founders Company offers its 
services to newspaper proprietors who are about to erect new buildings, remove 
their plants, or improve existing plants. 

The Efficiency Department has a staff of experienced and practical production 
engineers, competent to advise with architects (a very necessary detail) and cooper
ate with the mechanical staffs of newspapers in the selection of standard equip
ments, designing special equipments, and scientifically routing the work of all 
departments. 

The plants of the following nationally known newspapers have been brought to 
high degrees of efficiency by our production engineers. Each of the plants here 
listed scrapped its inefficient plant and replaced it with a complete new standard
ized unit plant. The list does not include hundreds of plants partially equipped to 
increase their efficiency. The most efficient as well as the largest newspaper com
posing rooms in the world are in this list: Chicago Tribune, Philadelphia Public 
Ledger, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and New York Herald-Sun. 

Alabama: The Age-Herald, Birmingham. 
Arizona: Arizona Republican, Phoenix. 
Arkansas: Gazette, Little Rock. 
California: The Examiner, Los Angeles; the 

Tribune, the Post and the Enquirer, Oak
land; News, Santa Barbara. 

Colorado: Post, Denver; Telegraph, Colo
rado Springs. 

Connecticut: Life, Bridgeport; News, South 
Manchester. 

Florida: Times-Union, Jacksonville. 
Georgia: Chronicle, Augusta. 
Illinois: Tribune, Chicago; Star, Peoria; the 

Journal, East St. Louis. 
Indiana: Tribune, South Bend; Tribune, 

Kokomo. 
Kansas: News, Hutchinson. 
Louisiana: Item and the Times-Picayune, 

New Orleans. 
Michigan: Daily Press, Pontiac; Enquirer

News, Battle Creek. 
Minnesota: Tribune, Minneapolis; Tribune 

and the Herald, Duluth. 
Missouri: Post-Dispatch, St. Louis. 
Montana: The Gazette, Billings; Tribune, 

Great Falls. 
New Hampshire: Sentinel, Keene. 

New jersey: Press, Asbury Park. 
New Mexico: Herald, Albuquerque. 
New York: Herald-Sun, New York; Times

Unionand theJournal,Albany; Democrat 
& Chronicle and the Herald, Rochester; 
Press and the Sun, Binghamton; Star
Gazette, Elmira; Times, Troy; Union
Star, Schenectady. 

Ohio: Enquirer, Cincinnati; Dispatch and 
theOhioStateJournal,Columbus;Journal
Herald, Dayton; Star-Journal, Sandusky; 
News, Springfield; News-Bee, Toledo. 

Oklahoma: Oklahoman, Oklahoma City; 
Tribune, Tulsa. 

Pennsylvania: Ledger and the Bulletin, 
Philadelphia; Telegraph, Harrisburg; 
Tribune, Johnstown; News, Newcastle; 
Reporter, .Washington. 

Rhode Island: Times, Pawtucket; Call, 
Woonsocket. 

South Dakota: Argus-Leader, Sioux Falls. 
Tennessee: Banner, Nashville. 
Virginia: Journal and the Times-Dispatch, 

Richmond. 
Washington: Herald and Republic, Yakima. 
Wisconsin: Journal and the Evening Wis

consin, Milwaukee. 

Among the major achievements of our Efficiency Department was the designing 
of the Unit System of Steel Newspaper Composing Room Equipments. These equip
ments are shown in last section of this catalogue. They are economizers of time 
and of space. They are constructed carefully and stoutly to withstand the severe 
wear and tear of newspaper work and to afford the maximum of durability. The 
Efficiency Department also advises in the equipment of mailing rooms, "morgues" 
and cut storage and indexing systems. 
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~ntific 
G}cze Equipments 

+ + 

THE CUT- COST EQUIPMENTS 
SPECIALLY DESIGNED BY THE 

EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT OF THE AMERICAN 

TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 

Reduce the Cost of Commercial Composition, make-up 
and lock-up, because the pieces have the machine-like relation 
to each other that gears, cams, levers, etc., have in a printing 
press. Each piece assists and is essential to the others in the 
processes of type composition. Thus they make the work 
easier, save innumerable steps and most effectively expedite 

production. 

Concentrate Related Materials in the fewest number of 
cabinets, instead of having a cabinet or rack for each kind of 
material, thus effecting notable savings in floor space, and 
bringing all materials closer to each workman than was ever 
before possible, and saving hour by hour a surprising number 
of minutes of each workman's time. 

Systematic Economies. While each cabinet, table, rack, etc., 
has the highest separate efficiency obtainable, the full econo
mies of Cut-Cost Equipments are more fully realized when 
they are used together as a System. 

+ + 

Many nationally known investors in CuT-COST CoMPOSING RooMs 

have testified to their remarkable economies. What has been 
done for them can be done for all 
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AN AMERICAN CUT-COST ALLEY 
"EACH ALLEY IS A MINIATURE COMPOSING ROOM" 

Fig. 6-Cut-Cost Alleys, which can only be formed with Cut-Cost Type Cabinets and Cut-Cost Brass Rule, 
Quotation and Metal Furniture Cabinets; reproduced from a photograph. More kinds of materia ls are pro
vided for the compositors than can be placed in a lleys formed with any other cabinets, reducing to a minimum 
the occasions for men leaving their alleys; each man thus sav ing a number of minutes each hour_ 

"Each Alley is a Miniature Composing 
Room." It contains all the constantly used 
materials which enter into type forms, in ample 
quantities for alley use_ Each alley is 4 feet 
wide, giving space enough to permit composi
tors to enter the alley and set type in it without 
disturbing a compositor regularly in the alley_ 

Unobstructed Working Side. On the 
working side of each alley the men regularly 
stationed in the alleys have each an unob
structed working bank, and above it an auxil
iary bank No materials should be on the 
working banks except those specially assem
bled for the work in hand. It is a grave mistake, 
common to many type cabinets, to place a gen
eral supply of spacing and justifying materials 
on the working bank of the cabinet. The first 
objection to this practice is that the man reg
ularly using such a working bank acquires a 
quasi ownership of materials placed upon it, 
and not infrequently will dispute the right of · 
other men to use them_ If another man does 
use the materials placed on a working bank, 
in doing so he hinders the man regularly using 
that working bank Again, the materials on 
working banks are usually covered with gal
leys, copy and other things used by the man 
working on the bank But the chief inefficiency 

of such a disposition of materials is that it is 
impossible to get a sufficient variety of them 
on the working side of a type cabinet. 

Proper Placing of Leads, Slugs, and 
Quads and Spaces. The spacing and justi
fying materials are efficiently placed in these 
alleys, right above the type cases_ There they 
belong to the office_ There they are in plain sight 
and cannot be obstructed from any man's use_ 
There they are available, as shown in the pic
ture, for men entering the alleys to set lines, 
who find within arm's reach all the materials 
they need to space and justify line after line, 
without losing a step. The men using the work
ing banks can get any spaces or leads or slugs 
they require by merely turning on their heels; 
whereas, if the materials were in front of them, 
on the working bank, they would most of the 
time be covered by a case, a galley, or copy_ 

Contents of a Cut- Cost Alley. Besides 
the types, these materials consist of 9 sizes of 
spaces and quads, with copper and brass thin 
spaces, and leads and slugs from lljz to 9% 
picas, by ens, in a Spacing Materials Case, be
low which is a rack holding leads and slugs 
from 10 to 50 picas, by ems. At the entrance of 
each alley there is a Cut-Cost Cabinet carrying 
brass rules, quotations and metal furniture_ 
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AN AMERICAN CUT-COST TYPE-SETTING UNIT 
"THE SMALLER THE UNIT, THE GREATER THE EFFICIENCY" 

Concentration and Efficiency are Inseparable 

Fig. 7-An actual six-alley unit in a Cut-Cost composing room, which has five 
similar units, w ith thirty-six employees in a ll. Reproduced from a photograph. 

Concentration is the chief merit of the 
Cut-Cost System. In each piece of equipment 
all materials of a kind that are used together 
are concentrated; consequently fewer pieces are 
required than has heretofore been possible, 
with the further result that any given number 
of men may work in much less floor space than 
has hitherto been possible. It is obvious that if 
a composing room has only one work bench and 
only one general lead and slug supply and only 
one reserve suppl-y of spaces and quads or quo
tation quads or metal furniture, its production 
efficiency decreases in ratio with the number 
of workmen employed, because the average 
distance between man and materials is length
ened. A compositor uses such a variety of ma
terials that he must move about to get them. 
The Cut-Cost System reduces his pedal move
ments to the minimum by concentrating the 
materials as near as possible to him. 

A Cut-Cost Unit of Production. The dif
ficulty referred to in the preceding paragraph is 
overcome in the Cut- Cost System by arranging 
the larger composing rooms in production units, 
one of which is shown in fig. 7, above. When a 
composing room has more than eight active 
single alleys, considerations of economy make 
it desirable to create another unit, which is 

done at no great expense by adding another 
Cut-Cost Justifying Materials Cabinet (10 in 
above picture), another Cut-Cost Work Bench 
and Auxiliary Cabinet (9) and one or more of 
the small Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Quotation and 
Metal Furniture Cabinets (7 or 8). 

Efficiency of the Cut-Cost Unit. A little 
study of the above picture shows that in each 
alley there are concentrated in the Cut-Cost 
Type Cabinets ( 1-6 in picture) ample alley sup
plies of spaces, quads, leads, slugs, and V2 and 
1 pt. spaces; while in the small cabinets (7 and 
8) workmen reach in a minimum of steps brass 
rules, quotations and metal furniture. There
serve supplies of spaces, quads, brass rules, 
leads, slugs, leaders and all other auxiliary 
materials (borders, ornaments, initials, signs, 
special figures, etc.) are concentrated in Cut
Cost Justifying Materials Cabinet (10) and a 
Cut-Cost Work Bench and Auxiliary Cabinet 
(9). Thus, in five kinds of cabinets the men in 
a unit of eight single active alleys have ample 
quantities of every sort of materials needed in 
assembling any kind of type composition from 
the handing out of the copy until the job or 
page reaches the proof press and it is stored 
under a Cut-Cost Imposing Table (11 in pic
ture) awaiting return of the proof. 
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AMERICAN CUT-COST TYPE CABINET 
Patented Nov.l5,1918 

No.542 (IN STEEL); No.9001 (INWOOD) 

Type forms are set and assembled more rapidly and easily in alleys formed with this cabinet 
than is possible when other type cabinets are used. A Cut-Cost alley is illustrated on page 1024. 
This cabinet carries an unequaled variety and quantity of materials-all that are most com
monly used in commercial work, and all placed to the best advantage, within arm's reach of 

Fig.S-Case Side of Cut-Cost Type Cabinet, No. 542 (in Steel); No.9001 
( in Wood ). Electric Fix tures a re the only ex tra. The design is alike in 
both W ood and Steel. See specifications on page 1028. 

the compositor or make-up man. Hence its positive time-saving quality. It brings the material s 
to the man and saves the time used by the man which he loses in going out of his alley for 
the materials when he works on other styles of type cabinets. 

A user of these cabinets fully explained the superiority of Cut-Cost Type Cabinets when he 
wrote: "Each alley is a complete miniature composing room, giving the maximum of effi 
ciency." This maximum efficiency in the alley is attained when Cut-Cost Type Cabinets are 
supplemented with Cut- Cost Brass Rule, Quotation and Metal Furniture Cabinets, shown on 
pages 1030 and 1031. 

Contents Capacity: In the body there are 46 full size California job cases and 2 full size 
blank cases. The blank cases serve for holding copy, gauges, sticks, etc., as well as Cut-Cost 
Small Cap Cases (fig. 10, page 1027), if required. Above the body, on case side, is a rack with 
numbered compartments, which will hold an alley supply of leads in lengths from 10 to 40 picas, 
by ems, and of slugs in lengths from 10 to 50 picas, by ems. Above the lead rack is a Spacing 
Materials Case, in one end of which is a bank for leads and slugs from 1% to 9% picas, by ens. 
The short-length leads and slugs are stacked double depth in the bank, in which a patented 
feature makes the leads and slugs in bottom of each compartment as accessible as those on 
top. The spacing materials case also has boxes for 9 sizes of spaces and quads ( 5 lbs. of each) , 
and also 32 round bottom boxes for all sizes of copper Y2 pt. spaces and brass 1 pt. spaces. 
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Working Side (fig. 9) . Ample space is provided for one man to work in and to assemble the 
special materials he may require for the work he has in hand. Here he works without interference 
from other compositors, for there are no materials on or under the working bank or the auxiliary 
bank which another compositor might need. It is a mistake in commercial plants to attempt to 
carry justifying and spacing materials on the working side of a type cabinet: Because, first, a job 
compositor needs the full use of the working and auxiliary banks in order to get a maxim urn prod
uct; secondly, it is impossible to carry a sufficient variety or quantity of materials on the working 
side; and, thirdly, a compositor usually, and not illogically, asserts a proprietary claim to the exclu-

Fig. 9-Working Side of Cut-Cost Type Cabinet 

sive use of the materials assembled on his working banks, and resents their use by other men. 
Placing materials in wrong places is a hindrance to production, as it invites disputes and unnec
essary conversation. Where Cut-CostType Cabinets are used no man can establish a"corner"on 
materials for which he has no immediate use. Men may come and go in a Cut-Cost alley, and set 
and justify a line or a stickful, without interfering with the man regularly stationed in the alley, 
as shown in fig. 6, page 1024. This is an important factor in increasing production. 

Electric Fixtures are extra, and are not supplied unless specifically ordered. They are sold in 
three ways, as detailed in specifications at foot of next page. 
Electric lights on cabinets undoubtedly expedite the work. 

Provision for Small Caps. California job cases having 
almost entirely superseded pair cases in commercial com
posing rooms, the Cut-Cost System includes a Cut-Cost 
Small Cap Case (fig.lO), a little less than one-third the 
size of a full size case. Three of these fit into one of the 
full size blank cases which are part of the regular 
equipment of the cabinet. When in use in connec
tion with a California job case, the small cap case is 
placed on the auxiliary bank as illustrated in fig. 9. 

Fig.lO-No. 9001-D Cut-Cost Small Cap Case 

(Description of Cut-Cost Type Cabinets continued on following page) 
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DESCRIPTION OF CUT-COST TYPE CABINETS-Continued 

Provision for 1 Pt. Leads. The Cut-Cost System includes a 
Midget Case, 5x7% in. over all (fig. 11), for carrying 1 pt. leads. 
This case may be kept in one of the full size blank cases in cabinet 
when not in use. There are also places for these little cases in a 
Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Quotation and Metal Furniture Cabinet, as 
shown in fig. 21, page 1031. This case is an extra. 

Fig. ll-No. 3197 Midget 
Case for 1 pt. leads 

Provision for Using Pair Cases on Working Bank. Where 
it is necessary to use pair (upper and lower) cases on working banks 
of a Cut-Cost Type Cabinet, a pair of Cut-Cost Upper Case Brackets 

may be attached, as illustrated in fig. 13. Thus held, the cap 
case is nearer the compositor than it is on an ordinary case 
stand. These brackets are an extra. 

Galley Stop (fig. 12). One of this useful i tern is furnished 
without extra charge with each Cut-Cost Type Cabinet. 

Numbers on 
Cases. Users of 
the Cut-CostType 
Cabinets will print 
case numbers as 
required, placing 
them in the label 
holders which are 
furnished without 

Fig.13-No.542-H Cut-CostUpperCaseBrack
ets, in .use. The case rests on the auxiliary bank, 
supported by the brackets. extra charge. 

Fig. 12-Galley Stop furnished with each 
wood or steel Cut-Cost Type Cabinet 

Steel Front Protectors on Cases. Steel front protec
tors on cases are part of the regular equipment of steel Cut

Cost Type Cabinets, though these are an extra in other steel type cabinets. There is no part of a 
type cabinet that is subjected to more wear and tear than the case fronts, which, therefore, re· 
quire to be protected by steel fronts, without which a steel type cabinet is not wholly what it is 
claimed to be. However, if steel front protectors are not wanted they will be omitted, and a 
deduction will be made from price of cabinet. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST TYPE CABINETS AND EXTRAS FOR SAME 

Wood Construction 

No. 9001-Cut-Cost Type Cabinet, same design as in 
figs. 8 and 9, antique finish, includes 48 full size cases 
( 46 California job and 2 blank), mortised label holders, 
galley stop (fig.12), 2 brass lead gauges, lead and slug 
rack and spacing materials case; floor area, 221/2x70 in.; 
area over all, 25x72 in.; approx. shipping weight, 850 
lbs.,shipped in 2 crates. Codeword: WAKENED. 

Extras for No. 9001; Some for No. 542 

No. 9001-A-Electric Wiring, complete, for 4 lights; 2 
over working bank and 2 over cases, but not including 
lamps, as shown in fig. 8, page 1026; approx. shipping 
weight, 50 lbs. Code word: W ALDENSES. 

No. 9001-B-Electric Wiring for 2 lights over working 
banks only, but not including lamps; approx. shipping 
weight,30 lbs. Codeword:WALDGRAVE. 

No. 9001-C-Electric Wiring for 2 lights over cases 
only, but not including lamps; approx. shipping weight, 
20 lbs. Code word: W ALKABLE. 

No. 9001-D-Cut-Cost Small Cap Case (fig.10,p.1027), 
one-third size; shipping weight, 11/2 lbs. Code word: 
WALLCRESS. 

No. 9001-E-Cut-Cost Upper Case Brackets (fig.13), 
per pair; shipping weight, 2 lbs. Codeword: WALLACH. 

No. 3197-Midget Lead Case for 1 pt. leads (fig. 11), 
one-eighth size; shipping weight, % lb . Code word: 
WAIVING. 

Steel Construction 

No. 542-Cut-Cost Type Cabinet (fig. 8), color olive 
green, includes48 full size cases (46 California job and 
2 blank), steel front protectors on type cases, brass 
label holders, galley stop (fig. 12), 2 brass lead gauges, 
lead and slug rack and spacing materials case(shown in 
fig. 8); floor area, 21%x68ljz in.; area over all, 23x69Vt 
in.; approx. shipping weight, 1150 lbs.; shipped in 2 
crates. Code word: URANIA. 

Extras for No. 542 

For other extras used on both wood and steel Cut
Cost Type Cabinets, see preceding column. 

No. 542-C-Electric Wiring, complete, for 4 lights; 2 
over working bank and 2 over cases, but not including 
the lamps, as shown in fig.8,page 1026; approx. shipping 
weight, 50 lbs. Code word: UPUPAS. • 

No. 542-D-Electric Wiring for 2lights over working 
banks only, but not including lamps; approx. shipping 
weight, 30 lbs. Code word: UPWARD. 

No. 542-E-Electric Wiring for 2 lights over cases, but 
not including lamps; approx. shipping weight, 20 lbs. 
Code word: UPWHIRLED. 

No. 542-H-Cut-Cost Upper Case Brackets (fig.l3), 
per pair; shipping weight, 2 lbs. Code word: URBANITY. 

NOTE-See foot of opposite page for fonts of 
materials for use in top of Cut-Cost Type Cabinets. 
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TOP ONLY AMERICAN CUT-COST TYPE CABINET 
Patented Nov.15, 1918 

No. 542-B (IN STEEL); No. 9011 (IN WOOD) 

Fig.14- Top of Cut-Cost Type Cabinet, No. 542-B (in Steel) and No. 9011 (in Wood), 
sold separately for use on old-style type cabinet bodies. 

Certain obsolete styles of type cabinets and case stands of time-wasting designs may be 
made more productive by replacing the original tops with Cut-Cost Tops, which are sold sepa
rately. The effect of such a substitution is illustrated below. Not a few printers are adding 
steel Cut-Cost Tops to the bodies of obsolete wooden cabinets as a step toward refitting their 
composing rooms in steel at a future date. No better demonstration of the efficiency of Cut-Cost 
Type Cabinets can be presented than the contrast between figs. 15 and 16 below. 

Cut-Cost Tops fit the bodies of New Departure Cabinet No. 68, Steel-Run Stands Nos. 21 and 
24 and Porter Extension Front Cabinet No.7, when flat top is removed. They can also be made 
to fit other type cabinets. In ordering, give over-all dimensions of body of cabinet under flat top. 

Fig.15-View of Porter Extension Front Cabinet 
No.7, hundreds of which are still in use, though no 
longer made. One upper case is X-rayed to show 
how the compositor is hidden in the alley. Type 
cases afford insecure surfaces upon which to work. 
The space behind them is a catch-all for misplaced 
materials. 

Fig.16-The body of this cabinet is the same as 
that shown at left, but now it has a time-saving 
Cut-Cost Top, which gives it all the efficiency of the 
Cut-Cost Type Cabinet. The compositor can see and 
be seen. The alleys are transformed into miniature 
composing rooms in which type is set up quicker. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COSTTOPS ONLY 

Steel Construction 

No. 542-B-Top only for Cut-Cost Type Cabinet, olive 
green finish, complete as in fig. 14, with spacing mate
rials case, galley stop (fig. 12) , and 2 brass lead gauges; 
approx. shipping weight, 235 lbs. Code word: URANITIC. 

Wood Construction 

No. 9011-Top onlyforCut-CostType Cabinet, antique 
finish, complete as in fig. 14, with spacing materials 
case, galley stop (fig. 12), and 2 brass lead gauges; 
approx . shipping weight, 195lbs. Code word: W ALLKNOT. 

NOTE-In ordering it is necessary to give the over-all dimensions of the body of the cabinet 
(under the flat top) for which the top is ordered. 

FONTS OF MATERIALS ASSORTED FOR A CUT- COST TOP 

Specify"For Cut-Cost Top"when ordering each item. 
SPACES AND QUADS, 5 lbs. of each of 9 sizes. 
No.9011-A-COPPER (lf2 pt.) THIN SPACES,a2oz.pack-

age each of 6,8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,20,24,30,36,42,48,60 and 72 
pt.; 15 packages in all. 

No. 9011-B-BRASS (1 pt.) THIN SPACES, same assort
ment as of Copper Thin Spaces. 

No. 9011-C-METAL SPACES, 2 pt., a font of 3 lbs. con
taining 10 ozs. each 18, 24, 36, 48 pt ., and 8 ozs. 60 pt. 

No. 9011-D-METAL LEADS, in bank, 2 pt., 197 pieces 
each of lengths 5 to 9% picas, inclusive, graduated by 
ens; approx. weight, 20 lbs. 

No.9011-E-METAL SLUGS, in bank, 6 pt ., 69 pieces 
each of same lengths as of leads; approx. weight, 20 lbs. 

No.9011-F-METALLEADS, in rack,2 pt.,83 pieces each 
of lengths 10 to 40 picas inclusive; approx. weight, 85 lbs. 

No. 9011-G-METALSLUGS,in rack,6 pt.,28 pieces each 
oflengths 10 to 50 picas inclusive ; approx .weight, 1361bs. 
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AMERICAN CUT- COST BRASS RULE, QUOTATION AND 
METAL FURNITURE CABINET 

No. 546 (IN STEEL); No. 9041 (IN WOOD) 

A Brass Rule Cabinet for a Lively Plant. The 
cabinet illustrated on this page differs from the cab
inet shown on opposite page only in the top. This top 
includes an entirely novel brass rule cabinet, capacity 
180 lbs., which is three times more than any rule case 
on the market will hold. The compartments are ar
ranged to provide a better assorted font than the 
ordinary full size rule cases carry. In rule cases there 
is usually provision for no greater number of 13 pica 
rules than there is for 50 pica rules. This cabinet will 
carry of lengths 1 to 14 picas, 216 pieces, while for 
lengths 39 to 50 picas the capacity is 63 pieces each. 

As a Metal or Iron Furniture Case. This cabi
net holds 1278 pieces, as per accompanying table, 
assorted with relation to the frequency with which 
each size is used, weighing in metal approximately 
350 lbs. (Half fonts are also sold.) 

Fig. 17-Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Quotation and 
Metal Furniture Cabinet, No. 546 (in Steel); No. 
9041 (in Wood). See specifications at foot of the 
opposite page. 

Lengths .... .. 6 8 10 15 

~ 1 

2-line 40 40 40 40 
3-line 32 32 32 32 
4-line 28 28 28 28 
5-line 28 28 28 28 
6-line 28 28 28 28 
8-line .. 12 12 12 

10-line 12 12 
156 168 180 180 

As a Quotation Quad 
Case. In four bins in the top 
are held 15 lbs. each of 1Vz, 
2, 3 and 4 pica quotation 
quads, or 60 lbs. in all. 

As a Brass Rule Case. 
This cabinet will hold of 2 pt. 
rule 216 pieces each of 1 to 5 
picas, graduated by ens, and 

from 6 to 14 picas, graduated by ems; 100 pieces each of 5Vz, 6%, 7%, 
8% and 9% picas; 144 pieces each of 15 to 26 picas; 96 pieces each of 
27 to 38 picas; 63 pieces each of 39 to 50 picas; 70 pieces each right and 
left miters, lengths 2, 2%, 3, 4 and 5 picas, inclusive. Approximate weight 
of brass rule carried is 180 lbs. The partitions in racks are of wood, to 
prevent injury to face of rules._ 

Large Rule Fonts. These rule cabinets are designed for plants 
using large fonts of one or more kinds of rule. While they are accessible 
for general use, they serve as storage cases from which the small quarter 
size brass rule cases may be replenished. Though quarter size cases are 
best for individual use, they waste a lot of time when they are the sole 
sources of supply. Each small case carries a very small number of any 
one length of rule, and requires incessant replenishing. Without are
serve from which to replenish the individual cases, compositors chase 
from one small case to another for enough pieces of rule for many of 
their jobs. This cabinet is more efficient than any large rule case. The 
brass rule section may be bought separately-see p.1032, fig. 23. 
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20 25 30 40 50 picas 
30 30 30 24 18= 292 
25 25 25 20 15= 238 
20 20 20 16 12= 200 
20 20 20 16 12= 200 
20 20 20 16 12= 200 
10 10 10 8 6= 80 
10 10 10 8 6= 68 

135 135 135 108 81=1278 

Fig. 18-Shows relation 
of Brass Rule and Metal 
Furniture Cabinet to type 
cabinet. It projects 10 in. 
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AMERICAN CUT-COST BRASS RULE, QUOTATION AND 
METAL FURNITURE CABINET 

No. 547 (IN STEEL); No. 9044 (IN WOOD) 

This is a variation of the cabinet illustrated on 
opposite page, the description of which applies to 
both, so far as the body is concerned. Only the tops 
are different. 

The Top is a Brass Rule Case Cabinet. The 
top of this cabinet has 6 drawers, each of which will 
carry one each quarter size and eighth size case, as 
shown in figs. 21 and 22, below. Each drawer has pull 
and label holder. The drawers may be used for other 
purposes than for brass rules, if desired. Fig. 22 
shows a rear compartment carrying brass circles. 
Cases are extra. For cases see page 1032. 

Quotations. Thiscabinetwill hold,in4open bins 
on top, 80 lbs. of quotation quads, 1%, 2, 3, and 4 pica 
bodies. 

Metal or I ron Furniture. Body carries same 
quantities as in table on opposite page-1278 pieces, 
weighing approximately 350 lbs. 

Fig. 21-Drawerof cabinet, holding one each quarter 
and eighth size cases, containing two brass rule fonts. 

Fig.22-Showing drawer of cabinet with brass rule 
font in quarter case, rear compartment holding brass 
circles. 

Fig. 20-Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Quotation and 
Metal Furniture Cabinet, Nos. 547 (Steel) and 
9044 (Wood). See fig.17for view of rear end. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST BRASS RULE, QUOTATION AND 
METAL FURNITURE CABINETS 

Steel Construction 
No. 546-Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Quotation and Metal 

Furniture Cabinet (fig.17) , olive green .finish; floor area, 
9%x25l!i in.; height, 43 in.; approx.shipping weight, 150 
lbs ., shipped in 2 crates. Codeword: URGENCY. 

No. 546-C-Cut-Cost Brass Rule and Quotation Cabi
net, with brackets (fig. 23,next page),olive green finish; 
area over all, 9%x25l!i in.; height, 15l!i in.; approx.ship
ping weight, 60 lbs. Codeword: USABLE. 

No. 547-Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Quotation and Metal 
Furniture Cabinet (fig_ 20), olive green finish; floor area, 
9%x25l!i in.; height, 43 in.; approx.shipping weight, 140 
lbs., shipped in 2 crates; cases not included- for these 
see next page. Code word: URNFULS. 

Wood Construction 
No. 9041-Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Quotation and Metal 

Furniture Cabinet (fig. 17), antique finish; floor area, 
10x25l!i in.; height, 43 in .; approx.shipping weight , 150 
lbs., shipped in 2 crates. Code word: W ALLMOSS. 

No. 9041-C- Cut-Cost Brass Rule and Quotation Cabi
net, including brackets (fig. 23, next page) , antique 
finish; area over all, 10x25l!i in.; height, 15l!i in .; approx. 
shipping weight, 65 lbs. Code word: WARCRY. 

No. 9044-Cut-Cost Brass Rule, Metal Furniture and 
Quotation Cabinet (fig. 20), antique finish; floor area, 
10x25l!i in.; height, 43 in.; approx.shipping weight, 155 
lbs.,shipped in 2 crates; cases not included-for these 
see next page. Code word: W ALLOWERS. 

FONTS OF MATERIALS ASSORTED FOR ABOVE CABINETS 
No. 546-E-Unit font 2 pt. Labor-Saving Brass Rule 

for Cabinets Nos.546,546-C and 904l,any plain face rule: 
70 pieces each 1 to 5 picas, by ens; 33 pieces 5%, 6%, 7%, 
8%,9% picas; 70 pieces 6, 7, 8, 9and10to 14 picas, by ems; 
46 pieces15 to 26 picas, by ems; 32 pieces27 to 38 picas by 
ems; and 20 pieces 39 to 50 picas, by ems (no miters) ; 
approx. weight, 58 lbs.; three fonts fill one cabinet. 

No. 546-F- Full font 2 pt. Miters, any plain face rule ; 

8 sets each of 2, 2% , 3, 4, 5 picas outside; price is per set. 
No. 546-G- Half font 2 pt. Miters, any plain face rule; 

4 sets of lengths as in font No. 546-F; price is per set. 
No. 546-H- Metal Furniture, 1278 pieces as per table 

on opposite page; approx. weight, 350 lbs. 
No.546-J-Metal Furniture, 639pieces, half number of 

pieces in No. 546-H; approx. weight, 175lbs. 
No. 546-K-Iron Furniture, 1278 pieces as per table . 
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AMERICAN CUT-COST BRASS RULE AND 
QUOTATION CABINET 

No. 546-C (IN STEEL); No. 9041-C (IN WOOD) 

This cabinet is made to be bracketed on end 
of a type cabinet or on a wall. A pair of brackets 
is included. It will hold 180 lbs. of rule, while 
a full size rule case holds about 60 lbs. It provides 
for a better assorted font. In a full size rule 
case each compartment holds the same number 
of pieces, about 48 of 2 point, irrespective of 
length, whether 13 or 50 picas. The maximum 
number of pieces of each length that may be 
held in this cabinet are: 
216 pieces each 1 to 5 picas, graduated by ens, and from 6 

to 14 picas, graduated by ems. 
100 pieces each 5%, 6%, 7%, 8%,9% picas. 
144 pieces each 15 to 26 picas, graduated by ems. 
96 pieces each 27 to 38 picas, graduated by ems. 
63 pieces each 39 to 50 picas, graduated by ems. 
70 pieces each right and left miters; lengths 2, 2%, 3, 4, 

5 picas. 
Approximate weight of brass rule carried, 180 lbs. For 

specifications of unit font of brass rules see page 1031. 

Quotation Quads. Four bins hold 60 lbs. 
of quotation quads-15 lbs. each of bodies 1%, 
2, 3 and 4 picas. 

Fig. 23-Cut-Cost Brass Rule and Quotation Cabi
net, No. 546-C (Steel); No. 9041-C (Wood), including 
brackets . For specifications see preceding page. 

Dimensions. Note the small dimensions: 
9% in. deep, 25% in. wide, 15% in. high. 

QUARTER AND EIGHTH SIZE CASES 
Following are a few of 

these very useful cases, suit
able for use with certain 
Cut-Cost cabinets. These 
cases are step- savers and 
they conserve materials. 
Few printing plants have 
half enough of them. 

case is special
ly useful in 
connection 
with cabinets 
illustrated 
onpp.1031 
and 1036. 

Fig. 26-Eighth size Case No. 
3097, for brass rules, or 1 pt. leads. 

Fig. 29-Quarter size Case No. 
3025, for special figures and spaces 
and other purposes. 

Fig. 24-Quarter size Case No. 
3030, for accented letters, split frac
tions, ornaments, special figures 
and other purposes. 

Fig. 27- Quarter size Case No. 
3035, for figures and fractions. 

Fig. 30-Quarter size Case No. 
3040, for signs, split fractions, ac
cented letters and other purposes. 
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Fig. 25-Brass Rule Case No. 3045, 
holds 20 pieces each of lengths 1 to 
9% picas by ens, 10 to 36 picas by 
ems, with boxes for miters. 

Fig. 28-Quarter size Case No. 
3055, for brass leaders. 

Fig. 31-Quarter size Case No. 
3080, for borders. Has partitions ad
justable in both directions. 
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CUT-COST OPEN TYPE CABINET 
No.9018; MADE INWOOD ONLY 

Fig.32-Case side , as sold , without cases , showing Fig. 33-Working side, showing Cut-Cost Top 
rear of Cut-Cost Top No. 9011. No. 9011, described on page 1029. 

This open cabinet is made to hold 40 full size regular lip-front cases. It will not take cabinet
front cases. The top is the same as the top of Cut-Cost Type Cabinet No. 9001 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CUT-COST OPEN TYPE CABINET 
No. 9018-Cut-Cost Open Type Cabinet, a>: per figs. 32 and 33, made in wood only, to hold 40 full size regula r lip

front cases, but sold without cases; antique finish; floor area , 22%x70 in. ; approx. shipping weight ,475lbs., shipped 
in 2 crates. Code word: WALL TREE. 

DEAD-MATTER OR LETTERBOARD CABINETS 
No.2460 (INWOOD); No.12460 (IN STEEL) 

Fig. 34-Steel Dead-Matter or Letterboard Cab
inet No . 12460 , with 18 steelletterboards. 

Fig. 35-Wood Dead-Matter or Letter boa rd Cab
inet No. 2460, with 17 wood letterboards. 

In the Cut-Cost System the use of letterboards is limited to carrying dead matter and for 
storing extra large jobs. The letterboards have closed backs and are open and rabbeted in front. 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DEAD-MATTER OR LETTERBOARD CABINETS 
Steel Construction 

No. 12460-Dead-Matter or Letterboard Cabinet (fi g. 
34), with 18 full size steel letterboards, each 30% x16V2 

in. inside; floorarea , 21%x35 in.; height, 43 in.; approx. 
shipping weight , 575 lbs. Code word: UTTERLY. 

Wood Construction 
No. 2460 - Dead-Matter or Letterboard Cabinet (fi g. 

35), with 17 full size wood letterboards, each 30% x15Vs 
in. inside; floor area, 35%x22% in.; height, 43% in. ; 
approx. shippingweight,425lbs. Code word: WARFARE. 
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CUT-COST LARGE LETTER CABINET 
No. 543; MADE IN STEEL ONLY 

This cabinet meets a requirement, hitherto unsupplied, of the larger printing plants for carry
ing fonts which cannot be put in any kind of full size cases. The only substitute for this cabinet is 
a wood type cabinet, the cases in which are not strong enough to carry a full weight of metal type. 

Novel Features. The steel 
front cases, of which there are 
22, are extra strong, with bottoms 
screwed on, and move on rollers 
on steel runs, so that a case carry
ing 75 lbs. of types and 5 lbs. of 
spaces and quads can be pulled 
out easily with one hand. The 
body of the cabinet is extra deep, 
so that when a case is pulled out 
to expose all its contents it is sup
ported by runs for three-quarters 
of its depth as shown in fig. 36-
an important feature. 

The division strips between 
the rows of type are 18 pts. thick; 
they engage in notches in sides 
of both compartments, and are so 
arranged that the spaces between 
them may be varied by 6 pts. As 
each case will carry two large size 
job fonts, two label holders are 

Fig. 36- Cut-Cost Large Letter Cabinet. Each provided _on each case._ 
case will hold a 75 lb. weight font and 5 lbs. of Capacity. A case will carry a 
spaces and quads. 75 lb. weight font of either 84 or 

96 pt. and 5lbs. of spaces and quads; or a case will carry a weight font of 50 lbs., with six rows to 
spare; or two job fonts of certain large types may be carried in one case. 

For Script Types. The cases in this cabinet are recommended for script types, especially 
those of large size. When used for script types, each letter of the alphabet and the figures should 
be separated by a quotation quad. 
This will make both composition 
and distribution easier. Script 
types thrown in regular cases are 
always in danger of damage from 
the mere movement of the cases. 

Lighting. As these cabinets 
are specially useful in newspaper 
plants, an electric light over the 
cases is almost indispensable, 
hence this cabinet is supplied with 
electric fixtures. The lamp is not 
supplied. 

The Top is arranged as a bank Fig. 37-Case used in Cut-Cost Large Letter Cabinets. These will 
for convenience in assembling carry 80 lbs. of types and spaces and quads. They run on rollers. 

long lines on galleys for broadsides and posters and scare heads. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST LARGE LETTER CABINET 
No.543-Steel Cut-Cost Large Letter Cabinet (fig.36), 

with 22 steel front cases (fig. 37) and wiring for electric 
light over cases, without bulb, olive green finish; each 

case with two brass label holders; floor area,43~1 sx30Ys 
in.; height, 51% in .; approx. shipping weight, 650 lbs. 
Code word: WARDENS. 
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CUT-COST WORK BENCH AND AUXILIARY CABINET 
No. 528 (IN STEEL); No. 9075 (IN WOOD) 

This is a Four-in-One Cabinet. (1) As a Work Bench it is large 
enough for 2 men to work side by side, using the 
miterer and rule and lead cutter, and yet not so large 
as to prevent its being placed conveniently central to 
a group of users, as shown in fig. 7, page 1025. There 

is a bank in rear for carrying composing sticks, 
when rna terials are being cut to measure, or live 
materials cut or waiting to be cut. There is a 
removable steel scrap pan into which the waste 
may be swept. There is a case (fig. 39) for carry
ing full length strip and off-cut rules and leads, 
.all kept on edge, with rules face up. 

(2) As a Quarter Case Cabinet it will hold 20 
quarter size cases in numbered drawers for 
carrying auxiliaries, as listed on page 1037. 

(3) As a Border Cabinet it has 6 Rowen bor
der cases, each 81,4x14% in. inside, cases tilted 
to prevent borders from pieing. 

( 4) As a Sorts Cabinet it has a storage ca
pacity of 1470 lbs. of leads, spaces, quads, etc., 
in 6large drawers with movable partitions. 

Edition Leads. When there are considera
ble surpluses of leads or slugs, cut for special 
purposes or publications, the 6 large drawers 
running from front to rear will carry 1470 lbs. 

Fig. 38-Cut-CostWork Bench and Auxiliary Cabi
net, showing on this side 6 Rowen border cases and 
7 drawers to hold quarter size cases; on top, a scrap 
pan (behind miterer), and in front 6 extra large full
depth sort drawers with adjustable partitions, and a 
large case for strips and off-cuts of rules and leads . 

A Companion Cabinet. On page 1036, the 
relation of this cabinet to the Cut-Cost]ustify
ingandSpacingMaterialsCabinetisillustrated. 
Theyshould be 
used together. 

The Proper Location of this Cabinet in a 
composing room is shown on page 1025, where it is 

Fig. 39-Case for strips and off-cuts 
of brass rules and leads. The parti
tions are spaced to keep this material 
on edge, the brass rules face up . 

seen to be in 
center of a Cut
Cost type-set
ting unit. 

The mitering 
machine, rule 
cutter, and the 
quarter cases 
are extras, to be 
ordered sepa
rately. 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CUT-COST WORK 
BENCH AND AUXILIARY CABINETS 

Steel Construction 
No. 528- Cut-Cost Work Bench and Auxiliary Cabinet 

(fig. 38), olive green finish, with scrap pan; floor area, 25x37 
in. ; approx. shipping weight, 650 lbs. Codeword:UPSWELLS. 

Wood Construction 
No. 9075-Cut-Cost Work Bench and Auxiliary Cabinet, 

antique finish, with scrap pan; floor area, 25x37 in.; approx. 
shipping weight, 450 lbs . Code word: WALLROCK. 
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Fig. 40-Another view of Cut-Cost Work Bench 
and Auxiliary Cabinet, showing 14 drawers (at 
right) to hold quarter size cases in which to carry 
some of the auxiliaries listed on page 1037. 
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TWO CABINETS UNEQUALED IN EFFICIENCY: 
THESE MERIT CAREFUL STUDY 

Fig. 41- The pivot of the Cut-Cost type-setting unit: Cut-Cost J ust ifying Materials 
Cabinet (right) and Cut-Cost Work Bench and Auxiliary Cabinet, holding reserve sup
plies of materials, enough for a Cut-Cost unit of compositors. These cabinets are more 
fully described on pages 1035 and 1038. 

These two cabinets are the heart or pivot of a Cut-Cost type-setting unit, as illustrated in 
fig_ 42, below. A full realization of American Cut-Cost economies depends upon the use of these 
cabinets_ They take the place of half a dozen cabinets of non-related designs which heretofore 
have been necessary to carry the astonishing quantity and variety of materials that are here 
assembled in a position central to and quickly reached by from 5 to 8 compositors, while together 
they occupy a floor space of only 39x60 in. 

On the opposite page is a list of the materials and auxiliaries that may be carried in these 
two cabinets. Few printers use all the auxiliary materials, but almost all the drawers have a 
variety of uses. 

The drawers are numbered 
and each cabinet has a holder to 
carry a contents card, on which 
each kind of material may be in
dexed, and thus quickly found_ 

Necessity for Ample Re
serve Supplies of Spacing 
and Justifying Materials. In 
the average composing room 
more time is wasted from lack of 
adequate supplies of these mate
rials than from any other cause_ 
Production is slowed down and 

Fig.42-Showing the pivotal relation of above two cabinets (Nos.9 and 
10 in picture) in a Cut-Cost type-setting unit. 
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workmen disheartened, especially in rush periods, to such an extent that the losses in a year are 
greater than the cost of an adequate supply of materials, which would be an asset for years. 

Few printers realize that in job composition, under present conditions, there is on an average 
a much greater weight of spacing and justifying materials than of actual types. All type cases 
should be provided with spaces and quads, but 5 lbs. of these to 20 lbs. of types is barely suffi
cient to set the case out, if set in solid lines, and quite inadequate for display work. 

The business of the man in an alley is to empty the cases and to use up spacing and justifying 
materials. Every time he has to hunt for materials the cost of composition is increased. 

Fig. 43-In the Work Bench and Auxiliary Cabinet 
(left, in fig .41)there are 6 ofthese drawers, Nos. 2-7, each 
9%x20%x5 in., each holding 245 lbs. of leads or quads, 
or sorts. The partitions are adjustable. 

Fig. 44-In the Work Bench and Auxiliary Cabinet 
there are 6 of these cases, with partitions adjustable 
by 6 pts., for holding borders, initials, script types, etc. 
Each case is 8x15 in. inside, and tilted sidewise. 

NOTE ASTONISHING STORAGE CAPACITY OF THESE TWO CABINETS 
Spaces and Quads. More than 2900 lbs. Cabinet 

at the right in fig. 41 carries 640 lbs. in 8 sizes in steel 
removable boxes on top (each kind of space and quad 
in a separate box); 800 lbs. in 10 drawers (fig. 46); and 
cabinet at left carries 1470 lbs. in 6 drawers (fig. 43). 

L. S. Leads and Slugs. More than 3700 I bs.: 1465lbs. , 
4 to 50 picas long, in bank and racks( see fig.4 7, page 1038), 
and 1470 lbs. of extra supplies of most used lengths 
in 6 drawers (fig. 43). Ten drawers (fig . 46) under lead 
rack may also be used for L. S.leads or slugs, capacity 
800 lbs., making maximum capacity of both cabinets 
over 3700 lbs. 

Strip Brass Rules or Leads: 1200ft. strip rule, 2 pt. 
body, all kept on edge, face up; or 123 lbs. strip leads, 
kept on edge; or part rules, part leads . 

L. S. Brass Rules. On overhead bank, above space 
and quad boxes, 32 lbs. in 2 cases; in a large drawer 
(fig.48), 64 lbs. in 4 cases; or in as many of 31 drawers 
as required, 16 lbs. each in single drawers and 24 lbs. 
each in double drawers (fig. 21). Rule cases are extra. 

Leaders. 120 lbs. in 4 drawers, Nos. 27 to 30 (fig. 45), 
to be kept in individual leader boxes. Leader boxes are 
extra-not supplied with cabinet. 

Quotation Quads. 225 lbs. in drawer No. 26. Addi
tional quantities may be stored in other sort drawers. 
Drawer No. 26 may also be used for storing quads. 

Borders. Six Rowen border cases (fig. 44) are spe
cially designed to carry script types, borders, initial 
letters and ornaments, kept on their feet in tilted cases, 
with partitions adjustable by 6 pts. 

LIST OF AUXILIARIES THAT MAY BE STORED IN THESE TWO CABINETS 

Ten drawers take one each quarter and eighth size cases, and 21 drawers take quarter size 
cases, and in these, with and without cases, may be carried any of the following auxiliaries: 

Accents 
-Piece 
Ad cuts 
Borders 
Braces 
Calendar Figures 
Calendars, Perpetual 
Circles and Ovals 
Composing Sticks 

Corners 
Corner Quads 
Dashes 
Decorators 
Figures, Advertising 
-Canceled 
-Inferior 
-Special 
-Superior 

Fractions 
-Piece 
-Split 
Imprints 
Initials 
Leaders, Brass 
-Dotted 
Letters, Inferior 
-Superior 

Ornaments 
Phists 
Quads, Angular 
- Circular 
-Corner 
Recipe Marks 
Rules, Cutting 
-Scoring 
-Steel 

Rules, Perforating 
Signs, Algebraic 
-Astronomical 
-Commercial 
-Ecclesiastical 
-Geometric 
-Mathematical 
-Medical 
Trade-Marks 

Fig. 45-In the Justifying Materials Cabinet there are 
4 of these drawers, Nos. 27 to 30, each designed to hold 
6 No. 3185 Individual Leader Boxes. If not required for 
leaders, these may be used for carrying circles, ovals, 
adcuts, large initials, composing sticks, etc. 

Fig. 46-In the Justifying Materials Cabinet there are 
10 of these drawers, Nos. 4 to 13, each 4%x23%x3% in . 
inside, with adjustable partitions, which may be used 
for type sorts, spaces, quads, or surplus of certain most 
used lengths of leads-"edition" leads . Each drawer 
has a capacity of 80 lbs. 
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AMERICAN CUT-COST JUSTIFYING MATERIALS CABINET 
No. 525 (IN STEEL); No. 9063 (INWOOD) 

Fig. 4 7-Cost-Cut Justifying Materials Cabinet. Note bank 
for short length leads on top. For specifications see foot of 
next page. 

A Space-Saver. This is a 4-in-1 cabinet. 
It takes the place of the following pieces of 
uncorrelated and time-wasting design, and 
occupies less than half the space: ( 1) a lead 
and slug bank; (2) a space and quad cabinet; 
( 3) a general storage cabinet for brass rules, 
leaders, quotation quads, etc.; ( 4) a quarter 
case cabinet for auxiliaries. Every cubic 
inch within this cabinet is utilized. Every 
square inch of floor space has a rental value. 
Cut-Cost economies decisively minimize 
rental charges. 

Lead and Slug Capacity. Short lengths 
of leads and slugs, 4 to 9% picas, by ens, are 
carried on overhead bank, as shown in cut. 
Lengths of leads and slugs from 10 to 50 
picas, by ems, are carried in racks. There 
are 4 compartments in the rack for the most 
used lengths ( 10 to 20 picas), giving a stack 
of each of these lengths 42 in. in height. Of 
lengths from 21 to 50 picas the stacks may 
be21in.high.Thecombinedcapacityofbank 
and racks is 1465 lbs. In addition, 2 draw
ers, Nos. 24 and 25, will carry on their edges 
123 lbs. of strip leads or slugs. In 10 draw
ers, Nos.4 to 13 (fig. 46), 800 lbs. of edition 
leads may be carried, if drawers are not used 
for spaces or quads or sorts. The maximum 
capacity for leads and slugs is, therefore, 
2388lbs. The following table shows weights 
and lengths carried in bank and racks. 

TABLE OF LENGTHS AND WEIGHTS OF LEADS AND SLUGS IN BANK AND RACKS 

LENGTHS •. 4 41/z 5 51/z 6 61/z 7 71/z 8 81/z 9 91/z 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

POUNDS .•. 5% 6 6% 7% 81/z 9% 9% 101/z 11 11% 12l/4 13 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

33 

41 

35 

42 

37 39 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

49 

41 

50 
Racks vs. Banks. Racks are better in every way 

than banks for storing leads and slugs 10 picas and 
longer. Careful tests have conclusively demonstrated 
this superiority. Racks save space immensely. Racks 
may be placed where they are easier of access than 
are banks. Leads on banks are easily pied; in racks, 
leads can't pi. Those only object to racks who have 
never used them. 

Spaces and Quads. There is a total storage 
capacity of 1665 lbs. of spaces and quads. Steel re
movable boxes on top, easy of access, hold 640 lbs. of 
8 sizes, each kind in a separate box, 48 boxes in all. 
In 10 drawers, with movable partitions, as shown in 
fig. 46, page 1037, 800 lbs. may be stored. Drawer No. 
26 (see fig. 49), with movable partitions, holds 225 I bs. 
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Fig. 48-Drawer No.3 (over lead rack), carry
ing 4 quarter size labor-saving brass rule cases, 
and, in rear, compartments for strip rule and 
off-cuts, all held face up. See two other rule 
cases on overhead bank on fig. 49, next page. 
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Brass Rule Capacity. On overhead bank, as shown in fig. 49, there is a place for 2 Brass 
Rule Cases Nos. 3015 and 3020. These are designed to hold 32 lbs. of labor-saving brass rules, 
lengths 1 to 36 picas. In case No. 3 (fig. 48) there is space for 4 Brass Rule Cases No. 3045, holding 
16 lbs. each, lengths 1 to 36 picas. In drawers 
Nos. 24 and 25, 1200 ft. of 2 pt. strip brass rules 
may be placed, face up, or either drawer may 
be used for strip leads. If more places for brass 
rules are required, any of 10 drawers, Nos. 14 to 
23, will hold 1 each quarter size and eighth size 
brass rule case (fig. 21, page 1031). 

Quotation Quads. Drawer No. 26 will hold 
225 lbs. of quotation quads, each of the four 
bodies (18, 24, 36,48 pt.), in separate compart
ments, divided by adjustable partitions. This 
large drawer, if not required for quotations, is 
available for storing quads, edition leads, etc. 

Leaders. Four drawers, Nos. 27 to 30 (fig. 45, 
page 1037), are each designed to carry 6 Indi
vidual Leader Boxes No. 3185, total capacity 
120 lbs. These drawers are suitable for storing 
other kinds of materials, if not required for 
leaders. 

General Storage Purposes. Besides the 
drawers enumerated above, there are 10 more, 
Nos. 14 to 23, each of which will carry 1 each 
quarter size and eighth size case (fig. 54), in 
which any of the auxiliaries listed on page 1037 
may be carried, as well as L. S. brass rules. 

A Time-Saver. As a storage cabinet, vitally 
necessary in every composing room in which 
maximum · production is desired, this piece is 
100 per cent efficient. In a floor space of only 
29x38 in. it will hold more than 3600 lbs. of 
Justifying Materials (leads and slugs, spaces, 
quads, quotations), Brass Rules (labor-saving 
and strip) and Auxiliaries (signs leaders spe- Fi!S. 49-Another viewof Cost-Cu.t _Justifying Materials 

' ' ' Cabmet, showmg d rawers for auxihanes, etc. 
cial figures, fractions, initials, borders, etc.), 
as per list on page 1037. It is impossible to get more of these 
materials in so small a space. This extraordinary compactness 
makes it possible to place this cabinet within easy reach of 
every man in a Cut-Cost type-setting unit, as illustrated in 
fig. 7, page 1025. Thus many minutes of the time of every man 
in the unit are saved hourly. The proprietor pays for every 
step, however unnecessary. Every minute saved is an addition Fig.50- Leader Box No. 3185, which 
to net profits. may be used in drawers Nos. 27 to 30. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST JUSTIFYING MAT ERIALS CABINET 
Steel Construction 

No.525-AmericanCut-CostJustifyingMaterialsCab
inet, as illustrated, with overhead short lead bank, but 
without quarter size and eighth size cases and leader 
boxes ; olive green finish; floor area, 28Yzx37 in.; height 
over all, 57 in.; approximate shipping weight, 950 lbs., 
shipped in 2 crates. Code word: UPSPRING. 

Wood Construction 
No. 9063-American Cut-Cost Justifying Materials 

Cabinet, with overhead short lead bank, but without 
quarter and eighth size cases and leader boxes; antique 
finish; floor area,28x37in. ; height over a11 ,60 in.; approxi
mate shipping weigh t, 600 lbs., shipped in 2 crates. 
Code word: W ALLPIECE. 

CASE EQUIPMENT FOR Nos. 525 AND 9063 
No.3185- Individual Leader Box (fig. 50) . 
No.3097- Eighth size Brass Rule Case (fig. 26, p . l032). 
No.3045- Brass Rule Case (fig. 25, p . l032) . 

Nos.3015 and 3020 Brass Rule Cases work together as 
one case, holding lengths from 1 to 36 picas, to place on 
overhead bank as shown in fig. 49 . 
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AMERICAN CUT-COST WORK BENCH AND 
JUSTIFYING MATERIALS CABINET 

No. 531 (IN STEEL); No. 9070 (INWOOD) 

This cabinet is designed for use in plants employing about five compositors. Larger plants and 
plants expecting to expand are recommended to use our Cut-Cost]ustifying Materials Cabinet and 

Fig. 51-Cut-Cost Cabinet, No. 9070 (in Wood); No. 531 (in 
Steel). On this side it is a Justifying Materials Cabinet . See 
opposite page for view of Work Bench and specifications. The 
lead and slug bank on auxiliary top and the steel sort boxes 
shown in the cut are included in the price of cabinet. The pic
ture shows wood construction. All drawers are numbered to 
facilitate indexing. 

our Cut-Cost Work Bench and Auxil-
iary Cabinet, as shown on page 1036. 

When Buying This You Buy Five 
Pieces in One. This is a concentration 
of five necessary pieces in one construc
tion. Even in a small printshop there is 
a great advantage in such a concentra
tion. The top (work bench) is detach
able, and as a plant develops the top of 
Cut-Cost Justifying Materials Cabinet 
(page 1038) may be substituted, and a 
Cut-CostWorkBench(page1035) added. 
This cabinet, occupying about the same 
floor space as a single-tier 24-case type 
cabinet, functions as follows: 

1. It is a Work Bench (see 0 on pic
ture on opposite page), with a working 
area of 26x38 in., holding comfortably a 
rule cutter and a mitering machine, 
with ample room for two men to work 
simultaneously. Rule cutter and miter
ing machine are extras. 

2. It is a Lead and Slug Rack (see A 
and E and F), holding 1465 lbs. of leads 
and slugs from 4 to 9% picas by ens and 
from 10 to 50 picas by ems. Each com
partment in rack is 10% in. high, and 4 
compartments each are alloted to 
lengths from 10 to 20 picas inclusive. 
Compartments in lead bank (A) on over
head bank (B) are double depth, each 7 
in. long. Strip leads and rules have places 
in two drawers (Nos. 24 and 25) at K 
in picture on opposite page. 

3. It is a Space and Quad Cabinet. 
At C are 8 large bins for holding 8 sizes 
of quads. At D steel boxes (figs. 52, 53) 
are provided, filling 8 compartments, 

each set of 5 boxes holding em and en quads and thick and thin spaces of one body. Above the steel 
boxes are 4 empty compartments in which additional steel boxes may be placed, to accommodate 
4 other sizes of spaces and quads. Spaces and quads may also be stored in any or all of the 10 full 
length drawers at G, the capacity of each drawer being 80 lbs. These drawers have movable parti
tions and the steel boxes have label holders and pulls. 

4. It is a Sort Cabinet. At G are10 full length drawers (fig. 46, page1037),eachwith movable 
partitions, capacity of the 10 drawers being 800 lbs. These drawers are available for sorts of all 
kinds, leads, slugs or spaces and quads. At K are 2 drawers, divided longitudinally to carry full 
length strips of leads and brass rules, keeping all on their edges. At Lis 1large drawer (No. 26) 
with 5 compartments, for holding quotation quads, capacity approximately 225 lbs. Drawer No. 
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26 may also be used for storing spaces ahd quads. At M are 4 drawers (fig. 56), each to hold 6 
individual leader boxes, capacity of all about 120 lbs. Leader boxes are extra, if required. 

5. It is a Quarter Case Cabinet. At N there are 10 drawers (figs. 54 and 55), each made to 
hold 1 each quarter size and eighth size case, for carrying brass rule, special figures, fractions, 
signs, borders, circles,ovals,initialletters 
and other auxiliary material. At H, on 
the auxiliary bank, there is room for 2 
quarter size brass rule cases, Nos. 3015 
and 3020. Quarter and eighth size cases 
are extra. 

Fig. 52-No. 3452, 
Steel Sort Box; 32 of 
these furnished with 
cabinet. 

Fig. 54-There are 10 ofthese drawers in Cabi
nets Nos. 9070 and 531. Each drawer will hold 
1 each quarter size and eighth size case. Or may 
be used without cases, to carry brass circles, 
ovals, etc. Cases are extra. 

Fig. 55-0ne of 10 drawers described above , 
and supplied with cabinet, but without cases. 

Fig. 56-There are 4 drawers, each to hold 6 
::\o. 3185 Leader Boxes. Leader boxes are extra. 

Fig. 57-Cut-Cost Cabinet, No. 9070 (in Wood); .No. 531 
(in Steel). On this side is a Work Bench. See opposite page 
for view of Justifying Materials Cabinet. Specifications 
below. Rule cases and rule cutter and mitering machine, 
shown in picture, are extras. The picture shows wood 
construction. All drawers are numbered to facilitate in
dexing. At J is a contents card holder, in which contents 
of each drawer may be indexed. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST WORK BENCH AND 
JUSTIFYING MATERIALS CABINETS 

Steel Construction 
No. 531-American Cut-Cost Work Bench and Justi

fy ing Materials Cabinet, with 32 No. 3452 and 8 No. 3454 
steel sort boxes, with a movable double depth lead and 
slug bank (fig.51) on the overhead bank for short length 
( 4 to 9¥2 picas) leads and slugs, but not including any 
quarter or eighth size cases or leader boxes or rule and 
lead cutter or mitering machine; floor area, 28¥2x37 in.; 
height to work bench, 36 in.; height over all, 61 in.; 
Approx. shipping weight, 925 lbs., shipped in 2 crates. 
Code wm·d: UPTURNED. 

Wood Construction 
::'\To. 9070-American Cut-Cost Work Bench and Jus

tifying Materials Cabinet , with 32 No.3452 and 8 No.3454 
steel sort boxes; with a movable double depth lead and 
slug bank (fig. 51) for shortlength (4 to 9¥2 picas) leads 

and slugs; but not including any quarter or eighth size 
cases or leader boxes or rule and lead cutter or mitering 
machine; floor area,29x37 in.; space overall, 33x38% in.; 
height to work bench, 36 in.; height over all, 61 in.; 
Approx. shipping weight, 625 lbs., shipped in 2 crates. 
Code word: W ALLRUE. 

Extras for Cabinets Nos. 531 and 9070 

No.3185-LeaderBox (fig.50),8x5x1% in.,fordrawers 
27-30; capacity, 5 lbs.; weight, 6 oz . 

No. 3452-Steel Sort Box (fig. 52), additional to those 
supplied with cabinets, 1¥2x6x3 in.; capacity, 2lbs.10 oz.; 
weight, 5% oz. 

No.3454-Steel Sort Box (fig. 53), additional to those 
supplied with cabinets, 3x6x3 in.; capacity, 5 lbs. 4 oz.; 
weight, 7% oz. 

For quarter and eighth size cases, see page 1032. 
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GREAT ECONOMIES OF THE CUT-COST SYSTEM OF 
GALLEY STORAGE OF LIVE JOBS 

Letter boards are Time-Wasters. The practice of storing live jobs and pages on letter boards 
is one of the chief causes of lost time in composing rooms. No one knows where to find such a job 
when it is wanted. Time is wasted in searching. When the job is found, it has usually been pushed 
to the rear of the board by other jobs, and more 
time is wasted in shunting it from behind. After 
pulling out several heavy letter boards the com
positor returns to his productive work with 
wasted energy and in a state of discourage
ment. This practice is no less foolish than 
that of throwing a firm's correspondence 
into a box, and hunting through the box 
every time a letter has to be found. 

Every Live Job and Page 
should be Found Instantly, . 

Fig. 58-Pressed Steel Galley; accurate enough to use m 
when wanted. In the Cut-Cost setting, cheap enough to use for storage purposes. 
System every live job and page, 
after proofing, is kept on its galley and placed on a numbered shelf in a Cut-Cost Imposing 
Table (fig. 62, p.1044) or in a Unit Galley Cabinet (fig. 60, p.l043). The number of the shelf is 
penciled on the proof, and the job is instantly found for correction. The same process of proofing 
and numbering and finding is followed with each revise, until, with the final revise proof in 
hand, the stoneman gets instant possession of the job, no questions asked, no time lost. Those 
using this system save time on every job and page they handle. The system is now in general 
use. In one Cut-Cost composing room there are 11,826 pressed steel galleys in use, and 11,826 
numbered places in which to put them. 

Steel Galleys are Used in this System. Our Pressed Steel Galleys are made with such 
accuracy that jobs may be set and pages made up on them, yet they are cheap enough to be 
used for storing live jobs and pages. From the time the job is started until it is locked in a chase it 
should not leave the galley. There was a time when any cheap, roughly made galley would serve 
well enough for storage purposes, but that these galleys were not economical in use is proved 
by the fact that hundreds of thousands of them have been scrapped, so that they are no longer 
listed by reputable dealers. 

CUT-COST STEEL DUMPING AND STORAGE TABLES 
No. 779; MADE IN STEEL ONLY, TO ORDER 

Fig. 59-Made to order only, in lengths of 5, 6, 7 and 8 ft. , with any arrangement of the galley shelves. 
Table here illustrated has a floor area of 28x951/z in. and is 381,14 in. high. It is arranged forll9 single, 
51 double and 17 triple column galleys, each 231/z in. long; all galley shelves are numbered. At the end are 
3 bins for holding empty galleys. Back of table may be made closed or open. Galley units in great variety, 
ends, rails and tops are kept in stock at factory. For specifications see foot of opposite page. 
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UNIT GALLEY CABINETS OF CUT-COST SYSTEM 
MADE IN SEVEN UNITS IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

The high efficiency of the 
Unit Galley Cabinets for live 
matter storage is explained on 
the opposite page. Each unit 
holds 100 pressed steel galleys 
(except one, which holds 50) 
on steel runs (no shelves). 
Units are all38% in. in height, 
and may be stacked two cabi
nets high where floor space 
needs to be conserved. 

The galley runs are num
bered 1 to 100. When two or 
more cabinets are in use, the 
numbers are differentiated by 
means of symbol letters at
tached to the cabinets and 
proofs are numbered thus: A1-
A100, B1-B100, and so on. 
Galleys are not and do not 
need to be numbered. 

Though shown in the illus
tration, galleys are not includ

Fig.60-Unit Galley Cabinet No.13540, holding 100 pressed steel galleys, 
8%x13 in. inside. Galleys are extra. 

ed with cabinets. These cabinets are superior in workmanship and material, staunch and durable. 
In steel, the finish is olive green; in hardwood, antique finish. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF UNIT GALLEY CABINETS, WOOD CONSTRUCTION 

Galley Size of Galleys Floor Space, Approximate No. of 
No. Capacity Inside, Inches Over All , Inches Height, Inches Shipping Tiers 

Weight,Lbs. 

3538 50 8%x13 23 x15% 38% 150 2 
3540 100 8%x13 433fsx15% 38% 225 4 
3541 100 10 x16 48%x17% 38% 300 4 
3542 100 12 x18 56%x19% 38Vz 350 4 
3544 100 3Vzx23% 225fsx25% 38ljz 200 4 
3545 100 6%x23% 33%x25% 38% 260 4 
3565 100 8%x23% 42%x25% 38lfz 325 4 

SPECIFICATIONS OF UNIT GALLEY CABINETS, STEEL CONSTRUCTION 

Galley Size of Galleys Floor Space, Approximate No. of 
No. Capacity Inside, Inches Over All, Inches Height, Inches Shipping Tiers 

Weight, Lbs. 

13538 50 8%x13 22%xJ4Vz 38% 200 2 
13540 100 8%x13 44 x14Vz 38Vz 285 4 
13541 100 10 x16 49%x17Vz 381fz 330 4 
13542 100 12 x18 57 x19Vz 38Vz 400 4 
13544 100 3Vzx23% 23%x25 38Vz 350 4 
13545 100 6%x23% 34 x25 38% 380 4 
13565 100 8%x23% 43 x25 38% 400 4 

- ---

PARTICULARS OF CUT-COST STEEL DUMPING AND STORAGE TABLE 
Shown on opposite page (fig. 59); made to order only 

No. 779-cut-Cost Steel Dumping and Storage Table, 
fig. 59 on opposite page; floor area, 28x95% in.; height, 
38% in. Consists of standard steel frame with open back, 
shelves running clear through ; shelves numbered; with 
standard galley top and standard units (left to right) 

Nos. U-8, U-51, U-9, U-51, U-22, U-51, U-17, U-51 and U-39; 
approx. shipping weight, 1250 lbs. These tables are also 
furnished 60, 72 and 84 in. wide, to take any width or 
widths of column galleys. Unit U-51 is the upright sup
port between each galley unit. 
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AMERICAN CUT-COST IMPOSING TABLES 
M ADE IN STEEL AND IN WoOD, IN TWO SIZES 

The Great Economies of the Cut-Cost System of live job and page storage have made these 
two sizes of imposing tables our best sellers. The Cut-Cost System of live matter storage begins 
with these tables. All jobs and pages must come eventually to the imposing tables, and there 
are no good reasons why they should not go there immediately after proofing. 

Fig. 61-No. 14020 Cut-Cost Steel Imposing Table, with Iron Surface 51x75 in., to hold 
398 8%x13 in. pressed steel galleys, with 2large drawers. Galleys are extra. 

DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITY OF CUT-COST IMPOSING TABLES 
-

Con-
Area of Area of Capacity for 

Height 
Approx. Shipping Weight, Lbs. 

No. 
struction 

Iron Surface Marble Surface 8%x13 inch 
Inches Table with Table Steel 

Inches Inches Galleys *Surface Only Galleys 
- --
4010-A Wood 39x65 36x62 292 381,4 1250 575 675 
4020-A Wood 51x75 48x72 380 381,4 1650 670 900 

14010 Steel 39x65 36x62 306 381,4 1400 720 700 
14020 Steel 51x75 48x72 398 381,4 1900 920 925 

*When a marble su1jace is ordered, a wood coffin for it is 1·equired and is furnished, unless otherwise ordered. 
Weights of iron sU?jaces and marble su1jaces with coffins are approximately the same. 

Iron or Marble Surfaces. In ordering it is necessary to state whether iron or marble sur
faces are required. There is some sacrifice in working area when a marble surface is used, as the 
marble requires a coffin to protect the edges. In the long run iron surfaces are more economical, 
a nd their superiority is unquestioned. When a table is ordered with marble surface, a wooden 

Fig. 62- No. 14010 Cut-Cost Steel Imposing Table, with Iron Surface 
39x65 in. , to hold 306 pressed steel galleys, with 2 la rge drawers. Galleys 
are extra. For specifications see next page. 
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coffin is furnished and charged 
for, unless otherwise ordered. 

Galleys. These tables carry 
(on steel runs-not shelves) 
only standard pressed steel gal
leys 8%x13 in. inside. Tables to 
take other sizes of pressed steel 
galleys are made to order. 

Numbering. Galley runs are 
numbered alike on all tables of 
the same size. When two or 
more tables are in use, the 
numbers are differentiated by 
attaching brass symbol letters 
to each table, and proofs are 
numbered thus: Al and up, Bl 
and up, and so on. Galleys are 
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not and do not need to be numbered. Galleys are found quicker by this method than with 
consecutive numbers, because there is no hunting from one table to other tables. 

Drawers and Recessed Frames. These tables each have 2 large drawers. These drawers 
are for job tickets, gauges, dummies, etc., but not for locking-up materials. The frames are re
cessed to afford room for the stonemen's toes when working in close to table. 

Materials that Should Not be Put Under Imposing Surfaces. Except in small plants, 
labor-saving reglet and furniture and cuts and live forms should not be kept under the imposing 
surfaces, because access cannot be had to them by other workmen without interfering with the 
stoneman. The Cut-Cost System provides better and handier places for these materials. 

An Ideal Arrangement of Cut-Cost Imposing Tables is shown on page 1047, in which 
quoins, tools, labor-saving wood and metal furniture and reglets are concentrated in a position 
central to four tables, and equally handy to all workmen without interfering with stonemen. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST IMPOSING TABLES 
State whether iron or marble su?face is required 

Wood Construction 
No. 4010-A-Cut-Cost Imposing Table for iron sur

face, 39x65 in.; or for marble surface with coffin, 36x62 
in.; with 2 drawers; to hold 292 pressed steel galleys, 
8%xl3 in. inside; height to top of surface, 381,4 in.; for 
approx. shipping weights see table on opposite page. 
Code words: Table only, WARSONG; table with iron 
surface , WARTHOG; table with marble surface and cof
fin, W ARWHOOP. 

No. 4020-A- Cut-Cost Imposing Table for iron sur
face, 5lx75 in.; or for marble surface with coffin, 48x72 
in.; with 2 drawers; to hold 380 pressed steel galleys, 
8%xl3 in.inside ; height to top of surface, 381,4 in.; for 
approx.shipping weights see table on opposite page. 
Code words: Table only, WASHBALLS; table with iron 

CUT-COST 
GALLEY TRANSFER TRUCKS 

MADE IN STEEL IN TWO SIZES: 

NOS. 13500 AND 13505 

For Transferring Live Matter on galleys 
to and from proof press, make-up banks or im
posing tables, saving much travel of men carry
ing galleys singly. Every separate handling of 
galleys adds unnecessarily to cost of production. 

The printing plant for which these trucks 
were first designed is now using 180 of them, a 
striking proof of their efficiency. In that plant 
these trucks are used for transferring loaded 
galleys from one floor to another, on an eleva
tor, which demonstrates how well balanced they 
are, and how safe. 

The wheels are placed within the frame to 
prevent them from injuring other equipments 
in passing. The rear wheels are extra large, to 
facilitate steering and turning. 

surface, WASHBOARDS; table with marble surface and 
coffin, WASHERMAN. 

Steel Construction 
No.l4010-Cut-Cost Imposing Table (fig. 62) for iron 

surface, 39x65 in., with 2 drawers; to hold 306 pressed 
steel galleys, 8%xl3 in. inside; height to top of surface, 
381,4 in.; for approx. shipping weights see table on op
posite page. Code words: Table only, URSIFORM; table 
with iron surface, URSINE. 

No. 14020-Cut-Cost Imposing Table (fig. 61) for iron 
surface, 5lx75 in. , with 2 drawers; to hold 398 pressed 
steel galleys, 8%xl3 in. inside; height to top of surface, 
381,4 in. ; for approx. shipping weights see table on op
posite page. Code words: Table only, URNSHAPED; table 
with iron surface, UROGENITAL. 

Fig.63-Cut-Cost Galley Transfer Truck No. 
13505, to carry 32 double column galleys. No. 
13500, same design, carries 32 8%x13 in. galleys. 

PARTICULARS OF CUT-COST GALLEY TRANSFER TRUCKS 

No.l3500-Cut-Cost Galley Transfer Truck, olive 
green finish, to hold 32 galleys, 8%xl3 in. inside, each 
shelf numbered, with symbol letter (only if specially 
ordered); floor area, 25o/sx25 in.; height, 32Vz in .; approx. 
shipping weight, 235 lbs. Code word: USANCE. 

No.l3505-Cut-Cost Galley Transfer Truck (fig. 63) , 
olive green finish, to hold 32 double column gal!eys,each 
shelf numbered, with symbol letter (only if specially 
ordered); floor area,211,4x25 in.; height,32Vz in.; approx. 
weight, 250 lbs. Code word: USEFUL. 
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CUT-COST LOCKING-UP MATERIALS CABINET 
No.527 (IN STEEL); No.9085 (INWOOD) 

Ample Supplies of Locking
Up Materials in the Right Place. 
Fig. 65 on opposite page shows the 
relation of these cabinets to the im
posing tables. No materials need be 
placed under the imposing surfaces. 
All that space is reserved in the Cut
Cost System for live jobs and pages. 
In Cut-Cost Locking-up Materials 
Cabinets the most used materials are 
accessible to each stoneman with
out interfering with other men, and 
with little stooping. On top is a two
sided bank which holds 60 doz. No.1 
quoins; also 2 bins for short lengths 
of 6 and 12 pt. reglet for placing be
tween quoins and chase to prevent 
slipping. Remainder of top is a handy 
and commodious place for carrying 
benzine cans, mallets, planers, quoin 
keys, etc. At one end of cabinet is a 
rack which will hold 930 lbs. of metal 
furniture or 3517 pieces of iron fur
niture, as per table below. On each 
side of cabinet are racks, both sides 

Fig. 64-Front view Cut-Cost Locking-Up Materials Cabinets, 
No. 527 (in Steel) and No. 9085 (in Wood). On each side, equal fonts 
of wood furniture and reg let and leads; in front, metal or iron fur
niture; on top, quoins (on bank), tools, etc. See next page for view 
of other side and rear. 

alike, for holding fonts of labor-saving wood furniture and reglet, and also a small font of labor
saving leads for stonemen's use. For labor-saving wood furniture there are racks to hold 3760 
pieces, from 20 to 160 picas in length, in all regular widths, scientifically assorted, as per table on 
opposite page. For labor-saving reglet there are racks to hold 4000 pieces of 6 pt. and 2000 pieces 
of 12 pt., from 10 to 150 picas long, scientifically assorted, as per schedule on opposite page. Mate
rials are not supplied with these cabinets-if needed, they require to be ordered separately. 

Assortment of Fonts. Special attention is invited to the superior assortment of lengths 
in the fonts of furniture and of reglet, details of which are given below and on opposite page. The 
various sizes are proportioned according to frequency of use, and not (as has been the custom) 
in equal quantities of the most used and the least used. 

CONTENTS CAPACITY OF CUT-COST CABINETS Nos. 527 AND 9085 

Labor-Saving Leads, Labor-Saving Metal or Iron Furniture, as in following table: 
for use in registering. A 
small font ( 17 lbs.). 1 pt. Length, Picas 6 8 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 
and 2 pt., 10 to 49 picas, by 
ems, which need not be 2-line: 120 120 120 120 120 85 85 60 60 = 890 
ordered specially. 3-line: 105 105 105 105 105 75 75 40 40 755 

Scrap Reglet, in two 
rn 4-line: 75 75 75 75 75 55 55 30 30 = 545 Cl) 

u 5-line: 60 60 60 60 60 45 45 24 24 = 438 bins, for placing between Cl) 

quoins and chase. 0:: 6-line: 60 60 60 60 60 45 45 20 20 = 430 
8-line: 45 45 45 45 35 35 15 15 280 

Other Materials, as 10-line: 35 35 35 25 25 12 12 179 
shown in fig. 64, on top of 

Total Pieces: 420 cabinet, as follows: 465 500 500 500 365 365 201 201 = 3517 

QUOINS: 60 dozen No. 1. 
TooLs: Mallets, quoin Approximate weight of Metal Furniture in above table, 930 lbs. 

keys, planers, benzine cans, The unit font of Metal Furniture (No. 9085-E) weighs about150lbs., 
brushes, etc. six fonts filling the cabinet. Iron Furniture is sold per piece. 
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CONTENTS CAPACITY-Continued 

Labor-S~J,Ving Wood Furniture, in font to fill cabinet, as in following table: 

Length, Picas 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 100 120 140 160 

2-line: 54 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 54 54 36 36 36 36 36 = 846 
3-line: 48 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 48 48 32 32 32 32 32 = 752 

]1 4-line: 36 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 36 36 24 24 24 24 24 = 564 
5-line: 30 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 30 30 20 20 20 20 20 = 470 
6-line: 30 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 30 30 20 20 20 20 20 = 470 
8-line: 24 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 24 24 16 16 16 16 16 = 376 

10-line: 18 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 18 18 12 12 12 12 12 = 282 

Total Number of Pieces ofWood Furniture .. 0 0 0 0 ........... 0 0 0 0 3760 

Half Fonts of Labor-Saving Wood Furniture and Reglet are sold for these cabinets. 
Labor-Saving Reglet, nonpareil and pica, in fonts to fill cabinet, as follows: 

NoNPAREIL: 76 pieces each length from 10 to 49 picas, graduated by ems, and 46 pieces each 
length from 50 to 150 picas, graduated by five pica ems; 4006 pieces in all. 

PICA: 38 pieces each length from 10 to 49 picas, graduated by ems, and 23 pieces each length 
from 50 to 150 picas, graduated by five pica ems; 2003 pieces in all. 

Fig. 65-An ideal arrangement of the Cut-Cost Locking- Up Materials 
Cabinet, holding ample supplies for four Cut-Cost Imposing Tables. For 
two imposing tables half fonts of wood furniture and reglet will suffice, 
and unit fonts ( 150 lbs.) of metal furniture may be bought, leaving room 
in racks for expansion of the fonts, as required. 

Fig. 66-Rear view of Cut-Cost 
Locking-Up Materials Cabinets, 
No. 527 (in Steel) and No. 9085 (in 
Wood). The longer lengths of 
reglet are in rear end. The wood 
furniture and reglet, etc., shown 
in this view are duplicated on the 
other side. 

Do not Under-Buy Storage Capacity. Better a roomy cabinet half filled than a smaller 
cabinet crowded, especially in a growing plant. Extra space is immediately available for sorts. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF LOCKING-UP MATERIALS CABINETS Nos. 527 AND 9085 

Steel Construction 
No. 527-Cut-Cost Locking-Up Materials Cabinet, 

olive green finish (fig. 64); floor area, 32x46 in.; height, 
55 in.; approx. shipping weight, 1000 lbs. Contents are 
extra. Code word: UPSTART. 

Wood Construction 
No. 9085-Cut-Cost Locking-Up Materials Cabinet, 

antique finish; floor area, 33x49 in.; height, 56 in.; 
approx. shipping weight, 700 lbs. Contents are extra. 
Code word: WALTZED. 

FONTS SUPPLIED FOR CUT-COST CABINETS Nos. 527 AND 9085 
No. 9085-A-Full FontLabor-SavingWood Furniture, 

3760 pieces, as per table above; approx. shipping weight, 
550 lbs. Code word: WAMPUM. 

No.9085-B-Half FontLabor-SavingWood Furniture, 
1880pieces, as per table above; approx. shipping weight, 
275 lbs. Code word: WANDERERS. 

No. 9085-C- Full Font Labor-Saving Reglet, 4000 
pieces 6 pt. and 2000 pieces 12 pt., from 10 to 49 picas, 
graduated by ems, and from 50 to 150 picas, graduated 
by 5 picas; approx. shipping weight, 200 lbs. Code word: 
WANDERINGS. 

No. 9085-D-Half Font Labor-Saving Reglet, 2000 
pieces 6 pt. and 1000 pieces 12 pt., from 10 to 49 picas, 
graduated by ems, a nd from 50 to 150 picas, graduated 
by 5 picas; approx. shipping weight, 100 lbs. Code word: 
WANDEROO. 

No. 9085-E-Unit Font Labor-Saving Metal Furni
ture, approx. weight 150 lbs., six of which will fill metal 
furniture section. Code word: WARDROBE. 

No. 9085-F-Full Font Iron Furniture, as per table on 
opposite page, 3517 pieces. Code word: WARDROOM. 

No. 9085-G-Half Font Iron Furniture, half quantities 
in No. 9085-F, 1759 pieces. Code word: WARDSHIP. 
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CUT-COST LOCKING-UP MATERIALS CABINETS 
No.526 (IN STEEL); No.9080 (INWOOD) 

A Three-in-One Cabinet. These cabinets are 
designed for lively composing rooms of small and 
medium size. Labor-saving wood and metal furni
ture and reglet are related materials, all used by 
the stonemen, yet these cabinets and our larger 
Cut-Cost locking-upmaterials cabinets are the first 
to combine in one cabinet ample fonts of each of 
these materials to expedite the work of stonemen. 
Cabinetsaresoldwith and without contents, which 
require to be separately ordered, if required. 

A Common-Sense Assortment of Fonts of 
Labor-Saving Wood Furniture provided for 
in these cabinets. These cabinets hold a font, No. 
9080-A, of 2255 pieces, as per table on opposite page, 
which is less expensive and more efficient than any 
other font of approximately the same number of 
pieces, because it has a larger proportion of the 
most used (and least expensive) sizes, and a lesser 
proportion of the least used (and most expensive) 
sizes. In a higher priced font, for example, there 
are 28 pieces each of 2-line in 25, 30, 35, 40 and 50 
pica lengths to 16 pieces each of the same lengths 
in 10-line. In Cut-Cost font No. 9080-A there are 48 
pieces each of 2-line in 25, 30, 35, 40,45 and 50 pica 
lengths and only16 pieces of each length in 10-line. 
Which is the better assorted font? 

A Common- Sense Assortment of Fonts of 

Fig. 67-0n this side of Cut-Cost Locking- Up 
Materials Cabinets, Nos. 526 and 9080, is a rack to 
hold labor-saving wood furniture, as per table on 
opposite page. On top is a two-sided bank for hold
ing quoins and two open bins for holding scrap reg
let for placing between quoins and chase. Tools in 
constant use find a handy place on remainder of the 
top surface. For view of other side see next page. 

Labor-Saving Reglet provided for in these cab
inets. These cabinets hold a font, No. 9080-B, of 4536 pieces, as per table on opposite page, two
thirds 6 pt. and one-third 12 pt., every length by picas from 10 to 51 picas. Of the lengths 10 to 15 
picas these cabinets hold 72 pieces each; of lengths 16 to 21,90 pieces each; of lengths 22 to 27, 108 · 
pieces each; of lengths 28 to 51 picas, 120 pieces each. The usual assortment of reglet fonts con
taining about 4000 pieces is 100 pieces of each length, half 6 pt., half 12 pt., which is not nearly 
so efficient. In reglet the shorter lengths are the least used, and 6 pt. is more useful than 12 pt. 

Metal or Iron Furniture. These cabinets hold 2053 pieces of metal or iron furniture, assorted 
in a common-sense way, as per table on opposite page. Some users of these cabinets may not need 
2053 pieces, nevertheless it is better to have a rack with excess capacity, which will take care of 

Fig. 68 -An 
efficient space 
and time-sav

ing arrangement of two Cut-Cost 
Imposing Tables, the smaller Cut
Cost Locking-Up Materials Cabinet 
and a Cut-Cost Adjustable Chase 
Rack. All materials required by the 

stonemen and the live jobs (on galleys under the surfaces) 
concentrated in the least possible space. 
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extra pieces which may be required from 
time to time. It is a mistake to under-buy 
storage capacity. 

Saving of Floor Space, with Greater 
Convenience. Three separate old-fash
ioned equipments, holding wood and metal 
furniture and reglets respectively, but in 
less quantities, occupy a floor space of 1625 
sq. in., while this smallest of Cut-Cost Lock
ing-Up Materials Cabinets occupies a floor 
space of only 950 sq. in., as shown in fig. 68 
at left, illustrating the superior convenience 
of assembling these related materials in 
one compact cabinet, placed in a position 
most convenient for the stonemen. 
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CONTENTS CAPACITY OF CABINETS Nos.526 AND 9080 

Quoins. On the top, a Wood Furniture (fig. 67, opposite page). Cabinet holds the 

two-sided bank holds 60 following common-sense assortment of 2255 pieces, all bodies and 
dozen No.1 quoins. lengths, from 20 to 135 picas inclusive: 

Scrap Reglet. Bins (2) Length . . . 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 100 120 135 
hold on top, next to quoins, 2-line: 36 48 48 48 48 48 48 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 = 492 
short lengths of 6 and 12 3-line: 30 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 = 410 
pt. scrap reglet, to put be- (f) 4-line: 27 36 36 36 36 36 36 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 = 369 <]) 

tween quoins and chase. u 5-line: 24 32 32 32 32 32 32 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 = 328 <]) 

p:: 6-line: 21 28 28 28 28 28 28 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 = 287 
Tools. The flat top is a 8-line: 15 20 20 20 20 20 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 = 205 

convenient place for mal- 10-line: 12 16 16 16 16 16 16 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 = 164 
lets, planers, benzine cans, Total Number of Pieces . ... .. . ........ . .. . .. 2255 
quoin keys, brushes, etc. 

Labor- Saving Reglet (fig. 69). Cabinet 
holds the following common-sense assortment 
of Nonpareil Reglet, 3024 pieces, and Pica Reg
let, 1512 pieces-4536 pieces in all: 

NONPAREIL, Length, picas .. 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Pieces . . . . . . 48 48 48 48 48 48 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
60 60 60 60 60 60 72 72 72 72 72 72 80 80 80 80 
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 
80 80 84 84 84 84 84 84 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
48 49 50 51 PICA: Half the number of pieces 
80 80 80 80 shown in this table. 

Metal or Iron Furniture (fig. 69). Cabinet 
holds the following common-sense assortment 
-2053 pieces weighing 560 lbs.: 

Length, picas 6 8 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 

~2-Hne: 66 66 66 66 36 36 36 36 36 ~ 444 
3-line: 57 57 57 57 30 30 30 30 30 = 378 

~ 4-line: 51 51 51 51 27 27 27 27 27 = 339 
a:l 5-line: 46 46 46 46 24 24 24 24 24 = 304 

P:: 6-line: 39 39 39 39 21 21 21 21 21 = 261 
8-line: 27 27 27 27 15 15 15 15 15 = 183 

10-line: 21 21 21 21 12 12 12 12 12 = 144 

Total Number of Pieces .......... 2053 

Unit Font (No. 9080-C) Metal Furniture 
weighs 187 lbs. approx. Iron Furniture is sold 
by the piece. 

Fig. 69-0n this side of Cut-Cost Cabinets No. 526 
(in Steel) and No. 9080 (in Wood) are two racks-one 
(on left) for metal or iron furniture, as per table on 
this page, and the other for labor-saving 6 and 12 pt. 
reglet, as per table on this page. For view of other 
side of this cabinet see opposite page. The larger 
cabinets are preferable for large plants. 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCKING-UP MATERIALS CABINETS Nos. 526 AND 9080 

Steel Construction 

No.526-Cut-CostLocking-UpMaterialsCabinet(figs. 
67 and 69), olive green finish, sold with or without 
contents; floor area, 26x36% in.; height, 58 in. over all; 
approx. shipping weight (cabinet only), 860 lbs. Code 
word (cabinet only): UPSPURNER. 

Wood Construction 

No. 9080-Cut-Cost Locking-Up Materials Cabinet, 
antique finish, sold with or without contents; floor area, 
25x36 in.; height, 58 in . over all; approx. shipping weight 
(for cabinet only), 350 lbs. Code word (cabinet only): 
WALNUT. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CONTENTS OF CABINETS Nos. 526 AND 9080 

No.9080-A-Labor-SavingWood Furniture to fill Cab
inet No. 526 or 9080, as per table above. Code word: 
WALLSIDED. 

No. 9080-B-Labor-Saving Reglet to fill Cabinet No. 
526 or 9080, 6 and 12 pt., as per table above; approx. 
shipping weight, 100 lbs. Code word: W ALTRON. 

No. 9080-C-Unit font of Labor-Saving Metal Furni
ture, 684 pieces; approx. weight, 187 lbs.; three unit 
fonts fill the metal furniture section of the cabinet 
(fig. 69). 

Iron Furniture. This is sold per piece, as required
not in regular fonts . 
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CUT-COST MAMMOTH IRON FURNITURE CABINET 
No.l3655; MADE IN STEEL 

Fig. 70-Rear view of Cut-Cost Mammoth Iron Furni
ture Cabinet No.l3655, showing compartments for all 
sizes and bodies of steel interlocking furniture also. 

Mammoth Iron Furniture and Steel 
Interlocking Furniture effectively supple
ment each other, and not only cost much less 
than metal furniture per area covered, but 
excel in accuracy, security and durability. 

Economy of Floor Space gives Easier 
Accessibility. This cabinet holds the larg
est font of mammoth iron furniture in a floor 
space of 26%x38 in., while the triangular 
shaped rack usually sold to hold the same 
size font (No.4) occupies a floor space of 
21%x39 in., without any space for steel inter
locking furniture, every size and length of 
which is carried in this Cut-Cost cabinet in 
more than ample quantities as shownin:fig. 70. 
Placed near the stonemen, the top of this cabi
net affords a convenient place on which to 
stack plates, bases and other materials about 
to be used by them, while the triangular con
struction, running to a peak only 4 in. deep, 
affords no place for storage. In printing plants 
when space is saved time is saved. 

Give Yourself Room to Grow. Filled to 
capacity, this cabinet easily holds more fur
niture than small and medium sized plants 

will ordinarily require. We did at one time make a similar 
cabinet half the size of No.13655, but found the cost of mak
ing each of them almost the same, while, on the other hand, 
those using the smaller cabinet could not expand their fonts. 
The larger cabinet proved to be the most economical for 
ambitious small plants as well as for the larger plants. Both 
kinds of furniture may be purchased by the piece, as well 
as in fonts, which is a great convenience for the smaller 
plants. When such purchases are made the surplus space in 
No.13655 is desirable. Perhaps no mistake is oftener made 

Fig. 72-Illustrates the uses and advantages of steel in
terlocking furniture , the most economical for filling all 
spaces inside forms . 
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than that 
of notal
lowing a 
sufficient 
room for 
anexpan-
s ion of Fig. 71-Frontviewof Cut-Cost Mam-
thefonts. moth Iron Furniture Cabinet. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST MAM
MOTH IRON FURNITURE CABINET 

No. l3655-Cut-Cost Mammoth Iron Furniture Cabi
net, made in steel, to hold No.4 font of mammoth iron 
furniture (which covers an area of 230 sq . ft.), and also 
the largest fonts of steel interlocking furniture (fig. 72) 
6 to 72 picas long on four bodies; fl.oorarea,26%x38 in.; 
height, 52 in.; approx. shipping weight, 550 lbs. Code 
word: UTOPIAN. 

For particulars of the Mammoth Iron Furniture and 
Interlocking Steel Furniture, see index to this catalogue. 
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AN AMERICAN CUT-COST PROOFING OUTFIT 
No. 970-CUT-COST PROOF PAPER CABINET; IN STEEL ONLY 
No. 973 - CUT-COST INKING CABINET; IN STEEL ONLY 

These two Cut-Cost cabinets are made specially to work 
with Nos.l and 2 Potter Proof Presses, but each has merit 

Fig. 73-Shows Cut-Cost Inking Cabinet and Cut-Cost Proof 
Paper Cabinet, used in combination with Potter Proof Press, No.1 
or No. 2, both occupying no more floor space than the press itself. 

enough to be bought for use with 
other proof presses. 

The Inking Cabinet No. 973 
(fig.74) has a marble ink slab, 141;2 
x22V2 in., and a bracket on which to 
hang a proof roller. When a Potter 
Proof Press is in action, one end of 
it runs into the recess in the Inking 
Cabinet under the ink slab,asshown 
in fig. 73. This recess is a convenient 
place in which to keep the cleaning 
rags that are in use. There are com
partments for holding an ink can 
and a benzine can. There is a com
partment for carrying a supply of 
clean rags. An examination of fig. 

73 will show that this cabinet does not occupy any floor space that the press itself does not 
occupy when extended in either direction. 

The Proof Paper Cabinet (fig. 75) is made to fit under the frame of either a No.1 or No.2 
Potter Proof Press. An examination of fig. 73 will show that it does not occupy any floor space that 
the press itself does not occupy when extended in either direction. This cabinet is 2lx25 in. 

Fig. 74-Cut-Cost Ink
ing Cabinet No. 973. For 
its relation to the Potter 
Proof Press see fig. 73. 

over all, and is 261;2 in. high. The upright partitions are adjustable. The 
longest sheet of paper taken is 231;2 in. 

Protection to Workmen. These 
cabinets serve to protect workmen from 
injury,as they prevent them from being 
hit by the return of the bed of the press 
-a not uncommon accident when men 
encroach on the temporarily unoccu
pied floor space at the time an impres-
sion is taken. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
No.970-Cut-CostProofPaperCabinet, fig. 75, 

olive green finish; floor area, 2lx25 in.; height, 
26% in.; approx. shipping weight, 100 lbs. Code 
word: USURPINGLY. 

No.973-Cut-Cost Inking Cabinet, fig. 74,olive 
green finish ; roller and benzine can not includ
ed; floor area, 1Sx23 in.; height, 40 in .; approx. 
shipping weight, llO lbs. Code word: UTILIZING. 

Fig. 75-Cut-Cost Proof Paper 
Cabinet No. 970, with partitions ad
justable laterally. For its relation 
to Potter Proof Press examine 
fig. 73, above. 

THE ECONOMY OF GOOD PROOFS 
One of the most important economies of recent years results from the use of improved proof 

presses that will give a clean, sharp impression. The best of these improved proof presses are 
shown elsewhere in this catalogue: the Brower Proof Presses, Poco Proof Presses and other 
sizes of the Potter Proof Presses. Whatever kind of press is used, its efficiency is increased by 
having within arm's reach of the operator the various sizes of proof paper in use, the inking 
roller, ink, benzine and rags. Every minute saved helps to reduce the cost of production. The 
two cabinets described above will save a great deal of time in a busy plant. 
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CUT-COST STEEL ADJUSTABLE CHASE RACK 
No. 466; MADE IN STEEL ONLY 

Built on Unit Principle. Fig. 76 shows 
one Cut-Cost Adjustable Chase Rack, floor 
area 20x36 in., height 63 in., and fig. 77, be
low, shows this single rack as a unit in an 
installation of 4 Cut-Cost chase racks. Each 
single rack stands rigidly and securely when 
used alone. Each rack is built with a frame of 
heavy angle iron, with platforms and guides 
(figs. 78, 79 and 80) and a top of heavy steel; a 

practically indestructible construction. 

The Safety Feature is Unique. As 
forms are held securely in these racks 
on both sides of the chase, it is impos
sible for one to rub against and injure 
another. Those who have had to replace 
expensive cuts, damaged by rubbing, 
will appreciate this Cut-Cost feature. 

Economy of Space. The floor area 
occupied by forms in racks is to an ex
tent determined by the lengths of the 
chases; but these Cut-Cost racks save 
floor space in two ways: first, by carry
ing forms in two or three tiers, and, 
secondly, by making the steel top use

ful for other storage purposes. 

Fig. 76-Shows No. 466 Cut-Cost Chase Rack adjusted 
to carry 16 job and 8 book chases in two tiers. Note that 
each chase is held securely on both sides, making it 
impossible to rub one form against another. 

The Adjustable Feature is Unique. The 
method of adjusting is shown at a glance in 
fig. 77, which clearly demonstrates the superi
ority of this rack. The maximum height be
tween the steel channeled base platform 

(which forms the base) and the mov
able top guide (fig. 79) is 56% in. This 
rack will, therefore, accommodate the 
largest chase now made, which is 
5lx74 in. over all, as illustrated in figs. 
77 and 82. Adjustments for chases less 
than 56 in. high are made by means 
of platforms and top guides, engaging 
in bolt holes (spaced % in. apart) in 
both front and rear of rack, so that 
every size of chase made can be ac
commodated. By using Half-Length 
Top Guides (fig. 80) as few as 4 chases 
of one size may be accommodated, as 
illustrated in fig. 77. 

Extra Platforms and the Top 
Guides. As it is impossible to foresee 
the requirements of a purchaser, the 
unit rack No. 466, as sold, consists of 
only the frame with the channeled 
base platform and steel top built in, 

Fig. 77-A Cut-Cost Chase Rack installation of 4 units, 80 in. 
wide and 63 in. high, accommodating 104 chases of 10 different 
sizes-64 chases in front and 40 in rear, as shown in fig. 82, op
posite. This is by no means the limit of the remarkable flexibil
ity of these Cut-Cost racks. Note that the steel top, 80x36 in. in 
area, is available for storage purposes. 
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together with 2 No. 466-B Top Guides (fig. 79), accommodating only 8 large or 16 small chases, 
the latter back to back. Therefore, extra platforms and top guides require to be ordered separately 
as needed. Chases that project beyond the 
frame, as in fig. 76, should be held by top 
guides in front and in rear of frame; short 
chases need only one top guide. 

0 .L onm nOJU [UJ [LJJ ILD ILD [UJ [LJJ [LJJ 
_1~_6_1 o o I 

Fig. 78-Extra Platform No. 466-A; onere
quired for each extra tier. 

-i~;;l o o I 
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Fig. 79-Extra Top Guide No. 466-B. 
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Fig. 80-Extra Half-Length Top Guides. 
No.466-D, sold in pairs, 1 each right and left. 

For each extra tier of chases a No. 466-A 
Extra Platform is required. Platforms and 
Top Guides are bolted into the frame, as 
shown in frontal elevations of figs. 78-80, 
which also give (as a guide in fitting chases 
into a rack) the heights of each of these 
extras. When No. 466-B Top Guides are 
used, each tier will accommodate 8 or 16 
chases of one or two sizes. When 4 No. 
466-D Half-Length Top Guides are used, 
each tier accommodates 8 or 16 chases of 
four sizes. When 1 No. 466-B Top Guide 
with 2 No. 466-D Half-Length Top Guides 
are used, each tier will accommodate three Fig. 81-Shows No. 466 Cut-Cost Chase Rack adjusted 
sizes. Half-Length Top Guides require to to c~rry 4~ job chases in a floor space of 2?x36 ir:. The 

. . . top IS available for storage purposes. While 48 Is the 
be ordered m pairs, 1 each nght and left. maximum number of chases carried, there may be as 

Another Advantage. Forms carried in many as 12 sizes when half-length tpp guides are used. 

Cut-Cost Adjustable Chase Racks are lined up in front and are, therefore, easier to identify 
than if kept in ordinary racks, in which forms are lined up in the rear. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST STEEL 
ADJUSTABLE CHASE RACKS 

Fig. 82-Rear view of 4 steel Cut-Cost Adjustable Chase 
Racks, the front view of which is shown in fig . 77, opposite. 
Adjustments at H, F, 0, P and D are holding 40 forms in the 
rear (all easily reached), while 64 forms are carried in front. 
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No. 466- American Cut-Cost Steel Adjust
able Chase Rack, including built-in base plat· 
form, 2 Top Guides (No. 466-B, for use one in 
front and one in rear) and built-in steel top; 
floor area, 20x36 in .; height, 63 in.; approx. 
shipping weight, 300 lbs. Code word: UPSHOT. 
To make a rack avai lab le for more than 8 
chases of one large size or 16 of two small 
sizes extra platforms and top guides need to 
be ordered separately, as required . 

No. 466-A-Extra Platform (fig. 78); ap· 
prox. shipping weight, 75lbs. Code word: 
UPSIDE. 

No. 466-B-Extra Top Guide (fig. 79); ap
prox. shipping weight, 20 lbs. Code word: 
UPSKIP. 

No . 466-D-Extra Half-Length Top Guides, 
sold in pairs (fig. 80), 1 right and 1 left; ap
prox. shipping weight, per pair, 20 lbs . Code 
word, per pair: UPSNATCHED. 
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CUT-COST UNIT CUT STORAGE CABINET 
No. 968; MADE IN STEEL ONLY 

Fig. 83-Steel Cut- Cost Cut Storage Cabinet, the unit of the American Cut-Cost System 
of Cut Storage. For specifications see below 

The novel feature of this cabinet is that the cuts are carried on steel trays, plated to resist 
rust, each 12%x18% in. over all. The startling economies of time and floor space effected through 
the use of these trays, instead of cases or drawers, are explained on the following pages. 

This cabinet has the same capacity as the regular double-tier electrotype cabinet, but occu
pies less floor area-21%x58% in. as compared with 22ljzx70 in.- and is not so high. It has the 
further advantage of having sliding doors to exclude dust and moisture, both dangerous to 
engravings and electrotypes. 

While this cabinet is the unlt for larger installations as pictured in fig. 84, below, it is also 
the wisest purchase for small plants that are expected to grow. If only one cabinet is needed 
to meet immediate demands, have that one right. Buy the cabinet with 25 or 50 Cut Trays, and 
add other trays as required, thus reducing the initial cost. 

Cataloguing and Indexing Cuts. The Cut-Cost System of Cut Storage enables the users 

Fig. 84-Six Unit Cut-Cost Storage Cabinets 
in stacks of three each, upper tier reached by 
Rolling Ladder. A stack of two tiers does not 
require ladder. Consider the floor space saved 
by this arrangement. 

to catalogue and index cuts at a negligible cost, as in 
fig. 90, page 1056. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST CUT 
STORAGE SYSTEM 

No. 968-Steel Cut-Cost Unit Cut Storage Cabinet (fig. 83), each 
with Symbol Letter and runs numbered 1 to 100 inclusive; olive 
green finish; floor area, 21 %x58~16 in.; height, 40 in.; approx. ship
ping weight, 435 lbs. Code word: UsURPATORY. Trays are not in
cluded, and need to be ordered separately, as required. 

No. 968-A-Cut-Cost Plated Steel Trays (fig.87), each 12%x18% 
in. over all, including etched Brass No. Plates; depth,% in .; weight 
of each, 3% lbs. Codeword/or 100 Trays, to fill cabinet: UsuRPER. 

No. 968-B-Cut-Cost Plated Steel Trays, same as above, except 
depth is 1 %6 in. and weight of each 3¥2 lbs. Codeword/or 100 Trays, 
to fill cabinet: UPSTIR. 

No. 968-C-Cut- Cost Loose Leaf Binder (figs. 89 and 90, page 1056) 
with Index, to take paper 13%x22 in. Code word: USURPING. 

No. 968-D-cut-Cost Loose Leaf Paper, 13%,x22 in. , punched and 
slotted, in packages of 250 sheets. Code word for 1 package: UP
STAYED. 

No. 968-E-Rolling Ladder (fig.84) with 1 in. round steel track. 
(Ladder is not required until stack is 3 tiers high.) 
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AMERICAN CUT-COST SYSTEM OF CUT STORAGE 
INCLUDING THE EASIEST AND LEAST EXPENSIVE METHOD 

OF CATALOGUING AND INDEXING THE CUTS 

The chief factor in the important conveniences and notable economies of time and of floor 
space which our Cut-Cost System of Cut Storage effects is the use of easily handled, plated Steel 
Cut Trays, shown in fig. 87, below. Our Cut Tray is 121;4.x 181;4. in. over all, and, when fill ed with 

cuts on wood bases, it weighs only 12 lbs. 
How Cut-Cost Trays Save Floor Space. Heretofore 

cuts have been kept in cases or drawers, as shown in fig. 85. 
It is obvious that such large unhandy cases are impracti
cable in cabinets any higher than a man can reach with 
his hands when standing on the floor. When such a case 
is filled with cuts on wood bases it weighs 22 lbs. No man 
could ascend a ladder with such a case, when full of cuts. 
The tallest cabinet made to carry cut cases is only 44 in. 
high. Such a cabinet, with capacity equal to our Cut-Cost 
Cut Cabinet, occupies a floor area of 22Vzx70 in., and all 
the space above it is wasted, usually. Contrast these limita
tions with the fact that by using our light, easily handled 
Cut-Cost Cut Trays, the cabinets holding them may be 

. . stacked ceiling high, as in fig. 88, on following page, which . Fig. 86-:-Show-
Fig . 85-Showmg . . . . m g handmess of 

unh a ndiness of cut Illustrates a double stack of 4 tiers of cabmets, 160 m. cut trays. 
cases. (13ft. 4 in.) high, with the topmost tray easily reached and 
handled by means of a rolling ladder. Thus, if a stack is 2 Cut-Cost cabinets high, twice as many 
cuts may be stored in a floor area of 211;4.x581;4. in. as can be stored in a regular double-tier cut 
cabinet occupying a floor area of 22Vzx70 in. If the stack of our cabinets is 3 tiers high, the storage 
capacity is trebled; if the stack is 4 tiers high, it is quadrupled. 

How Cut-Cost Trays make it Easy to Eliminate Dead Cuts. In printing establishments 
using many customers' cuts, investigation will prove that a very large proportion of the cuts are 
obsolete. The printer cannot safely assume that any of a customer's cuts are obsolete. To get rid of 
obsolete cuts and make the space they occupy available for live cuts, proofs of them would require 
to be taken; but, when cuts are carried in cases, the expense of removing them from case to galley, 
and returning them to the case, is so great that the obsolete cuts are usually allowed to cumber 
the cabinets, thus necessitating the use of an excess number of cabinets. In our Cut-Cost System 
of Cut Storage each Cut-Cost Tray may be put on a proof press and a proof of its contents taken 
in two or three minutes. As each customer's cuts are kept on separate trays, the time and cost of 
furnishing proofs of them is thus made negligible. The proofs are submitted to the customer who 
is asked to kill the dead ones. The space they occupied is available for other cuts. This service 
pleases a customer. Sometimes live cuts forgotten by a customer are thus brought to his attention, 
and he is prompted to use them again, which is another order! 

How Cut-Cost Trays make Card Indexing Un
necessary and provide an Easier Method of In
dexing and Cataloguing at Negligible Cost. 
Cuts on numbered Cut-CostTrays may be proofed 
on paper that is punched and slotted, ready to put 
in a Cut-Cost Loose-Leaf Binder (fig. 89) for which 
indexes are furnished, as shown in fig. 90. The 
person in charge of cuts will find no difficulty 
in keeping such a printed cut catalogue up to 
date. Whenever a leaf is added to the cata
logue it is no trouble at all to print an extra 
one for a customer. More than one such cata
logue can be maintained, if desired, at little 

Fig. 87-Cut-Cost Steel Cut Tray No . 968-A, the chief 
factor in the efficiency of the American Cut-Cost System 
of Cut Stora ge. May be stacked ceiling high and proofed 
without h andling a cut. 
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extra cost-merely the time of taking an extra proof. When cuts congest the cabinets, then is the 
time to eliminate the dead ones, by the method described above. Now, with all the cuts thus cata
logued and indexed in the Cut-Cost Loose-Leaf Binder, under customers' names, the person in 
charge of cuts may note on the printed sheet how each cut taken out was disposed of-whether 
returned to customer, given out to a compositor, sent to 
electrotyper, or killed. Each leaf in the catalogue is num
bered with pencil to correspond with the number on the 
Cut Tray. It is a good plan to number the cuts printed on 
each leaf from 1 up, so that a foreman or advertising 
writer or customer may designate by No. of cut and No. 
of tray any cut that may be wanted. Users of this system 
do not need to stamp numbers on halftones or electros, as 
is required in the expensive card index system. It is ad
vised to stamp all originals, of course. An advertising 
manager would usually index his cuts by subjects or de
partments. 

How Newspapers Use Cut-Cost Cut Trays. In 
newspaper composing rooms our Cut-Cost Cut Trays are 
used for carrying unmounted zincs and electros as well 
as for mounted cuts. For storing unmounted cuts we fur
nish extra deep trays (No. 968-B), which, however, fit in 
the regular Cut-Cost Cut Storage Cabinet No. 968. 

Hints for Indexing. One conscientious person 
should have charge of cuts, and be held responsible for 

Fig. 88-Double stack of 8 Cut-Cost 
Cut Cabinets in 4 tiers, illustrating ex
traordinary economy of floor space. 

them. Originals, not in tended to be used in forms, should 
be stamped as such, and kept apart from duplicates of 
the original. When this system is first put into use, a 
certain number of empty trays may be reserved, in nu
merical order, for additions to cuts belonging to a cus
tomer; but when trays, thus reserved, are filled with 
live cuts, the overflow should be put in the nearest 
empty tray or trays, as there is no disadvantage in 
separating the trays carrying the cuts of one client. 
With an index, cuts of one subject may run thus (for 

Fig. 89-Cut-Cost Loose-Leaf Binder No. 968-C ) A6 A C d Wh 
with which Index Sheets are supplied. example • - 10, B70-73, 4-5, an so on. en cuts 

are added to a partially filled tray, prints from them 
may be pasted on the corresponding leaf in the Cut-Cost Loose-Leaf Binder, thus saving the 
trouble of reproofing the tray and changing the leaf in the binder. 

Proof Presses. Users of this System not provided with a proof press are advised that the 
lowest priced press is Galley Proof Press No.2. Poco Proof Presses, Nos. 1 and 2, give better 
and clearer proofs. 

Superiority of Cut
Cost Cut Trays to 
Galleys. Cut-Cost Cut 
Trays, used in our Cut 
StorageCabinetN o.968, 
make it impossible for 
the face of a cut to rub 
against the bottom of 
the Tray above it. Cuts 
carried in galleys in 
cabinets are in danger 
of being scratched 
through contactwith 
the galley above. 

Fig. 90-Printed catalogue of cuts, with index, showing on a leaf of catalogue 
notations relating to disposal of cuts withdrawn from tray. This efficiency is 
attained at negligible cost, making a card systeni unnecessary. 
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AMERICAN CUT-COST STEEL FOREMAN'S DESK 
MADE IN STEEL ONLY; AUXILIARY TOP SOLD SEPARATELY, ALSO THE ORDER ENVELOPE BOX. 

DESK (WITHOUT AUXILIARY TOP), No. 825; AUXILIARY TOP ONLY, 
No. 825-B; ORDER ENVELOPE Box, No. 827 

Fig. 91- No. 825 Cut-Cost Steel Foreman's Desk. A 
foreman is entitled to a good desk. This is a desk which, 
with the auxiliary top and order envelope box, has com· 
pletely satisfied many of the most efficient foremen in 
American printing plants. The AuxiliaryTop and Order 
Envelope Box are sold separately. 

The AuxiliaryTop is Sold Separately. 
The novel feature of this item is the Cut-Cost 
Steel Auxiliary Top, No. 825-B, specially de
signed for the convenience of printing plant 
foremen. It may be bought separately and 
placed on any 5 ft. fiat-top desk, wood or steel. 
The Auxiliary T op has 6 drawers, each 
llx9%x3% in. inside. It has a book rack for 
trade catalogues, type specimen books, etc. 
The 6 open compartments above the rack are 
used for segregating copy, etc. The recess 
under drawers gives the user of the desk full 
access to its entire top surface. The height of 
desk with auxiliary top is 54 in. 

Steel Order Envelope Box is Sold Sep
arately. No. 827, Cut-Cost Steel Order Enve
lope Box (fig. 92) is 15 in. long, 10 in. wide and 
8¥2 in. deep over all, and has 6 compartments. 
The purpose of the compartments is to keep 
the order envelopes standing upright. Refer
ence to fig. 91 will show that, while this box 
holds a large number of order envelopes, it is 
not inconvenient on the desk. 

Fig. 92- Order Envelope 
Box No.827. Envelopes are 
held in upright position. This 
box is sold separately. 

Fig. 93- This Auxiliary Top No. 825-B is sold sepa. 
rately, for use on any flat-top desk not less than 60 in. wide. 

The Flat-Top Desk is Sold Separately, without Top or Order Envelope Box. Flat
Top Steel Desk, No. 825, has a writing surface, 34x60 in., covered with heavy battleship linoleum. 
The height to writing surface is 30 in. There are 6 drawers: 1 center drawer, 22lf2x23x2lf2 in., 
has a reliable Yale lock; 1 filing drawer is 12::;,i6x24xl0lf2 in.; 4 other drawers have movable 
partitions, and each is 12::;,iox24x4Vs in. Drawer dimensions are inside. The finish is olive green, 
with brass trimmings. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST FOREMAN'S DESK, ETC. 

No. 825-Cut-Cost Steel Flat-Top Foreman's Desk, 
w ithout top or envelope box, olive green finish, brass 
trimmings; floor area, 34x60 in.; height to writing sur
face , 30 in . Approx. shipping weight, 400 lbs. Code word: 
USURIOUS . 

No. 825-B-Cut-Cost Steel Auxiliary Top (fig. 91), for 
Cut-Cost Desk No. 825, may be placed on any flat-top 

desk (wood or steel) not less than 60 in. wide; olive 
green finish, brass trimmings; width, 60 in.; depth , 12¥2 
in. ; height above flat-top desk, 24 in.; approx. shipping 
weight, 100 lbs. Code word: USURIOUSLY. 

No. 827-Cut-Cost Steel Order Envelope Box, olive 
green finish; length, 15 in.; width, 10 in .; depth, 8¥2 in.; 
shipping weight, 15 lbs. Code word: UTENSIL. 
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CUT-COST PLATEN PRESSROOM CABINET 

No. 530 (sTEEL) 
No. 9100 (wooD) Sold with Iron or 

Marble Imposing 
Surface 

Fig. 94-Cut-Cost Platen Pressroom Cabinet, No. 530 (Steel); No. 9100 (Wood) 
Study the picture; it explains itself 

What It Does: It brings all appliances and materials close to the pressman, as shown in 
fig. 95, below, holding everything required by platen pressmen, except make-ready paper and 
job tickets, items which could not with safety be kept in a cabinet with inks. It provides a place 
and a lock-up surface close to the platen presses for leveling, correcting and changing forms, 
and has in upper left-hand drawer a removable Ink Mixing Tray, easy to keep clean. 

What It Carries: 30 rollers, 311/z in. and all shorter lengths, in steel adjustable Roller Racks; 
an ample assortment and quantity of opened inks in Ink Cabinet on adjustable shelves; Imposing 
Surface, 261,4x27% in. (iron) or 22%x26 in. (marble with coffin); a large removable Ink Mixing 
Tray, dust protected; a Drawer and 2 Racks for tools; a Bin for mallets, planers, brushes, etc.; a 
Shelf for oil cans and cleansers; and 2 fireproof Bins with spring doors for clean and semi-clean 
rags. The cabinet is two-sided and may be put in a corner or against a table (as in fig. 95). 

SPECIFICATIONS OF ABOVE CABINET 
Steel Construction 

No. 530-Cut-Cost Platen Pressroom Cabinet (fig. 94), 
olive green finish, with iron or marble imposing sur
face (state which is required); floor area, 25%x34% in.; 
height, 42 in.; approx. shipping weight, with marble top 
and coffin, 900 lbs.; with iron top, 880 lbs. Code words: 
with marble top, UPTAKE; with iron top, UPTRAIN. 

Wood Construction 
No.9100-Cut-Cost Platen Pressroom Cabinet, antique 

finish, with iron or marble imposing surface (state which 
is required); floor area, 27x35 in.; height,42 in.; approx. 
shipping weight, with marble top and coffin, 600 lbs.; 
with iron top, 575 lbs. Code words: w ith marble top, 
WANGTOOTH; with iron top, WANGAN. 
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Fig. 95-Plan showing an efficient arrangement of 
4 platen presses, a stock table and drying rack, and a 
Cut-Cost Platen Pressroom Cabinet. 



Cut-Cost Printing Plant Equipments 

AMERICAN CUT-COST PAPER CUTTER TABLE 
No. 780; 80x36 IN. 

Fig. 96-Front view of Cut-Cost Paper Cutter Table, showing one Waste Paper 
Truck open, the other closed. The paper trucks are on caster wheels, and, as a 
truck is filled , the cuttings are hauled to baling press, and dumped as in fig. 97. 

The Fire Ordinances of nearly all the larger cities require that paper trimmings and waste 
paper in printing plants and binderies must be kept in metal receptacles, with metal covers. 
Fig. 96, above, shows our Cut-Cost Paper Cutter Table with one Waste Paper Truck open and 
one closed, the sliding doors complying with the fire ordinances. The doors slide up and down, 
as shown in illustration. 

The Top of this table is 80x36 in., and is made of kiln-dried maple, with three coats of shellac 
on top and bottom, rubbed smooth and varnished-the best possible and most durable surface 
upon which to jog and handle paper. 

The Frame is of wrought iron pipe, secured to 1% in. battens, which are attached to the 
top, with allowances for contraction and expansion. 

The Waste Paper Trucks are each 31x28ljzx30Vz in., made of galvanized iron, in heavy 
angle iron frame, mounted on two-wheel casters. They are fire preventive. When a truck is 
filled, the sliding doors are closed, and the truck may be withdrawn, as in fig. 97, below, to the 
baling press or other receptacle for waste paper. Each truck has a rear door, as shown in 
fig. 97, so that contents may be tipped out easily. Two trucks are furnished with each complete 
table, as illustrated above. 

May be Purchased Separately. The table and trucks may be purchased 
separately. The trucks may be used separately as waste paper receptacles in 

Fig.97-Shows rear of table, with a full 
Waste Paper Truck being hauled to baling 

press. When in position for dumping, a rear door is opened, as 
shown at right in cut , and contents are easily ejected. 
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pressrooms and in binderies. They are 
strongly made, durable and have the 
advantage of being on wheels. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST 
PAPER CUTTER TABLE 

No. 780-American Cut-Cost Paper Cutter 
Table, maple top, wrought iron pipe frame , 
80x36 in. over all, including 2 galvanized iron 
Waste Paper Trucks; size of each truck, 
31x28ll2x30% in. inside; height of table, 36 in. ; 
approx. shipping weight of all, 650 lbs. Code 
word: URANIUM. 

No. 781-Cut-Cost Waste Paper Truck, as 
shown in figs. 96 and 97, galvanized iron in 
angle iron frame , each with 2 sliding doors 
and 2-wheel casters; size inside, 31x28Vzx30112 
in .; size over all, 32%x31 in .; height , 32% in .; 
approx. shipping weight, 175 lbs. Code word: 
URANMICA. 



American Type Founders Company 

CUT-COST DRYING RACK AND STOCK TABL 
No.15130 (IN STEEL); No. 5130 (IN WOOD) 

Fig. 98-Cut-Cost Drying Rack and Stock Table, made in Steel and in 
Wood. The steel construction, however, has wood drying trays. 

This admirable table, 32%x70 in. over all, is designed for use with platen presses. If presses 
are arranged as in diagram below (fig. 99), one table will serve for four platen presses. The 
unprinted stock is placed on the table, and as it is printed it is placed in the Drying Trays. 

Each table has 30 wood Drying Trays, each 2Vs in. deep and 19x30% in. inside, strongly made, 
with slatted bottoms to prevent accumulation of dust. The total drying area is 120 sq. ft. The 
Drying Trays pull out from either side. 

The Drying Trays, while large enough to take any kind of work done on platen printing 
presses, are also small enough to be placed on the delivery stands of presses of the Hartford 
and Colt's Armory class, as shown in fig. 100, below, enabling feeder to deliver heavily inked 
work directly into the Drying Trays, thus making rehandling unnecessary while the ink is wet, 
when it is specially liable to spoilage. 

Thus each detail of this table has been carefully considered with the object of 
affording convenience, with protection to printed work and prevention of waste. 
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Fig. 99-Diagram of an efficient arrangement of 4 platen 
presses, 1 Drying Rack and Stock Table serving for all. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST DRYING 
RACKS AND STOCK TABLES 

Steel Construction 

No. 15130-Cut-Cost Drying Rack and Stock Table, steel 
frame and top, with 30 wood Drying Trays, each tray 
19x30% in. and 2Vs in. deep, inside; floor area,32%x70% in.; 
height, 40 in.; approx. shipping weight, 760 lbs. Code word: 
USURPATION. 

Wood Construction 

No. 5130-Cut-Cost Drying Rack and Stock Table, with 30 
Drying Trays, each tray 19x30V2 in. and 2Vs in. deep, inside; 
floor area, 32%x70 in.; height, 40 in.; approx. shipping weight, 
650 lbs. Code word: WANTONLY. 
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Fig.lOO-Shows Drying Tray of Cut-Cost Dry
ing Rack and Stock Table placed on a delivery 
stand of a Colt's Armory Press, receiving work 
directly into the tray, where it may remain until 
dry enough to handle safely. 
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Cut-Cost Printing Plant Equ i pm en ts 

AMERICAN CUT-COST SIGNATURE TRUCK 
NO. 853; MADE IN STEEL ONLY 

Fig.lOl-Cut-Cost Signature Truck. Note that the bottom slopes 
downward toward the back, to prevent spilling of contents. 

Great Capacity with Easy 
Operation. This truck is 43 in. 
wide, 14% in. deep, and 26 in. high 
inside, carrying a big load; yet the 
arrangement of wheels is such 
that it is remarkably easy to move 
and to guide. It swings readily in 
its own length, because the load 
is pivoted on two substantial cen
tral wheels, with a caster wheel at 
each end serving to guide the 
truck as well as balance the load. 
The weight is only 125 lbs. 

A Safety Precaution. As 
shown by dotted lines in fig. 101, 
the bottom is inclined downward 
toward the back, effectually pre
venting the load from tipping or 
spilling forward. 

This Truck has Great Strength and Durability. Its steel construction does not mate
rially increase the cost over wood construction, while the steel adds greatly to its durability; 
hence it is made only in steel. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST SIGNATURE TRUCK 
No. 853-Cut-Cost Signature Truck, olive gr een finish; area over all, 15x47 in. ; height, 38 in.; approx. shipping 

weight, 180 lbs. Code word: UTILITY. 

AMERICAN CUT-COST BINDERY TABLE 
No. 782; 80x36 IN. 

Fig.l02-Cut-Cost BinderyTable 

This is an Ideal Table for folding and other work done in binderies in a sitting position. 
The top is of maple, kiln-dried, with three coats of shellac on top and bottom, rubbed smooth 
and varnished. The frame is of 1% in. wrought iron pipe. The height is 30 in. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST BINDERY TABLE 
No. 782-Cut-Cost Bindery T able, maple top, wrought iron frame, aluminum finish; size over all, 80x36 in .; 

height, 30 in.; approx. shipping weight, 275 lbs. Code word: UsTULATE. 
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American Type Founders Company 

AMERICAN CUT-COST STOCK FORWARDING TABLES 
Nos. 783, 783-A, 784 AND 784-A; MADE IN STEEL 

Substantial and obvious economies are 
effected by keeping paper and card stock of 
all kinds on wheels. Every lift and every 
handling that can be avoided saves costs 
and minimizes waste of paper. 

These tables are built strongly of steel, in 
angle iron frames, firmly riveted together. 
They weigh little more and are much more 
durable than if constructed of wood. They 
are easy to guide. They carry heavy loads. 

Fibre Caster Wheels. When specially 
ordered both sizes of tables will be supplied 
with fibre wheels to render them noiseless, 
at an additional charge. 

Fig. 103- Cut-Cost Stock Forwarding Table No. 783, 
30x30 in. over all, with iron caster wheels; No. 783-A, 
with fibre caster wheels. 

Interlocking Drying Frames may 
frequently be used to advantage on these 
tables, as illustrated in fig.l05 on opposite 
page. The drying frames for each table may 
be used in the lower compartment as well 
as on top. They are sold in crates containing 
12 of one size. Crates will not be broken. 

Once used in a pressroom, these Stock Forwarding Tables will be found to be indispensable. 
There can be no congestion when all stock is on wheels. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST STOCK FORWARDINGTABLES 
No. 783-Cut-Cost Stock Forwarding Table (fig. 103), iron caster wheels, steel construction, olive green finish; 

area over all, 30x30 in.; height over all, 46 in.; approx. shipping weight, 315 lbs. Code word: UTTERANCES. 

No . 783-A-Cut-Cost Stock Forwarding Table, 30x30 in. over a ll, with fibre wheels, otherwise the same as No. 783. 
Code word: UTTERETH. 

No. 783-B-Cut-Cost Interlocking Drying Frames (fig.105) ; s ize of each over all, 24x30 in.; size inside, 21%x30 
in.; depth inside, 2 in.; sold only in crates containing 12 frames ; approx. shipping weight per crate, 100 lbs. 
Code w01·d: UPSETS . 

No. 784-Cut-Cost 
Stock Forwarding 
Table (fig . 104) , iron 
caster wheels, steel 
construction, olive 
green finish;area over 
all, 36x54 in .; height,48 
in .; approx. shipping 
weight, 400 lbs. Code 
word: UTTERING. 

No.784-A-Cut-Cost 
Stock Forwarding 
Table, 36x54 in. over 
all, with fibre caster 
wheels, otherwise the 
same as No. 784. Code 
word: URBANIZED. 

No. 784-B-Cut-Cost 
Interlocking Drying 
Frames (fig.105); size 
of each over all, 36x-
4 7 in.; size insid e, 
36x44Vz in.; depth in
side,2 in .; sold only in 
crates containing 12 
frames; approx. ship
ping weight per crate, 
200 lbs. Code word: 
UPSETTING. 

Fig.l04-No. 784 Cut-Cost Stock Forwarding 
Table, 36x54 in. over all , with iron caster wheels; 
No. 784-A, with fibre caster wheels. 
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Cut-Cost Printing Plant Equipments 

CUT-COST KELLY PRESS STOCK FORWARDING TABLE 
Nos. 789 AND 789-B; MADE IN STEEL 

This table is designed specially to meet the require
ments of users of Kelly Automatic Job Press, Style B, 
but is equally convenient and effective .for general use 
in job press rooms. 

Economy of Space. It is made to occupy as little 
floor space as possible, while carrying the largest sheets 
( 17x22 in.) in the interlocking drying frames. 

Economy of Time. The Kelly Automatic Job Press 
eats up paper so rapidly that the unprinted sheets need 
to be close at hand to avoid delaying the printing while 

the pile is being renewed. To delay the Little 
Kelly 10 minutes means a loss of 600 impressions! 
Another of these tables can be used economically 
to receive the printed sheets as they leave the 
press, unless the press is equipped with a Kelly 
Press Extension Delivery. Extension deliveries are 
used to economize time, and for Kelly Automatic 
Job Presses that are minus extension deliveries 
this Cut-Cost Stock Forwarding Table is the next 
best thing. It is effective in reducing idle time on 
the presses to a minimum. 

Advantages of using Cut-Costlnterlocking 
Drying Frames on heavily inked work. These 
frames may be placed on the delivery table of the 
press, by removing the walls of the jogger, to 

receive heavily inked work direct, eliminating all 
handling of the sheets until the ink has dried. On 
heavily inked work this method of delivering the 
sheets is safer than the use of joggers. Locking 
rigidly together, these frames may 
with safety be stacked as high as a 
man may reach. They are 17Vzx22% Fig. 105-Shows Cut-Cost Kelly Press Stock 

Forwarding Table in use with Cut-Cost Inter- in. inside, taking on largest sheet 
locking Drying Frames. printed on a Style B Kelly Press. 

They are 2 in. deep, inside, and will fit into both the lower 
and upper compartments of No. 789 table. 

Fibre Casters, to minimize noise, may be substi
tuted for iron casters, at an increase in cost. Trucks 
with fibre casters are not kept in stock. 

Keeping Paper Stock on Wheels prevents waste 
and saves time. Every little daily saving is worth while. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF CUT-COST KELLY PRESS 
STOCK FORWARDING TABLE, ETC. 

No. 789-Cut-Cost Stock Forwarding Table, steel construction , 
as in fig. 105, without drying frames, with iron casters; floor area, 
23%x23% in . ; height,43% in.over a ll; height inside of lower compart
ment, 20 in.; approx. shipping weight,160 lbs. Code word: UsEFULLY . 

No. 789-A- Same as above, but with fibre casters . Code word: 
USABLENESS . 

No. 789-B-Cut-Cost Interlocking Drying Frame; size over all, 
20x22% in .; size inside,17lfzx22% in.; depth, 2 in. inside; sold only in 
crates containing 12 frames; approx. shipping weight of 12 frames, 
55 lbs. Code word for 12 frames: USEFULNESS. 
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Fig. l06-Stock Forwarding Table No. 789 
in action; saves handling; saves time. 



American Type Founders Company 

A PAGE OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
CUT-COST SYSTEM 

"Every piece of Cut-Cost Equipment might well be put on our pay roll, as each piece 
causes a saving in wages. The workmen lose no time, as everything is at hand and they 
are never in each other's way. Our expenditure of $7000 is one of the best paying invest
ments We have ever made. " - CLIENT IN TOPEKA, KANS. 

~·~--

St. Louis, Mo. "With more ease and less 
friction, the men do more work .... The sav
ing in labor cost will pay for the new eq ui pmen ts 
in two years, on a conservative estimate." 

New Haven, Conn." ... There has been 
considerable time saved .... [On job done 
yearly] 199 hours last year, this year 168 hours; 
another instance, 172 hours last year, this year 
148 hours. We have nothing but praise for the 
efficient manner in which you have handled 
the reorganization of our composing room." 

Rochester, N.Y. "We formerly occupied 
twofloors,butthe Cut-Cost Equipment enabled 
us to concentrate on one floor, thereby saving 
50 per cent in rent, besides noticeably reduc
ing the cost of production." 

Lafayette, Ind. "In one specialty depart
ment, in which we approximate $10,000 busi
ness [per month], our costs have been reduced 
35 per cent, and all overtime eliminated, which 
ran from 20 to 40 hours per week. On our maga
zine, 6x9 in size, we have averaged a saving of 
1% hours per form of 32 pages." 

St. Louis, Mo. [The problem was to con
centrate on one floor a book and a job compos
ing room occupying two floors.] "You solved 
the problem and by installing new Cut-Cost 
Equipments ... gave us more storage space 
than we had before, and everything desirable 
in the way of arrangement and aisle room." 

New York, N.Y. "Our composing room 
has been acknowledged to be the finest in the 
city by those who have seen it. The scientific 
layout has reduced the hour cost of composi
tion about 20 per cent." 

Waterloo, Iowa. "We have now been oper
ating in our new plant nine months. The work 
of your production engineer in scientifically 
arranging our plant has meant a great saving 
to us in dollars and cents, due to the compact, 
time-saving character of the Cut-Cost Equip
ments ... which have proved their economies 
thousands of times. . . . It seems almost im
possible now that we ever did anything profit-

ably under the old conditions. . . . Make-up 
time, stone work, and all the work in the com
posing room is now handled in from 20 to 40 
per cent less time ... . I have made this pretty 
strong, but not a bit too strong." 

Boston, Mass. "We have saved 25 per cent 
of the floor space formerly used, and about 25 
per cent in labor cost. The only regret we have 
is that we did not install the Cut-Cost Equip
ment five years ago." 

Richmond, V a. "The change has not only 
made it possible for the men to do more work, 
but has added to their comfort. Where before 
we were crowded, we now have plenty of space, 
with room to expand.We are very much pleased 
with the interest manifested by your produc
tion engineer in working out the plans." 

Pittsfield, Mass. "We find that with this 
new Cut-Cost Equipment, and the efficient lay
out made by your production engineer, each 
job slips through much quicker than with the 
old equipments, while our men appreciate hav
ing such fine equipments to work with. It cer
tainly creates a different atmosphere in the 
workroom." 

Utica, N.Y. "The savings in labor cost, etc., 
by the use of the Cut-Cost System are all that 
you claim for it. Before our change we were 
crowded terribly and unable to increase our 
output. Now we have installed another press, 
added another compositor, and still have sur
plus floor space to extend further, when ready. 
Our output has increased accordingly." 

Rochester, N.Y. "Practically all of your 
recommendations have been carried out. They 
have proven to us that your guidance needs 
to be sought, as it has enabled us to continually 
lower our manufacturing costs." 

Sioux Falls, S.D. "The layout your produc
tion engineer gave us enabled us to move our 
machinery and other equipment with very little 
loss of time. We moved in November, and did 
90 per cent of an average month's business. 
I cannot recommend his services too highly." 
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Education Department 

AMERICAN SCHOOL TYPE CABINET 
No. 9178; MADE INWOOD ONLY 

This cabinet is sold with 1 full size blank case (to hold copy, composing sticks, etc.); 2 pairs of 
No. 2620 case brackets; a detachable galley dump (for two galleys); a lead and slug rack for 
lengths 10 to 26 picas, by ems; and compartments on galley dump for leads and slugs, lengths 
4 to 91/z picas, varying by ens. It is made in elm, antique finish. 

Fig.l07- Front view of American School 
Type Cabinet. Type case on top and writing 
board in r ack are extras . Note the lead and 
slug rack, which is part of this cabinet . 

Fig. 108- Rea r view of American School 
T ype Cabinet. Galley dump. which has com
partments for short-length leads and slugs 
and holds two job galleys, is detachable . 

Cabinet Front Cases. The body of the Cabinet is made to hold 17 cabinet front cases, but 
no cases are furnished until specially ordered (owing to varying requirements), except 1 blank 
case. Cabinet front cases are varnished and have pulls and label holders. 

Writing Board. This useful extra (shown in fig.107) is the same size as the type cases. It 
may be placed upon the brackets for use; or it may be held in the case runs at a convenient 
height, and pulled out for use, while the student sits on a stool. It is made of hardwood. 

Other Extras. Electric fixtures over cases and Writing Board No. 9178-A, though shown in 
the illustration (fig. 107), need to be ordered separately, if required. 

Fig. 109-American School Com
positor's Stand and Desk . 

~ 

AMERICAN SCHOOL COMPOSITOR'S 
STAND AND DESK 

No. 9177; MADE IN WOOD ONLY 

This open type case stand is made of elm, varnished. It car
ries 11 full size regular cases, in addition to the drawer which 
is regularly furnished, but the cases are extra, and require to 
be specially ordered, as needed. 

The Working Top includes compartments for labor-sav
ing leads and slugs, and places for a galley, composing stick, 
etc., and also for a full size case, when it is necessary to use 
it on the top. 

Writing Board. The writing board (A in fig.l09) is made 
of hardwood, and may be placed in the rack at a height con
venient for the student when sitting on a stool. 

Extras. Though shown in the illustration, the type case and 
galleys on the top and the writing board are extras, and require 
to be ordered specially, with the type cases, as required. 
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American Type Founders Company 

AMERICAN SCHOOL IMPOSING TABLES 
No.3982 (IN WOOD) ; No.l3982 (IN STEEL) 

When furnished with a marble surface in 
coffin the working area of these tables is 
32x48 in.; when supplied with an iron surface 
the working area is 35x51 in. The height is 
38:14 in. The shipping weight, without con
tents, is 600 lbs. in wood; 800 lbs. in steel. 

Under the working surface, as illustrated 
in fig.llO, there are racks forfonts of reglet 
and of wood furniture, an adjustable rack for 
twelve chases and a capacious drawer. 

Fig. llO-One side of American School Imposing Table 
N o.3982, wood construction. In steel construction the sizes 
and the contents capacity are the same as in wood. 

On the other side, as illustrated in fig.lll, 
there are 51 numbered galley shelves and an 
adjustable rack for six chases, which may be 
increased to twelve at a small additional cost. 

Although contents are shown in fig.llO, no 
reglets or wood furniture are included with 
tables, and require to be ordered separately. 

The compartment for reglet accommo
dates Reglet Font No. 3730, consisting of 
1716 pieces, 26 each of 6 pt. and 12 pt., from 
10 to 33 picas, graduated by picas, and from 
36 to 60 picas, graduated by 3 picas. 

The compartment for wood furniture ac
commodatesWoodFurnitureFontNo.3744, 
consisting of 837 pieces, in 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 
10 pica widths, and in 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 
50 and 60 pica lengths. 

Fig.lll-The other side of American School Imposing 
Table No. 3982, wood construction. 

AMERICAN SCHOOL IMPOSING TABLES 

Fig. ll2-0ne side of American School Impos
ing Table No. 3977, wood construction. 

No.3977 
(INWOOD 

ONLY) 

Fig.ll3-The other side of American School 
Imposing Table No. 3977, wood construction . 

When furnished with a marble surface and coffin, the working area is 28x36 in.; with an iron 
surface, 3lx39 in. The height is 3814 in. The shipping weight, without contents, is 420 lbs. 

Under the working surface (as shown in fig.ll2) there are racks for Reglet Font No.3730 and 
Wood Furniture Font No. 3744 and a drawer; and (as shown in fig.ll3) galley shelves for 34 gal
leys and a rack for twelve chases. Particulars of reglet and wood furniture fonts are the same as 
given in description of the larger table above. 
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PRINTING PLANT EQUIPMENTS 
IN STEEL AND WOOD 

FOR COMMERCIAL OFFICES 
AND NEWSPAPERS 

+ + 

MANUFACTURED BY THE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

AND KEPT IN STOCK AND SOLD BY ALL THE SELLING HOUSES OF 

THE AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 

~ -~ 

0 fa Bene: The larger proportion of items are 
made in both wood and steel, in which instances the 

designs are practically alike. It is therefore un
necessary to illustrate both constructions. fjf With few 
exceptions, only two-tier or double type cabinets are 
illustrated, though one-tier or single type cabinets are 
made and listed. One-tier type cabinets are simply halves 
of two-tier type cabinets, with practically no change in 
design. fjf Wood constructions are usually made in ash, 
antique finish, and some commoner items in elm without 
finish. Steel items are finished when practicable in olive 
green enamel, two coats, baked. fjf The dimensions of 
both wood and steel constructions are approximately 
alike, those of the wood being usually somewhat larger. 
The dimensions printed are of steel construction. f]Each 
item is illustrated in its complete state, showing equip
ments that are extra as well as those that are regular. 

The extras, as listed, require to be ordered 
separately, if needed. 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY 
Largest Distributor of Hamilton Manufactures for Printers 

1923 
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American Type Founders Company 

HAMILTON TYPE CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD IN SINGLE AND DOUBLE TIER 

All Hamilton Type Cabinets are made in both wood and steel. Whether made in 
wood or steel the designs are similar and it has not been considered necessary to 
show illustrations of both constructions. 

Several of the Hamilton Type Cabinets are made in both single and double tier, 
and here again it has not been thought necessary to show the single-tier construc
tions which have the same details as the double-tier cabinets of the same design. 

NO. 12005 (IN STEEL); NO. 2005 (IN WOOD)-CASE SIDE 

See illustration below for reverse side of this cabinet 

Height to working surface, 43 in.; 
floor space, 70x35 in. Approximate 
shipping weight: Steel, 1110 lbs.; 
Wood, 865 lbs. 

Also made in one-tier size, No. 
12000 (Steel); No. 2000 (Wood). 

This is one of the more popular 
type cabinets. In publishing plants 
and job printing plants each com
positor requires a liberal amount of 
working space. The large working 
bank on this cabinet is a favorite 
with compositors and the spacing 
materials case provides a liberal 
supply of leads and slugs and other _ 
spacing materials, all conveniently 
located. 

The illustrations show No. 12005 
Steel Cabinet (case side and work
ing side) completely equipped with 
46 full size California job cases and 
two blank cases, with pulls and 
mortised label holders; two copy 
drawers; two swinging trays for 
quarter cases; full length galley 
dump; foot rail in rear; wiring over
head and over cases. Upper bank in 
rear accommodates any spacing 
materials case, size 10x70 in. The 
one shown in the illustration is 
No.13215. 

EXTRAS.-Although shown in il
lustrations, the following items are 
extras, and need to be ordered sepa
rately if required: foot rail, spacing 
materials case, all electric fixtures 
for Nos. 2000 and 2005; overhead 
electric fixtures for Nos.12000 and 
12005; bulbs; and steel fronts on 
cases in Nos. 12000 and 12005. 

The galley dump gives additional 
space for the storage of galleys, 
cuts, etc., within easy reach of the 
workman. WORKING SIDE OF CABINET ILLUSTRATED ABOVE 
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Steel and Wood Printing Plant Equipments 

HAMILTON AD-MAN TYPE CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD IN SINGLE AND DOUBLE TIER 

The illustration shows No.12010 Steel Cabinet completely equipped with46 California job cases 
and two blank cases with pulls and mortised label holders; double-depth overhead bank for leads 

and slugs from 4 to 26 picas (extra 
compartment for 4 pica lengths), 
and compartments for 28 and 30 
pica leads; auxiliary bank with two 
sets of justifying materials cases; 
four swinging trays for quarter 
cases; two copy drawers; two gal
ley dumps; two foot rails; wiring 
overhead and over cases. Both sides 
of double cabinets are alike. 

EXTRAS.-Although shown in il
lustration, the following items are 
extras, and need to be ordered sepa
rately, if required: foot rails (2), 
steel fronts on type cases in Nos. 
12010 and 12015, overhead electric 
fixtures for Nos. 12010 and 12015, 
all electric fixtures for Nos. 2010 
and 2015, and electric bulbs. 

Height to working surface, 43 in.; floor 
space, 73x36 in. Approximate shipping 
weight: Steel, 1400 lbs.; Wood, 1150 lbs. 

No.12010 (IN STEEL); No.2010 (INWOOD). BOTH SIDES ALIKE 

Also made in one-tier size, No. 
12015"(Steel); No. 2015 (Wood). 

HAMILTON NEWSPAPER AD CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD IN SINGLE AND DOUBLE TIER 

The illustration shows No.12020 Steel Cabinet completely equipped with 42 full size California 
job cases and two blank cases with pulls and mortised label holders; two double-depth lead and 
slug cases arranged to hold leads 
and slugs from 4 to 25 picas, also 
compartments for 26% and 44 pica 
lengths; four swinging trays for 
quarter cases; two copy drawers; 
two galley dumps; two foot rails; 
wiring overhead and over cases. 
Both sides of these cabinets alike. 

EXTRAS.-Although shown in il
lustration, the following items are 
extras, and need to be ordered sepa
rately, if required: foot rails ( 2), 
steel fronts on type cases in Nos. 
12020 and 12025, overhead electric 
fixtures for N os.12020 and 12025, all 
electric fixtures for Nos. 2020 and 
2025, and electric bulbs. 

Height to working surface, 41 in.; floor 
space, 71x34 in. Approximate shipping 
weight: Steel, 1325 lbs.; Wood, 950 lbs. 

Also made in one-tier size, No. 
12025 (Steel); No. 2025 (Wood). No.12020 (IN STEEL); No.2020 (INWOOD). BOTH SIDES ALIKE 
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HAMILTON NEWSPAPER TYPE CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD IN SINGLE AND DOUBLE TIER 

This is now the preferred and most efficient type cabinet for newspaper ad. work, each double
tier cabinet accommodating two men, one on each side. Both sides are exactly alike. Under 
present conditions, newspaper ad. compositors work easier and more expeditiously on fiat sur
faces than on banks. Slugs stand up on fiat galleys and fall over when galleys are slanted. Each 
compositor has two cases in which to carry a liberal supply of leads and slugs, as enumerated 
below, and two swinging trays in which quarter cases may be placed to carry brass rules and 

No. 12030 (IN STEEL); No. 2030 (INWOOD). BOTH SIDES ALIKE 

other necessary materials. Quarter cases are extra. There are newspaper ad. compositors who, 
from force of habit, think they prefer to work on banks, but after a trial of the fiat working 
method, their prejudices are invariably overcome. 

The illustration shows No. 12030 Steel Cabinet completely equipped with 42 full size California 
job cases and two blank cases with pulls and mortised label holders; two double-depth pyramid 
banks; four swinging trays for quarter cases; two copy drawers; two galley dumps; two foot rails; 
wired overhead for six lights and one light over each tier of cases. 

The bank on the working side of each half of the cabinet accommodates in duplicate com
partments, leads and slugs from 4 to 16 picas varying by ens, and 17 to 26 picas varying by ems; 
also compartments for 26%, 27 and 28 pica lengths. 

The bank on the case side of each half of the cabinet accommodates in duplicate compart
ments, leads and slugs from 29 to 38 picas varying by ems; also compartments for 40, 42, 45, 50 
and 60 pica lengths. 

EXTRAS.-Although shown in illustration, the following items are extras, and need to be 
ordered separately, if required: foot rails (2), overhead electric fixtures for Nos.12030 and 12035, 
all electric fixtures for Nos. 2030 and 2035, steel fronts on type cases in Nos.12030 and 12035, 
and electric bulbs. Quarter cases, held in swinging trays, are also extras. · 

Height to working surface, 41 in.; floor space, 70x34 in. Approximate shipping weight: Steel, 
1275 lbs.; Wood, 910 lbs. 

Also made in one-tier size, No.12035 (Steel); No. 2035 (Wood). 
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HAMILTON WALL TYPE CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WooD 

The illustration shows No. 12040 
Steel Cabinet completely equipped 
with 46 full size California job cases 
and two blank cases with pulls and 
mortised label holders; auxiliary 
cases for spacing materials at top 
of work bank; lights overhead and 
over cases. The top bank will ac
commodate a standard 70x10 in. 
lead and slug case. 

This cabinet is designed to go 
against a wall to complete an alley. 

EXTRAS.-Although shown in il
lustration, the following items are 
extras and need to be ordered sep
arately, if required: overhead elec
tric fixtures on No.12040, all elec
tric fixtures on No. 2040, electric 
bulbs and steel fronts on type cases 
in No.12040. 

Height to working surface, 43 in. Floor 
space, 24x70 in. Approximate shipping 
weight: Steel, 1000 lbs.; Wood, 875 lbs. No. 12040 (IN STEEL); No. 2040 (IN WOOD) 

HAMILTON HEAD-LETTER CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

This cabinet will prove all that is needed in most news
paper plants. Bank has working surface, size 17x36 in. Auxil
iary bank above working bank has case for cross rules and 
spacing rna terials, from one to eight column lengths. Rear bank 
has spaces for single and double column matte~ (see lower il
lustration). Galley dump 
under working surface is 
9x32% in., and has an 
electric light directly 
above it. Shelf below gal
ley dump is 18 in. deep, 
32% in. long. Nine Cali
fornia job cases, seven 
lower cases, and one 
space and quad case, 
with pulls and label 
holders, are supplied. 

EXTRAS.-Although 
shown in illustrations, 

No.l5738 (IN STEEL); No. 5738 (IN WOOD) the following items are 
FRONTVIEW extras, and need to be 

ordered separately, if required: overhead electric fixtures 
for No.15738, all electric fixtures for No. 5738, electric bulbs 
and steel fronts on type cases in No.15738. ~ 

Height to working surface, 43 in.; height over all, 57% in. Floor space, No.l5738 (IN STEEL); No. 5738 (IN WOOD) 
36%x25% in. Approximate shipping weight: Steel, 600 lbs.; Wood, 500 lbs. REAR VIEW 
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FLAT-TOP EXTENSION FRONT TYPE CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WoOD 

The illustration at left shows No. 12210 Steel Cabinet 
equipped with 23 full size California job cases and one blank 
case with puBs and mortised label holders; wiring over 
cases. The fiat top is removable, and when removed the 
cabinet wiii accommodate a single-tier working top. 

The iiiustration below shows No. 12220 Steel Cabinet 
equipped with 46 fuB size California job cases and two blank 
cases with puBs and label holders, and wiring over cases. 

No. 12210(INSTEEL); No.2210(IN wooD ) 

Flat top is removable, and when 
removed the cabinet will accom
modate double-tier working top, 
as illustrated below. 

EXTRAS.- Electric fixtures on 
wood cabinets, electric bulbs, and 
steel case fronts on steel cabinets. 

No.12220 (IN STEEL) ; No. 2220 (IN WOOD) 

PARTICULARS OF FLAT· TOP EXTENSION FRONT TYPE CABINETS 

Con-
Style of Height Floor Approx. 

No . struction Case Capacity Finished Inches Space Shipping 
Back Inches Weight 

---
2190 Wood 12 Two-thirds Size California Job .. .. . .... .... . . . Gum wood 25 25 x22% 145lbs. 
2195 Wood 12 Full Size California Job ... ... . . . ..... . . . . ... ... Gum wood 25 35%x22% 185 lbs. 
2200 Wood 23 Two-thirds Size California Job and 1 Blank . . . Gum wood 43% 25 x22% 250 lbs. 

*2205 Wood 23 Full Size California Job and 1 Blank . . .. .... . .. Gum wood 43% 35%x22% 335lbs. 
*2210 Wood 23 Full Size California Job and 1 Blank ... . .. . . ... Paneled 43% 35%x22% 350 lbs. 
*2215 Wood 46 Full Size California Job and 2 Blank . . .. . . .. ... Gum wood 43% 70 x22% 600 lbs. 
*2220 Wood 46 Full Size California Job and 2 Blank . . ....... . . Paneled 43% 70 x22% 600 lbs. 

*12210 Steel 23 Full Size California Job and 1 Blank . ... ...... . Steel 43 35 x22 480 lbs. 
*12220 Steel 46 Full Size California Job and 2 Blank . . .. ....... Steel 43 69 x22 880 lbs. 

*Flat tops are removable, and when removed the single-tier cabinets will accommodate single-tier working tops 
and the double-tier cabinets will accommodate double-tier working tops, as shown in picture below . 

FLAT-TOP TYPE CABINET CHANGED 
TO WORKING CABINET r 

Picture at right shows a double-tier 
Flat-TopType Cabinet transformed into 
a working cabinet by removing the fiat 
top and substituting a Cut -Cost Top, 
No. 9011 (Wood) or 542-B (Steel), de
scribed on page 1029. Other styles of 
Cabinet Tops are listed on page 1074. 

Some type cabinets of obsolete styles 
may be made 100 per cent efficient by 
changing the working top. 

CUT·COST TOP No. 9011 (WOOD) OR 542-B (STEEL) APPLIED TO 
TWO ·TIER FLAT-TOP CABINET 
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HAMILTON CUT AND ELECTRO CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

A systematic method of storing cuts and electrotypes 
is an absolute necessity where handled in any quantity. 
These cut storage cabinets are made in several sizes and 
in two styles to meet the varied requirements of printing 
plants and advertising departments of large concerns, 
or any place where cuts and electrotypes are used. One 
style has indexed drawers, the other blank drawers with 
center bar. They are attractive in design. 

All drawers have label holders and numbers. An index 
book is furnished with each indexed drawer cabinet. 

No.12390 (IN STEEL); No. 2390 (IN WOOD) 
WITH 24 FULL SIZE INDEXED DRAWERS 

No. 12400 (IN STEEL); No. 2400 (IN WOOD) 
WITH 24 FULL SIZE BLANK DRAWERS 

Projecting drawers in pictures 
show adjustable partitions which 
engage in notches cut in frame of 
drawers on front and back, illus
trated in cut case No. 2711, page 
1080. Thus each drawer may be 
divided into as many compart
ments as desired. The compart
ments may be numbered and con
tents indexed. For blank drawer 
see case No. 2706, page 1080. 

No.12410 (IN STEEL); No. 2410 (IN WOOD); WITH 48 FULL SIZE 
INDEXED DRAWERS 

No.12420 (IN STEEL); No. 2420 (IN WOOD); WITH 48 FULL SIZE 
BLANK DRAWERS 

PARTICULARS OF STEEL CUT AND ELECTRO CABINETS, INDEXED OR WITH BLANK DRAWERS 

Style of Height Width Depth Size of Drawers 
Approximate 

No. Drawer Capacity Shipping Drawers Inches Inches Inches Inside, Inches Weight, Lbs. 
---

12390 24 Full Size ...... . . .. ..... Indexed 43 35 21% 29%x15% 610 
12400 24 Full Size . . . . .... . ... Blank 43 35 21% 31 x17 550 
12410 48 Full Size . .. ... . .... . . .. Indexed 43 68% 21lfz 29%x15% 1125 
12420 48 Full Size . ...... . . . . . ... Blank 43 68lfz 21% 31 x17 1000 

I 
- -

PARTICULARS OF WOODEN CUT AND ELECTRO CABINETS, INDEXED OR WITH BLANK DRAWERS 
-

Style of Height Width Depth Size of Drawers 
Approximate 

No. Drawer Capacity Shipping 
Drawers Inches Inches Inches Inside, Inches Weight, Lbs. 

---

2330 12 Two-thirds Size .... . . .. Indexed 25 251,4 22% 201,4x15 150 
2340 12 Two-thirds Size. .. Blank 25 251,4 22% 201,4x15 140 
2350 12 Full Size ... . ........ . . . Indexed 25 35% 22% 30%x15 180 
2360 12 Full Size .. . .... . . . .. . .. Blank 25 35% 22% 30%x15 170 
2370 24 Two-thirds Size .. .. .... Indexed 43% 25% 22% 201,4x15 250 
2380 24 Two-thirds Size . . .. . ... Blank 43% 25% 22% 20%x15 225 
2390 24 Full Size . . ... .. ... .. Indexed 43% 35% 22lfz 30%x15 325 
2400 24 Full Size .. .. . . ...... . . . Blank 43% 35% 22% 30%x15 300 
2410 48 Full Size . . ... . . .. . . .. . . Indexed 43% 70% 22% 30%x15 575 
2420 48 Full Size ... . .... . ... Blank 43% 70% 22% 305fsx15 525 

For particulars of the American Cut-Cost System of Cut Storage, including cataloguing and 
indexing, see page 1054. It is a remarkable economizer of floor space and of time in indexing 
and finding and keeping a record of cuts. 
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HAMILTON WOOD TYPE CABINETS 

No.12430 (IN STEEL) 

MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

Wood type should be kept in a place where it will not 
get dirty, battered or scratched. These Hamil ton 
Wood Type Cabinets provide a safe place. Two sizes 
are made. 

The smaller size contains 24 full size wood type 
cases (cases of wood construction) without center 
bar; size of cases, 30%x15 in. inside; each case with 
pull and mortised label holder. Floor space, 35x21% 
in. Height, 43 in. Approximate shipping weight: Steel, 
400 lbs.; Wood, 325lbs. 

No. 2430 (IN WOOD) WITH GUMWOOD BACK 
No. 2435 (IN WOOD) WITH PANELED BACK 

The larger size contains 23 large size 
wood type cases (cases of wood construc
tion) with slotted center bar; size of each 
compartment, 20%x213fs in. inside; each 
case with pull and two mortised label 
holders. Floor space, 47x27% in. Height, 
43 in. Approximate shippingweight: Steel, 
600 lbs.; Wood, 470 lbs. No.12440 (IN STEEL); No. 2440 (IN WOOD) WITH GUMWOOD BACK 

TYPE CABINET WORKING TOPS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

Working Tops, as shown in illustrations of Type Cabinets Nos. 12005, 12010, 12020 and 12030, 
are supplied separately in single-tier or double-tier size, as desired; also of the same design in 

wood construction. Top as shown on No. 
12040 Cabinet supplied in double-tier size 
only. When tops only are specified, the swing
ing trays, copy drawers and wiring are 
omitted, unless specifically ordered. Flat tops 
should be taken off when working top is 

No. 2105 (IN wooD); No. 12105 (IN STEEL) added. Following is a list of available tops: 

No. of For Design See Catalogue 
Approx. No. of For Design See Catalogue 

Approx. 
Standard Illustration of Shipping Standard Illustration of Shipping 

Page No. Weight Page No. Weight Top Cabinet No. Top only Top Cabinet No. Top only 

12105 12005 1068 235lbs. 2115 2020 1069 160 lbs. 
2105 2005 1068 190 lbs. 12120 12025 1069 125lbs. 

12100 12000 1068 160 lbs. 2120 2025 1069 80 lbs. 
2100 2000 1068 105lbs. 12130 12030 1070 260 lbs. 

12140 12010 1069 395lbs. 2130 2030 1070 180 lbs. 
2140 2010 1069 300 lbs. 12125 12035 1070 130 lbs. 

12135 12015 1069 260 lbs. 2125 2035 1070 90 lbs. 
2135 2015 1069 190 lbs. 12124 12040 1071 225lbs. 

12115 12020 1069 225 lbs. 2124 2040 1071 150 lbs. 

For Cut -Cost Working Tops, Nos. 9011 and 542B, see page 1072 
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HAMILTON CITY CASE STANDS 
MADE IN WooD ONLY 

These are the most satisfactory case stands made. In less actual floor space they hold more 
cases than ordinary case stands. Under the lower case (which is easily shoved to the rear) is a 
shelf on which galleys may be placed for dumping or materials kept handy for work in hand. 

No. 2566 City Case 
Stand carries 15 full 
size lip- front cases 
in rack and 2 cases 
on top. Height: in 
front, 43% in.; in 
rear, 62 in. Floor 
space, 36Y2x26% in. 
Approximate ship
ping weight, 55 lbs. 

No.2570 CityCase 
Stand carries 30 full 
size lip- front cases 
in racks and 4 cases 
on top. Height: in 

No. 2566 CITY STAND, SINGLE TIER front, 431/2 in.; in No. 2570 CITY CASE STAND, DOUBLE TIER 

rear, 62 in. Floor space, 701,4x26% in. Approximate shipping weight (without cases), 100 lbs. 
These are made of hardwood, without ariy finish. They are battened and shipped in knockdown 

condition, and are put together with bolts. Galley boards are included. Cases are not included. 

HAMILTON WOODEN CASE RACKS 
Case Racks are made in three heights, for full size lip-front type cases only. They are made 

No. 2535 CASE RACK 
FOR 30 FULL SIZE CASES 

of hardwood, without any finish, and are secured with battens and 
shipped in knockdown condition, with bed bolts for assembling and 
with flat tops which are screwed to top of racks. The 30-case rack 
is braced in center with two steel rods. 

No. 2535 Case Rack for30 full size cases, as illustrated. Floor space, 
36x20% in. Height, 7914 in. Approximate 
shipping weight, 80 lbs. 

No. 2525 Case Rack for 20 full size cases, 
as illustrated. Floor space, 36x20% in. 
Height, 57Y2 in. Approximate shipping 
weight, 60 lbs. 

No. 2515 Case Rack for 12 full size cases. 
Floor space, 36x20% in. Height, 43% in. 
Approximate shipping weight, 50 lbs. 

Case Racks listed above are usually car
ried in stock for prompt delivery. They can 
also be supplied to order only with closed 
sides and backs without any finish; crated 
with battens only in knockdown condition. 

No. 2525 CASE RACK 
FOR 20 FULL SIZE CASES 

HAMILTON IRON CASE RACKS 
Similar in style to racks of wood construction, shown above, but made of wrought iron pipe 

with steel runs. 
No.12515 Single-Tier Iron Case Rack for 16 full size cases. Floor space, 35x21 in. Height,43 in. 

Approximate shipping weight, 125 lbs. 
No.12517 Double -Tier Iron Case Rack for 32 full size cases. Floor space, 69x21 in. Height, 43 in. 

Approximate shipping weight, 225lbs. 
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HAMILTON WOODEN CASE STANDS 
These stands are made of hardwood, and have no finish. They are battened and shipped knock

down, with bolts for assembling. 
In addition to capacity of stands specified in table below, each single stand will accommodate 

one pair of cases on top, and each double stand will accommodate two pairs of cases on top. 

N 0. 2543 CASE STAND No. 2550 CASE STAND No. 2560 CASE STAND 

PARTICULARS OF WoODEN CASE STANDS 

Style of Height, In. Floor Space Approx. 
No. Case Capacity Shipping 

Ends At Front At Rear Width, In. Depth, In. Weight,lbs. 

2541 12 Two-thirds Size. . . . . . .......... Open 45 561fz 25% 26 45 
*2542 12 Two-thirds Size. . . . . . . . ... .. *Closed 45 561fz 25% 26 65 
2543 12 Full Size ... ... ······· Open 45 561fz 36 26 45 

*2545 12 Full Size ................ .. ...... *Closed 45 561fz 36 26 65 
2550 12 Full Size and 12 Two-thirds Size . Open 45 56Vz 60 26 70 

*2555 12 Full Size and 12 Two-thirds Size. *Closed 45 561fz 60 26 90 
2560 24 Full Size, with galley rest . ...... Open 45 561fz 7014 26 80 

*2565 24 Full Size, with galley rest . .. . *Closed 45 561fz 7014 26 100 

*Closed-End Case Stands are not usually kept in stock, therefore orders for them are subject to delay 

W. I. PIPE CASE STANDS 
MADE IN SINGLE AND DOUBLE TIER 

No.12560 Double-Tier Case Stand is shown in illus
tration. Frame is of pipe construction, open ends and 
back. Top will accommodate two pairs of news cases 
and has galley rest in center. Body of stand will accom
modate 16 full size lip-front cases in each tier (total of 
32 cases in two tiers). Floor space, 69x21 in. Height at 
front,43 in.; height over all, 58 in. Approximate shipping 
weight, 300 lbs. 

No. 12543 Single -Tier Case Stand, same design as No. 
12560, but has only one-half the capacity, and has no 
galley rest. Floor space, 35x21 in. Approximate shipping 
weight, 185lbs. 

Cases are not included. These stands not carried in 
stock. 

No.12560 CASE STAND (DOUBLE TIER) 
No.12543 CASE STAND (SINGLETIER) 

DECREASING SALES OF CASE STANDS AND RACKS 

Although open-end Case Stands and Racks are kept in stock at our Selling Houses the sales of 
them are decreasing. Because of their cheapness, Case Stands and Racks may help the beginner 
of limited means to gain a business foothold, but wherever floor space brings a high price, no printer 
can afford to continue the use of them. 
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HAMILTON TYPE CASES 
Type cases are made in three sizes. Full size is 32%Gx16% in. over all. Two-thirds size is 

21 %x16% in. over all. Quarter size is 15Vsx7% in. over all, and four of them fit in a No. 2701 
full size Blank Case, which is made specially with flush bottom to carry them without their con
tents rubbing on the case ~bove them in type cabinets. Type cases are 1l!J..6 in. deep inside. 

All cases, except No.2711 Indexed Electrotype Case (which has a cabinet front),have lip fronts, 
as illustrated. Cabinet fronts for the most used kinds of cases will be supplied on special order, 
but are not usually kept in stock. Cabinet front cases are sold with varnished fronts and mor
tised label holders and pulls, unless otherwise ordered. 

All cases are sold singly, as required. Bulk stocks of cases are carried in crates containing 
ten cases of one kind. 

No. 2720 FULL SIZE CAP CASE No. 2725 FULL SIZE LOWER CASE 

No. 2730 FULL SIZE DOUBLE LOWER CASE No.2735 FULL SIZE CALIFORNIA JOB CASE 

No. 2740 FULL SIZE ITALIC CASE NO. 2745 FULL SIZE NEW YORK IMPROVED JOB CASE 

No. 2750 FULL SIZE YANKEE JOB CASE N 0. 2755 FULL SIZE DOUBLE YANKEE JOB CASE 
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HAMILTON TYPE CASES 
Continued 

No. 2765 FULL SIZE WELLS JOB CASE 

No. 2775 FULL SIZE QUADRUPLE CASE 

No. 2795 FULL SIZE IMPROVED SPACE AND QUAD CASE 

No. 2805 FULL SIZE MORGAN LEAD AND SLUG CASE 

No. 2820 FULL SIZE METAL FURNITURE CASE 

No. 2770 FULL SIZE TRIPLE CASE 

No. 2785 FULL SIZE FIGURE CASE 

r I r I 
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No.2800 FULL SIZE LEAD OR SLUG CASE 

No . 2815 FULL SIZE ADJUSTABLE LEAD AND SLUG CASE 
Single Depth 

N 0. 2830 FULL SIZE ORDINARY RULE CASE 
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HAMILTON TYPE CASES 

No.2835 FULL SIZE FURNEAUX RULE CASE 
For two fonts 

No. 2847 FULL SIZE MUSIC CASE, UPPER 

N 0. 2849 FULL SIZE MUSIC CASE, LOWER 

No. 2767 FULL SIZE GREEK CAP CASE 

FULL SIZE HEBREW CAP CASE; SAME AS N 0. 2720 

Continued 

No. 2845 FULL SIZE HARMS RULE CASE 
Best arrangement 

No. 2848 FULL SIZE MUSIC CASE, SIDE 

No. 2769 FULL SIZE PORSON GREEK CASE 

No. 2768 FULL SIZE GREEK LOWER CASE 

FULL SIZE HEBREW LOWER CASE; SAME AS No. 2725 
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HAMILTON TYPE CASES 

No. 2701 FULL SIZE BLANK CASE 
Made specially to hold quarter cases 

NO. 2711 FULL SIZE INDEXED CUT CASE 
Made cabinet front only 

Continued 

N 0. 2706 FULL SIZE BLANK CASE WITH CENTER BAR 

N 0. 2715 FULL SIZE WOOD TYPE CASE 
Adjustable bars 

TWO-THIRDS SIZE CASES 
Two-thirds cases are recommended for use in binderies and small rubber stamp works, and for 

card printers in confined quarters-but not for use in growing printing offices. 
Beginners in printing, with small means, will find the purchase of full size cases more econom

ical in practice, while the smaller cases will handicap them eventually. The diminishing sales 
of two-thirds type cases proves that printers are learning by experience that full size cases are 
more practicable. 

No. 2850 TWO-THIRDS CAP CASE 

N 0. 3185 INDIVIDUAL LEADER BOX 
Size, 8x5x1% in. 

Holds 5lbs. of leaders 
Best way to carry leaders 

N 0. 2855 TWO-THIRDS YANKEE 
JOB CASE 

No. 2865 TWO-THIRDS CALIFORNIA 
JOB CASE 

MISCELLANEOUS CASES 

No.3195 THIN SPACE CASE 
Size, 63;4x6 in. 

For copper or brass spaces 

1080 

No.3197MIDGETLEAD CASE 
Size, 5x7%6 in. 

Useful for 1 pt.leads or rules 
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HAMILTON QUARTER SIZE BRASS RULE CASES 
Quarter size cases are among the most convenient accessories of a composing room. They lend 

themselves admirably to individual use when a compositor is doing tabular work, as a case may 
be put on his working bank without inconvenience. They are step-savers and space-savers. 

Size is 7o/sx15Vs in.; four fit in a No. 2701 Blank Case. Many drawers are provided for quarter 
size cases in our Cut-Cost System of Printing Plant Equipment. 

For prices of fonts of brass rules to fill these cases see pages 864 and 865. 

No.3020 QUARTER SIZE RULE CASE No.3015 QUARTER SIZE RULE CASE No.3060 QUARTER SIZE RULE CASE 

- -

No. 

---
3005 

3010 

3015 ~ 
3020 

3045 

3060 

PARTICULARS OF QUARTER SIZE BRASS RULE CASES 
---- ---- - - ---- - -- - - -

Contents Approx. 
Capacity Contents of Cases (all figures inclusive), and how graduated Shipping 

Lbs. Weight 

16 For two 8 lb. fonts: (if of 2 pt. rule) each font containing 18 pieces each 1-9 picas 
(by ens) and 10-18 picas (by ems), with compartments for 20, 22 and 24 picas .... 19 ozs. 

16 36 pieces (2 pt. rule) each 1-9 picas (by ens) and 18 pieces each 10-24 (by ems), with 
compartments for 26, 28, 30, 32, 34 and 36 picas . .. .. . ... . ....... ............. . . . . 19 ozs. 

32 Two quarter cases to be used together, holding of 2 pt. rule 72 pieces each 1-5% 
picas; 144 pieces 6 picas; 72 pieces 6%-9 picas (by ens); 36 pieces 10-19 picas; 54 
pieces 20 picas; and 36 pieces 21-23 picas; and 18 pieces 24-36 picas (by ems) . .. . 3lbs. 

16 20 pieces (2 pt. rule) each 1-9% picas (by ens) and 10-36 picas (by ems) , with five 
compartments for short miters ... .. .......... . ....... .. ... .. . . . . .... .... . .. . . ... 17 ozs. 

16 40 pieces (2 pt. rule) 1-7 picas; 17 pieces 7%-9% picas (by ens); and 18 pieces 10-36 
picas (by ems) . .. .. . .... . .... ...... ······ · ················ · ····· · ·· ········· 17 ozs. 

HALF SIZE RULE CASE EIGHTH SIZE RULE CASE 
Two of these 

fit into No.2701 
Blank Case. It 
holds (of 2 pt. 
rule) 80 pieces 
each 1, 11/z, 21/z-
51/z picas and 20 
pieces 61/z, 71/z, 
81/z, 91/z picas 
(by ens) ; 120 
pieces 2 and 3 

For special 
fonts of rule 
or 1 pt. leads 
for individual 
use by compos
itors. Eight of 
them fit into a 
No.2701 Blank 
Case. It holds 
20 pieceS each No. 3097 EIGHTH SIZE CASE 

No.3095 SANSPAREIL RULE CASE picas; 80pieces 
(of 2 pt. rule) 1-9 picas (by ens) and 10-18 
picas (by ems) and 20, 22, 24 picas. Size, 
7%x7ljz in.; weight, 10 oz. 4 and 5 picas; 40 pieces 6, 7, 8, 9-23, 30 picas; and 20 

pieces 24-29,31-42 picas (by ems). Contents capa
city is 33 lbs. Size, 14%x15Vs in.; weight, 21/z lbs. 
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Drawers to hold several of these useful 
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HAMILTON QUARTER SIZE CASES 

No.3025 QUARTER CASE 

No.3040 QUARTER cAsE 

N 0 .3055 QUARTER CASE FOR 
BRASS LEADERS 

No.3030QUARTER CASE 

No.3080 QUARTER BORDER CASE 

No.3065 QUARTER SPACE AND 
QUAD CASE 

No.3035 QUARTER CASE 

No. 3025 is for special fig
ures and spaces and quads. 

No. 3030 is for accented 
letters, split fractions, orna
ments, etc. 

No. 3035 is for special fig
ures and fractions, orna
ments, etc. 

No. 3040 is for holding 
signs, accents,spli t fractions, 
special figures, etc. 

No. 3055 holds 10 lbs. of 
brass leaders. Compart
ments for all lengths from 
1 to 22 pica ems. Variations 
by half picas from 1 to 9%, 
by picas from 10 to 22 picas. 

No. 3065 will hold a 10 lb. font of spaces and quads of any body. 
No. 3080 is for borders, with partitions adjustable in both directions. A most useful case. 

UTILITY OF QUARTER AND EIGHTH SIZE CASES 
An efficient composing room is one that has "a place for everything and everything in its 

[proper] place." This standard under present conditions cannot be easily attained without using 
the admirable little economizers shown on this and the opposite page. 

HAMILTON SPACING MATERIALS CASES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.l3225 (IN STEEL) ; SIZE OUTSIDE, 70X17 IN. No. 3225 (IN WOOD) ; SIZE OUTSIDE, 72X18 IN. 

For use on lower working banks on type-setting and make-up cabinets and tops. The 32 com
partments of the front row are of equal size. These compartments are for thin brass and copper 
spaces. The next two rows of compartments are for spaces and quads, arranged in series of 
three compartments, or in series of six compartments by doubling up. At the rear are dupli
cate compartments for leads and slugs, for lengths from 4 to 26 picas varying by picas; also 
duplicate compartments for 28 pica lengths. Depth of these compartments provides for the 
storage of leads and slugs two tiers deep. Metal number strip designating lengths. 
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HAMILTON SPACING MATERIALS CASES-Continued 

No.13215 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVERALL, 70X10 IN. No.3215 (INWOOD); SIZE OVERALL, 72x10 IN. 

Contains duplicate compartments for leads and slugs from 4 to 26 picas varying by picas; also 
duplicate compartments for 28 pica lengths. The material may be stacked two tiers deep. At 
the front on the left is a row of 22 compartments of equal size, with rounded bottoms, for thin 
brass and copper spaces or other spacing materials. At the right is a series of 18 compartments 
for short lengths of leads from 1 to 9% picas varying by half picas. The lengths from 1 to 4% 
picas are thrown loosely into the compartments; the other lengths from 5 to 9% picas are 
stacked in compartments in the usual manner. 

No. 13220 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 70X10 IN. No. 3220 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72X10 IN. 

The front row of 32 round-bottom compartments is for thin brass and copper spaces or other 
spacing materials. The second row, consisting of 18 compartments, is for short length leads from 
1 to 9% picas varying by half picas. The two back rows of compartments are for spaces and 
quads, accommodating six sizes, with six compartments for each size. Metal number strip desig
nating lengths. 

HAMILTON SPACE AND QUAD CASES 

No.l3260 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVERALL, 70Xl7 IN.; 2 IN.DEEP No. 3260 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72Xl8 IN.; 2 IN. DEEP 

No. 3260 (Wood) or 13260 (Steel) 
will hold 14 sizes of spaces and quads. 
They are the length of double-tier type 
cabinets or case stands and are de
signed to be placed on tops of same. 

No. 3270 (Wood) or 13270 (Steel) 
will hold 7 sizes of spaces and quads. 
Same length as of single-tier type cab
inets or case stands and designed to be 
placed on tops of same. 

Scarcity of spaces and quads does 
more to slow up hand composition than 

No.13270 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVERALL, 35X17 IN.; 2 IN. DEEP 
No. 3270 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVERALL, 36X18 IN.; 2 IN. DEEP 

any other thing. It is far from being enough to provide spaces and quads to fill the type cases. 
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HAMILTON LEAD AND SLUG CASES 

No.13230 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 70X17 IN. 

No. 3230 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72Xl8 IN. 

No. 13210 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 70X10 IN. 

NO. 3210 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72X10 IN. 

Made in two sizes, each in steel and in wood, as above. Each size has duplicate compart
ments for leads and slugs in lengths 4 to 26 picas varying by picas; also duplicate compartments 
for 28 pica lengths. Leads and slugs may be stacked in two tiers. 

No.13235 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVERALL, 70x17 IN. 

No. 3235 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72x18 IN. 

No.13238 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 70X10 IN. 

No. 3238 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72X10 11\". 

Companion cases to Nos.13230, 3230, 13238 and 3238; made in two sizes, each in steel and in 
wood, as above, for lengths from 30 to 60 picas. Leads and slugs may be stacked two tiers deep. 

No. 13205 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 35%X12 IN. 

No. 3205 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 35%X12 IN. 

N os.13205 (Steel) and 3205 (Wood) con
tain duplicate compartments for leads 
and slugs from 4 to 25 picas varying by 
picas; additional duplicate compartments 
for 26% and 44 pica lengths. The material 
may be stacked two tiers deep. Metal 
number strips designating lengths. De
signed to be placed on a single-tier top 
of type cabinet. 

No.13240 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 70X17 IN. No.13243 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 70X10 IN. 

No. 3240 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72x18 IN. No. 3243 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72X10 IN. 

Made in two sizes, each in wood and in steel, as above. Each size has duplicate compartments 
for leads and slugs in lengths from 4 to 26 picas varying by picas; also duplicate compartments 
for 28 pica lengths; also duplicate compartments for-lengths, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 50 and 
60 picas. Leads and slugs may be stacked two tiers deep. 
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HAMILTON LEAD AND SLUG CASES-Continued 

No.13245 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 70X17 IN. No.3245 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72X18 IN. 

This case will accommodate leads or slugs from 3 to 9Vz picas with variations by half picas; 
and from 10 to 48 picas with variations by picas. The material may be stacked two tiers deep. 

Case shown at right is made in two 
depths from front to back, 10 in. and 12 
in., and contains duplicate compartments 
for leads and slugs from 4 to 25 picas vary
ing by picas; additional duplicate compart
ments for 26% and 56 pica lengths. The 
material may be stacked two tiers deep. 

These cases are for placing on the aux
iliary banks of type cabinets of designs 
which do not permit the addition of a full 
length lead and slug case. 

No. 13200 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 36%Xl0 IN. 
No. 3200 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 381,4X10 IN. 
NO. 13203 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 37%X12 IN. 
No. 3203 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL,381,4X12 IN . 

HAMILTON METAL FURNITURE CASE 

No.13255 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVERALL, 70X17 IN. No.3255 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVERALL, 72X18 IN. 

Made in both wood and steel. It contains 49 compartments, triple depth, for metal furniture 
in lengths of 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,40 and 50 picas. 

HAMILTON WORKING BANK 

No.13250 (IN STEEL); SIZE OVER ALL, 70x17 IN. No. 3250 (IN WOOD); SIZE OVER ALL, 72X18 IN. 

This case contains duplicate compartments for leads and slugs in lengths from 4 to 26 picas 
varying by picas; also duplicate compartments for 28 pica lengths. Leads and slugs may be stacked 
two tiers deep. The working bank section is% in. deep, and 10% in. from front to back. 
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HAMILTON TRANSFER AND SIFTER CASE 

No. 2950 FULL SIZE CALIFORNIA JOB PATTERN 

Made to order to fit any style and 
size of type case. Makes cost of trans
ferring types from old to new cases 
negligible. Has stout wire screen bot
tom. Slats are made to fit against slats 
in case, so that types may be instantly 
and safely transferred from one type 
case to another of same kind, or for 
the purpose of sifting dust from the 
types and returning dustless types to 
the case from whence transferred. A 
vigorous shake and the dust falls out. 

LABEL HOLDERS, NUMBER PLATES, ETC. 
All cabinet front wooden type cases have mortised 

label holders, as shown in cut at right, and all steel 
front type cases have label holders. 

The cut shown at right illustrates an inexpensive 
method of numbering type cases consecutively. A 
better method than the consecutive is to number 
type cases in cabinets, A-1 to A-48, B-1 to B-48, and 
so on, affixing a symbol letter (No. 6103, below) to each 
cabinet. We recommend the symbol letter system. 

Shows best and most economical method 
of numbering type cases consecutively 

No.9001-Kholds 
labels 1x4Yt. in.; 
length over all is 
5 in. Sold in boxes 
each containing 
100 label holders 
and blank cards, 
with tacks. Only 
one size made. 

No. 9001-KAMERICAN BRASS LABEL HOLDER 

Celluloid Covers (No. 6110) for all sizes of label holders are sold separately in packages of 50. 
No. 9001-K takes the printed labels furnished (on request) for type series made by American 

Type Founders Company. 

No. 6103 SYMBOL LETTERS 

Cut is actual size; sold singly 
by the letter, A to Z. 

Made of brass; letter has red 
background. 

BRASS LABEL HOLDER 
No.6079; SIZE lx3 IN. No. 6088; SIZE 1X4% IN. 
No.6082; SIZElx3% IN. No.6091; SIZE1X5 IN. 
No.6085; SIZE1x4 IN. No.6094; SIZE1x5lf2 IN. 

Sold in packages of 100, with cards and tacks. 

These steel number plates are 
made to order only. The figure is 
white on black background. The 
cut is actual size. These number 
plates are most durable. No. 6100 STEEL NUMBER PLATES 
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HAMILTON CASE AND GALLEY BRACKETS 
CAST IN MALLEABLE IRON 

The illustrations explain themselves, for the most part. The use of a pair of case brackets will 
save the cost of a case stand in an emergency. No. 2635 affords an admirable support for sloping 
shelving. No. 2590 will hold a bank or spacing materials or lead case in rear of a pair of cases. 

No. 2590 THREE-CASE 
TILTING BRACKET 

No. 2600 BRACKET 

No. 2625 BRACKET 

No. 2610 BRACKET 

N 0 . 2605 TILTING BRACKET 

DETACHABLE 

No.2620 BRACKET 

No. 2635 BRACKET 

No.2675 ROLLER 
BRACKET 

GALLEY BRACKET 
No.2645 WITH 8 IN . ARM 
No. 2650 WITH 10 IN. ARM 
No. 2655 WITH 12 IN. ARM No.2615 BRACKET 

HAMILTON WORK BENCH AND STORAGE CABINET 

No. 13646 WORK BENCH AND 

STORAGE CABINET 

MADE IN STEEL ONLY 

Illustration shows No.13646 Work Bench and Storage Cabinet, 
which is of standard steel construction throughout, except top 
which is of selected rock maple, 1 Yl6 in. thick. 

Shelves are adjustable on three-inch centers, and two are sup
plied with each cabinet. (Illustration shows shelves spaced to 
provide three compartments, each 81j2x24V2x14% in.) Compart
ments accommodate full length (24 in.) strip material, and there 
is in addition ample storage space for tools, brushes, etc. Door 
has knob and lock with key. 

The top is a convenient place for the lead and rule cutter and 
the mitering machine. 

Top has natural wood finish; body, olive green baked enamel. 
Height, 36:1,4 in. Floor space, 30%x18 in. Approximate shipping 
weight, 120 lbs. 
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No. 3420 (IN WOOD) 

American Type Founders Company 

HAMILTON QUARTER CASE CABINET 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.13420 Steel Cabinet, illustrated, contains runs for the accom
modation of 20 quarter cases, all enclosed by a hinged door with catch. 
All standard quarter cases will fit this cabinet. Cases are extra. 

Floor space, 10%x18% in. Height, 38% in. Approximate shipping 
weight: Steel, 125 lbs.; Wood, 90 lbs. 

Quarter cases are better than any other kind of receptacle for 
carrying brass rules, signs, special figures, borders, and other auxili
aries. These items in quarter cases are brought within arm's reach 
of the compositor who needs them. The cases need to be kept in a 
cabinet where they may be found readily when required. 

HAMILTON 
LEAD AND RULE CUTTER CABINET 

MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

A cabinet in which miscellaneous auxiliary materials 
can be stored, and where the mitering machine, lead and 
rule cutter, and other tools can be conveniently located, 
ready for instant use. The working top, to which mi
tering and cutting machines can be secured, has two 
openings leading to slug bins attached to back of cab
inet, and is surrounded by a % in. rim on three sides. 
This prevents the filings and clippings and other litter 
from falling to the floor. 

Illustrations show No.13651 Steel Cabinet, which has 
ten No. 2815 adjustable lead and slug cases; four blank 
cases to hold quarter cases; seven special cases for strip 
leads and rules, each divided into two compartments; 
one compartment 24% in. long, for full length material. 
The sides of one compartment are slotted for adjust

able divisions. 
The other com- No.l3651 (IN STEEL); No.3651 (IN WOOD) 

partment is 5o/'s For rear view, see cut below 

No.l3651 (IN STEEL); No. 3651 (IN WOOD) 

in. wide for the storage of miscellaneous materials. 
Cases have pulls and mortised label holders. Steel 

fronts, if wanted, are extra. 
The illustration at left shows two metal slug bins 

attached to the back of the cabinet. These bins have 
doors at bottom, which, when opened, allow the con
tents to drop into the truck below. 

The rule cutter and mitering machine 
and waste metal truck (No.13485), al
though shown in the illustration, are 
not included with the cabinet, and need 
to be ordered separately, if required. 

REAR VIEW, SHOWING METHOD OF EMPTYING CONTENTS 
OF METAL CHUTES INTO TRUCK 

Finish: Steel, olive green baked enam
el, except the top which is black; Wood, 
antique. Floor space (without metal 
truck), 35x25% in. Height to working 
surface, 38% in. Approximate shipping 
weight: Steel, 500 lbs.; Wood, 325 lbs. 
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HAMILTON LETTERBOARD 
CABINETS 

MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

There are two sizes. The illustration shows 
N o.12460 Steel Letter board Cabinet, with 18 full 
size steelletterboards, each 30%x16% in. inside. 
In wood construction, No. 2460, this cabinet has 
17 full size wood letterboards, each 303fsxl51fs 
in. inside. 

No.12450 Steel Letterboard Cabinet has 18 
two-thirds steelletterboards, each 201;4xl6lf2 in. 
inside. In wood construction, No. 2450, this cab
inet has 17 two-thirds wood letterboards, each 
20x151fs in. inside. 

No.l2460 (IN STEEL); No.2460 (INWOOD) 
Also made with smaller letter boards, 

as described at right 

Floor space: full size cabinet,35x211j2 in.; two
thirds size cabinet, 24%x21% in. Height, 43 in. 
Approximate shipping weight: No.l2460 cabinet, 
575lbs.; No. 2460 cabinet,425lbs.; No.12450 cab
inet, 450 lbs.; No. 2450 cabinet, 350 lbs. 

JOB LETTERBOARDS IN WOOD AND STEEL 

In wood construction, selected hardwood is 
used, carefully jointed, and edges oiled. Back and 
sides are enclosed, and there is a rabbet in front. 

In steel construction, heavy metal is used, giv- No. 2490 (IN wooD) 
ing perfect rigidity; finished in black. Back and sides are enclosed, and there is a rabbet in front. 

The height inside of each letter board, steel and wood, is 1 in. 

Steel or Outside Inside Approximate Height No. Shipping 
Wood Dimensions Dimensions Weights OverAll 

2480 Wood 21% x165fs in. 20 x15% in. 9lbs. 1% in. 
12480 Steel 21% x16% in . 20%x16% in. 10 lbs. 12%2 in. 
2485 Wood 21% x20% in. 20 x19 in. lllbs. 1% in. 

12485 Steel 21% x20Vz in. 20%x20% in. 12 lbs. 12%2 in. 
2490 Wood 32~16x16% in. 30%x15% in. 13 lbs. 1% in. 

12490 Steel 32~16x16% in . 30%x16% in. 14lbs. 12%2 in. 
2495 Wood 32%6x20% in. 30%x19 in. 16lbs. 1% in. 

12495 Steel 32%6x201f2 in. 30%x20% in . 171bs. 125/32 in. 

HAMILTON NEWSPAPER LETTERBOARDS 
These letter boards are made in one size, 29%x25 in. over all, both in wood and steel construction. 

No.12500 Steel Newspaper Letterboard is 28x24 in. 
inside; height, 11o/J. 6 in. No. 2500 Wood Newspaper Let
terboard is also 28x24 in. inside; height, 1% in. 

Side rails have one-inch extensions in rear, which rest 
on edge of the make-up surface when forms are trans
ferred from surface to boards, sustaining the weight of 

No.12500 (IN sTEEL) ; No .2500 (IN wooD) the form and making the transfer safe and easy. 
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HAMILTON SORT CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

These cabinets are made in three sizes, uniform in 
height and width. The illustration shows largest size. In 
steel construction the drawers carry the steel removable 
sort boxes,illustrated below. 

There are two styles of wood construction. In the bet
ter style, Nos. 3463,3465 and 3468, the sorts are carried 
in the steel sort boxes. In the other style, each drawer is 
provided with seven adjustable partitions, giving eight 
compartments in each drawer, but no steel sort boxes. 

Steel sort boxes are not included with these cabinets; 
they need to be ordered separately, as required. Each 
drawer will hold 15 No.13457 steel boxes or 10 No.13458. 

No.13468 (IN STEEL); No. 3468 (IN WOOD ) 

STEEL SORT BOXES (see illustration below) : No. 13457 
is 3x3x3 in., capacity 2% lbs.; No. 13458 is 3x41f2x3 in., 
capacity 4% lbs. Boxes have label holders. 

PARTICULARS OF HAMILTON SORT CABINETS, WOOD AND STEEL CONSTRUCTION 

Will Hold Dimensions of Approximate 
Con- Tiers of Number Steel Boxes Maximum Cabinets Shipping 

No. struction Drawers of Capacity Weights 
Drawers *No. *No. Lbs. Width Depth Height with Boxes 

13457 13458 In. In. In. Lbs. 
- - -

13463 Steel 1 10 150 100 415 1314 2Vh 43 220 
13465 Steel 2 20 300 200 830 2514 21% 43 400 
13468 Steel 3 30 450 300 1245 37 21% 43 525 
3463 Wood 1 10 150 100 415 14 22% 42% 175 
3465 Wood 2 20 300 200 830 27% 22% 42% 315 
3468 Wood 3 30 450 300 1245 40¥2 22¥2 42% 425 
3463-P Wood 1 10 

} NoSteell 
415 14 22% 42% 150 

3465-P Wood 2 20 Boxes 830 27% 22% 42% 270 
3468-P Wood 3 30 required 1245 40% 22% 42% 350 

*Number of steel boxes of one size only held in each cabinet. Cabinet No. 13463 holds 150 small boxes or 100 
large boxes; or it will hold 50 large and 75 small boxes. 

No.13457 STEEL SORT BOX No. 13458 STEEL SORT BOX 

PLATE STORAGE CABINET 
M ADE IN STEEL ONLY 

This cabinet is intended for use where cuts 
and electrotypes are stored in bulk, and is espe
ciallyuseful where it is desired to keep together 
all the cuts or electrotypes of a certain job. 
It is also useful for the storage of job tickets, 
proofs, dead copy, etc. 

The cabinet contains 28 compartments, each 
measuring 9%x14x18 in. inside. Each com 
partment has a disappearing door, and on each 
door is a symbol plate for indexing. 

Floor space, 6 0 5fs x 19 in. Height, 7 4 5fs in. 
Approximate shipping weight, 885lbs. 
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HAMILTON SECTIONAL UNIT SORT CABINET 
MADE IN STEEL 0NL Y 

The illustration at the right shows a cap unit, cabinet unit and base 
unit. A single unit filled with boxes as shown by this illustration will 
hold 250 lbs. of sorts. Floor space, 20%xll1,4 in. The illustration below 
shows three cap units, five cabinet units and three base units. Five units 
filled with boxes as shown by this illustration will hold 1250 lbs. of sorts. 
Floor space, 6lxll1,4 in. (less than five square feet). Another cabinet 
unit adding 250 lbs. to capacity could be added to group of units shown 
without increasing floor space, making the capacity 1500 lbs., while the 
highest box is only 65% in. from the floor. 

The illustrations of sort boxes show the three styles that are supplied 
with cabinet units. These boxes are made of steel, die stamped and 
electric welded, and are finished in olive green baked enamel to match 
units. Each cabinet unit will accommodate 48 large boxes or 96 small 
boxes. Two of the small boxes fill the same space as one large box. 

Approximate shipping weight of one cap unit, one base unit and one 
cabinet unit filled with sort boxes, 225 lbs; base, 30 lbs.; cap, 15lbs.; cab
inet unit, 150 lbs. 

No.13440 CABINET UNIT 

No. 13445 CAP UNIT 

No. 13450 BASE UNIT 

No. 13452 SMALL BOXES 

No.13454 LARGE BOXES 

No.13452 
STEEL SORT BOX 

No. 13452 Steel Sort Box 
with label holder pull; size, 
1%x3x6 in.; capacity, 2 lbs. 
10 oz. 

THIS ILLUSTRATION SHOWS FIVE CABINET UNITS, 

THREE CAP UNITS AND THREE BASE UNITS 

No.13453 
STEEL SORT BOX 

No. 13454 
STEEL SORT BOX 

No. 13453 
Steel Sort Box 
with label hold
er pull; size, 
ll/zx3x6in.; ca
pacity, 2 lbs. 8 
oz. in the two 
compartments. 

No. 13454 
Steel Sort 
Box with 
label hold
er pull; 
size, 3x3x6 
in.; capaci
ty, 51,4 lbs. 

In labeling these sort boxes, it is 
a good plan to number them con
secutively as a further means of 
keeping each box in its proper place. 

When a box is emptied, the empty box should either be taken to the source of replenish
ment, or it may be returned to the cabinet upside down, as a signal to the replenisher that it 
needs attention. 

Unless these cabinets are placed back to back, they should be stood against a wall or parti
tion, when they are arranged two stacks high, as in illustration above. 

The space-saving quality of these cabinets is second only to their convenience and efficiency. 
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HAMILTON GALLEY CABINETS AND GALLEY TRUCKS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

Galley Cabinet No.13520, illustrated at left, in steel, holds 100 full length double column 
steel galleys on shelves. All galley openings numbered consecutively. The symbol letters are 

No. 13520 (IN STEEL); No. 3520 (IN WOOD) 

furnished without 
charge. See table 
below for all other 
sizes and styles in 
steel and wood. 

Galley Truck 
No. 13505, ill us
trated at right, in 
steel, contains 32 
shelves for full 
length double col
umn steel galleys; 
all galley openings 
numbered consec
utively on upright 
posts from 1 to 32. 
Symbol letters are 

No.13505TRUCK (IN STEEL) 
No. 3505 (IN WOOD) 

furnished without charge. Galley Trucks are also made in both steel and wood for 8%x13 in. 
galleys. See list below. 

In steel, the finish is olive green baked enamel; in wood, antique. The numbers are white 
on black enamel. 

STEEL GALLEY CABINETS AND GALLEY TRUCKS WITH SLANTING SHELVES 
-

Size of No. of Floor Space Height Approximate 
No. Style Capacity 

Galley Tiers Inches Inches 
Shipping 

Weight, Lbs. 

13500 Truck 32 8%x13in. 2 25%x25 32% 235 
13505 Truck 32 Double Column 2 21%x25 32% 250 
13510 Cabinet 25 Double Column 1 lllfzx25 43 275 
13515 Cabinet 50 Double Column 2 20 x25 43 315 
13520 Cabinet 100 Double Column 4 36%x25 43 525 
13533 Cabinet 100 Triple Column 4 42%x25 43 650 

WOOD GALLEY CABINETS AND GALLEY TRUCKS WITH SLANTING SHELVES 
- - - - - - --··-- - -- - -

Size of No. of Floor Space Height Approximate 
No. Style Capacity Shipping 

Galley Tiers Inches Inches Weight, Lbs. 

3500 Truck 32 8%x13 in. 2 24lfzx22Vz 38% 175 
3505 Truck 32 Double Column 2 20%x26% 38% 200 
3510 Cabinet 25 Double Column 1 ll%x26% 43% 110 
3515 Cabinet 50 Double Column 2 19%x26% 43% 190 
3520 Cabinet 100 Double Column 4 36%x26Vz 43% 300 
3533 Cabinet 100 Triple Column 4 45%x26% 43% 350 

Galley trucks save a great deal of time in transferring matter to and from make-up men or 
proof presses or stonemen. Where economy of production is studied they will be considered 
indispensable. 

These galley cabinets and galley trucks are furnished with shelf numbers from 1 to 100 and 
1 to 32, respectively. When more than one cabinet or truck is in use, each should be designated 
by a symbol letter (which is furnished gratis upon request), as shown on the illustrations, and 
the galley proofs should be numbered A1-A100, B1-B100, and so on, a method that is quite as 
easy and more effective than if the numbers were consecutive. 

These cabinets are built very strongly to carry great weights. 
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HAMILTON UNIT GALLEY CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

These are the most effective cabinets for storing live matter on pressed steel galleys of the 
sizes listed in the tables below. There are seven sizes, six of which hold 100 galleys each, while 
one holds 50 galleys. The galley openings are 
numbered from 1 to 100. When more than one 
cabinet is used, each should be designated by a 
symbol letter (which is furnished gratis upon 
request), as shown in illustration, and galley 
proofs should be numbered A1-A100, B1-B100, 
and so on, a method that is quite as easy and 
more effective than if the numbers were con
secutive. With consecutive numbers it is not so 
easy to locate a galley in an extensive installa
tion as it is with symbol letters. 

Though galleys are shown in the illustration, 
they are not included with the cabinets, and 
need to be ordered separately, as required. 

The illustration shows Galley Cabinet No. 
13540 in steel. It holds 100 steel galleys, size 
8%x13 in. It is also made in wood to hold the 
same number of galleys. 

NO. 13540 (IN STEEL); NO. 3540 (IN WOOD) 
Seven sizes made. See tables below 

STEEL GALLEY CABINETS WITH STEEL RUNS-No SHELVES 

No. of Floor Space Height 
Approximate 

No. Capacity Size of Galley *Shipping 
Tiers Inches Inches Weight, Lbs. 

13538 50 8%x13 in. 2 22%x14% 38% 200 
13540 100 8%x13 in. 4 44 x14% 38% 285 
13541 100 10 x16 in. 4 49%x17% 38% 330 
13542 100 12 x18 in. 4 57 x19% 38% 400 
13544 100 3%x23% in. 4 23%x25 38% 350 
13545 100 6%x23lfz in. 4 34 x25 38% 380 
13565 100 8lfzx23lfz in. 4 43 x25 38% 400 

WOOD GALLEY CABINETS WITH STEEL RUNS-NO SHELVES 

No. of Floor Space Height 
Approximate 

No. Capacity Size of Galley *Shipping 
Tiers Inches Inches Weight, Lbs. 

3538 50 8%x13 in . 2 23 x17 38% 150 
3540 100 8%x13 in. 4 43%x17 38% 225 
3541 100 10 x16 in. 4 48%x20 38% 300 
3542 100 12 x18 in. 4 56%x22 38% 350 
3544 100 3lfzx23lfz in. 4 22%x27% 38% 200 
3545 100 6%x231/z in . 4 33%x27% 38% 260 
3565 100 8lfzx231fz in. 4 42%x27% 38% 325 

*Shipping Weights are without galleys 

GREAT ECONOMIES OF THE GALLEY STORAGE SYSTEM 

Among methods making for economies in production in composing rooms, none has proved 
more effective than the system of storing live jobs and pages on pressed steel galleys. The 
cabinets listed above are a necessary part of this system, which was first devised for the benefit 
of the printers by the American Type Founders Company. 

The system affords the means of indexing each job. As the job is placed in a storage cabinet, 
the number of the opening in the cabinet is penciled on the proof. With the proof in hand, any 
employee is enabled to find the job without loss of time. Our pressed steel galleys, though low
priced, are made accurately, so that a job may be set on one and kept on it until it is locked up. 
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No.3665 
EUREKA LEAD RACK 

American Type Founders Company 

LEAD OR SLUG RACKS 
MADE IN WOOD ONLY 

No. 3661 WISCONSIN LEAD RACK 

Two of these, one on top of another, make 
an effective combination No. 3687 SET OF FOUR 

BOSTON LEAD RACKS 

No. 
3670 

No. 
3675 

No. 
3680 

No. 
3685 

No. 3661 Wisconsin Lead Rack has compartments for lengths 4 to 12% picas (by ens) and 13 to 
60 picas (by ems); capacity, 750 lbs. Size over all, 18x42ljz in. Height, 17% in. Approximate ship
ping weight, 75lbs. 

No.3665 Eureka Lead and Slug Rack has compartments for lengths 4 to 28 picas (by ems) for 
leads on one side, and the same on the other side for slugs; capacity,230 lbs. Size over all, 14ljzx5ljz 
in. Height, 28% in. Approximate shipping weight, 20 lbs. 

No.3687set of four Boston Lead Racks, sold separately or as a set. No.3670 holds lengths from 
4 to 6ljz picas (by ens) and 7 to 15 picas (by ems); capacity, 50 lbs. No. 3675,16 to 30 picas (by 
ems); capacity,130 lbs. No. 3680,31 to 45 picas (by ems); capacity,210 lbs. No.3685,46 to 60 picas 
(by ems); capacity, 300 lbs. Size over all of No. 3685, 8Vzxl7ljz in. Height of four racks, 34 in. 
Approximate shipping weight of four racks, 50 lbs. 

HAMILTON REG LET CABINETS 
MADE IN WOOD ONLY 

No. 3690 Reglet Cabinet, sold with contents, contains 34 pieces each of 6 pt. and 12 pt. reglet of 
lengths 10 to 33 picas (by ems) and 36 to 60 picas (by 3 ems)-2244 pieces in all. Floor space, 
11 %x11% in. Height, 38% in. Approximate shipping weight, 155 lbs. Contents (No. 3734) and 

No. 3690 CABINET 
AND CONTENTS 

Cabinet only (No. 3692) may be purchased separately. 
No. 3695 Reglet Cabinet, sold with contents, same design as No. 3690 

but deeper, contains 34 pieces each of 6 pt. and 12 pt. reglet of lengths 61 
to 64 picas (by ems) and 66 to 138 picas (by 3 ems) and 144,150,156 and 
160 picas-2244 pieces in all. Floor space, 11 %x27% in. Height, 38% in. 
Approximate shipping weight, 380 lbs. Contents (No. 3736) and Cabinet 
only (No. 3697) may be purchased separately. 

No. 3729-C Reglet Cabinet, sold 
with contents, contains 50 pieces 
each of 6 pt. and 12 pt. reglet of 
lengths 10 to 51 picas (by ems)-
2100 pieces in all. Size over all, 
9ljzx20% in. Height, 16% in. Ap
proximate shipping weight, 62 lbs. 
Contents (No. 3729-D) and Cabinet 
only (No. 3729-E) may be purchased 
separately. 

For other Reglet Cabinets see 
pages 1046 to 1049. For reglet in yard 
lengths see page 961. 
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Steel and Wood Printing Plant Equipments 

LABOR-SAVING WOOD FURNITURE CABINETS 
MADE IN WooD ONLY 

No. 3728 Furniture 
Cabinet, sold with con
tents, contains 5 pieces 
of each length and 
width; widths, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 8,10 picas; lengths, 10, 
15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 
picas-280 pieces in all. 
Size over all, 10x10% in. 
Height, 31 in. Approxi
mate shipping weight, 
with contents, 50 lbs. 
Contents (No. 3728-A) 
and Cabinet only (No. 
3728-B) may be pur
chased separately. 

No. 3728-C Furniture 
Cabinet, sold with con-
tents,contains10 pieceS No. 3728, WITH CONTENTS No. 3728-C, WITH CONTENTS 

of each length and 
width specified in description of No. 3728, above-560 pieces in all. Size over all, 10%x16% in. 
Height, 31 in. Approximate shipping weight, with contents, 80 lbs. Contents (No. 3728-D) and 
Cabinet only (No.3728-E) may be purchased separately. 

No. 3728-J Furniture Cabinet (not illustrated, but same design as No. 3728-M and with half 
the contents of the latter cabinet), sold with contents. Size over all, 181,4x27% in. Height, 41 in. 
Approximate shipping weight, with contents, 240 lbs. Contents (No. 3728-K) and Cabinet only 
(No.3728-L) may be purchased separately. 

No.3728-M Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains the following efficient assortment, 
giving a greater number of pieces of the most used lengths and widths and fewer of the least used 
sizes: 18 pieces each of 2, 3 and 4 pica widths in lengths of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 
90, 100,120, 140 and 160 picas; 15 pieces each 
of 5 and 6 pica widths in same lengths as 
above; 9 pieces each of 8 and 10 pica widths 
in same lengths as above-1530 pieces in all. 
Size over all, 27Vzx31% in. Height, 41 in. 
Approximate shipping weight, with contents, 
400 lbs. Contents (No. 3728-N) and Cabinet 
only (No. 3728-P) maybe bought separately. 

OTHER LABOR-SAVING WOOD 
FURNITURE CABINETS 

See pages 1046-1049 for Cut-Cost Locking
up Materials Cabinets, holding labor-saving 
wood furniture, reglet, metal or iron furni
ture, etc. These are most desirable cabinets. 

FULL LENGTH FURNITURE 
AND REGLET 

For Wood Furniture and Reglet and Side 
Sticks in yard lengths see page 961. 

No. 3728-M, WITH CONTENTS 

No. 3728-J is same design with half the contents 
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American Type Founders Company 

HAMILTON FURNITURE CABINETS 
MADE IN WOOD 0NL Y IN SIX SIZES 

There are six Furniture Cabinets made inconformity with the design of No. 3710 Furniture Cab· 
inet, shown below.They vary only in width and depth, according to the quantities of materials they 
contain. Nos.3700 and 3705 supplement each other; as do Nos. 3710 and 37~5; also3720and 3725. 

No. 3700 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains 12 
pieces each of 2 and 3 pica widths in 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50 
and 60 pica lengths; 8 pieces each of 4 pica width in same 
lengths as above, and 4 pieces each of 5, 6, 8 and 10 pica widths 
in same lengths as above-432 pieces in all. Floor space, 11:1,4-
xll% in. Height, 38:1,4 in. Approximate shipping weight, with 
contents, 125 lbs. Contents (No. 3740) and Cabinet only (No. 
3702) may be purchased separately. 

No. 3705 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains 
same number and assortment of pieces as No. 3700 in lengths 
of 70, 80, 90,100, 110, 120, 130, 140 and 160 picas-432 pieces in 
all. Floor space, 11 %x27% in. Height, 381;4 in. Approximate 
shipping weight, with contents, 295lbs. Contents (No. 3742) 
and Cabinet only (No. 3707) may be purchased separately. 

No. 3710 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains 
24 pieces each of 2 and 3 pica widths in 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 
50 and 60 pica lengths; 16 pieces each of 4 and 5 pica widths in 
same lengths as above; 12 pieces 6 picas wide in same lengths 
as above, and 8 pieces each of 8 and 10 pica widths in same 

lengths as above-972 pieces in all. Floor space,11 J,4x23%in. Height,38:1,4 in. Approximate shipping 
weight, with contents, 255 lbs. Contents (No. 3748) and Cabinet only (No. 3712) may be pur
chased separately. 

No.3715 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains same number and assortment of pieces 
as in No. 3710 in lengths of 70, 80, 90,100, 110, 120, 130, 140 and 160 picas-972 pieces in all. Floor 
space, 23%x27% in. Height, 38:1,4 in. Approximate shipping weight, with contents, 500 lbs. Con
tents (No. 3750) and Cabinet only (No. 3717) may be purchased separately. 

No. 3720 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains 28 pieces each 2 picas wide in 10, 15, 20, 
25, 30, 35, 40,50 and 60 pica lengths; 24 pieces each of 3 and 4 pica widths in same lengths as above; 
20 pieces each of 5 and 6 pica widths in same lengths as above, and 16 pieces each of 8 and 10 pica 
widths in same lengths as above-1332 pieces in all. Floor space, 11:1,4x345Js in. Height,38:1,4 in. 
Approximate shipping weight, with contents, 335 lbs. Contents (No. 3758) and Cabinet only 
(No. 3722) may be purchased separately. 

No.3725 Furniture Cabinet, sold with contents, contains 
same number and assortment of pieces as in No. 3720 in 
lengths of 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140 and 160 picas-
1332 pieces in all. Floor space, 27%x345jg in. Height, 38:1,4 in. 
Approximate shipping weight, with contents, 650 lbs. Con
tents (No. 3760) and Cabinet only (No. 3727) may be pur
chased separately. 

MAMMOTH 
IRON FURNITURE CABINET 

MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

This cabin~t provides the most convenient and space
saving means of carrying large assortments of Mammoth 
Iron Furniture and Interlocking Steel Furniture. It is fully 
described and both sides illustrated on page 1050. 

Height, 52 in. Floor space, 38x27% in. Approximate ship
ping weight: Steel, 550 lbs.; Wood, 500 lbs. 
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Steel and Wood Printing Plant Equipments 

UNIT JOB AND CYLINDER CHASE RACKS 
MADE IN STEEL ONLy 

Made in units holding 10 cylinder or 20 job forms each, all of uniform design and height, thus 
permitting the installation of additional units as the needs of the office demand. The bottom being 
of steel, it is not necessary to lift a chase more than 1;4 inch in entering. 

No.l5230 UNIT No.l5235 UNIT No.l5240 UNIT 

No.15230 Unit Chase Rack (illustrated above). This rack will accommodate 10 cylinder press 
forms, or 20 empty chases, any size. Dimensions: width, 19 in.; depth, 25 in.; height, 30 in. Ship
ping weight, 100 lbs. 

No.15235 Unit Crossbar Rack (illustrated above). This unit is designed for use in connection 
with the No.15230 Unit Chase Rack. It provides a convenient receptacle for crossbars of chases 
when not in use. The rack is divided into four compartments, graduated in depth for bars of vari
ous lengths. Dimensions: width, 8 in.; depth, 25 in.; height, 30 in. Shipping weight, 75 lbs. 

No.15240 Unit Job Chase Rack (illustrated above). This rack for job chases can be used singly 
in the platen press department or in combination with other units for general chase storage. It 
will accommodate on each deck all standard sizes of job press chases up to 141j2x22 in. The capac
ity is 10 forms or 20 empty chases on each shelf. Dimensions: width, 19 in.; depth 25 in.; height, 
30 in. Shipping weight, 130 lbs. 

A COMBINATION OF FOUR UNITS No.l5230 (FOR CYLINDER FORMS) 

AND ONE UNIT No.l5235 (FOR CROSSBARS) 

See also page 1052 for description of Cut-Cost Steel Adjustable Chase Rack, the last word in 
chase racks for safety, for economy of floor space and for durability. In Cut-Cost Chase Racks 
the forms are held securely in channels at both head and foot, effectually preventing one form 
from rubbing against another. 
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American Type Founders Company 

MASHEK FORM TRUCK 
Patented February 16, 1909; other patents pending 

For transferring forms from imposing table to press, this truck insures safety and expedites 
the work. Once used it will be found indispensable. When not in use it occupies very little space. 

It has an ele
vating top with a 
range from 35 to 

46 in., and is easily brought 
to the levels of both imposing 
surfaces and beds of presses. 
When the form is drawn on 
the truck, the top is tilted to 
a vertical position, as shown 
in cut at right, for convey
ance to press or vice versa. 

The frame of the truck is 
made in two widths, 40 and 

MASHEK TRUCK 'II) 48 in. , but the top is made in 
Ready to take form ~ nine sizes, as listed below. 

The top is controlled by 
two geared wheels, operating independently, to permit adjustment to overcome 
possible unevenness of the floor. It is tilted easily by means of a handle bar. 

These trucks are easily guided. The top is of heavy steel. 
Finish: top, natural steel, lacquered; frame, olive green. 

No. 

13482 
13482-A 
13482-B 
13482-C 
13482-D 
13482-E 
13482-G 
13482-H 
13482-K 

Size of Top Size of Frame 

36x43 inches 40 inches 
36x46 inches 40 inches 
36x50 inches 40 inches 
40x53 inches 40 inches 
42x56 inches 40 inches 
42x62 inches 48 inches 
42x65 inches 48 inches 
46x68 inches 48 inches 
48x74 inches 48 inches 

Approximate 
Shipping Weight 

400 pounds 
415 pounds 
425 pounds 
440 pounds 
460 pounds 
575 pounds 
585 pounds 
615 pounds 
625 pounds 

MASHEK TRUCK 
In position for conveying 

form to press 

HAMILTON SAW-TRIMMER CABINET 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

The cabinet illustrated will accommodate all saw-trimmer 
parts, including the router and jig-saw attachment. 

The top of cabinet is surrounded by a brass rim on three 
sides. Size of top inside of brass rim is 25%x25% in. 

At the left are two deep drawers, 9%x20x4 in. inside. Below 
these drawers is a cupboard with three adjustable shelves. 

At the right are four shallow drawers, size 9%x20x1% in. 
inside. Below these drawers is a compartment for router and 
jig-saw attachment, size 10% in. wide by 231,4 in. high by 24 in. 
deep inside. 

Floor space, 25%x25 in. Height, 38% in. Approximate ship
ping weight: Steel, 275 lbs.; Wood, 350 lbs. 

Saw-trimmers are now indispensable in lively composing 
rooms. With the machine it will be found economical to have 
this cabinet, in which knives, saws and other attachments 
may be kept without deterioration from dirt and rust, and 

No.15741 (IN sTEEL); No.5741 (IN wooD) where they may be found quickly when wanted. 
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Steel and Wood Printing Plant Equipments 

HAMILTON IMPOSING TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No. 13960 Steel Imposing Table (as illustrated) for iron surface 27x31 in. or marble surface 
24x28 in. One side is equipped with rack for nonpareil and pica reglet in standard lengths 
from 10 to 60 picas, and rack for wood furniture in standard sizes from 10 to 60 picas. The re

*No.l3960 (IN STEEL); No. 3960 (IN WOOD) 
Furniture Side 

verse side contains 
unitforll two-thirds 
size steel letter
boards, each 201,4x-
161jz in. inside, with 
drawer at top. 

No.3960Woodlm
posing Table is as 
described above, ex
cept that the wood 
letterboards are 20-
x15Vs in. inside. 

Letterboards are 
included with these 
tables, but reglet 

d d f 
. *No.l3960(INSTEEL);No.3960(INWOOD) 

an woo urmture Letterboard Side 
fonts need to be 

ordered separately, if required. The reglet font is No. 3730; the wood furniture font is No. 3740. 
Height, 38% in. Approximate shipping weight, with contents: Steel, 825 lbs.; Wood, 700 lbs. 

*No.13965 (IN STEEL); No. 3965 (IN WOOD) 
Both sides alike 

N o.13965 Steel ImposingTable (as illustrated 
above) for iron surface 27x37 in. or marble 
surface 24x34 in. Contains 28 steel letter boards 
(14 in each end), each 20%x161j2 in. inside. 

No.3965Wood ImposingTable is as described 
above, except that the wood letterboards are 
20x15Vs in. inside. 

Height, 38% in. Approximate shipping 
weight, including letterboards: Steel, 875 lbs.; 
Wood, 750 1 bs. 

*No.l3970 (IN STEEL); No. 3970 (INWOOD) 
Both sides alike 

No.13970 Steel ImposingTable (as illustrated 
above) for iron surface 37x39 in. or marble 
surface 34x36 in. Contains 28 steel letter boards 
(14 in each end), each 30% x 161/2 in. inside. 

No.3970WoodlmposingTableisasdescribed 
above, except that the wood letterboards are 
303Jsx15Vs in. inside. 

Height, 38% in. Approximate shipping 
weight, including letterboards: Steel, 1100 lbs.; 
Wood, 925 1 bs. 

*In ordering state whether iron ormarble surface is required. Marble surfaces require coffins, which 
are made in wood only. Please note also that contents, unless otherwise specified, are not included, 
and need to be ordered separately if required. 
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American Type Founders Company 

HAMILTON IMPOSING TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.13975 Steel ImposingTable (as illustrated) 
for iron surface 31x39 in. or marble surface 28x36 
in. One side has rack for nonpareil and pica reglet 
in standard lengths from 10 to 60 picas, a rack for 
wood furniture in standard sizes from 10 to 60 
-picas, and two bins above the racks. The other 
side has11 full size steel letter boards, each 30o/sx-
16% in. inside, and a deep drawer. 

*No. l3975 (IN STEEL); No. 3975 (IN WOOD) 

Letterboard Side 

No. 13980 Steel Imposing Table (as 
illustrated) for iron surface 35x51 in. or 
marble surface 32x48 in. On one side is 
a rack for nonpareil and pica reglet in 
standard lengths from 10 to 60 picas, a 
rack for wood furniture in standard sizes 
from 10 to 60 picas. On the other side 
there are 11 full size letterboards, each 
30o/sx203fs in. inside; also 8 sort drawers, 
each containing 12 removable steel sort 
boxes, capacity of each sort box 41,4 lbs.; 
and a drawer as illustrated below. · 

*No. 13980 (IN STEEL); No. 3980 (IN WOOD) 

Storage Side 

*No.l3975 (IN STEEL); No . 3975 (IN WOOD) 

Furniture Side 

No. 3975 Wood Imposing Table is as described 
above, except that the wood letterboards are 
303fsx15Vs in. inside. 

Letterboards are included with these tables, 
but reglet and wood furniture fonts need to be 
ordered separately, if required. The reglet font is 
No. 3730; the wood furniture font is No. 3744. 

Height, 381,4 in. Approximate shipping weight, 
with contents: Steel, 1250 lbs.; Wood, 1075lbs. 

1100 

Furniture Side 

No. 3980 Wood Imposing Table is as 
described above, except that the wood 
letterboards are 303fsx19 in. inside. 

Letterboards and steel sort boxes are 
included, but reglet and wood furniture 
fonts need to be ordered separately, if 
required. The reglet font is No. 3730; the 
wood furniture font is No. 3754. 

Height, 381,4 in. Approximate shipping 
weight, with contents: Steel, 1675 lbs.; 
Wood, 1375 lbs. 



Steel and Wood Printing Plant Equipments 

HAMILTON IMPOSING TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.13985 Steel Imposing Table (as illustrated) for iron surface 39x63 in. or marble surface 
36x60 in. On one side there is a rack for nonpareil and pica reglet in standard lengths from 10 to 

*No. 13985 (IN STEEL); No. 3985 (IN WOOD) 

No. 3985 Wood Imposing 
Table is same as described 
above, except that the wood 
letterboards are 19x20 in. in
side. Steel sort boxes are fur
nished with No. 3985. 

These tables are sold with 
the equipments described 
above, except reglet and wood 
furniture fonts, which need to 
be ordered separately, if re
quired. The reglet font is No. 
3730; the wood furniture font 
is No.3754. 

60 picas, a rack for wood furni
ture in standard sizes from 10 
to 60 picas, a chase rack for six 
chases each for 8x12 in. aml 
10x15 in. platen presses. On 
the other side, as shown below, 
there are 15 two-thirds blank 
cases (for cuts, etc.) with pulls 
and label holders numbered 
consecutively, 11 letterboards 
each 20%x20% in. inside, 8 
drawers each containing 12 
steel sort boxes (capacity of 
each steel sort box, 41,4 lbs.) , 
and 2 drawers. 

Height, 38% in. Approxi- *No.13985 (IN STEEL); No. 3985 (IN wooD) 

mate shipping weight, with contents: Steel, 2000 lbs.; Wood,1700 lbs. 

*No. l4000·A (IN STEEL); No. 4000·A (IN WOOD) 
See next page for illustration of other side, for galley storage 

No.14000-A Steel Imposing 
Table (as illustrated) for iron 
surface 39x65 in. or marble 
surface 36x62 in. One side 
has a rack for nonpareil and 
pica reglet in standard lengths 
from 10 to 60 picas, a rack for 
wood furniture in all standard 
sizes from 10 to 60 picas with 
additional lengths of 70,80,90, 
100, llO, 120 and 140 picas, and 
a large drawer. On the other 
side (as illustrated on the next 
page) there are numbered 
openings for 138 pressed steel 
galleys, 8%x13 in. inside. 

*It is necessary to specify whether iron or marble surface is required. With a marble surface, 
a coffin is required. Reglet and furniture also need to be specified, if required. 
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American Type Founders Company 

No. 4000-A Wood Imposing 
Table is same as described 
on page 1101 except thatthe 
galley capacity is only 132. 

These tables are sold with
out galleys or reglet or wood 
furniture, which need to be 
ordered separately, as re
quired.TheregletfontisNo. 
3734,and thewoodfurniture 
fonts are Nos. 3748 ( 10 to 60 
picas) and 3752 (all widths 
in lengths of 70, 80, 90, 100, 
110, 120 and 140 picas). 

Height, 3814 in. Approxi- *No.14000-A (IN STEEL) ; No. 4000-A (INwooD) 
mate shipping weight com_ For other side, containing materials, see foot of preceding page 

pletewith galleys and reglet and wood furniture: Steel, 1950 lbs.; Wood, 1625lbs. 

*No.l4010 (IN STEEL); No.4010-A (INWOOD) 
- -- --- - -----

Size of Surface 
No. in inches 

Iron Marble 

14010 (in Steel) 39x65 36x62 
14020 (in Steel) 51x75 48x72 

4010-A (in Wood) 39x65 36x62 
4020-A (in Wood) 5lx75 48x72 

-

8%x13 in. 
Galley 

Capacity 

306 
398 
292 
380 

The sizes and galley capacities 
of imposing tables illustrated 
at the left and below, made in 
both wood and steel, are given in 
the table below. Each table has 
2 large drawers. 

The galley openings (not 
shelves) are numbered consecu
tively. They are made to take 
pressed steel galleys 8%x13 in. 
inside. Galleys are not included 
with the tables, but need to be 
ordered separately, as required. 

Height of all tables is 38% in. 

- - -

Approximate Shipping 
Weight, lbs. 

Table Galleys 

1400 700 
1900 925 
1250 675 
1650 900 

These are the best 
selling imposing tables 
because they are most 
efficient in medium 
and large size compos
ing rooms enjoying the 
economies of our Cut
Cost System of Print
ing Plant Equipment. 
The notable economies 
of the galley storage 
system are described 
on page 1042. 

*No.l4020 (IN STEEL); No. 4020-A (IN WOOD) 

*It is necessary to state whether iron or marble surface is required. Marble surfaces require coffins 
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Steel and Wood Printing Plant Equipments 

HAMILTON IMPOSING TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No. 14040 Steel Imposing Table (as illustrated) for iron surface 51x75 in. or marble surface 
48x72 in. On one side is a rack for nonpareil and pica reglet in standard lengths from 10 to 60 

picas, a rack for wood 
furniture in standard 
sizes from10to60picas, 
2 adjustable chase 
racks each holding 6 
chases (the top guide 
in each rack forming a 
bin) . On the other side 
there is a drawer over 
11 steel letterboards, 
each 20%x20% in. in
side, a four-tier galley 
rack to hold 68 double 
column galleys with the 

*No.l4040 (IN STEEL); No.4040 (INWOOD) shelves numbered con
secutively, 8 drawers each containing 12 removable steel sort boxes (capacity of each steel sort 
box 41J4_lbs.), as illustrated below. 

No. 4040 Wood Im-
posing Table is same as 
described above, except 
that the wood letter
boards are 19x20 in. 
inside. Steel sort boxes 
are furnished with No. 
4040. 

Letterboards (num
bered) and steel sort 
boxes are furnished 
with these tables, but 
reg let and wood furni-
ture need to be ordered *No.14040 (IN STEEL); No.4040 (INWOOD) 

separately, as required. The reglet font is No. 3730; the wood furniture font is No. 3754. 
Height, 38% in. Approximate shipping weight, complete: Steel, 2600 lbs.; Wood, 2200 lbs. 

*It is necessary to state whether iron or marble surface is required. Marble surfaces require coffins 
Reglet and furniture also need to be specified if required 

IMPOSING TABLES FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES 
Imposing Tables in steel or in wood construction will be made for special purposes_ Upon 

receipt of specifications by our nearest selling house, drawings (if necessary) will be submitted. 
Those who must have special imposing tables are advised to conform with the sizes of the regu
lar tables, for which the surfaces, ends, rails, division strips and drawers are carried in stock at 
the factory. Tables of irregular outside dimensions are not only much more expensive to build, 
but they require a longer time to make. An expeditious way in designing a special table is to 
take as a basis the regular table the design of which conforms nearest to requirements and 
suggest the changes desired. For example, a buyer may prefer galley shelves instead of the 
chase racks and letterboards in No.14040. Rather than describe a new table, it will be simpler 
to indicate the desired changes in No. 14040. 

It needs to be remembered that special equipments cannot be shipped as quickly as regular 
equipments, and inevitably cost more than regular equipments made in quantities. 
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No. 

4070 
4075 
4080 
4085 
4090 
4095 
5000 
5005 
5010 
5015 

-

American Type Founders Company 

HAMILTON SQUARE-LEG IMPOSING TABLES 
MADE IN WooD ONLY 

These are substantially made of 
hardwood and supplied without 
finish in knockdown form. Coffins 
for marble surfaces and marble and 
iron surfaces are not included 
with these tables, and need to be 
ordered separately, if required. 

Tables with four legs have one 
drawer; with six legs, two drawers. 
All drawers pull from either side. 
All tables have shelf at bottom as 
shown in illustration. 

Height, 381,4 in. 

SQUARE-LEG IMPOSING TABLE 

These tables are bolted together 
with bed bolts and are easy to 
assemble. They are not varnished. 

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF SQUARE-LEG IMPOSING TABLES 

Marble Surface Iron Surface Floor Shipping 
No. of 

Capacity of Surface Size Shipping Size Shipping Space 
Legs 

Weight 

Inches Weight Inches Weight Inches Table only 
----

School size . ...... . ........ 18x24 150 lbs. 21x27 200 lbs . 20¥2x26¥2 4 75lbs. 
2 pages, 6 column ......... 24x36 265lbs. 27x39 310 lbs . 26¥2x38ljz 4 110 lbs. 
2 pages, 7 column . ....... . 26x44 340 lbs. 29x47 365lbs. 28¥2x461f2 4 120 lbs. 
2 pages, 8 column .. . .. . ... 28x50 400 lbs. 31x53 410 lbs. 301f2x52¥2 4 120 lbs. 
For general work . .... . ... 36x48 510 lbs. 39x51 510 lbs . 38ljzx50¥2 4 120 lbs. 
4 pages, 7 column .. ... . ... 26x76 575lbs. 29x79 610 lbs. 28¥2x78¥2 6 180 lbs. 
4 pages, 8 column .. . . .. .. . 28x84 695lbs . 31x87 700 lbs. 30%x86¥2 6 190 lbs. 
4 pages, 6columnquarto .. 36x60 610 lbs . 39x63 620 lbs. 38Vzx62lfz 4 125lbs. 
4 pages, 7 column quarto .. 48x60 800 lbs. 51x63 845lbs. 50¥2x62lfz 4 150 lbs. 
For general work ... . . .. .. 48x72 950 lbs. 51x75 965lbs. 50lfzx74% 6 175lbs. 

HAMILTON REGISTER TABLE 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

This Register Table greatly facilitates the work of registering forms of any kind. The top is 
of heavy plate glass and covers a light compartment which is finished in white enamel.The light 
reflectors in the bottom of the compartment throw a strong white light against the under 
part of the plate glass top. The lights are controlled by a switch placed at the end of the table. 

No. 15126 (IN STEEL); No. 5126 (IN WOOD) 

The rim that surrounds the glass is 
raised Vs in. and serves as a jogger 
and aids in the work of "lining up" 
forms. 

A measuring rule of steel sur
rounds the plate glass. This rule is 
graduated by inches and fractions 
of Vs in. The T- square No. 15127 
is of steel and is graduated to frac 
tions of 1!16 in. Length ofT-square, 
63% in. The light compartment is 
wired for eight lamps. The cone 

reflectors are supplied, but not the bulbs. Ordinary bulbs may be used. 
No. 15126 (in Steel), No. 5126 (in Wood), with steel graduated rule surrounding the plate 

glass top. No.15127 Steel T- square is supplied as an extra, when specially ordered. 
Size of plate glass top, 48x60 in. Height to working surface, 32 in. Floor space, 63%x51% in. 

Approximate shipping weight: Steel, 930 lbs.; Wood, 650 lbs. 
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HAMILTON INTERLOCKING DRYING RACKS 
With these racks sheets are taken direct from the fly and may be stacked ceiling high, in a 

straight and rigid pile. When stacked, each rack is firmly locked on its neighbor. This saves han
dling, and the consequent waste of paper through offset, smearing, finger marks and tearing. The 
ink dries quicker owing to the circulation of air through the pile. 

A saving of time may be effected by placing 
the racks as they come from the ftyboard on 
one of the trucks made to take these racks, 
as shown below. 

The interlocking drying racks are made with 
hardwood sides and wide softwood slats, with 
openings between. 

No. 5190 Rack, size inside 13x19 in. 
No. 5192 Rack, size inside 18x25 in. 
No. 5195 Rack, size inside 24x36 in. 

INTERLOCKING DRYING RACKS, STACKED WITH N 0. 5197 Rack, size inside 32x48 in. 
PAPER-STRAIGHT, RIGID, AND SAFE No. 5200 Rack, size inside 38x52 in. 

The side rails on Interlocking Drying Racks are 11.4 in. wide and 1% in. high inside. The over
all dimensions are 2% in. wider than the shortest inside measurement, as given above. The slats 
are % in. thick. When stacked, each rack adds 19!16 in. to the height. 

Dryers with side rails having a clearance of 2% and 3 in. between when stacked will be sup
plied on special order. 

Dryers listed above are made with largest dimension on side rail. Dryers will be supplied 
with smallest dimension on side rail on special order. 

INTERLOCKING DRYING TRAYS WITH HANDLES 

FLYING THE PRINTED 
SHEETS DIRECTLY INTO 
A TRAY PLACED ON THE 

DELIVERY BOARD 

These trays have two strong handles on each end. They are heavier and 
stronger than the drying racks listed above. Bottoms are solid (not 

slatted) and are % in. thick in the smaller sizes, and thicker 
in the larger sizes. The side rails are 1% in. wide and 3 in. 
high and are made to run the short way of the tray, unless 
otherwise ordered. The trays inside, when stacked, have a 

clearance of 2% in. 
No. 5205 Tray, size inside 25x31 in. 
No. 5208 Tray, size inside 30x41 in. 
No. 5211 Tray, size inside 37x51 in. 
No. 5214 Tray, size inside 45x61 in. 
Sizes specified allow for a jogger box; without jog

ger box the sheet taken may be nearly same size as 
tray. Trays for special sizes, and for sheets 44x64 in. 
and larger, made to order. 

HAMILTON 
PLATFORM TRUCKS 

For Drying Racks and General Use 

MADE IN WOOD ONLY IN THREE SIZES 

No. 3470 Truck (illustrated), size of platform 
24x36 in. Approximate shipping weight, 170 lbs. 

No. 3472 Truck, size of platform 33x45 in. Ap
proximate shipping weight, 200 lbs. 

No. 3475 Truck, size of platform 38x52 in. Ap
proximate shipping weight, 220 lbs. 
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No. 3470 TRUCK, LOADED WITH A STACK OF 
INTERLOCKING DRYING TRAYS 



American Type Founders Company 

DRYING RACKS AND STOCK TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH WOOD AND STEEL 

No. 15130 Steel Drying Rack and Stock Table has 30 drying frames in three tiers, each frame 
being 19x30% in. inside and 214 in. deep. The bottoms of the drying frames are slatted to per
mit circulation of air. The drying frames are made of wood; table and runs are steel. 

No. 5130 Wood Drying Rack 
and Stock Table is arranged the 
same as No. 15130. 

No. 15135 Steel Drying Rack 
and Stock Table has 24 drying 
frames in two tiers, each frame 
being 30x30 in. inside and 1% in. 
deep. The bottoms of the drying 
frames are slatted to permit cir
culation of air. The drying frames 
are made of wood. 

No. 5135 Wood Drying Rack 
and Stock Table is arranged the 
same as No.15135. 

No.l5130 (IN STEEL); No. 5130 (IN WOOD) 
No. 15140 Steel Drying Rack 

and Stock Table is half the size of N o.15135, with 12 drying frames, each 30x30 in. inside and 1% in. 
deep, with slatted bottoms. The 
drying frames are made of wood. 

No. 5140 Wood Drying Rack 
and Stock Table is arranged the 
same as No.15140. 

Floor space of two- and three
tier tables is 33x7014 in. Height, 
40 in. Approximate shipping 
weight: Steel, two-tier, 715 lbs.; 
three-tier, 760 lbs. Wood, two-tier, 
450 lbs.; three-tier, 500 lbs. Floor 
space of one-tier tables is 33x36 
in. Height, 40 in. Approximate 
shipping weight: Steel, 375 lbs.; 
Wood, 275 lbs. 

No.15135 (IN STEEL); No. 5135 (IN WOOD) 

HAMILTON PRESSROOM DRYING RACK 

No. 5160 (SIZE 24x36 IN.) 
No. 5165 (SIZE 28x42 IN.) 

MADE IN WooD ONLY IN Two SIZES 

No. 5160 Pressroom Drying Rack has 20 drying shelves, each 
24x36 in. inside. Floor space, 24x42% in. Height, 54% in. Approxi
mate shipping weight, 235lbs. 

No. 5165 Pressroom Drying Rack has 20 drying shelves, each 
28x42 in. inside. Floor space, 28x48% in. Height, 54% in. Approxi
mate shipping weight, 250 lbs. 

The racks are on casters, and move easily when loaded. 

DRYING SHELVES SOLD SEPARATELY 
Drying Shelves are sold only in crates containing one dozen. 
No. 5167 Drying Shelves for Rack No. 5160, 24x36 in. inside. 

Approximate shipping weight per dozen, 75 lbs. 
No. 5169 Drying Shelves for Rack No. 5165, 28x42 in. inside. 

Approximate shipping weight per dozen, 105 lbs. 
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Steel and Wood Printing Plant Equipments 

HAMILTON INK CABINET 
No.15103 Steel Ink Cabinet (as illustrated) provides a suitable 

place for storing a miscellaneous assortment of inks and has a 
plate glass ink mixing slab (8x10 in.) on the top. 

No. 5103 Wood Ink Cabinet is similar in design to No. 15103. 
The cabinet has two adjustable shelves and two sliding doors. 

It is dust-tight. It is compact. 
The waste paper bas
ket shown in picture 
is not supplied. 

Floor space, 28%x11 
in. Height, 38% in. 
Approximate ship
pingweight: Steel, 135 
lbs.; Wood, 100 lbs. No.15103 (STEEL); No.5103 (wooD) 

HAMILTON UNIT INK CABINET 
No. 15110 Steel Unit Ink Cabinet (as illustrated) provides 

storage for ink and rags, with a plate glass ink mixing slab 
( 8x10 in.) on top. 

No. 5110 Wood Unit Ink Cabinet is similar in design. No.15110 (STEEL); No. 5110 (wooD) 
A cupboard with two hinged doors and two adjustable 

shelves is provided for the storage of inks. Above the ink shelves are two bins, one for clean 
and one for soiled rags, covered by one spring door, as shown in illustration. 

Floor space, 31x10 in. Height, 40 in. Approximate shipping weight: Steel, 210 lbs.; Wood, 160 lbs. 

HAMILTON PLATEN PRESSROOM CABINET 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.15105 Steel Platen Pressroom Cabinet has a cupboard with two adjustable shelves for inks, 
a drawer containing a glass ink mixing tray (163jgx18Vsx1% in.), a drawer for small tools, two 
bins for rags (clean and soiled) and recesses with doors and adjustable brackets for holding 28 
rollers for presses up to 14x22 in. 

No. 5105 Wood Platen Pressroom Cabinet is similar in design to No.15105. 
Floor space, 30%x18% in. Height, 40 in. Approximate shipping weight: Steel, 400 lbs.; with 

iron top, 600 lbs.; Wood, 250 lbs.; with iron top, 
450 lbs.; Iron Top, 200 lbs. 

ROLLER STORAGE SIDE OF HAMILTON PLATEN 
PRESSROOM CABINET 
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No.l5105-B (IN STEEL) WITH STEEL TOP 
No. 5105-B (IN WOOD) WITH WOOD TOP 
No.15105-A (IN STEEL) WITH IRON TOP 
No. 5105-A (IN WOOD) WITH IRON TOP 
No. 5106 IRON TOP ONLY. SIZE 21X36 IN. 



American Type Founders Company 

INK AND ROLLER CABINET 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.15100-B Steel Ink and Roller Cabinet is for small platen 
pressrooms, providing a place for storing inks in cans, and is 
fitted with a glass ink mixing tray (16%x181fsx1% in.) in the 
drawer. 

No. 5100-B Wood Ink and Roller Cabinet is similar in design. 
Adjustable brackets on the door hold ten rollers for job 

presses, 8x12 in. to 14x22 in. The ink cupboard is fitted with 
three adjustable shelves. 

This cabinet is regularly sold with either a steel or a wood 
top, according to the construction ordered, but may also be 
bought with an iron top. 

Floor space, 195fsx21 in. Height, 42 in. Approximate ship
·pmg -wti1~n"'r: Sl't:l:~\ '1~~ 1~15'..,:, 1~{~-d., 7.._1~ 1.Tocs. NQ.15100-B (IN STEEL) WITH STEEL TOP 

No. 5100-B (IN WOOD) WITH WOOD TOP 
No.15100-A (IN STEEL) WITH IRON TOP 
No. 5100-A (IN WOOD) WITH IRON TOP 
No. 5101IRONTOPONLY, SIZE 19%x21IN. 

SECTIONAL CYLINDER PRESS 
ROLLER CABINET 

This sectional cabinet, made in both steel and wood, in a uniform design, combines the advan
tages of the old-fashioned cupboard, with improvements, such as flexibility (which is made 
possible by the unit construction) and ease of handling rollers (which is accomplished by means 
of a revolving carriage). The dust-tight feature of this cabinet should not be overlooked. Nothing 
destroys the vitality of a roller quite so much as dust. Enclosed places for rollers also protect 

No. 15116 (IN STEEL) WITH TWO END PANELS 
No. 15117 (IN STEEL) WITH ONE END PANEL 
NO. 15118 (IN STEEL) WITHOUT END PANEL 
No. 5116 (INWOOD) WITH TWO END PANELS 
No. 5117 (IN WOOD) WITH ONE END PANEL 
No. 5118 (IN WOOD) WITHOUT END PANEL 

them to an extent from variation of temperature as well 
as from accidental damage. 

Each unit is fitted with roller-holding device, made 
adjustable to accommodate 12 rollers of any length up 
to 76 in. The base of the roller-carrying mechanism is 
of cast iron, cup-shaped to catch the drippings. It re
volves on ball bearings, and consequently is easy to 
operate when loaded to full capacity. 

The side panels in each unit are made removable, so 
that when a group of units are placed together, as shown 
in the illustration below, only two panels are needed, 
one for each end of the row. For this reason units are 
listed under the illustration at left with and without 
side panels. 

Floor space, 26x26 in. Height, 80 in. Approximate 
shipping weight: Steel, 420 lbs. ; Wood, 275 lbs. 

GROUP OF FIVE UNITS OF ROLLER CABINET-TWO No.15117 
UNITS AND THREE No . 15118 UNITS-ASSEMBLED AS A 

COMPLETE CABINET, HOLDING SIXTY ROLLERS 
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HAMILTON MAKE-READY TABLE 
ZINC-LINEDTOP; FRAME OFW.I. PIPE 

The table shown has a zinc-lined top, 
size 36x48 in., which can be tilted to any 
angle desired. When top is flat, table is 41 
in. high. When the table is not in use the 

top can be tilted to a vertical position and the table 
may be put aside, occupying little floor space. The 
adjusting device for tilting top is of iron. 

Finish: Frame is olive green enamel; zinc top is 
unfinished. Approximate shipping weight, 240 lbs. 

The expensive process of make-ready is expedited 
in pressrooms in which these efficient tables are 
used. Overlays and underlays should be made on a 
firm table, adjustable to the correct light at time of 
cutting. The most effective use of this table is se
cured when it is placed before a window (preferably 
north light) and screened in at back and sides to 

cut off the light in those directions, concentrating the light in front. In this position the impres
sion is clearly defined. The curtain screens are suspended with curtain rings on wrought iron 
pipes, bent to the desired dimensions, and screwed to frame of the window or to the wall. 

MONOTYPE KEYBANK, KEYBAR AND 
STORAGE CABINET 

MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.13638 (STEEL); No. 3638 (WOOD); SHOWING 
CABINET CLOSED 

Cabinet is not sold without doors 

No .13638 (STEEL); No. 3638 (WOOD); SHOWING 
INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION OF CABINET 

Doors omitted for this purpose 

No.l3638 Steel Monotype Keybank, Keybar and Storage Cabinet. The lower bin at left is for 
the storage of rolls of paper. The upper bin is for storage of empty drums. In the middle section 
two drawers at top are for carrying tools and appliances and job jackets and for the general 
convenience of the operator. The four trays in middle section under the drawers are for key
banks. In the section at right are eight pairs of extra heavy angle iron runs on which eight key
bars may be suspended. The top and the shelf at rear of the top are for laying out copy, drums 
required for work in hand, job jackets, sorts, etc. The cabinet is provided with three sliding 
doors, which keeps it dust-tight. 

No. 3638 Wood Monotype Keybank, Key bar and Storage Cabinet is same design as No.13638. 
Size over all, 22~1Gx48Vs in. Height to working top, 30 in.; height over all, 42 in. Approximate 

shipping weight: Steel, 500 lbs.; Wood, 400 lbs. 
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American Type Founders Company 

HAMILTON NEWSPAPER EQUIPMENTS 

SYSTEM OF STANDARDIZED STEEL UNITS FOR TABLES 
This is a system which benefits the purchaser by reducing manufacturing costs, expediting 

deliveries, and giving each newspaper plant an equipment of tables exactly suited to its needs. 
It has proved to be impossible to carry in stock a line of newspaper tables that would satisfy in 

every detail the varying requirements of newspaper methods and make-up. On the other hand, 
if every table were built specially, as ordered, the cost would be greatly increased and the deliv
eries would necessarily be greatly delayed. Both difficulties have been successfully overcome by 
the Unit System of Construction devised in 1913 by the Efficiency Department of the American 
Type Founders Company. 

Newspaper tables (as such) are no longer manufactured; they are assembled. The various 
parts of these tables have been standardized, as illustrated on following pages, and are kept in 
stock. When orders reach the factory, tables are assembled rapidly and are shipped with the least 
possible delay, while the buyers have the advantages of quantity production prices. 

Tables are assembled with the following parts, as required: (1) frame and ends, (2) units of 
fixed widths, ( 3) units of adjustable widths, ( 4) Unit N o.15594-the upright placed between other 
units, (5) iron or reinforced steel surface, (6) overhead bank, (7) units for overhead banks, and 
(8) wiring for electric lights. All openings in galley units are numbered. 

The standard height of tables is 3814 in.; the standard depth of top is 28 in. All underneath 
units are same depth as tables. 

STANDARDIZED STEEL FRAME UNITS 

FRONT VIEW OF STANDARDIZED STEEL FRAME UNIT, WITH W. I. PIPE AT EACH END 
USED FOR OVERHEAD WIRING AND TO SUPPORT OVERHEAD BANKS 

STANDARDIZED FRAMES FOR NEWSPAPER TABLES, WITH 

IRON OR REINFORCED STEEL SURFACES 

Unit For Surface 
Width inside Approx. 

No. Iron or Steel 
to which units Shipping 
are adjusted Weights 

15470 48x28 in. 43% in. 245 lbs. 
15473 72x28 in. 67% in. 305lbs. 
15479 96x28 in. 91% in. 365 lbs. 
15482 120x28 in. 115% in. 425 lbs. 
15480 144x28 in. 139% in. 485lbs. 
15471 168x28 in. *67% and 91 Vz in. 670 lbs. 
15472 192x28 in. *91% and 91 Vz in. 730 lbs. 

*These are widths for units on each side of the support. 
When iron surfaces are joined together a stout support is 
placed under the joining place. 
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Steel Frames (as illustrated), with closed 
ends, are carried in stock at factory in the 
sizes listed at left, to take standard iron or 
reinforced steel surfaces 28 in. deep. When 
the iron surface is required to be wider than 
10ft., it is made of two pieces joined togeth
er. In the above illustration W. I. pipes are 
shown at the ends; these support overhead 
banks (if any) or overhead lights (if any) . 

While we give the inside widths of frames 
for 14 ft. and 16 ft. tables, and have occa
sionally supplied them, we advise against 
the use of tables wider than 12 ft. 
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STANDARDIZED OVERHEAD BANKS AND UNIT TRAYS 

REAR OF OVERHEAD BANK, SHOWING STANDARD FIXED DIVISIONS 

FRONT OF OVERHEAD BANK READY TO RECEIVE 
UNIT TRAYS 

STANDARDIZED OVERHEAD BANKS FOR NEWSPAPER TABLES 

Width inside *No. of Depth of tApprox. 
Unit For to which Lights each Bank Shipping 
No. Table units are wired for inside Weight adjusted 

----

15394 4ft. wide 48~'16 in. 2 12% in. 185lbs. 
15395 6ft. wide 72~1 6 in. 3 12% in. 275lbs. 
15400 8ft. wide 96~ 1 6 in. 4 12% in. 320 lbs. 
15405 10ft. wide 12Wt6 in. 5 12% in. 380 lbs. 
15406 12ft. wide 146~1 6 in. 6 12% in. 425lbs. 
15407 14ft. wide 170 in. 7 12% in. 470 lbs. 
15408 16ft. wide 192% in. 8 12% in. 525lbs. 

*Wiring is extra; bulbs are not furnished 
tWeights include wiring for electric lights, but not unit trays 

Overhead Banks for News
paper Make-up Tables, as listed 
in table herewith, are two-sided. 
They are usually sold with the 
rear bank divided as illustrated 
above, and with a plain front bank 
as illustrated on left, into which 
unit trays may be slipped as illus
trated below. These trays are de
signed to carry the leads, ad rules, 
dashes, cross rules, labor-saving 
column rules, and other materials 
required by make-up men. See 
table below for widths of trays. 
The unit trays are extra, and need 
to be ordered separately, as re
quired. Wiring is included. 

Overhead Banks are adjustable 
in height, and include pipe up
rights in all widths. 

No.15425 No.15431 No.15434 No.15440 No.15443 

No.15437 

Unit No. I Width 

15425 
15428 

15431 

15434 
15437 
15440 
15443 
15446 

7% in . 
23% in. 

23% in. 

8¥2 in. 
20% in. 
5~16in. 

10% in. 
52 in. 

No.l5446 

STANDARDIZED UNIT TRAYS 

Purpose of Unit Trays 

For single and double col. rules, leads or dashes 
For full, half or quarter lengths of col. rules with 

tails, and single and double col. materials 
For labor-saving col. rules, etc., lengths as in 

illustration 
For single col. materials 
For cross rules of all widths 
For short pieces of col. rules with tails 
For single and double col. materials 
For labor-saving col. rules, etc., lengths as in 

illustration 
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No. 15428 

When fitting the unit trays on a 
bank, ascertain from the table 
herewith the width available for 
the trays and note the over-all 
widths of the trays as given above. 
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STANDARDIZED STEEL UNITS FOR NEWSPAPER TABLES 
The system of standardized units is explained on page 1110. The utility of the system is demon

strated in the newspaper tables shown on pages 1116 to 1119. The method of their utilization is 
thus: Determine on the width of table; ascertain the inside width of standardized frame as given 
in table on page 1110; select the most desirable units on this and following pages that will fill the 
inside width of the frame, always allowing for the upright units No.15594 (page1115),2 in. wide, 
which must be placed between units to support the top of table. Adjustments of units within the 
frame are made by widening or shortening the flexible units shown on page 1115. 

No.15499 

No.l5502 

No.15517 

No.15500 No.15506 No.15512 
No.15499 Unit. Width, 61,1o in . One-tier single column galleys, with bin. 
No.15500 Unit. Width, 11% in. Two-tier single column galleys, with bin. 
No.15506 Unit. Width, 17%o in. Three-tier single column galleys, with bin. 
No. 15512 Unit. Width, 22% in. Four-tier single column galleys, with bin. 
No. 15513 Unit. Width, 28o/J o in. Five-tier single column galleys, with bin. 

No.15503 No.15509 No.l5515 

No.15513 

No.l5516 

No. 15502 Unit. Width, 61,1o in. One-tier single column galleys, without bin. 
No.15503 Unit. Width, 11% in. Two-tier single column galleys, without bin . 
No. 15509 Unit. Width, 17o/io in . Three-tier single column galleys, without bin. 
No. 15515 Unit. Width, 2234 in. Four-tier single column galleys, without bin. 
No. 15516 Unit. Width, 28o/ta in. Five-tier single column galleys, without bin . 

No.15524 No.l5530 No.15536 

No.15517 Unit. Width, 813/J o in . One-tier double column galleys, with bin. 
No.15524 Unit. Width, 17Vs in. Two-tier double column galleys, with bin. 
No. 15530 Unit. Width, 25%o in. Three-tier double column galleys, with bin. 
No. 15536 Unit. Width, 33% in. Four-tier double column galleys, with bin. 
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STANDARDIZED STEEL UNITS FOR NEWSPAPER TABLES 
Continued from page 1110 

The system of standardized units is explained on page 1ll0. The utility of the system is demon
strated in the newspaper tables shown on pages 1116 to 1119. The method of utilization is thus: 
Determine on width of table; ascertain inside width of frame as given in table on page 1110; 
select the desired units on pages 1112 to 1ll5 that will fill inside width of frame, always allowing 
for upright units No.15594 (page ll15), 2 in. wide, which support the top. Adjustments of units 
within frame are made by widening or shortening flexible units shown on page 1ll5. 

No.15520 

No.15518 

No.15527 No.15533 No.15539 

No. 15520 Unit. Width, 81 3ft6 in. One-tier double column galleys, without bin. 
No.15527 Unit. Width, 17Vs in. Two-tier double column galleys, without bin. 
No. 15533 Unit. Width, 25~16 in. Three-tier double column galleys, without bin. 
No. 15539 Unit. Width, 33% in. Four-tier double column galleys, without bin. 

No.15542 No.15548 No.15521 

No. 15518 Unit. Width, 10% in. One-tier triple column galleys, with bin. 
No.l5542 Unit. Width, 20 in. Two-tier triple column galleys, with bin. 
No.15548 Unit. Width, 29% in. Three-tier triple column galleys, with bin. 
No. 15521 Unit. Width, 10% in. One-tier triple column galleys, without bin. 
No. 15545 Unit. Width, 20 in. Two-tier triple column galleys, without bin. 

No.15545 

No.15551 No.15552 No.15555 No.15558 

No. 15551 Unit. Width, 29% in. Three-tier triple column galleys, without bin. 
No. 15552 Unit. Width, 19% in. Four-tier lino galleys, with bin. 
No. 15555 Unit. Width, 19% in. Four-tier lino galleys, without bin. 
No.15558 Unit. Width, 335!16 in. Seven-tier lino galleys, with bin. 
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STANDARDIZED STEEL UNITS FOR NEWSPAPER TABLES 
Continued/rom page 1110 

The system of standardized units is explained on page 1110. The utility of the system is dem
onstrated in the newspaper tables shown on pages 1116 to 1119. The method of their utilization 
is thus: Determine on the width of table; ascertain the inside width of standardized frame as 
given in table on page 1110; select the most desirable units on pages 1112 to 1115 that will fill 
the inside width of the frame, always allowing for the upright units No.15594 (page 1115), 2 in. 
wide, which must be placed between units to support the top of table. Adjustments of units 
within the frame are made by widening or shortening the flexible units shown on page 1115. 

No.l5564 No.15567 

No. 15564 Unit. Width, 33o/16 in. Seven-tier lino galleys, without bin. 
No. 15567 Unit. Width, 19% in. Four-tier lino galleys for overrun ads, with bin. 
No. 15570 Unit. Width, 19% in. Four-tier lino galleys for overrun ads, without bin. 

No.15573 No.l5577 

No. 15573 Unit. Width, 33'}16 in. Seven-tier lino galleys for overrun ads, with bin. 
No. 15577 Unit. Width, 33%6 in. Seven-tier lino galleys for overrun ads, without bin. 

No.15570 

No.l5511 

No. 15511 Unit. Width, 22% in. Four-tier single-column galleys for overrun ads, with bin. 

No.15514 No.l5537 No .l5540 

No. 15514 Unit. Width, 22% in. Four-tier single column galleys, for overrun ads, without bin. 
No.l5537 Unit. Width, 33% in . Four-tier double column galleys for overrun ads, with bin. 
No. 15540 Unit. Width, 33% in. Four-tier double column galleys for overrun ads, without bin. 
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STANDARDIZED STEEL UNITS FOR NEWSPAPER TABLES 
Continued from page 1110 

tUnits Nos.15590, 15581, 15587 and 15594 (below) are flexible. Bins and shelves in them may 
be shortened or widened to fill space not occupied by other units in a standardized frame. 

*Upright Unit No.15594 is flexible, and is required between units to support top of the table. 
It is usually 2 in. wide, but may be as wide as 4 in. or as narrow as 1:14 in. 

No.l5584 tNo.l5590 tNo.l5581 No.15593 

No. 15584 Unit. Width, 25%6 in. Chase rack for eight chases. 
tNo. 15590 Unit. Width, 25%6 in. Plate matter and live galley shelves. 
tNo.15581 Unit. Width, 10% in. Bins for dead galleys. 

tNo.l5587 

No.15593 Unit. Width, lOlfs in. Bins for full length column rules; fit in any bin 10% in. or wider. 
tNo. 15587 Unit. Width, 25%6 in. Live galley boards, with dead galley bin. 

No.15560 No.15561 No.15579 No.15576 

No. 15560 Unit. Width, 10% in. One-tier drawers for quarter size cases, with bins in rear. 
No. 15561 Unit. Width, 201%2 in. Two-tier drawers for quarter size cases, with bins in rear. 
No. 15579 Unit. Width, 30 in . Letterboard Unit with rollers, without bin, 13 No.12500 Newspaper letter· 

boards, each 24x28 in . inside, open in front and rear. 
No.15576 Unit. Width, 30 in. Letterboard Unit with rollers, with bin , 9 No.12500 Newspaper letterboards, 

No.15563 
No.15566 

each 24x28 in. inside, open in front and rear. 

No.15572; as illustrated 
No.15569; with 2 pulls and 1label holder 

No.15557 *No.15594 

No. 15566 Unit. Width, 22% in. Two-thirds size case unit, 19 steel front California job cases, without bin. 
No.15563 Unit. Width, 221fs in. Two-thirds size case unit, 19 steel blank cases, without bin. 
No. 15572 Unit. Width, 32~16 in. Full size case unit, 19 steel front California job cases, without bin. 
No. 15569 Unit. Width, 32%6 in. Full size case unit, 19 steel blank cases, without bin. 
No. 15557 Unit. Width, 11% in. 15 drawers for machine borders. 

*No. 15594 Unit. Width, 2 in. Upright to go between units . May be wider or narrower. 
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HAMILTON NEWSPAPER MAKE-UP TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

Though made in both wood and steel, we strongly recommend steel construction, both for 
these tables and for all other equipments used in newspaper plants. Steel will prove the more 
economical in the end. 

All component parts of these tables are standardized units, as described on preceding pages. 
These units are kept in stock and will be assembled in any combination desired should any unit 
included in the tables here shown be superfluous or otherwise unsuited to a customer's needs. 
When tables are required for special purposes, not covered by the tables here illustrated, cus
tomers are advised to consult our nearest selling house for sketch (if necessary) and quotation. 

MAKE-UP TABLES VERSUS MAKE-UP TRUCKS.-If trucks are used for diversified make-up of 
news and unclassified ad. pages, the great variety of make-up materials required is carried on 
a table set between two make-up trucks, which also holds the live and dead galleys. This is good 
practice if there is ample floor space, but in crowded, large newspaper plants, issuing frequent 
editions, trucks thus used for make-up take one-third more floor space than if the same work 
were done on long stationary tables, which provide every facility for making-up in the minimum 
of space and of time. Wherever a prejudice exists against these make-up tables it is cherished 
by men who have not used them. For classified ads. and other matter running in unbroken col
umns make-up trucks are efficient. 

OVERHEAD BANKS.-Modern make-up demands the use of a greater variety of materials by 
the make-up men than was ever dreamed of by men brought up to use make-up trucks. No 
method of carrying these materials has been devised that equals our overhead banks for con
venience and capacity. These banks are adjustable in height. They afford an unexcelled place in 
which to carry and reflect overhead lights. See overhead bank on picture below. 

DEAD SLUG BINS.- These are made to attach to ends of tables, as at left on table illustrated 
below. The dead slugs are pushed into the bin, which is open at top and remains closed at out
let until a waste-metal truck is run under the bin, as illustrated on opposite page, after which 
the contents are easily discharged into the metal truck. Dead Slug Bins are attachable to all 
kinds of tables 28 in. deep. 

HAMILTON SIX-FOOT MAKE-UP TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No. 15600 (IN STEEL); No. 5600 (IN WOOD) 
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Note carefully.-This is shown as a 
typical 6ft. newspaper make-up table. 
Any of the overhead or underneath 
standardized units shown on preced
ing pages may be substituted for the 
units shown in this illustration. In 
substituting keep in mind that the 
width inside the standardized 6 ft. 
frame is 67% in. and the width inside 
the overhead bank is 72% in. and that 
any excess or shortage of width of 
underneath units may be adjusted in 
the flexible units, Nos. 15590, 15581, 
15587. Flexible units are priced ac
cording to width. Dead slug bin and 
standard unit trays for overhead 
bank need to be ordered separately, 
if they are required. 

No.15600 Steel Newspaper Make
up Table, as illustrated, has iron top 
28x72 in., flush on all edges, with dead 
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slug bin attached on one end (right or left, to suit the convenience of purchaser) , overhead bank 
and wiring for 3 lights. 

The units (left to right) are: No.15533, with numbered shelves; No.15594 for necessary upright 
support; No.15587 for live matter on galleys, the width of which (in this table, 17 in.) is regulated 
by the space left after other units have been placed; No.15594, another necessary upright; and 
No.15548 for eight 8 column stereotype chases. All units open clear through. 

The tray units in front of overhead bank are (left to right) Nos.15434, 15437,15431,15437. The 
rear of overhead bank has fixed divisions as illustrated on page 1111. Each side of overhead 
bank is 12%x72% in. inside. 

No. 5600 Wood Newspaper Make-up Table is same as described above. 
Floor space, 28x80 in. Height to working surface, 38% in.; height over all, 78% in. Approximate 

shipping weight: Steel, 1850 lbs.; Wood, 1700 lbs. 

HAMILTON EIGHT-FOOT MAKE-UP TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

Note carefully.- This is shown as a typical8 ft. newspaper make-up table. Any of the overhead 
or underneath standardized units shown on preceding pages may be substituted for the units 
shown in this illustration. In substituting keep in mind that the width inside the standardized 

No.l5615 (IN STEEL); No.5615 (IN WOOD) 

8ft. frame is 91 Y2 in. and the width 
inside the standardized overhead 
bank is 96%6 in., and that any 
excess or shortage of width of un
derneath units may be adjusted 
by widening or shortening the 
flexible units, Nos. 15590, 15581, 
15587. Flexible units are priced 
according to width. Dead slug 
bin and standard unit trays need 
to be ordered separately, if they 
are required. 

No. 15615 Steel Newspaper 
Make-up Table as illustrated has 
iron surface 28x96 in., flush on all 
edges, with dead slug bin attached 
on one end (right or left, to suit 
convenience of purchaser), over
head bank and wiring for 4lights. 

The units (left to right) are: No.15579 with 13 newspaper letterboards, each 24x28 in. inside; 
No.15594 for necessary upright support; No.15587 for live ·matter on galleys, the width of which 
(in this table, 23% in.) is regulated by the space left after other 
units have been placed; No. 15594, another necessary upright; 
and N o.15539 for 68 double column galleys, each shelf n urn bered 
consecutively. All units open clear through. 

The tray units in front of overhead bank are (left to right) 
Nos.15425, 15437, 15434, 15431, 15440, 15437, 15443. The rear of 
overhead bank has fixed divisions, as illustrated on page 1111. 
Each side of overhead bank is 12%x96%6 in. inside. 

No. 5615 Wood Newspaper Make-up Table is same in design 
and in equipment as No.15615. 

Floor space, 28xl02 in. Height to working surface, 38% in.; 
height over all, 78% in. Approximate shipping weight: Steel, 
2450 lbs.; Wood, 2100 lbs. 

Newspaper make-up tables may be bought without overhead 
banks and without dead slug bins. 
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TABLE , DUMPING INTO T RUCK 
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HAMILTON TEN-FOOT MAKE-UP TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

Note cm'efully.-This is shown as a typical10 ft. newspaper make-up table. Any of the over
head or underneath standardized units shown on preceding pages may be substituted for 
the units shown in the illustration. In substituting keep in mind that the width inside the 
standardized 10ft. frame is 115% in., and that the width inside the standardized overhead bank 
is 121\}j 6 in., and that any excess or shortage of width of underneath units may be adjusted 
by widening or shortening the flexible units Nos. 15590, 15581, 15587. Flexible units are priced 
according to width. Dead slug bin (shown at right in picture) and standard unit trays need to be 
ordered separately, if they are required. 

Clearance between iron surface and overhead bank is usually 40 in., but is adjustable 

No.l5612 (IN STEEL); No. 5612 (IN WOOD) 

No. 15612 Steel Newspaper Make-up Table, as illustrated, has iron surface 28x120 in., flush 
on all edges, with dead slug bin attached at one end (right or left, to suit the convenience of 
purchaser), overhead bank (adjustable to height) and wiring for 61ights. 

The units (left to right) are: No.15570 for 64lino galleys to carry hold-over ads., all shelves 
numbered consecutively; No.15594 for necessary upright support; No.15540 for 64 double 
column galleys to carry hold-over ads., all shelves numbered consecutively; No.15594, upright; 
No.15587, a flexible unit, for live matter on galleys, the width of which (in this table 18% in. 
inside) is regulated by the space left over after other units have been placed; No.15593, set in 
upper right corner of unit No.15587, for full length column and cross rules; No.15594, upright; 
No.15581, with three bins for empty galleys, the width of which is usually 101M in. (as in this table), 
but may be widened or shortened according to space available; No.15594, another necessary up
right; and No.15590, a flexible unit for live matter on galleys and plate matter, the width of which 
is usually 25'Vra in. (as in this table), but may be widened or shortened according to space available. 

The tray units in front of overhead bank are (left to right): Nos.15425, 15437, 15434,15431, 
15440, 15437, 15428 and 15443. The rear of overhead bank has fixed divisions, as illustrated on 
page 1111. Each side of overhead bank is 121Mx121 o/le in. inside. 

No. 5612 Wood Newspaper Make-up Table is same in design and has same equipment as 
No.l5612. 

Floor space, 28x128 in. Height to working surface, 38% in.; height over all, 78% in. Approxi
mate shipping weight: Steel, 2850 lbs.; Wood, 2450 lbs. 
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HAMILTON TWELVE-FOOT MAKE-UP TABLES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

Note carefully.-This is shown as a typical 12 ft. newspaper make-up table. Any of the over
head or underneath standardized units shown on preceding pages may be substituted for the 
units shown in the illustration. In substituting keep in mind that the width inside the stand
ardized 12 ft. frame is 139% in., and that the width inside the standardized overhead bank is 
146%6 in., and that any excess or shortage of width of underneath units may be adjusted by 
widening or shortening the flexible units Nos. 15590, 15581, 15587. Flexible units are priced 
according to width. Dead slug bins and standard unit trays need to be ordered separately, if they 
are required. 

No.l5614 (IN STEEL); No.5614 (IN WOOD) 

No. 15614 Steel Newspaper Make-up Table, as illustrated, has iron surface 28x144 in., flush 
on all edges, with 2 dead slug bins attached on ends, overhead bank (adjustable to height) 
and w~ring for 6 lights. Overhead bank supported in center by a rod secured to ceiling. 

The units (left to right) are: No.15584 for eight 8 column stereotype chases; No.15594 for 
necessary upright support; No.15587, a flexible unit for live matter on galleys, the width of 
which (in this table 21 in.) is regulated by the space left over after other units have been placed; 
No.15594, upright; No.15558 for 91lino galleys, with dead galley bin on top, all shelves numbered 
consecutively; N o.15594, upright; another No.15587 for live matter on galleys; N o.15594, another 
necessary upright support; and No.15579 with 13 letterboards, each 24x28 in. inside. All units 
open clear through. 

The tray units in front of overhead bank are (left to right): Nos.15425, 15428,15437, 15434, 
15431,15440,15437,15428,15443. The rear of overhead bank has fixed divisions, as illustrated on 
page 1111. Each side of overhead bank is 121Jtx146%6 in. inside. 

No. 5614 Wood Newspaper Make-up Table is same in design and has same equipment as 
No. 15614. 

Floor space, 28x152 in. Height to working surface, 3814 in.; height over all, 78% in. Approximate 
shipping weight: Steel, 3700 lbs.; Wood, 3200 lbs. 

NOTE.- Newspaper Make-up Tables are also made in 14ft. and 16ft. widths, with iron surfaces 
in two widths joined together, with a stout support under joining Point. For inside widths of standard
ized frames and overhead banks for 14 ft. and 16 ft. tables see pages 1110 and 1111. Overhead 
banks for these extra wide tables are supported at centers by rods secured to the ceiling. 
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HAMILTON WATER-COOLED IRON MAKE-UP SURFACES 
No.15728 Water-cooled Iron Make-up Surface, 28x60 in., flush on all edges (unless otherwise 

ordered), supplied with inlet and outlet connections, as illustrated. This surface is 4 in. high, and 
when placed on a standardized unit newspaper make-up table it increases height of table 2 in. 

N o.15729 Water-cooled Iron Make-up 
Surface, 28x72 in., in other respects than 
width same as No.15728. 

Approximate shipping weight: No. 
15728, 800 lbs.; No. 15729, 975 lbs. 

Other widths made to order. 

WATER·COOLED IRON SURFACE No.15728 (X-RAY VIEW SHOWING 
THE PIPES WHICH SPRAY THE IRON SURFACE) 

In newspaper plants issuing several 
editions in rapid succession the make-up 
is facilitated by placing the forms, as 

they come from the stereotype room, on water-cooled iron surfaces. These may be attached to a 
special table, as illustrated below, or may be substituted in whole or in part for a regular iron 
make-up surface on any standardized newspaper make-up table. 

The X-ray illustration shows how the perforated water pipes are arranged under the iron sur
face, spraying the iron, while the water drains off rapidly through an outlet pipe. The pipes are 
not in contact,with the iron of the surface, which is kept constantly cool while it is absorbing the 
heat from the hot type form. 

HAMILTON STEEL WATER-COOLED MAKE-UP TABLE 
No. 15675 Steel Water- cooled 

Make-up Table, with water-cooled 
surface No.15728 (described above), 
28x60 in. Illustration shows inlet and 
outlet pipes with stopcock. 

Overhead electric wiring (two 
lights) supplied as an extra, if 
required. 

Height, 381,4 in. Approximate ship
ping weight, 1245lbs. 

Other sizes built to order. 
The arrangement of the space un

der the water-cooled surface may be 
changed to suit special needs. 

No. l5730 (IN STEEL) 

No.15675 (IN STEEL), COMPLETE WITH WATER-COOLED TOP 

STEEL NEWSPAPER FORM 
TRANSFER TRUCK 

No. 15730 Steel Newspaper Form Transfer 
Truck, with 10 steel letter boards, each 23% in. wide 
and 291,4 in. deep inside, rabbeted in front, flush 
in rear, with side rails extended at each side. The 
truck has double-wheel casters. 

Floor space, 32x291,4 in. Height, 381,4 in. to top 
of bed of a letter board when it is placed on top of 
truck, as shown in illustration. Approximate ship
ping weight, 590 lbs. 

Extensions of the side rails support the weight 
of the form and of the letter board on the imposing 
surface during the process of shifting the form to 
or from the make-up table, which is also useful 
for storage purposes. 
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SMOUSE ADJUSTABLE TRANSFER TRUCK 
Patented October 7, 1913 

N o.15735 Smouse Adjustable Transfer Truck, 25%x30lf2 
in. iron surface, for eight column page. Approximate ship
ping weight, 340 lbs. 

Top may be raised or lowered a total of five-eighths of 
an inch, or five-sixteenths of an inch either way from a 
given center. When ordering, be sure to state specifically 
exact height of tables the truck is to work with. 

Designed especially for use in connection with stationary 
make-up tables and steam tables. A slight pressure on the 
handle at either end instantly raises or lowers the top to 
the desired height and it stays where you put it. No wheels 
to turn; no levers to manipulate. The most satisfactory 
truck ever designed for this purpose. It prevents delays, 
hastens the movement of pages, and makes the work 
easier for make-up men, overcoming annoyances caused 
by tables of unequal heights or by inequalities in floors. 

HAMILTON MAKE-UP TRUCKS 
PIPE FRAME CoNSTRUCTION 

No.15731 Seven Column Make-up Truck with cast iron 
top, size 23lf2x28lf2 in. 

No.15733 Eight Column Make-upTruck with cast iron 
top, size 25lf2x30lf2 in. 

Tops accurately machined. Frames are of heavy pipe 
construction. Have double-wheel ball-bearing swivel 
casters. Ball-bearing casters make the trucks easy to push 
and guide. 

Standard height of trucks, 381A, in.; but any height will 
be supplied on special order. Approximate shipping weight: 
No.15731, 365lbs.; No.15733, 400 lbs. 

Chase guards at one side and back will be added to the 
iron top of these trucks on special order. 

Finish, olive green baked enamel on frame. 
No.15731-SEVEN COLUMN SIZE 
No.15733- EIGHT COLUMN SIZE 

SUPERIOR MAKE-UP TRUCKS 
No.B-700 Six Column Make-up Truck, iron surface 20%x-

26% in. Approximate shipping weight, 240 lbs. 
No. B-701 Seven Column Make-up Truck, iron surface 24x28 

in. Approximate shipping weight, 275 lbs. 
No. B-702 Eight Column Make-up Table, iron surface 25lf2x-

30lf2 in. Approximate shipping weight, 310 lbs. 
No.B-703 Nine Column Make-up Table, iron surface27lf2x-

32% in. Approximate shipping weight, 350 lbs. 
Height, 381,4 in.; but any other height furnished to order. 

Casters, single wheel. Iron surface, 2 in. thick. 

EXTRAS FOR SUPERIOR MAKE-UP TRUCKS 
Chase Guards: Steel pins or steel bars in head and on one 

side. 
Brass Surfaces: Solid or brass on iron. 
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HAMILTON STEEL WASTE-METAL TRUCKS 
No.13485 Waste-Metal Truck, same as illustration at left, but without hood; capacity, 2100 

cubic in. Diameter of wheels: large, 8 in.; small, 2% in. Size over all, 20ljzx17in. Height over all, 
18 in. Approximate shipping weight, 100 lbs. 

No. 13485-A, WITH HOOD ATTACHED 
No. 13485, WITHOUT HOOD 

No.13485-A Waste-Metal 
Truck, with hood, as illus
trated; capacity,2100cubic 
in. Same as No.13485, ex
cept that hood is added . 
Height, 22 in. Approximate 
shipping weight, 125lbs. 

No.13487 Waste-Metal 
Truck, as illustrated, extra 
heavy construction; capa
city, 4850 cubic in. Diam
eter of wheels: large, 12 in.; 
small, 4% in. Size over all, 

No. 13487 WASTE·METALTRUCK 

27x20 in. Height, 25% in. Approx. shipping weight, 150 lbs. 

HAMILTON SELF-DUMPING 
WASTE-METAL TRUCK 

N o.13490 Self-Dum ping Waste-Metal Truck, as illustrated; 
capacity, 2850 cubic in. Truck is dumped by means of a lever 
at right of truck, which releases the lock that holds truck 
upright. After discharging contents, truck automatically 
returns to upright position. Diameter of wheels: large, 10 in.; 
small, 2% in. Size over all, 23%x19% in. Height, with handle 
raised, 33 in.; with handle lowered, as in illustration, 23 in. 
Approximate shipping weight, 170 lbs. 

No.13490, EMPTY AND READY TO 
RECEIVE THEW ASTE METAL 

HAMILTON SIX-FOOT DUMPING TABLE 

No.l5652 (IN STEEL) ; No. 5652 (IN WOOD) 
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MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No. 15652 Steel Six-Foot Dumping Table 
with 28x72 in. sheet steel galley top, as illus
trated. Top takes 14 galleys, each sloping 
galley space 5 in. wide. Body has in it a bank 
for take slugs and 7 full-depth shelves for 
full-length galleys, 4 shelves for half-length 
galleys ( 2 on each side), and 3 shelves for 

full-length galleys in rear of take slug 
rack. Overhead is a bank for leads and 
dashes and also a copyhook bar. Both 
copy bar and lead bank are adjustable 
in height. 

Wiring for 3 lamps is extra. 
No. 5652 Wood Six-Foot Dumping 

Table is similar in design to No.15652. 
Floorspace,28x72in. Height to work

ing surface,37% in.; height over all, 
including electric fixtures, 72 in. Ap
proximate shipping weight: Steel,1400 
lbs.; Wood, 1100 lbs. 
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HAMILTON EIGHT-FOOT DUMPING BANK 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.15655 Steel Eight-Foot Dumping Bank, 28x96 in., as illustrated, with reinforced steel bank, 
divided laterally by brass tubing, for single, double and triple column galleys. Four of the lateral 
divisions on bank are spaced 214 in. 
wide; two 4% in. wide; and one 6% 
in. wide. The body has numbered 
shelves for 51 double column gal
leys, 14 openings (30% in. wide in
side) for carrying live matter on 
galleys, and two larger openings for 
empty galleys. Any other arrange
ment of standardized units that 
will fit into a width of 91% in. may 
be substituted for those shown, and 
the bank may be divided as re
quired, subject to quotations. 

No.5655WoodEight-FootDump
ing Bank is similar in its design to 
No.15655. 

No.l5655 (IN STEEL); No. 5655 (IN WOOD) 

Floor space, 28x96 in. Height to front of bank, 41 in.; height over all, 52 in. Approximate ship
ping weight: Steel, 1500 lbs.; Wood, 1200 lbs. 

HAMILTON FOUR-FOOT ASSEMBLING TABLE 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.15670 Steel Four-Foot Assembling Table, with iron 
surface 28x48 in., flush on all edges, as illustrated. The body 
has numbered galley shelves for 52 single column gal
leys; seven openings for live matter on galleys, each shelf 
19V2 in. wide inside; and two larger openings for empty 
galleys. Overhead there are two one-sided banks, adjust
able to height, holding unit trays for leads, dashes, labor
saving column rules and cross rules. 

Wiring for two lamps is extra and needs to be ordered 
separately, if required. 

Any other arrangement of units that will fit in 
a width of 43% in. in the body, or that will fit in 
a width of 48 in. on the overhead banks, may be 
selected, subject to quotations. Units are shown 
on pages 1110 to 1115. 

A dead slug bin, as shown on page 1117, may be 
attached at either end, or both. 

No. 5670 Wood Four-Foot Assembling Table is 
similar in design to No. 15670. 

Wider tables with standardized frames, and 
with any desired assortment of standardized 
underneath and overhead units, can be assembled 

No.l5670 (IN STEEL); No.5670 (INWOOD) as required. 

Floor space, 28x48 in. Height to working surface, 38% in.; height over all, 78% in. Approxi
mate shipping weight: Steel,1200 lbs.; Wood, 1000 lbs. 

NOTE.-Any of the units shown on pages 1111 to 1115 may be substituted for any of the units 
used in the standardized frames and overhead banks in tables or banks shown in this catalogue. 
The unit system affords each buyer exactly what he may need zf the buyer will study the system. 
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SIX-FOOT TWO-SIDED CORRECTING TABLE 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

Note carefully. - Tables on this page are shown as typical correcting tables. Correcting tables 
will be furnished to any standard width, shorter or wider, and any of the overhead or underneath 
standardized units shown on preceding 
pages may be substituted. The inside 
widths of standardized frames and 
overhead banks are given on page1110. 
The inside width of the frames of tables 
shown on this page is 671/z in., and of 
the overhead banks, 72% in. Any excess 
or shortage of width of underneath 
units may be corrected by widening 
or shortening the flexible units Nos. 
15590, 15581, 15587. 

No.15660 Steel Six-Foot Two-Sided 
CorrectingTable, with reinforced steel 
top 28x72 in., as illustrated. Body has 
two standardized units, each with n urn
bered shelves for 39 double column 
galleys(78in all) and one flexible unit 
with seven openings for live matter on 
galleys each 18 in. wide inside. In each 
unit at top there is an open bin for 
holding empty galleys. The two-sided No.l5660 (IN STEEL); No. 5660 (IN WOOD) 

overhead bank carries on both sides single and double column leads, dashes, etc. At each end 
of table is a dead slug bin. Wiring for 3 lamps under the overhead bank is included. 

No. 5660 Wood Six-Foot Two-Sided Correcting Table is similar in design to No. 15660. 
Floor space, 28x88 in. Height to working surface, 41 in.; height over all, 78% in. Approximate 

shipping weight: Steel, 1500 lbs. ; Wood, 1200 lbs. 

SIX-FOOT ONE-SIDED CORRECTING TABLE 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

See first paragraph on this page. 
No.15658 Steel Six-Foot One-Sided Correct

ing Table, with reinforced steel top 28x72 in., 
as illustrated. The body has a standardized unit 
with numbered shelves for 68 double column 
galleys, a flexible unit for empty galleys, and a 
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flexible unit with 7 openings for live 
matter on galleys, with a larger opening 
at top for empty galleys. Overhead is a 
bank for leads, dashes, rules, etc., and a 
copyhook bar, both adjustable in height. 
In the rear is a special dead slug bin, not 
detachable. The wiring for 3 lamps is a 
part of the regular equipment. 

No. 5658 Wood One-Sided Correcting 
Table is similar in design to No.15658. 

Floor space, 28x72 in. Height to work
ing surface, 381;4 in.; height over all, 781/z 
in. Approximate shipping weight: Steel, 
1400 lbs.; Wood, 1100 lbs. 
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SIX-FOOT RECEIVING TABLE 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No. 15665 Steel Six-Foot Receiving Table, 
with reinforced steel working surface 28x72 
in., all sides flush. 

Wiring for 3 lamps overhead and for 12 
lamps under table is included. 

No. 5665 Wood Six-Foot Receiving 
Table is similar in design to No.15665. 

Floor space, 28x72 in. Height to work
ing surface, 381,4 in.; height over all, 
78% in. Approximate shipping weight: 
Steel, 800 lbs.; Wood, 500 lbs. 

Receiving tables will be supplied in 
any standardized width and with any 
standardized underneath units re
quired. The standardized depth is 28 in. 
Standardized units (not tables) are kept 
in stock, and one combination of units 
may be assembled as easily as another. No.15665 (IN STEEL); No. 5665 (IN WOOD) 

TOPS AND SURFACES FOR NEWSPAPER EQUIPMENTS 

BANK TOP, STYLE B 

No.15489, 4ft.; No.15490, 6ft.; No.15494, 
8 ft.; No.15496, 10 ft. Made of heavy steel. 
Furnished plain, as shown, or with lateral divi
sions, as desired. Depth, 28 in. Finish: black on 
steel tops; plain lacquer on brass tops. 

GALLEY TOP, STYLE A, WITH DOUBLE COLUMN 
DIVISIONS 

No.15483, 4 ft.; No.15484, 6 ft.; No.15486, 
8ft.; No.15487, 10ft. Made of heavy steel, re
inforced. Standard depth, 28 in. Finish, black. 

GALLEY TOP, STYLE B, WITH BRASS STRIPS FOR GALLEYS 

No.15474, 4ft.; No.15474-A,6ft.; No.15474-B, 
8ft.; No. 15474-C, 10ft. Made of heavy steel, 
reinforced with brass strips to rest galleys on. 
These strips will be spaced as desired. Stand
ard depth, 28 in. Finish, black. 
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BANK TOP, STYLE A 

No.15498,4 ft.; No.15498-A,6ft.; No.15498-B, 
8ft.; No.15498-C, 10ft. Made of heavy steel. 
Furnished plain, as shown, or with lateral divi
sions, as desired. Depth, 28 in. Finish: black on 
steel tops; plain lacquer on brass tops. 

REINFORCED STEEL SURFACE 

No.15488, 4ft.; No. 15490, 6ft.; No. 15494, 
8ft.; No.15496, 10ft. Made of heavy steel, re
inforced with steel channels. Standard size: 
2 in. thick, 28 in. deep. Finish, black. 

CAST IRON SURF ACE 

No. 15712, 4 ft.; No.15714, 6 ft.; No. 15718, 
8ft.; No.15720, 10ft. Carefully planed surface; 
supplied either with or without rabbet, as de
sired. Standard size: 2 in. thick, 28 in. deep. 
Other widths made to order 
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FOREMEN'S DESKS 
No. 5250 Wood Foreman's Desk, 28x62 in., 

as illustrated. Overhead in copy shelf are 
seven compartments (with label holders), 
each 8%x111/s in. inside. Center drawer, 
27%x22x2% in. inside, has a lock. Two 
drawers at left have adjustable partitions, 
and are each 12%x22x4% in. inside. One 

No. 15252 FOREMAN'S DESK (STEEL ONLY) 

NO. 5250 FOREMAN'S DESK (WOOD ONLY) 

drawer at right contains a letter file, and 
is 121fsx24x10Vz in. inside. There are slid
ing boards over side drawers. Finish, an
tique. Floor space, 62x28 in. Height to 
working top, 30 in.; height over all, 41 in. 
Approximate shipping weight, 400 lbs. 

No. 15252 Steel Foreman's Desk, 34x60 
in., includes copy rack with seven com
partments (with label holders), as illus
trated, each 85/sxlllfs in. inside. Center 
drawer is 223fsx23x2ljz in. inside. Four 
drawers are each 121fsx24x41fs in. inside. 

The larger drawer at right is 12Vsx24x10ljz in. inside, and contains a letter file. All drawers 
may be locked by a central locking device. Working top is covered with battleship linoleum. 
Finish, olive green baked enamel. 

Floor space, 60x34 in. Height to working top, 30 in.; height over all, 41 in. Approximate ship
ping weight, 450 lbs. 

HAMILTON STEEL 
COPY-CUTTER'S DESK 

MADE IN STEEL 0NL Y 

No.15260 Steel Copy-Cutter's Desk, in
cludesAuxiliaryTop No.15261, with over
head electric fixture (without bulb), as 
illustrated. 

Center drawer and upper drawer at left 
have locks. Center drawer is 22x22x3 in. 
inside. The other drawers are 13% in. wide 
and 22 in. long inside; six of them are 5% 
in. deep and two are 8% in. deep inside. 
Seven bins inN o.15261 are 8%x11 %x6 in. 
inside. Working top covered with linoleum. 

No. 15262 Steel Flat-Top Standing Desk 
is same as No.15260,minusAuxiliaryTop. 

No. 15261 is the Steel Auxiliary Top 
shown as part of illustration at right, and 
may be purchased separately for use on 
any flat-top desk, the working surface of 
which does not exceed 63% in. in width. 

No.l5260 WITH No.l5261 AUXILIARY TOP. SOLD ALSO WITHOUT 
AUXILIARY TOP, AS A FLAT-TOP STANDING DESK (NO.l5262) 

Floor space, 63ljzx30 in. Height to working surface, 41 in.; height over all, 56 in. Approximate 
shipping weight: desk only, 850 lbs.; auxiliary top No.15261, 110 lbs. 
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HAMILTON PROOF-READER'S DESK 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.15254 Steel Proof-Reader's Desk, 
as illustrated. Has two writing surfaces, 
each 19x18 in., adjustable in height; two 
drawers, each 20%x20x2% in., each with 
a different lock; five bins overhead, each 
8%x7%x11% in. inside; and underneath 
four bins, two of which are 11 %x6x24 in. 
and two 11% x45fsx24 in. inside, with 
sliding shelf over them. 

Wiring for electric lights, with flexible 
conduits, is included in the regular 
equipment. 

No. 5254 Wood Proof-Reader's Desk is 
similar in design to No.15254. 

Floor space, 63%x27 in. Height to 
writing surfaces, 30 in.; height over all, 
50 in. Shipping weight: Steel, 625 lbs.; 
Wood, 425 lbs. 

No.l5254 (IN STEEL) ; No. 5254 (IN WOOD) 

HAMILTON COPY CABINET 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No. 15745 Steel Copy Cabinet, as illustrated, with top 17%x14 in. 
inside. Has two drawers, each 12%x10x3 in. inside. Below the 
drawers is a bin 14x12 in. inside and 5% in. high. 

No. 5745 Wood Copy Cabinet is similar in design to No.15745. 
This cabinet is designed for the use of one operator. 
Floor space, 16Yzx12% in. Height at front, 19% in.; height at back, 

23% in. Approximate shipping weight: Steel, 95 lbs.; Wood, 75 lbs. 

No.l5745 (IN STEEL) 
No. 5745 (IN WOOD) 

HAMILTON MATRIX CABINETS 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD IN Two SIZES 

No.13435 Steel Matrix Cabinet, as illustrated, has twelve drawers, 
each with a capacity for 137 lineal inches of matrices placed on edge, and one drawer, with a 
removable partition, for space-bands and tools; space-band compartment 13%x2x55fs in. and tool 
compartment 13%x16x55fs in. inside. Ten metal slugs supplied for each matrix drawer, for use in 
separating special characters. All drawers have locks, controlled from one center. Floor space, 
175fsx21% in. Height, 40% in. Approximate shipping weight, 350 lbs. 

No. 3435 Wood Matrix Cabinet is similar in design to No.13435 and 
has same capacity. Approximate shipping weight, 215 lbs. 

No. 13430 Steel Matrix Cabinet has eight matrix and one space
band and tool drawer, all with the same dimensions as in No. 13435. 
Height, 32% in. Approximate shipping weight, 300 lbs. 

No. 3430 Wood Matrix Cabinet is similar in design to No.13430, 
and has same capacity. Approximate 
shipping weight, 195 lbs. 

DETAILED SECTION OF MATRIX DRAWER 
SHOWING MATRICES IN PLACE 

SECTIONAL VIEW OF DRAWER WITH 
COMPARTMENT FOR SPACE-BANDS 
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No.l3435 (IN STEEL) 
No. 3435 (IN WOOD) 
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HAMILTON MAGAZINE CABINET 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WooD 

No.15749 Steel Hamilton Magazine Cabinet, for five 
magazines as illustrated, contains five vertical drawers 
on large casters; size of drawers: 31 o/s in. high, 25% in. 
from front to back, and 3Vs in. deep inside. Illustration 
shows one of the drawers pulled forward, showing a 
magazine in position. Hooks are provided for hanging 
the magazines. 

Floor space, 21%x32% in. Height, 38% in. Approxi
mate shipping weight, 400 lbs. 

No. 5749 Wood Hamilton Magazine Cabinet is similar 
in design to No.15749. Approximate shipping weight, 
225lbs. 

When ordering it is necessary to specify number and 
make of magazines to be accommodated. No.l5749(IN STEEL); No.5749 (INWOOD) 

MACHINIST'S BENCH FOR TYPE-COMPOSING MACHINES 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.13640 Steel Machinist's Bench, 
hardwood working top 83x24 in. and 
1% in. thick, with wooden storage sec
tion overhead on brackets which are 
adjustable in height, as illustrated. 

Under working surface, from left to 
right: Three drawers, each containing 

56 wooden boxes ( 11%6x2%x1 %6 
in. inside), and four wooden boxes 
(7o/sx5xl%6 in. inside), for stor
age of small parts. Under these, 
two blank drawers (21%x163Jsx-
2% in. inside) for storage of larger 
parts, and two compartments, 
with a self -closing door, for soiled 
and clean rags. The center section 
has in it two drawers (21 %x16%
x2 in. inside), each with adjust
able partitions for storage of 

No.13640 (IN STEEL); No. 3640 (IN wooD) parts, and a compartment with a 
sliding door and two adjustable 

shelves, also for storage. In the right-hand section is a drawer (21%x163Jsx4% in.) for heavier 
parts, and another similar compartment with two adjustable shelves and a sliding door. 

Over the working surface, from left to right: Six drawers in two tiers, holding in all18 molds of 
any kind, incl udingT arid U types with extensions; eight slanting drawers in two tiers for special or 
spare matrices, each drawer having twenty spaces ( 1% in. wide), separated by 1:16 in. partitions, 
while below these are two drawers for holding normal wedges, the bottoms inclined to the left, 
causing the wedges to keep in position by gravity, each drawer divided into seven spaces 15 in. 
long. The right-hand section is divided into two compartments, enclosed by a disappearing door, 
each compartment grooved to accommodate 13 matrix cases placed on edge. 

Working top on both wood and steel bench has natural oil finish. Height to working top, 
34 in.; height over all (adjustable) is about 58 in. Floor space, 83x24 in. Approximate shipping 
weight, 900 lbs. 

No. 3640 Wood Machinist's Bench is similar in design to No. 13640. Approximate shipping 
weight, 800 lbs. 
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MACHINIST'S WORK BENCH AND STORAGE CABINET 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No. 13645 Steel Machinist's Work Bench and Storage Cabinet, with hardwood working surface 
79x28 in., and wood tool board and tool shelf, as illustrated, has, in left section, one drawer with 

grooved sides and center rail for liners; one 
drawer with hinged front and zinc-lined 
bottom and compartment in rear (22%x-
5xll/2 in.) for graphite, in which to clean 
space-bands; three drawers, each contain
ing 49 steel boxes (each box 3x2%x2% in. 

inside) for storing small parts, 
screws, washers, etc.; one draw
er with adjustable partitions for 
storing miscellaneous parts; 
and one drawer with grooved 
partitions for holding 93 ejector 
blades. The center section has a 
large drawer with two compart
ments (each 12x21 %x6 in.), and 
a cupboard with two adjustable 
shelves (each 25 in. wide inside) 
and doors. The right section has 

No.13645 (rN STEEL); No. 3645 (IN wooD) one drawer, at top, with hooks 
for holding space-bands; four inclined drawers with grooves for holding matrices, and a drawer 
in which, in front, there is a drilled block for holding drills of various sizes, and, in the rear, a 
space ( 17%x14x6Vs in. inside) for miscellaneous storage purposes. 

Hardwood working surface has natural oil finish. Height to working top, 34 in.; height over 
all, 55 in. Floor space, 79x29 in. Approximate shipping weight, 980 lbs. 

No. 3645 Wood Machinist's Work Bench and Storage Cabinet is similar in design to No.13645. 
Approximate shipping weight, 850 lbs. 

HAMILTON MACHINIST'S WORK BENCH 
MADE IN BOTH STEEL AND WOOD 

No.13625 (IN STEEL); No. 3625 (IN WOOD) 

N o.13625 Steel Machinist's Work Bench, with 
hardwood working surface 60x22 in. and 1% in. 
thick, with wood tool board (22 in. high), and 
tool shelf ( 5 in. deep and 1% in. thick), as ill us
trated; has four drawers, each 14%x13x2 in. 
inside, and four drawers, each 14%x13x33(s in. 

inside, all having removable parti
tions running from front to rear. Six 
partitions are supplied with each of 

these drawers. Also two drawers, each 
14%x13x8% in. inside. The section with 
door at right has three compartments, 
each 15%x16%x7 in. inside. 

Working surf~ce, tool board and shelf 
are oiled only. Height to working surface, 
34 in.; height over all, 56 in. Approxi
mate shipping weight, 575 lbs. Vise 
shown in illustration is not supplied. 

No. 3625 Wood Machinist's Work 
Bench is similar in design to No. 13625. 
Approximate shipping weight, 400 lbs. 
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STEEL MAILING ROOM TABLE 

N 0.15770 STEEL MAILING ROOM TABLE 
WITH AUXILIARY SHELF No.15770-A (C IN PICTURE) 

MADE IN STEEL ONLY 

No.l5770 Steel Mailing Room Table, 10x4 ft. over all, with 2 collapsible mail bag supporters 
for No.1 mail bags (B); 2 spindles (as illustrated) for twine or (if preferred and upon request) 
2 supporters for reels of twine; an ~nderneath shelf, 108x34% in.; 2 drawers (D), one on each 
side, each 17x16x3 in. for shears, etc.; and, if specially ordered as an extra, an Auxiliary Shelf 
No. 15770-A, 65ljzxl8 in. (C), to be pulled out on one side only, providing additional working 
space, which will be found useful in emergencies. This table is made to withstand hard service, 
and is practically indestructible. 

The top is of% in. boiler plate. The frame is of 2 in. wrought iron pipe with floor flanges. 
Finish, olive green baked enamel. Floor space, without bags, 10x4 ft. Height, 34 in. Approx

imate shipping weight: without auxiliary shelf, 1300 lbs.; auxiliary shelf No. 15770-A, 65 lbs. 

HAMILTON STEEL SAW-TRIMMER GUARD 
No.l5742-A Hamilton Steel Saw-Trim

mer Guard is for use with a saw-trimmer 
machine to prevent the chips of brass, . 
lead or wood from flying into and possi
bly injuring adjacent machines, and to 
protect passing workmen from injury to 
their eyes. The guard makes for cleanli
ness, as all chips are prevented from scat
tering, and are diverted into a chute with 
trapdoor in shelf of the enclosure. When 
chute is filled it is opened and the chips 
may be carried away in a No. 13485 
Waste-Metal Truck, as illustrated. The 
waste-metal truck is an extra. 

The enclosure accommodates a saw
trimmer with router and jig-saw attach
ments. It affords ample working 
space and light concentrated on the 
work. Fixtures for flight (without 
bulb) are furnished. 

Finish: outside, olive green 
enamel; inside, white enamel. Floor 
space, 32ljzx42ljz in. Height, to top 
of chute, 28 in.; to top rail, 57Vz in. 
Approx.shipping weight, 310 lbs. 

No. 15742-A STEEL SAW-TRIMMER GUARD, SHOWING ITS 
RELATION TO SAW AND WASTE· METAL TRUCK 
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~CIMEN BOOK &f CATALOGUE 

Index 
Subdivided and Alphabetically Arranged, as follows: 

INDEX No.l-Type, Borders, Initials and Ornaments. 
INDEX No. 2-Brass Rules, Brass Braces and Dashes, Ovals and Circles, 

Squares and Slotted Corners, Cutting and Scoring Rules, etc. 
INDEX No. 3-Printing Machinery and Equipments, and Steel and Wood 

Printing Plant Equipments. 
INDEX No. 4-Cut-Cost Equipments and Efficiency Department. 

~ . 

INDEX No. 1-TYPE, BORDERS, INITIALS AND ORNAMENTS 

ABBOT BORDER . 
Accented Letters 
Accents, Piece 
Acme Borders 
Adam Border . . 
Adam Ornaments 
Adcuts .. .. . 
Adscript ..... . .. . . 
Advertising Faces, Classified 
Advertising Figures 
Agatha Borders . . 
Alphabet, Lengths of 
Alternate Gothics . 
American Borders 
American Caslon . . . . 
American Caslon Italic . . 
American Extra Condensed 
American Flags . . . . . 
American Legion Emblem 
American Line Leaders . . . . 
American Mortised Ornaments 
Angular Quads . 

ANNOUNCEMENT ROMAN AND ITALIC 
Announcement Italic 
Announcement Roman 

Antique Borders 
Antique No. 524 . 
Antique No. 525 .. 
Antique Ornaments 
Antique Shaded . . . . . . 
Anti-Tuberculosis Emblem . 
Arbitrary Signs . . . 
Arithmetical Signs . 
Arrow Ornaments 
Arrows . . .... ... .. . 
Art Combination Ornaments . 

ARTCRAFT SHOWING 
Artcraft .. .. 
Artcraft Bold . 
Artcraft Italic . 

Art Ornaments . . 
Art Ribbon Border . 
Astronomical Signs . 

PAGES 

. . 632 
586,587 

595 
702 
704 
733 
621 
416 

.. 517 
612-614 
.. 705 
584,585 
460-462 
689-697 

146 
.. 147 
480,481 

750 
800 
589 
795 
802 

238-245 
239 

. 238 

. 672 

. 513 
.. 513 
712,713 
436,437 

. 752 

. 588 
588 

.. 751 
596,751 

765 

90-95 
92 
90 
93 

765 
687 
588 
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PAGES 

Auxiliaries for New Caslon . . . . . . . . 596 
Auxiliaries, Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . 588 

BANK CHECK FIGURES, FEDERAL RESERVE 618 
Bank Script . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 418 
Baseball Blanks and Figures . . . . . . . 599 

BASKERVILLE ROMAN AND ITALIC 
Baskerville Italic 
Baskerville Roman 

Beacon Borders . . . . . . . . 
Beacon Combination Ornaments 
Beveled Foot Slugs . 
Beveled Quads . . . . . 
Bewick Paragraph Marks 
Blair .. ... . 
Blair, Condensed .... 
Bodoni Book Fractions . 
Bodoni Cast Ornaments 

BODONI FAMILY SHOWING 
Bodoni . ... 
Bodoni Bold . . . . 
Bodoni Bold Italic . . 
Bodoni Bold Shaded . 
Bodoni Book . . . . 
Bodoni Book Italic . 
Bodoni Italic . 
Card Bodoni . . . 
Card Bodoni Bold 

Bodoni Fractions . . . . . . 
Bodoni Mortised Ornaments . . 
Bodoni Parentheses and Brackets 
Bodoni Quotation Marks . 
Bodoni Shaded Initials 

BODY TYPE 
Baskerville Roman 
Bodoni Book . . 
Caslon No. 540 .... 
Caslon Oldstyle No.471 
Century Catalogue . 
Century Expanded . 
Cent ury Oldstyle . 
Century Schoolbook 

236,237 
.. . . 236 
236, 566, 567 

706 
710 
802 
802 
601 
372 
372 
616 
735 

52-65 
52 
62 

. 63 
. .. 438 

54, 564,565 
. 55 
. 53 

64,375 
65,375 
. 616 
. 795 
. 595 

. . 596 
777-779 

566,567 
564,565 
546,547 
544,545 
536-539 
554-559 
540-543 
568-571 



INDEX No.l-TYPE, BORDERS, INITIALS AND ORNAMENTS-Continued 

BODY TYPE-Continued 
Harris Roman . 
Norwood Roman 
Oldstyle No. 550 
Oldstyle No. 583 . 
Quick-Set Roman 
Recut Caslon . 
Roman No.510 . 
Roman No. 524 . 
Roman No. 527. 
Roman No.599 . . ... 
Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551 
Scotch Roman . 
Venetian. 

BODY TYPE SUNDRIES 
Accented Letters . . . 
American Line Leaders 
Arbitrary Signs 
Auxiliaries . . . . . 
Braces and Dashes . . . . 
Cent and Per Cent Marks 
Commercial Marks 
Fractions ... 
Reference Marks 

PAGES 

562,563 
. 573 
. 553 

. . 552 
578-581 
548,549 
574,575 

. 575 

. 575 
576,577 
550,551 
560,561 

572 

586,587 
. 589 
. 588 

.... 588 
590,591,593 

.. .. 592,595 
. . 588, 590, 591,596 
590,592,594,616,617 

590,591 
Side Sorts ........... . 591 
Spaces and Quads (See Price L ist) 
Superior and Inferior Fractions . . . . . . 
Superior and Inferior Letters and Figures . 

594 
594 
583 
506 
507 
615 
250 
419 

Body Type Weight Schemes 
Bold Antique . . . . . . 
Bold Antique Condensed 
Boldface Fractions 
Bold Litho . 
Bond Script . 

BoOKLET AND CATALOGUE FACES 
American Caslon . . 
Announcement Roman 
Artcraft . . ... 
Baskerville Roman 
Bodoni .. .. 
Bodoni Book . . . . 
Bookman Oldstyle . 
Bulfinch Oldstyle 
Camelot Oldstyle 
Caslon Lightface 
Caslon No. 540 ... . 
Caslon Oldstyle No.471 
Century Catalogue . 
Century Expanded . 
Century Oldstyle . . 
Century Schoolbook . 
Cheltenham Medium . . . . . 
Cheltenham Medium Condensed 
Cheltenham Medium Expanded . 
Cheltenham Oldstyle . . . . . 
Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed 
Cheltenham Wide 
Clearface .. . 
Clearface Bold . . . 
Cloister Oldstyle . . 
Colwell Handletter 
Cromwell .. 
DellaRobbia . .. 
Della Robbia Light 
Drew .... . 
Garamond .. . 
Garamond Bold 
Goudy Catalogue 
Goudy Oldstyle 
Harris Roman . . . 
Jenson Condensed . 
Jenson Oldstyle No.2 
Light Oldstyle . 
Motto .. ... . 
National Oldstyle 
NewCaslon .. 
Pabst Oldstyle . 
Packard . 
Parsons .. 
Recut Caslon . 
Scotch Roman . 
Souvenir . 
Sterling ..... 
Strathmore Oldstyle . 
Venetian . ... 
Venetian Bold . 

146 
238 

. . . . 92 
236, 566, 567 
. . . . 52 
54,564,565 

. 278 
. 272 

312 
.... 154 
138, 546, 54 7 
130,544,545 
210,536-539 
204, 554-559 
192, 540-543 
202, 568-571 

98 
111 
110 
96 

109 
100 
218 
226 
66 

292 
266 
306 
308 
256 

18 
24 
32 

. . . . 36 
316,562,563 

328 
326 
314 
454 
300 
174 
230 
268 

. . . . 84 
162, 548, 549 
252, 560, 561 

. 452 

. 258 
. . 234 
286,572 

290 
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BOOKMAN 0LDSTYLE AND ITALIC . 
Bookman Italic . . 
Bookman Oldstyle . 

Bookman Ornaments . 

BORDERS 

PAGES 
278-285 

. 279 
.. 278 
736,737 

Abbot 682 
Acme 702 
Adam 704 
Agatha . . . 705 
American 689-697 
Antique . . . 672 
Art Ribbon .. 687 
Beacon . . . 706 
Brochure 642, 643 
Brockton . . 655 
Bulfinch . . . 674 
Celtic . . . . 645 
Century . . 684, 685 
Chap-Book. . . 656 
Chaucer . . . . . . 655 
Christmas Tree . . 664 
Cleland . 646-653 
Colonial . 682 
Concrete . 705 
Crisscross 705 
Curtis . . 688 
Dainty. . . . 677 
Della Robbia. . 654 
Diagonal Shaded 697 
Empire . . . . . . . 665 
Engravers . . . . 666-668 
Gray. . . . . . . . 669 
Gray Open Square . . . 697 
Grecian Outline . . 644 
Grecian Shaded . . 644 
Grille . . . 686 
Haftel . . . . 670, 671 
Herald. . . . . . 682 
Holiday . . . 657-664 
Holly . . . . 659-661 
Holly Corners . . 664 
Hylite . . . . 675 
Italian . . . . 673 
Laurel . . . . 672 
Linear . . 641, 703 
Magazine 682 
Meadow. . . . 686 
Mercantile . . . 683 
Monotone . . . 671 
Newspaper .. 631 
Old English 678, 679 
Ovolo . . . . . 632 
Pabst . . . . . 655 
Panel . . . . . 675 
Paramount 700, 701 
Roman . 680, 681 
Rosa . . 626-630 
Sansom .. 687 
Spartan 698, 699 
Stylus . . . 676 
Teague 633-640 
Times . . 688 
Triple Line 631 
Twelve Point 697 
Typotect . . . 673 
Unit . . . . . . . . 674 
United States Flag . 750 

Boston Breton . . . . . 502 
Boston Breton Condensed . . . 500 
Boston Breton Extra Condensed . . . . 501 
Braces and Dashes . . . . . . . . . . 590, 591,593 
Brackets and Parentheses . . 595,596,599,707,708 
Bradley Paragraph Terminals 710 
Brandon . . . . . . . . . . . . . 371 
Brandon Gothic . . . . . . . . . . 493 
Brass Rule(See Index No.2) 
Brass Rule Ornaments, Jaquish . 
Brochure Borders . 
Brockton Borders . 
Bruce Embellishers . 
Bulfinch Borders . 
Bulfinch Oldstyle . 
Burford Initials . 
Busha Ornaments 

708,709 
642,643 

655 
. 709 

. . 674 
272,273 

785 
762 

CALENDARS, CHELTENHAM PERPETUAL 603-608, 610 
Calendars, Miniature Perpetual . . . . . 602, 609 
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Calendars, Perpetual 
Calendars, Sectional 
Camelot Oldstyle . 
Canceled Figures . 
Card Bodoni . . . 
Card Bodoni Bold . 
Card Gothics . . 
Card Indicators . 
Card Light Litho 
Card Litho ... 
Card Mercantile 
Card Pips ..... 
Caslon Auxiliaries 

CASLON FAMILY SHOWING 
American Caslon . . . 
American Caslon Italic 
Caslon Adbold . . . . . . 
Caslon Adbold Extended . . . . 
Caslon Ad bold Extra Condensed 
Caslon Bold . . . . . . 
Caslon Bold Condensed 
Caslon Bold Extended . 
Caslon Bold Italic . . . 
Caslon Italic No. 540 .. 
CasJon Lightface . . . . . 
Caslon Lightface Condensed 
Caslon Lightface Italic . . . 
Caslon No. 540 . . . . . . . . 
Caslon Oldstyle Italic No.471 
Caslon Oldstyle No.471 
Caslon Openface . . . 
Caslon Openface Title . 
Caslon Shaded . . . . . 
Condensed Caslon . . . 
Extra Condensed Caslon 
Heavy Caslon . . 
New Caslon . .. . 
New Caslon Italic . 
Recut Caslon . . . 
Recut Caslon Italic 

Caslon Fractions, New 

PAGES 
602-611 
.. 611 
312,313 
.. 600 
64,375 
65,375 

492,493 
598 
246 
251 
373 
598 
596 

130-191 
146 
147 
178 
179 
180 
158 
172 
181 
159 
139 
154 
156 

. . . 155 
138, 546, 54 7 
.... 131 
130, 544, 545 

184 
184 
182 
190 
173 
170 
174 

.... 175 
162, 548, 549 

.. 163 
. . 615 
780,781 Caslon Initials . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Caslon Italic No.4 71 Quaint Characters . 
Caslon Italic No. 471 Swash Characters ... 
Caslon Oldstyle No. 471 Quaint Characters . 
Caslon Text Paragraph Marks . . . 

132 
132 
132 
601 

Cast Index Cuts . . . . . . . . . . 597 

CATALOGUE AND BOOKLET FACES 
(See Index Booklet and Catalogue Faces) 

Caxton Initials . . . . . . . . 785 
Celtic Borders . . . . . . . . 645 
Cent and Per Cent Marks 592, 595 
Century Borders . . . . . . . 684, 685 
Century Expanded Side Sorts . . 591 

CENTURY FAMILY SHOWING . 
Century Bold . . . . . . 
Century Bold Condensed 
Century Bold Extended 
Century Bold Italic . . 
Century Catalogue . . . 
Century Catalogue Italic. 
Century Expanded . . . 
Century Expanded Italic 
Century Oldstyle . . . . 
Century Oldstyle Bold . . . . . 
Century Oldstyle Bold Condensed . 
Century Oldstyle Bold Italic . 
Century Oldstyle Italic . . . 
Century Schoolbook . . . . . 
Century Schoolbook Italic . . . . . 

Century Oldstyle Braces and Dashes . 
Century Oldstyle Commercial Marks . 
Century Oldstyle Fractions . . 
Century Oldstyle References . 
Chap-Book Borders. 
Chap-Book Directors 
Chap-Book Guidons 
Chaucer Borders . . 
Checkers ..... . 

CHELTENHAM FAMILY SHOWING 
Cheltenham Bold . . . . . . 
Cheltenham Bold Condensed 
Cheltenham Bold Condensed Italic 
Cheltenham Bold Extended . . 

192-211 
. 206 

.. 208 

.. 209 
.... 207 
210, 536-539 
. ... 210 
204, 554-559 
.... 205 
192, 540-543 

. 196 

. 200 

. 197 
. . .. 193 
202, 568-571 

202 
590 
590 
590 
590 
656 
761 
768 
655 
598 

. 96-129 
112 
114 
115 
116 
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Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed . . . 
Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed Title 

118 
120 
113 Cheltenham Bold Italic . . . . 

Cheltenham Bold Italic Shaded 
Cheltenham Bold Outline . . . 
Cheltenham Bold Shaded . . . 
Cheltenham Extrabold . . . . 
Cheltenham Extrabold Shaded 
Cheltenham Inline . . . . . . . 
Cheltenham Inline Extended . . . . 
Cheltenham Inline Extra Condensed 
Cheltenham Italic . . . . . . . . 
Cheltenham Medium . . . . . . 
Cheltenham Medium Condensed 
Cheltenham Medium Expanded . 
Cheltenham Medium Italic . . . 
Cheltenham Oldstyle . . . . . 
Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed 
Cheltenham Wide . . . . . . . . . . . 

Cheltenham Bold Combination Fractions . 

431 
128 
430 
117 
434 
126 
127 
125 
97 
98 

111 
110 
99 
96 

109 
100 
619 
618 Cheltenham Bold Fractions . . . 

Cheltenham Fractions . . . . . . 
Cheltenham Paragraph Marks . . 
Cheltenham Perpetual Calendars . 
Chessmen .......... . 

615 
.... 601 
603-608,610 

598 
Chic Decorators . . . . . . . 
Christmas Tree Borders . . . 
Christmas Wreaths, Red Cross 
Cincinnati Initials . . . . 
Circles, Mortised Metal . . 
Circular Quads . . . . . . 
Civilite .. ........ . 
Classified Advertising Faces 

CLEARFACE FAMILY SHOWING 
Clearface ..... . 
Clearface Bold . . . . 
Clearface Bold Italic . . 
Clearface Gothic . . . . 
Clearface Heavy . . . . 
Clearface Heavy Italic . 
Clearface Italic . . . . 

Cleland Borders . . . . . . . . 
Cleland Combination Ornaments . 
Cleland Ornaments . . . . . 
Cloister Black . . . . . . . . 

CLOISTER FAMILY SHOWING 
Cloister Bold . . . . . . 
Cloister Bold Condensed . 
Cloister Bold Italic 
Cloister Bold Title . 
Cloister Cursive . 
Cloister Italic . . 
Cloister Oldstyle . 
Cloister Title . . 

Cloister Initials . . . . . . 
Cloister Oldstyle Fractions 
Cloister Ornaments . 
Colonial Border . . . . 
Colonials .... .. . 

706 
664 
749 
793 
867 
807 
878 
517 

218-229 
218 
226 
227 
505 
228 
229 

.. 219 
646-653 

.. 714,876 
715, 716, 877 

382,383 

66-81 
74 
76 
75 
73 
68 
67 
66 

. . 72 
786-789 
. . 616 
722-725 
.. 682 
. . 763 

COLWELL HANDLETTER AND ITALIC 292-297 
Colwell Handletter . . . 292 
Colwell Handletter Italic . . 293 

Combination Fractions . . . . . 619 
Combination Gothic . . . . . . . . 494 
Commerce and Industry Illustrators . . . . . 757 
Commercial Marks . . 588, 590, 591, 596 
Commercial Script . . . ..... 417 
Commercial Signs . . 588, 590,591, 596 
Comstock . . . . . . . 444 
Comstock, Condensed 444 
Concrete Borders . . . 705 
Condensed Blair . . . 372 
Condensed Caslon . . 190 
Condensed Comstock . 444 
Condensed Gothic No. 574 487 
Condensed Litho . . . . . . . 247 
Condensed Title Gothic No.11 470 
Condensed Title Star Gothic . 492 
Copper Alloy Imprints . . . . 593 
Copper and Brass Thin Spaces 808 

COPPERPLATE GOTHIC FAMILY SHOWING 
Copperplate Gothic Bold . . . . . . 
Copperplate Gothic Italic . . . . . . 

334-349 
. . 341 
.. 340 
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COPPERPLATE GOTHIC FAMILY-Continued 
Copperplate Gothic Shaded . . . . . . 
Heavy Copperplate Gothic . . . . . . 
Heavy Copperplate Gothic Condensed . 
Heavy Copperplate Gothic Ex tended 
Light Copperplate Gothic . . . . . . 
Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed 
Light Copperplate Gothic Extended . 

Copperplate Roman . . 
Copyright Signs . . . . 
Corner Quads . . . . . . 
Correct Society Printing 
Crisscross Borders 
Cromwell . . . . . 
Curtis Borders . . 
Curtis-Post ... . 
Cushing Antique . 
Cut-Cost Fractions 
Cuts, Miscellaneous 

PAGES 

348 
334 
337 
339 
335 
336 
338 
371 

.. 619 
802,858 
389-396 
. . 705 
266,267 
.. 688 
.. 441 
. . 514 
.. 617 
801,802 

DAINTY BORDERS . . 
Dashes and Braces . 
Decorative Material 

. . .. 677 
590,591,593 

625-802 

DELLA ROBBIA SHOWING 
Della Robbia . . . . 
Della Robbia Light . . 

Della Robbia Borders . . 
Della Robbia Festoons . 
Della Robbia Initials . . 
Della Robbia Ornaments . . . . 
Della Robbia Paragraph Marks . 
Delmonico Chefs and Waiters 
Department Store Initials . . . 
De Vinne Condensed Fractions 
De VinneCondensed No.2 
De Vinne Fractions . . . . 
De Vinne No.2 . . . . . . 
Diagonal Fraction Marks . 
Diagonal Shaded Border . 
Dorsey Paragraph Marks . 
Drew ..... .. . . . 
Dutch Initials . . . . . . 

ELECTION TICKET SIGNS 
Electrotype Items . . . 
Elzevir Florets . . . . . 
Embellishers, Post Card 
Emblems . . ... . . . 
Empire Borders . . . . 
Engravers Bold . . . . . 
Engravers Borders . . . 

306-311 
306 
308 
654 
739 
769 
737 
601 
764 
784 
615 
331 
615 
330 
619 
697 

. . 601 
256,257 

. 782 

. 597 
1005 

. 800 
. . . . . . 753 
752, 753, 798-800 

.. 665 

. . 355 
666-668 
378,379 
380,381 

Engravers Old English . . . 
Engravers Old English Bold . 
Engravers Old English Open . 
Engravers Roman Shaded . . 
Engravers Shaded . . . . . . 
Extra Condensed Caston . . . . . . 
Extra Condensed Title Gothic No.l2 

376 
354 
350 
173 
489 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK CHECK FIGURES 
Figures, Advertising 

.. 618 
612-614 

618 
599 
600 
600 
597 
599 
750 

Figures, Bank Check 
Figures, Baseball . . 
Figures, Canceled . . 
Figures, T ime Table 
Fists .. . ... . . 
Five-Pointed Stars . 
Flag Borders . . . . 
Flags, United States 
Floral Decorators . 
Fonted Index Cuts . 
Foot Slugs, Beveled . 
Foster . . . ... . 

FRACTIONS 

. . 750 
754,755 

597 
802 
503 

... ... . 616 

. ... ... 616 
Bodoni Book Fractions 
Bodoni Fractions . . . 
Body Type Fractions . 
Boldface Fractions . . . . . 

. 590, 592, 616,617 -

Century Oldstyle Fractions . . . . . . . 
Cheltenham Bold Combination Fractions 
Cheltenham Bold Fractions . . 
Cheltenham Fractions . . . . . 
Cloister Oldstyle Fractions . . 
Cut-Cost Fractions . . . . . . 
De Vinne Condensed Fractions 
De Vinne Fractions . . . . . . 

615 
590 
619 
618 
615 
616 
617 
615 
615 
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FRACTIONS-Continued 
Diagonal Fraction Marks 
Globe Gothic Fractions . 
Gothic No.8 Fractions . . 
Latin Antique Fractions . 
New Caston Fractions . . . . . . 
New Gothic Condensed Fractions 
New Gothic Fractions . . . . . 
Oldstyle Fractions . . . . . . . 
Piece Fractions . . . . . . . . 
Superior and Inferior Fractions 
Typewriter Fractions . . 
Venetian Fractions . . . . . . 

Fraction Marks . . . . . . . . . . 
Franklin Gothic . . . . . . . . . . 
Franklin Gothic Condensed . . . . 
Franklin Gothic Condensed Shaded 
Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed 
Franklin Gothic Italic . . . . . . 
Fraternal and Society Emblems 
Freehand Showing . . . 

FURNITURE 

PAGES 

619 
615 
615 
615 
615 
620 
620 
615 
594 
594 
616 
616 
619 
464 
466 
439 
467 

. . 465 
798-800 
320-325 

Quotation and Metal . . . . . . . . . . . 806 
Steel,Iron,Wood (See Indexes Nos. 3 and 4) 

GARAMOND FAMILY SHOWING 
Garamond ........ . 
Garamond Bold . . . . . . 
Garamond Italic . . . . . . . . 

Garamond Italic Swash Characters 
Garamond Special Characters . . . 

GENERAL INFORMATION . .. . .. . 
How to Buy Type Advantageously 
Lengths of Alphabet . . . . . . . 
Old Metals . .. . . . . ..... . 
Scheme for Body Type Font . . . . . 
Scheme of Sundries for 100 lbs . Roman 
Sizes of Minimum Weight Fonts . . . 
Table of Point Set Spaces and Quads 
Weight Schemes for Body Type . 

Globe Gothic . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Globe Gothic Condensed . ... 
Globe Gothic Extended . . . . . 
Globe Gothic Extra Condensed . 
Globe Gothic Fractions . . 
Golf Illustrators . . . . . 

GOTHIC FACES 
Alternate Gothic No.1 . 
Alternate Gothic No.2 . 
Alternate Gothic No.3 ... 
American Extra Condensed 
Brandon Gothic . . . . . . 
Clearface Gothic . . . . . . 
Combination Gothic . . . . 
Condensed Gothic No. 574 . . . 
Condensed Title Gothic No.ll. 
Condensed Title Star Gothic . . 
Copperplate Gothic Bold . . . . 
Copperplate Gothic Italic . . . 
Copperplate Gothic Shaded . . . . . 
Extra Condensed Title Gothic No.12 . 
Franklin Gothic . . . . . . . . . . 
Franklin Gothic Condensed . . . . 
Franklin Gothic Condensed Shaded 
Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed . 
Franklin Gothic Italic . . . . . 
Globe Gothic . . . . . . . . . 
Globe Gothic Condensed ... 
Globe Gothic Extended . . . . 
Globe Gothic Extra Condensed 
Gothic Condensed No.521 
Gothic Condensed No. 523 
Gothic Condensed No. 524 
Gothic Condensed No. 529 
Gothic No. 6 .. ... 
Gothic Nos. 520 to 526 . . 
Gothic No. 544 . .... . 
Gothic No. 545 . . . . . . 
Gothic No. 578 . . . . . . 
Heavy Copperplate Gothic . . . . . . 
Heavy Copperplate Gothic Condensed . 
Heavy Copperplate Gothic Extended 
Herald Extra Condensed . . . . . . 
Light Copperplate Gothic . . . . . . 
Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed 

17-31 
. 18 
. 24 
. 19 

19,875 
. . 875 

582-585 
. . 582 
584,585 

582 
583 
583 
583 
583 
583 
496 
497 
499 
498 
615 
761 

460 
461 

. . 462 
480,481 

493 
505 
494 
487 
470 
492 
341 

. . 340 
348,349 

489 
464 
466 
439 
467 
465 
496 
497 
499 
498 
485 
487 
486 
471 
494 
486 
488 
484 
468 
334 
337 

. . 339 
478,479 
. . 335 
. . 336 
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PAGES 
GOTHIC FACES-Continued 

Light Copperplate Gothic Extended . 
Lightline Gothic . . . 

338 
490 
490 
493 
493 
493 
493 
491 
491 
472 

Lightline Title Gothic 
Light Litho Gothic . 
Lining Gothic . . . 
Mercantile Gothic . 
Mitchell ..... . 
Monotone Gothic . 
Monotone Title . . 
News Gothic . . . . . . . 
News Gothic Condensed . . . . 
News Gothic Extra Condensed . . . 
News Gothic Extra Condensed Title . 
Railroad Gothic . 

.. 473 
474,475 
476,477 

483 
482 
492 
469 
374 
492 
620 
620 
615 

Times Gothic . . 
Title Gothic . . . 
Title Gothic No.9 
Typo Gothic .. . 
Wedding Gothic . . . . . 

Gothic Condensed Fractions 
Gothic Fractions, New . . 
Gothic Fractions No.8 .. 

GOUDY FAMILY SHOWING . 
Goudy Bold .. ... . 
Goudy Bold Italic . . . 
Goudy Catalogue . . . 
Goudy Catalogue Italic 
Goudy Cursive . . . . . 
Goudy Handtooled . . 
Goudy Handtooled Italic 
Goudy Italic ...... . 
Goudy Oldstyle . . . . . 
Goudy Title . . . . . . . . 

Goudy Paragraph Terminals . 
Gray Borders . . . . . . . 
Gray Open Square Border 
Grecian Outline Borders 
Grecian Shaded Borders 
Grille Border . . . 

HAFTEL BORDERS . . . . 
Haftel Ornaments . . . 

HARRIS ROMAN AND ITALIC SHOWING 
Harris Italic . . . . . . 
Harris Roman . . . . . . . . 

Hearst Initials . . . . . . . . . 
Heavy Caslon . . . . . . . . . . 
Heavy Copperplate Gothic . . . . . . 
Heavy Copperplate Gothic Condensed 
Heavy Copperplate Gothic Extended . 
Heavyface Quotation Marks 
Heavy Mathematical Signs . 
Hello Cuts ...... . 
Herald Borders . . . . . 
Herald Extra Condensed 
Hobo . .... . . . 
Hobo, Light . . . . . 
Holiday Borders . . 
Holiday Decorators . 
Holly Borders . . . . 
Holly Corners . . . . 
Holly Wreaths . . . . . . . . . . 
How to Buy Type Advantageously 
Hylite Borders . . . . . . . 

32-51 
46,875 

. . 47 

. . 32 

. . 33 

. . 38 
48,875 

49 
37 
36 
40 

710 
669 
697 
644 
644 
686 

670,671 
. . 717 

316-319 
. ... 317 
316, 562, 563 

. . 784 
170, 171 

334 
337 
339 
596 
596 
763 

.. 682 
478,479 
276,277 
274,275 
657-664 
741-748 
659-661 

664 
749 
582 
675 

IMPRINTS, COPPER ALLOY . . . . 593 
Imprints, Printed in U.S. A. . . 753 
Index Cuts . . . . . . . . . . . 597 
Inferior and Superior Fractions . . . . . 594 
Inferior and Superior Letters and Figures . 594 

INITIALS 
American Mortised Ornaments 
Bodoni Mortised Ornaments . 
Bodoni Shaded Initials . 
Burford Initials . 
Caslon Initials . . . . 
Caxton Initials . . . . 
Cincinnati Initials . . 
Cloister Initials . . . 
Della Robbia Initials ... 
Department Store Initials 
Dutch Initials . . . . . . 
Hearst Initials . . . . . . 
Miniature Vanity Initials 

795 
. . 795 
777-779 
. . 785 
780,781 
.. 785 
. . 793 
786-789 

769 
784 
782 
784 
776 
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Missal Initials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 785 
Parsons Swash Initials and Decorators . 86, 767 
Schaeffer Oldstyle Initials . . 784 
Sectional Initial Formers . . 794 
Stationers Initials . . . . 796, 877 
Tory Initials . . . . . . . 790,877 
Vanity Initials . . . . . . . . 772-776 
Versatile Initials . . . . . . . . . . 783, 791, 792 
Virkotype Combination Monograms . 770,771 
Wood-Cut Mortised Initial Squares .. 794 

Inland Copperplate . . . 361 
Invitation . . . . . 356, 357 
Invitation Shaded . 358,359 
Ionic No. 522 . 515 
Italian Bands . . . . . 767 
Italian Borders . . . . 673 

JAQUISH BRASS RULE ORNAMENTS 
Jaquish Ornamental Brackets 
Jaquish Ornamental Dashes 
Jaquish Ornaments . . . . 
Jenson Bold Condensed .. 
Jenson Condensed . . . . 
Jenson Oldstyle No.2 .. 
Job Face Per Cent Marks 
Job Commercial Signs . . . .. . 
Job Face Parentheses and Brackets 

JOHN HANCOCK FAMILY SHOWING 
John Hancock . . . . . . . . . 
John Hancock Condensed . . . 
John Hancock Extended . . . . 

KATE GREENAWAY MIGNONETTES 

LATIN ANTIQUE FRACTIONS. 
Latin Antique No. 520 . . 
Latin Condensed No. 550 . . 
Laurel Borders . .. . .. . 
Laurel Ornaments . . . . . 
Law Italic No. 520 . . . . . . . . . . . 
Leaders, American Brass (See Index No.2) 
Leaders, American Line, Metal . . . . . 
Leads and Slugs . . . . . . 
Leads, Brass (See Index No.2) 
Lengths of Alphabet . . . . . 
Light Copperplate Gothic . . . . . . . 
Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed . 
Light Copperplate Gothic Extended 
Light Hobo .. . . . . 
Lightline Gothic . . . 
Lightline Title Gothic 
Light Litho . . . . 
Light Litho Gothic . . 
Light Oldstyle . . . . 
Linear Borders . . . . 
Lining Gothic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Linotype Column Rules (See Index No.2) 
Litho Antique 

LITHO FAMILY SHOWING 
Bold Litho . ... 
Card Light Litho . . 
Card Litho ..... 
Condensed Litho . . 
Light Litho . . . . 
Light Litho Gothic 
Litho Roman . . . 
Title Shaded Litho 

Lithograph Shaded . . 
Lithotone Ornaments . 
Locus Sigilli . . . . . 

LOGOTYPES 
Calendar Logotypes . . 
Time Table Logotypes . 

MAGAZINE BORDER . 
Mathematical Signs 
Meadow Border . . 
Medical Signs . . . 
Mercantile ..... 

708,709 
.. 708 
.. 708 
732,766 
. . 329 
.. 328 
326,327 
595,596 
. . 596 
.. 599 

212-217 
212 
214 
216 

764 

615 
512 
512 
672 
768 
516 

589 
807 

584,585 
.. 335 
. . 336 
.. 338 
274,275 
. . 490 
.. 490 
.. 246 
.. 493 
314,315 
641,703 

493 

.. 495 

246-251 
250 
246 
251 
247 
246 
493 
248 
351 
352 
800 
753 

602-611 
. . 600 

.. 682 
588,596 
.. 686 
.. 588 
. . 373 
.. 683 Mercantile Borders . 

Mercantile Gothic . . . . 
Metal Braces and Dashes . 
Metal Furniture . . . . . 
Meta l Leads and Slugs . . 

.. .. 493 
590,591, 593 
.... 806 
.... 807 
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Metal Spaces, Two Point . . . . . . . . . . . 807 
Miehle Extra Condensed ... . ..... 508,511 
Miehle Extra Condensed Title . . . . . . 509, 510 
Miniature Perpetual Calendar Logotypes . 602, 609 
Miniature Vanity Initials . . . 776 
Minimum Weight Fonts . . . 583 
Miscellaneous Auxiliaries . . 588 
Miscellaneous Cast Cuts 801.802 
Missal Initials . . 785 
Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . 493 
Modern Brackets . . . . . . 707 
Modern Dashes . . . . . . . 707 
Modern Flourishes . . . . . . 707 
Modern Roman Body Type . 554-581 
Monograms, Virkotype 770, 771 
Monotone Borders . . . . . 671 
Monotone Gothic . . . . . . 491 
Monotone Title . . . . . . . 491 
Mortised Metal Circles . . . . . . . . . . . . 867 
Mortised Ornaments . . . 712, 713, 715, 716, 722, 723, 

725,731,737,740,742-746,748,749,754,755,758,759' 
766, 794, 795, 877 

Motto . . . . . . . 454-456 
Mural Ornaments .. 762 

NATIONAL 0LDSTYLE SHOWING. 
Nautical Signs . . .. . 
NewCaslon . .... . .. . . 
New Caslon Auxiliaries . . . . 
New Caslon Fractions . . . . 
New Caslon Italic . . . . . . . . 
New Gothic Condensed Fractions 
New Gothic Fractions . . . . . . 
News Gothic .... .. . .. . . 
News Gothic Condensed .... . 
News Gothic Extra Condensed . . . 
News Gothic Extra Condensed Title 
Newspaper Borders 

NEWSPAPER HEAD-LETTERS 
American Extra Condensed . 
Herald Extra Condensed . . 
Miehle Extra Condensed . . 

300-305 
588 
174 
596 
615 
175 
620 
620 
472 

. . 473 
474,475 
476,477 
.. 631 

Miehle Extra Condensed Title . 
News Gothic Extra Condensed .. . 
News Gothic Extra Condensed Title. 

480,481 
478,479 
508,511 
509,510 
474,475 
476,477 

NON-KERNING ITALICS 
Adscript ... ... . . . . 
Caslon Lightface Italic . . . 
Cheltenham Medium Italic 
Clearface Heavy Italic . . 
Franklin Gothic Italic . . 
Goudy Bold Italic .... 
Goudy Catalogue Italic . 
Goudy Handtooled Italic 
Harris Italic . . . . 

Norwood Roman . .. 

OLD ENGLISH BORDERS 
Old Metals . . ... . 
Oldstyle Fractions . . 
Oldstyle No. 550 . . . . 
Oldstyle No. 583 . . . . . . 
Oldstyle Roman Body Type 

ORNAMENTS 
Adam Ornaments . . . . . . . 
American Legion Emblem . . . 
American Mortised Ornaments 
Antique Ornaments . . .. . . 
Arrow Ornaments . . . . . . . 
Art Combination Ornaments . 
Art Ornaments . . . . . . . . 
Beacon Combination Ornaments . 
Bodoni Cast Ornaments . . . . 
Bodoni Mortised Ornaments . 
Bookman Ornaments . . . . . 
Bradley Paragraph Terminals . 
Bruce Embellishers . 
Busha Ornaments . . . . . . . 
Chap-Book Directors .... . 
Chap-Book Guidons .. . . . . 
Chic Decorators . . . . . . . . . 
Cleland Combination Ornaments 
Cleland Ornaments 
Cloister Ornaments . . . . . . . 
Colonials . . . .. . ... . . . 

416 
155 
99 

229 
465 
47 
33 
49 

317 
573 

678,679 
. . 582 
. . 615 
. . 553 
. . 552 
536-553 

. . 733 

. . 800 

.. 795 
712,713 

751 
765 
765 
710 
735 

. . 795 
736,737 

710 
709 
762 
761 
768 

. . 706 
. . 714,876 
715, 716, 877 
. . 722-725 
. . . . 763 
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Commerce and Industry Illustrators 
Della Robbia Festoons . . . . . 

757 
739 
737 
764 

Della Robbia Ornaments . . . . 
Delmonico Chefs and Waiters . . 
Elzevir Florets . . . . . . . . . 
Floral Decorators . . . . . . . 
Fraternal and Society Emblems 
Golf Illustrators . . . . . . . 
Goudy Paragraph Terminals 
Haftel Ornaments . 
Hello Cuts . ... . 
Holiday Decorators 
Holly Corners . . . 
Holly Wreaths . . . 
Italian Bands . . . . . . . . . 
Jaquish Brass Rule Ornaments 
Jaquish Ornamental Brackets . 
Jaquish Ornamental Dashes . 
J aquish Ornaments ..... . 
Kate Greenaway Mignonettes . 
Laurel Ornaments .. .. 
Lithotone Ornaments . . 
Miscellaneous Cast Cuts . 
Modern Brackets . . . 
Modern Dashes . . . . . 
Modern Flourishes . . . 
Mural Ornaments .. . . . 
Ornamental Brackets No.2 
Orphic Spots . . . . . . . 
Outline Arrows . . . . . . 
Parsons Initial Decorators . 
Post Card Embellishers . . 
Printers Embellishers . . .. . 
Red Cross Christmas Wreaths . 
Red Cross Emblem . . . 
Renaissance Ornaments . 
Raters Illustrators . . . . 
Schuil Ornaments . . . . 
Sectional Initial Formers 
Speakers .. . . .. . . 
Strathmore Ornaments . 
Swastika Ornaments . . 
Telephone Cast Cuts . . . 
Thanksgiving Ornaments . 
Tory Ornaments . . . . . 
Trade Emblems . . . . . . 
Trap Shooter Series . . . . . . 
Twentieth Century Ornaments 
Typographic Spots . . . . . . 

Versatile Ornaments . . . . . . 
Vocational Cameos . . . . . . . 
Wayside Ornaments ....... . 

.. 800 
754,755 
798-800 
. . 761 
. . 710 
. . 717 
. . 763 
741-748 
.. 664 
.. 749 
. . 767 
708,709 
. . 708 
. . 708 
732,766 
. . 764 
.. 768 
.. 800 
801,802 

707 
707 
707 
762 
708 
734 

. 751 
86,767 

753 
. . 757 
. . 749 
. . 752 
. . 760 
728-730 

711 
794 
763 
731 
768 
763 

. 767 
758,759 
. . 753 
. . 740 
726,727 
. . 756 
. . 750 
. . 740 

.. 738,739 
718-721, 877 

United States Flags . . . . . . ·1· 
Vacation Ornaments . . . . . . . 

Wood-Cut Mortised Initial Squares . . . . 
764 
794 
752 
752 
708 

Young Men's ChristianAss'nEmblem . . . 
Young Women's Christian Ass'nEmblem. 

Ornamental Brackets No.2. 
Orphic Spots . . . . 
Outline Arrows . . . 

OUTLINE FACES 
Caslon Openface . . . . . 
Caslon Openface Title . . 
Caslon Shaded . . . . . . 
Cheltenham Bold Outline 
Comstock ... .... . 
Condensed Comstock . . . . 
Engravers Old English Open 
Pen Print Open 
Rimmed Litho . 
Webb ... . 

Ovolo Borders . 

PABST BORDERS . 

PABST 0LDSTYLE AND ITALIC SHOWING . 
Pabst Italic . . 
Pabst Oldstyle . 

Packard . . . . . 
Packard Bold . . . 
Panel Borders . . 
Paragraph Marks . . 

734 
751 

184 
184 

. . 182 
128, 129 

444 
444 
376 
451 
447 
446 
632 

655 

230-233 
. . 231 
.. 230 
268,269 
270,271 
.. 675 
.. 601 
. . 710 Paragraph Terminals . 

Paramount Borders . 
Parentheses and Brackets 

. ... .. 700,701 
595, 596, 599, 707, 708 
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PARSONS SHOWING 
Parsons .... 
Parsons Bold . 
Parsons Italic . . . . . 

Parsons Initial Decorators 
Parsons Swash Initials 
Pen Print ... . .... . 
Pen Print Bold . . . . . . 
Pen Print Open . . . . . . 
Per Cent and Cent Marks . 
Per Cent Marks, Job Face . . . 
Perpetual Calendar Logotypes 
Piece Accents . . . . . . 
Piece Fractions . . . . . . 
Post Card Embellishers . . 
Post Condensed . . . . . . 
Post Monotone . . . . . . . . . 
Post Oldstyle Roman No.2 . . . . 
Price List of Type (See Price List) 
Printed in U.S. A. Imprints . 

PAGES 
. 82-89 
. . 84 
. . 82 

85 
86,767 

. . 86 

.. 450 

.. 450 
. ... 451 
592, 595, 596 

595,596 
602-611 

595 
594 
753 
449 
515 
448 

Printers Embellishers ... . ..... . 
753 
757 
601 Priory and Priory Open Paragraph Marks 

QUADS, ANGULAR AND BEVELED . 
Quads, Circular . . . . . . . . . . 
Quads, Corner . . . . . . . . . . 
Quaint Characters, Caslon No. 471 

QUICK-SET FAMILY SHOWING . 
Quick-Set Bold ... .. . 
Quick-Set Italic ..... . 
Quick-Set Roman ..... . 

Quotation Furniture and Quads 
Quotation Marks, Bodoni . . . 
Quotation Marks, Heavyface . 

RAILROAD GOTHIC . . . . . . . . 
Railroad or Reversible Furniture . 
Recipe Marks . . . . . . . . . 
Recut Caslon . . . . . . . . . 
Recut Caslon Italic . . . . . . 
Red Cross Christmas Wreaths 
Red Cross Emblem . . . 
Reference Marks . . . . 
Renaissance Ornaments 
Ribbon Border . . . . 
Rimmed Litho . . . . 
Roman Borders . . . . 
Roman No.510 .. . . 
Roman No. 524, No. 527 
Roman No.599 . .... . . 
Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551 . 
Rosa Borders . . . 
Roters Illustrators 
Roundhand ... 
Royal Script . . 
Roycroft .... 
Roycroft Tinted 
Rugged Roman . 

802 
.. 807 
802,858 
.. 132 

578-581 
.. 580 
.. 580 
578-581 

806 
596 
596 

483 
806 

.. .. 597 
162,548,549 
.... 163 
.... 749 

...... 752 
590,591, 596, 600 

.. 760 

.. 687 

.. 447 
680,681 
574,575 
.. 575 
576,577 
550.551 
626-630 
728-730 
.. 406 
.. 421 
. . 504 
.. 440 
298,299 

SANSOM BORDER . . . . . . . . . . . 687 
Scheme for Body Type Font . . . . . 583 
Scheme of Sundries for 100 lbs. Roman 583 
Schaeffer Oldstyle Initials . . . . . . 784 
Schuil Ornaments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 711 
Scoring and Perforating Rule (See Index No.2) 

SCOTCH ROMAN AND ITALIC SHOWING .. 252-255 
Scotch Roman . . . . . . . . . . . 252, 560, 561 
Scotch Roman Italic . . . . . . . . . . . . 253 

ScRIPT FACES . 
Adscript .. 
Bank Script 
Bond Script . . . 
Commercial Script 
Roundhand .... 
Royal Script . . . . . 
Stationers Semiscript 
Steelplate Script . . . 
Typo Script . . . . . . 
Typo Script Extended . 
Typo Shaded . . . 
Typo Slope .... 
Typo Upright . . . 
Typo Upright Bold 
University Script 

Seals . . ...... . 
Sectional Calendars . . 

399-425 
416 
418 
419 
417 
406 
421 

.. 424 
422,423 

402 
403 
405 
404 
400 
401 
420 
753 
611 
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Sectional Initial Formers . . 
Self-Spacing Piece Fractions 
SHADED FACES 

Antique Shaded . . . . . 
Bodoni Bold Shaded . . . 
Caslon Shaded . . . . . . . . . 
Cheltenham Bold Italic Shaded 
Cheltenham Bold Shaded . . . 
Cheltenham Extrabold Shaded 
Copperplate Gothic Shaded . . 
Curtis-Post . . . . . . . . . . 
Engravers Roman Shaded . . . 
Engravers Shaded . . . . . . . . . . 
Franklin Gothic Condensed Shaded 
Inland Copperplate ... 
Invitation Shaded . . . . 
Lithograph Shaded . . . 
Roycroft Tinted . . . . . 
Steelplate Gothic Shaded 
Title Shaded Litho . . . 
Typo Roman Shaded . . 
Typo Shaded . . . . . . 
Typo Text . . . . ... . 
Washington Text Shaded 
Wedding Text Shaded .. 

Shaw Text ......... . 
Side Sorts, Century Expanded 
SIGNS 

PAGES 
.. 794 
. . 594 

436,437 
. . 438 
. . 182 
.. 431 
. . 430 
434,435 
348,349 

. 441 
. . 354 
.. 350 
.. 439 
. . 361 
358,359 

352 
440 
353 
351 
878 
405 

. . 360 
442,443 
364,365 

366 
591 

Arithmetical Signs 
Astronomical Signs 
Commercial Signs . 
Copyright Signs . . 
Election Ticket Signs 
Mathematical Signs . 
Medical Signs . . . . 

588 
...... 588 
588, 590, 591, 596 

. . 619 

. . 597 
588,596 

Miscellaneous Signs . 
Nautical Signs . . . . . . . 
Recipe Marks . . . . . . . . 

Sizes of Minimum Weight Fonts 
Slocum Seals . . . . . . 
Slugs and Leads, Metal . 
Slugs, Foot . . . . . . . 
Society Emblems . . . . 
Society Printing . 
Souvenir . . ........... . 
Spaces and Quads (See Price List) 

588 
588 
588 
597 
583 
753 
807 

. . 802 
798-800 
389-396 
452,453 

Spaces and Quads, Point Set, Table . . . 583 
Spaces, Brass and Copper, Thin . . . 808 
Spartan Borders . . . . . . . . . 698, 699 
Speakers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 763 
Special Brackets . . . . . . . . . 707,708 
Special Caslon Characters . . . . . . . . 132 
Stars, Five-Pointed Black and Outline .. 599 
Stationers Initials . . . . 796, 877 
Stationers Semiscript . . . . . . . . . 424 
Steelplate Gothic Shaded . . . . . . . 353 
Steel plate Script . . . . . . . . . 422, 423 

STERLING AND STERLING CURSIVE 258-265 
Sterling . . . . . . . . . 258 
Sterling Cursive . . . . . 259 

Strathmore Oldstyle . . 234,235 
Strathmore Ornaments . . . 731 
Stylus Border . . . . . . . . 676 
Sundries for Body Type . . . 586-594 
Superior and Inferior Fractions . . . . . . . 594 
Superior and Inferior Letters and Figures . . 594 
Swash Characters . . . . . . . . . 19, 86, 132,875 
Swastika Ornaments . . . . . . . . . . . . . 768 

TABLE OF POINT SET SPACES AND QUADS . . . 583 
Teague Borders ......... . ... 633-640 
Telephone Cast Cuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . 763 

TEXT FACES 
Cloister Black . . . . . . . . 
Engravers Old English . . . 
Engravers Old English Bold . 
Engravers Old English Open 
Inland Copperplate . . 
ShawText . ..... . 
Texts in Combination . 
Tudor Black No.2 .. . 
TypoText ... . .. . 
Washington Text . . . . 
Washington Text Shaded 
Wedding Text . . . . . . 
Wedding Text Shaded . . 

382,383 
378,379 
380,381 
.. 376 
.. 361 
.. 366 
386,387 
. . 377 
. . 360 
384,385 
442,443 
362,363 
364,365 
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Thanksgiving Ornaments 
Three Point Borders . . . 
Times Borders . . . . . . 
Times Gothic . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Time Table Figures and References 
Time Table Logotypes 
Title Gothic . . . 
Title Gothic No.9. 
Title Shaded Litho 
Tory Initials . . . 
Tory Ornaments . 
Trade Emblems . . . . 
Trade Marks (Adcuts) . 
Trap Shooter Series . . 
Tree Borders, Christmas 
Triple Line Borders . . 
Tudor Black No. 2 . .. 
Twelve Point Border . . . . . . 
Twentieth Century Ornaments . 

TYPEWRITER FACES . . . . 
Six Point American . . . 
Six Point Reproducing . 
Eight Point Reproducing 
Ten Point American . . . 
Ten Point Elite Oliver . . . 

PAGES 
767 
693 
688 
482 
600 
600 
492 
469 

0 0 351 
790,877 
758,759 

753 
621 
740 
664 
631 
377 

0 0 697 
726,727 

521-532 

T en Point Elite Underwood . . . . . . 
Ten Point New Model Elite Remington 
Ten Point Reproducing . . . . . . . 
Twelve Point New Model Remington . . . 
Twelve Point New Model Remington No.3 
Twelve Point New Model Smith-Premier 
Twelve Point New Model Smith-Premier 

532 
532 
532 
532 
529 
530 
523 
532 
522 
523 
524 

No.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 524 
Twelve Point New Model Underwood . 523 
Twelve Point Oliver . . . . . . 529 
Twelve Point Oliver Printype . . . . . 529 
Twelve Point Remington No.2 . . . . 531 
Twelve Point Ribbon-Face . . . . . . 531 
Twelve Point Silk Remington . . . . . . . 522 
Twelve Point Silk Remington Underscored 522 
Twelve Point Standard . . . . . . 531 
Twelve Point Smith-Premier No.2 530 
Twelve Point Underwood . . . 530 
Twelve Point Victoria Underwood 524 

Typewriter Fractions . . . . . . . . 616 
Typo Gothic . . . . . . . . . . . . . 374 

Typographic Accessories . 
Typographic Spots . . 
Typo Roman Shaded . 
Typo Script . . . . . . 
Typo Script Extended 
Typo Shaded . . . . . 
Typo Slope . . . . .... . . . .. . 
Typotabular Squares and Accessories 
Typotect Border . . 
Typo Text .. . . . 
Typo Upright ... . 
Typo Upright Bold . 

UNIT BORDERS . . . . . . . 
United States Flag Borders . 
United States Flags . . 
University Script .. .. 

VA CATION ORNAMENTS . 
Vanity Initials . . . . . 
VENETIAN FAMILY SHOWING 

Venetian . .... 
Venetian Bold . . 
Venetian Italic . . 

Venetian Fractions . 
Versatile Initials . . 
Versatile Ornaments 
Victoria Italic . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Virkotype Combination Monograms 
Vocational Cameos . . . . 
WASHINGTON TEXT . . . . 
Washington Text Shaded . 
Wayside Ornaments . 
Webb . .... .. .. . . 
Wedding Gothic . . . . . 
WeddingText .... . . 
WeddingText Shaded .. . . . 
Weight Schemes for Body Type 
Whist Markers . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wood-Cut Mortised Initial Squares. 
vVood Goods for Printers 

PAGES 
586-621 

756 
878 
402 
403 
405 

00 404 
803-805 

673 
360 
400 
401 

674 
750 
750 
420 

0 0 740 
772-776 
286-291 
286,572 
.. 290 

0 1 : : ~~~ 
783, 791, 792 

: i ~3~' ~i~ 
0 ~ 770,771 

~11 -~~~: ~~~ 
0 442,443 

0 0 764 
0 0 446 

1 
0 0 492 

0 362,363 
0 364}365 

583 
598 
794 

(See Indexes Nos. 3 and 4) 
Wood Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000 
Wreaths . . . . . 716,731,737,742,743,746,748,749 

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN Ass'N EMBLEM . . . 752 
Young Women's Christian Association Emblem 752 

INDEX No. 2-BRASS RULES, BRACES, DASHES, OVALS AND CIRCLES, SQUARES 
AND SLOTTED CORNERS, CUTTING AND SCORING RULES, ETC. 

Advertising Rules . . . . . . . . 
American Thin Spaces . . . . . . 
Beveled Linotype Column Rule . . 
Booklet and Catalogue Specimens 
Braces, Brass . . . . . . . . . . . 
Brass and Copper Spaces . . . . . 
Brass Leads and Slugs, Price List 
Brass Rule for Type Borders 
Brass Rule Shown by Sizes . . . . 
Brass Rule Shown in Series . . . 
Brazed Corners . . . . . . . . . . 
Brazed Corners, Price List . . . . . . . 
Brazed Half Panels for Newspaper Ads. 
Center Pieces for Plain Face Rule . 
Circles and Ovals . . . . . . 
Circles, Mortised Metal . . . 
Column Rules . . . . . . . 
Combinations of Brass Rule 
Copper Spaces . . . . . . . . . 
Corner Quads, Brass and Metal . 
Creasing Rule, Brass and Steel . 

PAGES 
0 0 856 
.. 808 
0 0 857 
825-827 
0 0 872 
00 808 

0 0 862 
0 0 852 
846-855 
812-816 
821, 840 
0 0 860 
00 844 
00 843 
867-871 
0 0 867 
0 0 857 
830-833 

Cross Rules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cut Rule in Groups, Price List and Weights . 
Cut Rule, Price List . 

808 
858 
858 
856 
863 
860 

Cutting Rule, Steel . 
Dashes, Newspaper . 
Dash Rules, Regular 
Diagonal Corners . . 
Diamonds . . . . .. . 
Dotted and Hyphen Rule . . . . 
Double and Triple Lithotone Rule 
Foot Slugs, Brass and Metal . . . 

858 
873 
857 
843 
871 

0 0 814 
835,836 
0 0 802 
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Frame Corners . . . . . 818 
Head Rules . . . . . . . 856 
Initial Boxes . . . . . . 845 
Interlocking Miters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 844 
Labor-Saving Rule, Fonts for Rule Cases . 864,865 
Labor-Saving Rule, Price List . . . . . 859 
Labor-Saving Rule, Schemes for . . . 866 
Labor-Saving Rule, Specimens of . 820, 821 
Leaders, Brass, Price List . . . . . 862 
Leaders, Brass, Scheme for . . . . 866 
Leaders, Brass, Specimens of . . . 820 
Leads and Slugs, Brass, Price List 862 
Linotype Column Rule .. · . . . . 857 
Linotype Tabular Rule, Rogers . . . . . . . 858 
Lithotone, Lithodot and Litholine Rule . 828-839 
Matching Rule by Sample .. .. .. . ... 874 
Metal Mounted Circles, etc. (See Footnote) .. 871 
Mitered Pages, Half Brazed . . . . . . . . 844, 861 
Miters in Fonts, Price List (Tables D and D1) . 859 
Miters in Sets, Price List (Tables E1 and E2) . 861 
Miters, Interlocking . . . . . . . . . . 844 
Miters, Page, Price List (Table F) . . . 861 
Mortised Metal Circles . . . . . . . . . 867 
Open Square Brass Rule . . . . . . 822-824 
Outlook Envelope Forms, Price List . . 862 
Ovals, Brass . . . . . . . . . . . 870, 871 
Page Miters, Price List . . . . . . . . 861 
Panel Double Corners . . . . . . . . 842 
Perforating Rule, Brass and Steel . 858, 862 
Picture Frame Brass Rule .. 817 
Price List of Brass Rule . . . . . . 859-865 
Right-Angle Corners . . . . . . . . . 819 



INDEX No. 2-BRASS RULES, BRACES, DASHES, OVALS AND CIRCLES, SQUARES 
AND SLOTTED CORNERS, CUTTING AND SCORING RULES-Continued 

PAGES y 
Rogers Linotype Tabular Rule . . . . 858 · 
Round Corners . . . . . . . . . . 821,841 
Round Corners for Fullface Rules . . 841 
Round Corners, Price List . . . . . . . . 860, 861 
Schemes for Fonts of Labor-Saving Rule . 866 
Scoring Rule, Brass and Steel . . . . . . . . . 858 
Shaded Rules ... . .... ..... .... 817 
Slotted Corners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 845 
Solid Pages, Price List . . . . . . . . . . . . 861 
Sorts of Brass Rule, Price List (Tables H and I) 860 
Space Rule, Price List . . . . . . . . . . . . 862 + 

PAGES 
Special Brass Rule Faces Not Shown. 
Special Circles and Other Forms . . 
Square Corners for Plain Face Rules 
Squares, Brass . . . . . . 

874 
874 
843 
843 

Squaround Circles, Brass . 
Stipple Rules . . . . . . 
Strip Rule, Price List .. 
Strip Rule, Specimens of 
Thin Spaces, American . 
Wave Rule . .. . .. . 
Weights of Brass Rule . 

868 
816 

...... 859 
812-816,846-855 

808 
. ..... 814 
. ..... 863 

INDEX No. 3-PRINTING MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENTS, AND STEEL AND WOOD 
PRINTING PLANT EQUIPMENTS 

PAGES 
ACME STAPLE BINDER . . . 979 
Adjustable Transfer Truck 1121 
Ad-Man Type Cabinets . 1069 
Advance Paper Cutters . 922 
Ajax Eyeleting Press . . 980 
Ail-Brass Galleys . . . . 963 
All-Measure Type Gauge 969 
All-Rawhide Mallets . . . . . 959 
American Bookbinders' Wire . . . 980 
American Cut-Cost Equipments 1023-1064 
American Cut-Cost System . . 1011-1064 
American Cylinder Press Seat . . . 915 
American Job Press Brake . . . . 905 
American Lead and Rule Cutters 933,934 
American Lettering Pallet . . . . 1007 
American Numbering Machine . 951 
American Roughing Machines . 915 
American Stapleset Brushes . . . . . . . . . 954 
American Visible Hand Numbering Machine 952 
Angle Gauge, Paper Cutter . . . . 923 
Angle Ink Knives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 999 
Art Hook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 940 
Assembling Table, Newspaper ....... 1123 
Automatically Registering Chases . . . . . . 968 
Automatic Feeders . . . . . 879-894,898,899 

AUTOMATIC JOB PRESSES 
Kelly Automatic Presses . . . . . . 
Klymax Automatic Feeder .... . 

Automatic Register Gauge . . . .. . 
Auxiliary Materials Cabinets, Cut-Cost . 
Avery All-Brass Make-up Galleys . 

879-894 
898,899 

. . 957 
1035-1041 

963 

BACKER, BOOKBINDERS' JOB . . . . . . . . 994 
Backsaw . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 959 
Band and Rubbing-up Sticks, Bookbinders' 998 
Bank, Dumping . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1123 
Banks, Overhead, for Newspaper Make-up 

Tables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1111 
Bank, Working . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1085 

BASES, BLOCKS AND HOOKS 
Challenge Art Hook . . . . . . . . . 
Challenge Cast Iron Newspaper Bases 
Challenge Sectional Blocks . . . . . . 
Challenge Steel and Brass Catches . . 
Challenge Swivel Hook . . . . . . . . 
Challenge Universal Hook . . . . . . . 
Kelly Press Plate Mounting Equipment . 
Rouse Rabbeted Bases . . . . . . . . 
Rouse Register Hooks and Bases . . . 
Rouse Universal Blocks . . . . . . . 
Wilson Adjustable Patent Iron Blocks 

Bates Hand Numbering Machines. 
Bearer Gauges, Stereotype . . 
Beating Brush, Stereotype . . . . . 

940 
941 

940,941 
940 
941 
940 
942 
939 
939 
938 
942 
952 

1008 

Bellows ......... . ... . .... . 
1008 
959 

Bench, Machinist's, for Type-Composing Ma-
chines .................. 1128 

Bench, Machinist's Work .......... 1129 
Bench, Machinist's Work and Storage Cabinet 1129 
Benzine Brushes . . . . . . . . . . 954 
Benzine Cans . . . . . . . . . . . 955 
Better-Wetter Numbering Machine 950 
Binder, Loose-Leaf, Cut-Cost . . . . 1056 
Binders (See Staple Binders) 

1141 

Binders for Newspapers . 
Bindery Tables . . . . . 
Blocks, Hooks and Bases . 
Bodkins and Tweezers . . 

PAGES 
. . . . . . . 917 
994,997,1061-1063 

938-942 

Bone Folders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Book and News Galleys . . . . . . . . . . 
Bookbinders' Band and Rubbing-up Sticks 
Bookbinders' Cabinets . . . . . . . . . . 
Bookbinders' Cutting Boards . 
Bookbinders' Job Backer ... 
Bookbinders' Pressboards . . . 
Bookbinders' Shears .. . . . . . 
Bookbinders' Standing Presses 
Bookbinders' Wire . . . . . . . 
Book Chases . . . . . . . . . . 
Bostitch Paper Fastener . . . . . 
Boston Automatic Paper Fastener 
Boston Card Cutters . . . . . . . . 
Boston Lead Racks . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Boston Model Wetter Numbering Machine 
Boston Staple Binder . . . . . . . . 
Boston Wire Staples . . . . . . . . . 

BOSTON 'WIRE STITCHERS 

958 
1007 
962 
998 
998 
998 
994 
998 
993 
994 

. 980 
964-968 

979 
978 
995 

1094 
950 

. !978 
978,979 

Boston Wire Stitchers Nos.1 and 2 972 
Boston Wire Stitchers Nos. 3 and 4 973 
Boston Wire Stitchers Nos. 5, 7, 10 . 974 
Boston Wire Stitchers Nos. 11, 14, 15 975 
Boston Wire Stitcher No.16 . . . . . 976 
Boston Wire Stitchers Nos.17 and 18 977 
Boston Wire Stitcher No.19 . . . . 976 

BRACKETS 
Case Brackets . . . . . . . 1087 
Galley Brackets . . . . . . 1087 
Roller Brackets . . . . . . . . . 1087 
Upper Case Brackets, Cut-Cost . 1028 

Brass Galleys . . . . . . . . . . . . . 963 
Brass Rule Cabinets, Cut-Cost . . . . . 1030-1032 
Brass Rule Cases (See Cases, Brass Rule) 
Brower Proof Presses . . . . . . 927 
Brushes . . . . . . . . . . . . . 954, 1006, 1008 
Burch Perforator . . . . . . . . . . . 908 

CABINETS, MISCELLANEOUS 
Auxiliary Materials, Cut-Cost . . . . 1035-1037 
Bookbinders' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 998 
Brass Rule and Quotation, Cut-Cost . . . 1032 
Brass Rule, Quotation and Metal Furni-

ture, Cut-Cost . . . 1030, 1031 
Copy . . . . . . . . . 1127 
Cut and Electrotype . . . . 1073 
Cut Storage, Cut-Cost . . . . 1054 
Dead Matter . . . . . 1033 
Electrotype . . . . . . . . . . . 1073 
Galley . . . . . . . . 1043, 1092, 1093 
Ink and Roller . . . . 1058,1107,1108 
Inking, Cut-Cost . . . . . . . . . 1051 
Interlocking Steel Furniture 1050, 1096 
Iron Furniture, Cut-Cost . . . . . 1050 
Justifying Materials, Cut-Cost 1038-1041 
Lead and Rule Cutter . . . . . . . 1088 
Letterboard . . . . . . . . . 1033, 1089 
Locking-up Materials, Cut-Cost 1046-1049 
Magazine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1128 
Mammoth Iron Furniture . . . 1050, 1096 
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CABINETS, MISCELLANEOUS-Continued 
Matrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1127 
Metal Furniture . . . . . 1030, 1031, 1046, 1049 
Monotype Keybank, Key bar and Storage . 1109 
Platen Pressroom . . . 1058, 1107 
Plate Storage . . . . . . . . . 1090 
Proof Paper, Cut-Cost . . .. 1051 
Quarter Case . . . . . 1088 
Reglet . . . . . . . . . . 1094 
Roller . . . . . . 1058,1107, 1108 
Saw-Trimmer . . . . . . . . .... 1098 
Sort . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1090, 1091 
Storage Cabinet and Machinist's Work 

Bench ...... ... .... ... . 1129 
Wood Furniture . . . . . . . . . . 1095, 1096 
Work Bench and Auxiliary, Cut-Cost 1035-1037 
Work Bench and Justifying Materials, Cut-

Cost . . . . . . . . . . . 1040, 1041 
Work Bench and Storage . . . . . 1087 

CABINETS, TYPE 
Ad-Man .. 
Cut-Cost . ... ... . . 
Flat-Top Extension Front 
Hamilton ..... . . 
Head-Letter .. .. . . . 
Large Letter, Cut-Cost .. 
Newspaper . .... . . . 
Newspaper Ad. . . . . . . 
Nos. 2005, 12005, 2000, 12000 . 
Open, Cut-Cost 
Quarter Case 
School ... . 
Tops for .. . 
Wall .. .. . 
Wood Type ......... . 

Cans for Benzine, Oily Rags, etc. 
Carborundum Knife Stone 
Card Cutters . . . . . . . . . . . 
Case Brackets . . . . . . . . . . 

... 1069 
1026-1028 
... 1072 

1068-1072 
1071 
1034 
1070 
1069 
1068 
1033 
1088 

.. 1065 
1029,1074 

1071 
1074 
955 
923 
995 

1087 

CASES, BRASS RULE (See also Cases, Miscella
neous; Cases, Quarter Size; and Cases, Type) 
Eighth Size . . . . . 1032, 1081 
Furneaux, Full Size . . . . 1079 
Harms, Full Size . . . . . 1079 
Ordinary, Full Size . . .. 1078 
Quarter Size . . . . 1032, 1081 
Sanspareil, Half Size . . . 1081 

CASES, MISCELLANEOUS 
Adjustable Lead and Slug, Full Size 
Blank, for Quarter Cases, Full Size 
Blank, with Center Bar, Full Size . 
Brass Rule (See Cases, Brass Rule) 
Cut, Indexed, cabinet front only 
Eighth Size . . . . . . . . 
Lead and Slug, for Bank . . 
Lead and Slug, Full Size . . 
Metal Furniture, for Bank . 
Metal Furniture, Full Size . 
Midget Lead or Brass Rule . . . . 
Morgan Lead and Slug, Full Size . 
Quarter Size (See Cases, Quarter Size) 
Rule (See Cases, Brass Rule) 

1078 
1080 
1080 

.. 1080 
1032, 1081 
1084,1085 
... 1078 
. .. 1085 
. .. 1078 
1028, 1080 

1078 

Space and Quad, for Banks . . . . . . . 1083 
Spacing Materials, for Banks . 1026, 1082, 1083 
Thin Space . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1080 

CAsEs, QuARTER SIZE 
For Accented Letters 
For Borders . . . . . 
For Brass Leaders . . 
For Brass Rule . . . . 
For Signs ..... . 
For Spaces and Quads 
For Special Figures . . . 
For Split Fractions . . . . 

Case Racks (See Racks, Case) 
Case Stands and Racks . . 

CASES, TYPE 
California Job, Full Size . 
California Job, Two-thirds 

1032, 1082 
1032,1082 
1032,1082 
1032,1081 
1032,1082 
... 1082 
1032,1082 
1032,1082 

1075,1076 

1077 
1080 
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CASES, TYPE-Continued 
Cap, Full Size . . . . . . . . . 1077 
Cap, Two-thirds . . . . . . . 1080 
Double Lower, Full Size . . . 1077 
Double Yankee Job, Full Size . 1077 
Figure, Full Size . . . . 1078 
Greek, Cap, Full Size . . . 1079 
Greek, Lower, Full Size . . 1079 
Greek, Forson, Full Size . 1079 
Hebrew, Cap, Full Size . . 1079 
Hebrew, Lower, Full Size. . . . . . 1079 
Improved Space and Quad, Full Size 1078 
Italic, Full Size . . . . . 1077 
Lower, Full Size . . . . . 1077 
Music, Lower, Full Size . . 1079 
Music, Side, Full Size . . 1079 
Music, Upper, Full Size. . . . 1079 
New York Improved, Full Size 1077 
Forson Greek, Full Size . . . 1079 
Quadruple, Full Size . . . . . . 1078 
Small Cap, Cut-Cost, One-Third 1027 
Transfer and Sifter . . . . . . 1086 
Triple, Full Size . . . . . . . 1078 
Two-thirds Size . . . 1080 
Wells Job, Full Size . . . . . . 1078 
Wood Type, Adjustable Bars . 1080 
Yankee Job, Full Size. . 1077 
Yankee Job, Two-thirds 1080 

Casting Boxes, Stereotype . 1008 
Catches, Steel and Brass . 940 
Cement Brushes . . . . . 1006 
Century Ink Fountain . . 909 
Challenge Art Hook . . . . . . . . . . 940 
Challenge Cast Iron Newspaper Bases 941 
Challenge Galley Proof Presses . 929 
Challenge Ink Spade . . . . . . . 999 
Challenge Iron Furniture . . . . 947 
Challenge Pressed Steel Galleys . 962 
Challenge Quoins . . . . . . 944 
Challenge Register Key . . . . . . 941 
Challenge Sectional Blocks . . . 940, 941 
Challenge Special Quoin Key . . . 945 
Challenge Steel and Brass Catches 940 
Challenge Swivel Hook . . . . . . 941 
Challenge Type-High Gauge. . . . 936 
Challenge Type-High Machine . . 937 
Challenge Universal Hook . . . . . 940 
Chandler & Price Craftsman Press 896 
Chandler & Price Fountains . . . . . . 909 
Chandler & Price Galley Proof Presses 929 
Chandler & Price New Series Presses . . . . 897 
Chandler & Price Paper Cutters. . . 918-920,922 
Chase Racks, Cut-Cost Steel Adjustable 1052, 1053 
Chase Racks, Unit Job and Cylinder ... .. 1097 

CHASES 
Biased Job 
Book .. . 
Folio .. . 
Heading .. 
Job with Bar .. 
Job with Bearers 
KellyPress . ... . . 
McGreal Combination 
Newspaper Stereotype 
Plain Job . 
Poster .. . 
Quadruple . 
Quarto . .. 
Samson Job. 
Spider Job .. . ... . .... . 
Wilson Automatically Registering 

City Case Stands . . . . . . . . 
Color-Harmony Chart . . .. . 
Colt's Armory Presses . . . . . 
Combination Chases . . . . . . 
Composing and Make-up Rules 
Composing Stick Rest . 

COMPOSING STICKS 
Buckeye .... 
Common Screw . 
Eagle ..... . 
Grover Job .... . 
Improved Standard Job. 
Rouse Job ...... . 

967 
964 
966 
965 
967 
967 
967 
968 
968 
967 
966 
965 
965 
967 
967 
968 

.. 1075 
1001-1004 

901,902 
968 
958 
943 

943 
943 
943 
943 
943 
943 
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COM POSING STICKS-Continued 
Rouse Pica ..... . . 
Superior All-Brass News ... 
Wood Poster . . . . . . . . 
Yankee Job . . . .. . .. . 

Composition Mallets . . . . . . 
Controllers for Electric Motors 
Copy Cabinet . . . . . . . . . 
Copy-Cutter's Desk . . . . . 
Correcting Tables, Newspaper 
Counter, Paper . . . 

COUNTING MACHINES 

PAGES 

943 
943 
943 
943 

. 959 
912,913 

1127 
1126 
1124 
1007 

Durant . . . . . . . . . . 953 
Redington . . . . . . . . 953 

Coupon Cutter . . . . . . . . 989 
Craig Electricity Neutralizer 910 
Cut and Electrotype Cabinets . . 1073 
Cut-Cost System . . . . . . . 1011-1064 
Cut Storage Cabinet, Cut-Cost . . . . 1054 
Cut Storage System, Cut-Cost . . 1054-1056 
Cutters, Lead and Rule . . . . . . 933-935 
Cutters, Paper (See Paper Cutters) 
Cutting Boards for Bookbinders . . . . . . . 998 
Cutting, Creasing and Embossing Presses 903-905 
Cutting Sticks for Paper Cutters . . . . . . 961 
Cylinder Chase Racks . . 1052, 1053, 1097 
Cylinder Presses . . . . . . . . 879-895 
Cylinder Press Fans . . . . . . 911 
Cylinder Press Locks . . . . . 949 
Cylinder Press Paper Lift . . . 911 
Cylinder Press Roller Cabinet . 1108 
Cylinder Press Seats . . . . 915 
Cylinder Press Side Guide . 956 

DEAD MATTER CABINET . . 1033 
Dead Slug Bin . . . . . . . 1117 
Desk, Copy-Cutter's . . . . 1126 
Desk, Cut-Cost Foreman's . 1057 
Desk, Proof-Reader's . . . 1127 
Desk, School Compositor's . 1065 
Desks, Hamilton Foremen's 1126 
Diamond Paper Cutters . . 921 
Disc Planer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 936 
Drying Racks and Stock Tables . 1060, 1063,1106 
Drying Racks, Trays and Frames . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 1060, 1062, 1063, 1105, 1106 
Drying Shelves for Pressroom Drying Rack . 1106 
Dumping Bank, Newspaper . . . . . . . . . 1123 
Dumping Tables . . . . . . . . . . . . 1042, 1122 
Durant Counting Machines . . . . . . . . . 953 

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENTS 1065,1066 
Efficiency Department . 1013-1022 
Ejector Press Punches . . . . . . . . . 992 
Electric Glue Pots . . . . . . . . . . . 1006 
Electricity Neutralizer . . . . . . . . . 910 

ELECTRIC MOTORS AND CONTROLLERS 
General Electric . . . . 912 
Kimble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 912, 913 

Electric Welded Chases . . . . . . . . 964-968 
Electrotype Cabinets . . . . . . . . . . . 1073 
Embosser, Bench Lever . . . . . . . . . . . 993 
Embossing, Cutting and Creasing Presses 903-905 
Embossing Process Machines 914 
Engravers' Tools . . . . 958 
Engravers'Wood . . . . 970 
Eureka Lead Rack . . . . 1094 
Eureka Rule Press . . . . 935 
Expansion Roller Trucks 910 
Eyeleting Press . . . . . 980 
Eyelet Punch . . . . . . . . . 979 
Eyelets for Punching Machines 979 
Eyelet Tool . . . . . . . . . . 980 
Eye Shades . . . . . . . . . . 970 

FALMOUTH PUNCHING MACHINE . 989 
Fans for Rollers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 911 
Feeders, Automatic . . . . . . . 879-894,898,899 
Files and Binders for Newspapers . . . . . . 917 
Flat-top Extension Front Type Cabinets . 1072 
Folders, Bone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1007 
Folding Machines . . . . . . . . . . . . 996 
Folio Chases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 966 
Foot Sticks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 961 
Foreman's Desk, Auxiliary Top Only, Cut-Cost 1057 

1143 

Foreman's Desk, Cut-Cost . . . 
Foremen's Desks, Hamilton . . 
Form Racks (See Chase Racks) 
Form Truck, Mashek 
Form Trucks . . 
Fountains, Ink . . 
Furnaces, Metal . 

FURNITURE 

PAGES 

1057 
1126 

1098 
915 
909 

1009 

Challenge Iron . . . . . . 947 
Interlocking Steel . . . . . . 948 
Labor-Saving Cast Iron . . . . . 946 
Labor-Saving Iron and Steel 946-948 
Labor-Saving Metal . . . . 806 
Labor-Saving Quotation . . 806 
Mammoth Iron . . . . . . 947 
Reg let . . . . . . . . . 960, 961 
Wood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 960, 961 

Furniture Cabinets, Metal, Cut-Cost . . 1030, 1031 
Furniture Cabinets, Wood 1046-1049,1095,1096 

GAGES (See Gauges) 
Galley Brackets . . 
Galley Cabinets . . 
Galley Locks . . . . . 
Galley Proof Presses . 

.. ... 1087 
1043, 1092, 1093 

963 
929 

GALLEYS 
Avery All-Brass Make-up. 
Challenge Pressed Steel 
Hamilton Pressed Steel . 
Job . . . ... .... . 
Mailing . ....... . 
Patent Corner All-Brass . 
Rigid Rim Steel . . . . . 

Galley Stop, Cut-Cost . . . . . 
Galley Storage System, Cut-Cost 
Galley Trucks . . . . . 
Gauge Pin Drawer . . 
Gauge Pins and Gauges 

GAUGES, TYPE 
All-Measure .. .. . 
Lincoln Type Measure 
Superior Line . . . . . 
Turtle . ...... . 
Type-High .... . . 

General Electric Motors . 
Glue, Padding . . . . . . 
Glue Pots ... . ....... . . . 
Gluing-on and Padding Attachments 
Golding Job Presses ... . . 
Golding Tableting Presses . . . . . . 
Grinders for Paper Cutter Knives . . . 
Gripper Crossbars and Gripper Fingers 
Guard, Saw-Trimmer ... 
Guides for Cylinder Presses 

HACKER PLANER . . . . . . 
Hamilton Imposing Tables 
Hamilton Make-up Trucks 
Hamilton Newspaper File ... 
Hamilton Pressed Steel Galleys . . . 
Hamilton Steel and Wood Equipments 
Hamilton Steel Bindery Tables . . . . 
Hamilton Type Cabinets . . . . . . . . 
Hamilton Waste Metal Trucks .. . . 
Hamilton Wood and Steel Equipments. 
Hamilton Working Bank . . 
Hand Numbering Machines . . . . . 
Hand Perforators . . . . . . . . . . 
Hand Presses, Official . . . 
Hand Punching Machines . . . . . . 
H ansen Complete Mitering Machine 
Hansen Lead and Rule Cutter . . . . 
Hansen Mammoth Mitering Machine 
Hansen Shear-Cut Lino-Slug Cutter . 
Harmon-Inks . . . . . . . . . . 
Hart 's Combination Paper Jogger 
Heading Chases . . . . . . . . . 
Head-Letter Cabinets . . . .. . 

963 
962 

. . 962 
962,963 

. . 963 
. . 963 
. . 962 
. . 1028 
. . 1042 

1045,1092 
. . 956 
956,957 

969 
969 
969 
969 

936,937 
. . 912 
.. 1007 
. . 1006 
. . 997 
906,907 

1006 
923 
957 

1130 
956 

. . 936 
1099-1104 

. .. 1121 
917 

. . . 962 
. 1067-1130 
. . . 997 
1068-1072 
.. . 1122 
1067-1130 
.. 1085 
. . 952 
984,985 

. . 907 
989,992 

933 
. . 934 
. . 933 
. . 935 

1001-1004 
. . 916 
. . 965 
. . 1071 

Height Gauges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Helmold's Improved Eureka Rule Press . 
Hempel Quoins . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hercules Steel Rule Cutter . . . . . . . 

936,937 
935 

. . 944 

. . 935 
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Hickok Automatic Knife Grinder 
Hickok Bookbinders' Job Backer 
Hickok Bookbinders' Shears . . . . 
Hickok Disc Roll Ruling Machine . 
Hickok Dual "L" Ruling Machine . . 
Hickok Feeder for Ruling Machines . 
Hickok Lettering Pallet Press . . . . 
Hickok 0-A Automatic Striker Ruling 

PAGES 
923 
994 
99.3 
982 
982 
983 
993 

Machine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 981 
Hickok Paging and Numbering Machine . . 983 
Hickok Standing Presses . . . . . . . . . . 994 
Hoerner Shute Board and Type-High Machine 937 
Hoff Perforator, Slitter and Scorer . . . . . . 916 
Hooks and Bases . . . . . . . . . . . . 938-942 

IMPOSING TABLES 
Cut-Cost . . . 1044, 1045 
Hamilton . . . 1099-1104 
School . . . . . . . 1066 
Square-Leg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1104 

Imposing Surfaces, Iron and Marble . . . 948 
Ingot Molds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1009 
Ink and Roller Cabinets . . . . . . 1058, 1107, 1108 
Ink Cabinet 

(See Platen Pressroom Cabinets, Cut-Cost) 
Ink Cabinets . . . . . . . 1058,1107,1108 
Ink Distributors . . . . . . . . 909 
Ink Fountains . . . . . . . . . 909 
Inking Cabinet, Cut-Cost . . . 1051 
Ink Knives . . . . . . . 999 
Inks, Harmon-Inks . . . . 1001-1004 
Ink Slabs . . . . . . . . . . . 999 
Ink Spade . . . . . . . . . . . . 999 
Interlocking Drying Frames . . . . . 1062, 1063 
Interlocking Drying Racks and Trays . . . 1105 
Interlocking Steel Furniture . . . . . . . 948 
Iron and Rubber Tire Form Trucks . . . 915 
Iron Blocks and Bases . . 941, 942 
Iron Furniture . . . . . . 946,947 
Iron Furniture Cabinets . 1050, 1096 
Iron Imposing Surfaces . . . . 948 

JoB BACKER ... 
Job Chase Racks 
Job Chases . .. 
Job Letter boards 
Job Press Brake . . . . 
Job Presses (See Presses) 

..... 994 
1052, 1053, 1097 

967 
1089 
905 

Job Press Locks . ... . ... . 
Jogger, Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Justifying Materials Cabinets, Cut-Cost 
Justrite Non-Explosive Benzine Cans 
J ustrite Oily Waste or Rag Can . . . 

KELLY PRESSES 
Kelly Automatic Jobber . . . . . . 
Kelly Automatic Job Press, Style B. 
Kelly Automatic Press No.2 . . . . 

Kelly Press Chases . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Kelly Press Plate Mounting Equipment . 
Kelly Press Stock Forwarding Table, 

Cut-Cost .... . ........ . 
Keybank, Keybar and Storage Cabinet 
Keys, Quoin . . . . . . . . . . . 
Kimble Motors and Equipments . 
Klymax Automatic Feeder 
Knife Grinder . . . . . . . 

KNIVES 
Ink ... . 
Overlay .. . 
Paper Cutter 
Tablet .. . 

Knife Stone . . 

949 
. . 916 

1038-1041 
955 
955 

893,894 
879-886 
887-892 

967 
942 

1063 
. 1109 

944, 945 
912,913 
898,899 

923 

999 
970 
923 

1007 
923 

LABEL HOLDERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1086 
Label Trimmer and Coupon Cutter . . . . . 989 
Labor-Saving Iron Furniture . . . . . . 946,947 
Labor-Saving Reglet Cabinet, Cut-Cost 

(See Locking-up Materials Cabinets) 
Labor-Saving Reglet Cabinets, Hamilton . . . 1094 
Labor-Saving Wood Furniture and Reglet . . 961 
Labor-Saving Wood Furniture Cabinet, Cut-

Cost (See Locking-up JV!aterials Cabinets) 
Labor-Saving Wood Furniture Cabinets, Ham

ilton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1095, 1096 
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PAGES 
Ladder, Rolling . . . . . . . . . 1054 
Ladles and Skimmers . . . . . . 1009 
Large Letter Cabinet, Cut-Cost . 1034 
Laureate Platen Press . . . . . . 900 
Layouts of Printing Plants . . . . . . . facing 1011 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1014, 1016, 1019, 1022 
Lead and Rule Cutter Cabinet . . . . . . . . 1088 
Lead and Rule Cutters . . . . . . . . . . 933-935 
Lead and Slug Cases for Banks . . . . 1084, 1085 
Leader Box, Individual . . . . . . . . . 960, 1080 
Lead or Slug Racks (See Raclts, Lead or Slug) 
Lead or Slug Racks, Cut-Cost 

(See justifying Materials Cabinets) 
Lee Two-Revolution Press . . . . 895 
Letter board Cabinets . . 1033,1089 
Letterboards, Job . . . . . . 1089 
Letterboards, Newspaper . . 1089 
Lettering Pallet . . . . . 993, 1007 
Lettering Pallet Press . . . . 993 
Letters, Symbol . . . . . . . 1086 
Lever Paper Cutters . . . . 920-922 
Liberty Folding Machines . . . 996 
Lincoln Type Measure . . . . 969 
Line Gauges . . . . . . . . . . . 969 
Lining and Register System . . . 916 
Lino-Slug Cutters . . . . . . 934,935 
Liquid Padding Glue . . . . . . . . . 1007 
Locking-up Materials Cabinets, Cut-

Cost . . . ... .... . 
Locks, Galley . . . . . . . . 
Loose-Leaf Binder, Cut-Cost . 
Lye Brushes . . . . . . . . . 

. 1046-1049 
963 

1056 
954 

MACHINIST'S BENCH FOR TYPE-COMPOSING 
MACHINES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1128 

Machinist's Work Bench . . .. .. . . . . 1129 
Machinist's Work Bench and Storage Cabinet 1129 
Magazine Cabinet . . 1128 
Magnifying Glasses . 969 
Mailing Machines . . 970 
Mailing Room Table 1130 
Make-ready Table . . . 1109 
Make-up Galleys . . . . . . . . . . . 962, 963 
Make-up Iron Surfaces, Water-Cooled . . . 1120 
Make-up Tables, Newspaper . 1110-1119 
Make-up Table, Water-Cooled . . . 1120 
Make-up Trucks . . . . . . . . . 1121 
Mallets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 959 
Mammoth Iron Furniture . . . . . . . . 94 7 
Mammoth Iron Furniture Cabinets 1050,1096 
Mammoth Mitering Machine . . . 933 
Marble Imposing Surfaces . . . . 948 
Marble Ink Slabs . . . . . . . . . 999 
Mashek Form Truck . . . . . . . . 1098 
Materials for Cut-Cost Cabinet Top . 1029 
Materials Used in Cut-Cost Cabinets .... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1031, 1047,1049 
Matrix Cabinets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1127 
McGreal Combination Chase . . . . . . . 968 
McNutt Non-Explosive Benzine Cans . . . 955 
McNutt Oily Waste Can . . . . . . . . . . 955 
Megill Automatic Registering Gauge . . 957 
Metal Cut Trays . . . . . . . . . . 1054, 1055 
Metal Furnaces . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1009 
Metal Furniture Cabinets, Cut-Cost 1030, 1031 
Metal Furniture Case for Bank . . . . . 1085 
Metal Spools for Wire Stitchers . . . . . 980 
Midget Lead or Brass Rule Case . 1028, 1080 
Midget Safety Quoins . . . . . . . 944 
Midget Wetter Numbering Machine 950 
Miller Bench Saw-Trimmer. . . . . 931 
Miller Composition Mallets . . . . . . 959 
Miller Special Purpose Saw-Trimmer . 930 
Miller Universal Saw-Trimmer . 930 
MillsThree-HeightsType Gauge . . . 936 
Miter Box and Saw . . . . . . . . . . 959 

MITERING MACHINES 
Hansen Complete . 
Hansen Mammoth 
Rouse ... . . . 
Rouse Rotary . . . . 
Rouse Saw-Miterer . . . . . . 

Monitor Bench Lever Embosser . ... 
Monitor Multiplex Punching Machines 
Monitor Perforators . . . . . . . . 

933 
933 
932 
932 
932 

. 993 
990,991 
985,987 
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Monitor Round Corner Cutting Machine 
Monotype Key bank, Key bar and Storage 

Cabinet 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M . & Wo Press Locks 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Morgan Expansion Roller Trucks 0 

Motors, Electric 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mounting Blocks 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mustang Mailing Machine 0 0 

PAGES 
990 

0 0 1109 
0 0 949 

0 910 
912,913 

938 
970 

NEW CENTURY INK FOUNTAIN 909 
News and Book Galleys 0 0 0 962 
Newspaper Bases 0 0 0 0 0 0 941 
Newspaper Chases 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 968 
Newspaper Equipments, Steel and Wood 1110-1130 
Newspaper Form Transfer Truck 0 0 0 0 1120 
Newspaper Letterboards 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1089 
Newspaper Make-up Tables 0 0 0 0 0 1110-1120 
Newspaper Plant Layouts 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 1021 
Newspaper Proof Press 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0 925 
Newspaper Racks, Files and Binders 0 0 0 0 917 
Newspaper Tables, Standarized Units 0 1110-1115 
Newspaper Type Cabinets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1069,1070 
Newspaper, Units for Make-up Tables 0 1110-1115 
Non-Explosive Benzine Cans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 955 
N otting Steel Quoin 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 944 

NUMBERING MACHINES 
American 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 951 
American Visible Hand 952 
Bates Hand 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 952 
Better-Wetter 0 0 0 0 0 950 
Boston Model Wetter 0 0 0 0 950 
Hickok Paging and Numbering 983 
Midget Wetter 0 0 950 
Paragon Hand 0 0 952 
Pica Model Wetter 951 
Roberts 0 0 0 0 0 0 951 
Roberts Hand 0 0 952 

Number Plates 0 0 0 0 0 1086 
NurexTabbing Compound 1007 

OFFICIAL CUTTER 0 0 o o o o o 995 
Official Hand Presses 0 0 0 0 0 907 
Open Type Cabinet, Cut-Cost 0 1033 
Order Envelope Box, Cut-Cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1057 
Overhead Banks, Standardized Newspaper 1111 
Overlay Knives 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 970 

PADDING AND GLUING-ON ATTACHMENTS 
Padding Glue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Paging and Numbering Machine 
Pallet Press 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pallets, Lettering 0 0 0 0 0 

Paper Counter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Paper Cutter Angle Gauge 0 

Paper Cutter Knives 0 

PAPER CUTTERS 
Advance Lever 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 

Advance Pony 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 

Card Cutters 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Chandler & Price Automatic 0 

Chandler & Price Bench 
Chandler & Price Lever 
Chandler & Price Power 
Diamond Lever 0 0 0 0 0 

Diamond Power 0 0 0 0 

Paper Cutter Sticks 0 0 0 0 0 

Paper Cutter Table, Cut-Cost 0 0 0 0 

Paper F asteners (See Staple Binders) 
Paper Holder, Tympan 0 0 0 0 

Paper Jogger 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Paper Lifts for Cylinder Presses 

PAPER RULING MACHINES 
Hickok Disc Roll 0 0 0 

Hickok Dual "L" 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hickok 0-A Automatic Striker 0 

Hickok Ruling Machine Feeder 0 0 

Paragon Hand Numbering Machine 0 

Patent Blocks 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Patent Corner All-Brass Galleys 0 0 

Pearl Presses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

997 
1007 
983 

0 0 993 
993,1007 

1007 
923 
923 

. 922 
0 922 
0 995 

918, 919 
922 
920 
920 
921 
921 
961 

1059 

971 
916 
Sll 

982 
982 
981 
983 

0 952 
938-942 

963 
908 

1145 

Peck Quoin Keys 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 

Perfection Benzine Brush 0 0 0 0 0 

Perfection Composing Rule Set 0 0 

Perfection Steel Tableting Presses 

PERFORATORS 

PAGES 
945 
954 
958 

1006 

Burch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 • 908 
Hoff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 916 
Monitor Extra Heavy Power 987 
Monitor Foot Power 987 
Monitor Hand 0 0 0 985 
Monitor Standard 0 987 
Rosback Foot Power 986 
Rosback Hand 0 0 0 985 
Rosback Rotary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1010 
Rosback Round Hole Rotary 985 
Rosback Steam Power 0 0 0 1010 
Rosback XX Heavy Power 0 986 
Southworth Hand Power 0 0 984 
Southworth Heavy Duty 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 984 

Pica Model Wetter Numbering Machine 0 0 951 
Planers and Type-High Machines 0 936,937 
Planers, Type and Proof 0 0 960 
Plate Brushes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 954 
Plate Mounting Equipment 938-942 
Platen Press Gauge Pins 0 0 0 956 
Platen Pressroom Cabinets 1058,1107 
Plate Storage Cabinet 0 0 0 1090 
Platform Trucks 0 • 0 0 0 0 1105 
Pliers for Tape Couplers 0 0 971 
Pocket Type-High Gauges 0 936 
Poco Proof Presses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 928 
Portland Multiple Punching Machines 0 998 
Poster Chases 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 966 
Potter Proof Presses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 924-926 
Potter ProofPresses, Ink and PaperCabinets for 1051 
Potter Proof Press Inking Devices 0 0 0 0 925, 926 
Practical Height Gauge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 937 
Prentiss Metal Spools for Wire Stitchers 980 
Pressboards, Bookbinders' 998 
Press Brake, Job 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 905 
Pressed Steel Galleys 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 962 

PRESSES 
Chandler & Price 0 896, 897 
Colt's Armory 0 0 901,902 
Golding Jobbers 0 906,907 
Improved Pearl 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 908 
Kelly Automatic Presses 879-894 
Laureate 0 0 • 0 • • 0 0 900 
Lee Two-Revolution 0 0 895 
Official Hand . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 907 
Process Embossing Machines 914 
Standing 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 o o o . o 0 0 o o o 994 
Thomson Colt's Armory Cutter and Creaser 903 
Thomson Eccentric-Action Cutter and 

Creaser . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 905 
Thomson Eccentric-Action Embosser 904 

Press Locks 0 • 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 949 
Pressman's Combination Quoin Key 0 945 
Pressmen's Overlay Knives 0 970 
Press Points and Wrench . 0 911 
Press Punches 0 0 0 0 • • • 0 992 
Pressroom Cabinet, Cut-Cost 0 0 1058 
Pressroom Cabinets, Platen 0 • 0 0 0 0 1058, 1107 
Pressroom Drying Racks, Frames and Trays 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • 1060, 1062, 1063, 1105,1106 
Press Seats 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 915 
Printing Inks 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • o . o . 0 1001-1004 
Printing Plant Layouts 

(See Layouts of Printing Plants) 
Proofing Outfit, Cut-Cost 0 0 • 1051 
Proof Paper Cabinet, Cut-Cost 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 1051 
Proof Planer 0 • 0 0 • • • 0 • 0 0 • • 0 • 0 0 960 

PROOF PRESSES 
Brower Ball-Bearing Proof Presses 0 

Challenge Galley Proof Press 0 0 0 0 0 

Chandler & Price Galley Proof Press 0 

Poco Proof Presses 0 0 • o . 0 o 0 

Potter Proof Presses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Potter Proof Press Inking Devices 
Rouse Proof Press 0 

Proof-Reader's Desk 0 • 

Punches, Ejector Press . 

927 
929 
929 

0 928 
924-926 
925,926 

929 
1127 
992 
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PUNCHING MACHINES 
Falmouth . .. .. 
Monitor Multiplex 
Portland Multiple . 
Rosback Pony . . 
Rosback Special Six . 
Sieber Adjustable Hand 
Southworth . . . . . . . 
Standard Hand . . . . . 
Super-Portland Mult iple 
Triumph Eyelet Punch . . . 

Punching Machine Equipment 

QUADRUPLE CHASES . . . . . . 
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. 989 
990,991 

988 
991 
991 
992 
989 
992 
988 
979 
988 

965 
Quarter Case Cabinet . . . . . . . . . . . 
Qua rter Size Cases (See Cases, Quarter Size) 
Quarto Chases . . . . . . 

1088 

965 

QUOINS AND QUOIN KEYS 
Challenge Quoin Key . 945 
Challenge Quoins . . . . . 944 
Improved Hempel Quoins 944 
Midget Safety Quoins . 944 
Notting Quoins . . . . . . 944 
Peck Quoin Keys . . . . . . . 945 
Pressman's Combination Key 945 
Right-Angle Pressman's Key . 945 
Rouse Register Quoins . 945 
Wickersham Quoin Key 945 
Wickersham Quoins . . 945 
Wood Quoins . . . . . . 960 

RACKS, ADJUSTABLE CHASE 1052,1053 

RACKS, CASE 
Iron Case Racks . . . . . . . 1075 
Wooden Case Racks . . . . . . . . . 1075 

Racks, Frames and Trays, Drying . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 1060, 1062, 1063, 1105, 1106 

RACKS, LEAD OR SLUG 
Boston Lead Racks . 1094 
Eureka Lead Rack . 1094 
Wisconsin Lead Rack 1094 

Racks, Newspaper . . . . 917 
Rag or Waste Cans . . . 955 
Rawhide Mallets . . . . . . 959 
Receiving Table, Newspaper . 1125 
Redington Counting Machines 953 
Red-Line Tape in Rolls . . . 971 
Register Gauges . . . . . . 956, 957 
Register Hooks and Bases . 938-942 
Register Key . . . . . . . . 941 
Register System . . . . . . . 916 
Register Table . . . . . . . 1104 
Reg let . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 960, 961 
Reglet Cabinets, Cut-Cost 

(See Locking-up Materials Cabinets) 
Reglet Cabinets, Hamilton. . . . . . 1094 
Right-Angle Pressman's Quoin Key . 945 
Rigid Rim Steel Galleys . . . . . . . 962 
Roberts Hand Numbering Machine . 952 
Roberts Numbering Machine 951 
Robinson Improved Mallet . . . . 959 
Roller Brackets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1087 
Roller Cabinet, Cut-Cost 

(See Platen Pressroom Cabinets) 
Roller Cabinets . . . . . 1058,1107, 1108 
Roller Supporters . . . . . 910 
Roller Trucks . . . . . . . 910 
Rolling Ladder . . . . . . . . 1054 
Rosback Ink Distributor . . . . . 909 
Rosback Perforators . . . 985, 986, 1010 
Rosback Punching Machines 991 
Roughing Machines . . . . . 915 

ROUND CORNERING MACHINES 
Hickok . . . . . . . . . 993 
Monitor . . . . . . . . . 990 
Sterling . . . . . . . . . . 989 

Rouse Cylinder Press Paper Lift . 911 
Rouse Lining and Register System 916 
Rouse Lino-Slug Cutter . . . . . . 934 
Rouse Mitering Machine . . . . . . . 932 
Rouse Newspaper Racks and Holders . 917 
Rouse Press Seat . . . 915 
Rouse Proof Press . . . . . . . . . . 929 

1146 

Rouse Register Hooks and Bases 
Rouse Register Quoins . . . 
Rouse Roller Fans . . . . . . 
Rouse Rotary Miterer . . . . 
Rouse Saw-Miterer . . . .. 
Rouse Tympan Paper Holder 
Rouse Universal Blocks . . . 
Rubbing-up Sticks and Bands . 
Rule and Lead Cutters . ... 
Rule Cutter, Steel . . . . . . . 

PAGES 

939 
945 
911 
932 
932 
971 
938 
998 

933-934 
935 
935 
958 

Rule Press, Helmold's Eureka . ... . .. . 
Rules, Composing and Make-up . . . . . . . 
Ruling Machines (See Paper Ruling Machines) 
Run Easy Tape Couplers 971 

SAMSON EYELET TOOL 
Samson Job Chase . . 
Sanspareil Rule Case 

SAWS AND TRIMMERS 
Backsaw . ..... .. . . 
Miller Bench Saw-Trimmer . .... 
Miller Special Purpose Saw-Trimmer 
Miller Universal Saw-Trimmer . 
Miter Saw .... .... . 
Rouse Power Saw-Miterer . 
Superior Point-System Saw 

Saw-Trimmer Cabinet . .. . . 
Saw-TrimmerGuard . . . .. . . . . 
School Compositor's Stand and Desk 
School Imposing Tables . ... . . . 
School Type Cabinet . . . . . 
Seats for Cylinder Presses . . . 
Sectional Blocks . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sectional Cylinder Press Roller Cabinet . 
Sectional Unit Sort Cabinet . . . . . . . 
Shades, Eye . . . . . . . 
Shears, Bookbinders' .. 
Shelves for Drying Rack 
Shooting Sticks . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Shute Board and Type-High Machine . 
Side Guide for Cylinder Presses 
Side Sticks . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sieber Adjustable Hand Punch 
Sifter Case . . . . . . . . . 
Signature Truck, Cut-Cost . 
Significance of a Minute . 
Skimmers and Ladles . . . 
Slitter and Scorer, Hoff . . 
SlugBin ... . ..... . 

980 
967 

1081 

959 
931 
930 
930 
959 
932 
931 

1098 
1130 
1065 
1066 
1065 

. 915 
938-942 

1108 
1091 
970 
993 

1106 
959 
937 
956 
961 
992 

1086 
1061 
1015 
1009 
916 

. 1117 
934.935 Slug Cutters . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Slug Racks (See Lead or Slug Racks) 
Small Cap Case, Cut-Cost . . . . . . . . . 1027 
Smooth Jaw Parallel Pliers . . . . . . . . 971 
Smouse Adjustable Transfer Truck . . . . 1121 
Sort Boxes, Steel . . . . . . . . . . . 1090, 1091 
Sort Cabinets . . . . . . . . . . . . 1090, 1091 
Sort Cabinets, Sectional Unit . . . . . . . . . 1091 
SouthworthLabelTrimmer and Coupon Cutter 989 
Southworth Perforators . . . . . . . . . 984 
Southworth Punching Machines . . . . . 989 
Space and Quad Cases . . . . . . . . . 1083 
Spacing Materials Cases . 1026, 1082, 1083 
Spatulas, Ink . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 999 
Square-Leg Imposing Tables ...... .. 1104 
Standard Hand Punching Machines . . . . . 992 
Standardized Steel Frame Units, Newspaper . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1110-1115 
Standardized Units for Overhead Banks, News-

paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1111 
Standing Presses, Bookbinders' . . . . . . 994 

STANDS, CASE 
City . . . . 
Iron . . . .. ... . 
School Compositor's 
Wooden ... . .. . 

Stands for Proof Presses . 

STAPLE BINDERS AND PAPER FASTENERS 
Acme Staple Binder . . . . . . . 
Bostitch Paper Fastener . . . . . 
Boston Automatic Paper Fastener 
Boston Staple Binder . . 
Sure-Shot Binder . . . . . 

Staples .... . . . ... . . 
Sta-Warm Electric Glue Pots 

1075 
1076 

. . . 1065 
1075, 1076 

928,929 

979 
979 
978 
978 

. . 979 
978,979 
.. 1006 
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PAGES 

Steel and Wood Equipments . . . . . . 1011-1130 
Steel Bindery Tables. . . . . . 994,997,1061-1063 
Steel Composing and Make-up Rules . . . . 958 
Steel Furniture . . . . . . . . 948 
Steel Rule Cutter . . . . . . . . 935 
Steel Sort Boxes . . . . . . 1090, 1091 
Steel Wire, Bookbinders' . . . . 980 

STEREOTYPING APPLIANCES 
Bearer Gauges 1008 
Beating Brush . 1008 
Casting Boxes . 1008 
Ingot Molds . . 1009 
Ladles . . . . . 1009 
Metal Furnaces . 1009 
Skimmers . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1009 
Stereotyping Materials and Tools 1008 

Stereotype Chases, Newspaper . . . 968 
Sterling Round Cornering Machine 989 
Stick Rest, Composing . . . . 943 
Sticks, Composing . . . . . . 943 
Sticks for Book binders . . . . 998 
Sticks for Paper Cutters . . . . . . . . . . . 961 
Stitching Machines (See Boston Wire Stitchers) 
Stock Forwarding Tables . . . . 994, 1062, 1063 
Stock Forwarding Trucks . . . . 994, 1062, 1063 
Stock Tables . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1060,1106 
Stones for Grinding Knives . . . . . . . . 923 
Storage Cabinets . . . . . 1087, 1090, 1109, 1129 
Storage Tables, Cut-Cost . . . 1142 
Striker Ruling Machine . . . . 981 
Success Benzine Cans . . . . . . . . 955 
Superior Electric Welded Chases . 964-968 
Superior Line Gauge . . . . . . . 969 
Superior Make-up Trucks . . . . 1121 
Superior Newspaper Binder . . . 917 
Superior Newspaper File . . . . . . 917 
Superior Paper Cutter Angle Gauge . 923 
Superior Point-System Saw . . . . . . . 931 
Superior Stereotyping Appliances . . 1008, 1009 
Superior Type-High Gauge . . . . . . . . . 936 
Super-Portland Multiple Punching Machine . 988 
Sure-Shot Binder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 979 
Surfaces and Tops for Newspaper Equipments 1125 
Surfaces for Imposing Tables . . . . . 948 
Swivel Hook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 941 
Symbol Letters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1086 
System, Cut-Cost. . . . . . . . . . . . 1011-1064 
System of Cut Storage, Cut- Cost . . . . 1054-1056 
System of Standardized Steel Units for News-

paper Equipments . . . . . . . . . 1110-1115 

TABBING COMPOUND . 

TABLES 
Assembling. 
Bindery . . . 
Correcting . 
Dumping .. 
Imposing .. 
Mailing Room 
Make-Ready . . . .. 
Make-up, Newspaper. 
Paper Cutter, Cut-Cost 
Receiving .... . 
Register .... . 
Stock . ..... . 

1007 

... .... 1123 
994, 997' 1061-1063 

. . . . ... 1124 
. . . . . . . 1042,1122 
1044,1045, 1066, 1099-1104 

... 1130 

. . . 1109 
1110-1120 
... 1059 
. .. 1125 
. . . 1104 

. 1060, 1106 
Stock Forwarding 
Storage, Cut-Cost . . . . 
Water-Cooled Make-up . 

994, 1062, 1063 
1042 
1120 
1006 
1007 

Tableting Presses . . . . . 
Tablet Knife . .. ... . . 
Tape Couplers . . . . . . . 
Tape in Rolls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Thomson Colt's ArmoryCrank-Action Cutting 

971 
971 

and Creasing Press . . . . . . . . . . . . 903 
Thomson Eccentric-Action Cutting and Creas-

ing Press . . . . . . . . . . . . 905 
Thomson Embossing Press . . . . . . . . . 904 
Tinned Steel Wire Staples . . . . . . . . . . 978 
Tools, Engravers' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 958 
Top for Foreman's Desk, Cut-Cost . . . . . . 1057 
Tops and Surfaces for Newspaper Equipments 1125 
Tops for Type Cabinets . . . . . . . . 1029,1074 
Transfer and Sifter Case . . . . . . . . . . 1086 
TransferTrucksforNewspaperForms . 1120,1121 
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Transfer Trucks, Galley . . . . . . 1045, 1092 
Trays, Cut . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1054, 1055 
Trays for Overhead Banks . . . . . . . 1111 
Trays, Frames and Racks, Drying . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . 1060, 1062, 1063, 1105, 1106 
Triumph Eyelet Punch 979 

TRUCKS 
Form Trucks . . . . . . 915 
Galley Transfer. . . 1045,1092 
Make-up . . . . . . . . . 1121 
Mashek Form Truck . . . . 1098 
Platform . . . . . . . . . . 1105 
Signature, Cut-Cost . . . . . . 1061 
Stock Forwarding . . 994,1062, 1063 
Transfer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1120, 1121 
Transfer and Storage for Newspaper Forms 1120 
Waste Metal . . . . . . . . . 1122 
Waste Paper, Cut-Cost . . . . 1059 

Trucks, Roller . . . . . . . . . . 910 
True-Straight Roller Supporters 910 
Turtle Type Gauge . . . . . . . 969 
Tweezers and Bodkins . . . . . . 958 
Tympan Paper Holder . . . . . . . 971 
Type Cabinets (See Cabinets, Type) 
Type Cases (See Cases, Type) 
Type Composing Machine Benches 1128, 1129 
Type Gauges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 969 

TYPE-HIGH MACHINES AND GAUGES 
Challenge Type-High Machine. . . . . . 937 
Hacker Planer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 936 
Hoerner Shute Board and Type-High Ma-

chine . . . . . . . . . . . 937 
Pocket Type-High Gauges . . 936 
Practical Height Gauge . . . . 937 
Type-Hi Disc Planer . . . . . 936 

Type Measures and Line Gauges 969 
Type Planer . . . . . . . . . . . 960 

UNIT CuT STORAGE CABINET, CuT-CosT . . . 1054 
Unit Galley Cabinets . . . . . . . . . . 1043, 1093 
Unit Ink Cabinet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1107 
Unit Job and Cylinder Chase Racks . . .. . 1097 
Units for Newspaper Tables, Standardized . 

Unit So~t ·c~bin"et 
Universal Blocks 
Universal Hook . 

VICTOR OVERLAY K NIFE. 
Virkotype Machines . . . . . . . . 
Visible Hand Numbering Machines 

1110-1115 
1091 
938 
940 

970 
914 
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